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PREFACE 

PROFESSOR Martin Luther D'Ooge died suddenly on September 
12, 1915, leaving unfinished a work on the Introduction to Arithmetic 
by Nicomachus. His translation of the Greek text was complete, 
but the supporting studies had not been commenced. 

As soon as possible after his death, colleagues of Mr. D'Ooge in the 
University of Michigan took up the unfinished task, and their work 
combined with his appears in this volume. Mr. Karpinski contrib
uted Chapters I, Ill, IV and the greater part of Chapter X of Part 
I, together with the first section of Part Ill, Extensions of a Theorem 
of i\'icomac/tlts; Mr. Robbins made the final revision of Mr. D 'Ooge's 
translation and prepared the rest of the volume. At first it was pro
posed to present a revised Greek text, but this proved to be imprac
ticable without too great delay. 

Sincere thanks are due to Mrs. Edward Waldo Pendleton, whose 
generous help made the publication of the volume possible. We are 
under much obligation also to our colleagues, who have rendered assis
tance on many points. A special mention of indebtedness should be 
made to the University Editor, Dr. Eugene S. McCartney, for his 
scholarly assistance in the preparation of the manuscript for the press. 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, 

September I, 1925_ 
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LOUIS CHARLES KARPINSKI 
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CHAPTER I 

THE SOURCES OF GREEK MATHEMATICS 

ARlTIlMETIC is fundamentally associated by modern readers, par
ticularly by scientists and mathematicians, with the art of computa
tion. For the ancient Greeks after Pythagoras, however, arithmetic 
was primarily a philosophical study, having no necessary connection 
with practical affairs. Indeed the Greeks gave a separate name to the 
arithmetic of business, AO'}'W'T£K7}; of this division of the science no 
Greek treatise has been transmitted to us. In general the philosophers 
and mathematicians of Greece undoubtedly considered it beneath 
their dignity to treat of this branch, which probably formed a part of 
the elementary instruction of children. The evidence for the existence 
of treatises on the fundamental operations is very insecure and vague, 
resting upon a passage of Diogenes Laertius 1 and a citation by 
Eutocius.2 

So far as the content of the logistic is concerned, our main source 
of information is the scholium' on Plato's Charmides, 163 E. This 
scholium is undoubtedly based on the lost work of Geminus, although 
it may be through the medium of Anatolius.' A passage in Proclus ' 
which explicitly mentions Geminus touches analogous points. 

The scholium is as follows: "Logistic is the theory which deals with 
numerable objects and not with numbers j 6 it does not, indeed, con
sider number in the proper sense of the term, but assumes I to be 
unity, and anything which can be numbered to be number (thus in 
place of the triad, it employs 3; in place of the decad, 10), and dis
cusses with these the theorems of arithmetic. 

I ViltU PhiJosoplwrum, VIII. 12, where a certain Apollodorus is designatro as 6 )"o-Y'fTn,(6r, 
which may mean, as Cantor thinks, that he was a RUMnntns/cr. 

I In the Com1Mnlary on tlu Measurement of lhe Ci,ck by A,chimedes (in Heiberg, A,dimedis 
Opera Omnia cum CommenJa,iis Euctocij, Leipzig, 1881, vol. Ill, p. 302,iine 4), he mentions the 
M'YIO'TlKli of a certain Magnus or Magnes. 

I Here quoted on the basis of the text given in C. F. Hermann's ~ition of Plato (Leipzig, 
1901), vol. VI , p. :lC)O. See also Huitsch, Heronis Aleza1Ulrini Getmut,icorllm cl Stneo",dricorum 
ReJiqui4e, Berlin, 1864. pp. 247- 248. 

4 Tannery, La GhJ.dtrn Gruqau, Paris, 1881, pp. 48- 49. 
I Proclus, In Primum Euclidis EJementorum Libr"", Commaltarii, pp. 38, 1-42, 8 (ed. 

Friedlein) . 
• Compare the similar distinction made by Aristotle. 
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4 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

"It treats, then, on the one hand, tbat which Archimedes called 
'The Cattle Problem,' and on the other hand, 'melite' and 'phialite' 
numbers, the one discussing vials (measures, containers) and the other 
flocks; and when dealing with other kinds of problems it has regard 
for the number of sensible bodies and makes its pronouncements as 
though it were for absolute objects. 

"It has for material all numerable objects, and as subdivisions the 
so-called Greek and Egyptian methods for multiplication and division, 
as well as the summation and decomposition of fractions, whereby it 
investigates the secrets lurking in the subject-matter of the problems 
by means of the procedure that employs triangles and polygons. 

"It has for its aim that which is useful in the relations of life and in 
business, although it seems to pronounce upon sensible objects as if 
they were absolute," 

The philosophical arithmetic of the Greeks, ap,Op;rrnKT}, of which 
the arithmetic of Nicomachus is a specimen, corresponds in a measure 
to our number theory; tbe subject was designed for mature students 
as a preparation for the study of philosophy, and was not at all in
tended for children. Arithmetica is, as the name indicates, the study 
of that which is implied in number. This branch of arithmetical 
science developed along two quite distinct lines. On tbe one hand 
we have the rigid, mathematical discussion of the properties of num
bers, involving the forms of proof and the rigor of the demonstrational 
geometry, which is the great contribution of Greece to science; on the 
other hand we have a mystical development, ascribing even magical 
powers and life-properties to numbers. This pseudo-science which 
employs the results, but not the demonstrations of the rigid science, is 
commonly termed arithmology.' Greek arithmetic must be con
sidered, then, from the point of view of the philosopher and theoretical 
mathematician, rather than from that of our elementary schools. 

Arithmetic was intimately connected by the early Greeks ,,~th both 
geometry and music. The treatise on arithmetic by Euclid, as found 
in the seventh, eighth, and ninth books of the Elements,' is wholly 
from the geometrical standpoint. This point of view is reflected in 
many ways in later treatises, that of Nicomachus, for instance, which 
considered arithmetic as an independent science. The intimate con-

I See Chapter VII, pp. 90 8'., for a discussion of arithmology and of the share of Nicomacbus 
in it. 

lOur references to the Elements of Euclid will be to the English edition by Sir T. L. Heath, 
Tile TmrlUn Books of Euclid's EkrMJUS, three volume!!, Ca.mbridge, 1908 . 

..... c k 



SOURCES OF GREEK MATHEMATICS 5 

nection between arithmetic and music accounts, in some measure, 
for the complete and even tedious discussion of ratios in the Greek 
treatises on arithmetic. In consequence, our consideration of the 
origins of Greek arithmetic will necessarily touch incidentally not only 
the processes of computation of the Greeks, but also geometry, music, 
and eveD other sciences, as related to the sciences of the older civiliza
tions.} 

For the sources of the early Greek arithmetical sciences we must 
look to Egypt and to Babylon, possibly even beyond to India and 
China. Evidence of the exchange of ideas between Greece and Egypt, 
and between Greece and Babylon, has accumulated so much in recent 
years as to show a degree of intimacy long unsuspected.' In the early 
centuries of the Christian era, knowledge of Greek astronomy was 
carried to India; traces of reciprocal influence in ancient times are 
not wanting, although any detailed statement must await more ac
curate information of the historical development of Hindu learning. 
The sciences, biological, physical, and mathematical, as well as the 
fine arts and technical arts, are involved in the interchange of ideas 
between Orient and Occident, but our interest is centered upon the 
mathematical sciences. In this field the Oriental science served pri
marily as a directive force, determining the topics which for centuries 
occupied the attention of Greek mathematicians. 

In mathematics and astronomy the early traces of Oriental influence 
cover a wide range of ideas, touching at the lower point the simplest 
operations of computation and at the upper point the development of 
complicated astronomical theories. At the outset we may say that one 
extraordinary achievement in mathematics remains undisputedly 
Greek in its origin, namely, the development of logical, demonstrative 
geometry. Writers 3 who confound with the whole of science the 
systematization of the sciences achieved by the Greeks, together with 
this process of logical demonstration, entirely mistake the nature of 
science and the processes of its progress. Science is concerned with 
the problems involved in comprehending the universe in which we live. 
Science involves inevitably the knowledge of numbers and form, or 

I For more complete discussion of arithmetic and logistic, see Heath, A History of Gruk 
J(CIIM/lCQtic.s (Orlord, 19:21), vol. It pp. 13-16 . 

• F. Cumont, The QrU"tal Religions in Roman Paganism (Chicago, 1911); and Astrology 
a1lil Religion among the Greeks and Romans (New York, 1912) ; Milhaud, NOUfJdJt:s &udes .sur 
I'Histoirt: dt: la Pt:tISU S,ienljfiq~ (Paris, 191 I), pp. 41- 133 . 

• Like John Bumet, Greek PltiJosop"'Y, Part 1, Thale.s to PlaJo (London, 1920), pp. 4 ff. 
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6 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

mathematics, as well as the sciences of material things and life-pro
cesses. This science begins with primitive man, and develops as man 
develops. 

The processes of computation in Greece were closely allied to those 
of Egypt. The abacus with its counters for reckoning, which was 
in wide use among the ancient Greeks,1 had its counterpart, according 
to Herodotus,' in Egypt. While no trace of any Egyptian abacus has 
been found, Plato's statement that in Egypt" systems of calculation 
have been actually invented for the use of children" suggests that the 
Egyptians may have invented the abacus for the purpose for which it 
is now used in our primary schools. 

The' Egyptian methods' of multiplication and division, mentioned 
in the scholium on Plato's Charmides quoted above, are now known 
to us through the preservation and publication of the Ahmes manual,' 
an Egyptian arithmetic which dates from about 1700 R.e. Multipli
cation is effected by repeated doubling. Division is the inverse of 
multiplication, effected by doubling and re-doubling the divisor until 
the dividend can be obtained by summation of the appropriate doubles. 
Thus the product of 27 times 57 is obtained as follows: 

57 I' 

II4 2' 
228 4' 
456 8' 

9'2 16' 

'539 

The multiplication of 27 times 57 is treated as 16 + 8 + 2 + I times 
57. The accent marks to indicate which numbers are to be summed 
appear in the papyrus. Were 1539 to be divided by 27, the same 
series of doubles would be written, and the required summands would 
be obtained by subtraction from the dividend or by inspection. A 
multiplier or quotient involving fractions would be treated in the same 
way; thus, to multiply 57 by 27,~, t, the numbers 2~ and 14t, ~ and 
t respectively of 57, would appear among the summands to be added. 
Multiplication by 10 was sometimes included, without any doubling. 

The most distinctive feature of the Egyptian arithmetic is the 

I Herodotus, 11. 36 ; Aristotle, Constitution of Athens, 68, 3 fI.; Plutarch, Yito Cahmis 
Minoris, 70; $extus Empiriclls, Adurms JlalhemaJicos, IX. 194. 

t Herodotus, ibid. 
, Eisenlohr, Ein matlumaJiscMS Hondblle" der alien Acgypter (Papyrus Rhind des British 

Musellm ). Leipzig, r&)l; T. Eric Peet, The R},inJ MaJhcmaJical Papyrus, London, 1923, 
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SOURCES OF GREEK MATHEMATICS 7 

restriction of the operations with fractions to unit fractions, i.e. those 
having one as the numerator j I is the single exception. Thus t was 
written as i t, and t as t -i,,; the juxtaposition indicates that the 
fractions are to be summed. Now the Greek symbolism for fractions 
includes special devices for writing such unit fractions, together with 
a separate symbol for the fraction f.' The little that we know of 
ancient computation, supported by definite indications of later docu
ments, shows the intimate connection between the Greek and Egyptian 
methods of treating fractions. Thus, Euclid has a special term for 
a unit fraction,' while in the works of Hero of Alexandria and Dio
phantus series of unit fractions in true Egyptian form are common.3 

Furthermore, in the aritltmetica the superparticular is definitely con
nected with the notion of a unit fraction. 

Mention has been made of the 'summation and decomposition of 
fractions.' In the absence of any treatise on logistic from the classical 
period, the meaning of the scholiast's phrase is revealed to us only 
by later documents. A Greek papyrus of the eighth century A.D., 

found at Akhmim in Egypt,' includes unit fractions entirely after the 
manner of the Abmes manual. Tbe products of ~, t, t, i, t, !, t, and 
n by the integers from I to 10, and by the tens to 9" are written in 
tenns of unit fractions. A fragment of the same nature appears in the 
ancient Egyptian manual, giving the product of ~ by~,!, i, i, t, +. 
iT, and i, as well as the products separately, of ! by ~,and i by I, by 
i, .,\, t, and iT, and i by t. The distribution problems by Abmes of 
I, 2,3,6, 7,8, and 9 loaves of bread among ten people are arithmeti
cally analogous. 

Undoubtedly we have here the' decomposition' process into unit 
fractions; this also appears in the introductory material of the Egyp
tian manual wherein the fractions having 2 as a numerator and odd 
numbers to 99 as denominators are resolved into unit fractions. ri 
Some of the same numerical operations are found also in two letters 

1 Heath, DiopluJnlus of Alexandria, A Stud)' in the Hislory of Gruk Algebra (s«ond edition, 
Cambridge, 1910) , pp. 44- 47. 

2 Elements, Book VI, definition 3: "A number is a part of a number, the less of the greater, 
when it measures the greater; but parts when it does not measure it." Heath adds (vol. H, 
p. 280) that "by the expression parIs (~ip,), the plural of ~) Euclid denotes what we should 
call a proper fraction." J Heath, DiopMntus, p. 46 . 

• J. Baillet. Le Papyrus Mathlmatiql~ d'Akhmim, AUmoires P'lblilcs par les MeMes tU la 
Mission Archtologique Fran,aise all CairtJ (Paris, 1&)2). T. IX, pp. I- &] . 

• Similar fractions in Michigan Papyrus, No. 621; described by L. C. Karpinski, lsis , vol. V 
(1922), pp. 20-25, with facsimile. Tbe text was published by F. E. Robbins, ClassioJl Philology. 
vol. XVIII (1923) , pp. 328-333. 
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of the fourteenth century written by the Greek monk Nicolas Rhabdas 
Atarvasda of Smyrna, who gives further the reverse process of 'sum
mation' of unit fractions into ordinary ones.' Doubtless it was early 
recognized that for multiplication and division by a series of unit 
fractions the combination of the set into a single common fraction was 
desirable. Nicolas explains the process of combination. 

Europe continued to employ the unit fractions for many centuries. 
Leonard of Pisa in the thirteenth century includes in his famous 
Liber Abbaci a table for decomposition into unit fractions,' and employs 
them frequently. The Arabs 3 and the Hindus, too, used Egyptian 
methods, although not exclusively, in their discussions of fractions, 
and traces of the Egyptian process of multiplication are preserved to 
this day among the Russian peasants. 

Plato makes a statement about Egyptian mathematics whicb shows 
not only his own respect for Egyptian methods of instruction, but 
also brings to light certain Egyptian problems which may have had to 
do with the problems on containers, 'phialite numbers,' mentioned in 
the scholium on the Charmides already cited. Plato says (Laws, 819) : 

U All freemen, I conceive, should learn as much of these various 
disciplines as every child in Egypt is taught when he learns his alphabet. 
In that country, systems of calculation have actually been invented 
for the use of children, which they learn as a pleasure and amusement. 
They have to distribute apples and garlands, apportioning the same 
number either to a larger or smaller number of persons. . .. Another 
mode of amusing them is by taking vessels of gold, and brass, and 
silver, and the like, and mingling them or distributing them without 
mingling; as I was saying, they adapt their amusement to the numbers 
in common use, and in this way make more intelligible to their pupils 
the arrangements and movements of annies and expeditions, and in 
the management of a household they make people more useful to 
themselves, and more wide awake; and again in measurements of 
things which have length, and breadth, and depth, they free us from 
that ludicrous and disgraceful ignorance of all things which is natural 
to man." 

1 Pau1 Tannery, Notices sur les Dna Leu,es ArithmtJiquts tk Nicolas Rhabd4s, Notius et 
prl.rails de Matlwcrus tk la Bihliol/teqxe NaliotJQk (Paris, 1886), vol. XXXII, pp. 121-252. 

I Scnui de LetmaTdo Pisano, published by B. BODcompagni, Illiberabbati (Rome, 1857), vol. I, 
p. 79· ' 

• See Karpinski, TIu Algebra of Abu Ka"," Slwja bm As14".. in Bibliatluca M aI~ 
(third series), vo!. XII, pp. 5:1-54. 
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SOURCES OF GREEK MATHEMATlCS 9 

The problems of the Ahmes papyrus on the distribution of loaves 
of bread among ten people,' and the problem to which we shall recur 
on the distribution of 100 loaves of bread according to the terms of an 
arithmetical series, are certainly suggestive of the type of problems of 
distribution to which Plato had reference. The following problem' 
in the Egyptian papyrus is doubtless one of the type dealing with 
containers ('phialite'): "I pour (from my container) three times; 
I add t and!; I fill it up. What part of the measure have I?" In 
the Greek anthology are found a series of problems on the distribution 
of apples and nuts, and problems on the weights of bowls, which 
involve linear equations in one and two unknown quantities.3 

The intimate connection between Greek logistic and Egyptian arith
metic can hardly be seriously questioned. So far as Greek arithmetica 
is concerned here again we find that the Greeks were inspired by their 
Oriental predecessors. The available Babylonian and Egyptian 
documents in the exact sciences are as yet extremely limited; our 
present infonnation is more or less accidental, and by no means com
prehensive. So far as early Egyptian mathematical science is con
cerned, we are largely dependent upon the Abmes papyrus. But these 
few surviving documents give indications of development along many 
different lines of mathematical thought. Their content is, as we have 
already partially indicated, quite in harmony with the Greek traditions 
concerning Egyptian and Babylonian science. In view of this cor
respondence and of further definite indications of real progress in 
mathematical thinking among the Egyptians, we are warranted in 
giving some credence to the Greek traditions concerning Oriental 
science which are not yet confirmed by indigenous evidence. 

Arithmology is closely related to the occult sciences, astrology, 
alchemy, and magic. While alchemy is undoubtedly a comparatively 
late development, the Oriental source of its theories is unquestioned.' 
Between the industrial arts of Egypt and Babylon and the develop
ment of theories of alchemy, there is an intimate connection, as 
Berthelot has shown. Furthermore this authority even asserts that 
Thales may have taken from Babylonian myths his theory that water 
is the material cause of all things.' 

I Eisen1ohr, 0/1. cU .• pp. 71-74; Peet, 0/1. cil., pp. 78-79. 
1 Eisenlohr, 0/1. cil., pp. 63--65; Peet, 0/1. dJ., pp. 70-72. 
'See Heath, A History of Greek A1aJJumaJics, vol. I, pp. 15-16; vol. 11, pp. 441-443; 

Tannery, DWpltanti Alexandrini, Opera omnia, vol. 11 (Leipzig, 1895), pp. 43-72. 
'BertheIot, Lu Originu tk l'Aldimu (Paris, 1885), Chapter Ill. • 01. &il., p. 251. 
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10 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

So far as the origin of the signs of the zodiac and the star-symbols is 
concerned, Oriental and Occidental contributions are not separable, 
and the same is true of other scientific ideas.' Astrology was born 
and bred in the temples of the Babylonians. The desire to forecast 
the future and equally the desire to establish a connection between the 
marvels of the beautiful heavens of the East and the events on the 
mundane sphere resulted in the cultivation of astrology. The devotion 
to the art constituted the first scientific study of the stars.' "The 
observations which the priests of the ancient Orient gathered with 
indefatigable patience inspired the first physical and astronomical 
discoveries, and just as in the period of scholasticism, the occult 
sciences [astrology and magic] led to the exact sciences. But these, 
by making evident later the vanity of the marvellous illusions by 
which they were nourished, destroyed the foundations of astrology 
and magic to which they owed their birth.'" 

The observations of the Egyptian and, more particularly, of the 
Babylonian astronomers, furnished a mass of material which was 
used by the Greeks.' Ptolemy and Hipparchus utilized the observa
tions and the computations of the Chaldeans, mentioning specifically 
certain eclipses observed j 6 Theon of Smyma discusses the different 
types of treatment of astronomical problems by Egyptians as com
pared with the Babylonians;' Diodorus Siculus notes that both the 
Egyptian priests and the Chaldeans were skilled in the prediction of 
eclipses.' As scientific observers of celestial phenomena the Baby
lonians compare favorably with the greatest of the Greek astronomers. 
Further than this, the evidence of their ability to use the data intel
ligently is indisputable. The determination of the period and mean 
motion of the moon, the determination of the lengths of the seasons 
and of the year, the determination of the period of eclipses and the 
periods (ePMmerides) of the planets, and a host of minor deductions 
were derived by the scientists of the Orient from their data. The most 

I Franz Boil, Splroera, Nt14t griuhische Texte UM Unlt:Tsllchungen IIur' Gesc/rUNte dct SIn'1J
bilder (Leipzig, 1903), p. 461. 

J Cumont, Lt.s Religions Orienlales dons le PaganisnK Romoin (Paris, 1999). See also his 
Astrology and Religion among (he Gruks and Romans (New York, 1912) . 

I Cumont, La Religions Orientales dons le Paganismf] Romo;", p. 235-
4 Heath, AdsJarchus DJ Somas, The AndmJ Copernicus, A History of Greek Astronomy to 

A.ristarchus (Oxford, 1913), Chapter Ill. 
• Pto!emy, Composition MaJhlmaliqlle de Claude PtoUmle (Almagest), cd. Halma (Paris, 

1813). vol. I, Book IV, pp. 216, 244-247. 267 . 
• Theon of Smyrna, p. 177,9 ff., HiIler. 
7 Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca Historica, I. 50; H·30. 
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SOURCES OF GREEK MATHEMATlCS II 

notable advance in astronomy in Babylon was undoubtedly made 
during the period in which the science was making real progress in 
Greece; indebtedness was mutual, but independent scientific progress 
on both sides is incontestably established. 

To deny to Babylon, to Egypt, and to India their part in the develop
ment of science and scientific thinking is to defy the testimony of the 
ancients,' supported by the discoveries of modem authorities.' The 
efforts which have been made to ascribe to Greek influence the science 
of Egypt, of later Babylon, of India, and later of the Arabs, do not add 
to the glory that was Greece. How could the Babylonians of the 
golden age of Greece have taken over the developments of Greek 
astronomy? This would have been possible only if they had arrived 
at a stage of development in astronomy which would have enabled 
them properly to estimate and appreciate the work which was to be 
absorbed. There has never been any question concerning the nature 
and origin of such feeble beginnings of science as are found among the 
American Indians. As regards the Babylonians, the Hindus, and the 
civilization of Europe in the time of Alexander the Great and up to 
600 A.D., the problem is entirely different. These are peoples who had 
reached approximately the same stage of development. The admis
sion that Greek astronomy immediately affected the astronomical 
theories of Babylon and India carries with it the implication that this 
science had attained somewhat the same level in these countries as in 
Greece. Without serious questioning we may assume that a signifi
cant part of the science of Babylon and Egypt that was developed 
during the times which we think of as Greek was indigenous. Nor do 
we thereby detract from the real greatness of Greece. The Hellenic 
civilization remains as an integral and vital part of all civilization, 
and not as something apart. 

Turning to the arilhmetica proper, we may first inquire as to the 
Egyptian attempts at systematization of the science. The Ahmes 
manual in itself is evidence of a noteworthy step in this direction, 
since it establishes the fact that the body of ideas which we now group 
under the name t mathematics' was recognized as a separate field by 

I Hippnrchus and Ptolemy, Theon of Smyma, and Diodorus. as cited above; Herodotus, 11. 
109 i Berosus, fragg. I] fr. in C. MUller, Fragmtnta Histori((wlfm GrauOflfm, vol. 11 , pp. 509 f.; 
Clemens Alexnndrinus, Stromata, 11. 4; PHny, NOll/ralis llistorifJ, VI. 121; VII . 193. 

! Heath, Berthelot, Boil, Cumont, as cited above; K ugler, Die babyloniuhe AI ondrechnung 
(Freiburg, 1900), pp. 50-51; 203-211; Epping, Astronom;sches aus Babylo" (Freiburg, 18&), 
pp. J 83- 190_ 
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12 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

the Egyptians. While no definitions of number, as such, have as yet 
been found, lamblichus informs us that Thales gave the classical 
definition of it as a collection of units, and the definition of the unit, 
arithmetically, as one of a group, "following the custom of the Egyp
tians with whom he studied." 1 Furthermore, the distinction between 
even and odd, fundamental in the arithmetica, is implicit in the Egyp
tian manual. For example, the first part of the work is devoted to a 
table for the conversion into unit fractions of fractions with odd de
nominators from 5 to 99 and with 2 as numerator. This table in and 
of itself marks real progress in systematization. 

The decad, which is prominent in the Pythagorean arithmetic, also 
receives, in a way, particular attention in the Ahmes papyrus, for 10 

appears over and over again in the problems of the Egyptian manual.' 
Attention to arithmetical and geometrical series was given both 

in early Babylon and in early Egypt. The single reference which we 
have, as yet, to the arithmetical and geometrical series in Babylon 
is found in a moon tablet 3 deciphered by Hincks. This gives the 
geometric series S,lO, 20, 40, 80 followed by the arithmetical series, 
Ba, 96, I12, 128, ... 240. 

In the Egyptian manual we have much more than the simple ap
pearance of arithmetical and geometrical series. The discussion of 
arithmetical and geometrical progressions reveals an unexpected 
familiarity with rules which we now express by algebraical formulas, a 
familiarity which has not received adequate appreciation. The es
sential points of the two formulas which we have for the nth term and 
the sum of the arithmetical series, a, a + d, a + 2 d, a + 3 d, .. "' 
appear from the problems to have been familiar to the Egyptians. 
Comparatively intricate problems are handled with the ease and in
timacy born of long acquaintance. 

The problem numbered 40 by Eisenlohr reads: "To distribute 100 

loaves of bread among 5 people so that t of the (total of the) first three 
equals that of the last two. What is the difference?" The solution 
shows that it is understood that the loaves are to be distributed in 
arithmetical progression. 

"Following instructions, the difference si," is the next somewhat 
cryptical suggestion of the manual. I hold that this reference implies 

I 1,. NicMMCii .A.rill.,,,etic4,,. lnl,od"dimrem LiJJ6, p. to, 8 (Piste1li). 
I EivnJohr, ojJ. ciI., 208, 211, 216, 217. 218, 219, et passim. 

I T&e Likrory GauJk, Aug. Sf 18S4. with reference to Tablet K 90 of the British Museum. 
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SOURCES OF GREEK MATHEMATICS 13 

definite rules of procedure in such problems, leading to the difference 
st, if unity be taken as tbe first term, under the conditions proposed. 
Our common procedure, in analytical solution of this problem, leads 
to the result, d = st a or d = st if a is I. Even if the method of 
arriving at this value for d be that of 'false position,' the procedure 
which, being adaptable to similar problems, arrives definitely and 
surely at the complete solution of the proposed problem must be 
regarded as scientific. 

From this point the solution follows the lines of previous problems. 
With I as the first term and st as the difference, the terms are I, 6t, 
12, 17t, and 23, having 60 as a sum. To complete this to the required 
100 loaves there must be added 40, or i of 60. After it has been noted 
that this is the case, there is added to each of the numbers in the dis
covered series i of itself, a process that gives Ii, la! t, 20, 2,*, and 
38! as the series fulfilling the required conditions. 

A second problem involving an arithmetical series is entitled" In
structions for the difference in distribution." The solution opens 
with the phrase, "If you are told," which was later adopted by Arabic 
mathematicians, and is not uncommon even today. "If you are told, 
[distribute] 10 measures of grain to 10 people so that the difference in 
[the amount received by] each person as compared with the next one is 
t of a measure of grain. I take the mean, one measure. I subtract 
I from 10, leaving 9. I take t of the difference, n, and take it nine 
times. This gives t n, which I add to the mean. From this take 
away t measure for each person in order to arrive at the goal. Follow
ing instructions: It n, IH n, It n, It"\-, I.,\-, t t t -h, t t -h, 
t t -h, t -h, t t .,\-, together 10." The solution of this problem as 
given by the Egyptian manual should be compared step by step with 
the solution by the ordinary procedure with the formulas of our ele
mentary algebra; the close correspondence is too striking to be 
regarded as wholly accidental. 

No one could ask that the ancient Egyptians should have modern 
formulas with a literal symbolism, for this advance was not made in 
Europe until the end of the sixteenth century of the Christian era. 
The similarity in method is, however, highly significant, revealing a 
development in analytical thinking that is not equalled for many 
centuries. In effect, we have in these problems the first term of an 
arithmetical series regarded as a function of the common difference, 
under given conditions, and the last term as a function of the mean 
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14 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

and the difference. This is true functional thinking whose like is 
hardly met again until Archimedes. 

The single illustration of a geometrical series confirms the implica
tions of the solutions found in the problems involving arithmetical 
series. The text is extremely concise, and possibly mutilated: 

"A ladder 
I 2,801 scribe 7 
2 5,602 cat 49 
4 11,204 mouse 343 

together 19,607 sheaf 2,401 
• 

16,807 gram 
together 19,607." 

At the right we have the summation of the series 7, 49, 343, 2,401, and 
16,807 by actual addition; at the left we have the summation of the 
same series 7 X 2,801, with the multiplication effected in the usual 
manner. Now our formula for the summation of this series gives 

75 - I . 
7 , or 7 bmes 2,801. 

7 - 1 

Some three thousand years after Ahmes an Italian mathematician 
of prominence, Leonard of Pisa, includes in his arithmetic the same 
series with one further term. He effects the solution in precisely 
the two ways selected by his Egyptian predecessor. In India, too, 
powers of 7 received special attention. The words, or illustrations, 
which accompany the numbers suggest the nursery rhyme concerning 
the old woman going to St. Ives. 

So far as geometrical formulas are concerned the Egyptians had 
definite methods for finding the area of triangles, rectangles, trapezoids, 
and circles, as well as for finding the volume of cylinders.' Recently 
an Egyptian document has been published which gives the expression 
for the volume of a truncated pyramid' Further there have been 
found in Egyptian papyri problems concerned with determining the 
sides of a rectangle when the area and the ratio of the sides are given.3 

All of this material connects directly with the geometry of Greece. 
Iamblichus asserts that Pythagoras brought the harmonical progres-

I Eisenlohr, op. cil., pp. 75-1I5. 
1 B. Touraeff. The Volume of tile Tmncalcd Pyrami4 in Egyptian Malhematics, A.ncitnl 

Egypt, 1917. pp. 100-102; Karpinski, An Egyptian Malhemoticai PapyrtlS in Moscow, Scierra, 
vol. 57. 1923. pp. 528-529. 

I H. Schack-Schackenhurg. Der Berliner Papyrus 6619. bilschrif' fur iigyptisclu Sprache. 
vol. XXXVIII, pp. 135-140, and vol. XL, pp. 65-66. 
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sion to Greece from Babylon, but no Babylonian record confirming the 
statement has yet been found. 

The squares and cubes of numbers also received particular attention 
in Babylon, and tables of squares and cubes have been found. In 
Egypt the relation 3' + 4' = 5' appears to have been used in the laying 
out of right angles by means of a stretched rope. Democritus, an able 
Greek mathematician of the fifth century B.e., boasts: "So far as the 
laying out of lines is concerned, no one has surpassed me, not even 
the rope-stretchers of ancient Egypt." 1 Michael Psellus of the 
eleventh century mentions the Greek equivalents of the Egyptian 
names of the higher powers, first power to twelfth power; it is sup
posed that the statement is based upon the lost commentary upon the 
Arithmetic of Diophantus by Hypatia. Again the reference, although 
not confirmed by available Egyptian material, adds to the probability 
of mathematical developments in addition to those with which we 
happen, almost accidentally, to be familiar. 

The mystical element in Greek arithmetic is undoubtedly also of 
Oriental origin. j/ It must be remembered that at Babylon a number 
was a very different thing from a figure. Just as in ancient times and, 
above all, in Egypt, the name had a magic power, and ceremonial 
words formed an irresistible incantation, so here the number possesses 
an active force, the number is a symbol, and its properties are sacred 
attributes." 2 This attitude we see occasionally in Nicomachus, and 
to a more pronounced degree in later mediaeval times. 

The purpose of this introduction is to show the Oriental inspiration 
and origin of many of the Greek developments in mathematics. The 
assertion, which has been seriously made by Burnct,3 that all science 
is Greek in its origin, is shown to be not at all in accordance with the 
facts. The well-established tradition' of Babylonian and Egyptian 
influence upon the science of early Greece is confirmed by a mass of 
self-supporting evidence, naturally not confined to one branch of 
science, which has been illustrated above with particular reference to 
arithmetic. Greece retains the right to enjoy the profound admiration 
of the world of science, but the Orient, also, must be credited with 
contributions worthy of note. 

• 

1 Clement of Alexandria (cd. Potter), p. 357. 
2 Cumont, Astrology and Religion among tht Greeks and Romans (New York, 19I1), p. 30. 
I John Burnet, Greek Philosophy, Pari!, Thalfs to Plato (London, IQI4) , pp. 4 11. 
t Bretschneider. DU Geomtir;e und die Geometer i'or Eukiides (Leipzig, 18iO), pp. 3-35' 
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CHAPTER II 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GREEK ARITHMETIC BEFORE 
NICOMACHUS 

ONLY a slight acquaintance with Greek mathematics is necessary 
to convince one that the Introduction to Arithmetic of Nicomachus is 
but a restatement of facts which were common property not only in 
Nicomachus's own generation but even long before him, and that, 
except for the few unimportant propositions the discovery of which 
our author with pardonable pride claims for himself, the book is largely 
unoriginal.' This naturally leads to the inference that the Introduc
tion must be closely connected with other mathematical treatises, 
which served as the fountains whence Nicomachus drew his supply. 
Because so little remains of this literature, it is difficult to demonstrate 
the hypothesis in detail; few, however, will question its general truth. 

A few words concerning the purpose of the Introduction, and the 
type of books of which it is a representative, will make clearer its 
necessarily dependent position among mathematical books, and ex
plain why it becanle famous in spite of little originality. Iamblichus, 
when he refers to the Introduction as the &.pdJI'TJn,q T'x"'l, or Art of 
Arithmetic,' exactly describes it, and properly locates it in literature. 
The I mroduction belongs, then, among the arks or TExJl4r., concise, 
practical descriptrons and systematic expositions of the principles of 
various arts and sciences, a type of treatise exceedingly common in 
ancient times,3 and one which, save in a few well-known exceptions, 
made scant claim to originality. 

I Cl. the ~timate of Cow, History of Greek MaJhematks (Cambridge, 1884), p. 94. 
1 P. 4. 12 fJ. (Pistelli), See p. So. 
a The name was most often applied to texts of rhetoric, to mark the superiority of this over all 

other arts. E. M. Cope, Introdudion to Aristotle's Rhetoric (London, 1867), pp. I, 17. and notes, 
discuSHS this and gives examples of the use of T'X"'1, rp"..,.~'I"ti4, ~J and h"W'N),II'IJ', all of 
which wen: used in about the same sense, as "a system or body of rules and principles" of any 
art. The Tbl"rJ of Korax was "the earliest theoretical Greek book, not merely on Rhetoric, but 
in any branch of art" (R. C. Jebb, Attic Orators. vol. I, p. cxxi), and Aristotle's lost crwa."""'~ 
nxw was a collection of such material. Isocrates refers to rhetorical treatises under this name: 
~rol ~. I},IIUo ~1a", ol rpd 1},II(iw ""~JIOI. /rid Tlh f(lIlMuiohtlf Tbl'Gos .,p#tu TO}...ui/VlU"l'"tS (OraJic XIU. 
19). His own (fragmentary) dx"lJ' is collected in the Benseler-Blass edition (Leipzig, 1904), vol. 
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GREEK ARITHMETIC BEFORE NICOMACHUS 17 

Designed for the use of students, they aimed to present in small 
compass and with accuracy, clearness and completeness, the elements 
of a subject, so that it might easily be comprehended and put into 
practice, in which regard they may best be compared to the modern 
school and college text-book. The scholars of ancient times, like their 
modern brethren, did not publish the results of special research in books 
of this character; and just as our school-books differ from such monu
mental works as The Origin of Species, so we must consider that the 
In/rodm/ion /0 Aritlzmetu differs from the great original treatises of 
Diophantus and Heron. 

Even without presenting new material, Nicomachus found it possi
ble, therefore, to win fame by writing an 'art of arithmetic.' Because 
in clearness, conciseness, compendiousness, orderly arrangement and 
adaptability for scholastic use, it satisfied the demands of seekers 
after education or general information, it remained the standard work 
of its class for many centuries. Independence was not, and did not 
need to be, one of its virtues. To understand it we must survey the 
historical processes out of which developed the science of which it is 
an epitome. 

Greek interest in the topics dealt with by arithmetic can be traced 
back to the very dawn of all their science among the Ionians of the sixth 
century before Christ. Tradition credits Thales with the introduction 
of geometry into Greece from Egypt, and even designates the theorems 
which were his discoveries.1 For the present purpose, however, it is 
more important to note that the astronomical problems with which 
Thales is said to have dealt - the length of the year,' the prediction 
of an eclipse,' the determination of the apparent size of the sun as Th
of the complete circle of the heavens,' and the determination of the 
equinoxes,' - are all fundamentally arithmetical, a fact which far 

11, p. 275. The title of one of Protagoras's works was T~X"" ~P'<TT""w.. (Diogen~ Laertius, VIn. 
SS). The pseudo·Hippocratean On the Art was, however, a defense of medicine. 'Introduc
tions,' tWa.,..w'YcU, also, were of much the same nature as the T.X",,; examples are, besides those 
written by Nicomachus, tbat of Alcinous to the Platonic philosophy, and that of Porpbyry to 
the Aristotelian. 

1 Cf. Burnet,op.dt., p. 20; Eudemus in Proclus, In Euclid. I, pp. 157. 10; 250,20; 299, I; 352. 
14 (Friedlein). Cr. Heath, A HisWrY of Gruk MaJhematics, vo!. I, pp. 12R-137. 

I Diogenes Laertius, I. 24. 27; T. L. Heath, Aristarchus of Samos, p. 21; A History of Grttk 
MaJilemalics. vo!. I, pp. 137-139. 

, Diogenes Laertius, I. 23; Thoon of Smyrna, p. 198, 16 (Hiller); Heath, Arislarchus of Sames, 
pp. 13-18; Diets, Di~ Fragnu:nlc de, Vorsok,aJiw, vo!. P, p. 7. no. S. 

t Diogen~ Laertius, I. 24; Heath. op. tu., p. 22, where the point is disputed. 
i Diogencs Laertius, I. 23; Heath, op. cu., p. 20. 
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outweighs the statement of the late writer Iamblichus that Thales 
gave a definition of number based upon Egyptian tradition.! 

Not Iania, however, but Magna Graecia, was destined to be the 
real birthplace of Greek arithmetic; for although the Ionians un
doubtedly set in motion the wonderful series of scientific researches 
that culminated in Plato and Aristotle, the immediate successors of 
Thales do not seem to have been much concerned with mathematics, 
and Pythagoras and his school must receive the credit for laying 
its real foundations. Just what was the measure of their service in the 
development of arithmetic it is hard to say, because, as is generally 
admitted, no Pythagorean treatises were published until the time of 
Philolaus, that is, for nearly a century after the lifetime of Pythagoras 
himself.' Still there is enough to show that many of the subjects 
treated by Nicomachus were known in the earliest days of the sect. 

Pythagoras himself is said to have determined the numerical ratios 
of the fundamental musical concords,' a statement which implies a 
knowledge of the ratios in general; the discovery of the tetraktys, 
too, was said to be his, and was commemorated by the customary 
oath of the Pythagorean brethren,' in view of which it is clear that 
figurate numbers, certainly triangles, squares and heteromecic num
bers, were known in the earliest days.' The classification of numbers 
into odd and even, and perhaps some of the others which we observe 
in Nicomachus, may also safely be ascribed to Pythagoras and his 
group. Although the traditions that credit Pythagoras with a knowl
edge of the three common proportions,6 if not their introduction into 
Greece, are late, it is not improbable, since he was acquainted with 
ratios, that he knew them. 

No inconsiderable portion of Nicomachus's material, then, was al-

1 See p. 127. 

1 Cf. Diogenes Laertius, VIII. 85. Iamblichus, Vita Pythagorka, 199, distinctly says that no 
one had met with any Pythagorean writings until Philolaus (jlOf'tlU ca. 440 B.C.) published his 
books. A written text-book might have circulated within the community itself, of course, but 
there is no evidence that they used books of any sort . 

• CL Nicomachus's account of his discovery, M arUla]e HartMniCllm, c. 6, and Theon of Smyrna, 
p. 56, 9 (Hiller); Burnct,op. cif., pp. 45 ff. In general see Heath's chapter on" Pythagorean 
Arithmetic," HistDrY, vot. I, pp. 65 ff.; Leon Brunschvig, us Etapes de la Pllilosophit MaJ~ 
maJiqllC (Paris, 1922), pp. 33 if.; Aldo Mieli, u SCllolc loniea PylhagorU(J cd Elcala (Florence, 
19J6), pp. 236 tI. 

~ Quoted by Theon of Smyma, p. 94, 6-7 (see HilIer, ad lol., for other citations). 
, CL Bumet, op. eit., pp. 52-54. 
e Xicomachus, I nJrotiuclion, 11. 22. 1; Iamblicbus, In Nieomachi Arithmeticam Introtiuctioncm, 

p. uS, 23 (Pistelli) . 
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GREEK ARITHMETIC BEFORE NICOMACHUS 19 

ready the property of the first Pythagoreans. It is another question, 
however, whether they formulated their doctrines and put them in 
writing, and for the answer we must rely wholly upon our ideas of 
likelihood, for there is no tradition of the existence, in any form, of 
an ars arithmetica among the fraternity. Undoubtedly it was neces
sary to instruct their novices in the elements of arithmetic, and so it 
is highly probable that in time their arithmetic came to assume a 
fixed and definite form; but in view of the aversion to written records 
which seems to have characterized the carly Pythagorean school, 
it is also likely that this formulation took at first the aspect of an oral 
tradition and can hardly have been written down, in any case, before 
the time of Philolaus. In any event, even though we cannot assume 
that Nicomachus possessed documents that directly emanated from 
this group, their pioneer service to the science of arithmetic can hardly 
be overrated. 

The later generations of the early Pythagorean school abandoned, at 
least partially, the policy of secrecy and began the publication of written 
records; thus it is easier to determine the extent of their arithmetical 
knowledge. In general, if we cannot quote the actual words of the 
members of the sect, we can be confident that the traditions handed 
down by trustworthy authorities have an authentic documentary 
basis. The two authors most worthy of attention are Philolaus and 
Archytas of Tarentum. 

From the fragments of Philolaus's book On Nature ("Epl ",V<FE .. ,) 
some idea may be gained of the extent to which his ars arithmetica 
had been developed. In one 1 he states that there are two 'proper' 
classes of number, odd and even, and the even-odd (apno"<pITTO') 
combining the characteristics of these j another is a passage of consider
able length dealing with the numerical ratios of harmony,' which shows 
that his nomenclature of the ratios and probably his doctrine of them 
were substantially those of later times. Traditions about him allow 
the scope of his arithmetic, as we are to conceive it, to be greatly in
creased. Speusippus, we are told,3 used Philolaus's works as the chief 
source of his book On Pythagorean Numbers ("Epl IIvOayopIKwv 
apIO,.wv) and treated therein both plane and solid figurate numbers 
and the five forms assigned to the elements of the universe. A pas
sage quoted from the latter half of the treatise mentions odd and even 

1 DicJ!', Die Fragmente dcr Vorsokraliker, vol. P. p. 310. frag . S. 
t UicJs, op. fit ., p. 310, frag. 6. ~ TIU:u/",14nu:IJQ Arilhmeticot, p. 61 (Ast) . 
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numbers, primes and composites, multiples and submultiples, ratios, 
and pyramidal numbers, besides many other matters more akio to 
arithmology or to geometry. 

The tradition of Nicomachus 1 that Philolaus used the expression 
'hannonic proportion,' and referred to the- cube as 'geometric har
mony,' and that of Iamblichus,' ascribing to him the use of the so
called 'musical proportion' 6, 8, 9, 12, show that the proportions also 
were included in his arithmetical knowledge, although only three 
kinds are reputed to have been known to him.' By the time of 
Philolaus, therefore, we may assume that the aTS aTithmetica was 
practically complete in all its essentials. 

On the other hand, perhaps no written codification of it had as yet 
been made. We know that Philolaus wrote much, but we hear of no 
arithmetic among his books; there are also references to the 'Py
thagorean tradition' concerning various matters of arithmetic and the 
allied sciences,' but none coupled with the name of an 'art of arith
metic.' Such books may have been compiled, but probably for the 
most part the Pythagorean doctrines of arithmetic occurred in philo
sophical or musical contexts, if we may judge by the fragments of 
Philolaus, for much as the school valued mathematics, it was never
theless to them a means to the end of philosophizing about the nature 
of the universe. The mathematics of the Pythagoreans, also, was even 
at this early day deeply tinged with arithmological speculations, which 
detract from its value as pure science; and the tendency persisted 
among their descendants for many centuries, as we may observe in the 
writings of Nicomachus, Theon, and Iamblichus. 

Archytas, who is far more important than Philolaus in the history 
of arithmetic, lived fully a generation later and was a somewhat older 
contemporary of Plato.' Of course we may assume that he was familiar 
with all the science of arithmetic as it was known to Philolaus, and it 

11..troductifm, n. 26. 2. 
tIn Nicomachj Aritilmairom l"troduct~m, p. lIS. 20-22 (Pistelli), 
• Iamblichu~, 1" Nkom4C"i ArithmdiaJm Inlroductiomm, p. 100,19 (Pistelli), says the others 

were discovered later. 
4 E.g., Theon of Smyma, p. 41. 8 ff. (Hiller), admits that the arithmetic he has thus far pre

sented is taken from 'Pythagorean tradition'; see also what he says about the proportions, 
p. 116,3 ff. Some of the makers of this tradition may ha .... e belonged, of course, to the Alexandrian 
period, like Myonides and Euphranor (see on Introduction, n. 22. I; 28.6). Note also that 
Nicomachus vaguely mentions' other writers' on arithmetic (see p. 29), some of whom may have 
been early Pythagoreans. 

, His ftaruit is given as ca. 4ClQ-36S a.c. For his life, see Diogenes Laertius, VIII. 79 ff. 
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is probable that it underwent refinement at his hands. What is more 
important, be quite certainly wrote an a,s arithmetica, but we cannot 
be certain whether it was an independent book, or, as is more likely, a 
part of a more voluminous work on musical theory. At any rate 
it is the first example of this type of literature for the existence of which 
there is more than mere conjectural testimony. 

The chief evidence that Archytas compiled an a,s a,ithmetica is 
found in a detailed proof in Euclidean form of the proposition that no 
number, that is, no rational number, can be a mean between nand 
n + ,; this is quoted by Boethius and ascribed to Archytas; it occurs 
also in the Euclidean Sectio Canonis.1 The theorem finds a direct 
application in musical theory in the proof that the 'tone,' the numerical 
ratio of which is 9: 8, cannot be halved,' and so it is very probable 
that it originally occurred, just as it is now found in Euclid, in a treatise 
on harmony. But in point of mathematical refinement it is far above 
the level of Nicomachus, and whatever its subject, the book of which 
it was a part is of high importance in the history of arithmetic. 

Another fragment of Arcbytas, dealing with the proportions, is 
likewise notable for its scientific accuracy of expression. This is 
quoted by Porphyry' as follows: "Archytas, in explaining the means, 
wrote the following: 'There are in music three means; the first is the 
arithmetical mean, the second is the geometrical, and the third is the 
subcontrary mean which is called harmonica!. The mean is arith
metical when the three terms are in proportion according to the follow
ing excess: the quantity by which the first exceeds the second is the 
same precisely as that by which the second exceeds the third. In this 
proportion it is found that the ratio of the greater terms is smaller, 
and the ratio of the smaller terms is greater. There is a geometrical 
mean when the first term is to the second as the second is to the third; 
here the ratio of the greater terms is identical with that of the lesser. 
The subcontrary mean, which we call harmonical, exists when the 
first term exceeds by a fraction of itself the second, while the second 
exceeds the third by the same fraction of the third. In this proportion 
the ratio of the greater terms is greater, and of the lesser is less.''' 

We may note that in addition to defining the proportions Archytas 

I Boetbius, De IMtitt4licm J.fusita, In. 11; d. P. Tannery, Un T,aiu G'!tC d'AriJllmaique 
ArUtrj~u, d EU€lidt, Bibliotht,a JlalMmatica, 3 Folge, vol. VI, pp. 125 If. See also Euclid, Std", 
CaMftis, in Von Jan, Musui ScnptlWts Graui (Leipzig, 1&)5) , p. 15]; Heath, History, vo!. I, p. QC. 

I. Euclkl, Stclio Canonis, c. 16, p. 161 (Von }an), 
J 1" PwlttNU; Harmonica, p. 267; Diets, Die Fra!menU da VorsoMatiier, vol. P, pp. 334-335. 
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states what is the peculiar characteristic of each; this is precisely the 
procedure of Nicomachus in the Introduction. Archytas perhaps herein 
furnished a model for future writers of arles.' 

Either in the same work or in another, Archytas seems to have 
written upon certain of the fundamental conceptions of arithmetic; 
for it is reported that he and Philolaus used the terms' monad' and 
'one' indiscriminately, and that he believed the monad to partake of 
the nature of both odd and even,' and we may note also the passage 
which Nicomachus quotes in the Introduction, I. 3. 4. Archytas was 
besides a pioneer in mechanics and an able geometrician. 

The first two fragments cited above, together with several others 
which need not be mentioned here, seem, to judge from their similarity 
of subject, to have come from the same work of Archytas, and Diels, 
who groups them under the title Discourse on H arnwny (a.p/Lov,K6., sc. 
Myo.), has probably made the best conjecture as to both name and 
nature of the work, for an underlying interest in music pervades them 
all. This book, however, was also cited by the ancients as On Mathe
matics or On Music.' Blass's conjecture as to the character of the 
book,4 that it was a comprehensive one on mathematics, with a general 
introduction and sections dealing with harmony and the other mathe
matical sciences, and that the ancients cited it by the subjects of the 
various parts, is on the whole less likely than the theory which con
ceives it to have been a treatise dealing primarily with music, but 
containing a subsidiary discussion of arithmetic as a necessary intro
duction to the theory of harmony. 

The section on arithmetic must have been a systematic ars arith
metica; whether or not it was a complete one must remain in doubt. 
It is at least true, as Tannery declares, that the proposition preserved 
by Boethius would naturally be one of a series like that in the seventh 
book of Euclid's Elements, and we may be assured that ratio and pro
portion also were systematically dealt with. Tannery adds that most 
probably this could not have been original with Archytas, but is evi
dence for an a,s arithmetica already existent in his time. However 

1 Cf. Nicomachus, l,u,oduction, n. c. 23 fI. Note that simUar definitions of the means are 
given by Plato in Timaeus, 31 C..., 32 A, and 36 A-B . 

• Theon of Smyma, pp. 20, 19 j 22, 5 ff. (Hiller). 
I rt:pl I'a9"JUl.1"&II:;n, Porphyry, I,. Ptolewui Harmoniru, p. 236, introducing the fragment 

quoted by Nicomachus,lntroduttion, I. 3. 4, as from the GP~J'&A"6s. Diets's fragment 3 is cited as 
from "Ipl ~1'6.TW' by lamblichus. The fragment on the proportions, cited by Porphyry and 
quoted above, purports to come from the rt:pl T;n ,&4OWucljr. 

'Mfla",es Graux, pp. 583-584. 
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that may be, the name of Archytas is the first with which is associated 
something definite in the history of the development of a formal arith
metic, and it is in consonance with his undoubted eminence as a mathe
matician to assume that it was by his own original efforts that he 
accomplished a great share of the contributions already mentioned.' 

Plato and the Academic philosophers who succeeded him were 
hardly less concerned with mathematics than Archytas and the 
Pythagoreans. Although but one proposition, that which specifies 
that between two plane numbers as extremes one mean can be found, 
but that there must be two between two solid numbers,' is definitely 
linked with the name of Plato in the later tradition of the ars arith
metica, he nevertheless exercised in another way his influence upon its 
form, for we see that Nicomachus planned his Introductian so as to 
explain the mathematical principles involved in the difficult Platonic 
passages concerning the world-soul in the Timaeus and the marriage
number in the Republic' 

The esteem in which Plato held mathematical studies is sufficiently 
seen from the importance he attaches to them in his account of educa
tion in both the Republic and the Laws,' and by his constant references 
to things mathematical. Undoubtedly they were the subject of in
struction and discussion in the Academy, and we might well conjecture 
that for such purposes some formal outline of the subject was prepared, 
if nothing more than a set of lecture notes, but there is no positive in
formation that a book of the sort existed. Some of the matters which 
it would contain can be inferred, however, from the mathematical 
references of the dialogues. 

Like Nicomachus, Plato gives a list of allied mathematical sciences, 
the most famous of which is that in the Republic, which contains 
arithmetic, plane geometry, solid geometry, and astronomy' Music 

I The opinion of T . L . Heath of the importance of Archytas's contribution is to be seen from 
th~ following quotation from Thr Thjrlun Books of Eurlid'r £Junenls, \'01. 11 , p . :U;lS: .. We have 
then htr~ a c1ur indication of the existence at least as early as (he date of Arc.hytas (about 
430-365 lI.e.) of an EJr".mls of A,ithnu-Iic in the form which wt call Euc1idean ." Cr. lleath, 
Hislory, vol. I , pp. 212- 216. 

I Cr. Int,odUltiott, 11 . 24. 6 and Plato, Tif1UUus, 32 A. 
a Cl. Inlroduction , 11. 24.6 . 
• Rrpllblic, 521 c ff.; Lo.u's, 817 E, See Bumet, op. lil" pp. 224 ff. 
I Plato 's arithmetic includes also logistic. Other I'w(iences mentioned are those of weighing and 

measuring, 1'I'1'IIT"'~ and ptTp«;" besides those spoken of by Nicomachus. The passagC5 refer
ring to these scitncts are Rrprwlic, 522 c ff.; Lau's, 817 E; Phi(rb,IJ, 55 .: ff.; Alcibiades, 116 e; 
Ellihydu,uu, 290 B; P,ota,oras, 356 D tI.; Gor,ias, 453 E; /lippias Minor, 361 8'. i PoliJu:us, 
284 E; TMatltlus, 198 A 8'. 
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is omitted, but astronomy is distinguished, as by Nicomachus, as a 
science that treats of bodies in motion. Arithmetic is twice defined 
as the science that deals with the odd and even,' and Plato distinguishes 
the mathematics of the philosopher, which deals with abstract numbers 
and quantities, from the arithmetic of ordinary life which manipu
lates concrete units that are not always the same.' Among the funda
mental ideas of mathematics which Plato discusses is the nature of 
arithmetical number,s of 'one: 4 and of the odd and even,' together 
with mention of addition,' greatness and smallness,7 multitude,' and 
the counting process.' In the Parmenides,J° moreover, it is demon
strated that number must exist, and in the Theaeutus 11 there occurs 
a set of three axioms which underlie all arithmetical computation. 

The Platonic dialogues contain also a surprising number of references 
to the classifications of number and the topics which fall under the 
head of relative number in the typical ars arithmetica; the terminology, 
too, is the same as that of Nicomachus. Plato usually divides 
number into odd and even,1! but a more exhaustive classification, 
including even-times even, odd-times odd, even-times odd, and odd
times even, occurs in one place. The even series is a UT{X0t;, just 
as in Nicomachus; 13 there are mentioned 'parts' (p.£P'1),t4 
aliquot parts (p.0pl.Ol'),16 'measures' (p.erpov),t6 rationaIs and surds 
(1).,,,.'', a.PfY'lTIl),17 powers (Sw .. ,.. ... ) IS and roots (8vv",..<Va.L),19 solid 
and plane numbers (C1T£p~O{, E1T[1TE80,) with their varieties, squares, 
cubes, and oblongs (iaov lcrc/""t;, KV{30t;, 1Tpop:rl1C7Jt;),20 and their sides 
(1rAEVpa.') and dimensions «(bT6oTaut~),21 addition and division (uxt(TL~, 

1 TMoeldus, 198 A; eor,ias, 453 E. • PTtado, 103 E fI. 
t Plrilebus, SS E ff. • PJuudo, Q6 E fI . 
• Philebw, S6 D ff. 1 Pltaedo, 100 E. 

'Parmcnidts, 137 D. • Par",mides, 144 A . 

• Tlteattttw, 198 Cj to count (Qpd1~i,) is "to 5ee how great a number it chances to be" 
(cr"01tfiricu. .. &ros- Tlr 4pJ.8J.0s TV"Yxb.!, Cw). IG 143 fI. 11 IS5 A. 

11 Gorgias, 4SJ B i Hippias Major, 303 B; Politicus, 262 E; TMoetttus, 1Q8 A i Republic, 510 C. 

The fourfold classification occur.; in Parmenitks, 14J F. j it should be compared to the Euclidean 
subdivision (EkmenlS, Book VII, definitions) into the same classes, and contrasted with the three
fold classification (of the even) of Nicomachus, Int,oductifm, I. 8. J. 

u P1uJedo, 104 Bj cf. Inlroduction, n. 17. 3-4, etc. 
I' TMoeklus, 204 E ff. j ParmeniJes, 151 B. "Parmenidu, 151 B; PhiJebus, 2S A. 

11 TilfkUUS, 36 B. IT Hippjos Maior, 303 B j Republic, 546 C. 
11 TMatletus, 147 0 fJ. &."Te06~ also occurs, ReJndXk, 546 B. 
U D ••. U' I . .rup ..... ", DC. cU. 

II! Republic, 546 C i TheaeleJus, 147 E ff,; Ti"kUUS, A 32. Note also the terminology"AM O,er.,.... 
.",..&'tf, ~>.A.7'TCo»' r).eor6.II:", Theaetctus,loc. ciJ., which is much like that of Nicomachus in InJroduc
Ikm, n. 17, 6. Plato also uses a.r6 as the name for a square; M tftO, 83 0 j Nicomachus, lrUroduc-
lkm, L 9. 6, etc. 11 Republic, 546 B. 
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GREEK ARITHMETIC BEFORE NICOMACHUS '5 

",p&afhcr«)! and the 'pythmen' or smallest representative of any 
form of ratio (mJO/L>1v).' 

With regard to relative number, the fundamental idea of equality is 
often mentioned and is defined as "that which neither exceeds nor 
is exceeded" (TO P.T/Tt: lrrrEp'xOIl p'1}TE VrrEPEX°P.£POII) , 3 and the major 
classes of relations between numbers, the greater and the less, occur 
no less frequently.' From the multitude of examples that may be 
cited, it is clear that Plato's nomenclature of the individual ratios was 
the ordinary one.o He uses the notions 'greater' and 'less' to illus
trate relativity, 6 but at the same time assigns ratios a place in the di
vision of the finite.' Finally, if we consider that all mention of them 
is purely incidental, the treatment of proportion (avaAOY'a) is es
pecially complete. Definitions of the arithmetic and harmonic types 
occur in the form found also in Archytas and Nicomachus,8 and the 
geometric is seen in the simile of the divided line 9 and elsewhere. 

We have already noted that the theorem concerning the number of 
means necessary between plane and solid numbers as extremes may 
well be a contribution of Plato himself; and furthermore the use of 
the so-called 'musical' proportion by Plato in Timaeus 36 A, though 
it had doubtless been employed by the Pythagoreans before him, led 
the authors of aries, like Nicomachus in Introduction, n. 29, and of com
mentaries on the Timaeus to devote much space to its discussion. 

From this wealth of arithmetical material in the works of Plato later 
authors might surely have borrowed. Whether or not they did so, 
its presence in Plato is another link in the chain of evidence proving 
the gradual development of a standard form of statement for arith
metical matters, and shows perhaps as well that, although the arith
metic of Plato is substantially that of Archytas, further refinement of 
definition and classification was constantly going on, in which the 
PIa tonic school bore a share. 

To prove this more definitely, we could wish to have more extensive 
documents from the Academy than the scanty remains we actually 
possess; for although little but the titles of books is left, yet these 

1 Pluudo, 97 A. 

I Rtptwlu, 546 c; d . on Introduction, I. 19- 6. 
I Plwedo, 97 A. 

4 Republic, 438 B; Charmidts. 168 B j Parmu,idrs, 140 C, '50 D, 151 JI. 

ICharmidrs, 168 Bj PhMdo, 105 Ai Mtn<J, 83 B, 84 Ej Timams , 36 Aj Theadtlw, 154 Cj 

Republic, 546 c . 
• Republic, 438 8. 7 Philrbw, 25 A. I Timarus, 36 A . 
• Republic, SOl} D ff. j Timaeus, 31 C - 32 A (a proportion of equality) . 
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indicate that the interest in mathematics continued high after the 
master's death. Speusippus's book On Pythagorean Numbers has 
already been mentioned j and we may note that Xenocrates's works 
included On Mathematus, On Geometry, On Numbers, and Theory of 
Numbers.' Philip of Opus, the reputed author of the Platonic Epino
mis, treated the subject of polygonal numbers in a book which is now 
lost, but which may well have influenced subsequent discussions of the 
polygonals; he is said to have written upon arithmetic as well, but 
this work also is not now extant.2 

The celebrated astronomer and mathematician Eudoxus was also 
intimately connected with the Platonic group and is known to have 
made important contributions to the theory of proportion. The 
treatment of this subject found in Euclid, in fact, is now regarded 
as due to him, and as Heath remarks, it is "equally applicable to 
geometry, arithmetic, music, and all mathematical science." 3 Since 
the works of Eudoxus have unfortunately all perished, we cannot be 
certain that his theory of proportion occurred in a book on arithmetic, 
but the reference made by Theon, as noted above, to the school of 
Eudoxus, and Iamblichus's statement that he defined number as 
'limited multitude" make it somewhat probable. His success as an 
astronomer has tended to obscure whatever he may have accomplished 
in other fields of mathematics. We may also recall that the philosopher 
Dernocritus, an older contemporary of Plato, was much interested in 
mathematics, and that a book entitled Numbers (cl.pdJp.oi) is among 
those which he is said to have wri tten.· 

Aristotle's share in the making of the TCx.V7J was, to judge from his 
influence traceable in Nicomachus, no small one; it was concerned 
chiefly with the definition of the fundamental concepts of mathematics. 
His antiquarian interests also led him to write an essay upon the 
Pythagoreans, now lost,' and to bring into his extant works frequent 
discussions of them and their theories.' He is still our best informant 

. 1Seep. 8Q,n. I. 
t Cl. BLh'Yp"~. VitMum Scriptores CAaed AfinMts (ed. Westennann, 1845), p. «6. 
lOt. ,it., vot. 11, p. 1t2. The date of Eudorus was about 408- 355 D.C. See Diogenes 

Laertiu!I, VIII. 86, on his life. See also Heath, History, vol. I, pp. 321-334· 
I See p. 127. 
t See Bumet, op. dt., pp. 193 0'., and Diels, Die FragmenJe de.. Vorsokraliker, vol. II, p. 390. 

for a collection of the titles of the mathematical works of Democritus. 
'Uu8a;"(opucOr or 'Xfpl,..(;!" UIIBa:yoptw..i see Zeller, Die Philosophu der Griec1re,. (ed. 5), vol. 

I, part I, p. 280, note I-
f The first book of the Metaphysics gives an extended account of them. References abound, 

however, throughout the Metaphysics, Physics and other works. 
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GREEK ARITHMETIC BEFORE NICOMACHUS '7 

about Pythagoreanism, and probably he, like the doxographers and 
biographers of the philosophers,' preserved much that was of interest 
to Nicomachus. Aristotle's pupil, Theophrastus, wrote hooks deal
ing with geometry, music, and astronomy, besides one book each of 
Arithmetical Inquiries and On Number5,2 but we are wholly ignorant 
of the character of his work. 

So great was the respect of the Greeks for the genius of Plato that 
his dialogues very soon became a subject of study in their higher edu-
cation, and scholars began to write commentaries upon them. The . 
Platonic commentaries undoubtedly must be taken into account in 
any study of the evolution of such books as the Intraduction, for in 
order to elucidate the mathematical passages of Plato it was often 
necessary to set forth in detail the principles upon which the explana-
tion rested, and so, although they may not have embraced a com-
plete ars arithmetica, parts of them dealing with special subjects-
for example, with ratios - were really incomplete artcs and were of 
great use to compilators like Nicomachus. This is particularly true 
of commentaries on the Timaeus, the most mathematical of all the 
Platonic dialogues. 

We shall see that one of these commentaries, the Platanicus of 
Eratosthenes,3 was very probably a source, direct or indirect, of Theon 
of Smyrna, if not of Nicomachus himself, and that another, by Adras
tus,' was a primary source of Theon. To what extent still others may 
have exercised influence it would be rash to try to say, for few of them 
survive. We can form an idea of the lost commentaries only through 
the extant ones, those of Plutarch,' Chalcidius, and Proclus, and by 
means of the citations found in these and other authors. It is known, 
however, that Crantar, Xenocrates, Eudorus, Clearchus, Theodorus, 
Panaetius and Posidonius commented on the Timaeus, besides 
Plutarch, Eratosthenes, Adrastus, Chalcidius and Proclus;' and we 
must grant the possibility that anyone of them may have contributed 
something to the ars arithmetica. 

I For the doxographers, cf. Diels's collection or texts, Do:rog,aphi Graui. Arius Didymus was 
a writer of this type, and Sotion compiled Lives of the Phjlosophns. 

J Cf. Diogenes Laertius, V. 2. 50. 
'Eratosthcnes, c. 275- 194 B.e., was librarian at Alexandria. On the book, cf. E. HiIler, 

Philologlls, vo!. XXX, pp. 60 fr., who shows that it was a commentary on the Titmlcus . 
4 On this commentary, cf. E. Hiller, Rhcinis(Ms MlIstum, vot. XXVI, pp. 582 fr.; Zeller, 

op. cit. (ed. 4), vot. Ill, part I, p. 806, note; Cantor, VuricSlln(cn iJhtr Ge.schichJe de, .\IallumaJik, 
vo!. I (ed. 3), p. 433 . • De Animae Procrcalione in Timaeo . 

• Tb. Martin , in his edition of the TimlUus, has collected the names of the commentari~ and 
the information about them that we have. 
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Before we leave the commentaries, it must be remarked that two of 
the surviving arks, those of Theon and of Nicomachus, have a very 
close connection with this class in that both authors relate their dis
cussion of mathematics to the study of Plato, Theon openly, through 
the title and the introduction of his book, Nicomachus by frequently 
reminding the student that certain of his chapters will be of use toward 
understanding the mathematics of Plato.1 That is, the two treatises 
both belong to the class of the arles and are at the same time related 
to the Platonic commentaries and handbooks. It is essential that this 
relationship be constantly borne in mind in order to form a correct idea 
of the literary ancestry of the Introduction. Not only is it a handbook 
of arithmetic, but it presupposes, like Theon's work, that its user is to 
hear lectures on the Timaeus and the Republic, and is designed to assist 
him. Theon's introductions to arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and 
music all have this as their avowed purpose. Remembering that 
Nicomachus wrote other' introductions' also,2 we may perhaps say 
that he did in four treatises what Theon did in one. 

Euclid' marks an undoubted epoch in the history of the ars arith
metica. The Elements is the first extant written work which completely 
covers the ground of elementary arithmetic, definitions and proposi
tions alike; and needless to say the Elements was likewise in many 
respects a model for later compilers to follow. We cannot here pause 
to show how fully the seventh, eighth and ninth books of the Ele
ments fuIfiII the requirements of the ars arithmetica, and indeed it may 
be assumed that the work is too well known to require such a demon
stration. The methods of Euclid and Nicomachus, it may be re
marked, are very different, in that Euclid always, Nicomachus never, 
offers proofs for his propositions; and in this respect the Elements 
probably differed from most of the aries, for as a class they seem to 
have been descriptive rather than based on demonstration. 

Another mathematician who probably contributed to this tradition 

IC!. Inh'oduclion, 11. 2. 3; 21. I; 24.6; 28. I. In these passages it is slated that the 
material given will be useful in the study of Platonic theorems, or the passages read and dealt 
with (ua'Y~"'cu'Cl) in the schools; a similar purpose will be suspected also when Nicomachus 
halts to point out the bearing of arithmetical propositions upon metaphysical theory; e.g., 
bUroduction, I. 23. 4 j 11. t 7. 2 j 18. 4· 

I See p. Sr. 
I The dates of Euclid's life are not exactly known. He was later than Plato's disciples, earlier 

than Eratosthenes and Archimedes, according to Proclus, 1" P,imu,," Eudidis ElemetilDt'I',," 
Lw"m Commentarii, p. 68 (Friedlein), and is usually placed in the reigns of the first Ptolemies. 
See Heath, Histury, vol. I, pp. 354-357. 
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was Hypsicles.' He, like Philip of Opus, is known to have worked upon 
the subject of polygonal numbers, and one of his propositions bears 
close resemblance to a Nicomachean passage.' The name of the book 
in which this occurred, however, is unknown, and likewise we have 
no information upon a treatise on arithmetic which he is reported to 
have written. 

Euclid, Eudoxus, Hypsicles and Eratosthenes, who has been men
tioned in another connection, are practically the only mathematicians 
whom we can specify as having very probably been concerned in the 
development of the ars arithmetica from the · fourth century before 
Christ to the time of Nicomachus. Yet in this age the Greek science 
of mathematics was in its most flourishing state, centering especially 
about Alexandria, and it is hardly to be imagined that the Elements 
of Euclid was the only book of the type of the artes which was 
written in this period. Nesselmann has already noted this serious 
lacuna in our knowledge of arithmetical history' 

That the production of books upon elementary arithmetic, however, 
really went on during this time is attested by many proofs, to be 
drawn partly from Nicomachus and Theon of Smyrna, partly from 
others, especially Philo, which by their cumulative evidence lead one 
to believe that most of what Nicomachus has written was commonly 
found in the books of his time, and furthermore that this elementary 
mathematical knowledge existed in a form fairly well fixed and gen
erally accepted. It was not, apparently, accompanied by Euclidean 
proofs; at least the references in Nicomachus and Philo make no men· 
tion of them, and, if anything, suggest the opposite. To sum up the 
whole matter, it is extremely probable that the period between Euclid 
and Nicomachus witnessed the final development of the ars arithmetica, 
by the work of many hands, into a form greatly resembling the 
I ntrodUGtion to Arithmetic itself. 

Much of the evidence for this conjecture comes, as has been re
marked, from Nicomachus, who, without giJing names, several times 
refers to arithmeticians engaged, as it would seem, in work much like 
his own. He says, for example, in Introduction H. '4. 5, that he must 
introduce the subject of truncated and bitruncated pyramids and the 

1 Hypsides lived about ISo D.e. His work included arithmetical progress ions as well as 
polygonal numbers. See Gow, 01'. cit., p. 81, and Cantor, 0". dt., vol. I, pp. 358 if., especially 
p. J61; Heath, History, vol. n, pp. 213- 218. 

11ntroduclitm, H. 11. 4 (cf. the notts). 
I Gtsclsk.hle der A1tt"'a , vol. I, p. 219. 
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like, which may be met with 'in the theoretical treatises' (Iv uurypa.p.
p.aCTt p.aAI.CTTa TO~~ 8Ewp".,p.a.nKO~t;) j and again, touching upon scalene 
numbers, he records that' certain ones' or I others' used various names 
for them, I wedges,' 'wasps,' 'altars.' 1 

Somewhat more definite information may be derived from what is 
stated in H. 22. I and 28.6 about the history of the varieties of propor
tion. In the former passage he says that, whereas the three chief 
forms and their subcontraries were known to Pythagoras, Plato and 
Aristotle, the 'rnoderns' (0' VEWTEP0I.) devised four more to make up 
the sacred number, 10; and, furthermore, that in the latter the three 
subcontraries came into use among the / writers of commentaries and 
members of schools' (inrop.VT/fW-TOYPa.q,o<, a1pET<<TTai) after Plato and 
Aristotle, while 'certain ones' discovered the remaining four. It 
could easily be inferred even on this basis alone that the immediate 
successors of Plato and Aristotle, the Academics and Peripatetics, 
and the Platonic and Aristotelian commentators, were the ones who 
dealt especially with the three subcontraries, and because the sacred 
number 10 was taken into account that the j moderns' mentioned were 
Pythagoreans. 

Iamblichus' fortunately confirms this suspicion by informing us 
that Eudoxus and his followers invented the three subcontraries, 
which with the three original forms were in use up to the time of 
Eratosthenes, and that thereafter the Pythagoreans Myonides and 
Euphranor introduced the rest. Nothing further is known of these 
two men other than that they flourished between the times of Eratos
thenes and Nicomachus. It cannot be assumed that they were purely 
scientific writers - the presumption is rather that they were not
nor that they dealt with the whole subject of mathematics. The 
circumstance, however, proves for Nicomachus a disposition to take 
account of existing work and casts light, though feebly, on the prob
lem of his sources. 

Certain utterances of Theon of Smyrna are similar in purport to 
those of Nicomachus just mentioned. We have already noted that 
Theon speaks vaguely of a 'Pythagorean tradition' to which he was 
deeply indebted.' In other passages he says that 'some' regarded the 

1 II. J6. 2. Similarly with reference to the arithmetical proportion he writes that one of its 
peculiar properties has escaped 'the majority,' whereas another is rf(;orded by 'all previous 
authors' (H. 23. 6). ef. also H. 13. I. 

I See 0011. u. l; 28. 6. Note also that Moderatus plobably dealt with all the varieties of 
proportion. I See p. 20, o. 4· 
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monad as first of the series of odd numbers, and with regard to the 
elements of number he mentions the opinions of 'later' writers as 
opposed to 'the followers of Pythagoras,' and those of Archytas and 
Philolaus in contrast to j the majority.' 1 

The testimony of Philo Judaeus is even more important, for it shows 
that, although he cannot have seen the works of Nicomachus or of 
Theon, he nevertheless knew a surprising number of the topics which 
they employ, and we can hardly account for this fact save on the 
ground that he was acquainted with an ars aril/zmctica which pre
sented these matters in practically the same form as they did. Nothing 
will more clearly demonstrate this than a brief recapitulation of the 
arithmetical material in his works. The examination of the Philonic 
corpus shows that he distinguished between the monad and one; 2 

that he had an idea comparable to that of Nicomachus concerning 
'sameness' and' othemess' in number, embodied in the monad and 
dyad or in 'odd' and 'even J ; 3 and that he distinguished even, odd, 
and even-times odd numbers,4 primes 5 and perfect numbers.6 

Of the subjects treated by Nicomachus under the general head 
'relative number' Philo mentions equality, inequality, excess and 
deficiency,' and ratios, including multiples, superparticulars and 
superpartients, with their specific forms. 8 Concerning figurate num
bers, he touches upon the distinction between the dimensional and 
the indimensional, upon the four 'bounds' of things - point, line, sur
face- and solid, each of which he defines' - and the numbers corre-

1 pp. 20, 5 ff.; 20, IQ ff.; 21, 24 (Hiller). 
t Quatstiones d Soluliones in Gents;"., IV. HO; cf. Lydus, n. s. This is not in Nicomachus, 

but is treated at length by Theon. 
I Suggestions of this occur in QU(Ustiones et Sol,diones in Gem:si".. H. 12; IV. 110. 

(Ibid., IV. 199; De Muruli Opificio, 3; De Septetwrio, 6; Dc Du%go, 6; QlJaestitmes 
et 501utjorus in Gentsim, Ill. 38. The threefold classification is found in older Pythagorean 
work.s and in TluologunKtw ArilhnKt;clU, p. 3 (Ast). 

, Dc DecaJogo, 7· 
• Dc Mundi Opijicio, 34: riJ,no, "al TOis a.lrToii S'~Pf'I1U' lITobS'_ (cf. Nicomachus's defini

tion); ibid., J; ugis Allcgoriac, I. :2; De DecaJogo, 7; Qmustiorus et Solulioms in Genesim, Ill. 
38; QuautiOlUs et SoluJiones in Exodum, H. 87; Dc Yi14 Mosis, Ill. S. Phiio mentions only 6 
and 28 as perfect numbers. 

1 De Jlutitia, 14; Qllis Rtf"um Dit'itwrl/". IItru SU, 28. 
8 Various specific ratios are named, as De M,mdj Opijicio, 15,3°,37; Qlwe.sliones et Solwionu 

in GNJtsim, n. 5; Ill. 49, 56; IV. 71; Quod Dettrius Potiori Insidiari SolroJ, 19· Musical 
concords, Dc }.fundi Opijicio, IS, JI; Dc Yita Mosis, Ill. 11; Qllae.slioms cl Solwicnes in 
Gurcsim, IV, 27. 

I Dc Dccdogo, 7; Dc Mulld; OPijicio, 10. 16. 34; Dc Congressu Quaercndcu Emdilionis 
Cif'alia, 26; Dc SomnUs, 1. 5; Quaestiones ct Solwjonu in Exodum, 11. 93· 
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sponding to them,' triangular, square, pentagonal, hexagonal, hep
tagonal numbers,! and heteromecic. 

He knew that the addition of successive odd numbers produces 
the squares, and that of even numbers the heteromecic Dumbers,3 and 
he states more fully than Nicomachus himself the theorem concern
ing the occurrence of squares, cubes and cube-squares in analogous 
series.' Among solid numbers he mentions pyramids' and cubes' 
and in the matter of proportions he is informed as to the three chief 
fonns 7 and their union in the series 6,8, Q, 12. 8 This brief synopsis 
shows that far more of the arithmetic of Nicomachus was in the hands 
of Philo than either Plato, Archytas or Philolaus possessed. This 
could hardly have been so unless we imagine these doctrines to have 
been written over and over again in books which were in ordinary 
circulation. By Philo's time not only the topics, but even the Nicoma
chean form of statement, must have been commonly known. 

We may rest assured that activity in the production of artes arith
meticae did not cease during the two or three centuries immediately 
preceding the lifetime of Nicomachus, although we are not directly 
informed about it. The part played by the Neo-Pythagorean sect, 
of which Nicomachus himself was a member, remains to be discussed. 
So far as the later Pythagoreans occupied themselves with mystical 
and theological speculations in the realm of arithmology, they can be 
conceded very little credit for the development of the arithmetical 
T'x."'1 upon its scientific side; yet it will be seen that even the arith
mologicai doctrines made their way, to some extent, into the art,s. 
On the other hand, we have already found reason to believe that many 
of the unknown writers of arks were Pythagorean. 

From the titles of their books and such fragments as remain, it is 
clear that the interests of the Neo-Pythagoreans were directed more 
toward philosophy and mysticism than to mathematics proper. 
Evidently their books were more closely related to the Theologumena 

I De Mundi Opifoio, 16, 32; De Decak1,o, 7; Quaestio1lt:s et Solwiones in £%od""" n. 93. 94. 
1 All mentioned in Qmu:stW/feS et SoiuJiotKS in Genuim, I. 83; d. ibid., I. 91; 11. 5; Ill. 56. 
• Quaestioms et SoluJiones in Genesim. n. S. 12, 14. 

• De Mmuli Opificio, 30, 36. 
I Ibid., 16. 
a De Daalogo, 7; Quaestiones d Soluliomr i,. Gemri"., 11. 5; 111. 49, 56. 
7 Philo defines them: De DWllogo 6; De ,\{undi Opifido, 37. 
• Cf. Inlroductwn, It. 29. Philo calls this the r)'lJI8w" (lalerculw): De Afundi Opificiq, 37; 

Quaertiones et Solulionu i,. Gemrim, 1. 9I; Ill. 38; IV. 27. He also makes use of the similar 
series 6, 9. 12, 18 (mentioned in TMologutneM Arithmdiccu, but not in the lnlroduction). 
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A,ithmeticae than to the inl,odzution, although even the latter con
tains references to some of them which prove that in the midst of 
extraneous matter they may have contained topics relating to arith
metic, or to the traditions of the early Pythagoreans which would be 
of value to writers of artes. The following are of some interest, either 
from their titles or because they are cited by Nicomachus : 1 

Androcydes, On the Pythagorean Symbols (rr.pl rrVOaYOP'KWV 
fTVP./30AWV) , 

Aristaeon, On Harmony (rr.pl app.ovta<), 
Buthems, On Numbers (rr.pl ap'Op.wv), 
Eubulides, author of a work (title unknown) dealing with Pythag-

oras, 
Hippasus,' 
Kleinias, 
Megillus, On Numbers (rr.pl ap'Op.wv), 
Proms, On the Hebdomad (rr.pl '"1< </380p.ci80<). 

Aside from the fact that Nicomachus himself was a Neo-Pythag
orean and that the works of Philo seem to presuppose an ars arith
metica of decidedly Neo-Pythagorean cast, the little that is known of 
the career of Moderatus of Gades,' one of the most eminent of the 
school, confirms the conjecture that this group was actively interested 
in the ars arithmetica. The only known work of Moderatus was 
called Pythagorean Lectures,' and its fragments show it to have heen 
less extravagant than most of the writings of the school, and to have 
approached the study of certain fundamental questions of the theory 
of numhers in a decidedly scientific spirit. Moderatus's treatment 

1 Androcydes: InJroduclion, I. 3. 3; Theologummtl ArithmeticlU, p. 40 (Ast) j Aristaeon is 
usually identified with the 'Aristaeus' of ThtologutlU:l'kJ A,ithmeticae, p. 41; Butherus: see Sto
baeus, Ellogat I, Prootmillm, 5; Eubulides: TMoIogumuw Arithmeticat, p. 40; Hippasus is 
frequently cited, but the writings attributed to him are generally thought spurious; Kleinias, 
Megillus, and Prorus; Thtologumena Arithmetiuu, pp. 17, 27, and 43, respectively. Zellcr, 
op. fit. (w.. 4), vol. Ill, part 2, pp. 115 if., and Chaignet, Pythagorc dla Philosophic PythagoricintM 
(Paris, 1873), vol. I, pp. 165 fr., may be consulted for longer lists of such works and for theories 
of their datcs and compositions. 

I The real Hippasus belonged, of course, to the early school. The ·writings attributed to him, 
however, should be dealt with as products of the Neo-Pythagoreans. 

l Usually assigned to the time of Nero on the ground that he was a teacher of Lucius, a 
contemporary of Plutarch. Cf. also Porphyry, Vita Ploti"i, 20; Stephanus Byzantinus, s.v. 
r6.H~. 

4nUla .. yo~cU O"xo).Al; cf. Porphyry, Vita Pythagorico, 48; Simplicius, Physica, p. 50, B; 
Stobaeus, EcloglU I, Prooemium, 8-9 (vol. I, p. 21, cd. Wachsmuth-Hense). 
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34 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

of the monad and one influenced a chapter of Theon of Smyrna,' and, 
like Nicomachus, he probably discussed ten forms of proportions' 
Although little more is known of the scope and nature of the Pythag
orean Lectures, it is at any rate clear that lvloderatus occupied himself 
with the themes of the a,s arithmetica and may well have produced 
an ars of his own. 

The survey of the history of the ars anthmetica which we have just 
made is in itself enough to show how hopeless is the attempt to assign 
to each topic of the I nlroductiMI to Arithmetic its precise source. The 
Introduction brings together the results of a gradual growth; there is 
hardly one of its subjects but had been discussed and written about 
dozens, if not hundreds, of times. One may naturally assume, of 
course, that the morc eminent mathematicians, who had made es
pecially famous contributions to the art, were the real sources of 
Nicomachus when he deals with the subjects of their special study, 
and such probabilities can be specified with reasonable accuracy; 
his general sources, however, can only be regarded as the indeterminate 
mass of previous arithmetical writing. 

It cannot even be positively stated that Nicomachus used Euclid's 
Elements. There can be no question of course that he knew it. But 
the two works are of entirely different character, Euclid defining and 
demonstrating, Nicomachus defining and laying down general prin
ciples with abundant illustration and explanation. If in any respect 
Euclid could have served as a basis for Nicomachus, we should at once 
think of his definitions, but even here it will be observed that there 
are many divergences between the two. In Euclid's Elements, how
ever, there were at least a pattern of arrangement and an example show
ing what subjects needed exposition. It is perhaps in this general 
way, if at all, that we are to look for a relation between the two. It 
may be confidently stated, nevertheless, that Euclid did not serve as 
the only model, nor even as the principal model, for Nicomachus. 

With regard to his actual sources Nicomachus himself offers small 
help; the only authors he mentions by name are Androcydes, Archytas, 

I CL Moderatus in Stobaeus,loc. ell., and Theon of Smyma, pp. 18, 3'""'9 and 19, 7- 8 and 
12- 13 (Hiller). 

2 Cl. Proclus, In Timaeum (Diehl) , vol. H, p. 18, 29 fI., who says, inter aIi4, fila 'Yap n.pi;JI'U' 

~"T"ar 4AAa~ }lfaOr,.,.raJ 4, ol JlfWrtpclf. 1rporrLMca.a" T"OVr N Ul'O"a.XWf ).joyw, ~ Mo3tpA'TOtIJ o:al d 
TU'tJ 4AAOi ~TOi, lI'tp/: ~ """ '1pet ... Td. ..v.. }lwOT"IJ,",," dll'w~" .Lp' ~ ul 6 IIAtbw.. v,;La • .,v, nt .. 
¥-vxipo , O:'1A. This leads to the inferences, first, that Moderatus was actively interested in arith
metical subjects in much the same way as Nicomachus, and second , since their names are SO 
coupled, that he discussed, like Nicomachus, ten forms of proportion. 
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Aristotle, Eratosthenes, Plato and Philolaus, besides Pythagoras, to 
whom he refers in a general way. 

Three of these, Androcydes, Archytas, and Philolaus, are Pythag
oreans, and Plato is treated as practically a member of the school. The 
two former are quoted in I. 3. 4- 4 to substantiate the well-known 
Pythagorean principle of the necessity of mathematics, and immedi
ately thereafter Plato is cited to the same effect. But the Pythagorean 
mathematicians have left their imprint upon the Introdudion in far 
more essential matters; to say nothing of the cosmological topics 
found in the introductory chapters, to them must be ascribed the 
fundamental conception of number as a balanced and harmonized 
fabric of 'odd' and 'even,' 'same' and 'other,' which makes itself 
especially felt in certain chapters of Book H, and in the treatment of 
the dyad, as well as the monad, as an element of number.l 

Less important matters are the remarks about the nomenclature of 
the harmonic proportion (H. 26. 2) attributed to Philolaus, the' Pythag
orean' definition of 'odd' and 'even' (1.7.3), and the references to 
the 'sacred' decad (H. 22. 1). The fact is that the whole Introduction 
has a distinctly Pythagorean coloring through the underlying assump
tion that the numbers influence their derivatives. Just what were the 
books most powerful in influencing Nicomachus cannot be said; 
certainly Philolaus's work, llt:pl cf)1Ju€CJJ~, was one, but the long list 
of Neo-Pythagorean documents must not be forgotten. 

That Aristotle was a source for Nicomachus cannot be doubted, 
but it was not so much mathematical material as logical method that 
was derived from the Stagirite. To be sure, Aristotle seems to have 
been consulted upon the definition and classification of the ultimate 
subjects of mathematics, number and quantity,2 but he is also present 
on nearly every page in the distinctions of genus and species and in 
the formation of arguments.' 

Eratosthenes, of course, makes his appearance in connection with 
his famous 'sieve' (1. 13), hut there are two other places where with 
the aid of Theon we can detect a suggestive similarity. This is seen 
most clearly in the theorem of the' three rules' for deriving the various 
ratios from equality;' and there was perhaps another kindred matter 
in which Eratosthenes led the way for Nicomachus. Theon reports 

1 See pp. lIsff. I See pp. I12 ff. 
• See on IntrodlKlion, I. 2.3- 4; 3. I; 4. 2,3; 14. 2; 23. 5 j n. 20. 2. 
4 Sec on InJroduction, I. 23.4 
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much of what Eratosthenes had to say in demonstrating that equality 
is the element of ratio.· Now one of Nicomachus's own favorite 
themes is that equality is the element of relative number.' There 
is doubtless no way of demonstrating a direct relation in these matters, 
and in fact it is not certain that even for the j sieve' proposition Nicoma
chus went to Eratosthenes himseli. 

Plato is quoted many times by Nicomachus, and was most influen
tial in the establishment of his philosophic doctrines, as we have had 
occasion to observe.3 On the mathematical side, the most important 
proposition probably taken from this source is the one which states 
that there must be two geometrical means between cubes and one 
between squares; Plato had also been one of the first to make use of 
the proportion dealt with in II. 29. 

There is little further that can be definitely said about the source of 
Nicomachus, but no one can doubt that our author drew from many 
others who must for us remain nameless, the authors of the artes 
arithmeticae for the existence of which in his day we have seen that 
there is sufficient evidence. Nicomachus can hardly fail to leave the 
impression with the reader that he is working over familiar ground, and 
the assumption that there was an extensive literature, now lost, of the 
type described in the preceding pages, is the only satisfactory explana
tion of this fact. His task was the collection and organization of ma
terial, not its creation j and his fame in antiquity must have been 
based on the skill with which he performed this work and on the use
fulness of the book which he produced. 

Before passing, however, from this topic to the influence of Nicoma
chus upon later writers, we must examine his relation to Theon of 
Smyrna. Concerning the personality and history of this author far 
less is known than even the meager facts of the life of Nicomachus, 
but his date may be confidently placed in the first quarter of the 
second century of our era.' Theon was the author of a book dealing 
with the mathematical matters needful for the reading of Plato,' in 
the course of which he draws freely upon Thrasyllus, Eratosthenes, 
and especially the Peripatetic Adrastus, and in addition seems to have 

1 Theon, p. 81, 22 ft. CHiller). 
I See InJrodllctitm, n. t, and on I. 23.4. 
• See pp. 91, dc. 
• See p. 72, CL Heath, History, vol. n. pp. 238-2-44. 
• Expositio Rerum Matitematicamm ad ugNfdum Pl4Ionem Utili"m, eel . E. HiDer, Leipzig, 

1878 (whose paging is cited). See also J. Dupuis, TIWm de S".yrne, Paris, 1892. 
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made some reference to Moderatus of Gades' The book is interest
ing as an illustration of the methods then in vogue of helping Platonic 
students in their tasks, and inasmuch as there is evidence that Nicoma
chus took account of such writings, a comparison of the two authors, 
even though not wholly conclusive, cannot but be enlightening. 

In scope and in the selection of the topics treated, Theon and 
Nicomachus are in close agreement, as the following parallel arrange
ment shows: 

Tm:ON (ed. Hiller) 

On the necessity of mathematics, p. 1, 

I fr. Note the occurrence of the 
same Platonic passages, e.g., 

p. 2, 16-19: cf. Efrinomis, 992 B j 
p. 3, 8- 15: cf. Republic, 527 D; 
p. $. 11-13: cf. Republic, 526 D 
and p. 12, 10 ff.: Philolaus. 

On the natural order of mathematical 
studies, p. 16, 24 ff.2 
Cf. especially p. 18, 1. 

On one and the monad, p. 18, 3 if. 
Definitions of number,3 p. 18, 3 f. 
The monad, p. 18, 5 fi. 

Cf., however, this passage: mrinu. 
8( ,",ON" ,1'1'01 .1'11'"0 TOU P.OUy dT~rro<; Kal 
JIoV U[CTTWT8cu ~ .a""i~ t/uJa(W'O' bua"t'i 
-yap Av l~' ,la"",,, 'lro>.Aa",.\aucQVWIUI' r?" 
povG.&., P.lwt p.oYti .. (p. 19, 7 ft.). 

Further discussion of one and the 
monad 4 and of the Pythagorean 
doctrine of the elements of number, 
pp. 19. 21 fI. 

Cf. &".A~ ~ dpxa .. dpt8p1Uv ol pAy 
~f.pOv q.,.at tiv n P.OYtl&1 I«I.l T7Jv 
8va:&1, p. 20, 5 fI. 

'Odd' and 'even,' p. 21, 20"-24. 

I. 3· S. 
1·3· 7. 

NICOKACHUS (ed. Hoche) 

I . 3. 7 (p. 8, '3-'4). 
11. 19. I. 

I . S. 1-2. 

1. 4. 1 (p. 9, 7). 

I. 7. I. 

Not in Nicomachus. 
Cl .,.,' 

• ••• Kat }WYa'i 0: 'fI'Q,.,.or; JIhY'1 
,..00 dp,Sp.<W l,n,rqv ~M.1I'.\aatGauO'I1 

ol&v 1I'A'OV iavriJr; "(fWfj., 11. 6. 3 (p. 84, 
22 11.), and cf. II. r7. 4 (p. 110,8 fI.). 

Not in Nicomachus. 

Cf. To\; -yap &"'A~ ICI1l KaD' awe, 'JrOO'oV 

/o'O..a .. ~v «a/. 8va .. Ta dpXlKw,..aTa OTOI.XfCa, 
cA., II. I. 1 (p. 74, 5 f.). 

I. 7. 1-2. 

1 Cf. p. 33; also G. Borghorst, De Anawlii FqnJibus (Berlin, 1(05) , pp. I: ff.; G. Altmann, 
De Posidonio Timari Platonis Commtnlalore (Berlin, H)06), pp. 19 fr.; and Schmekel, Die Philo
JOpllie der mittlere,. Sloa (Berlin, 18Q:) , p. -409, n. 3, especially upon the source of the passage in 
Theon, pp. 93, 16-106, 11 (Hiller). 

I For a detailed comparison with Nicomachus, see p. 113, n. 4. 
'Here (p. 18, 3'"'9; p. 19, 1- 8; 12- 13) occur parallels (almost word for word) with Modera

tus in Stobaeus (see p. 34); the other lines can be regarded as comment and explanation. 
'In this passage (p. 19, :1 - :0, 9) also there is agreement with Moderatus (in Stobaeus). 
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TBEON NICOMACHUS 

Is the monad odd or even? 1 p. :2 I J 

24 - 22, 16. 

The natural series increases with the 
constant difference I but decreasing 
ratios, p. 22, 17 - 23. S. 

Cl. the notion that the 'odd' is 
'sameness" the' even' 'difference J , , , 
p. 22, 10 ff. 

Prime and Composite, p. 23, 6 if. 
Classification: I 

Prime 
Absolutely 
Relatively 

Composite 
Absolutely 
Relatively 

Absolute primes defined, p. 23, 9. 
They are also called ypn"p.uol, ~~ 
~Tpucol, ff'tpurCTU'~ 'ft(puTfTol, i1Jid., 
I2. 

Odd numbers only are prime, ibid., 23. 
Status of 2, p. 24. 5. 
Relatively prime numbers, ibid., 8. 
Absolutely and relatively composite 

numbers, ibid., 16. 
(Here are discussed the status of 

I and 2; plane and solid numbers 
classed here.) 

Varieties of the 'even'; the even
times even, p. 25. 5. 

The even-times odd, ibid., 19. 
The odd-times even, p. 26, S. 

KrttK'~ LUO(. and d.",u~,~ wO!. as kin4s 
of composite numbers, ibid., 14. 

Not in Nioomachus. 

Not in Nicomachus.! 

General agreement in 11. 17. 2 j 18. 4. 

Nicomachus disagrees. 
(I) His classification is as follows: 

Prime 
Relatively prime 
Composite 

(2) It refers to odd numbers only; 
Theon includes all numbers in 
these classes. 

I. 11. 2 (different phraseology). 
These terms do not occur in the In
t,.oduc#on.4 

Agrees. 
Not in Nicomachus. 
I. 13. I. 
I. 12. I (absolutely composite numbers: 

but the class does not include even 
numbers as in Theon). 

No discussion of the other topics. 

I. 9. I. 

I. 10. 2. 

Not included in the formal classifica
tion; the former term is used in 
I. 19. 19 and for the latter. cf. note 
on that section. 

1 Citing Aristotle's Ih6o,'yopU(0s (now lost), and Archytas. 
I Nicomachus notes, however, that in any arithmetical series the ratios are greater in the 

smaller tenns (Inlroducficm, II. 73. 6). This involves of course the general idea stated by Theon. 
I This classification agrees with Euclid (Ekme1tls, VII, Drf.) against Nicomachus. 
, But in Thtolotumu1G Arithmdjcae, p. 44 (Ast): 1U1fIW1'a."I 'YdP olir~ r>.Q.TOr ir&6eXU'1Il d/Jv#JU" 
~ oWa. "Q./, #J6toov .,oii 1J~"b#JOV ""uM!CTI.on) ~1Jt, !CTX. (se. the number 7). There is some doubt 
about the authorship of this portion of the Tlrcologfm,m4 Arithmdicae. Euclid (FJumnts VII, 
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THEON 

Heteromecic numbers defined, p. 26, 
21. 

They are always even, p. 27. 1. 

Formation by adding evens, ibid., 8. 
Formation by multiplication, ibid., 15. 
Reason for the name, ibid., 20. 

Parallelograms (Le., 'Jrpofl-~I(n .. ), p. 27, 
23· 

Squares, p. 28, 3. 
Formation by adding odd numbers, 

' ''0 
.~. 

N ICOIlACHUS 

11. 17. I j 18. 2. 

Cf. 11. 19- I; 17·:2 j 20.3. 

Cf. n . lB. 2. 
Cf. n. 18. 3 Cp. 114, 1); 17.3 (p. log, 

24) ; IS. I (p. Ill, 22). 
ct.n. lB. 2. 

n. 9. 
H. 9. 3, etc. 

Formation by multiplication, ibid., n. 18. 3 (not a direct statement). 
13· 

Make a geometrical proportion with 
the heteromecic numbers as mean 
terms. The converse is nol true. 
Ibid., 16. 

Oblong (promecic) numbers defined, 
p. 30, 8. 

For their classification, see on In
troduction, Il, 18, 2. 
Plane numbers are the product of 

two factors, p. 31, 9. 
Triangular numbers, p. 31, 13 . (Here 

follows a digression on the squares 
and' heteromeces,' merely repeating 
previous material.) 

Repetition of methods of forming 
squares,1 with several new theorems, 

p. 34, 1. 

Squares are alternately even and odd, 
ibid., 3. 

The gnomons of the other polyg
onals are numbers of the natural 
series occurring at intervals of 
n - :2 terms, ibid., 6. 

Occurrence of the squares and cubes 
in the series of multiples, ibid., 
16. 

n. '9. 4· 

The converse is not stated. 

11. 18. :2. 

Nicomachus does not classify in Theon's 
manner. 

Plane numbers are mentioned, but not 
this definition. CL note on 11. 7. 3. 

ll. B. 

Not in Nicomachus. 

11.11·4· 

H. 20. 5. 

Dil. I I) uses "'fP'l"t1lix'f "'fp't1t1OJ to denote the product of aD odd Dumber by an odd number, 
not in the sense in which Theon employs it. 

I Several topics, of which this is an instance, are duplicated in Theon. The Nicomachcan 
parallels are given only with the first occurrence. 
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THEON NICOMACHOS 

Special properties of the squares, 
p. 35, 17 11. 

They are either divisible by 3 or 
can be if I is subtracted; like
wise by 4; even squares that are 
divisible by 3 when I has been sub
tracted are divisible by 4; those 
that are divisible by 4 when i has 
been subtracted are divisible by 3 
(Theon negleds to add "or be
come divisible by 3 when 1 is 
subtracted "); some squares are 
divisible by both 3 and 4 j finally, 
the square which is not divisible 
by 3 or 4 admits both divisors 
when I is subtracted.· 

Miscellaneous matter not found in 
Nicomachus: Squares and het
eromecic and promecic numbers 
are plane. Solids have three fac
tors (a repetition), They are 
called from their resemblance to 
the space they measure, p. 36, 3. 

Similar numbers, ibid., 12. 

Polygonal numbers, p. 37, 7. 
Definition of gnomons, ibid., Il. 

The side of the triangle equals the 
last gnomon added, ibid., 13. 

The monad potentially triangular, 
ibid., IS. 

Cyclic, spherical, recurrent numbers, 
p. 38, 16. 

Derivation of squares repeated, p. 39, 
10. 

Pentagons defined, p. 39, 14· 
Hexagons defined, p. 40, I. 
Derivation of other polygonals and 

rule for their gnomons, ibid., 14 
(as in p. 34, 6). 

Two triangles make a square, p. 41, 3. 
Solid numbers classified as to the 

equality of 3, 2 or no dimensions, 
ibid., 8. 

None of them given by Nicomacbus. 

Not in Nicomachus. 

Not in Nicomachus. 
1I. 8. 3: The side of the triangle equals 

the number of gnomons taken. 
1I. 8. 2. 

1I. 17. 7. 

11. 10. 

1I. 11. 

11. 12. 1-2. 

Not in Nicomachus. 

1 Jamblichus (!lee p. 129) includes this. 
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THEON 

Cubes = a X a X Dj 

'Altars,' = a X b X c; 
'Plinths' = a X a X h, (b < a}j 
'Beams' = a X a X h, (b > a). 

Pyramidal numbers j truncated pyra
mids, p. 42, 3. 

(Theon reports that some called 
the pyramid trapezium.) 

Pleuric and diametric numbers, ibid., 10. 

Perfect, superabundant, deficient num
bers, p. 45, 9· 
The perfection of 3. p. 46, 14. 

(Other material intervenes.) 
Ratio defined, p. 73. 16. 

Ratio exist between homogeneous 
things only,! 

'Terms' defined, p. 74. 8. 
Proportion defined, ilnd., 12. 

Equal, greater, and less ratios,2 ibid., 

IS· 
The ratios of music. 

The ratios of arithmetic, p. 76, t. 

Multiples, ibid., 8. 
Superparticulars, ibid., 21. 

Superpartients, p. 78, 6. 
Multiple superparticular and super

partient, ibid., 23 . 
• Ratio of number to number,' 3 p. 80, 7. 
Root ratios (."",8p.f.JIf.<; A6yIK), t"bid., 15. 

Intervals and ratios contrasted,4 p. 81, 
6. 

Definitions of proportions, and of con
tinuous and disjunct proportions, 
p. 82, 6. 

Eratosthenes on equality as the element 
of ratio, ibid., 23. 
Epinomt"s, 991 E cited, p. 84, 7. 

'Based on Adrastus. See on I . '7· 4. 
'With reference to Plato, TitmJCIIS, 36 B. 

NICOMACHUS 

11. 15. 2 j 16. I. 
11.16.2; 17.6. 

11. 13 and 14, much fuller. 

Not in Nicomachus. 

Not in Nicomachus. 
I. 14-16. 

Not in Introduc#on, but cf. Theologu
mena ArithmeticlU, p. 15 (Ast). 

11.21 . 3. 
I. 17. 4- 5 states that equality exists 

only between homogeneous things, 
but no such statement occurs re
garding ratio. 

~po<; is used, but not defined. 
11.21. 2 (differs; videadloc.). 
Not formulated; but eLl. 17. 2,6,etc. 

Cl. I. 5. I; H. 26; 29· 4. 
I. 17. 4. (See the note on I. 17. 7.) 
1. 18. 1-3 (much fuller ). 
I. 19. 1-5 (much fuller). 
I. 20 (much fuller). 
I. 22-23 (much fuller). 

Not in Nicomachus. 
No separate treatment, but cf. I. 19.6; 

20. I; 2I. J; 11.19.3, etc. 
No separate treatment. Cl. on 11. 6. 3. 

11.21,2,5,6. 

Cl. 11. I. (Equality is the element of 
relative number.) 

Cited 1. 3. 5. 

4 A passage based on the n>'a1'l:.lJOucb! of Eratosthenes; 
vol. XXX, pp. 60 ff. 

cf. p. 237, n. 3, and HilIer, PJrilologu$, 
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1imON NIOOIlACBUS 

dra.\oyla. and fUaorl,S differentiated, p. Not treated. 
8.t., IS· 

Proportions: the three chief kinds,· 11. 21 (much fuller). 
with definitions. p. 8S. 8. 

Here intervenes a section on the 
ratios of harmony (p. SS. 22 j d. p. 
75, 7). Thrasyllus's division of the 
canon, and the Pythagorean aspects 
of the tetraktys and of the numbers 
of the first decade.' 

Proportions: geometric, arithmetic, 
harmonic, 5ubcontrary, fifth, sixth, 
and 6 others subcontrary to them, 
p. 106, 12. 

~h",.\oyI4, properly the geometric 
alone.' 
Repetition of the short definitions. 

Equality is the first and elementary 
ratio (from Adrastus j {cf. p. 82, 23]), 
p. 107. 10. 

Citation of Eratosthenes for the 
prooemium of the proposition, of 
the 'three rules' and of Adrastus for 
the actual rules, p. 107, IS. 

11. 27. 1 (but the fourth is called simply 
'fourth' and the remaining kinds num
ber 4, not 6. In 11. 28. 3, the name 
'subcontrary' is given for 'fourth ') 

11. 24. I. 

I. 23 (cf. the Dote on I. 23.4). 

Converse of the I three rules/ p. 110, 11. 2. 

'9· 
Figures : point, line, planeJ solid, and Not formally included. 

varieties, p. Ill, 14. 

Varieties of solids (geometrical treat- No geometrical treatment of these. 
ment) ; parallelopipeda, rectangu-
lar parallelopipeda, p. 112,26: 

Cubes (dimensions a, a, a) j 

Plinths (dimensions a, a, b where 
b < a); 

Beams (dimensions a J a, b where 
b> a) ; 

Scalene (dimensions a J h, c). 
Proportions j general definition of Does not occur. 

, 
,"aal .,., p. 113, 9. 

1 Citing AdrastU5, who is never mentioned by Nicomachus. 
1 This material can be paralleled largely in the Tlleolo,u~1IfJ A"thmet~. but not in the 

Imroduction . 
• Adrastus is again cited. 
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THEON 

Arithmetic proportion, ibid., 18. 

Geometric proportion, p. II4, I ff. 
Harmonic proportion, p. II4, 14. 
'Subcontrary' proportion, p. lIS, 5. 

Fifth variety of proportion, p. lIS, 12. 

Sixth variety of proportion, ibid., 20. 

How to find the various means between 
two given terms, p. II6, 8. 

Arithmetic; has both methods 
given by Nicomachus, and this: 

H Add the halves of the extremes." 
Geometric; Parallels Nicomachus, 

p. 140, 4-5, but not p. 140, 6, 
and adds a geometrical method. 

Harmonic; gives methods for 
finding the mean, first, when the 
extremes are in double ratio; 
second, in triple; third, in any 
ratio (but this is identical with 
the first method). 

His first method agrees strik
ingly with Nicomachus (who 
gives this alone, p. lIB, 5): 
/ ' . . . ~ ,- -' \' , 

(lV pAY OW ()' ourlW.U'Cf' AO)'Cf' Tr~ 

illv~ So8i;xrtv ~ ufK", oro" (, ,p' 
.col (, ~' "," ","pox~" '1'00 ,.dto", 

... ...,. ...01' 0.,"'..... oIov Ta ,.' _~"'
"'''1'", .... \ TilY'" ":0.\ ,. ... ..,1"'tw""l' A,.' 
• ,,1k\6YT1, ....,. ...0" " .... TO" • ..: 

~ "--- .. ", \~. 
,.." _,." OlOV Trupa 1"a. ''If •• no 

... Mi.,... 1"WV A~' oIoy 1"a. P' "'Ph .... " 
,.¥ u.,T'rO"". TOVT'taT& Tcf TWV ,.', 

Iiotw" 1"0 t'fTOVtw"""· 

NICOMACHUS 

H. 23. (See the note on 11. 28. I for 
a general comparison of the propor
tions used by Nicomachus and by 
Theon.) 

11. 24. 
11.25· 
11. 28. 3. 
11. 28. 4. 
11. 28. 5. 
11. 27. 7. 

p. 140.8 £1'.: dpfU'yutT,v oi, TWV dKpwv oriJy 
6t.top'" 1I"Ot.~'"""\..o" 0.''''''''' ... \ TOy 

"''''twvotJ _p.,~~" ,,..1, .... ri"'1"'O" lit 

"WI' &'''''' (tTu ..0 ",UTOI Tij..: 1rQPOPOA~ 
.ph 'fftO," ,.¥ ('UTTO~ ItW I: iLL\ " "'"

.... "' .,...,,~1ri1 .... cr6' '11 • 

The differences between Theon and Nicomachus are easily discerned 
in this summary. Theon omits the elaborate Pythagorean introduc
tion and the incidental dissertations of a similar nature; unlike 
Nicomachus (cf. Introduction, I. '9. 2'; H. '9. 20), he does not use 
tables and point out numerical properties from them; he does not 
give such elaborate illustrations and explanations, but there are really 
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few important propositions that he leaves out. We may note among 

them the definitions of I. 7.3 ff., the theorem that a ~ (a - I) + (a + I) 
2 

except when a = I (I. 8. 1-2); the 'sieve' of Eratosthenes (I. '3); 
the discussion of the derivation of superparticulars from multiples and 
of the combinations of ratios in H. 3-5; the proposition concerning the 
addition of a triangular nllmber to any sort of polygonal (11. 12. 3 ff.) ; 
and certain observations upon squares and heteromecic numbers 
(11. 19. 2- 3; 20. I). On the other hand one may easily note the large 
number of topics in Tbeon which Nicomachus omits. (See Tbeon, pp. 
18,5 H.; 19, 2I fr.; 21,24 - 22, 16; 34,3 j 35,17 fI.; 37, II j 42,10 ff.; 
73, 16 ff.; So, 7 and 'S; 81, 6 ff.; 82, 23 ff.) It is particularly sur
prising to see that Nicomachus does not attempt to discuss the monad 
as Theon does. 

But even if one takes all these differences into consideration, there 
is great similarity between the two works; the most notable point 
is that, notwithstanding their agreement in subjects treated, and the 
fact that they say substantially the same thing about most subjects, 
there is after all slight verbal likeness between them. Tbe only pas
sage in which verbal likeness is especially marked is that to which at
tention is called at the very end of the table above (Tbeon, p. 118, 5; 
Nicomachus, p. 140,8). It is justifiable to infer, therefore, that neither 
writer served as the direct source of the other, and this must remain 
for the present the only certain fact regarding their relationship 
to each other. We may also conjecture that behind them, to some 
extent, lay the same sources, a supposition supported by the verbal 
parallels noted. But it does not immediately follow that Nicomachus, 
like Tbeon, employed Adrastus; had he done so, we might have looked 
for greater similarity in the texts. From the fact that the two quote 
the same passages of Plato not much can be inferred; they must be 
simply the usual quotations made by schoolmen to support their 
statements by Platonic authority, and it chances that Theon and 
Nicomachus have the same position to sustain.1 

1 The Platonic passages which Theon and Nicomachus quote in common are enumerated on 
pp. 37 and 41. In none of the cases does either writer agree completely with our Platonic text, 
but although they sometimes agree with each other in their variations, their differences are far 
more striking, and the only conclusion warranted is that each independently quotes loo!\ely from 
memory the gist of Plato's words. They certainly cannot have used a common source, such as, 
for instance, a collection of Platonic passages or a commentary which employed similar inaccurate 
Quotations. The most noteworthy verbal agreement is in the citation of Republic, 527 D, where 
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Whether Theon is to be treated as a successor or a predecessor of 
Nicomachus is, as has been pointed out before, a difficult question. 
It is most probable that their lives were contemporary in part, and 
farther than that, it is useless to conjecture. In view of the fame of 
Nicomachus, it seems hardly possible that Theon could have written 
after the publication of the Inlroduction without quoting it, but we 
have seen that there is no suggestion of a direct connection between the 
two men. They must have been nearly contemporary. 

Nicomachus (I. 3. 7) has Wf ~Vs d, 6n IoU:Clf 6dWl'CU ~~ IpA 4XptJCI'TQ. TG.VrCl Td ",aB4J.t«.TIl 

FpoITT4"1'OI/IA. Tbeon (p. 3, 8) reads 1)dus d, 6n toUCClf WtUCU j.il} AXptJCI'TA Ta PIl9!t~IIIT« 

rpoaT&TTOC,IU, and Plato qat>t d • •. a,., Ioui:a.f &a~Tl ToVs "0;>""0",". J'~ 300:17' 'XPIIG'Ta. ",diJ~TCI 
ffp()(1T6.rnU', 

Nicomachus and Tb~n aglte in using peculiar syntax which does not occur in the original; 
but in the remainder of the passage their texts are widely divergent. The initial phrase, perhaps, 
was commonly quoted in their day in the form which they both used . 
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CHAPTER III 

THE MATHEMATICAL CONTENT OF THE GREEK ARITHME'l'ICA 

IF we restrict the meaning of the term a,ithmetica so as to include 
only the ars a,ithmetica, which, as is explained more fully elsewhere, 
refers, when technically used, to the fundamentals of the science of 
arithmetic systematically stated, we may obtain an idea of its mathe
matical content by a comparison of three texts, Nicomachus's Int,o
atKtion, Euclid's Elements (Books VI, VIII, and IX), and Theon's 
treatise On Mathnnatical Matters Useful for Reading Plato. With
out such restriction the term, applying to the Greek science of arith
metic in general, would include all the developments of higher mathe
matics such as those made by Diophantus. Since, however, Nico
machus's book is an 'arithmetic' in the narrower sense, we shall not 
be forced to go so far afield in this summary. 

In the first place, the differences existing between Euclid on the one 
hand and Nicomachus and Theon on the other are to be observed. 
The latter two are generally in agreement in their selection of topics 
and in their manner of presentation; Euclid differs in both these 
respects. His material is stated in the form of propositions, each suh
jected to logical proof, a thing wholly lacking in Nicomachus and 
Theon, who confine themselves to setting forth principles and 
illustrating them. Euclid's material itself, moreover, is not confined 
to the propositions treated by the other two, although there is much 
overlapping between the two groups, but Euclid makes a far more 
systematic study of the matters he introduces. In the third place, 
Euclid employs the geometrical form of illustration in the proof of 
his arithmetical propositions, and makes use of lines in much the 
same way that modern mathematics uses its literal algebraic symbolism. 
This process complicates his solutions and often involves him in long 
demonstrations of matters which are more or less self-evident when 
stated in algebraic terms. Nicomachus and Theon, since both avoid 
any attempt at proof, do not share this habit of Euclid, but deal with 
the numbers directly; only when they come to the discussion of plane 
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and solid numbers do they make their approach through geometry. 
Furthermore, Euclid does not share the philosophical proclivities, or, 
more accurately, the Pythagorizing tendencies, of Nicomachus and 
Theon, and consequently holds himself continually to a more strictly 
scientific level. It is for this reason that he is more successful in gen
eral than Nicomachus in making a scientific classification of numbers. 
All three mathematicians, however, agree in confining themselves, 
in their arithmetic, to the use of rational numbers, although many of 
the propositions of Euclid's books (notably V and X) are stated with 
reference to irrational quantities. Some of these, in Book VII, are 
applied to the discussion of rational numbers. 

The following outlines roughly sketch the plans according to which 
the work of Nicomachus, Euclid, and Theon, respectively, are arranged. 
In the preceding chapter will be found an analysis of Theon's treatise, 
with the parallel passages of Nicomachus indicated.' 

NICOllACHUS Tru:ON EUCLID 

Book VII 
Philosophical introduc- Philosophical introduc- Definitions 

tion 
I. Number per se 
2. Relative number 
3. Plane and solid num

bers 
4. Proportions 

tion 
Definitions 
Number per se, including 

plane and solid numbers 
Ratios 
Proportions 

1 See pp. 37 ff. 

Greatest common divisor 
Propositions dealing with 

submultiples and frac
tions, with reference to 
the propositions on pro
portion in Book V 

Prime and relatively 
prime numbers 

Least common multiple 

Book VIII 

Properties of numbers in 
progression and propor-

• tlon 
Cubes, squares, and their 

relations 

Book IX 
Cubes and squares, con-

tinued 
Geometrical series 
Prime numbers 
Odd and even numbers 
The perfect number 
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Nicomachus and Theon, it will be seen, follow plans closely similar, 
and their topics fall into a scheme ordered from the philosophic point 
of view; Euclid does not proceed in the same way. The primary 
subdivision of material in the first two is based on the distinction be
tween absolute and relative number, which they carefully separate; 
Euclid mingles the two inextricably, but keeps uppermost the relations 
between numbers. In setting forth the subject in detail we shall 
follow the order adopted by Nicomachus, with the exception of the 
philosophical introduction, which is lacking in mathematical interest. 

I. NmlBER PER SE 

The definitions of 'number' given by the Greek mathematicians 
are discussed elsewhere. Nicomachus, in I. 7, limits himself to defining 
number and its two subdivisions, odd and even; in Euclid (VII, 
def. I) we have also a definition of the monad (unity), and in Theon a 
lengthy discussion of this subject (p. 18, 5 - 21, '9, Hiller). His 
reference (p. 20, 7 II.) to the Pythagorean doctrine of the 'principles' 
or 'origins' (apxaC) of number shows a surprising similarity to the 
most modern conception of number; the Pythagoreans, he says, con
sidered all the terms of the natural series 'principles,' so that "for 
example 'three' (the triad) is the principle of three's among sensible 
objects, and 'four' (the tetrad) of all four's," and so on. 

Nicomachus, in I. 8, states that any integer is one half the sum of 
the two integers on each side of it : 

(m - I) + (m + I) m = . 
2 

Since zero is not included in the numerical system,l unity, in Nicoma
chus's eyes, occupies a unique position, and is therefore regarded by 
him as the' natural starting point of all numbers.' Theon introduces 
here the problem of determining whether unity is odd or even; his 
treatment of the problem takes the form of a logical demonstration, 
which is all the more remarkable because both he and Nicomachus 
usually avoid this method: "Some have said that unity is odd. For 
the odd is opposite to the even; unity is therefore either odd or even. 
It would not be even; for it cannot be divided into equal halves, nor 
even divided at all. Therefore unity is odd. And if you add an even 

I When he speaks philosophically, Nicomacbus denies that even I and 2 are real numbers, and 
begins the series with 3; see pp. t 16 ff. 
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number to an even number, the sum is even; I but if unity be added 
to an even number, the sum is odd; unity is therefore not even, but 
odd.'" Euclid does not thus give special treatment of unity, but in 
IX .• 1-31, be studies the relations of the two classes of numbers, 
odd and even, proving that the sum of any number of even numbers 
is even (IX .• 1), and that the sum of odd numbers is even if the number 
of terms is even, and odd if the number of terms is odd, and then deal
ing in similar fashion with differences and products of odd and even 
numbers. This material, curiously, is not introduced by Nicomachus 
until, in H .• 4. 10, he is led to speak of the products of squares, cubes, 
and heteromecic numbers, and introduces incidentally, by way of il
lustration, certain propositions regarding the products of even and 
odd numbers : 

(I) .n X .miseven; 
(.) (. n ± 1)(. m ± I) is odd; 
(3) • n{. m ± I) or (. n ± I). m is even. 

The classes of even numbers, according to Nicomachus (I. 8. 3 ff.), 
are three: 

(I) Even times even, that is, numbers of the form ."; 
(,) Odd times even, of the form ."(. k + I), n > I ; 
(3) Even times odd, of the form .(. k + I). 

Theon has the same classification, but Euclid omits the odd times 
even and adds another class, the odd times odd, namely, those 
"measured by an odd number an odd number of times," as (. m + I) 
(. n + I) . The name 'odd times odd' occurs in Theon as an alter
native designation of the primes (p .• 3, 14 ff.). Furthermore, Euclid 
is not precise in this classification, a fault for which Iamblichus, in 
his Commentary on Nicrmuu;"us, criticizes him. Since he defines the 
even times even as I( a number measured by an even number an even 
number of times" (VII, def. 8), and the even times odd as one" meas
ured by an even number an odd number of times" (def. 9), it is ob
vious that the former class can include numbers of two forms 2", or, 
."(. k + I), n > I, and the latter might likewise include the two types, 
.(. k + I), or, ."(. k + I), where k is a positive integer. It is evident 
from the algebraic forms that the two classes overlap, and the proposi
tion stated in IX. 34, which deals with certain numbers that are both 

I Cf. Euclid, IX. 21. t P. 21 , 24 ft. 
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even-times even and even-times odd, makes it clear that Euclid rec
ognized the possihility of a number falling in both classes.' 

The arithmetic of Nicomachus includes a lengthy discussion of all 
these types of the even numhers. In I. 8. 12 he notes that 

I + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 + ... + 2'-' = 2' - I, 

and that this theorem will be useful in the discussion of perfect num
bers,' but many of his observations are more or less self-evident. 
For example, in the series 

I, 2,4,8, 16, 32, 64 "', 

it is evident that in any sequence of three of these terms the square of 
the mean will equal the product of the extremes, or, 

(2,,)2 = 2,,-1 . 2"+1, 

and similarly, if each member of the series be multiplied by the same 
integer, the property persists. Further, in the series, 

I, 3, 5, 7,9, Il, ... 2 n - I, 

evidently the middle term of any sequence of three terms equals half 
the sum of the extremes, and in any sequence of four the two means 
equal the two extremes. 

The subdivision of the odd (1. 11 If.) is a matter of more difficulty 
to Nicomachus. As in the former case, he sets up three classes, and 
designates them as prime, composite and relatively prime; the latter 
are pairs of composite numbers that are prime to each other. To 
disregard 2, the primes are indeed odd, but there is no reason why 
composite numbers should be treated as a class of the odd. The 
classification belongs, of course, to all numbers rather than to the odd 
alone, and it is so regarded by Theon and Euclid, who add to the list 
another class, 'relatively composite' numbers (i.e., composite numbers 
that have a common measure). Strictly speaking, none of the authors 
need have specified more than the first two subdivisions, for all the 
'relatively prime' and 'relatively composite' numbers are composite. 
As to 2, Nicomacbus is silent:' but Theon somewhat doubtfully 
recognizes it as prime,' and it satisfies Euclid's definition of the prime. 

I For a fuller discussion of the difficulties centering about this matter, see Heath's TM ThirUeti 
Books of Euclid's EJemenls, voL 11, pp. 281 fI. 

I Theon omits this theor~m, whil~ Euclid proves it. 
I But h~ names 3 as th~ first prime number (I. 11. 2). 
t He does not namc 2 in his list of primes, which begins with 3 (p. 23, 11); he states that 

only the odd are prime (ibid., 23); yet h~ admits that 2 shares the characteristics of the primes 
(p. 24, s) and finally says that it is "called odd-like because it shares the qualities of the odd" 
(ibid.). His stand in the matter is indecisive. See Heath, op. cit., vol. 11, p. 285. 
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To find the prime numbers the celebrated method of Eratosthenes, 
known as his 'sieve,' is employed (I. '3. 2 ff. ). This involves no 
mathematical principle of any difficulty, but is, notwithstanding, the 
only systematic method of locating them. The odd numbers are con
ceived as written down; then every third number beyond 3 is stricken 
out, every fifth beyond 5, every seventh beyond 7, and so on, leaving 
only numbers which are prime; after the multiples of n have been re
jected, only prime numbers remain up to n'. Nicomachus makes it 
clear that the process consists in discarding multiples. 

In the same chapter (sections 10 ff.) he takes up the Euclidean prob
lem of the greatest common divisor, but with the announced purpose 
of determining whether any two given numbers (in practice limiting 
himself to odd numbers) are prime to each other or not. The process 
consists in dividing the greater by the smaller,' and then the smaller 
by the remainder after the division, until, if the two numbers are prime, 
the final remainder is unity, or until the remainder is found to be an 
exact divisor of the preceding divisor. In this case, the remainder 
is the greatest common factor of the two original numbers. Euclid 
devotes VII. 1-3 to this subject, and Theon omits it. 

In Euclid, the subject of prime and relatively prime numbers re
ceives a more detailed treatment in VII. 20-32 and again in Book IX. 
The matters proved in VII. 20-32, stated algebraically, are as follows, 
if we always assume a and b relatively prime to each other: 

ace 
VII. 20 : If b = d = 1 = ... , then c = ka, and d = kb. 

a c 
VII. 21: If b = d' then a < c, and b < d. 

VII. 22: 

VII. 23: 

VII. 24: 

I' ll. 25,27: 

VlI. 26: 

Given ~ = ~, and given that, f'" any val .. es of c and d, 

a < c and b < d, Ihen a and b are relatively prime to 
each other. 

If a and kb are prime to each olher, then a and b are prime 
to each olher. 

Given a and c prime 10 b, Ihen ac is prime 10 b. 
Given a prime to h, t/ten a'l is prime to h, also at is prime 10 

b', and a' prime 10 b'. 
Given a and c both prime to b and d, then ac is prime to bd. 

I Nicomachus's' division' is really subtraction continued until the remainder is smaller than the 
subtrahend. 
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VII. 28: Given a prime to b, then a + b is prime to a and to b, and 
also if a + b is prime to a and b, a is prime to b. 

VII. 29, 30: If a is a prime number, it is prime to any number which 
does not contain it as a factor, and conversely. 

In two propositions (31 and 32) Euclid shows that every numher is 
prime, or has a prime factor. In Book IX, propositions II-'7 deal 
with primes and relative primes in continued proportion, and IX. 20 

proves that the number of primes is infinite. 
The ancient arithmetica commonly divided numbers in yet a third 

way, into perfect, superabundant and deficient numbers. Again 
we find that Nicomachus restricts to one subdivision, the even, 
a classification which properly belongs to number in general; and 
although Theon speaks of 'numbers,' not specifically even numbers, 
as being subject to this classification, it may be noted that all the 
examples he cites are even numbers. Nicomachus and Theon define 
all three classes, but Euclid touches upon only the perfect number, 
defining it (VII, def. 22) and subjecting to proof the method of its 
discovery (IX. 36). As usual, Nicomachus and Theon state only the 
method. Nicomachus mentions four perfect numbers, 6, 28, 496, and 
8,128. If, in I. '7. 3 and 7, he means to imply that a perfect number 
is to be found in each order of the powers of 10, he is mistaken; and 
he certainly is incorrect in asserting that all perfect numbers end 
alternately in 6 and 8 (ibid.). It is proved by Euclid, IX, 36, that 
every number of the form 2,.-1(2" - I), if 2· - I is prime, is perfect; 
the first ten, viz.: for n = 2,3, 5, 7, 13, '7, 19,31,61, and 89, have 
actually been calculated. 

H. RELATIVE NUMBER 

The fundamental relations of number, as the Greek arithmetica 
states, are equality and inequality, and the latter is further divided into 
two classes, the greater and the less. Furthermore, each of these 
latter has five subdivisions, those of the greater being 

multiples, as, mn : n 
superparticulars, as n + I : n 
superpartients, as n + k: n, k > I 

multiple superparticulars, as mn + I : n, m > I 

multiple superpartients, as mn + k : n, both m and k being greater 
than 1. 
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The suhdivisions of the less are the reciprocal ratios of these, and 
are designated by the same names with sub- (Greek, .nro-) prefixed; 
for example, submultiple. Each of these is described by Nicomachus 
at considerable length (I. 17-23) and more briefly by Theon; Euclid 
has no parallel discussion, but it may be recalled that be gives defini
tions (VII, defs. 3, 4) of the terms 'part' and 'parts' (JLlpo<, JLl(Y'l), 

the former having the same meaning as submultiple (e.g. ~, ~), and the 

latter being equivalent to our term' proper fraction ' (with numerator 

greater than unity, as =-, ~). For the former term Nicomachus 
3 n 

prefers to substitute p.opr.oJl, and the use of this word in composition, 
in the term E7rtP.OPf.Ofj, 'superparticular,' a number which contains 
another smaller number once, plus one JLOP'op of it (I. 19.1), shows 
clearly the proper meaning of the word. 

In I. 19.9, Nicomachus presents our ordinary multiplication table, 
but not for use as such; it is rather to serve as a table of multiples. 
Such tables are of common occurrence in the Introduction, but neither 
Euclid nor Theon makes use of them. In his discussion of this table, 
Nicomachus notes two propositions which may thus be expressed 
(I. 19· 9) : 

(1) n' + (n + r)' + 2 n(n + r) ~ (2 n + r)'; 
(2) (n - r)n + (n + r)n + 2 n' ~ (2 n)'. 

As a fitting termination to Book I, Nicomachus states a general 
principle whereby all forms of inequality of ratio may be generated 
from a series of three given equal terms; it was designed to show that 
equality is the 'root and mother' of all forms of inequality.' The 
first number of the given series is taken as the first term of the new 
series; the sum of the given first and second terms gives the new 
second term; and the new third term is derived by adding the given 
first and third terms plus twice the given second term. Thus, given 
a, a, a, we first obtain a, 2 a, 4 a. Given a, na, n2a, we obtain a, 
(n + r)a, (n + 1)'a, a geometric progression with the ratio (n + I). 
Given n'a, na, a, we obtain n'a, n(n + l)a, (n + r)'a, in which each 
term has the ratio n + r : n to the preceding. The reverse process is 
elaborated in n. 2, showing that equality may finally be obtained from 

IOn the history of this proposition see on t. 23 · 4. 
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any given series illustrating any fonn of inequality. Theon also gives 
these rules and their converse (p. 107, 10 ff.) 

In 11. 3-4, Nicomachus sets forth a method for deriving from the 
successive series of multiples the series of superparticulars; from the 
doubles come the series with ratio 3 : 2; from the triples, those with 
ratio 4: 3; and in general, if the multiple series is I, H, nt, n3, .", the 
ratio is n + 1 : n. Algebraically expressed, the series and derivative 
ratios are: 

I n n2 

n+l n'+n 
,,'+2"+1 

n' 
n3 + n2 

n3 + 2n'l+n 
n'+3 n'+3 n + 1 

• n ... 
n'+n3 , 

n'+2n3+n2 

"'+3"'+3"'+" 
,," + 4n' + 6n' + 4n + I 

In his discussion Nicomacbus remarks upon two facts as especially 
strange and significant, first, that the number of integral superparticu
lars arising from a given tenn in the series is limited, and second, that 
the number of superparticulars that may be derived from a given tenn 
can be detennined, as it will agree with the exponent of the power of " 
in the multiple series. With the algebraic notation it is easy to see 
that the derivation of integral superparticulars must come to a halt 
when an expression whose numerator is not divisible by n is reached, 

for example, (n + I) (n + 1), and that, given n', from it there will arise 

" a series of k numbers increasing in the ratio n + I : n, thus: 

n', (n + l)n'-I, (n + I)'n'-', (n + 1)'n'-', ... (n + I)'. 
Tbe matter dealt with in 11. 5, the combination of ratios, calls forth 
a lengthy discussion, but in our notation the facts that 

t X t = t, t X t = t, t X ! = t 
are self-evident. 

Ill. PLANE AND SOLID NUMBERS 

Tbe remainder of Nicomachus's second book is devoted to the plane 
and solid numbers, including a rather detailed treatment of the squares, 
cubes and heteromecic numbers, followed by the general subject of 
proportions. 

The doctrine of plane, or polygonal, numbers set forth by both Nico
machus and Tbeon is based upon the possibility of arranging the 
component units of any number in various regular fonns in a plane or 
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planes. Thus, first, the monad, unity, may be regarded as a geometri
cal point; any greater integer, beginning with 2, if its units are arranged 
along a line, may be regarded as linear; beginning with 3, the numbers 
can be arranged in a plane so as to form the various plane figures; 
and from 4 on, the numbers can be arranged in three dimensions, after 
the fashion of solids. There is reason to believe that this was a typi
cally Pythagorean view of the matter, and older than Aristotle's time.' 

Euclid's conception of the plane and solid numbers is very dif
ferent, and is based upon the possibility of representing numbers by 
lines of lengths corresponding to the units in the number, the lines 
in turn being used as the sides of rectangular plane and solid figures. 
The plane number, according to his definition (VII, def. 16), is the 
product of the two (linear) numbers which are used as sides; similarly, 
solid numbers are the product of three numbers (def. 17). Euclid's 
view, therefore, excludes triangles, pentagonals, and the like among 
plane numbers, and pyramids among solids, and coincides with th.,. 
theory held by Nicomachus and Theon only when rectangular figures 
and solids are in question. Euclid's plane and solid numbers, that is, 
really represent areas and volumes; those of Nicomachus and Theon 
are simply arrangements of points in space.2 

Nicomachus shows in 11. 8 that the triangular numbers, thus con
ceived, result from the summation of the terms of the natural series 
I J 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ... n, giving n(n + I) 

2 

as the nth triangular number j squares may be derived in two ways, 
by squaring the successive terms of the natural series, or by the sum
mation of the tenns of the natural series with difference 2, i.e., 1,3,5,7, 
9, ... (2 n - I), giving n' as the nth square number; the pentagons 
arise from the summation of the arithmetical series with difference 

. () h th h . n(3 n - I) 3, I.e., 1,4,7,10,13, ... 3 n - 2 I SO t at e nt pentagon IS . 
2 

To generalize, the polygonal number of the order k (k-gonal number) 
is derived from the series 

I, I + (k - 2), I + 2(k - 2), I + 3(k - 2), ... I + (n - l)(k - 2), 

and the nth k-gonal number will be 

n(kn - 2 n - k + 4). 
2 

1 See Aristotle, Melap'fjsU:a, 1092 b 10. 

2 Heath, op. d/., vol. 11. pp. 287 ft., gives a detailed comparison of the two theories. 
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Nicomachus carries the discussion up to the octagonal and indicates 
that the process of derivation may be indefinitely extended. It is 
noteworthy that he himself develops a generalization in this con
nection. The terms of the arithmetical series from the summation 
of which the polygonals are derived were technically called gnomons 
and Nicomachus (probably following Hypsides) states that the con
stant difference between the gnomons will be k - 2, k being the number 
of sides (or angles) of the polygon in question (Il. II. 4). 

In Il. 12 there follow some theorems dealing with the polygonal 
numbers. Both Nicomachus (Il. 12.2) and Theon (p. 4', 3) state 
that the sum of two consecutive triangular numbers is a square, and 
conversely every square is the sum of two triangular numbers. That 
is, taking the (n - I)st and the nth triangular numbers, 

(n - I)n + n(n +1) = n'. 
2 2 

Nicomachus next states that any triangular number added to the 
square number next after it in order in the parallel series of squares 
gives a pentagonal; that is, for the (n - I)st triangle and the nth 

square, n(n - I) + n' = 3 nt - n, 
2 2 

which is the nth pentagonal. He proceeds to put this principle in 
general form, to the effect that any triangle added to the following 
k-gonal number produces the (k + I)-gonal number, or in algebraic 
terms, for the (n - I)st triangle and the nth k-gonal number, 

n(n - I) + n [2 + (n _ I)(k _ 2)] = n [2 + (k - I)(n - I)]. 
2 2 2 

Nicomachus sets down the polygonal numbers in tabular form, and 
notes what is obvious in the table, viz., that the polygonal numbers 
occupying the same position in their respective series, the nth triangle, 
the nth square, the nth pentagon, and so on, form an arithmetical 
series with the (n - I)st triangular number as their difference, but as 
usual he does not offer any proof. In algebraic form we have 

~ [2 + (n - I)(k - 2)], the nth k-gonal number, 
2 

• 
~ [2 + (n - I)(k - I)]. the nth (k + I)-gonal number, 
2 

with the difference n(n - I), the (n - I)st triangular number. 
2 
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So far as the solid numbers are concerned, the pyramids and the 
truncated pyramids, tile cubes, wedges, the parallelopipeds, the 
heteromecic and the promecic nwnbers, we have here no real mathe~ 
matical principles involved, but simply definitions. The recurrent 
or spherical numbers are worthy of note; numbers which end in I, 5 
and 6 when multiplied by themselves produce other numbers ending 
in the same digit, and such are called spherical. 

From an arrangement of the squares and the heteromecic numbers 
(which have the form k(k + I)) in parallel array, Nicomachus dis
covers, in 11. 19, certain general relationships whose proof offers no 
difficulty with modern algebraic symbolism. 

I 4 9 ,6 25 36 ... n' (n + I)' 
2 6 12 20 30 42 ... n(n + I) (n + I)(n + 2) 

The ratio of the nth heteromecic number to the nth square is obviously 
n + I : n (ll. 19.3), and the difference is n(n + I) - n' = n. Simi
larly the (n + I)st square less the nth heteromecic number is (n + I)' 
- n(n + I) = n + I. Furthermore, the nth heteromecic number is a 
mean proportional between the nth and the (n + I )st squares; and 
if two successive squares be added with twice the intermediate het
eramedc number, a square number results : 

n' + (n + I)' + 2 n(n + I) = (2 n + I)'. 

Nicomachus is quite amazed by the fact (ll. '9. 4) that the sums 
1+ 2, 2 + 4, 4 + 6,6 + 9, 9 + 12, 12 + 16, ... give the triangular 
numbers in regular sequence: 

n' + n(n + I) = (2n + I)n, or 2n(2n + I), 
2 

a triangular number; and similarly 

, 
+ ( ) ( ) (2 n - I) 2 n (2 n - I) (2 n - I + I) n n - I n = 2 n - I n = = "'-__ ..:..:c. ___ -'--'-' 

2 2' 

the triangular number which precedes the one just given. 
After noting (Il. 20. I) that n' + nand n' - n give in each case a 

heteromecic number, Nicomachus introduces a proposition the dis
covery of which is commonly credited to him. He states (Il. 20. 5) 
that if the odd numbers be written down in order, 

1,3,5,7,9,11, 13, 15, [7, 19, 21, . .. 

the first number is the 'potential cube' (cube of unity); the second 
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two, 3 + 5, make the cube of 2; the following ~ee, 7 + 9 + II, 
make the cube of 3, and so on. 

21, 23, 25, 27, 29, ... 
5' 

A theorem of the first importance from the standpoint of the modem 
theory of numbers, relating to the divisibility of the square numbers, 
is found in Theon, but not in Nicomachus or Euclid. According to 
this proposition, every square is either divisible by 3, or becomes so 
when diminished by unity, and is similarly divisible by 4. Theon 
gives no proof of this, of course, in accordance with his usual practice. 
Any number when divided by 3 gives either I, - I (or 2), or 0, as re
mainder; and hence it may be written either as 3 n or 3 n ± I, or 
3 n ± 2; the square is of the form 

9 n' or 9 n' ± 6 n + I or 9 n' ± 12 n + 4. 

In the first case the square is divisible by 3, and in the second and third 
cases it becomes divisible by 3 when I is subtracted. Similarly any 
even number, when squared, contains the factor 4, and any odd number, 
being of the form 2 n + I, when squared, may be written 

4n'+4 n + I , 

which is divisible by 4 when unity is subtracted. Apparently Theon 
desired to divide all square numbers into four classes, viz., those divisi
ble by 3 and not by 4; by 4 and not by 3; by 3 and by 4; and by 
neither 3 nor 4. In modern mathematical pbraseology all square 
numbers are termed congruent to 0 or I, modulus 3, and congruent 
to 0 or I, modulus 4. This is written: 

n' .. I (mod. 3), 
n' .. 0 (mod. 3), 
n' '" 0 or I (mod. 4). 

This is the first appearance of any work on congruence which is funda
mental in the modem theory of numbers. 

Another important subject, omitted by Nicomachus, but studied 
by Theon, is that of 'side and diagonal' numbers, which may be in
troduced at this point, inasmuch as it bears some relation to the theories 
about plane numbers. Theon says (p. 42, 10 If.) : 

"Even as the numbers are potentially invested with the essential 
principles of triangles or quadrilaterals, of pentagons or other figures, 
so also we find that the essential principles of sides and diagonals ap-
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pear in numbers in accordance with the ultimate principles of their 
being; 1 for it is these which harmonize the configurations. Then 
just as unity is the starting point of all (geometrical) figures, according 
to the supreme generative principle, so also the ratio of the diagonal 
to the side is found in unity." 

A pair of side and diagonal numbers consists of two numbers, y and 
x, so related· tbat 

or, 
i'-2Y=+I, 
i'-2Y=-I. 

In other words, a series of increasing side and diagonal numbers are 
rational approximations to the sides and hypotenuses of increasing 
isosceles right triangles, and in each case the sum of the squares of 
the sides differs numerically from the square of the hypotenuse by 
unity. Theon gives the general rule which establishes such a series, 
starting from any given solution. Taking y, x, b as any solution, he 
then states that another solution is given by x + y, x + 2 y, in which 
the first of the pair represents the side and the second always the diag
onal. Thus I, I, a potential algebraic solution, gives 2, 3 as a second 
solution; 2,3 generates by the rules 5, 7, and from this, in tuOl, 12, 17 
is derived; to this point Theon carries the numerical illustration. . The 

successive values of ~ are increasingly refined approximations to the 
y 

square root of 2; thus, 

t, i,' !.,ft 
differ in square from 2 by 

- I, + t, - ..},;, + TfT, 
and continuing the series, we would have 

«, *, Ht, ... 
as further and closer approximations of the square root of 2; the 
value Ht is correct to the fourth decimal place. 

Zeuthen' was the first to note that a generalized geometrical state
ment of this theory is implicit in Euclid H. 9 and 10. In effect Euclid 
states that 

• 
A 

• • - • 

x-y x y x x y 
) 4i ) • ) ( )' ( 

c D B A c B 

t ... ,,11. ToUr (frIPl'a:rLICoW M-rovr. This i5 th~ technical tenninology of the Stoics. 
'Zeuthen, Dk uhre VOfI4etI Kegdsdttitten i", AlIertum, 1886, pp. 21- 28. 
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if C is the mid-point of AB, and D any other point in the line (internal 
in H. 9, and external in 11. IO), then 

or, 

AD' + DB' = 2 AC' + 2 CD', 

AD' - 2 AC' = 2 CD' - DB'; 

taking the values x and y, respectively, as indicated in the diagrams, 
we have 

(2 X + y)' - 2(X + y)' = 2 x' - y'. 

The theorem is ascribed by 7.euthen to the Pythagoreans, and confirma
tion of its Pythagorean origin, as well as of the correspondence be
tween the geometrical propositions and the arithmetical theory, is 
found in Proclus's Commentary"" Flaw's Republic,' in which Proclus 
refers to this method of forming 'side and diagonal numbers' as Py
thagorean, and says that the same is proved graphically in the second 
book of the Elements. Further, Proclus alludes to the Pythagorean 
distinction between l rational' and 'irrational' diameters, to which 
Plato makes reference in the Republic' when he contrasts the 'rational 
diameter of 5' with the' irrational,' having in mind 7 as opposed to the 

irrational number v;;.' The discussion above touches only one of 
many possible references to essentially arithmetical or algebraic 
theorems which are concealed in geometrical form in the first six or 
last four books of Euclid's Elements. It likewise gives evidence of the 
fact that, although Theon's treatise was not pedagogically so success
ful as the lntroductitm, yet it is much superior to that work from the 
mathematician's point of view. 

IV. PROPORTIONS 

Nicomachus distinguishes the proportions involving four distinct 
terms, called disjunct, and those involving only three terms, or con
tinuous; there are two means in the first type and only one in the 
second. Given a, h, c, d as the terms of an arithmetical proportion, 
the propositions he sets forth correspond to the following algebraic 
formulations: 

I Procli Diadochi, In Plato"is Re". Pul,Jica". Co"'tMtU4rii (Leipzig, 1(01 ) , vo!. 11, cc. 23, 27; 
see Heath, op. (it., vol. 11, pp. 395- 401. 

t 546 c. This beaunc known during the Middle Ages as the "Rule of Nicomachus"; thus 
Q8' - (98 - 2)(98 + 2) + ,', However, Nicomachus does not give such illustrations. 

J The discussion here closely follows Heath, loc. cil. 
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a + c = 2 b, 
a + c = b + d, 
a b - a 
-= =1 
a c - b ' 

(4) ac = b' - (c - b)', or (a - x)(a + x) + :C = at, 

(5) ~ > c > ~, when d > c > b > a. 
a b c 

61 

The fourth of these propositions, which states that the product of 
the extremes differs from the square of the mean by the square of the 
common difference, came to be known in the Middle Ages as the 
Regula N icomachi.' It is more readily grasped if the terms are written 
as a - k, a, a + k, when evidently 

(a - k)(a + k) = a' - k'.' 

The theorems stated by Nicomachus concerning four numbers, 
a, b, c, d, which form a geometric proportion, are as follows: 

d:b = ca; 
d b d-c - - . ,-a-c-b' 
d e b 2 When - = - = - = - then d - e = c and c - b = b· c b a I' , , 

When d = e = £ = J then d - e = 2 e and e - b = 2 b· 
b ' , , c a 1 

When ~ = e = £ = 4, then d - e = 3 e, ... ; 
c b a I 

When d = e = b = ~ then d - e = 4 e .... c b a I' , , 

~=£b'=ac· b c' , 

a e 
b = d' be = ad. 

Between n' and (n + I)', only one geometric mean, viz., n(n + 1), is 
possible; between n' and (n + 1)', there are two, viz., n'(n + 1) and 
n(n + 1)'. These propositions, which Nicomachus ascribes to Plato, 
are also proved by Euclid (VIII. 11-12). Nicomachus goes on to 

1 Q'Creat, Twelfth Cenlury. See p. 60, n. 2. 

1 This formula can be used in squaring numbers near to 100, and other numbers also; thus, 
94' - (94 - 6)(94 + 6) + 61, or 88 X 100 + 36. 
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state that the product of two squares is a square, and that of two cubes 
a cube, but the product of a square by a heteromedc number, or that 
of a cube by a heteromecic number, can never be, respectively, either 
a square or a cube. 

Nicomachus says that three numbers, as a, h, c, are in harmonic 

proportion when c ~ c - b; from this definition it follows that if 
a b - a 

c - b ~ kc, then b - a ~ ka, and this is the definition given by Plato 
for the harmonic progression. Nicomachus uses this result, numeri
cally, stating also the general theorem. Further, given a, b, c in 

harmonic proportion, with c > b, it follows that c > '!. and that 
b a 

b(c + a) ~ 2 ac. The particular proportion given by 6, 8, 12, the 
numbers of the faces, vertices, and edges of a cube, is taken as the 
type of harmonic proportion par excellence, since the three funda
mental concords of music, the diapason (with the numerical ratio 
2: I or 12: 6), the diatessaron (4: 3 or 8: 6), and the diapente 
(3 : 2 or 12 : 8), are contained in these numbers. 

The definition of these three types of proportion as given by Theon 
presents an interesting variation of the Nicomachean definition. They 
are: 

c-b c ·h ·al b = - , arit melt( , 
- a c 

c - be. 
b - a ~ b' geometncal, 

c - be. 
b ~ - , harmomc. 
-a a 

There may also be noticed at this point the series of propositions 
introduced by Euclid in Book VII, in which he applies to arithmetic 
the principles of proportion already stated in Book V. They are as 
follows: 

a a = - ' b; 
b 

If a ~ !. b, and c ~ !. d, then a ± c ~ !. (b ± t1); 
n n n 

m m m ( ) If a ~ - b, and c ~ - d, then a ± c ~ - b ± d ; 
n n n 
I I a b If a ~ - b, and c ~ - d, - ~ - ; 
n n c d 
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m m a b If a ~ - b, and c ~ - d, - ~ - ; 
n n c d 

a c a-c a If a > c and b > d and - ~ - t!ten ~ -' 
J' 'b d' b - db' 

If a ~ !>.- ~ ~ ~ d ... t!ten a + b + c + d + .. . 
) a' b' c' dJ" a' + b' + c' + d' + .. . 

a cab 
If b ~ d' then c ~ ,i 

aa' bb' cc' aa' 
If b ~ b" and c ~ c" and d ~ d" "', then d ~ d'; 

I m a a If - ~ -, then - ~ ; 
a ma m ma 
a·b~b·a. 

Given a, h, c, 

b~<:£ andb~b.a. , , 
c ac c c · a 

If: ~ ~, then ad ~ bc, and conversely. 

a 
-" a 

• 

VII. ID 

VII.II 

VII. 12 

VII. 13 

VII. 14 

VII. 15 

VII. 16 

VII. 17, 18 

VII. 19 

Another very important theorem of Euclid dealing with proportions 
is IX. 35, in which he stops just short of determining the formula for 
the summation of a geometric series. If the series be stated as 

a, ar, ar, ar3, arA, ... a,,,-I, ar", 

giving (n + I) terms, and if we take S. as the sum of n terms, this 
proposition proves that 

aT - a aT· - a 
~ 

a S. 
, 

or, in effect, that 
ar" - a S .. = . 
r - I 

Archimedes gives the 'sum to infinity' of a geometric series with ratio 
I : 4, but Euclid nowhere takes up this type of arithmetical discussion. 
Euclid utilizes IX. 35 for proving his proposition in IX. 36 concerning 
the perfect number, showing that if 2' - I is prime, then 2.-1(2' - I) 
is perfect. 

Both Nicornachus and Theon give rules for inserting the different 
kinds of means between two numbers; their methods differ but slightly. 
Those of Nicomachus are as follows: 
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For the arithmetical mean, x must be chosen so that 

x - a = b - x. 

For the harmonical mean, x must be chosen so that 

b - x = k . b, 
and x-a=k·a. 

For the geometrical mean, x must be chosen so that 

b x -- - -" 
x a 

To choose x scientifically, Nicomachus adds further that for the 
arithmetical mean 

or, 

x = a::....c...+...:.b 
2 ' 

b-a h . b 
2: = ,werem >a; 

2 

for the geometric mean, 

or (incorrectly), 

for the harmonic mean, (b - ala b + a, where b > a. 
+a 

Three other proportions are defined as follows (given c > b > a) : 

c b - a 
- = , the fourth type; 
a c - b 

b b - a - = , the fifth type; 
a c - b 

and c b - a - = , the sixth type. 
b c-b 

In connection with the fifth type, Nicomachus gives as numerical 
illustrations 2, 4, 5, and then makes the incorrect assertion that" to 
this form of proportion it is likewise peculiar that the product of the 
greater by the middle term is double that of the greater by the lesser 
term," an accident due to this particular selection of numbers. 

For the remaining four proportions, Nicomachus gives only the 
definitions and therefore avoids further blunder; they involve no 
mathematical points. In the closing chapter, however, the 'most 
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perfect of all proportions' is presented, that is, such a series of four 
numbers a, b, c, d that 

a:b=c:d, 

while at the same time a, c, and d form an arithmetical progression and 
a, b, and d form a harmonical progression. Nicomachus refers to the 
possibility of the end terms being cubes, but if this be the case, it would 
lead to irrational means; and again, he does not note, and apparently 
is not aware of the fact, that two of the given conditions are sufficient 
to determine the tbird. For if we are given 

and 

it follows that 

or tbat 

a c -- --
b d 

d-c=c-a , 

d dada (b"f' I) - b = b - a su stltutmg or C Its va ue , 

d d - b 
- = , 
a b - a 

whence, by definition, d, h, and a form a harmonical progression. 
This concludes our review of the content of the Greek arithmetica, 

from the mathematical point of view. There can be no doubt that if 
Nicomachus is to be judged, as a mathematician, simply with reference 
to his Introduction to Arithmetic, he must yield place to both Euclid 
and Theon. Euclid himself is far less successful in the portions of the 
Elements which deal with arithmetic than in the strictly geometrical 
parts, and in fact we should look rather to books like the second, 
fifth, and twelfth for propositions - geometrically stated, it is true, but 
related to the field known as 'geometrical algebra' - which are of 
fundamental importance in the development of analysis. Theon's 
work is disjointed in its arrangement and far briefer than the Intro
duction, yet in general it shows a deeper appreciation of the mathe
matical points involved in the subject-matter. For Nicomachus we 
can only say that, in spite of his mistakes and his philosophical 
prejudices, he gives the most complete discussion of the matters cus
tomarily included in the elements of the Greek arithmetical science. 
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CHAPTER IV 

GREEK ARITHMETICAL NOTATION 

TlIE language of any nation undoubtedly reflects, both in its vocabu
lary and in its structural peculiarities, the mental development of the 
people. Tbe relationship is, of course, reciprocal; the mental develop
ment influences the language, and the language influences the unfold
ing of thought. Particularly in philosophy and in literature this type 
of influence is apparent. Tbe French philosophy and literature are 
in accord with the genius of the French language, reflecting the clarity 
and gracefulness of the speech; the German philosophy and literature 
are in striking contrast, reflecting obscurity, and ponderosity of the 
German language possibly inevitable in profound philosophical spec
ulation. 

In mathematical development the choice of a numerical notation 
might, at first thought, be supposed to be a matter of indifference so 
far as progress in scientific thinking is concerned. However, even as 
language influences the development of philosophy and literature, 
even more does notation directly affect mathematical progress. The 
Greeks were unfortunate in their choice of mathematical notation; 
apparently they realized the deficiency of their early system, for about 
500 B.C., a new one was adopted, radically different in principle from 
the old, but even more awkward from the mathematical point of view. l 

Tbe comparative lack of progress in analysis in Greece may be at
tributed in a large measure to the clumsy systems of notation which 

• were m use. 
Tbe numerals employed in Greece are of three separate and dis

tinct types, viz., the geometrical numerals, initial letter numerals, 
and alphabetic numerals. Tbe oldest of these are found in the recently 
discovered Minoan writings, which far antedate the classical Greek 

1 Sir T. L. Heath, BisUwy of (Auk MalIumaIics, vol. I. pp. 37-39. has recently attempted to 
show that the Greek notation did not adversely affed their arithmetic. Heath's assertion that 
we reckon" with words" is not correct; computation in arithmetic and algebra is by symbols. 
In looking at 1 we do not say "three times two"; we think "6" immedjately. 

(,oogk 
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period, and may be assigned to the second millennium B.C. The system 
employed is more closely related to the pictorial system of the Egyp
tians than to the systems of later Greece. The forms 1 are as follows: 

) or 1 ~ I, 
)))))or lll = 5, 

11 .~ 10, 

\ or / ~ 100, 00 
00 

~ 40, 

0 ~ 1,000, V ~ t (probably). 

The symbols for one and for ten are strikingly like the curvilinear 
numerals employed in ancient Babylon; the semicircular mark was 
used there also for I, and the complete circle for 10. 

The second system of numerals adopted in Greece was based upon 
the initial letters of the corresponding numeral words; but exception 
was made for the unit, which was represented, as commonly every
where, by a simple vertical stroke.' 

IT (or r) from '"ElITE for 5 ; compare pentagon. 

t. from 8/"a. for 10 . , compare decagon. 

H from EKaTOI' for 100 . , compare hcktaliter. 

X from XlAtOt for 1,000 ; compare kilogram. 

M (or M") from p.vPtOt for 10,000 j compare myriad. 

r soon replaced IT for five; combinations of r with the symbols for 
10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000, were used to represent S0, 500, 5,000 and 
50,000, thus: [11, pt, P", and ["'. 

These numerals occur frequently in Attic inscriptions and have 
therefore received the name Attic numerals. A description of them 
was given by a Byzantine grammarian of the second century after 
Christ, Herodian, and in consequence the designation 'Herodianic 
numerals' has frequently been employed. 

The Attic system was replaced about 500 B.c. - 3OO H.C. (date uncer
tain) by another type of alphabetic numerals in which nine letters 
are used to represent the nine units, nine other letters to represent the 
nine tens, and nine more letters to represent the nine hundreds, as 
follows: 

1 Evans, Scripl4 Minoa (Oxford, I909), p. 258. 
I Heath, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 29'"'"64; the best and most recent discussion of Greek arithmetic. 
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U fJ 'Y 8 • f , 'I 8 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

, K }. I" • ~ 0 'TT 9 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

P u T V 

'" X '" 
.. ., 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 

U fJ 'Y • • • 
• • 

1,000 2,000 3,000 • • • 

The ordinary Greek alphabet included only 24 letters, so three 
characters borrowed from older Greek alphabets were employed to 
designate the remaining numbers. These characters, called l'TTUrrtI"a., 
are the ones which are used for 6 (UT''YI''U or digamma), for 90 (K"""U), 
and for 900 (uul"'TT'0. To distinguish from a word a group of letters 
used with numerical significance, a horizontal line was commonly 
placed over the numerals; an accent after the final numeral letter of 
any number was also a distinguishing mark. 

To extend the system to numbers from 1,000 to 999,999 a multi
plication by 1,000 of any of the numbers above was represented by the 
corresponding character with an accent mark placed before it and a 
little below the line; the myriad symbol was retained ·and with any 
of the foregoing numerals written above it represented the given num
ber of myriads. 

A multiplication example in these numerals is recorded by Eutocius, 
a writer of the sixth century A.D., in a commentary on the works 
of Archimedes; 1 this is one of the few even comparatively ancient 
illustrations of the fundamental operations as performed with Greek 
numerals: 

1Jnr' 
1Jnr' 
.' . 
MM.' 

• • 
M~~v' .. 
• , 

M"I1v' 

490,000 + 50,000 + 6,000 

50,000 + 6,000 + 6,000 + 400 

600,000 + 8,000 + 400 

I Eutocius, CDmmttilariw i" Dimen.sWnefJI Circuli, in A"himcdis Opera Qnmia cum Commm
I4riis ElIlocii (00. Heiberg, 1881), vol. Ill, p. 290-
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The use of letters with numerical significance was common among 
the Semitic peoples, with whom, indeed, the system may have origi
nated. The Arabs continued to use their letters in this way long after 
our present Hindu-Arabic system became known to them. Ac
cording to this scheme of representation of numbers, a numerical 
value is attached to any word. Sometimes for purposes of secrecy 
or mysticism a play upon the numerical value of a word or name was 
indulged in; the Hebrews particularly had a fancy for this kind of 
juggling, giving it the name gematria. The passage in Revelation, 
xiii, 18, "Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the 
number of the heast: for it is the number of a man: and his number 
is six hundred three score and six," refers to the fact that some name 
in Hebrew, or Greek letters or even Roman numerals, has the numeri
cal value 666 {or 616).1 

Apparently the alphabetic type is simpler than the Attic type of 
numerals, for such a number as 725 is written more compactly 1/IK£, 
than in Attic symbols, [1!HHIlIlP. However the gain in writing these 
numbers is entirely overbalanced by the loss of simplicity in the 
addition and multiplication tables. The connection between 7, 70, 
and 700 is preserved in the form of writing these numbers in the Attic 
style: r 11, r:r 1l·1l, fII H H; whereas, ~ 7, 0 ~ 70, and.p ~ 700 have no 
connecting link so far as the representation is concerned. The Greek 
multiplication table with the alphabetic numerals consisted of 378 
combinations; in this system 2 X 3, 2 X 30, 2 X 300, 20 X 3, 20 X 30, 
20 X 300, 200 X 3, 200 X 30, 200 X 300 are entirely distinct combi
nations, as is evident when these products are written as they had to 
be learned, f3 X y, f3 X A, f3 X T, " X y, " X A, " X T, <T X y, <T X A, 
and <T X T. The complexity in addition is not quite as great, including 
only 135 combinations as opposed to 45 with 9 digits. In these facts 
we probably have one reason for the lack of progress along arithmeti
callines as compared with the attainments of the Greeks along other 
mathematical lines. 

The representation of fractions in the alphabetic system was ef
fected in several different ways. Probably the most common was to 
write the numerator first with one accent and then the denominator 
repeated, each time with two accent marks; thus ,C' KE" KE", for H. 

I This passage in Rewlation is now known to be early commentary (second century or even 
first), not original text. See Sanders, The Number DJ ,he &Gn i,. ~Um, JONnUJI DJ BUJlkal 
LitercUlU'e, vol. XXXVII (1918), pp. 95""99. 
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Another device was to write the denominator as a kind of exponent 
attached to the numerator, .,". Unit fractions were represented by 
the simple denominator written but once and distinguished hy an 
accent, usually doubled. This distinction attaching to the unit frac
tions accords with the Egyptian practice, and the same may be said of 
the representation of both i and l by special symbols, outside the 
regular system. For i the symbol is ",", and for l,e" or e} 

Archimedes (250 B.C.) and Diophantus (250 A.D.) may be mentioned 
among the Greek mathematicians who did not pay particular atten
tion to unit fractions while Heron of Alexandria, the great mechanician, 
was among those who did. A Greek papyrus of the eighth century 
A.D., found at Akhmim, employs the unit fractions quite in the ancient 
Egyptian manner and includes the separate symbols for l and i. 

A further peculiar notation with alphabetic numerals was noted 
by Maximus Planudes' in the thirteenth century, but without any 
indication of the date and place of origin. This system consists in 
writing the 27 letters each with two dots superimposed to represent 

the corresponding number of myriads, thus ii for 20,000, y for 30,000. 
The system can be indefinitely extended, and with three tiers of dots, 

•• •• 

for example, represents myriads of myriads of myriads; thus; for 
100,000,000,000,000. Nicolas Rhabdas of Smyrna (end of thirteenth 
century) explains the system and states that it can be extended even 
to infinity.' The suggestion of place value is evident, and a somewhat 
similar device with superposed and also with subscript dots was used 
with the Hindu-Arabic numerals by the Arabs; • thus, :5 for 500, .i for 
50. 

A great mathematician like Archimedes or Diophantus could largely 
overcome the difficulties created and inherent in the various Greek 
mathematical notations. However for the rank and file of those who 
occupied themselves with mathematical studies, the notations proved 
an insurmountable barrier to progress in the development of arith
metical and algebraical ideas. 

1 Hultsch, Melrol0KicOf'IH" Scriptorum Reliquiae (Leipzig, 1864), voI. I, pp. 173- 174. 
t Gerhardt, hull,s lIistoriqlUs ,stir l'Arithmlliqlu tit Position (Programrn, Berlin, 1856) • 

p. 19· 
'P. Tannery, No/ius sur Its deux Wires Arilhmttiquu de Nicolas Rhabdas, in Notices tl Ex.

trails des Mss. de la Biblioth.'qtu Nalio'ffGlc, \'01. XXXII, p. 147· 
t Smith-Karpinski, TM HitJdu-A,4bic Numerals (Boston, 191 x), pp. 66-67. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE LIFE OF NICOMACHUS 

H,STORY has been most unkind to Nicomachus of Gerasa, author 
of the Introduction w Arithmetic. During his lifetime he enjoyed, 
apparently, the highest reputation as a mathematician, and after his 
death he continued to be studied, directly or indirectly, by genera
tion after generation of schoolboys, yet scarcely a word has come 
down to us to tell what sort of man he was, or where he lived, and 
under what circumstances, or even what were the years of his birth 
and death. 

The period of Nicomachus can be fixed, within certain liroits, by in
direct evidence.' Nicomachus does not say much about his con
temporaries. He does mention Thrasyllus,2 a celebrated writer on 
music who lived under Tiberius, but fails to make reference either to 
Theon of Smyrna or to Claudius Ptolemy; and we are told thatApuleius 
of Madaura honored him by translating into Latin his book on arith
metic. 3 Thrasyllus furnishes us with one limit, the reign of Tiberius, 
and Apuleius, who lived in the tiroe of the Antonines, the other. It 
seems improbable that Nicomachus would have failed to mention 
Ptolemy in his book on harmony, if the latter had already attained to 
fame by the tiroe that he wrote. As to the period of Ptolemy we have 
more satisfactory data in the form of astronomical observations made 
and reported by hiroself. The earliest and latest of these fall in 125 
and I SI A.D., respectively.' About Theon of Smyrna not enough is 

1 For discussions of Nicomachus's date, cf. Hoche's edition, p. iv, n., where the pertinent 
citations arc collected; Von Jan, Mwid Scriptores Grard (Leipz;ig, IB9S), pp. 211 fI. j Nessel" 
mann, Gescllidte tkr Algebra (Berlin, 1842). pp. J88 fr . ; Zeller, Die Phi/osophie der GNec~" 
(4th ed.), vol. HI, part 2 , p. 124, n. 3 i Heath, Histmy, vot. I, pp. 97- 1 Il. 

1 Ma"lUlk Harnwnicllm, I, p. 24. 

'Cassiodorus, Dc Artibru ac Disdplinis Liberalium Littcrarum, c. IV, De Arilhmdica (Migne, 
Palrologia Latina, vo!. LXX, pp. 1204 if.) , p. 1208 B: . .. a,ithmetica disciplilla quam apud 
Gra.ccos NictmklCJcus diii,en/u exposuit. IIutJ€ prim"m Madourmsis AprJdus, tkjnde ma,,,jjicus 
tlir Boctius Lalino ScrmoM tra1JSlalllm Romanis con/rJit lutitandum. 

I Cantor, Vorlesun,e" tJber Gesc/cic/cJ, dcr AfatlKmatik, vo!. I (3d edition, Leipzig, 1907), 
p . 4 15. 

7' 
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known to warrant any conclusions in relation to the date of Nicoma
chus. Theon probably flourished in the first part of the second cen
tury,' and his book contains much matter that is parallel to Nicoma
chus's own work, yet it is unsafe to argue for the dependence of either 
of these authors upon the other.' The inconclusiveness of the ar
£umentum ex silentio is proverbial. We are warranted, therefore, 
merely in saying that the period of Nicomachus's life fell somewhere 
between the middle of the first century and the middle of the second 
century after Christ. 

In the manuscripts of his works and in the scholia of Johannes 
Philoponus upon the Introduction, Nicomachus is referred to as a 
Gerasene.3 The most prominent city having the name Gerasa was 
located in Palestine, in the Decapolis, some thirty miles southeast of 
the Lake of Tiberias; it was, therefore, close to the region where 
Christianity had its birth. This was probably the Gerasa from which 
Nicomachus came, and upon that supposition a few surmises can be 
ventured about the environment of his youth. There is a tradition 
to the effect that Alexander the Great, in the course of his campaign
ing, left behind at this place a group of his veterans (-y'povr •• ), and 
that from this circumstance the place got its name. Whatever may 
be the truth of this story, it suggests the inference that Greeks predom-
inated in this neighborhood. . 

Not far from Gerasa is placed the episode of the cure of the demoniac· 
who was possessed by the' Legion,' and the name Gerasa is found in 
t:1is connection in some of the Biblical manuscripts.. At any rate, 
t:,e swine which are reported to have rushed into the lake were being 
t~nded not more than a score of miles from Gerasene territory; the 
swine were not likely to be a product of a region where Jewish tradi
t',ns held sway. 

I Cl. the dates of the astronomical observations probably made by Theon; Cantor, 0'. dJ., 
v J. I, p. 4.3.3. 

1 Von Jan, 0'. dJ., p. :nI, holds that Nicomachusrefers to Theon in the Mtlnuak Harmonicum 
,,: ~hout caJJjng him by name; be sets the ManuaJe before 170 A.D. and Nicomachus in the middle 
er t~le second century. 

, Selwlia (cd. Hoche): ffPIUT'II.or ,n )'h'fT1U lid Tijr .. 6),(11011 ~r 11.'0,"", rI,,-«' 'vn ~~ npl 
n~7Tp«" IICll • ApCl(JlCl., r/po.lfll. ~j )'1-y"Cll lire) Toil TOUI lI'VlI'TpClTfWClJ'TClI T", • A),f~A.aPlfl "t1po".,.lI.r 
1::1' ,:4i) ~V'CI~JVVf "OA.tptj, Ini Ti)' otll'J7ITU' ronjll'lUT8ClI, 

~ In Mark, v, 1- 20, the episode is referred to Gerasene territory, but modem critics identify 
t:.~ Gerasa in question with a place called Gersa, or Khersa, on the shore of the lake. Cf. Mat
t~I :'W, viii. 28-.34; Luke, viii. 26-.39. Westcotl and Hort read rlpClIf'll'cl, in Mark and Luke, 
ro.~¥'I'~' in Matthew; but the manuscripts of Matthew and Luke v&ry'. giving both these 
r":J.':ings and rlnfll''1'~' besides. 
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LIFE OF NICOMACHUS 73 

The remains of the city, moreover, monumental and written, at
test a Greek civilization strongly colored by the Roman influence that 
came with the tightening of Rome's grasp upon the Near East. Most 
of the inscriptions from the place are in Greek; and there are, besides 
remains of extensive walls, an imposing Roman arch, a circus, a thea
ter and a naumachia of a provincial city of considerable importance, 
which without doubt enjoyed a varied and lively existence, including 
all that the Greco-Roman civilization had to offer.' Furthermore, 
the name Nicomachus (NLK61£4XoO) is pure Greek. 

We may imagine that Nicomachus spent his early years in Gerasa 
and attended the school of the grammar-master, where he would learn 
to write, read and sing; to figure a little, and to enjoy to some extent 
the works of the classical authors. What was the social position of 
his family it is impossible to say, but there is no suggestion in his writ
ings to warrant the conclusion that his surroundings in life were other 
than comfortable. It is interesting to note that among the Gerasene 
inscriptions the name Nicomachus (spelled N£uc6fLaxo~) occurs thrice, 
and in each case it would appear that the bearer was a person of 
affl.uence. 

The Nicomachus who comes nearest in time to the author of the 
Introduction is the father of a certain Demetrius, who, either in the 
year '49 A.D., or 255 A.D., according to the era upon which the date is 
to be based, set up an altar bearing an inscription in honor of two 
Augusti - Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius, or Valerian and 
Gallienus, as the case may be.2 The other Nicomachus, with the sur
name Claudius, was a commissioner (bn.P.EAl]'1 qlj) of the city in 231 A.D.3 

In view of the Greek custom of naming a child from its grandfather, 
there is of course a possibility that these men may have been related to 
Nicomachus the mathematician, but the name was common and the 
chances are slight. Whether his family was engaged in trade, and 
sent goods to Rome or to Alexandria or into the East, or was connected 
with officialdom, local or imperial, or belonged to the class of landed 
proprietors, they seem to have been able to give to the young Nicoma
chus the best sort of training obtainable for the career he chose. As 

1 For a description of the present remains and citation of passages dealing with Gerasa, see 
Pauly-Wissowa, Real-EncydoplJdie, .!'.v . {;eraS!.. 

t lnstriptioms CAaecae ad Rrs ROfMl1as Pf.rtinrnlc.!', vol. Ill , No. 1343: rTOIl1 PI{ Ar"It"toll / 4'. 

vdp Tijl TW~ / !Afj«ffTWI' ffWT7Jp/«1 I 8f~ Apa.fju:~ I""I(~ I A7JPtrplOS . A)'doll / Toil ""I Neurop.d_ 
XOII / T~I' fjWJJDI' d..llh, I f{fIt. 

I Ibid. , Nos. 1360-61, referring to the same person. 
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lamblichus says, "The man is great in mathematics and as instruc
tors therein had those that were most skilled in the subject." 1 

It is hardly to be assumed that Nicomachus could find in Gerasa 
itself all the advantages which he seems to have enjoyed. His home 
city was of course responsive to those influences which in those times 
went out from the centers of culture, - Athens, Rhodes, Tarsus, and 
Alexandria, among the nearest. Rome had made all parts of the em
pire easily accessible; knowledge of what was being done in these 
university cities must have been current in the Hellenistic towns of 
the East, and it is easy to see how a desire may have been aroused in 
Nicomachus to devote himself to the study of philosophy. 

In regard to the course of his studies, we know nothing of a certainty, 
but the balance of probability points to Alexandria as the place to 
which Nicomachus would naturally go to acquire the training which 
he sought. The choice of that center of learning would also explain 
the type of his thinking, for in the first century after Christ Alexandria 
was the most famous seat of Pythagoreanism in the world. There 
the old doctrines were being revived, and new treatises were being put 
in circulation under old names j in Alexandria, in short, the Neo
Pythagorean movement received, if not its initial impulse, at least 
its chief encouragement. 

The claim of Alexandria to be the real birthplace and center of this 
philosophical movement can be disputed only by Rome; but a brief 
survey of the early history of Neo-Pythagoreanism is enough to prove 
that the Egyptian capital has by far the better right to the distinction. 
There are, to be sure, scattered literary references to Pythagoreans 
in other parts of the world during the centuries following the disaster 
in Magna Graecia which brought the independent existence of the 
school to an end; the New Comedy took as a butt those who followed 
'the Pythagorean way of life.' 2 There were too traces of a Pythag
orean tradition in southern Italy,' but the former certainly counted 
for nothing in a philosophical way, and the latter neither deserve to 
rank with the greater sects contemporary with them nor form a neees. 
sary link in the chain connecting the renascent Pythagoreanism with 

I1n Nicomachi A,ithmelu:am IntroducJilJ'Mm, p. 4, 14 (ed. Pistelli, Leipzig, 1894) : & T'f 'Yc\,o 
drl)p ,u-y.J IO'TI, I" 'Tois p.«~~/UI4' ~"I XA/hryf,uQKlS l"xf .. fpl AVrW" '/'"ODI l~ntJWTd.TOVJ I" Toil 

p.«8,fp.«,., . 1 See Zeller, op. dt., vol. Ill, part 2, pp. 93 fr. 
I Ibid., pp. 97 ff. The interest of the Platonic schools and of Aristotle himself was of far more 

weight in preserving Pythagorean doctrine than the influence of the obscure men who professed 
to be Pythagoreans; see p. 88. 
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the old. The first prominent person in the later time to be called 
definitely a Pythagorean is the Roman, Nigidius Figulus.' There is 
also a dim tradition about the Sextii at Rome, who were Pythagoreans,' 
but the meager reports about them indicate that they made little 
of the essential features of the doctrine, much more of its external 
observances. 

Apparently even before the interest at Rome had been awakened, 
the renaissance at Alexandria 3 had started. Inasmuch as the begin
nings of the movement cannot be connected with the names of noble 
Romans like Figulus, we do not know much about it, but many facts 
indicate how important this city was as a seat of Neo-Pythagoreanism. 
With Alexandria is probably to be connected the unknown Pythagorean 
of the first century before Christ quoted by Alexander Poly his tor, who 
is on~ of our best sources of information. Alexandria was the home of 
Arius and Eudorus, who are connected with the early history of the 
movement, and of Sotion; in its neighborhood were established the 
Therapeutae, who built up a system highly colored by Pythagorean ism ; 
and perhaps the best evidence of all is that the Alexandrian philosophy 
of Philo Judaeus, who flourished early in the first century of the 
Christian era, is deeply influenced by it. 

Very probably many of the pseudonymous writings, of which Zeller 
has collected a long list,' and the period of whose composition he would 
make begin with the last half of the first century before Christ, origi
nated in Alexandria. At no place in the ancient world could a com
piler of such books have found a better place in which to work; for 
here was the famous library, part of which was burned in 47 B.c., 
but which had been restored before Nicomachus's time through the 
liberality of Antony and the transfer hither of the royal Pergamene 
collection. All the written material on the early history of Pythag
oreanism must have been available to the scholars working here, and 
Nicomachus in his time would find a complete apparatus at his disposal. 

Furthermore, it is absolutely certain that Alexandria had been for 
a long time, and still was, the center of Greek mathematical interests.' 
Nearly all of the famous mathematicians who lived after the date of 
the founding of the city are associated in one way or another with 

1 Zeller, ibid., p. J09. 
! Chaignet, Pytltagore tt la Philo$ophk Pythalorici,"tU: (Paris, r8i3), vol. 11, p. 301, n. I. 
'On the importance of Alexandria in the history of Neo-Pythagoreanism, see Zeller, 01'. cit., 

vol. Ill, part 1, p . J 14; Chaignet, 0/1. ci/., p. 301. 
'ibid., p. 115, D. 3. • Sec Cantor, 01'. dJ., vot. I, p. 427. 
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Alexandria-Euclid, Eratosthenes, Apollonius of Pergae, and Heron; 
and their successors were continually offering instruction in the science. 

Thus, the center at once of later Pythagoreanism and of mathe
matical study, Alexandria clearly furnished the most fitting environ
ment for the training and subsequent career of Nicomachus, but if 
we picture him to ourselves as having lived and written there, it 
must not be forgotten that we have no positive testimony to that 
effect. Perhaps it is significant, however, that he is once referred to 
as an authority upon Egyptian festivals,l but, as we shall see, we can
not be sure that our Nicomachus is meant. 

One bit of evidence regarding the life of Nicomachus he himself 
gives. His Manual of H a,nwny is dedicated to an unknown lady, 
apparently of high degree, having been written at her request. Seeing 
that it is the only autobiographical touch in all his extant works, it 
will be worth while to quote the passage. In speaking of the treatise 
that he is presenting, he says, "But I must spur on all my zeal, most 
noble and august lady, since it is you that bid me.'" Again, modestly 
depreciating the Manual in favor of the more scholarly work which he 
plans later to substitute for it, he writes, "And, if the gods are willing, 
just as soon as I shall have leisure and a rest from my journeyings, I 
will compile for you a better and more detailed I n/,odudion dealing 
with this very subject; ... and, so that you may the more easily 
follow the argument, I will take my beginning, say, from the same 
point as that at which I began your instruction when I was expounding 
the subject to you.'" 

How much light would be thrown on the life of Nicomachus if we 
but knew the name of this lady! We cannot tell whether she was 
Greek or Roman. Was Nicomachus but a 'Greekling,' a household 
philosopher to noble dames, a holder of pet poodles, like the butts of 
Lucian's satire?' Such a supposition makes but a sorry figure of 
him; it condemns him to a career of humiliation of which there is no 
suggestion in the tone of his writings. The constant mention therein 
of matters that arise in the student's reading of the philosophers
that is, in the ordinary course of higher studies - seems to indicate 
that Nicomachus was engaged in educational work, and ought to 

1 See p. &>. 
I P. 237, IS (Von Jan's edition). 
'lbUJ., p. 238,6 ff. Other references to the lady and the promise to her, ibid., pp. 242, II fI . ; 

260,4 ff.; 261, 17; 264, I. 

'De Macuk COfIductis. 
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outweigh any disparaging inferences that might be made from these 
references to the unknown lady. 

At the same time the references show that he associated with mem
bers of the upper classes of society and could adopt the attitude of a 
man of the world . Nicomachus was called upon to give instruction 
to the noble lady to whom he writes, and valued her good will so 
highly as to compose a manual at her request. It would not be im
possible for him to do this and at the same time to maintain his more 
dignified position as an independent teacher of the higher subjects. 
A Pythagorean would be more interesting, perhaps, to the nobility 
than other philosophers; but we must not assume that the only motive 
of Nicomachus's noble friend was mere curiosity. She seems to 
have been serious in her inquiries; in order to use the proffered Manual 
she would have to possess no mean knowledge of the theories of math
ematics and music. 

Nicomachus speaks also of journeys which necessitate a postpone
ment of work on another and larger Harmonic Introductum. His 
language implies a journey which he was obliged to make, the object 
of which was known to his correspondent. He was, we infer, a busy 
man; others besides those in his own neighborhood, perhaps, wished 
to hear him lecture, although we know nothing of the errand that put 
him to the inconvenience of travel. At any rate we conclude that he 
was a man of affairs, and of some eminence, befriended by the mighty; 
he was a man, too, who knew how to play his part successfully in such a 
character, and was not content merely to cultivate learning in a cor
ner. Lucian's remark, "You reckon like Nicomachus!" shows that 
he did in fact achieve such fame that his name was synonymous with 
mathematical skill.' 

We have a bit of interesting testimony to the reputation of Nico
machus after his death which may reflect also upon the fame that he 
won in his lifetime. Proclus, who died 485 A.D., is said to have been 
convinced that he himself was one of the f golden chain/ or succession 
of true philosophers, who, as it were, connected men with heaven after 
the fashion of the golden chain which Homer mentions. It was re
vealed to him in a dream, we are toJd , that the soul of Nicomachus was 
incarnate in him.2 This is a clear implication that Nicomachus too 

1 Philopalris, I2 : 1r111")'«p dplfJiJ/m Wf NI1r6~QXOf 0 rfp&Cl''l..6r. 
t Marinus, Vila Pra<ii, 28: 61" Tiff 'Ep.Il4i"lrifr fr'l vnpCr ncf>wr IfhdvQTO (se . Proclus) IrQI5Tl 

T~" N.n,u.4xol.I Toii nllfJu")'opt/oll 'f"x'l,,, lxol 61'(1.p "'01'1 i".II1Tflll1c •. 
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was regarded as a link in the 'golden chain.' That he was reckoned 
among the 'illustrious men' of the Pythagorean sect we know on the 
authority of Porphyry; 1 if any further evidence be needed, we have 
but to point to the reputation borne by his works and to the number 
of commentaries that scholars wrote upon them. 

I Quoted by Eusebius, HistfWi4 Ealeffiu, VI. 9. 8: f"u..!jr T .. (se, Orittll) 'YY lid T; UNiT""" 
"cH, Tt Nov,u,lImu •• 1 Kpol'lou, • Ar.A~'JfOII' Tf 11:&1 AO')")'bov 11:&1 MCII1 .. piTOV NI"loI4xov Tt .-.1 
TW,. J. Toii nU8Cl'YOpdcl1' I).AryIp..,. ,b5pw. Wid"M1 .. vyy,o/AllAVI •• 

The praise of Isidorc of Seville (Etytl'Olo,iae, Ill. 2. I), by whom Nicomacbus is CQupled witb 
Pythagoras himseH as a mathematician, shows the view of a later tUne. See a150 C"siodorus 
as cited, p. 71. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE WORKS OF NICOMACHUS 

Tm: fame of Nicomachus rests chiefly upon his writings. Only two 
works by him are preserved to us in their entirety, the Manuale 
Harmonicum 1 and the Introduction to Arithmetic.' Of a third, the 
Theologumena Arithmeticae,' we have a large part, which gives us a 
far more accurate judgment of Nicomachus's philosophy than we should 
otherwise have had; this work, as it ·stands, is one of the best sources 
of information about Neo-Pythagoreanism. 

Besides these three works, Nicomachus was certainly the author of 
several other books; modern scholars have credited him with the 
authorship of additional works which he probably did not write. A 
full list of them, including both those properly ascribed to him and 
those that are either doubtfully or wrongly assigned to him, is as 
follows: 

I. An Introduction to Geometry (r.",I'~p,,,",, .lCTa'Y"'Y'1)' - Nico
machus certainly wrote a book with this title, for he refers to it in his 
Introduction to Arithmetic.' 

2. A Life of Pythagoras. - Nicomachus is quoted by both Porphyry 
and Iamblichus, in their biographies of Pythagoras,' and, as a promi
nent member of the sect, he is likely to have compiled a life of the 
master. 

3. Another and larger work on music. This would be the book 
which, as we have seen, Nicomachus promised to write; because of 
certain citations of Nicomachus by musical writers upon matters that 
are not to be found in the present Manuale Harmonicum, Von Jan, 
its latest editor, thinks it probable that this work was actually written.' 

I Here cited in Von Jan'5 edition, Music; ScripWres (AfUCi, Leipzig, 18c)S. 
I Here cited in Hocbe's edition, Leipzig, 1866. 

I A fuller discussion of this work follows; see pp. 82 fI . 
• See 11. 6. T. 

t Porphyry, ViJa Pytho,orae,20 (p. 27.3); S9 (p. 50, 12) . In the second instance (the story 
of DarnoD and Phlntias), he says that Nicomachus followed Aristoxenus. Iamblichus, VUa 
Pylltdforicll, XXXV, 251. 

f, Von Jan, 0'. ci#., pp. 2:13 if., collects the evidence on the matter. 

7. 
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4. A work on the interpretation of Plato (Il)." .. OIv."" uvv4Va"..OJ<T'~). 
This and the following are more doubtful than those that have already 
been mentioned. The evidence in the present case consists simply 
of Nicomachus's words in the Introduction, n. 24. It: .. ";;,.,, ~ rii~ 

" _.1.._' I. '\ '.,_ 1 ... Il"" , , , 
O'KEL(1~ O'~'/JlEUJ.~ E""U\."1~' cu. Ell ro I\C1.TflIIIUCV CJ"VVa.JlCl')'l'Ctk1'EI. ICUTa. 1'01' 

ToV Aeyof£lvov -ydf£OV TWOV Iv rU TIOAI.TElq. 411"0 'TTpoutfnrov TWII MoVO"wJI 
",,,p<w"yop.ivov. This might be taken to refer to the title of a book; 
but it more likely means simply the school lectures on Plato, and in 
the lack of further evidence is best so taken. 

5. On Egyptian Festivals (Iltpl loPT;;'v AlytmTu.v). - The only 
evidence for this is a citation in Athenaeus, beginning: "And Nicoma
chus says in the first book On Egyptian Festioals." 1 The objection 
is, of course, that another Nicomachus may have written the book.' 
There is no other reference to it, save a doubtful one in Johannes 
Laurentius Lydus, De Mensil>us.' 

6. A larger work on arithmetic,' besides the Introduction and the 
Theologumena Arithmeticae. Only by the misconception of the mean
ing of Iamblichus has such a book been attributed to Nicomachus. At 
the beginning of his commentary Iamblichus states that he will not 
write a new book on arithmetic because he finds that this has already 
been done so well by Nicomachus in his Art of Arithmetic (dp.(Jp.TJT''''' 
"'><.""'1).' As he continues, he draws freely upon the Introduction and 
the Theologumena, but not, as far as can be judged, from any other 
Nicomachean source. It is perfectly clear that in these words he has 
referred to the Introduction by a somewhat unusual title, but one which 
could fairly be given to it. Those who have used this passage as testi
mony for the existence of a separate work with this title have been 
misled. 

I DeiPMSD,"is~, XI. ss. 478 A: NIII:6~xo, r I" -rPtlrlf/ .. ,pi lop-riiJ, Al-rv~t.,,, ~.,l· TI\ 
al K6~" I~rl jd" IItpoTtd" .,.11" 6t lip",," ~,,"Ep~ .... or cl(l''I'poXo''Y1..or wr 6 tc6#p4f I~ or. TW" 8f"" Ta. 
9c1l~T'/I, Ked ra. ICGp'lr,lI("p.u 'YC,,"'IU I" 'Yiis' a~ I" "MOII nrh&ft18tu. The passage as it stand!! 
seems very confused; the editor, Kaibel, says of it, "nOD intellego." 

1 Von Jan, op. til., p. 233, finds it uncertain. 
J IV, 46. Roether (in his edition, Leipzig, 1827), tJd loc., suggests that the citation in Lydus 

is to this work; it may equally well be, however, that Lydus was quoting the TheologuffIUUJ Arith· 
maicae, of which he certainly made use in De MeMibw, Ill. 51. 

'Ast (TheologumefltJ AriJhmdi«u, pp. lOO, 205), Fabricius, Biblidhecll CdaeCll, vol. Ill, p. 632, 
and others named by Nesseimann, (lp. rn., p. 217. n. 53, believe in the existence of such a work, 
but Nesselmann clearly exposes the error. Cf. also Von Jan, op. ciJ., p. 232. 

I p. 4. 12ft. (ed. Pistelli): fPpt,,,oj"r"~ 11'4,.,,4 ':4T'. 'YWJl.f/r T'~ nl16«,,),6,o(1 T'or NI.:6l'4xor Wfpl 

dri" tiwoaf!W':6,-Cl I" T'j tip18J1.'f/T,,,j T'iX"fI. Note at!O the scholium of Philoponus on the title of 
the Inh'odudi(1tf, d~Cl""t.r"f'" 11I'l")'rtfW.1I'T'(U Wt lI'pOf ,.A """'PClp.pJ .. dT'¥ ~).o'YurA *"Ol pytix. 
1ip18J1.""""d.. This refers, of course, to the Theologumena A,iJhmeticcu. 
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7. A Life of Apollonius of Tyana l - This also may be dismissed 
for lack of evidence; the only testimony regarding it has been misin
terpreted. Sidonius Apollinaris says, "Since you urged, I have sent 
you the life of the Pythagorean Apollonius, not in the form in which 
the elder Nicomachus wrote it down from the account of Philostratus, 
but as Tascius Victorianus set it forth from the outline of Nicomachus. "2 

Now, as Philostratus certainly lived long after Nicomachus, the 'elder 
Nicomachus' who is mentioned cannot be the one in whom we are at 
present interested; and it is hardly possible that the name Nico
machus, twice used in the passage quoted, does not refer to the same 
person each time. Even if the Nicomachus of the second reference 
is not the same as the first, there is no reason to identify him with the 
Gerasene. 

8. A work dealing with astronomy.' The evidence for such a 
book is inconclusive, consisting merely of the following remark of 
Simpliciu5: ". . . unless the hypothesis of eccentric circles was de
vised by the Pythagoreans, as not only certain otbers recount, but also 
Nicomachus, and Iamblichus following Nicomachus."· A statement 
such as this could easily have found a place in the life of Pythagoras 
which Nicomachus seems to have written; but in case he did write 
an astronomical work, it fills up for him a series of four introductions 
to the four mathematical sciences, arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, 
and music, corresponding to the four divisions of the book of Theon 
of Smyma, and doubtless designed, as was the latter, for the use of 
students about to begin their higher studies. Nicomachus certainly 
called his books on arithmetic, geometry, and music 'introductions," 
and so the title of this work, if it existed, was probably I nlrodu;;tion 10 
Astronomy. Perhaps, as Zeller' supposes, the books written by 
Nicomachus were all parts of what was called "Collection [or Collec
tions 1 of Pythagorean Opinions." 

In the further consideration of Nicomachus we shall not find 
it necessary to make frequent reference to the Manuale Harmonicum, 

I Von Jan, op. nt., p. 234, strangely ac~ts this as Nicomachea.n. 
'VIII. 3: Apollo"ii PytiuJgarid vitam non w NicotNJ.{JulS senior e PhilostraJi, sed uJ Tascius 

Vidorunms t Nicomaclri schedio t:fscripsit, quia il'SStTas, mili. 
I Von Jan, op. dJ., p. 223, accepts this as Nicomachean on the evidence stated. 
41n Aristotdis tk Cculo, p. 227, Ka~ten ( - Sclwlia BtUm, p. SOJ b): d I'~ 4pG" Tw"I""I,... 

TiX"" d..:;\"" il'lrll6fO'If VrO TW' nv8G,),optc",,, brflPOlt"', w, 4X)." TI TU'CI lV'TopoUcn n.t N,,{6~xol 11:111 
N 'Ic:O~ x"., "IITClU)."lIBkil'· Id.,IoI,B;\.1 XOI . 

• He applied the term fl""''YW)'Jj to the larger work on music which he says he intended to 
write. See Manume Harnumicum, p. 238,6 If. t 0/1. cil., vol. Ill, part 2, p. 124, note 2. 
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but it is very important to take into account the theories advanced 
in the Theologumena Arithmeticae, where there is found a treatment of 
number very different from that of the Introduction. We must, there
fore, determine how far the Theologumena Arithmeticae, in its present 
form, may be used as valid evidence for Nicomachus's views. A full 
discussion of this question has never been presented, nor can such a 
discussion be attempted here. It would involve a careful compari
son of Iamblichus's citations of the book, in his commentary on the 
Introduction, and a study of the sources, in addition to a comparison 
of Photius's epitome of the Theologumena with the longer form of the 
book. For the purposes of this study, however, probably the latter 
alone will yield sufficiently conclusive results. 

The title Theologumena Arithmeticae,' as is well known, is today 
applied to two different ancient works, that of Nicomachus, and an 
anonymous treatise published in 1817 by Ast, and believed by many 
to have been compiled by Iamblichus, an assumption which is on the 
whole a likely one.' The work of Nicomachus is not known to us at 
first hand, but we have an epitome of its contents by Photius,' and 
Ast's Theologumena was in part derived from it, as may be deduced 
from stylistic evidence, from the actual citation of Nicomachus in it, 
and from comparison with Photius. Photius's account is summary 
in the extreme; for the most part he simply lists the epithets which 
the Pythagoreans applied to the numbers; and he seldom adds the 
reasons why they were bestowed. Ast'5 text contains much more 
material of the latter sort, and if it can safely be used for evidence, it 
is plainly desirable to do so. 

Ast himself compared the epitome given by Photius with the text 
which he was editing, and stated the conclusion (p. 157) that his 
Theologumena was a different work from that of Nicomachus. "Be
sides," he says, jj Photius took much from Nicomachus's Theologumena 
which you will seek here in vain; and there is the additional fact that 
in this Theologumena Nicomachus's IntrodUGtion to Arithmetic and his 
own Theologumena are often cited (as c. I, p. 4, 23; c. X, p. 42, 8). 
So without doubt a philosopher of the later time compiled our TIUJolo
gumena, taking from the mathematical works of Nicomachus, Anatolius 
(cf. c. n, p. 7, 7; Ill, p. '4, 22; VI, p. 33; VII, p. 41, 7; X, p. 63, 23), 

1 I have adopted this fonn of the Latin title, rather than Theologume1fQ Arilhme'i<a, as more 
correctly representing the Greek, efo>.o'Yoli~"" T;;, 4p,9J.''fT1K;;I. 

t Zeller holds this view. ' Bib/iolhuII, Codrx 18; (t-Jilion of I. Bekker, Berlin, 1824). 
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and others, whatever seemed useful to him." He then names a number 
of other scholars who held a somewhat similar opinion, some of them 
inclining to assign the compilation to Iamblichus. From a statement 
of Iamblichus himself we know that he had in mind the composition of 
such a work. l 

Ast's opinion seems, in substance, to have been adopted by most 
scholars. Yet all that he says may easily be true and at the same 
time the text which he published may be for the most part of Nico
machean origin. If Iamblichus, as is very probable, was the compiler 
of the Theologumena, we need only to inspect his Commentary on the 
Introduction of N icomacltus to be assured tha t in all likelihood he would 
not do violence to his source. Although in the Commentary he has 
added a considerable amount to the Nicomachean original, he contra
dicts it in nothing and adds nothing essential of his own. Some of the 
additions, in fact, are apparently from the Theologumena Arithmeticae, 
and everything combines to show the author's respect for Nicomachus. 
He makes it clear, in fact, that he does not intend to depart from the 
model he has selected, because he does not think it right to deprive 
Nicomachus of the honors he has won as an arithmetician and because 
he himself could not in any case do better independently.' The 
same motives would determine his course in making a compilation of 
the Theologumena. 

However much truth may be at the basis of Ast's remarks about the 
Theologumena Arithmeticae, we may still see in the treatise a compila
tion based almost entirely upon Nicomachus, aside from the obvious 
citations of Anatolius. For if some of the epithets of Photius are 
not found in Ast's text, this is sufficiently accounted for by the fact 
that the latter has been both edited and abbreviated; conversely, if 
Ast's text preserves something not mentioned in Photius, it is to be 
remembered that Photius is even more summary. The writer holds 
the view that the Theologumena of Ast is in fact mainly Nicomachean 
in origin, and that it may be used, with due discretion, to illustrate his 
opinions. It may be well to set forth briefly the grounds for such a 
belief. A laborious study of the question would doubtless correct cer
tain details, but the following statement seems to be supported by the 
evidence. 

1 Commentary on till bd,od1Utio,. of Nicomachus, p. 118, IS (Pistelli) : 6Te1,.ed .,r;;. 11""101' dr~ 
~""OI JJiXPlf a1iT'ir 6.p,8p.w, i.orlicrTOV hCl.~,-,TCI. fil8ilr ~fiif ~~ T~.lIf T'tJ. fl"CI."1W"'(~1' IIf1K",(oIIo't~. 

'Ibid., p. 5, 13 fr. (Pistclli ). 
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Ast's Theologumena Arithmeticae falls into ten chapters, each dealing 
with one of the numbers in the first decade; although Nicomachus's 
treatise consisted of two books, according to Photius, it may have 
followed much the same arrangement. The only two sources of the 
compiler actually known are Nicomachus and Anatolius, if the numer
ous slight citations are not taken into consideration; for the latter 
were probably found already quoted in the original sources. Since 
we possess the full text of Anatolius's On the Decad and the Numbers 
within It,' it is a simple matter to extract from the whole the portions 
that were taken from him. Although the compiler omitted much of 
the Anatolian material at his disposal, probably because he preferred 
to incorporate the same topics from other sources, and though he 
has varied its order and phrasing somewhat and made a few additions, • 
there is on the whole no reason to think that he used a text substantially 
different from the one published by Heiberg. The Anatolian sections 
of the Theologumena Arithmeticae are thus distributed: 2 

I c and E, p. 6: cW& 'AJltlT'o~ ... p.-q&yO<; dp,(Jp.oiJ; the intervening sen~ 
tence is nol in Heiberg's text; then un .,..qv fWvG8a ... T~ ." a.lmt 
dp<8,."u.. 

II A, p. 7: beginning of chapter to .\6yO" TO .. w.a.wy{\l' 

III DJ p. J4: as indicated in Ast's text. 
IV C, p. ~3: I<CI.M:t1'lU. &- 4~ to end. 
V A, p. 24: beginning of chapter to Wi 811.\oi' TO &.&ypo.p.p.a.. 

VI A, p. 33: beginning of chapter to &ao,..Uufl~ CTWp4T'WY U. 
VII A, p. 41-42: as indicated in Ast's text. 

VIII B, pp. 55-56: as indicated in Ast, to "EpaTCXT8~ 4nJu{Ji. 

IX B, p. 58: l.,.,~ d:ro ... ~W"a-oii to end. 
X C, pp. 63-64: as indicated in Ast's text. 

Of the rest, a great part is undoubtedly Nicomachean. In certain 
sections, either because there is correspondence with the epithets 
cited by Photius from Nicomachus, or because Nicomachus is actually 
named, there can be no question. The passages most clearly Nico
machean are the following: 

I B: p. 4, "al OTt TO .. 9,0" to the first Anatolian citation.' 

I See p. 1)0, n. 8. 
t In the following tabulation, for convenience, the sections of Ast'! text are in each case referred 

to by a Roman numeral showing the chapter (monad, dyad, etc.) and a letter indicating the order 
of the sections. 

I Beginning at this point, the first 11 epithets given by Photius occur in order; the other 
18 are not mentioned. Nicomachus is cited at the beginning and there is no sign of internal 
breaks. 
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11 D: 

III A: 
III c: 
IV .: 
V . : 

WORKS OF NICOMACHUS 

p. 8, clr, ~f .\~nu to end,l 
p. 12, beginning of chapler to the Anatolian section, p. 14. 
p. IS, top to p . 16, end of chapter.! 
p. 22, OT' AloAov .Vaw to the Anatolian matter.' 
p. 24, end of Anatolian section to the end of the chapter.· 

85 

VI 
VII 

VIII 

.: . : 
A: 

p. 33, after the Anatolian section, to p . 38, 01't ~'IM"o. TWV CT<jxupWYIn'.\.1i 
p. 42, after the Anatolian section, to p. 48, '""' 11:0.1: Ta. fT1r(PJMlTO. «TA.' 
p. 54. beginning, to the Anatolian section, p. 55.7 

IX A: p. 56, beginning, to the Anatolian section, p. S8.-
X A: p. 58, beginning, to the reference to Speusippus, p. 61.-

There can be little question of referring the foregoing portions to 
Nicomachus. Tbis leaves in question the following: 

I A: p. 3. beginning, to the first Nicomachean section, p. 4. 
ID: a few lines between the Anatolian sections on p. 6. 
IF: p. 7, end of the Anatolian section to end of the chapter." 

11 B: &Vo yGp dp,e,.,.iiw UXiu,i' 1rawx~,.,.w,. iCTTt"J p. 8, at the end of the Ana-
tolian section. 

11 c: d".M.d".(nu. &j KTA., p. 8, to the Nicomachean section, p. 8. 
IV A: p. 16, beginning, to p. 22, the Nicomachean section. 
VI c: p . 38, after the Nicomachean section, to end of chapter. 

VIle: p. 48, after the Nicomachean section, to end of chapter. 
VIII c: p. 56, dpx1} TWI' p,6VO'UCWI' AD-yWl', KTA.. to end of chapter. 

X B: p. 61, ON KM l'/l"(llau"r~ ... to the Anatolian section. 

I Parallels Photius; thc 27th of his SI epithets for the dyad is the last cited, and, of the first 
27,9 are omitted. This shows that thcre was much abbrc\·iation. 

I Both these sections parallel Photius throughout (citing 12 of SO cpithets), but the order is 
varied . About half of Photius's material relates to divinities and all such has been neglected. 
Nicomachus's name heads Section C. , 

I A short section, but with many parallcls to Photius. 
'Of the epithets in Photius the first IS, and the 19th, 21st, 2Jrd, 24th and 25th are given. 

With the mention of the 5 elements (p. 25; also in Photius) begins a list of ~ntadic groups in 
nature ..... ith another parallel with Photius (p. 26 bottom, cbt!l.dllP) at the end. The following 
passage on 5 as Justice is confirmed for Nicomachus both by Photius and by its use in lamblichus, 
In Nitomochi Arithmdicu", InJroduclionu1I, p. 16, IX ff. Thence the parallelism with Photius 
continues, and the last paragraph is headed by Nicomachus's name. This is probably quoted 
verbatim, the rest summarized . 

• Of the epithets in Photius, Nos. I, J -6, 12, 14, IS, 18-20, 24-27 are given . 
• Caption contains Nicomachus's name i no sign of breaks. The first two epithets of Photius 

occur (p. 43, bottom) and on p. 44 the next two, nix", ,,,,,pill i after which the demonstration 
that 7 is effective in the working of the world and on human life (justifying xa.,p6,) does not afford 
quotable epithets to Photius. 

1 Out of Photius's 17 epithets this contains Nos. 1-3, C)"""12, 16-17. 

' Out of the 22 epithets of Photius, the 1st- 4th, 7th- 11th, 13th, and 2oth-2md occur. There 
is also a reference at the beginning of the section to the topic of 5 as Justice already met. 

t Photius gives but 16 epithets; the 1st and 3rd- I6th occur in the passage. 
IU Chapter II probably should begin here. 
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Of the passages cited above, I D and F and 11 B are very short, 
and VIII c, from its character, is unimportant for the present purpose. 
The same may be said of X B, the quotation from Speusippus; it 
makes very little difference whether Nicomachus had already cited the 
passage or the compiler found it elsewhere. The other more important 
sections, I A, 11 c, IV A, VI c, VII c, are set down as doubtful chiefly 
because in them it is difficult to find consistent correspondence with 
Photius. This is not necessarily proof that they are not Nicomachean, 
either in whole or in part. At the beginning of each chapter Nicoma
chus seems to have devoted a paragraph or two to introductory re
marks of a general nature concerning the number in question, and 
these naturally enough might not include specific epithets. The 
latter of course are what Photius was interested in citing, as a glance 
at his report shows; consequently, he discovered little in the first few 
paragraphs to record. This may be the reason why I A, 11 C and 
IV A contain no parallels in Photius; each, if Nicomachean, must 
have stood at the beginning of the chapter. 

In the section I A, there is much that recalls the language of both the 
Introduction and the Nicomachean sections of the Theologumena 
Arithmeticae. One is inclined to think it Nicomachean in origin, but 
subjected to the editing of lamblichus. The reference to the 'Intro
duction' could mean Iamblichus's Commentary, as well as our Intro
duction.' When the writer says that in the Introduction the monad 
was seen to be both 'pleuric and diametric,' he refers to something 
mentioned not by Nicomachus, but by lamblichus. Again, the ref
erence to 'the lambdoid figure at the beginning of the Arithmetic' 
cannot mean the Introduction, but is explained by lamblichus, In 
Nicomaclti Arithmeticam Introductionem, p. Il, 13 ff. 

Something similar may be said of 11 c, save that there are fewer signs 
of editing here than in the former case. Although with the exception 
of IV A, they do not come at the head of chapters, the suspected sec
tions IV A, VI c, and VII c may be said to have failed of parallels in 
Photius for a like reason; they are made up rather of accounts of the 
potencies of numbers in nature than of epithets. Evidences of Nicoma
chean origin are shown particularly in IV A. It contains on p. 22 

references to Heracles and Hermes, both mentioned in Photius,' and 

1 Cl. Iamblichus, I" Nicomochi Arithmetu:am I,u,oduclionem, p. 125. 14 ff. (Pistdli), 
I In Photius, however, a/In alo1l.a (sic); cf. Theologumt:rfO Aruhmdk:tu, ibid., Alo1l.ou 90.-n, 

after which Heradcs is again mentioned; and the latter is the real parallel. 
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several references to other portions of the book which seem clearly 
enough Nicomachean.' In VII c, after a long series of instances to 
show that the heptad is influential in natural phenomena, - in human 
birth, life, and illnesses, - the epithets' ABrwo., K.a.tp6~, nJX1J are given, 
which occur together in Photius. 

The examination of the text, then, has resulted in showing sections 
I B, 11 D, III A and c, IV B, V B, VI B, VII B, VIII A, IX A, and X A 

to be quite certainly Nicomachean, and IV A probably so; whereas 
of I A, 11 c, VI c and VII c, it can at least be said that there is no 
reason why they should not be ascribed to him. Only I D, IF, 11 B 

and VIII c, with the quotations of Speusippus, are really left uncer
tain. The conclusion to be drawn seems to be that, aside from the 
Anatolian passages, Ast's TheologumetUl Aritilmeticae is based almost 
entirely on Nicomachus; at least the most important parts seem to 
be, and the portions of which less can be said are chiefly enumerations 
of groups of certain numbers in natural phenomena which need con
cern us very little because after all they are non-essential in the dis
cussions which are to be entered upon. 

While this may be granted, the work of the editor can be seen in 
many places. The tell-tale ;;n often shows that he has omitted or 
abbreviated, and there is perhaps reason to believe that he has added 
somewhat, if section I A be taken as a criterion. But in general the 
treatise published by Ast gives the impression of being an integral 
work, however mutilated, in which the same underlying notions and 
the same vocabulary are uniformly used. One of the peculiarities 
which pervades the entire work is its predilection for etymologies -
perhaps 'puns' would be the better word - and, as has been seen, 
there are frequent cross references from one part of the work to another. 
Certainly all things point to the assumption that the Tlzeologumena 
Arithmeticae of Nicomachus underlies it all. 

I E.g., cf. p. 19: 1I'f"p!oCl'CI'OfI"t,f ..,ap 1I'OXXdKU ,;,~" ~rpfhJ';' "lIal, JrTx.; with p. It, O~K dpl/JpiJr "I; 
"lIaS, K1'X. (source doubtful); also p. 20, the reference to 0;(",,,, Xp6l'Of, KIUp6" !:ipa, which is re
Pl=ated, p. 2J (top), probably Nicomachean. At p. 21, the topic that 4 is the last of the initial 
series of perfect numbers; compare with this p. IJ at the beginning of the chapter on the triad. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE PHIWSOPHY OF NICOMACHUS 

ANY discussion of the philosophy of Nicomachus is necessarily in
complete. The Introduction to Arithmetic gives, to be sure, more 
information about the religious and philosophical doctrines of the 
author than its title would lead one to expect, hut this, after all, is 
meager. Furthermore, in dealing with the Theologumena Arithmeticae 
there is always the danger that the compiler has cited some one other 
than Nicomachus, however thoroughly we may he convinced that 
Nicomachus is the chief source and that the sentiments there found, 
whatever their source, would be acceptable to him. But the chief 
difficulty lies in the fact that Nicornachus was a Ne<>-Pythagorean.' 

Modem readers find this sect hard to understand for several reasons: 
they were the inheritors of a tradition already confused and compli
cated by the most varied associations; they were mystics by tempera
ment, satisfied to see deep meanings in the time-worn formulas that 
had come down to them, and not always careful to explain all that 
they felt and believed; and our information regarding them is itself 
fragmentary. 

We are prone to emphasize the gap that lies between the old 
Pythagorean school and the new; in reality, in one way or another, a 
continuous tradition maintained itself down to the time of Nicomachus, 
and beyond. The Pythagorean school died, to be sure, in the sense 
of losing its independent existence, but Pythagoreanism did not die; 
and those to whom the survival of its doctrines was committed during 
this interval were often sympathetic enough. This can certainly be 
said of Plato and of his immediate successors, Speusippus' and Xeno-

lOn the Nco-Pythagoreans in general see Zelter, Dk Pllilosophk der Griec/u,. (4th ed.), vol. 
Ill, part 2, pp. 92 ff.; Chaignet. PytMtOTt, vol. 11, pp. 215 fI. 

t Speusippus was the author of a book called F(pl TIU8A')'OpU:W' d.pt8I'w" quoted (with this 
title) in Tlk:olo,~meM Arithmetica, pp. 61 ff. (Ast). Half of this book dealt with the varieties of 
the plan~ and solid numbers and th~ forms of the elementary corpuscles; the rest was devoted to 
the decad and its virtues. The Theolo,umena Arithmetica (ibid.) speaks of Speusippus's interest 
in Pythagorean lore, especially in Philolaus. Diogencs Lacrtius, IV. I. 5, cites among his works 
a )Ja."'~TIK6f. Cf. Chaignet, op. cit., vol. 11, p. 294. 
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crates, I all of whom show distinctly Pythagorizing tendencies; in a 
less degree it is true of Aristotle, to whose antiquarian interest and 
collections we owe a large part of our information about Pythagorean
ism.' In this way the doctrines of Pythagoras become imbedded in 
the literature which was the basis of education and the subject of 
learned commentary in the Hellenistic period. The exegesis of the 
Timaeus in particular led to much use of number symbolism,3 

Furthermore, the doctrines of Pythagoras did not remain all this time 
in a static condition j the Academics, in particular, added their own 
speculations to those of the. older school. So it happens that when 
men again began to claim the name of Pythagorean and to disseminate 
anew the doctrines of the sect, they found the latter necessarily modi
fied by the development to which they had been subjected. Platonism, 
Aristotelianism, and Stoicism, all of which had been brought into 
association with the Pythagorean doctrines, left their mark upon the 
philosophy of Nicomachus and his fellows; after the advances in 
thought made by these schools, the Neo-Pythagoreans must needs 
state their position in the terminology that had now become universal. 

An even greater modification, perhaps, was in the directing of the 
activities of the new Pythagorean school into more bookish ways. 
With the exception of Apollonius of Tyana, who seems to have been 
a man of quite different temperament from the more easy-going 
Nicomachus, they were not so much concerned with purifications and 
ascetic rules as with intricate arguments about the virtues of numbers.' 
One finds no mention of these things in the Theologumetw. or the In/ro
dm/ion. Nicomachus would be known as a Pythagorean only by his 
absorbing interest in numbers, his reverence for Pythagoras, Philolaus, 
Archytas and the rest, and his repetition of tbe things which they had 

I Diogenes Laertius, IV. 2. 13, lists among his writings TIV8C1)'6pIIU, TwJ' .-,pl Ta .,..,8!f.,..,TQ 

fj.fj'A/Q, ntpl)'fW/MTpWJ', TItpl Gpo8J1.wJ', 'Ap,8J1.wJ' 8tWp/Q, TwI' npl UTPO'Ao)'''''J', TIfpl)'fWI/ofTplQJ. 

His famous definition of the soul, ' number moving itself,' indicates his Pythagorean leanings. 
Cl. Chaignet, op. eit., vol. 11, p. 293. 

t Cl. Chaignet, op. tit., vol. I, p. 21. 

I Plutarch's essay, De A"i1'l(U Procreatiom i" Timaeo (especially 12 fr.), well iIIustrat~ this 
fact. There is a widespread belief that Posidonius's uegesis of the Timoeus dealt largely with 
such matters, and was the source of a series of treatises on the numbers, in which a Stoic flavor is 
to be distinguished; cf. Schmekel, Die Philosophie de,- miltlere" Stoo, pp. 405 fr.; C. Borghorst, 
Dt Anatolij FonIibus (Berlin, 1905), pp. 55 fI. i G. Altmann, Dt. Posido"jo Tinule; Platonis Com
mtntatore (Berlin, 1906) ; hut R. :M. Jones, TM Platonism of Piu/arch, pp. 76-77 (especially n. 
21 ) , points out tbat the matter is not proved. 

4 Cl. Zeller (4th ed.), vol. Ill, part 2, p. 161: "Doch werden dieselben (i.e., asceticism, 
purifications) in unseren Fragmenten wooer so haUfig berUhrt, noch geben diese in ihren Anfor
derungen so weit, als man erwarten mOchte." 
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said. His philosophy is, in fact, eclectic, with a Pythagorean back
ground. 

In Nicomachus, we clearly find that infusion of mysticism which 
manifests itself in the discovery of divinity in numbers and leads to 
rhapsodies over their virtues. As the author of the Theologumena, 
Nicomachus takes a place in the long series of writers who compiled 
treatises upon what may be called the' theology of numbers,' to use 
the name which he himself employed, or' arithmology,' a term revived 
by M. Armand Delatte, a recent writer on Pythagorean topics,l 

The beginnings of arithmology are to be found as parts of general 
works in the earliest literature of the sect. In this the mathematical 
properties of the first ten numbers were already likened to and iden
tified with physical properties and sometimes with the gods.' Thus 
Philolaus identified seven with 'the leader of the universe' 3 and had 
established a series of identifications for the numbers above 4.' An
other example of the most ancient form of arithmology is the identi
fication of the odd with the male and the even with the female. After 
the IT'pi ",W,,,,. of Philolaus come the IT'pi ,.1). 8'K.i8o. of Archytas' 
and a work by Speusippus' in which apparently arithmology was 
more frankly the main theme; in the following years it is probable 
that it made its way into the Platonic commentaries,' although there 
is great obscurity in its history at this point. 

The greatest development in arithmology took place, however, in 
the period extending from the second century before Christ down to 
the time of Neo-Platonism. The beginnings of this revivified interest, 
which eventually gave rise to numerous treatises,8 more or less COID-

1 PJutks sur la LillbaJure PytlwgoricitnlJe (Fasc. 217, Bibliothtqut. de I' &ole des Ha,lUs ilJudes, 
Paris, 1915)' On page 139 M . Delatte defines arithmology as "ce genre de remarques sur la 
formation, la valeur, et l'importance des dix premiers nombres, oil se m~lent la saine recherche 
sdentifique et les fantaisies de la religion et de la philosophie." See ibid. on the history of the 
name. 

S For notices of old Pythagorean arithmology, see Aristotle, Mtlaphysk:s, 1. 5, and XIII. 4, 
1078 b :n . 

I Philo, De Mundi OPijicio, 33; Lydus, De Mensib,u, 1I. 11 . 
4 Tlleolocumerta Arilhmetica.e, p. 55 (Ast). 
'Cited by Theon of Smyma, p. 106, 10 (Hiller) . ' See p. 19. ' See p. 27. 
'This list contains three books devoted to arithmology alone: Nicomachus, T~oloC"tffe1Ia 

Arithmdica.e (in Photius, Codtx 187) j the T~ologu~rta Arilhmelica.e (Iamblichus?) edited by 
Ast, and Anatolius, n~pl 'ud.'o, ni .,,, .. b'TOI Cl'"171 dpdJl1ow" (ed. Heiberg, A"na.Jes Interrta
,UmaJes d'Histoi,e, Congr~ de Paris, 1900, se. sect., His/rn,e rhs Sciences, pp. 27 «.). Works 
containing arithmological material incidentally: Varro, IIcbdomades (or, De Origi"ibus.. in 
Gellius, Ill. 10; the heptad only) ; Philo Judaeus, n'pi dplt/".w" (lost, but much material of the 
kind is found in De M undi Opijicio, Legis Allegoricu, Quautioms d Solutionts in Genesim, etc.) ; 
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plete, on the first decade of numbers, are not surely known, but there 
seems to have been an earlier compilation upon which both Varro and 
Philo drew and which was also the ancestor of the treatises of Theon, 
Anatolius, and some others. The interrelations of these authors have 
not yet been fully determined, but it is clear that one work lay back of 
them all.1 The name of Posidonius has been suggested as their sQurce,2 
and very probably in his commentary on the Timaeus Posidonius 
used material of the kind; still, inasmuch as this unknown original 
arose in the very period when promiscuous Neo-Pythagorean falsifica
tions were being issued under the names of ancient authors, it is en
tirely possible that Posidonius figures in this tradition in some other 
capacity. However this may be, the series of writings mentioned con
tinues the tradition of arithmology in about the same style as before, 
making much of the mathematical virtues of numbers and their physi
cal analogies. 

When Nicomachus, as the author of the Tlreologumena Arithmeticae, 
enters this literary succession, it is somewhat to one side of the usual 
current and as the representative of a different tendency which had 
already made its appearance and begun a development parallel to 
that of the older tradition. Tbe first known representatives of this 
later style of arithmology are the two documents studied by M. Delatte, 
the 'IEpo~ A6yO~ in Doric prose and the Hymn to Number in Ionic verse, 
attributed to Pythagoras and Orpheus respectively, and supposed by 
M. Delatte to have arisen among the Pythagorean group in Italy.' 
M. Delatte does not specify their date, and indeed this is hardly possi-

Theon of Smyrna, p. 99, 24 0'. (complete, Hiller); Clemens Alexandrinus. Stromata VI. 16 
(heptad; based on Hermippus of Berytus, nfpllfj&o,."alot) ; Chalcidius, Commuuarius in TitlUlco; 
Macrobius, CommenlarillS in Somnium Scipionis; Martianus Capella, De NuPljjs Philolagice d 
Mcreur;;, VII (complete); Lydus, Dc }.[ensibus (various chapters make an almost complete 
account); Favonius, Commenlarius in Somnium Scipionis; Hierocles. Commmtorius in Carnu"n 
Aurcum. Furthermore, there are brief notices in the scholia upon Aristotle, in P1utarch, Sextus 
Empiricu5, Stobaeus, etc., and the short Anudola published by M. Delatte, op. (it., pp. 167 fJ. 
We know of other lost works probably to be included i see p. 33. 

I The studies of Borghorst and Altmann (see p. &) touched upon this question. The writer 
also has studied phases of the question in two papers, Posidtmius and lh.e S(111rces of PytluJgortan 
Arithmology, ClossiaJ Philology, vol. xv (1920), pp. 309-322, and Th.e T,adition of Cmk Arilh
molo,y, ibid., vol. XVI (1921), pp. 97-123. However the matter is decided, it is clear that the 
same compilation ultimately lies back of Vano, Philo, Anatolius, Theon, Clement (hence Her· 
mippus), Chalcidius and Lydus; perhaps it also influenced some of the others, though it was not 
their main source. Of course, in the vicissitudes of the tradition various changes came about 
and the accounts tbus grouped are by no means identical. 

'See p. &), n. 3. 
a Op. (it., pp. 191 ff.; on their origin, see pp. l06 t., II I. 
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ble, but in all probability they arose at about the same time as the 
source previously mentioned. 

It is characteristic of this branch of the tradition to introduce many 
further identifications of the numbers with the gods, and that too 
under their cult names and stock epithets; arithmology thus became 
truly a theology of numbers, and great ingenuity was expended in the 
development of its complicated fabric. It is here that Nicomachus, 
as an arithmologist, belongs, and M. Delatte has demonstrated his 
use of sources of this kind. He is not forgetful, to be sure, of the older 
identifications, and was undoubtedly influenced by that side of the 
tradition as well. Thus he succeeded in the end in gathering and com
bining dozens of identifications for each number, the heirlooms of the 
previous centuries, each with its mystic meaning j and it is no wonder 
that the result is a perplexing mass in which it is hard to disentangle 
the many threads. But obscured as they are by mystic forms of 
utterance and confused by the presence of several types of thought, 
Nicomachus's general philosophical principles can still be detennined 
with some degree of coherency, albeit only upon the physical or cos
mological side, to the exclusion of ethics.' 

First, Nicomachus is a dualist. He states his position in a way 
that recalls Plato's distinction between" that which ever exists, hav
ing no becoming" and" that which is ever becoming, never existent," 2 

rather than the Stoic active and passive principles, 8pa.crrIJC6. and 
1Ta.9."nK6.. On the one hand there are the "real things . . . which 
exist forever changeless and in the same way in the cosmos, never de
parting from their existence even for a brief moment," and on the other 
"the original eternal matter and substance" which was entirely" sub
ject to deviation and change." 3 It is not, however, original matter to 
which Nicomachus devotes his greatest attention, but rather material 

I The most interesting, and almost the only, Nicomachean fragment with an ethical bearing 
is found in the T~olo,tlmeM AritllmdUat, p. 32 (Ast), and definitely ascribed to him: "When 
men are injured, they are willing that there should be gods j but when they do an injury, they are 
not willing. They are injured, therefore, so that they may wish gods to exist j for unless they 
wish gods to exist they will not be constant; if then the reason. why men are constant is the de~ 
sire that gods exist, and they so desire whenever they are injured, the injury is to be sure a 
bad thing, but it is an expediency of nature; and an expediency of nature is a good thing, and na
ture is good, the same thing as providence. So harm. comes to men in accordance with provi
dence." 

, T· tmatW, 27 D. 

Iluoduction, I. t. 2: 6J<'T1l. ~~"a KaTa"a .UTa K.l WaVTWS "1 ~1.TfAoGJrTalr,,¥ "~p,, KIll 
o~hron TOO dra, 1~If"Tcf.,I4f", oioal hrl ,Bp4Xu; I. I. 3: ••• "lit I~ 4ipXi7f "~lov V>'lIt teal VwOG'Tcf.
f"fWS ... 5>." -yap ~I' ~1I."f ft, TpaT" teal 4>.>.0IW'T'1f. 
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things as found in the world, that is, matter impressed with form; 
and it is correspondingly harder to determine his views concerning 
matter per se. The investigator here finds difficulties similar to 
those encountered in the exegesis of the Timaeus, and fewer data to 
work upon. 

Nicomachus held to a theory of the elements similar to that of Plato, 
including the doctrine that the corpuscles of the elements have the 
forms of the regular solids and may be reduced to triangles,' hut 
whether the 'original matter' of 1. 1. 3 did or did not consist of the 
elements in mixture he does not explain. From the hrief description 
quoted ahove, however, one may suspect that it did not as yet have 
even elementary form, and thus it would resemble the so-called' sec
ondary matter' of the Timaeus. The recurrence of the same funda
mental problems in connection with both Nicomachus and Plato, as 
well as the obvious quotations and reminiscences of Platonic phrases 
in the Introduction, suggests strongly the marked influence of Plato 
upon Nicomachus in these matters.2 

But if original matter is not thoroughly discussed by Nicomachus, 
a~ least in his extant works, there is more to be learned about material 
things, upon which Nicomachus centers his attention in the Introduc
tion, and which - rather than matter per se - he commonly contrasts 
with the eternal entities. Material things are a combination of 
matter (evidently matter reducible to elements) with form, and the 
manner of combination is referred to simply as a 'presence with' 

1 Four ~lements are mmtioned in Inlroduction, n. I. I, but five, including 'ether,' in Theolog .. 
melJa Arithnu:tictU, p. 25 (Ast), with their corpuscular forms. Nicomachus declares in 11. 7.4 
that the triangle is the element of plane figures (cl. Theologu~na Aritht1U!#cae, p. 18) and devotes 
11. 12 to proving it the element of polygons. Cf. also ThtologufPKM Arilh~li,lU, p. 8: allnr~p 

" rp':"''fJ II"U"",OI AUT" ... rp,"o ... WPltlpJ...O' rXiI80r d. .. n-i).'lI"f, .rrcux,io" TW. 6...""'" 6 A. ,('fJ "pl)'wllO ... 

fW)',(JW ... .,., KAt dpl(Jpw" fTllllpGTIKW • .,., Kill d.tTw~n"' •• 
1 On • secondary matter' in Plato, cf. Zeller, op. cit. (6th ed.), vol. Il, part I, p. 729; Biumker, 

Das Problem ckr },f alerie (especially pp. 142 ft.). In the course of his opening chapter.; of the I,.. 
IrooUllion Nicomachus cites Plato thrice, Tim4eus, 27 D (1.2. I), the pseudo-Platonic EpiltOmis, 
991 D (1. 3. 5), Republic, 526 D ft. (1. 3. 7). He refers most often to the psychogony of the Timaeus 
(IntrooUltion,H. 2. J; 18.4; 24· 6) but also to the marriage number, in the Repul»ic (H. 24. 11). 
Plato is mentioned also in H. 22. I; 28.6. For similarities of terminology, cL the description of 
IhTA, Introduction, I. 1. 2: Tit KItTIt 1'4 AUTO. Itell WcrAPT"'" dd alA.,.,).oii,.,.1t ••. Kltl Oti&iTOTf Toii fll'ClI . 

i~ItlTd.PO(l, and Phaedo, 78 D: ltiiT" " owllt .•. rlrrtpo" WlToWTwr dd IXfI KltT4 Tlttin\ ~ 0.).0.,.' 
4).Xuf; also Sophist, 248 A, etc.; Republic, 380 D: ,(riP Tt ifltlTltlTO Tijr ItliToil lalAs; Cralylus, 
439 E: P'l6b ItltlTQ,I'(MI'" Tijf ItUToilzaiAf. With Nicomachus's term, o~wpwr lIl"TA, used of mate
rial objects (cf. p. 2, 14; 3,15, Hoche), cL Sophist, 234 D, Ol'w"'UI'It .,.W ... lI....,.Wl'i Parmmide.r, 133 D, 
Tit 6l rAp' #Jp; ... TItVrCl OPWVVI'lt lI....,.1t inlMlu. The word p.tTOUITICI. however, used in this connC(;
tion by Nicomachus (pp. 2, 14; 3.14, Hoche) is not Platonic, but p.fTiXfI (p. 3, 16, Hocbe) can 
be freely paralleled; e.g., PNutM, 101 c. 
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matter or a 'sharing in' the forms,l Their material nature subjects 
these objects to constant change - becoming, decay, growth, diminu
tion, change in general - in which they imitate matter; 2 their only 
stability, a merely relative one, comes from the formal element in 
them. 3 

The impression of form upon a given quantum of matter halts, as 
it were, for a brief moment the ceaseless flow of change in which matter 
is involved; of it then we can say 'It is' and call it ca thing.' 4 But 
it follows at the same time that individual existence is possessed by 
material things, not naturally nor in their own right, hut due entirely 
to the form which they share; they exist on sufferance, as it were. 
Nicomachus describes it by calling them op.wvvp.{JJ~ oP'Ta, 'existent under 
the same names,' because both their being and the name by which 
they are known belong not to them but to their forms.' The latter, in 
contrast, are 'really existent' or 'properly existent' things (KvptWfJ . . .) 
OJI'Ta, OV'TWfj OVTa • 

It remains to inquire more closely into the nature of the forms them
selves. Eternal, immaterial, without beginning, these never change; 
their nature is fixed' To describe them more definitely, they are 
II qualities, quantities, configurations, largeness, smallness, equality, 
relations, actualities, dispositions, places, times, all those things, in 
a word, whereby the qualities in each body are comprehended." 7 In 
listing these abstracts, Nicomachus is apparently giving random ex
amples, with no serious attempt to cite only the higher and more gen-

l/ntroduction, t. I. 2 (p. 2, 13, Hoche): TQVTQ a. fr" Ta IuXQ nl ~, KQTa /UToVG'IQ" 'K_TO' 
Xo,rcb TW. 6JU11.ojlUJ 1Il'T('''' KG! KQ).oU~irw" Toaf TI XlYfTQI KGI 'vn, and I. 2. I: IrQt &10" ClIlTW' 

JUTIX'" 
I L 2. I: Ta ~ll"yolllfl T. nl </IfJoi'9 KGI"li~" KClIJUIl1I.TfI KcU IIffCl/JO>"U "Gl'Tol~ KcU p.tTolllIlG 

q,GIWTClI ~1"'''KWr Tp'.,6JUIICl KcU XI'Y"'" pi. 6,14ww,I4wl IKdltOu II'1'Cl, KtM/ &10' Cl1iTW' JUTIX'I, IIITl al 
TU IGlITw. q,WfI oliK bTWI I!J'TG' olial 'YOp TtI {lpo;xftTaTO. l.,1 TGllToii ~IG.ulWI, dX>..' dd ,l4rr~I"I 
rG'1'Olwl dXX«I1v6JU"" IM"X. 

I This • stability' is practically the • sameness' of which Nicomacbus speaks: see p. 99. 
4 Toaf T( in I. I. 2 (quoted in n. I, above); d. note ad loco This is an Aristotelian formula, 

but it is to be noted that Nicomacbus finds reality, not in these individual objects, but in the 
ideal entities, wherein he is more a Platonist than an Aristotelian . 

• Cl. L 2. 1 (quoted in n. 2, above) and L I. 2 (quoted in n. I, above). 
ILl. I: dXX' IK,i.Cl ,u, bXCl nl dl~", KcU duX,6T"qTG KGi ",la rCll'Ttll lJp,ol" IrQI drGp4).}..UTII 

.. 1q,lIKf ~"'T'M-j", WVClV,Wf TU Clv.rw, oWIq. Irl~u'.ulItOl'TQ, KGIIKClIITO' Cl'" .... KlIpl"" 0' XlyfTClI (the 
rest of the section is quoted above, n. I). 

7 Introduction, I. 1.3: Ta ~l ... pl GllTij. '4 KClI VV" QI'ITu fJfwp0'6JUJtI1. cl.vW~TII, ofo • .. ,,,br"qTff, 

.. ocrbr7j'T .. J, 'X'I"""TI4,uoI, JWYI97t, 1I.iKp/rr7j'TI'I, lll6T'ITn, IfXllf.", 1.ln'Ifl.I, ~Ul.fJllfflr, TWOI, ;(p6""I, 

.. d'1'Cl arx", oh "'PIIXITClI Ta I, IdlrTIjI VWp.aTI, kdpx'" KClfllcUlT4 dd"'1TCl KcU d/UTd .. TWTQ, 
IIUp.{Jf{3",Kbrc.l, ~l /UTlx'l IICll rQPClrOMWI T .... "'1'1 ,.tI v..OllfC,IoIf"'" IfW,. rQ,i;l •• 
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eral ideas; I in general they seem to represent only predicables, doubt
less suggested by the Aristotelian categories but neither identical with 
them nor employed in the same way; Nicomachus speaks of them in 
a manner that reminds one rather of the independently and eternally 
existing Platonic idea' In this detail of his system he has probably 
united Platonic and Aristotelian theory, but in general, hitherto, 
Platonic terminology and doctrine have predominated. We shall, 
however, encounter plain evidence of Stoic influence. 

The Stoic influence is manifest in Nicomachus's doctrines about 
God. In the dim picture of divinity which Nicomachus gives ll5,3 we 
note resemblance to the mysterious deity of the Timacus.. it is pri
marily a world-creating God and one kindly disposed to the world, 
characterized by providence,' but clearly Stoic touches have been 
laid on the portrait, and the result is not far different from what is 
observed in Philo Judaeus, upon whom similar influences worked. 
God contains in himself all the ideal forms, which, as we have seen, are 
the essence of things and secure them and the world in general what
ever stability they have. 

In a remarkable passage of the Theologumena Arithmeticae,' which 

1 If this is a genuine attempt to list categories, it is unsuccessful, for according to Nkomachus 
himself some of them should fall under the head of other.; in the list; e.g., ... 0t1b-r", (equivalent to 
.,..l ... ocr& .. ) belongs under pJ...,f90r (I. 2. 5); lcrb-r"r is a crX/cru (11. 6. J , p. 84, 17 and 21). 

2 The Aristotelian list is thus given in CaltgoritS,4, I b 25: .,.WI' .IITa J£,,6'J£lll .. crvJ£").o.~P 
).f"(O~I'WI' '.IIO"TO .. 1/TOI 0v,,["'I' cr"/-III["I ~ .. ocr~ .. ~ ,..olb ~ ,..,,0, TI ~ TOP ~ .. oTl ~ "i,,,.811' ~ lXflI' f) 
,..Olfl. ~ To:I.".)(" ... 

CL Topica, I. 9, IOJ6 b 21. Nicomachus differs from Aristotle, it may be observed, in making 
these abstracts and conferring upon them eternal ideal existence independent of the material 
things wilh which they arc connected. It is best to see in this a fusion of Platonism with Aris
totle; but it may be remembered that Archytas, in Nicomachus's day, passed as the author of a 
work on the categories. It is surprising, too, that oWlo. is omitted, if this is an Aristotelian list . 

• God is mentioned only twice in the InJrfHillCtion, I. 4. 2; 6. I. 

4 Plato was not the first to conceive of teleology, but his influence in bringing this notion into 
subsequent cosmological speculation was enormous. The present v.Titer has discussed this matter 
in another place (Tk Htraemnal Litnatlf¥t {Chicago, 1912J, p. J, n. I, etc.). The assertion of the 
TimattlS (29 A) that Cod took an 'eternal,' and hence good, pattern for the world underlies the 
whole dialogue and makes teleology, or providence, a leading motif. In Nicomachus we have the 
direct statement that "the providence of the world-creating God wrought all things" (T~ologll. 
mt1kl A rithmtticae, p. 4J (Ast) : ~ Toii .0,," po"oloii 8fOii .. p6/1OI11 T & 6""11 .. 0:1.,.,.11 cl .. 'IP'Yo:I.".IITO, "" .. ",,"111'" 

JIi .. c1.pxi)I' .111 jJttll" clro TOii rp....,.o...,bov i~J ,..0'')11111£1"" Toii ... 0:1.,.,.11 lir cl ... &/-III~,I' .111 o:I.q.opol_, .. 
I&'To, clJWTo:I.TOV .1I).oii, (fllJ£r)."p.Jw,Wf II~ TfMlwcr'. nl .IITo:I.II:).,'I,,"I.I. o.VrijTV 6uo:l.lIl), and we must 
certainly infer that Nicomachus conceived it to be out of good-..... ill for the world that God followed 
a predetermined plan in creation. (Sce p. 107.) 

'P.4 (Ast): .id 111"1 T.l, 8,&1' q,'qtT''''; NI.&/-III)(O, TV 1£0..0111 If/>IIp~rc". (f,..fP/-IIITI.il1f anro:l.px0,.,.1I 
,..0:1...,.11 T& I. Ti '/IW,fI /1""11, wr lIl<Tij / .. cl.pi8~C; 1~"'fP"X""II' IIv..o."" .,.a 1I0ll:OiiPTII i"IIPT,JrrIlTII 
II:IIT' 1.1fY'(fl1IP ,l"'l .. oi.;r'I' cl .. ).,;), ~",...,.,6-r')Tor TplrrOlT, .1I8wJ IIVr~ clpp-,tT(f "1"1 .. 1 '/IWtl "'II~III-I)J ollcrll 
"q,8'1 "lIP' /1).'1" T-I). clpI8J£IJ1",.-I) .. ([,,"11"(101')'-1) •••• .:., III 0-:. 4HV 11,"'1' crU".TIII1Ir d. .. )..:1t TI...6" OVrIolf 
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may be cited confidently because it is definitely referred to Nicomachus, 
the monad is compared with God, who, it is stated, is jj in a seminal 
sense all things in nature," just as in the Introduction the monad is 
observed to embody potentially all numerical forms; 1 again, "it (se. 
the monad) generates itself and is generated from itself, is self-ending, 
without beginning, without end, and appears to be the cause of endur
ing, as God in the realm of physical actualities is in such manner con
ceived of as a preserving and guarding agent of nature." 

It is noteworthy, too, that (j""EPlLaT[",~ A.Oyo~ occurs among the 
epithets of the monad in the epitome of Photius. The likeness of the 
Nicomachean God to the Stoic Divine Fire which contained" all the 
U1TEPP.a.TtKOI. AOyoa., by which all things in accord with Fate caIDe into 
being" , must be apparent, although God, to Nicomachus, is not fire. 
God sums up in himself the My,,,, the principles of all things, and we 
shall probably not err in ascribing to Nicomachus, likewise, the doc
trine that the ideal forms are the thoughts of God, eternally present 
in his mind. 

The monad was likened, in the passage cited above, to God's mind, 
which is said to be "that thing in God which is the leader both in crea
tion and in every art and in every reasoning," because, of course, it 
contains the fonns, which are its thoughts; and again, in the same 
passage, God is called 'artistic word' or 'reason' (nxP"'1,< AOyo<). 
This is the point of resemblance between Nicomachus and Philo, in • 
whose De M undi Opificio the P0'1"1,< KW""'" the ideal world which was 
the pattern of this, is definitely declared to be God's thought,' and it 

3~ ,,"'ph luirifr "Y"~P'I1" o6ru'N'oil., ~ ~or te/&'.poO ICllpu",.·df'''' "d...,,,,,, i.-X"," olSCI',,', I(crJ ..r,XuNI30v, 
"'Ai l}'Yf,lAOO'tll"cni. r,,' 10111'/1 r;:d 'r;:aIlTO. TO~W. 1'';' ~,;,. r;:al pd,XwTa, r;:&H ;'IXOTlr;:if r;:allll/IITaTI./l.-I) r;:al 
TW. roX,,~')''''. r;:cd r4"" &,a;.opWTdTw., wr In'",r I~ ov,..loIIr ilfT,r;:fl,u"", • ."p./waf ul i.Wllar. 1'6 U 
ra.. i.IIT1j. ')'1 ~-I). ')'1 •• ;' r;:al "P' i.lIT;r ')'",.aTCU, "Id a,"OTfX-I)1 .. &.I 4 .. pxor .. Id clTf>.e~'1TOr ... 1 
ih.,l'Clrijr alTI. ;'ldWT." ""~r 0 tk/Ir i. TOir ;,u(luoi, ill'fm~&.tT1 To,ovTor hU'OfiT.' &,all_Tl .. o, ... 1 

TW. ;.fl.tTIW. T"P"ITI .. "I. X/')'Ol/(I"III 0&. T.~". oil ~"'. ~"" iXX6. .. al II'Ov .... 1 clpcrf~X"", II'Ov. "'" 
h, 1'6 I, If~ ";')'I,I'O'"lWTQTO .... 1 i, .. OI1,1'Oroi/9- .. al I • .. d" d..-X"'! T/X'" Tf ul XVyCf', d .. &1 ~if 

1 .. ,;"[,0'1'0 "(ll hl&l/"T(I' ax", &1' l.cn".r, JIIOvr 1111'1, T.IIT6T"r TIf c) .... 1 cI~4TpI1I'"TOr I,' 1.-1_ 
.T1j~"r, wr m-l) rdn-. rlpuIX.,;.V", I. i(lVTV r;:(lT' hl_ •• , fl .. al .. aT' ' .. 111'1&1/"111 i, TOit T;'. 6,.,."" 
.(11111'''' Wf AVyor TU T'X'lInh lot"WI T¥ 8.,;" ... 1 oli .. &8l11Talloi.." TOV .:&8' lallT,,' ),Vyou, 0.:./1# JU81-
rT&.tT8., 4AXo. 1'1.4 lW-a, clXX6. 4TpR'TOf ';'f iA."wr .. &.I JUI'ip& - ATporor. 

1 For example, cf. Introduction, I. 16. 8; 11. 8. 3; 9. 2; 10. 2; I I. 1-2; 13. 8; 14. I; IS· 3. 
t Pladla PhiJoso,luwum, I. 7. 33 (- Diets, DOn/lra,hi Graui, 3°5): 01 1:1''''''':01 _pJJ. 9fo, 

iro~IJlO""4I, .. vp TIX., .. b 6&';' fldltoll hi ..,/wII'11I ':/w,l'Clu, l~rfpIIIX,,;.of ... ,.,.&, To~r II'rlp~TI,,;o~r 
X6')'o"r, .. .s' oUr ''';411'1'4 .. &8' fl~plloi", • ..,IWTCU. The lI' .. tp~Tucol AVyot or 'seed principles' are the 
active, formal, divine element which, acting upon material tbing<>, produce their proper natures 
in the same way that seeds produce plants. 

'De Mund; Of1ificio, 5; .:&8''''p 01), ..; I, T~ cipxITfItTOJlt.:r;i .. poal4TlI'I'w6fin .. "A" Tif, xwpa. 
1,",6, 06,,; dXU', clXX' iJlflI1';.pd"(IATO TV Toii TfX.ITOl/ +"XV. 1'6. 4liTb Tp6ro, otiJi " I .. TW' ll.;,. 
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is likewise the point of departure from the cosmology of the Timaeus, 
where the eternal pattern (Traptf.S"'YJIoa) is independent of God's mind. 

The same conclusion may be inferred from the statement already 
quoted to the effect that God is "the preserving and guarding agent 
of natures in the realm of physical actualities," which is substantiated 
by another passage that designates him as "cause of I sameness' and 
unchanging persistence" and matter as the cause of change in things.' 
It is of course as the source of form, that which alone gives stahility to 
material existence, that God is so denominated.' We shall find further 
evidence when we discuss the cosmogony of Nicomachus. 

Thus far, nothing has been encountered which could not have been 
uttered with equal propriety by any eclectic philosopher; but we must 
turn to the consideration of numbers, wherein Nicomachus's Pythag
oreanism begins to make itseH felt. In addition to the former state
ment that the eternal things, the forms, are quantities, qualities, ar
rangements and the like, we find Nicomachus also asserting that the 
world is ordered on a numerical basis.' 

The proper way to reconcile these two yjews seems to be by declar
ing numbers to be a superior kind of forms, out of which the other 
forms are made and under which they are classified. This appears 
to be the meaning of the statement that number was' the real eternal 
essence,' 4 and certain passages of the Theologumena Arithmeticae lead 
to the same conclusion, that numbers are the highest forms and that 
the properties seen primarily in them are also the essential properties 
of things in the world, conferred upon them by number. 

In one place, speaking of the hexad, Nicomachus says that the Pythag
oreans "revered it with distinguished praises, saying that the world 
is endowed with soul in accordance with it, and hannonized, and that 

lI'iIoT,uof 4>.>.0J' !J' tXOI TOrOJ', f) Tih 9.1oJ' ).6'Y0J' TOJ' T«ifT« &1Ir.KOO'J'~O'«l'T«, ,no)..; 6 : d &1 Tlf 
19.>'~fI. 'Y1IJ'JIOTlpo" xpJjO"a.O'9«1 TO;S 6,.o~0'1~, ou.5b !J' tnpoJ' .e",ol TO. JIO'lTOJ' d J'«1 lI'iIoT,u.oJ' f) thoii 
).lryo.lI.57) II'CICT,uo ... olollJ'TOf. 

1 Theolo,umena Arithmeticae, p. 8 (Ast): 1ll'T1.5'1l0'Tt').).0~J'7) (se. " .5111h) "'ir.p1l"').7)0'1"" TV Toii 
B,oll .Wf' UTQ TiJ IlVrl)J' ~J' T", pLTll"'T';'nw, ul JUTIlIJo).'" 1jA. ... ol7)T",.". TO" 01l0'1 JIO~if0'91l" 

Tb at 9,oJ' TAvrM'lTOr /I'd djA.fTIl"'T';'TOII alll,uorijr. 
1 See p. 99 for further discussion of the connection between' sameness' and the ideal forms . 
• Introduction, I. 4. 2; 6. I. 

• The whole passage (I. 6. I ) is 50 important that it may well be cited: rdrTll T~ KIlT~ 

Tt;PIK"'J' all~oaoJ' vd .(,O',WI I~ Tifj Kixr/Mj) 3U1TfTll'Y!d_ .00T~ JA.ipof Tf Kill 6).0. .111,,""0.1 1f00Td. 
d.pt9~J' WO T"r ",poJlOlcu 11'«1 TOV T~ All 37),w,oIJ,O"ptO'o.l'TOf ..oil a'IlICnpiO'thu Tt ui KfICClCTjA.l}cr9c" 

fjffjlllOIljA.iJ'OII ToIl1l"IlPII&d'Y~TO' ofoJ' AlryOJ' 1I"POxfIPd.'YJA.IlTOr IIC TOO I ... IX.IJ' Tb iptB~J' ... poii1l"00'TdrTA 
IJ' Tj Toii 1I'000,uorOloii 9t!01l aIIlJlOI~. JI(7)Tb IlVroJ' p.4J1OJ' Kill TAJOTdrIlO'IJ' 4I1MJ', 0~11lJ' ~rTOI TilJ' 
Ill'TW' TifJ' Ilta",J'. r .. 11",,01 IlVroJ' c:" A6)'0J' TfXvtl<b IlrO'l'fAf0'9j T~ O'(,jA.TIll'TII TIIVrIl, XpOJ'Of. lI'I"'7C'"U, 
oup«..or, 40'TpG, l~fAI)',uo1 711J'TO«II. 
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animals and plants get completeness and persistence and careful health 
by its joining them and its share in their birth and its beauty and virtue, 
and the like, and they set about it with this line of reasoning: 

"The original universe, lacking order and shapeless and totally 
devoid of the things that give distinction according to the cate
gories of quality and quantity and the rest, was organized and 
arranged most clearly by number as the most authoritative and 
artistic form, and gained a share in a harmonious exchange and 
flawless consistency in accordance with its desire for and its receiving 
the impression of the peculiar properties of number." 1 From this 
one judges that all categorical distinctions are based ultimately upon 
number. 

Other passages assert that the universe is patterned after number; 
for example, in the Theologumena Arithmeticae, p. 58 (Ast), we read: 
"We have often anticipated ourselves in saying that the devising Mind 
wrought with reference to the resemblances and likenesses of number, 
as to a pattern that was perfect, the fabric and composition of the 
world and of all that is in it.'" This is confirmed as Nicomachean by 
the fact that the same things are said in Introdudi<m, I. 4. 2 and 1.6. " 
whence we learn that arithmetic was preexistent as a cosmic pattern 
in the mind of the creator, and that the material world was formed with 
reference to this model. 3 

A distinction, which is left all too vague by our sources, is made, 
however, at this point. The number that preexisted in God's mind 
and was the basis of creation, a wholly conceptual and immaterial 
number, is not the same as that of which science treats, the num
ber that is constantly found in connection with material things and 
which measures them, their arrangements and their movements. This 
number is called 'scientific' (bno j ijp.ov'K6~), and Nicomachus 

1 P. 33 (Ast): /UTa ~I T'i!,. .. tJ'Td.~II T~" t' tHVr dpl,Sp4" INP"tfl1Tlpolr 1111J/.lt1Iro,. I-rKr.I~Olf, 

hl).O')'If6,1.1t1'01 ~C'I1'I"'I1I~ otoolt 6.lMPlfJO).oU, II:IIT' 1l1iT-q,. IWfllXGwSIM Kill KIIS'Ipp,&,SII' TO' KiwJJ<O'" TlIxti" 
Tt 6>.OntTOr ut ~'",u.o",f h,/U).ou, Tt t.-ylf/II' ,,"l Ta t';'lI 11',,1 Ta tIolITa 1111..u~ Tt ",,1 Irl1'orV ,,"l 
",,).).0"; Itlll 6.IXTi/, ,,"l T{;," TOIO!'ITW'" hfXt[polI~ ~i OUT'"" I .. d...,.o"n, · ~ Tijl It 4Pxij, 4I~101l IS),,, 
4"011."1" 1t,,1 &To" 111" "liT» 4JJ<OPtIolII I1TlpfJD'h Tt" r4J'T"w" ar).{;,t 'r{;," 'rp«"""'/lu:;),,, ""T4 Tf rotO" "Ill 
ftol1b ""t Tar ).Olra, ItllT'1"'I'Op/"" 4r' 4pISJJ<OU Wt KVp"WT4TOII "ClI TfXn"oG tt~olll IKple", ,,"l 
~'fII'OfI'Jl.f1e" 'Tp",,~cmi 'rf Itlll 1p.,I.It).oOI Itll).).cp...,.ijr l1:li1 II«O).OIlS[", d"'1p4'TolI ''rIlXC' Jl.Cf'iI6XOWII "ClT' 
'~I1" «Ill dft6~1" 'T{;,' 4p,SJJ<OO 1a:,wJ44Tw,. 

111'0).).,1.«11 'q,e-r,,I.It,, tlroJ'TU .,~" 'TfX"U:O' roD,. rpOt .,a, 4PISIW0 l*fHCIII Kill 490110''"''1 wr 
'ff'pOl rClp4~fl1'~ TI rllJ'Tt').lt 4rfn-lil1a4Sc" 'T'i!" .,00 KOI1IWII "ClI TWI' I" "iwlMt rli!>Tlot, "«'Ta4.n~ .. 
'Tf K,d 11~11'ra4I", «T).. 

I Nicomacbus does not say that the plan consistd of numbers, nor that the ideal elements of it 
were numbers; it was founded on number. cr. p. 108. 
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sharply distinguishes it from the divine number in the discussion of 
I. 6. He deals only with scientific number in the Introductitm; the 
divine number, which forms the pattern for the inferior variety as 
well as for all mundane things, we find dealt with in the Theologumma 
Arithmeticae, where are set forth the specific functions of the numbers 
in the universe and the divinities with which they are identified be
cause of fancied likeness. This divine number, we find, is decadic; 
the first ten terms show all the properties found in its entire fabric 
and the terms after 10 are simply a repetition.1 

The divine numbers influence things through their properties, con
veying like qualities to the objects which they affect.' One might 
perhaps assert that these properties are, therefore, more elementary 
than the numbers themselves, and presuppose a possible analysis of 
the divine number. This is true, but only to a certain extent. There 
are elements even of the divine number, and fundamental properties 
on which the characters of the various terms of the decade are founded; 
but these elements are themselves in the decade, and the fundamental 
properties are made identical with the elements of number. The 
elementary things are the monad and dyad, 'sameness' and 'other
ness,' 'odd' and' even.' 

The origins (J.PXo.[) of number, and indeed of all things, are the 
'same' and the 'other,' or 'sameness' and 'otherness.' 3 They are 
the formal principles, which, when they enter into the composition of 
things, cause them either to persist in the same fashion, preserving 
their identity, or, in the case of 'otherness,' to change from their 
original forms and assume others. 4 The former is characteristic of 
ideas and principles (.~, Myo<) because these keep uniform those 

I TluologfHlttlJ4 Arith~tiC(u, p. 75 (Ast): &rl ~j ilPXrTCH Jd. cid .I'OJId"or, nXnoUTclI "I 6 
cipl8~, rir I', Xrx8~fTO:u 1I"poiov.r,,; p. S9 (they call the dead) .. a. ,lj lITI d",81l1n q,lItI'l"W' 1I"xrC"" 
ov"dt 1111'''. dXX' f( "'(I I'll 1I111"u'Of:ITlU, K«TO 1I"«Xu·o~I«,. 111"' «liTcS,. 1I"Wf 4I1'ClKIIK)",i1'«I' II1K«1'OJI'TOI "'(01' 

"IKII ilud"n K«I x,X.h ";,c« tK«TOJI'Tdiln KIll ,lAllplOr "IK« XIX,diln.K,d IXX",,. "'«I1TOr ou,."" " rit 
"f(' TIN TC:;,,.I.1'3, eu""i}, d'«1I"O"'118~l1f1'«' 1I"«X'I'O~0"JAfI'O'. 

1 This notion of the influence of numbers on things is at the heart of Pythagoreanism. Iambli~ 

chus, In Nicomachi Arithrndicam InJrodudiOMm LWer, p. 78, 70 fr. (Pistelli). speaking of the 
monad and dyad, well illustrates the point: .:", "'(Op 1'3 8fP~" 8rp,ull".,,. .. Iq,IIKf! TO 1I"X"I1«il'0JI'TIC 
KIll Tlt +IIX"oII ",!iXI" K«I 1'lt {ryp/J. ir(pu./.".", OVTWI KClI «I 1'':;''' lIJl'Tw, dpX,d iI./A'/fT'O' TW" IXX",. 
hJld}UwII 06.1«, .. d",« TO }UT«).o,,lApdllO"1'« «liT':;'" ,1(<<1'0 Tor olKrI«, "IIN}UII /1II811il'D1X1"'. 

'These principles are treated most fully in Introduction, 11. 17. I; 18. I and 4; 19. I and 
20. 7 • 

• This seems to be the significance of the terms T«11T61''I'. frfp01''I', and it migbt be infelTed 
from Introduction. 1. 23. 4, especially KIll ""11"11' btrlt l1q,ptl"'('I11'i}pO. TI,." " JA/TPOII .. dll'TIC TA 

1I1,IA1I"l1l"TorT« IUTAXAp.fJd", 1'ijl o,"",.brIfTO' KIll O,IA",,,II,uJAt. He is here praising' equality' especially. 
but tbis is aligned with • sameness' and • inequality' with • otherness! 
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things whereoD they are impressed; whereas' othemess' inheres par· 
ticularly in matter.' 

Whether 'othemess' be matter itself or not, it is hard to say,' for 
Nicomachus often writes as though it were; at any rate, it is repre
sented as a tendency as old as matter and inseparable from it, bound 
into it by the force of Necessity, a cosmic power that is always arrayed 
against the efforts of 'sameness' and the order which' sameness' repre
sents and strives to bring about. These are by no means original 
doctrines with Nicomachus, but were taken by him - as he substan
tiallyadmits in H. 18.4 - from the 'same' and the 'other' (' indivisi
ble' and 'divisible ') of Plato, and the 'limiting' and 'unlimited' of 
Philolaus. 

The Timaeus is, in fact, viewed in one light, the history of the con
test between the two forces of the Deity and Necessity, 'sameness' 
and 'otherness.' So Nicomachus would have us view the constitu
tion of the world. It is made up of opposite and warring elements, 
the forces of 'sameness' and 'othemess,' which enter it through its 
dependence on numbers; but these have been reduced to harmony 
by the operation of the mathematical principles on which the world 
is constructed and governed; for the system of numbers is itself a 
harmony.' Both elements are needful to make the universe, for ac
cording to the old saying of Philolaus, harmony is "the unification of 
the diverse and the concord of the discordant," and there must, there
fore, be opposite elements in any cosmos. 

, Sameness' is further held by Nicomachus to be identical with the 
monad and 'othemess' with the dyad.' An explicit statement of 
this will be found in Introduction, H. 18. I; indications less clear occur 
elsewhere. This was not Nicomachus's own theory, and consequently 
he does not demonstrate it formally, but it is easy to see what line 
of reasoning he would adopt. The fact that I multiplying itself or 

I It is to be noted that in several passages Nicomachus uses the terms ... 'plll .. ..,. •• «nip., 
old Pythagorean names, for ideas and matter (the' limiting' and the' unlimited '). In H. 18. 4 
they are quoted from Philolaus and then used independently by Nicornac.hus. Cf. also np.t. 
HTIU, I. 13· 4. 

lOne may perhaps be misled by the identifications given by Photius in his brief summary of 
the TheolofUmtM Arilhmt#ClU, This is so brief that it cannot be certain that Nicomachus stated 
matten in the way reported. It is much safer to observe carefully the expressions of the Intro
ducJiolJ and of Ast's text where it is reasonably certain that Nicomachus is cited. 

J Ct. IntrodllCl;on. H. 19. I; I. 6. 1 ff. 
, Introduction, 11. 18. 1 ; also 17. 1; 18.4. TheologutM1W ArilhmeliclU, p. 4. Ast (quoted p. 95, 

D. 5) says that they call the monad Mind, and that is 'I".vrD--r"f '1"11. 
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another number causes no change in numerical value,l whereas 2 or 
any other multiplier makes the product different from the multiplicand, 
had long been regarded as significant, and is cited by Nicomachus 
himself as evidence for the elementary character of the monad. But 
in 'theological' language it leads to the identification of the Monad 
with Prometheus: "VVherefore they also call it Prometheus, the maker 
of life, from its never running forward in any way, and alone never 
departing from its own principle, nor allowing other things to do so, 
giving them a share in its own peculiar traits; for by however many 
intervals it be increased or by however many it increases (se. others), 
it prevents them from running forward." 2 There is here a charac
teristic Pythagorean play on the name Prometheus ("poo-w I-':r, 0.,_, 
'not to run forward '). 

We see, then, that the reason for the identification of the monad 
with 'sameness' is that the monad causes 'sameness.' Another way of 
stating the principle is that 'sameness' is generically (Y"'KW') present 
in the monad; there is no difference between' sameness J and' oneness,' 
and the 'same' and the 'one' are identica1.3 Nicomachus's meaning 
is admirably illustrated by a passage from Aristotle: "And these 
are called 'same' in the preceding way, but other things are called 
'same' absolutely, as 'one' is. For 'same' is predicated of those 
things whose matter is one, either in kind or in number, as well as of 
those whose essence is one j and so it is evident that 'sameness' is a 
kind of 'oneness' of being, either of a plurality of objects or of one 
thing when one employs it as a plurality, as for example when one 
says that a thing is equal to itself, for then he employs it as two things.'" 
In other words, 'one' is, like 'same,' the essential quality of the things 
which fall under the class' sameness,' and can, therefore, be identified 

1 Le., I" _ I; m X I" = m. 
2 Tluolog"mena Arilhmelicae, p. S (Ast) : 6,6 Itcd npol'fJllio. 1'1I1I .. liollcrc~ o.lir~~. 6mu.0Iln6~ 

twdnrrof, 11.".6 Toii ".pJJcrw I'fJ"e.l Tp/nrftl 1I"'l'fJ"# ~lt4>oITa.,. Toii '''ioll )..6-yOIl I'O"WTd.TfJ", I'fJ"# ">">"0. ~a.'" 
.una.6,6oiierc" 'I'''.I",w}£4'1'w" io.lI1';;'· iWiWo.n 'Y4p a.. cuihBii d.ncr'l'dcr,crc .. ~ O".6cro.f A. o.lif~I7' hi. 
fTpOcrw ItwM~1 !Ca.1 ~o.".l".n' .. d, 1'61' If dPX;;f 10. ...... ;;, 1'f Itduirw .. >..0,.0... The text in the last few 
words is doubtless corrupt. 

J Inlroduelion, 11. 20. 2: h:o.,,~ .. lto.l 'I'oVro nKI'~plO" 1'OU 1'0.111'0,."...o, KG.! #npOT'lfTOf I'e'l'ix"" .,.11. 
1(6" d~o,.fpa., #npIJ'l'''''1'Of pol. dopier.,.wr, 'I'o.lI1'o,."'I'Of U Wpier}Jirwf, 'Y ..... K", pol .. 1'O..ao1o. Ko.l all401o., 
v".Ofjlfj"Ko,.wr 01# fTlp«1erb pol. ""1I1'61'"ror 6,11. .,.,} J'O"do1. b .... 'YfWf fl ..... , 4p'0. at #1'1,,0"'''''''0' a.a 
T~ "lICf.o1 •. 

• .\Ietaplrysics, IV. 8, 1018 a 4 fI . : lto.l 1'4 pol" Ov,.Wf )..fyno.l'I'o.llT4, 'I'll. oH lto.9 o.Vrd, &MrfTfP _I 

.,.6 ".. Ko.l 'Yap W .. ;, v>..fJ I'oio. '4 It"" !f dp'lI~ ra.1ir4 >..i'l'no.l, _I w. 'If olicria. I'oio.. w.rl tPllnpIJ .. 6T1 ;, 
TIIII.,.6-r1)1 #m1)f .,.b lcrrc .. '4 fT>""orw" 'I'OU ,1 .. 111 ~ 6To.. XPiiTIIC wr fT)..eiocrlr, 010' 6To. .. )..1")'17 o.li1'~ 1Iv.,.~ 

Tll.Vro .. · WI o1l1erl 'l'4p Xp1j'l'a.1 .Vr~. Cl. the collocation in Aristotle, Catelories, 4 a 10, 'l'a.li1'b ul 

" d{XllJA¥. 
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with the class in a fundamental way. The case of the dyad and 'other
ness' is similar; 'twoness' and 'othemess' are in the last analysis 
identical.' 

This identification of the monad and dyad with 'sameness' and 
'otherness' is employed further in Nicomachus's system. The monad 
and the dyad confer respectively' sameness' and' otherness' upon the 
numbers in the generation of which they play a leading part, that is, 
the odd numbers and squares on the one hand, and the even and 
heteromecic numbers on the other.2 But whereas the monad and 
dyad partake of 'sameness' and 'otherness' directly or generically, 
'YEV~KW~, the latter do so in a secondary way, InrO{JEfJTJKfy,wr;, or as 
species, - El8t.Kwr;, belonging to the genera founded on the monad and 
dyad' They are characterized by additional properties, whereas the 
others are pure 'sameness' and 'otherness.' And if 'sameness' and 
'otherness' thus enter the numbers through their elements, the monad 
and dyad, it can be readily seen that they enter the constitution of 
all things in general, because the world and all in it are, according to 
Nicomachus, fashioned upon a numerical basis." That is, they are 
apxat TWV OAldV, ' elements of the universe.' , 

Upon these comparatively sane beginnings is built the complicated 
structure of further identifications among the numbers, dependent 
both upon these principles and others discovered among the properties 
of numbers, or even upon the fancied etymologies of their names; e 
all the numbers of the decade are thus dealt with in turn. One 
object of identification suggests another similar to it; the mention 
of a god suggests the epithets and functions of that god; before 
the end is reached Nicomachus has propounded a series of astounding 
length in which hopeless confusion reigns. The same epithets are 
shared by several numbers, 7 the same number receives contradictory 

I Aristotle does not carry out this point in the passage quoted. 
, The monad is the fundamental fonn of the odd numbers (11. 17. 2) and through them of the 

squares (11. 17. 3; 19. 1); thus both partake of 'sameness' (11. 18. 1; 20. 2, 5). In the same way 
the dyad fol'll15 the even number.> directly, and through them the heteromecic numbers . 

• Cf. 11. 20. 2, already quoted. 4 See p. loS. 

i Introduction, 11. 17. 2 • 

• The following from the Theologu1tleno Arilhmrlkae will serve as illustrations (cited by Ast's 
pages): Jmrd,-pbfl" (3), ""cb~.i"/J'U1 (8). ~v"..illlHiv"', ~vv" (12), 1I1/C~,x", -Icrlf..(vof, 41.O.'4~"''' 
4KII .'41rr"p, 'Pia-pv,,"If (12) , T'puh-dnl,Pttl (15), T'~i" (14). T'fT'pd.f-T'IM"A,h (23), ifch-lfor (48). 
-Hpa.dttp (58), IIt'ICch-clrxch (59). As this was a favorite device of the arithmologists, it would be 
easy to cite similar examples from other Pythagorean sources. 

7 E.g., in Photius, CtHkz 187. the following epithets, among others, are assigned several num· 
bers: I'OVf (I, 3), uA" (1, 2), -,bAa, (I, 10), 4f"'''(I, 5), 4ppo,,11J. (2, 3, 4. 6), ')'d.,I.IOf (3. 5. 6). The 
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titles.' How far the authors of such collections believed in what 
they wrote, and what good they felt they derived from their labor, 
perhaps only they could say. In some cases we can see that an 
identification is fairly reasonable and might have some meaning, but 
far more often it seems futile. 

An interesting fragment of Moderatus of Gades says that the Pythag
oreans used the numbers for the sake of clearness in teaching about 
first principles and forms, just as geometricians and schoolteachers 
use diagrams and characters: "And in this way they called the idea 
of 'sameness' and 'oneness' and 'equality,' and the cause of concord 
and sympathy in the universe and the cause of preservation of that the 
condition of which remains just the same, 'one'; for the 'one' of 
sensible things is such because it is unified in its parts and concordant 
by participation in the first cause. And the idea of 'otherness' and 
'inequality' and of all that is divisible and in change, now in one state, 
now in another, they called the double ratio and the dyad, for such is 
the nature of 2 in sensible things also. And these principles do not 
form part of the doctrine of these men alone and not of the others; 
one may also observe that the other philosophers have handed down 
the tradition of certain forces which are unifying and dominant over 
the universe, and they too have certain principles of 'equality' and 
'unlikeness' and' otherness.' . .. And similarly with regard to the 
other numbers there is the same account j each one is arranged under 
certain functions. To take another case, something exists in nature 
that has a beginning, middle, and end. Of this form and nature they 
predicate the number 3. Wherefore everything that involves a mean 
they say is j three-form.' And the successive numbers are embraced 
by a certain single idea and power; this they called decad, as it were 
'receiver.'" 2 

The generalization of Moderatus was perhaps once true, and might 
remain true for the simpler identifications, but another explanation 
must be sought for the extreme cases. It is probably near the truth 
to say that the Pythagoreans developed on the basis of early arith
mology a pseudo-science of peculiar attractions, to which it was easy 

fact that various epithets of the same gods appear complicates matters still more; e.g., ' A .. 6~~w .. , 

etc., of I, ACltll1l of 3, IICd.fP),Clt of 9. 
I For exampk, in Photius, Crxkx 187, the monad is both ft).uu , d~Il~ .. lll and eroWTw05l,, ; 

2, (er'l and 4_,,; 4, like the hero of the Progs, both' Heracles' and' Dionysus.' 
2 and.r. afXd.r, an etymology claimed by the early Pythagoreans. The passage quoted is 

found in Porphyry , Vita Pytiklgorae, 49 (p. 33, 30 !I., Nauck ) . 
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to make additions by following the established rules. They were 
carried away by it; at the same time they were influenced by the 
superstitious regard for numbers that may still be observed in our own 
time, which must have been still stronger in the days when belief in 
demons, astrology, and compelling magic was not confined to the un
learned,l It is perhaps significant, in this connection, that the arith
mological treatises frequently make reference to astrology and other 
5uperstitions.2 

It would be a long and unprofitable task to set down here more 
than a brief outline of the arithmology of Nicomachus. Of the monad 
and the dyad something has already been said. In addition to its 
identification with God, Mind and the like,' the monad is also likened 
to the first-born Chaos of Hesiod, because it is the first of the numerical 
series.· Other epithets are' Sun' and 'Apollo,' 6 'Zeus's tower,' and 
'matter in a sense,' because 2, the number consecrated especially to 
matter, is derived from the doubling of 1. 

The dyad naturally derives most of its titles from its character as 
'otherness,' the opposite of the monad.s Hence comes the title 
'matter,' and thence in turn 'unequal,' 'excess,' 'deficiency'; 7 but 
on the other hand 'equality' was seen in it because 2 X 2 = 2 + 2.8 

1 Tann~ry. PotU I'HisWi,e de la Science HdlhK, Appendix IJ, pp. 379'"""80, suggests that the 
enumerations found under the captions of various numbers (e.g., 4 elements and seasons,S ele
ments, zones, circles, senses, etc.) originated as a mnemonic device. Certainly if this is so, this 
origin was forgotten by the time of Nicomachus. 

t E.g., in treating the number 7, it is pointed out that this number governs the critical periods 
(C).'I'4otT"1;.«I) of human life according to the 'Chaldeans' (i.e., astrologers): Varro in Gellius, 
In. 10; Clemens A1exandrinus, Stromata, VI. xvi. 143, I; T1teologumerta Antllmelkae, p. 53 
(Ast). Lydus, De Mensibus, n. 3 and 7, has references to 'the Chaldeans' or 'the Chaldean.' Philo 
does not fuse astrology with his arithmology, but we learn that he had a deep aversion on reli
gious grounds to Chaldean astrology from the fact that he often condemns it (De MiutUione 
AMIJNU,u, 3', 33; De AbraiaMO, 15; De Nobilitale, s)· 

I Note that we nowhere get an absolute identification of the monad either with God. or with the 
'cosmic word.' The monad' fits' or ' is like' these things, or • is called by these names.' 

4 The epithets sel«ted for mention in the following paragraphs are in the main taken from the 
lists preserved from Nicomachw. by Photius; Ast's text often explains the reason for their be
stowal. On the identification with' chaos,' d. Delatte, op. dl., p. 142. Other titles perhaps 
to be connected with this are crVyxvcru, crVyI(Pacru, ':M~:rCII, crXO.,..,atll, xdcr~, .,dP"YOI, X",'f. 

~p'xwaC4, d,ll.IfCIIo fJdpa8po" U:rox861'UlI', A~8'1; 

t Probably explained by Lydw., De M en.ribw, n. 3: dl'G..pipn-III al ij ~I'cl.1 fll • A.,6).).w-. 

Tovr/cr."" fil "~I' I"" ~).UlI', 1(").' et. also Iamblichus, In Nko1tSlU1ti AriJJ",tetkIJm Jnlro-
4W;tionem, p. 13 (Pistelli); Stobaeus, Edog/Je, Prooem., 10 (vol. I, pp. '1-22, ed. Wachsmuth
Heme); Plutarch, De lsUJe, 10; Zeller, op. dt., vol. Ill, 2, p. 139 (4th ed.); Chaignet, op. tit., 
vol. I1, 109. With this epithet probably go also rvpci).'OI, ... po.p~"lfl, ).6-}'OI • 

• Cf. pp. 99 f. 
'Cf. TlteologumeM AriJllmeticae, pp. 10, 11; Lydus, De AfeMibw, 11. 6 • 
• Tlleolo,umeM Aritllmetkae, p. 10. 
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It is the root of all relativity, because 2: 1 is the first ratio; 1 and a 
very old epithet, repeated by Nicomachus, is 'daring,' derived from 
the idea that 2 first 'dares' to separate itself from the original unity.' 
It is to be noted that neither the monad nor the dyad, the elements of 
number, were regarded as numbers in the proper sense of the tenn,a 
Among deities, Erato, Phanes, Zeus, Isis, Rhea-Demeter, Artemis, 
and Aphrodite were associated with the dyad.' 

The triad derives its most distinctive epithets from the notion that 
after the two elements of number, I and 2, which are not really num
bers, it is a true 'combination of monads,' the first actual number, 
because it has beginning, middle, and end. Hence its title' mean,' 
and several others.' Leto, Hecate, Thetis, Athena and other divinities 
are assigned to it,ll and this is the first number called' marriage,' as a 
combination of odd and even numbers, 'male' and 'female' (1 + 2).' 

The tetrad is a square,' is produced from 2 + 2 and 2 X 2, and had 
long been reverenced as potentially the decad, because 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 
= 10.' Nicomachus took account of all these matters. Hermes, 
Hephaestus, Heraeles, and Dionysus shared the tetrad: because the 
musical ratios are contained in it, it was called 'harmony.' 10 

I This epithet is given by Anatoliu5, Theon (p. lOO, 9 fr.) and the Tluologumena A,uhmetkoe, 
p. 8 ad jin. 

I Photius; Tluolo,umeM Arithmeticae, 1«. cU.; Lydus, D~ Mensihw, 11. 6; Plutarch, De 
lride, 75; Martianus CapeUa, p. 259, 3 (mo/usque pri".j jwobamenlum). Lydus refers this to 
Pher«ydes. 

I See p. Il7. This is why the dyad is called p.tT"I';(/Ucu' .. J.'lt60ur .,,1 ~Naor (cf. Theolofumer.4 
A,uhmetu4e, p. 9. Ast), dpX~ TO(; dpTlou p.6"1, "er" 011 .orIlT' Iwnnd • .... w, oJIIMI/Ur ... Mu .... o"VII"I4d..OIl 

(sic)-IoJ"r (?). 
4 For Erato, cf. Tlleologumt:na Arilhme/irae, p. ll; Rhea, ibid., p. 12; !sis, ibid. Etymology 

probably has much to do with the epithets Rhea and !sis (piw, 'erol). Matter is unstable and 
may be called' fluid.' 

i Probably this notion is at the bottom of the identifications .... pCrror FfpUTer&r, ~N&W. 
erWTTf/p.a, "fp4T,,"liC~ Tilr d'-llpl"r Tilr III dpl8~, 4~101I, TIl6Tb, O~XO')'OJ<, wplerJJiJl'OII. /oI<!O"OTf/r, 
however, is explained differently in Thtologllmena A,i/hmctirae; 3 stands between the greater and 
the less, and hence is 'mean,' thus: :2 is greater than the preceding number, I, and 4 is less than 
the prtteding numbers, I + 2 + 3, while 3 - I + 2 • 

• Hecate of cou~ for her three forms i !.eto possibly because I (Apollo) + 2 (Artemis) = 3 
(their mother. !.eto). Only the epithets TpmryIPfc«, rono,l« of Athena are given here. 

T Cf. Theologumena A,jlhmeticae, p. 16. 
a Theologu1MM A,jthme/icae, p. 22, mentions this in conn«tion with the epithet Hermes; it 

was also used by Anatolius, Tlu;on, p. 101, 1I; Philo, De Mrmdi Opijicio, 16; Lydus, De 
Mensibu$, IV. 44. 

g That is, it was the tetraktys of the Pythagoreans, by which they swore; TheologU1MM A,ith
"'d~, pp. r8, 22. Perhaps to this fact are due the epithets in Photius, T"" 4JUrT'."" dll"OT"fJ.I
rrp,dTw" rn'lt, K"tlllouxos Tilf rp6rTlwf, rp6rTu. 

10 The topic harmony appears also in Anatolius, Theon, 101, 11 II.; Philo, De MUMi Opificio, 

, s· 
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106 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

The pentad gains its glory from the fact that it is one half of 10,' 
the arithmetical mean between any.two numbers whose sum is 10,1 

and the sum of an odd and an even number. The latter fact secures 
its place as 'marriage' and' Aphrodite,' and it was of course pointed 
out that there are 5 elements and 5 zones on earth and circles in the 
heavens' Nicomacbus's most elaborate argument is devoted to es
tablishing 5 as Justice.' 

The hexad is the first 'perfect' number; it is the product of an odd 
by an even term, and 'cyclic' or 'spherical.' Its most important 
identification was witb the 'soul," but it also was considered by Nico
machus as the marriage number par excellence, and' Aphrodite.' e 

Seven was treated with peculiar veneration, largely because of its 
connection with the moon and temporal periods, and hence, sup
posedly, with physical phenomena, such as those of birth.' This 
secured its titles 'chance' and 'due season' (niX1J, K(J.LpO~). Because 
of all the numbers of the decade it alone is both prime and does not 
as a factor produce any other number within the decade - neither 
generates nor is generated, as the Pythagoreans said - it is called 
, Athena,' the virgin goddess.8 

Eight, an unlucky number because children born in eight months 
were thought not to be viable,' is the first cube and hence was ety
mologically connected with Rhea-Cybele. Nine is a boundary, 'hori
zon' and' ocean,' because after it there is repetition among the num
bers j 10 it is identified with the Sun, Hephaestus, Hera, Prometheus, 
Apollo, Ares, and Artemis. The decad, since it embraces all the num-

1 Hence called 6.~8toS, auliuJ"ltD., by Photius: cf. Theologumtna Arithmetklu, p. Jl; perhaps 
AI"", WOI' lIlxGO'u, p. 3r, for the same reason. 

I Theon of Smyma mentions this fact. 
I Photius mentions the elements (ra. CJTolXfiCl 'ToO .. Cl".,}, II:CI.,.a. .,.~ ... t.,.d.a:Cl); cf. TheologlHJI/!:M 

Aritllmeticae, p. 25; lUI"'ClCA, Il:UII:XloiiXOf in Photius refer perhaps to the zones and circles; cf. Theo
IOfumeM Arillllmlicae, ibid. 

4 Cf. TMologlmle1J4 AritllmUicae, pp. 27 If. • CL pp. 109 f. 
• Cf. Theologumt:t14 Ad/llmelkae, p. 38. The point is that 6, as :J X 3. is a more effective com

bination of 'male' and' female' elements than 5, or 2 + 3. 
7 The discussion of the TheologurMfttl Arithmeticae takes the influence of 7 in gestation and in 

the ages of man as its chief theme here. The fact that the perfect number 28, which measures the 
lunar month, is 1 + :J + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7, was significant. 

• Photius cites the name Athena and several epithets of the goddess here; cf. TheologutMM 
ANlllme/kae, p. 53. This was one of the commonest identifications, found in practically all the 
arithmologies. 1n fact the number 7 was the one upon which most efforts were expended by these 
writers. 

• ~)"",o-"IJ- in Photius; d. Tlteologumentl Aritllmelicae, p. 55. and Lydus, De M msiInu, Ill. 
5 •. 

to Cf. TMol0fU1Ptefttl AritllmUicae, pp. 56-57. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF NICOMACHUS 107 

bers and furthermore all numerical forms, was called perfect, and for 
these reasons Nicomachus gives it the epithets All, Cosmos, Universe, 
Faith, Necessity, Might, Fate, Eternity, Atlas, Unwearied God, 
Phanes, Sun, Urania, Memory, Mnemosyne.1 

Our data regarding the cosmogonic theories of Nicomachus consist 
chiefly of two passages of the Introduction (I. 6 and I. 4. 2), and two in 
the Theologumena Arithmeticae. One of the latter, concerning the 
hexad, has already been quoted; the other, relating to the decad, 
follows: 

"We have often anticipated ourselves in saying that the devising 
Mind wrought with reference to the resemblances and likenesses of 
number, as to a pattern that was perfect, the fabric and composition 
of the world and of all that is in it. But since the whole was an un
limited multitude, and the whole substance of number is not to be 
followed Qut, it was not reasonable ... to use an incomprehensible 
pattern, but there was need of due measure, so that the artistically 
contriving God might be greater than the bounds and measures set 
before him in creation and hold sway over them, and neither compress 
in niggardly fashion nor unharmoniously exceed to a lesser or greater 
degree than the fitting; but a natural balance, mean, and wholeness 
existed above all in this (se. the decad); for embracing in principle 
all things in itself, solids and surfaces, even and odd and even-times 
odd ... it had of itself no peculiar or natural variance othern1se, 
save in the fact that all things ran toward it and circled into it. Rea
sonably therefore he used it as a measure for the whole, and as it were 
a gnomon and a straight edge for the setting forth (se. of all), fitting 
(se. them to it); wherefore things from heaven to earth are found 
both as wholes and in part to have their ratios of concord based upon 
it and to be ordered after it." 2 Then follow the identifications of 10, 

described above. 

1 Cf. Thcologu~1UJ A,itllmdulU, pp. 58-61, where most of them are explained. 
'P. 58, Ast (the first sentence will be found on p. (}Si the rest is as follows); 1nl 61 d6pUI

TO' 'T~ 11>'0. rX'ij8of ~" nl cliJlftlT1ITOf i] Toii dp'8~ii rucrCl. tirdcrrcr.".", OUII: ~. ~6Mry0" ou,r cI).).wt 

l".I(fTIlJAD".d" d. .... fp.).'Ij .... T/P Xp~/I'/hll .... O'p48fl..,~T<, 18" 8l /l'VIloI~fTpi4r bOo Tc;',,, .... poll:flJJbw" o.unii 5pw. 
11:41 ~/Tpw" 0 TfXI'lT'I' 8eor II' TD 81111><01lP'Yi9' .... fpl..,I"lT41 11:41 .... ~/KII:p47*'!J, 11:0.1 p'ljTf i .... · 0.0.7TOJl IIo'ljTf 

1 .... 1 .... )./01' Toii .... po/l''ljll:orrof ,,-701 "'8~c;',f /l'u/I'TdX'O ~ 1r).IJ~).c;'" (I7tfpu .... IIf'O· tPV/I'III:l] 81 TU /l'VlfT0.8JJI~ 

11:0.1 /MTpJ,TIJ' nl 61I.W/I'I1 III TV5f IIo'iXI/I'To. irr~PXf" .... 4"..0. ph /I' .... fp~TIII:c;',r I""or o.l>T~r .... fplfl1I.'ItPUi'0., 
flTfpfd 11:0.1 ' .... / .... do., 4PTlel Tf lI:ed 1rf/Kflfld 11:0.1 dpTlo".lp'(fflo. " " . 1Io'l8fJJ/o.JI M 18,d./bu/I'o." ~ 
tPUflllI:l]I' 4XXwr .... o.po.).).o...,l]" Ko.t! 10.1I7"l]" 'XOVITo., 6T< ",'i) 1I:00T' ,,,.,8poj.Cl],, 11:0.1 GI'II,,"VK)..,cr11l T;''' fit 
io.IITIj". flKbrwr ,uTP'i To;JI 61I.w" o.lrTJi 11:0.1 W1I'"'P "'fJlW,IoIOJlI Ko.l ,riHuJIT'Ipllfl ixpiJfl4To .... pO' :TlJJI 
.... pOhfll. d.p~l"6,uJlOr· 806rfP TO'" II:~T' o.lrTlJI' Xo..,OIlf (fUJ.I'/JWJIOIIf txorro. Td ti .... • OUp4J1Oii pA'XP' "'f~' 

O).OITXfplflTfp4J1 ." ..al K4Ta. pipo, fVp[lfKfTo.l Ko.! 810.KfKOITJJllid ... .lOoT" c"iT'Ij,. 
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,08 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

The general doctrine here set forth 1 appears to be essentially this: 
God, the supreme and original Being, has in his mind from all eternity 
number, all of the forms and properties of which are epitomized in 
the terms of the first decade. This is the divine or 'conceptual' num
ber. In the process of world creation God devises an ideal plan for 
the universe, and this plan was most probably not an independently 
existing idea, but actually in God's mind. In it the numbers 'prevail,' 
that is, the' sameness' of the forms of things is conferred by the monad, 
'otherness' by the dyad, their actuality as distinguished from poten
tiality by the triad - for the peculiar property of the triad is to have 
'beginning, middle and end,' and so to exist naturally and completely 
- and so on, down to completeness and order, which come from the 
decad. 

From the language of the Introductian (1. 6. r) we must certainly 
understand that this pattern is not number alone, nor are the ideas 
and forms in it identical with numbers; but simply that its components 
are determined, arranged and governed by number j and if the forms 
get' sameness' from number, they thereby take from this source what 
is their essential nature. Following the outline of this plan, then, 
the material world is constructed; and because there was a numerical 
frame for its plan, the material world too is ordered upon the principles 
of arithmetic. The number which is seen in the world, and that which 
is seen in its structure, is that which must be studied by those who 
desire to gain a knowledge of the truth in things,' but it is not the 
divine number that existed from the first in God's mind. Although 
it is like that divine number which shapes the general plan, still it is 
on a lower plane, a quality of material things and associated with them; 
it is what we have found Nicomachus called' scientific' number. 

A problem of interest and importance is, whether in Nicomachus's 
cosmogony the act of creation was performed by God himself or by an 
intermediary divinity, a demiurge, according to the Platonic scheme. 
Nicomachus uses both the words 3-qp.t.cwpyo. and 11.0., but there is 
very little evidence upon which to formulate a statement.' On the 

1 [,urodlution, T. 4. 3; 6. I, are also taken into account in the following. 
1 InJrodllClion, T. 2. 3-5. 
I Cl. lnlroduclion, I. 4. 2; I" TU 'roil TfXl'l'TOII 91'0il a"u·ot~ ••• 0 T~" !xw" a'lp.l.Olln6s j 6. I: 

Toil 'r4 !XII "'1,wOlln*,IIJ'TOI l'Oil .•. I. TU nil /cOIT~CKOO Ift'oil allll'Ot~. On the use of 9c1n, see 
TlreologuwunG Arithwuticoe, p. 4 (Ast), Tb repl 9t'Ov ).4-y0,,; TO" (ho, (22, cf. p. 5, I, 7, It, 

18, p. 8, 13); T~ /c0IT~"'0'" (hr;" p. 43, 34. For hJUolln{" as an epithet of the monad, see p. 5, 
2t. Cf. also p. 59. 2, 6 T'fX"CT''l1 9f~,I .. 'rU a'l~IIP'Y'f; p. 58, 28, T~" 'rfX",,,b Klil ... 
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PHILOSOPHY OF NICOMACHUS 10<} 

other hand, in the Nicomachean system there seems to be something 
to correspond more or less exactly with the world-soul of the Timaeus. 
Nicomachus devotes much attention to the elaborate mathematical 
account in the latter dialogue of the making of the world-soul and its 
distribution in the world,. but whether it is merely with a view to 
facilitating the interpretation of the passages or because he substan
tially agrees with the doctrine, it is hard to say. In the Tlteologumena 
A,itltmeticae (p. 33 If., Ast) , in a context that is certainly Nicomachean, 
it is stated that the world is endowed with soul by virtue of the hexad. 
One portion of this passage has already been quoted, and we may add 
here the rest. 

.. In another way soul is capable of articulating and arranging body in 
the same general way that psychic form is capable of doing so to form
less matter; and in general no number is more able to fit the soul than 
the hexad ; no other would be called so much an articulation of the 
universe set up as maker of soul and discovered also capable of in
stilling the condition of life, whence it is called 'hexad.' That every 
soul is a harmonizing element, and that in harmony the most 
elementary concordant intervals are the sesquitertian and the 
sesquialter, by the combination of which the others are made up, is 
evident; for when it is present it makes peace, and orders well and 
fits best together the mingled opposites in the living thing, which yield 
and follow it, and it instills in this way health into the combination .... 
Indeed, so far as soul is present, it brings them together; but when it 
goes away, there comes about a breaking down of all the elements of 
the animal and a leaving of the ranks." 2 

He goes on to say that a half and a third part are necessary for the 
composition of the two elementary ratios of harmony mentioned, and 
that 6 has both; and in the succeeding remarks he states that the 
soul had to be solid and spherical. From 6 was derived one spherical 

1 Cf. p. 93. n. 2 . 

t P. 34 : TpOro~ r '''fpol' 6IflP8pwr,/C~ Kal crllI>TIl,orTIICI) "W~TOf !fllxlf, .«fJd1ttp y,vxu:3. fMo, 
d.".hp4>oll ;>''''' TU 41 !fllxi T3 1I"a.pcilrClJ' oWirir iIP4P,JJrttJ' 5t1",,"cu ,IliX>'o .. J(d.H, dp,8p/Jr, otlle o!XXot 
A. OVT'" &,dp8/XHu Toii 11'11"3, ).,I)O.TO, ",,,xoll"ouh IcrTd.,IoIoftrOf, fIJP'cr"O,J"" 1r,,1 T~f p.n-.. ,ijr '(n." 
1,Il"o''1T''n~. "opO i(Ar. Iln~I' a.PJUH1T1/c;' .. O:trO ,pIlX..). QP~.los /ll 'ra cr'ro'Xf.w/l/or'ro'ro ortirrlJN 
IIC,cr'r..)joIoTIJ , .. ITp.TOS /CIII ir~OX'Of. ':'1' /CtI'ra trti.eftr •• n\ M ... a crIlJol"X1fpoiiTII. , q,IIHp4.· "lJpoW1ff,uI' 

1'ap IJVrijf tlP1f"tif'l /Col tVroICTf! /Ccti fJtXncr'rll II'..)PJUH1'rfU 'ra ry/Cf/CP'IIo/N '1'';; N'r 11'0....,.[11. irlrd/Co...,.ct 
/CIII o...,.o/CoXoll8oii,..,..lI. /Col /1.01. 'roVro Vyfl« .. IIIo"o.owo 'r';; orll'y/Cp/IU'T', hp~ .. ,yIlX";;. VypOl' h~. 
fJlIPV /Cotif/!'t'. "1I1(..c .. 4ptl/'t'. /Col 'ra 110./Clwo, 4 xwph 4p,..., .. lllf ,.,~S otil( 4 .. crlll'O.l'O.tr'rpJq,o.TO · trllJ'\l1l'APO

Xf' 1" 11011., 11/>" &FOI' ,yIlX;' "Opt"O'T', trll"01'W"YOf oVroiro l(fX80vO'1ff /I' oVrijs. /I.AXWU 'rw" /" '1'';; N't' 
.. A.'rw" Iflli Xf.rO'rCI.(Io trIlJ.l/lOt..f'I. The etymology l(or-l€1f is ev ident. 
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number, from 5 another; 1 but the former was more suitable to soul 
than the latter, because 6 (2 X 3) is male-female or even-times odd, a 
combination of the male and female numbers, whereas 5 is male only. 
Of course the perfection of 6 was cited in this connection.2 

The function of the world-soul is to establish harmonious working 
between the discordant elements composing the world; for, since they 
are constituted upon numerical principles, I sameness' and I othemess' 
enter the composition of things, the former on their formal, the latter 
upon their material, side, and confusion can be avoided only by the 
establishment of a harmony. The doctrine that harmony prevails 
in the universe is an old Pythagorean one.' There is not much ma
terial in what we have of Nicomachus to show exactly how he worked 
it out. 

In the foregoing account of Nicomachus as a philosopher, the rela
tion of his thought to Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics has been pointed 
out in a general way. It has been seen, too, that his philosophy draws 
very close in many respects to that of Philo Judaeus; in general he 
is typical of his age. It must be granted that his achievements 
as an arithmetician were more important than his philosophical tri
umphs, and the modern reader, failing perhaps to take sufficiently 
into account the fact that in Nicomachus's time the 'theology of 
numbers' was a well-recognized variety of speculation, bearing with 
it values which it is hard for us to comprehend, is likely to agree with 
the conclusion of Photius: 11 So it is necessary, it would seem, to spend 
and expend a whole life for the sake of this theological juggling with 
numbers, and to be a sober philosopher in mathematics in order to be 
able to talk consummate nonsense." 

I Cf. Int,odu.ction, 11. 17.7. 
I Theologutnena A,ithnulicat, p. 34, top (Ast). Cf. InJroduclion. I. 16. Perhaps it is not en

tirely fanciful to sce in the aliquot parts of 6 (I, 2, 3) a similarity to the ingredients of the world
soul in the TiWUlCUS. Nicomachus identified 1 with the' same' and 2 with the' other,' as we have 
seen, and 3 is the combination I and 2. Nicomachus of course does not say anything about this 
likeness. 

Ilnt,odudion, n. 19. I, where the note may be consulted. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

NICOMACHUS'S PHILOSOPHY OF NUMBER 

IN the discussion of the philosophy of Nicomachus certain matters 
which belong with his theory of numbers have already been touched 
upon. In dealing further with that division of his doctrine, it will be 
found that though on basic matters he is in close agreement with non
Pythagorean writers, especially Aristotle, still the philosophic 
prejudices of his sect not infrequently intrude themselves and cause 
Nicomachus at times to bring non-mathematical elements into his 
arithmetical pronouncements. This, though fundamental, is after 
all not made the chief end in the composition of the I ntrotiuction, nor is 
it carried to an extent that would disturb the reader in ancient and 
medieval times, when all men to a surprising degree shared in the Py
thagorean veneration of numbers ; doubtless this is one characteristic of 
the book, together with its clearness, conciseness, and excellent organi
zation, which caused it to survive when so many Pythagorean treatises 
have utterly perished. 

Nicomachus's theory of number takes its start from the assumption 
of the fundamental qualities 'continuous' or 'discrete' for all things 
in the universe, of both the eternal and the transient classes, into which, 
as has already been seen, he made the first division of existent things.' 
Continuous things he called TJvwp,iva, 'unified,' or ciAA1'}AOVXOVJLEVa., 
'holding to one another,' terms which testify to a notion that their 
parts are in direct contact, thereby unifying the object.' The dis-

t • " B' .. ' ;, t d ere e are OLTJpTJJJ.&a, EV 1Tapa EUEL, OtOP lCaTa CT6.JpEtaV, separa e 
into parts/ I in the form of a setting forth side by side,' I heap-like, 
as it were,' 3 terms which suggest the conception of objects ranged one 
beside the other without touching or merging, with the parts of the 

I l~rodUllio" , I . 2 . 4. rov,""",..u and JU"(lfht are among the etem:als mentioned in r. 1. 3. 
I In confirmation of this interpretation, cf. Aristotle, Calt go"';/Jt'. 4 b 2$ H. ; where after classi· 

lying Quantum as discrete or continuous (sec p. 113), he says : ""~~,u~ "'tdp ,..00 dp'~JUJO I'Oplw. 
,6~fl. I"n .001'Of 5POf rp/if ,.. "II.or,..t"I ,..d JUJpl" "v..,.oii .. " 1, ~I "'tP"1I-1I-1, o"lI~fX~' I",..,,' 'ITn ")'dp 
".(!Jfi .. 1r011'O. 5po. "pOf ,. .,.d IIl'pl • • v..,.1}f ,,".o .. ,..n, '.,.1"'(11-"'., .,,1 ,.. 1} , / .. 14'''1'111:,",. "'tfHllI-lI-,r,., .,..). . 

I Cf. Theologllmuw Arilhmelicar, p. 4, 30 ( Ast): .,.~. 6).w., 14~ .,., .".,.' d>').">""X1u 10.. Tf 

•• .,.d r"pd.h,u' bt,,,,~JU' "v..,.I)."II"".,."JIQ,. . .. See also ibid., p. I7, $ ff. 

'" 
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collection keeping their identity; perhaps this helps to an understand
ing of what is meant by the word 'flow' (XVI''') in the definition of 
number. 

Nicomachus next tells us tnat an object in the continuous class 
is called 'magnitude' (l'i-ydJo<) and one in the discrete 'multitude' 
(".XijOo<); the two terms are used both as abstracts referring to the 
quality, and, as concretes, of objects of such natures.' Though these 
are mere statements and no discussion of them is found in our sources, 
we see from this that Nicomachus assumes continuity and discrete
ness to be qualities always associated with magnitude and multitude. 
He has not yet arrived at the definition of number, but only a single 
step further is needed. Magnitude and multitude per se are indefinite 
terms, 'simply great' Of 'simply many,' as Nicomachus saYS.2 \Vith
out further limitation they are infinite; the' great' can be infinitely 
subdivided and the' many' infinitely increased. With such things 
science cannot deal. We can know about them and scientifically deal 
with them only when it can be said' how great' and' how many' they 
are. This is not to assert any new quality of magnitudes and multi
tudes, but merely to impose a limitation upon them, to renounce deal
ings with the 'many' and the 'great' per se and to occupy ourselves 
with magnitudes and multitudes of limited and known extent. 

It is in this sense, as opposed to 1'1')'<00< and ".XijOo<, that Nicoma
chus employs the terms T1)1'"7}X'KOV ('"1XUCOT7)<) and T~ ".OCTOV ("'O(T0T7]<), 
which may be translated' quantity' and' number.' Furthermore, as will 
be seen, the latter is practically synonymous with number (J.p,Ol'o<), 
since the latter is defined as 'limited multitude.' In this account of 
the fundamentals of arithmetic, it is evident that Nicomachus is follow
ing Aristotle, although the terminology of the two differs. 

Aristotle's words are sufficient evidence. "The term 'quantum' 
is used of that which may be divided into components, whereof either 
or each is naturally one thing or this thing (i.e., an individual thing). 
A quantum is multitude if it can be numbered, and a magnitude if it 
can be measured. And that is called a multitude which is potentially 
divisible into non-continuous things; a magnitude, into continuous. 
Of magnitude, that which is continuous in one direction is length; 

1 111lroduetw",1. 2. 4; here they are individuals, but in I. 2.5, genera; cf. J. 16. 2; TheologUI'IUmJ 
ArithmdiclU, p. 8, 21; p. 9. 28, 34· 

t b).,~ ,d-to.s would be his expression; cf. &k .. ).,,;,, ,d-tf901, b).,,;,y --".ij90s, p. 5, 7 (Hoche), 
and I. 14. 1. Vlhat follows is based on I. 2. 5. 
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in two, breadth; in three, depth. And of these, limited multitude is 
number; length, a line; breadth, a surface; depth, a body." 1 

Aristotle's term TO 1T0(70)l is u~ed in a different sense; it is quantum, 
a general term, and not limited multitude. But this is the only seri
ous difference. Magnitude and multitude per se are p.<y.Oo< and 
1TA~OO< in both authors, and limited multitude clp,Op.o<. Aristotle 
does not call limited magnitude, TO 1nJAUcOV, as Nicomachus does, but 
uses rather the specific names body, surface, and line, and he prefers 
CTVJJEX-rf'j to mean 'continuous,' not D.AX'J'}AOVXOVf'EVOfj.2 These points 
of variation are, however, very slight, and to offset them we can point 
to parallels in Aristotle to the doctrine that magnitude and multitude 
are infinite per se.' Altogether Nicomachus's dependence on him is 
obvious. 

This division of ohjects into quantities and numbers, too, furnishes 
Nicomachus the basis for the determination of the subjects of the 
sciences that treat of them, and the result is the qmuirivium, a term ap
parently first used by Boethius and famous throughout the Middle 
Ages.- Each half .of the field claims two sciences; numbers absolute 
or per se belong to arithmetic j numbers in their mutual relations, 
to music; geometry treats of quantity at rest, and astronomy of quan
tity in motion. As a matter of fact, the first two at least of these 

I MelaphyshlJ , IV, 13, 1020 a 7 fJ.: 1I'"OlI'O .. )..1"((1'0.1 T'1I ~lo.'Pf.,.b" fir /,..,..ciPXOI'TII,~. b(linpo' ~ 
'._TO. It< ", 1t0.1 TU, ", ,...I4>v/t;o (1""_ ,...)..;;8<11 pi" o~" .. 041&" TI lib dp,(J~'l'fTO" ~, ~rrf801 t/ ib 
PCp<r'frO,,; . AfyfTIH U ")..7180, ,..J .. TO "uupu~" "",cI.~, fir /Io~ VIII'fX7i, /Iofyr80, 31 TO fir crVl'fxij • 

1WY180", U <7'~ id. Ir/I t. cr "~Xlr /IoijIl'O', T~ 3' brl 360 ")..01'0', TO 3' 1 .. 1 Tpl .. (ld.80" TWT"''' 31 
.. )..ij80,,.J. <7'0 rntpt14,JPO" d.",6p./)" /10';11'0' 3~ -YPOII>P1!, .. )"d.TOI 61Irl.d.wI .. , 11d.6o, U vW/Pt, 

t cr. the following Aristotelian passages: M ttaplrysica, 1054 a 2', Tb ,.J" -yap" 3"Jp7f,JIfO" " 
aUUpt"TO" .. )..';6/), n )..fyu .. ,. Ct. ibid. 1015 b 36; Physica, 23J a 11 , ~f60, , ..... IVTI vvnxir 

K'T>".; De Cat:lo, 268 a 4 fr. j Cale&or-m, 4 b 20, '1'00.51 .. 0.00 Tb ,J" Ivn 3,wp<vplJ!(IP,up eNo. dp<8-
/oIM 11' .. 1 >.6-)<01, VllJOt"XI, "i 010" 1'pa.~1f, 1 ... <t>d~UI, VWJJA . • •• In SextU! Empiricus, Adl'trsus 
AialMJJI4ljCOS, IV. r, TO "011'0 .. is divided into pi-yfhl in continuous things ( vuJOt"xij ) and dp<8-

pin in discrete ("If"<7'~"). 
1 Cr. Mtlaplrysica, 1066 b 7 : r1'1 "Ws" l""/x«'" n6' .. in-o ,1 .. 1 4 .. ('PO'" d p~ .. «I dp<6,JJ, KdJ 

pJ-y,IJo' , w" .. d.tJo, TO 4 .. "po"; t08s b '4 : ~ijpx' 1'4p •• . 11'«1 "f"'p«V,.J .. " .. )..ij6oI, If o£ a.I .. nn
,-td .. , ,I'O..o.lIn 11' .. 1 Toil 1..6t · IVT' III In"" .. «in-o r)..ij"" .... I rAijlJor 4.rtlptO.. Cr. also De ClUlo, 
271 b JJ fr . But no actually existent object in these genera can be infinite : AftkJpllyma, 
1066 b 18 : ,)..~: '''11'''1'0" TO b'TfMxd, 0" bftpo .. · rod" 1'4p d.rd.1'K1l j similarly Physica, 
204 a 2S. 

t Cr. Cow, Hislor-y 0/ Gred Malhematiu (Cambridge, 1884), p. 7', n. I. The division of the 
field in Theon of Smyrna, p. 15, IJ fJ. (Hiller), is different : (a) arithmetic; (b) geometry. Le., 
plane geometry; (c) stereometry, or solid geometry; (d) astronomy ( UTpolOOpLa). concerned 
with moving solids. Besides these four, music deals with " the movement, order, and harmony of 
the moving stars" j elementary harmony - the mathematical theory of the concords, etc.,
is attached to arithmetic. Note that D'r/lGlp,nj means astronomy, not stereometry, in Nicoma-
thus; d . the further references in I. J. 7; 5. 2 and Philoponus on the latter passage. 
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definitions are arbitrary and artificial, and in practice Nicomachus 
disregards them, discussing in a long section of the I ntroduclian relative 
number,' which should fall under music, and furthermore treating 
numbers in another part of the book after the fashion of geometrical 
planes and solids' Nicomachus held, and demonstrated at length, 
that arithmetic is the fundamental and indispensable science, the 
basis of all the others.' 

Nicomachus now comes to the formal, threefold definition of num
ber.' In the first place, he states, number is 'limited multitude,' 
7rA~8ot; wpLcr,.,.ivoJl; secondly, it is' a combination of monads,' l'olldBwv 
uVaTrJfLa.; and thirdly, 'flow of number, composed of monads,' 71'00'0-

'"11'0< XV/L4 IK /L0."8",. UVYKE'/LE.O.. The first of these is identical with 
that which has already been defined as the subject of scientific study 
in the realm of multitude; it is equivalent to 7TOUOV, 7Tocran,t;, and has 
already been translated 'number.' Aristotle had stated his defini
tion of number in approximately these terms,' and Eudoxus also is 
reported to have adopted it.' According to this definition number is 
simply a species of the genus multitude, with the differentia limitation. 
Of the nature of this limitation Nicomachus has nothing to say, al
though some explanation is really necessary. 

In his second definition Nicomachus agrees with Theon of Smyma ' 
and if we are to regard the testimony of Iamblichus on the point, the 
definition was as old as Thales and was derived by him from Egyptian 
sources. 8 This, too, comes closest of the three to Euclid's definition, 
TO be J'ollcl.8wlI crvyKE{ILEVOII 7rA~eOt;. 

The third definition bas no exact parallels; tbe second definition 
given by Theon perhaps comes closest to it, (I the advance of multi
tude beginning with the monad and its retreat ending in the monad" 
( 

t" "(J ., ,~ ., \. t' ... 
,"P01TOQU7I'or; TrAY] ovr; 0.17'0 p-ovaoor; apX0p.EVOr; Kat alla7TooLCTp.oS' ELS' 

f4ova.8a KaTaA7}Ywv), and this in turn was practically identical with 

11. 17 - n. s, and n. 21 to the end (the latter dealing with proportions). 
t H. 6- 17. 
• I. 4- 5. 
4 Introduction, I. 7. I. Heath, History, vol. I , p . 69. 
I .. Ai}eor ••. 7'1I .. r .. fpAlT,u1l01l dp'9~1, Mtlaphysiro, IV. 13. 

• .. Ai790r wpWp.iltOIf, according to Iamblichus, [n Nicumachi AriJhm~#ca'" InlroducJU:mnn, p. la, 

18 (Pistelli) . 
T P . 18,3 H. (Hiller). 
• Iamblichus, p. 10, 8-10. Euclid's definition is found in the Ekmt1us, VII, def.::. Aristoxenus 

used a definition like Euclid's, according to the fragment of his nfpl clpI9~""'II[i7f in Stobaeus, 
EtloglU I, P,ooem. 6, vol. I, p . 20, 1 (eel. Wachsmuth-Hense - Diels, Fragmtnk tier Vorsoh'a.
tiktT, P, p. 346. ::) . 

• 
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PHILOSOPHY OF NUMBER lIS 

the expression used by Moderatus of Gades, the Pythagorean.' Of 
the three, this is the most truly Pythagorean, and it evidently has 
reference to that conception of number as a stream, moving out from 
the monad, of which more will be said later. 

The number which Nicomachus has just defined and which is dealt 
with in the Introduction is the 'scientific' number, and not, as the 
previous discussion has shown, to be identified with the conceptual 
number which was the basis of creation.' It is a matter of regret that 
there is nowhere a full explanation of the relation hetween these two 
numbers, and furthermore, that Nicomachus left without discussion 
here two subjects treated at some length hy Theon of Smyrna,' the 
monad and its counterpart, one, and the distinction between numbers 
and numerable things (apdJp.o~ ap,8p.-rrraj . On these subjects we 
are reduced almost to conjecture. 

As that of which every number is made up, and that into which it 
can be reduced ultimately by analysis,' the monad and the dyad are 
singled out by Nicomachus as the elements of number. This may seem 
strange, for the very definition of 'element' demands that it should be 
something ultimate, incapable of further analysis, and the dyad, which 
is twice I, does not, apparently, answer this requirement. Even on 
Nicomachus's own statement this can be alleged, for in certain pas
sages he clearly enough says that the dyad comes from the douhling of 
the monad,' or that all numhers are made up of monads,' while on the 
other hand he often refers in the Introduction to the dyad, as well as 
to the monad, as an element of number.' Yet this must be regarded 
as only a minor inconsistency, for it is certain that the dyad was ele
mentary according to his system of numbers, and the reason can be 
determined. 

I Stobaeu&, EclollU I, Prooe",. 8, vol. I. p. 21 (00 . Wachsmuth-Hense). 
J See p. 1)8. 
• P. 18.3 - 21 , 19 (Hiller). 
• This is Nicomachus's definition of 'element,' 11. l. 1. 

'See InlroducJion , JI . 17 . 1 (p. JOQ, 6 H.), and the division of:2 into 2 unities, as I . 8. 4-$ . Evm 
in the TMolo,umena ArilhmtlictU, where for the most part the dyad is spoken of as elementary, 
it is implied that the monad produces it; e.g., p. 6 (Ast): .. Id !1I4!Of -yap rap .... .,.' .. 1I I,a4Jop1f6t",-"a. 
Cl. also the passages where the dyad and other numbers are thought of as progressing out of the 
monad; p. u6, with n. 2. 

• Ibid ., I. 7. I (the definition of number); 8, 2; 10 (p. 16, 16 H .); It, J; 11 . 6. 2-3; 7.3. Cf. 
also such expressions as lIul).,1I6j.4("" ,h ~"411a" n. 8. 1 and the following chapters. I. n. 3 is 
particularly instructive. 

7 Ibid ., 11. I . I ; r 7. :2; 18. J, 4. The important passages of the Theologu17Kna A,ilhmeliCtU will 
be cited in the following discussion. 
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II6 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

An explanation of the matter may be sought along two similar lines 
of argument which finally fuse. According to the first, one may re
gard the monad and the dyad as the sources, origins or beginnings 
(apx"O of number, and in the second place, as its elements (<no,X'''')' 

Nicomachus's method of approach along the first line is graphic and 
depends somewhat upon the help of geometry and its fundamental 
conceptions.! In geometry we begin with the point, which is indimen
sional. This is the beginning of the first dimensional form, the line, 
and by movement the point generates the line. Now Nicomachus 
had a similar idea of the nature of multitude and number; they form 
a series, as it were a moving stream, which proceeds out of unity, the 
monad' Just as the point is not part of the line (for it is indimensional, 
and the line is defined as that which has one dimension), but is poten
tially a line, so the monad is not a part of multitude nor of number, 
though it is the beginning of both, and potentially both.' The monad 
is unity,' absence of multitude, potentiality; • out of it the dyad first 
separates itself and' goes forward' 6 and then in succession follow the 
other numbers. Now all this concerns the monad far more than the 
dyad, and in fact it is the former which Nicomachus distinguishes as the 
apri par excellence; the dyad is rather' like a beginning,' apxo .. 8.j •. 7 

I What follows is substantially the argument of [,uroductitm. n , 6. 3 lI. 
t This, with the kindred idea that I contains all the numbers potentially, is why the monad is 

identified with the chaos of Hesiod, I( oli Tck Xo, ... c:.., be ,IoIoO"*'lIor, Theologumerw Arithmdicae, p. 6 
(Ast) . Cr. ibid., p . II, 22 ff. : hi ,IoI",,"ollr rp~1/ lJ/41Q{flf #" """". w, cl,..~ ITfJ~toll Tijf ,,","Uor, 
hr' .s1rfiPOJl tU 1'0070 ilCld 3UIlp!!'iT"I ",ll "i1ftTUI. 

I It was a well-known principle in antiquity that the beginning of a thing is not the thing itself: 
cf. H . 6.3. Although here it is distinctly slated that the monad is not dPl8~f, and in TMologu
mt'na Arilhmditae, p. 13 (cited, n. 6), that it is not r}.:ij80f, still in one passage of this work, 
p. 18, I H., it is called "0"0",,,: ,,,.,., 'Y4p ro"o".,., ~ #'Ol'4f .n.11la.8' 1a.V1'0 /I~ ~",poDp.troo" 1la.1 #'O"w."CI;.,.O" 
"fpairoo • .n.1 d')'178wr opCl'o.. But it is at least certain that a special kind of .... OG'b is here referred 
to, and the passage would also suggest that to Nicomachus r).1,801 connotes always plurality. 

t TluologutIKna Affihmetitae, p. 8: Ti/r •• • #'O...4l1or II'flH'I" II17MDO'17f. Every thing is called 
• onc' in accordance with it, ibid. See page 103. The monad is indivisible: InJrodudiors, 1. 8, 
4- 5; 10, 2. 

I The monad potential number: TluologutMna Arithmet~, p. 6, 9 fr.; p . 13, bottom, p. 17. 
Potentially all the forms of number; ibid., p. 3; 4, 22; 5, 15,31, etc. In the InJroduc#tm, d. 
1.16.8; 9.2, 3; 10.2; 14. 1; IS·3; 17·7· 

41 TheologflW~na Arithmdicae, p. 13: a.,., IJ id,. ,uo",h .,.oii r«,.,.or dplfJ,uoii 11.0..,0" ciIlIGTW,,"O", 'n 
Illd cilluJ.p8p""o,, W, I" O' .... lpp4.,., I" I«IITD txn, IJ IIvch II~ (JfHIoXfici "u ht' d.ptfJJAb" "POXWP17f1U, O()Il 
4,.,.IIlPII1' II~ TCNCI;riT" auk TO dpxot:la/" ~ Tp.Gr II~ .,.l). Ti/r ,uo,,4ao, aDJfII,IU" Il, 1"lnna." 1l«1 Ir/..,._u 
.. poxwpei" .. Olfl. Cr. also the designation of the dyad as 'daring,' a common arithmological 
topic (see p. 1°5): rpo{JI{J'Illf 'Yil.p 1111" Irlrpa~I" (Tluologumena AriJhmetiau, p. 7)· 

7 Tluologumena AriJhme#cae, p. IS: dpxl) .. ,,' I"'nn«, 6.pifJp.ofJ oIj Tp'Gr ~""aw' "1IO',,'ljp&T'1 
OPltoJAirooV' /oIO"'r 1Jl" "IGP TpOrO' "",iI. IJ ad, alG TO dpXOflll/r, ITDtrTIlIo'A II~ ~Jfd.aor nl at/d/lor " 
TpIG, rpWT''1. Cf. the preceding note. The monad. aJone mentioned. as 4px'lj, bllroductiOft, 

1. 8. 2; n. 6. J; 7· 3. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF NUMBER II7 

For in the progress out of unity into multitude, he states, we do not 
encounter an actual number until we come to the triad I and the dyad 
is neither one thing nor the other.2 

The real grounds for this notion are not easy to grasp in the frag
mentary state of the evidence. It does not seem to be a conclusive 
reason that the dyad cannot be divided, like other even numbers, into 
both equal and unequal parts,' nor that whereas r, as the element and 
origin, gives a sum greater than its product (r + I > r X r), and true 
numbers characteristically give a product greater than their sum (e.g., 
3 X 3 > 3 + 3), the product of 2 by 2 is equal to the sum of 2 + 2, 

thus constituting 2 a middle ground between unity and multitude.' 
These are both alleged; but a more fundamental reason in the eyes of 
Nicomachus seems to be that real numbers must have form (.ISo<) 
and arrangement (CT)(~p.a.), Of, as he othenvise puts it, be a real' combi
nation' (cr6o I Wa) of monads; and the dyad fails in all these particu
lars, while the triad satisfies the conditions. 

As Nicomachus says, "Each thing in the world is cone' in accordance 
with the natural and systematizing monad in it, and again everything 
is separable so far as it partakes of the dyad, connected with necessity 
and matter; wherefore first their congress produced the first multi
tude, the element of things, which would be a triangle, whether of 
magnitudes or numbers, bodily or bodiless. For as rennet curdles 
flowing milk by its peculiar creative and active faculty, so the unifying 
force of the monad advancing upon the dyad, source of easy movement 
and breaking down, infixed a bound, and a form, that is, number, upon 
the triad; for this is the beginning of actual number, defined by com
binations of monads. But the dyad too is a monad, because of its 
beginning-like nature." 6 

1 Cf. the preceding notes. 
'Cr. Thr.%gll"lcIJa Arithmtficac, p. 13 (cited p. 1l6); p. 9: lS-n J'OOII/oI/JIOII w).~80Ils KClT4 Tp,d6a. 

TOU T' 6.vr,8tW/oI'1I011 T~ Jr),Jj8fL KClT« T~~ J.IO~do" ~TClIXJ.l'oll ?) ou,b All trl). 

I Ibid., p. 11: OliK 6.p,8/o1~s o~ 17 ollas olio~ IIpnos, /In /oI~ inp..,flrr 6./01/)..(1 wlir IIpnor ul r07r1 KClI 

I1IIII7"Cl Otl~r1Tr1' " "VT~r ~pltt078r1', /010'1) M 17 OIl!S tlr 1II"07Cl oli" a, J.'fp'078fll), ul fir r07Cl 1Up'07(hiaCl 

1161))..01', OJrOTtPOII ..,/l'OlIr ClVT d. I ~t', wr dpxot"to ~J T" oetra.. Cr. the argument of I 1urod tut i Q/I, l. S. 1-2, 
that the monad is the source because it is half of one number adjacent to it, whereas other num· 
bers are the half of the two adjacent terms. 

4 Thcologllmena Arilhmctil1Jf, p. Q. Another argument somewhat of the same character is 
that of one or two objects we sa}" il'tKd, 6vi·Kd, but of three, not TP'0707'Kd, but simply wJ..">t9l1vrllrd 

(ibid., p. IS, 21 fr.). 
, Ibid., p. 8 (Ast): Iv jdll oe .. ll(O(1To" T' I .. KOtr/ol!j,l KClT! Tl11' I .. ClVT~ 4>1107,,,1,11 KClI (111(1TI)/oICln"~I' 

J.!O"UIl, 6'r1'PfT"I' 6l wd.)", .. lU(1To" Koll' &'-011 d~Il"'j(f1lol1 KClI v).'Kiis olldoOf /UTi07Xt· o,6wtp 1) wp':""I) 

atl0'060r ClVT~1I "'PWTO' WP'(1J.1'JIOII wJ..-ij80J dWfT'J..t07t. (1TO'Xri"oll TW. 1II'T"IoI', a All trl) Tpl""ywl'OlI /oIt..,r8';'. 
'Tf "ClI 6.p,811>~1I 07Wf4AT'K';''' Tt Kill cUrWJ.I,:iTIoI'· ws ""yap 0 O"'~f T~ KfXIlp./JIO. ""yd).r1 (11107TPfrpt' KIlTa T~ 
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1I8 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

The dyad has no form, and the triad has, for the dyad, as' othemess,' 
is infinite: "It appears also to be the 'infinite,' since it is the 'other,' 
and this beginning with the next to one goes on to infinity." 1 It is 
"without arrangement, for from the triangle and the triad the actual 
polygonals to an infinite number of sides advance; but no plane figure 
was ever composed of two straight lines or two angles j so it is in ac
cord with this alone that we bave the 'undefined' and 'without ar
rangement.'" 2 One further factor to be taken into consideration 
is that the triad is the first to show what Nicomachus calls' natural 
sequence,' that is, the possession of beginning, middle, and end. As 
such, it is the idea of completeness, and the dyad fails to measure up 
to its standard.' 

The second mode of demonstration, based on the elementary charac
ter of the monad and the dyad, is more satisfactory, and has already 
been foreshadowed in the discussion of Nicomachus's philosophy. 
There it was seen that the monad and the dyad were actually identi
fied with' sameness' and 'otherness,' 4 that is, they are not so much 
numbers themselves as forms which are impressed upon numbers and 
things. If we put the matter on the basis of the Aristotelian logic of 
which Nicomachus is so fond, it becomes evident that they are not 
true numbers (iV<fryEI<f, iVTEAEXEi'f) but only forms, and as the sources 
of numbers, they are themselves potential numbers (avva!,,,), 

The frequent occurrence of these terms makes it allowable to take 
this view. Furthermore, the analysis of numbers shows in them the 
presence of the monad and dyad, 'sameness' and 'otherness,' as 
elements. The chief instances mentioned by Nicomachus are the odd, 
square, and cubic numbers, which are characterized by 'sameness,' 
and the even and heteromecic numbers, which display 'otbemess.' 
... on'T'j{~J' Tt j{1l11P'Ya.trT"CIJ~ 1~1",}Ul. oVrwr '9 I"WT'I/c~ "11",."" T~f ~...iao" 1I'",POf~80iivll ·rii "udlll, two-. 
pll.' Kd }"Wt"', olO"'!Ir'1"fV, r~pa, ~" .. ol'l"'fP, tUOf 1I~. 3np I"'TIJ' dp'fJp,hf, Tf Tpuill.· clpx~"1a, KI.T· 
l"'nf14J' dpl9~u I.Vr'l, ~J'd.II",J' "' ... T'Ij~I.G".J' oP'CbpiJ'Ov. ~r4, III TpMrOJ' TIJ'I\ Kill -IJ IIv4, 11.4 TO 
dpXOfulir. 

1 Ibid., p. J J: lIT, III K41 TO ""fipO. tfJ,"fff41. ft"1' Kid TO hrpo., TOVTO III d .. o Toil rAp' h 
dp~dIo'fJ'OJ' Il, 4.r"poJ' ~1nf"1"TfI. 

t Ibid. , p. 11: lIT, +J IIv4' tfJ4Cfffl.' UX'l~TI"'TO'. ftrfP dro ,J. TPI"1I11~v KI.I Tp'eiIl0J T4 111" 
1.11'11,00. n}"t',-y",.A ~"nr!, rpoxwpri, 11{ III ~J'd.lIor rei.6 olU'u KAT4 50",/",. VreiPXfI, wo III 11.:.0 olln 
t(,8f1t:J. rOTt olOlIf "1",,,t:J. fWh'rypa/A/MI. dVMTI.TlI, "'xii.lol4· KI.T4 p,h..,. I.pa AVr~. TO dOp''''TO. ul 
UXtljoId. TldTO •• 

I Ibid., p. 14: 'T' III KAI rUA 0':""14 1I.~£ollo. 'XOVdA tIIVIf'K~. "POUI 'xn Tprir, dpx'lf., eiK/A.qJ', 
n}"fllT'Ij", 010. r~PATA KM JAI"'o., lI'I.G"T'Ij.lol4T4 1I~, GloJ' cdf~ •• KI.I tfJ9C""., lNTTI T~. ,J. IIlJdllor tfJ':"",. 
1{41 TO IKeiTfpo' llU/XlCndiJ41 TV Tpuill. Tt:J. rrp4TW.. See also ibid., p. 15. top. Cf. the explana· 
tion of this by Moderatus of Gades, p. 103 . 

• See p. 100. 
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The reason why the odd and even have these qualities, as stated by 
Nicomachus, l is that 'their species are formed' (fl801To('Ew8al.) by 
the monad and dyad respectively.' The squares and cubes, on the 
one hand, and the heteromecic numbers,on the other, receive' sameness' 
and 'otherness' from the fact that their composition is dependent upon 
the odd and even numbers, and, furthermore, they show it either in 
the equality of their sides, aT, in the case of the heteromecic numbers, 
in their inequality.' The cubes in a special sense are the product of 
odd numbers, and partake of 'sameness' to an even greater extent." 
The elements, then, of these series are the monad and dyad, and, as we 
have seen, they are practically identified with forms. 

But after all the dyad is never quite on a level witb the monad as 
an element; a minor indication of the feeling of Nicomachus is seen in 
his rather condescending remark that it is ' a monad in a sense' and in 
his designation 'beginning-like' for it.' For at bottom it is the monad 
that is the real beginning of the number series. It is that which' re
mains,' ever the same itself and in mathematical operations conferring 
the same persistence upon other numbers; 6 the monad too is poten
tially all numbers.' It has already been noted that the numerical 
series is compared to a moving stream, progressing out of the monad, 
which occupies the place of a point, and in the first movement going on 
to the dyad, which introduces' otherness' after the absolute unity of 
the monad.' The movement then extends to the triad, the first true 

I See Tnt,odflction, H. I7. 2, and lamblichus, Tn Nieom(Uhi A,iJhmttk:am TnJ,odudion.em 
Lihcr, p. 12, 26 ft . Though Nicomachus does not mention the matter, it wa. .. an old Pythag
orean notion that the' odd ' and' even' were finite and infinite respectively because the one re
sists, the other admits, dichotomy: Simplicius, Physica AluwitaJio, p. 105 a: OUTO, 61 Tlb 

«"f'PO" .,.b «P'rlo" dp,8~~ nf"YO~, au~ .,.~ ... ii .. /101.. «1"'0", "r q,m6'" 0,1 1~"It'Y""'III, fir ((/"11 a'lIljJfiir8IU, 
.,.~ at fir ((/"11 a<lUpo{ijUl'O" 4 .. u,oo~ KII.,.a ",~" a'XOTO~II". The behavior of 'odd' and' even' in ad
dition and multiplication was also observed. 

, I ntroouction, 11 . 17. 2; 18. 1,4; 20. 2. The reason why the' odd ' is' given specific form' by the 
monad seems to be at least partly accounted for by definition of the' odd ' (I. 7. ~ ) ; whereas 2 is 
always a factor of the 'even.' Furthermore these numbers were first in the two classes, though 
there was some dispute over this point, and seem to embody' oddness' and' evenness' in the same 
way as ' sameness' and 'otherne!>S.' 

I Squares: TntrotiueJion, 11. 17. J; 18. J i heteromecic numbers, ibid., and 11. 18. I. 
4 Tbid ., 11. lOo 5. 'See p. 116, with notes 6 and 7. . 
I TnlrOOl/dion, 11. 6. J; 17.4; Thc%gmtlcna Arithmcticar., p. J. l ft. It is to be noted that/loOJ'1f 

and I'im, were technical terms in Nco- Platonic theology to describe the unchanging existence 
of God; cf. Plotinu!', Ent/(aJa, I. 7. I, and the Christian application of the same tenn in Augustine, 
De GtntJi ad LiUcram, IV. 18. 34. The Nco-Pythagorean doctrine of the monad probably plays 
a part in the development of this idea. 7 See p. 116, D. 5. 

I Thtolot.umena Arithmeticat, p . 8, 11: dpx~ Tt 11"111 ... v8I'~, Wllft"l T11r 1"oii dpl8.uoii nfpof,afllu 
Ka..,.' fld_ iiAllr j TntrOOudUm, H. J7. 5: I1"f,061-..,.,OI KQ1"IIPIfTIII"~. 
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120 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

number, and so on to the deead, which in a sense repeats the monad.1 

That is, it has the functions in the series 10, 20, 30 . . . 100 which 
the monad has in the series I, 2, 3 ... 10, and all the terms between 
10 and 100 are made up of components from these two series singly or 
in combination. The series goes on still further, with 100, 1,000, 

and 10,000 successively assuming the position of the monad in their 
respective series or courses, and because of this they were called by the 
Pythagoreans "monads of the second, third, etc., courses." The 
Pythagoreans, it may also be remarked, did not recognize that 12, for 
example, might be made the end of the first series precisely as well as 
10; they were convinced that 10 was divinely and naturally consti
tuted as the climax of the series and that no other could vie with it. 
It was an instance of the operation of 'nature' as opposed to 'human 
convention' - a contrast which Nicomachus is fond of pointing out 1 

- and evidenced by man's possession of ten fingers and toes, by the 
ten categories and the ten forms of relative number.3 

In this movement of number from the monad Nicomachus pictures 
its advance by steps, or places (xwpa,), occupied by the successive 
terms (opo,) or number; for number, it will be remembered, is the 
property of the discrete. The number system is thus based on the 
integers, and Nicomachus does not consider zero a part of it.' The 
beginning of the series is I, for although 1 and 2 are not really num
bers at all, they begin the numerical series, and we find Nicomachus 
constantly using them in exactly the same way as the others. 

Furthermore, the numerical series is 'by marvellous and divine 
nature' a harmony, that is, 'a unification of the diverse and a concord 
of the disagreeing." All harmonies have to be constructed out of 
opposites, and in number these are of course the 'same' and the 'other' 
as seen especially in the odd and even numbers and in their derivatives. 
The odd and the even give evidence at the very start of the harmonious 
construction of the whole system by their occurrence in alternate places 
in the natural series' The harmony of the numbers, which is of course 

I For number as a moving stream, cf. p. 116. On the' monads of the courses' and the Pythag. 
orean decimal system, cf. I. 19. 17 and note ad loco 

1 Cf. Introductiun, I. 6. 4; 23. 7; 11. 3. :l; 17. 2; Thc%gll1Mtla Arilhmdiau, p. 3. :lS CAst) • 
• The only reference in the Inlroduction to the sacredness of the de<:ad is 11. 22. I; but compare 

the Theolog/41MM Arilh1Mlicae throughout the chapter on the decad. 
t The only reference to zero in the InJrodlldiun is in H. 6. 3. and here it is not a tenn . 
• This is a quotation from Philolaus cited in 11. J9. I. Most of the data. upon the bannonyof 

the natural series will be found in I. 6. 2 11. 
'Introduction. I. 6. 4. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF NUMBER I" 

to Nicomachus evidence of the harmony of the universe, displays it
self in all sorts of regularities, observed in the relations of numbers; 
those which Nicomachus delights to point out as proofs of the' good 
order,' 1 'friendship' and 'cooperation' 2 of numbers are for the most 
part the inflexible workings of rules, and the observation that numbers 
of certain specific characters occur at stated intervals either in the 
natural series or in some other regularly constituted group derived from 
it, as, for example, the odd numbers or the doubles.' The discovery 
of other facts must have assisted the Pythagorean mathematicians 
greatly in their belief in harmony, for instance, the discovery of the 
musical concords in the first few numbers of the natural series and 
in the numbers of the sides, edges, and angles of the cube.' 

Harmony, however, must be founded not on a series of opposites 
only, but upon opposites which are not irrational to onc another,fi 
This requirement is met by the numbers of the natural series. They 
have certain fixed relations to onc another, capable of expression and 
definition, which Nicomachus studies under the head of relative 
number.' The fundamental relation of any two terms is equality 
with one another j 7 other relations will vary to one side or the other, 
and numbers will exceed or be exceeded by one another according to 
the various ratios. We may leave to Nicomachus himself the exposi
tion of this subject, though it may be remarked that he gives an in
adequate definition of ratio' 

Another characteristic of numbers, which does not concern their 
mutual relations so much as themselves absolutely, is their ability, 
according to the ideas of Nicomachus, to conform to geometrical ar
rangements.' Fundamentally this rests upon the definition of number 
as a combination of monads, and the further assumption that the 
constituent monads of any term are capable of arrangement ((JX~p.a.). 
Granting this, the arrangements may be either linear, plane or solid, 
and may imitate any of the figures recognized by geometry. An ex-

I See fVr«€l«, f~«KTor in Hoche'g index. 
! Inl,odllction, n. 19. 1. 

J Instances of this sort are found in those seetions where Nicomachus degcribes the 'generation' 
of certain types of numbers, e.g., the multiples, I. 18. 4 H. The regular comparison of terms be
tween two series gives certain 1)'p('$ of ratio in regular order; d. I. 19.8 H. 

t IlltrodllctioJI, 11. 15.4; 26.2, on the musical concords as discovered in the cube. Arithmo-
logical writers point out that 4 includes the chief harmonies . 

• Ibid" I. 6. 3. 7 Ihid., I. 23. 6; n. I. 1-2 . 

I Ibid., I. 17, and following chapters. • Ibid ., 11. 21.3; see the nOle ad IIX. 
I Ibid., H. 6 H., treats of plane and solid numbers. 
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122 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

ample of this sort of thinking has already been met, implicit in the 
statement that the triad has beginning, middle, and end, which can 
have no meaning unless it implies that the triad is to be regarded as 
a linear arrangement of three monads, I I 1.1 Numbers of this sort 
are called linear (ypap.p.tKoi, H. 6. ,). But these three monads can be 
as easily arranged in two dimensions as in onc, and then they will 
form a triangle, :., and the same can be done with any of the 
numbers which are summations of the natural series from I to 
any given term. The triangular number is the elementary form of 
the plane number, just as the triangle is the element of plane figures 
in general; , but the numbers are capable also of arrangements in the 
form of squares, pentagons and all the regular polygons, as well as in 
the form of parallelograms of all kinds. Furthermore, if a third 
dimension be added, and the monads grouped in more than one plane, 
all sorts of solid numbers can be constructed. 

One further point remains to be emphasized, namely, that the Py
thagoreans could not regard numbers in the cold, impartial manner of 
the modern mathematician and that Nicomachus is at one with them 
in this. Numbers are the sources of form and of energy in the world; 
they are dynamic, active even on their own fellows; hence they con
vey to one another qualities and sometimes take on an almost human 
character in their capabilities for mutual influence. We have already 
noted that the monad donates' sameness,' equality, and permanence, 
the dyad 'othemess' and inequality. In addition, the perfect numbers 
are compared to good things and are therefore few, while the 'super
abundant' and 'deficient,' like vices and bad things, are many.' The 
decad possesses a different type of perfection, but one which distin
guishes it even more. 

All this is significant of a type of thinking that endows numbers 
with qualities which arc not in any sense mathematical, regarding some 
as better or worse,' younger or older' than others, and allowing them 

I See p. 105. A similar conception is implied in the definition in I. 7. 2. It may be noted that 
the dyad is called crx1tJ'llT(I' 4JU1IPO" TWo&umma Arithmeticae, p. 8. 

I ['uroducJion, 11. 7.4, Si 12.8; Theolo,u...-a A..uhmelicae, pp. 8,18. For a rather full 
sketch of the further development of polygonal numbers the reader is reftlled to the chapter on 
"Polygonal, Pyramidal and Figurate Numbers," in L. E . Dickson's HislMy DJ liu TlleDrY DJ 
NuwWerS, vol. 11 (Carnegie Institution, Washington, 1920), pp. I-J9. 

I ItiWodudion, 1. cc. 14- 16. 
4 Ibid., I . 2J. 4 implies that equality is • better' as well as • older' than inequality . 
• In ;Md., I. 19. 8, 14, the multiple is shown to be • older' than the 5uperparticular. • More 

original' isdoubUess the fundamental idea; but by' older' the Greek also connotes' more honored.' 
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PHILOSOPHY OF NUMBER 1'3 

to transmit characters, like parents to their progeny.! As a conse
quence, there is found in the Introduction a tendency to classify in 
groups of three, which has been noted by the historians of mathe
matics; indeed we read in the Tlzeologumena Aritlzmeticae that the 
number 3 seems to influence the science of arithmetic greatly because 
of the threefold classifications found there' That such a treatment 
of numbers is to be found in the Theologumma Arithmcticae is not at 
all surprising, but the Introduction itself is not by any means free from 
it, and though the modern reader may find such procedure unscien
tific, it lends the charm of quaintness to the book. 

I lnt,odudion, I. lJ. 6 (equality is the 'mother and root' of inequality); I. 4. I (arithmetic is 
the 'mother' of geometry, etc.). 

1 Theolo,urMtkl Arilhmetiwe, p. IS, 23 H. (Ast). 
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CHAPTER IX 

TRANSLATORS AND COMMENTATORS OF NlCOMACHUS 

JUDGED by the standards of the mathematician, Nicornachus can
not rank with the leaders of the science even as it was known in an
tiquity; estimated, however, by the number of his translators, scho
liasts, commentators, and imitators, he is undoubtedly one of the most 
influential. From his own day until the sixteenth century, among 
the Greeks, the Latins, and the Arabs, there was scarcely a place 
where he was not honored as an aritrunetician, or a time when learned 
men failed to regard his work as the basis of the science. 

It is the Introduction to Arithmetic that won him this glory; the 
Manual of Harmony helped, for the scribes of medieval times made 
many copies of it, but this never became as celebrated as the other. 
Nor, it should be added, was the Geometrical Introduction valued so 
highly; no copies of it survive, no references are made to it by name,! 
save by Nicomachus himself. In geometry Euclid reigned supreme, 
and if Nicomachus's name is coupled with his, it is with the under
standing that the former is first in geometry, the latter in arithmetic. 
Perhaps the accident of having lived just when he did is responsible 
in some measure for Nicomachus's great popularity; had the Middle 
Ages been so generously endowed as the time of the Alexandrian 
mathematicians or the Renaissance with the spirit of independent 
inquiry and the genius to carry it out, he would not have occupied his 
exalted place. As it was, however, the classic arithmetica which he 
represents ruled almost exclusively. 

Nicomachus was introduced to the Roman world not long after his 
death - perhaps even during his life - by Apuleius of Madaura, 
who is said by Cassiodorus and by Isidore of Seville to have been the 
first to translate the Introduction into Latin.' This translation has 

1 Inlrodftction, TI. 6. 1. 

I Cassiodorus, De A,tibus QC Disciplinis LiberaJium Littcrarum, Migne, PaJ,ologia Latina, 
val. LXX, p. 1208 A-B j Isidore of Seville, EJymolog~, Migne, Pal,ologia LaiilUJ, val. LXXXII. 
p. 155-
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TRANSLATORS AND COMMENTATORS 

disappeared without leaving a trace, as far as we know, and the De 
lnstitutitme Arilhmetiea of Boethius,' which is, as the author frankly 
admits, a version of the Nicomachean Introduction, became and re
mained the source through which the Latin-speaking portion of the 
world knew Nicomachus. This book is discussed in the later part of 
the present chapter. The Arabs learned of Nicomachus and his arith
metic through TMbit ibn Qorah (836-<)01 A.D.), whose translation of 
parts of the Introduction is extant in manuscript form.' 

Another sign of the popularity of Nicomachus is the large accumu
lation of scholia associated with the manuscripts of his Introduction 
/0 Arithmetic. Most important of these is the collection written hy 
Johannes Philoponus of Caesarea, the grammarian and theologian of 
the sixth century, who is best known from his Aristotelian commen
taries and his treatise on the creation of the world. The scholia on 
Book I were published by Hoche (Leipzig, 1864), together with a 
scholium of Theodorus Protocensor, but those on Book II are not as 
yet edited. This collection is reported by Hoche to exist, in two re
censions, in the Gottingen, Hamburg, and Giessen manuscripts, which 
he consulted j it also exists in an Oxford manuscript and in one pre
served at the Escurial.' Philoponus was not enough of a mathemati
cian to add anything of value to the subject-matter of Nicomachus, 
and his scholia are by no means so important as the commentary by 
Iamblichus, which will be discussed later. Other scholia, by Soterichus 
and by unnamed writers, have been found in the manuscripts and pub
lished ;' of unpublished material, the scholia of Asclepius of Tralles, 
reported to exist in a manuscript at the Escurial, promise the greatest 
interest.5 

1 Ed. G. Friedlein, Leipzig, 1867. 
'Hoche, p. ix; Suter, Die MathemaJiker unil Ast,orwm.!n tier Arab" und ill,e Waie, in Ab

lt41td1ungen %141' Gcsc/ruhte dcr malhemaJischen IV iSSNJSClwffen (LeipUg', 1900), vol. X, pp. 35. 37; 
Arabic manuscript in the British Mu~um, 426, IS °. 

I Cr. Hochc, p. viii; H. O. Coxe, CaJologrls Codkum .u anuseri ptor14m Qui in Collegii! A ulisqlle 
O:umunsibus Hodie AdstrOOntur, Oxford, 1852, \'01. I, under Greek MSS of Lincoln College library, 
No. XXXIII (a paper MS, of the beginning of the sixteenth century containing Nicomachus's 
Imroduciion and Philoponus's scholia); MS X. L 9 of the library of S. Lorenzo del Escurial (cf. 
Charles Graux, Essai sur les Origims d" Fonds Cree rk I'Eswrial, Fase. 46 of BibliolhrqlU de 
I' &olt des H aIdes tJ,uks, Paris, 1880, p. 268) . 

• Hoche published the scholia of Soterichus, Elberfeld, 1871; Nobbe (Leipzig, 1828 and 1862) 
those of the Numberg and Wolfenbilttel manuscripts, and Hoche (1863) those of the Giessen 
manuscript. 

• Cf. Hoche, p. iXj Graux, op. cil., p. 267, on the Escurial MS numbered T. T. 12. The library 
of New College, Oxford, has a MS of the lnlrodudion 'cum glossulis' (cf. Coxe, op. m., vol. I, 
under No. CCXCIX of the New College MSS). 
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Of the commentaries, the book of Iamblichus 1 is the most impor
tant, but other works of a similar nature are known to have existed. 
There is still extant, for example, an anonymous Prolegomena to the 
Introduction to Arithmetic of Nicomachus, which was published by 
P. Tannery, but contains little to interest either the mathematician 
or the historian' It is reported that Proclus Procleius of Laodicea 
in Syria, who is not to be confused with Proclus Diadochus, and a 
certain Heronas, of the fourth or the fifth century at latest, also wrote 
upon the Introduction.3 

The list of commentators and scholiasts is, however, not as long as 
that of the authors influenced by Nicomachus. Beginning with the 
well-known names of l\fartianus CapeUa, Cassiodorus, Isidore of Seville, 
and Michael Psellus, it includes dozens of writers on arithmetic from 
the tenth to the sixteenth century who followed him through the 
medium of Boethius. Of these something will be said in the following 
chapter; for the present we shall turn our attention first to Iamblichus, 
and then to Boethius, the two most noteworthy of the followers of 
Nicomachus. 

Iamblichus, philosopher and prolific writer, was a native of Chalcis 
in Coele Syria, which accounts for the pride expressed for his famous 
countryman in his Commentary. He lived in the fourth century, al
though his dates cannot be fixed exactly, and seems to have been 
educated in Rome among Neo-Platonic influences, which after all 
were not far removed from Neo-Pythagoreanism. At any rate his 
tastes led him to ascribe great influence in the world to numbers, and 
his interest in this phase of ancient philosophy is witnessed by the fact 
that, besides writing on the Introduction, he also compiled a Life of 
Pythagoras. He is reputed also to be the author of the compilation 
edited by Ast under the title Theologumena Arithmeticae. 

His Commentary is really a treatise on arithmetic based on the I .... 
troduction, that is, a work having the same plan and purpose as the 
Introduction itself; we might perhaps call it a new edition. In gen
eral he follows the order set by Nicomachus and reproduces his ma
terial, but he has added many things. Some of these amplifications 
are merely further illustrative material and new observations on the 

11,. Nkomadti ArUhme#cafll InJ,oduditmem Liher (M. H. Pistelli). 
1 In his cdition of tbe works of Diophantus, vol. Il, pp. 73- 77 . 
• On Proclus. cf. Suidas s.v. Eutocius, Ad A"hinwlis dt Sph4era d CyliPUJro. I1, p. 28 (cd. 

Bas.), mentions an f1.r61'"lJUt. rh T-tj. dp,81'",,,,-tj. rwaYW'Y1f, by Hcronas, who is otherwise un
known. 
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tables of numbers which Nicomachus used; some of them are dis
cussions of the Pythagorean virtues of numbers; others are proposi
tions taken from earlier mathematicians which did not appear in the 
Introdudion. One of the most valuable features of the book is the 
inclusion of notes on the history of certain theorems and upon ter
minology. In general, however, Iamblichus is not credited with the 
discovery of any new propositions of importance. The following 
summary of his Commentary and comparison with Nicomachus will 
explain its character: 

SUMMARY OF IAMBLIcHUs's COMMEXTARY 

PAGE 
(Page rrferences are to Pis/cUi's edition) 

3, 5 - S, 25: Introduction, chiefly praise of Nicomachus. 

5, 26 - 10, 7 = Nicomachus, 1. 1- 5 in general; Iamblichus even gives indica
tion of the quotations made by Nicomachus. He omits chapter 6, an important 
one from the standpoint of Nicomachean philosophy. 

la, 8-24: Definitions of number, referring to Thales, Pythagoras, Eudoxus, 
Hippasus and Philolaus.' 

11, 1-26: A discussion of the monad. This topic is missing in the InlroduclUm. 
But Theon of Smyrna speaks of it at some length.2 

12, 1- 13, 10 = Nicomachus, I. 7, in general; the odd and even. 

13, 10 - 1$, 5 : Material probably based on the Theologumena Arithmeticae, 
including the explanation of the' lambdoid figure' which is there mentioned.3 

15, 5- 15: An account of the genesis of the odd and the even series from I and 
2 (not in Nicomachus). 

1$,16 - 16, 1I, takes its start from Nicomachus, I. 8. 1-2, but leads into a dis
cussion of the number 5 as justice (pp. 16, II - 20, 6), which parallels Theolo
gumena Arithmeluae, pp. 28-30 (Ast). 

20, 7 - 3$, 10 = Nicomachus, I. 8. 3 - c. 16 i the varieties of the even and the 
odd, the superabundant, deficient, and perfect numbers. Nicomachus is 
followed substantially. It may be noted that criticism of Euclid for his defini
tions, a favorite topic of Iamblichus, appears in several places (pp. 20, 10--14; 
20,19-21,3; 23,18-24,14; 30,28-31,21). The most interesting is 
the last of these passages where Iamblichus maintains in opposition to Euclid 
that 2 is not prime.· Another passage (p. 34, 20 - 35, 10) deals with the vir
tues of 6 in the Pythagorean manner. On p. 27, 3 is found the statement that 
f.ViJv,urpv(Os and f.UJvyP«f"I~'I.I(Os are additional names of prime numbers; Theon' 
also uses the former, and Thymaridas is here cited by Iamblichus as 
authority for the latter. 

I See p. 1I4. 

I Thcon of Smyma, p. 18, S fr. (Hiller); see p. 37 . 
• Theologumen.a Arilhmdkae. p. 3 (Ast). 

Coogk 
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I P. 23. 12 (Hiller). 
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PAGE 

35, II - 43, 12 = Nicomachus, I. 17-21: the discussion of equality and in
equality, with no essential additions. 

43. 13 - 51, 20: The' three rules' of Nicomachus, I. 23. 6 £I., are given, out of 
order, and then Iamblichus returns to the multiple superparticular. etc., as in 
Nicomachus, I. 22 and 23 . 1-3. The reversal of the' three rules' (Nicomachus, 
n. 2) is omitted. 

SI, 21 - 52, 27 = Nicomachus, 11. 3-4. but briefly. Nicomachus, 11. S, is 
omitted. 

• 
52, 28 - 56, 17 contains four propositions that are nol found in the Introduction. 

56. 23 - 72, 2 presents the subject of plane numbers, following Nicornachus, 
11.6-12, but with the important addition (pp. 62, 18 - 68, 26) of the cele
brated • epanthema' of Thymaridas. 1 

72, 2 - 93, 7 = Nicomachus, n. 17- 20. The parallelism exists in a general way, 
but there are additions, especially that of the 'diaulos' theorem,2 and Iamblichus 
brings out, in the discussion of the squares and heteromecic numbers, the 
Pythagorean aspects of the monad and dyad at greater length than did Nicoma
chus. There is further criticism of Euclid Cp. 74, 24 H.). On p. 82, 13 H., he 
points out that the squares are alternately even and odd 3 and all the heteromecic 
numbers even, principles which he applies to the exegesis of the Platonic ac
count of the 'marriage number.' 4 On p. 83, 10 H., we have the proposition 
that the products of squares by squares are squares; those of heteromecic 
numbers by heteromecic numbers are heteromecic numbers j and those of 
p.u<Tol (promecic numbers) never squares. This principle appears in part 
later, on p. 90, 20. lamblichus then sets up the table of squares and heteromecic 
numbers and discusses the properties that may be discovered therein, sometimes 
agreeing with Nicomachus and sometimes adding from other sources. 

The table is as follows: 

Squares, 
Heteromecic numbers, 

, 4 

2 6 
9 

'2 

16 25 36 49 64 81 100, 
20 30 42 56 72 go 110, 

or, in general terms, 

Squares, 
Heteromecic numbers, 

a', (a + ,)', (a + 2)', (a + 3)', (a + 4)' .... 
a, a(a + ,), (a + ,)(a + 2), (a + 2)(a + 3) . • •• 

The first set of observations, pp. 83, 27 - 87, 22, is in general agreement with 
Nicomachus (H. 19. 3- 4 j 20. 3-4). It is to be noted that lamblichus omits 

1 See Nessclmann, op. cit., pp. 2J2 H.; Heath, History, vol. I, pp. 94-Q6. 

'The theorem is based on the principle stated in the Introduction, 11. 12.2, that the sum of two 
consecutive triangular numbers is a square: 1+ 2 + ... + (a - I ) +a + (a - I) + ... 
+ 2 + I = a'. The progress to and from a is compared to the Greek double race-course, "IGn~
Mr. Cantor, op. (it., vol. I, p. 460, implies that the theorem in this fonn may be the work of 
lamblichus. This is very improbable, especially as Iamblichus designates it 'the so-called diau
los' (p. 75, 25). It is found in Theologumc"a AruhmtJicae, p. 9 (Ast). Nesselmann, op. dJ., 
p. 23i if., discusses it fully. See Heath, H;skJry, vo!. I, p. XI". 

I So Theon of Smyrna, p. 34, J . 
• Republil, 546 H. 
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the proposition of Nicornachus. 11. 20. I, that m2 + m is always heteromecic, 
and he does not put in the same form the observation that the squares may be 
put into proportions with the heteromecic numbers as means.1 

The added propositions are these: 
84.24: a(a + I) + 2 a'l + (a + I)(a + 2), and the like, give results that may be 

called dvo,uo«l' (unlike; that is, the opposite of 'like,' which describes num
bers that share in 'sameness' 2 because they are either odd or are summations 
of the odd series, squa:.res). This is the converse of the proposition (p. 84. 18) 
that at + 2 a(a + I) + (a + I)!, and the like, is always a square j which is 
stated in passing by Nicomachus (p. 117,8-9). 

84, 2): a(a + I) + 2(a + I)' + (a + I)(a + 2), and the like, always give a 
square. 

86, IS: m(m + I) is always a triangular number. The materials in this section, , 
with the exceptions noted, are found for the most part in the Introduction, but 
Iamblichus has somewhat varied their order and form. 

88, 15 - 91, 3: This section contains further observations based upon the same 
table of squares and heteromecic numbers; to judge from the way in which 
it is framed in the narrative, it would seem that Iamblichus intended it as an 
enlargement on the Nicomachean original. As a matter of fact there is nothing 
of great importance in it that can be called original with Iamblichus; some of 
the material he seems to have derived from the Theologumena ArithmeJicae or 
similar sources, some from the Introduction, and for some of the remainder 
ear1ier parallels can be pointed out. 

The propositions here added are these: 
I + 2 + 3 • .. + 9 + 10 + 9 .. . + 3 + 2 + I = 100; 10 + 20 + 30 

... + 90 + 100 + 90 . .. + 30 + 20 + 10 = 1,000 j 100 + 200 + 
300 ••. + <)00 + 1,000 + <)00 ••• + 300 + 200 + 100 = 10,000. This 
will be recognized at once as an application of the 'diaulos' theorem, 
based on material from the Theologumena Arithmeticae, which appeared 
earlier in the commentary.' It can certainly not be original with 
Iamblichus, since, in addition to its probable Nicomachean, or even 
earlier, origin, it involves the Pythagorean conception of I, 10, 100, 

1,000, •• " as ,uo..a&~ cbr.\.o.~ &1JT"(pw&ni',un'O.t., Tp~w8ovfUVtU, etc., a termi
nology employed by Nicomachus himself.· The passage is, however, 
considered noteworthy by historians of mathematics in view of its 
significance in the development of a true decimal system. 

The theorem about special properties of squares (already found in Theon, 
p. 35, I) ff.): 

m{m + 2) + I or m(m - 2) + I is always a square. 
a X ma = ma'. ' .. 

Ilntroduc'ion, n. 19.4. t Cf. p. lI8. • P. 75, 2S ft. See p. 128, n. 2. 
4 ImrodllcJion, I . 19. 17 (but spelled 5tv'r~po50Iljd"" etc.). 
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Any triangular number multiplied by 8 becomes a square when I is added. 
This proposition was known to Plutarch.1 

a'Z X lJ2 is always a square. This is stated by Nicomachus, 11. 24. 10. 

In a geometrical progression beginning with I, if the term after I is a square, 
so are the others, Le., the series is 1, m2, m', mS, . . .. This occurs in 
Euclid, Elements, IX. 9. 

If a: b = b: C, and a is a square, c is a square also (= Euclid, Ekments, 
VIII. ,,). 

If a2 measures lr, a measures b ( "'" Euclid, Elements, VIII. 14). 
ab is the geometrical mean between at and lJ2 (cf. Euclid, Elements, VIII. I I, 

and Nicomachus, 11. 24· 9)· 
91, 3 - 93, 7: Pleuric and diametric numbers are discussed. This is a subject 

not treated by Nicomachus, but already known through Theon.! 

94. 8 - 95. 15: Solid numbers in general, with their classification; this is based 
upon the material in Nicomachus, 11. 13, 16. 1- 2,3 and 17· 6. P. 94, IS H. is 
an added section upon the monad as potential surface and solid. 

95,15-97.7: Pyramids; the basis of the section is Nicomachus, 11.13,14, 
but it is condensed. The description of the geometrical pyramid (Nicomachus, 
H. 13. 2-5) is omitted. There are added, however, some unimportant observa
tions on the table of pyramidal numbers (pp. 96, 6 ff. j 96, 13 ff.). 

97, 7 - 98, 13: Cubes. The section is based in general on Nicomachus, H. 20. 5, 
with material from other contexts (e.g., cf. p. 97,10 ff. with Nicomachus, H. IS. 2, 
and p. 98, 2 f. with Nicomachus, H. 24. IQ). It is modeled as closely as possible 
after the section on the square and so contains certain parallels with Euclid 
(e.g., p. 98, 7 ~ EI,mmts, VIII. '3; p. 98, 8 - Elements, VIII. 15; cf. also 
p. 98,4 and Elements, IX. 3; and p. 97.21 with Elements, IX. 8 and Theon of 
Smyma, p. 34, 16 ff.). Of the other propositions there may be mentioned here 
p. 98, 5: "If, in a geometrical progression beginning with I, the term after I 
is a cube, the other tenns are cubes" (cf. Euclid, IX. 9) j and also the observa
tion on p. 97, 23 that a X as = (a2)2. 

98, 14 ff.: Proportions. Iamblichus departs less from the Nicomachean model 
in the remaining portion of the book than in the previous parts. The added 
material is either unessential amplification or in the nature of historical notes 
and comments on the mathematical terminology; among the latter are several 
bits of information that are very valuable. He tells us, for example (pp. 100, 
15 ff. i II3, 16 ff.), something about the history of the theory of proportions j' 
on p. 100, I J he remarks that TO cl..a.\oyo)' was properly applied to disjunct 
propositions or proportional series, whereas d.J.'C1.\oy&O meant the continuous " 
proportion; on p. 100, IS, there is inserted a valuable note on the difference 
between dvaAoy&o and JUa6r~; 4 the information about the names la, '1ltvia 
and Wcva.vr&O as applied to the harmonic proportion (pp. 108, 5 fI. j lIO, 18 ft.) 
is also welcome. 

I Platoniau Q1uus#.ones, v. 2, 10031'. 

Z See Cantor, op. tU., vol. I, p. 436. 

Coogk 

• See the notes on I nlroductioll, IT. 22. 1 and IT. 25. I· 

• See the note on /tUroduditm, II. 21. 2. 
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TRANSLATORS AND COMMENTATORS 13 1 

He strives for greater accuracy than Nicomachus in the definitions of pro
portion and ratio, and adds the statement that the interval between terms may 
vary while the ratio remains the same, or vice versa. The' ratio of number to 
number,' which was thought not to fall under any of the specified ten species of 
ratio and was classed by itself, is mentioned by both Theon (p. 80, 7) and lam
blichus Cp. 99. IS), but not by Nicomachus. Of the added matter, a good ex
ample is the set of rules for producing the various proportions (pp. 101, 24 ff. i 
106,5 II.; 112, I H.). The 'three rules' given by Nicomachus (I. 23) will 
produce from three monads, three dyads, and the like, terms in geometrical 
progression, as Iamblichus notes. Similarly he constructs rules to make the 
arithmetical proportion, by taking the first number for the first term of 
the proportion; the first plus the second for the second term; the first plus 
the second plus the third for the third term. 

The most important additions, besides the historical notes, include the obser
vations of the properties of groups of three consecutive or regularly occurring 
numbers taken from the natural series (102, 17 ff.). He observes that I, 2, 

3 = 6 (the second triancle); I, 3, 5 = 9 (the second square); 3, 4, 5 - 12 

(the second pentagon); I, 3, 5 give a square; I, 4, 7 give a pentagon; and so 
forth. But since the first group, I, 2, 3. gives 6, the other groups of three 
consecutive numbers from the series' are fashioned after' 1 the hexad; that is, 
if 10 be taken as a unit (and the substitution made in each sum), all the sums 
will be 6. Thus 4,5,6 = 15, equivalent to I + 5; 7,8,9 = 24, equivalent to 
2 + 4. and so forth. This manipulation of the number ]0 is of course of the 
same character as that already observed in connection with the p.ovc1Ot-~ Ot:VTt'p(l.)-

8oVftO'U' (p. 88, 15 if.). It may be noted also that Iamblichus omits mention 
of the peculiarity of the arithmetic proportion on which Nicomachus most 
prides himself (p. 125, 18-23, Hoche) and of the fact that the Pythagoreans 
called the cube 'geometrical harmony' (Nicomachus, H. 26). 

Iamblichus's Commentary, as the foregoing synopsis clearly enough 
shows, consists of a thoroughly Nicomachean framework overlaid with 
additions of various kinds. In mere extent these are quite consider
able, but aside from the one section containing the I epanthema' of 
Thymaridas and the few statements of historical interest, their worth 
is very small. Many of them are merely observations based upon the 
tables used by both Nicomachus and Iamblichus; a large number 
seem to depend upon Euclid; and another portion is derived from the 
Theologumena Arithmeticae, or something similar. After sifting out 
the statements obviously borrowed from these sources, nothing of 
importance is left to the credit of Iamblichus himself. It is note
worthy that he does not attempt to modify the definitions and classi
fications of Nicomachus. In general, the Nicomachean original, in 

1 The word elaOlrOlfill'8a.I is used. The proposition occurs also in TlleologumeM AriJhmdicae, 
p. 34 CAst). See Heath, Hislory, vol. I, p. 114. 
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Iamblichus's hands, lost much of the clearness of statement and sim
plicity of arrangement which made it so useful and popular. 

When we turn to Boethius we meet with another admirer of Nico
machus who allowed himself to take even less liberty with his original. 

BOETHIUS AND NICOMACHOS 

It has long been recognized that the De Instituti<me Arithmetica 
of Boethius (here cited in the paging of the edition of G. Friedlein, 
Leipzig, 1867) has so little claim to originality that it may be called a 
translation of the Introduction of Nicomachus. I The judgment is a 
just one. A comparison of the two books will convince the reader that 
Boethius follows Nicomachus from first to last, expanding here and 
condensing there, as he says in his preface that he will do,' but never 
adding anything essential, either original or derived from other sources, 
that departs from his model. His additions seem to be in general 
mere development of the material which Nicomachus supplied
numerical examples, or explicit enlargement of statements left by 
Nicomachus in general form; and similarly his changes impress one 
as being observations or deductions made by Boethius himself on the 
basis of the work before him. There is little indication that Boethius 
used any other sources than the Introduction itself. It is a far more 
important question whether he has omitted anything of an essential 
nature in his translation, as we may tern! the De Institutione Arith
metica. 

As for this problem, a detailed comparison of the two books has 
brought the writer to the conclusion that the historians of mathe
matics, especially Cantor, have been unduly severe in dealing with 
Boethius. Granting that he was not an able mathematician - that 
he was content to follow Nicomachus so closely, and cannot be said to 
have improved upon him in any way, shows this clearly enough - it 
is nevertheless true that he presents, with certain limitations, a fairly 
adequate Latin version of the original, omitting few things which might 
have been included. His limitations as a translator will shortly ap
pear, and it will be seen that he omits certain sections. But he is 
not guilty of leaving out, as Cantor charges, some of the best things, 
from the mathematical standpoint, in Nicomachus. 

1 Nesselmann, op. dl., p. ~1I; Cantor, op. rn., vot. I, pp. 573 ft. 
IP.4,30ff. 
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Cantor says,' specifically, that he omits the propositions that the 
cubes are derived from the summation of the odd numbers (Nicoma
chus, 11. 20. 5), and that the polygonal number with n angles and side 
r and the triangular number with side r - I make together the po
lygonal with n + I angles and side r (Nicomachus, 11. 12. 7). With 
regard to the first proposition Cantor is simply mistaken; tbe prin
ciple is amply stated in Boethius, 11. 39 (p. 136). He is more nearly 
right as to the second; Boethius in fact does not, like Nicomachus, 
sum up in a general statement this principle, but, aside from this, he 
fully parallels Nicomachus, 11. 12. 5- 7, giving specific instances of the 
working of the theorem for several of the polygonal numbers' The 
fairest criticism to make of Boethius is that as a mathematical writer 
he displays too little originality, independence and progressiveness, 
and too much prolixity. 

In the composition of his treatise Boethius more often expands than 
condenses. His method is to intersperse between sections literally 
translated, or closely paraphrased, others in which the general prin
ciples stated by Nicomachus are furnished with exhaustive explana
tion and copious numerical examples. Nothing is left to the reader 
to supply. Ahnost any chapter, compared with the original, will prove 
to be of this character. Boethius also supplies data in tabular form 
to a far greater extent than did Nicomachus. The order of the original 
is preserved for the most part, but occasionally a rearrangement is 
found. 

Inasmuch as these peculiarities are of minor importance and the 
omissions are rather to be considered, we may now turn to an enumera
tion of the more important of these. It will be found that Boethius 
had especial difficulty with both the logical terminology of Nicomachus 
and those passages in which the Pythagorean elements of the latter's 
thought come out most strongly. 

The former difficulty led to no lengthy omissions, but inasmuch as 
Nicomachus was in general careful to adopt the terminology of Aris
totelian logic and to arrange his materials formally in genera and 
species, using frequently, for example, such terms as Y£VOt;, 'YElltKWt;, 

Et80t;, £lSu(ws, £i8('KO~, l8lw,."a, i8'KWt;, UVP.{3£{JTJK6Jt;, crvP./3£/3TJKCrrWt;, 
uvp.(3aipEL, and the like, Boethius, finding himself at a loss to translate 

1 ap_ ,it., vol. I, p. 580. 
I Just the reverse of this situation is sometimes seen; Nicomachus enumerates details without 

making a generalization, and the latter is formulated by Boethlus. See the list of additions made 
by BoethiU5, p. 136. 
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134 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

them, often omitted a word or two. No one of these omissions is 
important in itself, but to lose most of the expressions of this type from 
the version prevents it from truly representing the original in at least 
this characteristic trait. Examples of such outright omissions are to 
be found, according to Hoche's edition of Nicomachus, on p. 49, 5, 

~'\:' .. It:. '\:' ' ., ... 
EtOtKUI~; p. 59, 3-u; p. II3, 25, otOfTEp. • • CJJp,crp.f.VCfJ TOl.OVTOV; 

p. Il4, 3, Ka.t &EPOn]TO~ ... &.op'CJTr.a~. The last two share in the 
involved and difficult Pythagorean logic with which Boethius quite 
naturally found difficulty. 

Of the omissions of Nicomachus made by Boethius the following, 
of somewhat greater extent than those already mentioned, are impor
tant enough to list: 

I. I: The distinction between IClIplwr; Ovra. and IIp.ovV~ Ul'TU, so characteristic 
of Nicomachus. 

I. 3: One of the definitions of number ( ... >"ij~ wpurp.n.ov, Nicomachus, p. 13, 

7)' 
I. 9: pp. 16, 1-3; 5--6 i 18, I1-IS. This can be ascribed to condensation. 
1.10: 1. 9· 3· 
I. 17: The direction to 'check off the numbers/ p. 33, 8 ff. 
I. 19: Part of I. 14. 2, the comparison of inequality to vices, ill health and the 

like. 
I. 20: The second mention of the perfect number 4,128 (p. 43, 17-20) and the 

statement that I is prime per se and not by participation (p. 44, 1-3). 
I. '5: 1. 19· 7· 
I. 32: P. 64, 21-22; I. 23. 5 entire (the reference to the ethical virtues) ; pp. 66, 

16-19, 22 - 67, 2; all of I. 23. IS. which is not unimportant; all of 
section 17 (this is made up of examples, some of which Boethius re
arranges and reports). 

11. I: P. 74, 5-8 (the monad and dyad as elements). 
II. 3: 11. 5. 1. 

11.9: P. 8c), 3-5 (the arrangement of units in the geometrical number). 
11. 14: The rule for determining the side of the pentagonal number (p. 92, 

12- 16). 
11. 18: The general theorem stated in n. 12. 7. (See above.) 
11. 25: The reference to a</n],u(TlcO', p. 107, 15-21. Boethius excuses himseU, 

however, for the omission. 

It can hardly be claimed on the basis of this list that the omissions 
made by Boethius seriously detract from the value of the De I nstitutione 

• as a verSlQn. 
Boethius never sets himself in direct opposition to Nicomachus, 

but the statements of the two do not always agree exactly. Some-
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times these differences are merely variations in the illustrations, 
sometimes they seem to be formulations based upon the original j 
perhaps in a few cases Boethius did not fully comprehend the inten
tion of Nicomachus. The following instances may be considered: 

1. Boethius, after defining the even 
as a number that can be divided 
into either two equal or two un-
equal parts, says, 1. 5, p. 14, 
23 fr.: praeter so/urn paritatis 
priruipem, binarium numerum, 
qui in aequalem non reci pit sec
tionem, propterea quod ex duabus 
unilaltbus constat et ex prima 
dUOf'urn quodammodo paritale. 

Nicomachus, p. 14, I : 

1r.\~V rij.. (Y alrr';; dpXot:t&~ Sva.8o; 
8riT(pOYrO &'XOT"OJlo7lfW JIoOVOY (1rt&)(OJIoil'7J'i 
, .. \ 

TO (t..- to'"(1, I(TA, 

Since Boethius is so plainly wrong here, it is reasonable and charitable to 
suppose that the MSS are at fault and to correct his text (e.g., in IUqualem 
to in inaequaJia). 

2. Boethius,1. 9. p. 20, I<r2I , says with regard to the even-times even numbers 
that when corresponding factors are multiplied the product equals the 
major extreme (i.e., of the even-times even series in question; e.g., in 
the series I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 4 X 8 = 32) . Nicomachus puts it: The 
product of the means is equal to that of the extremes (I. 8. 14); but from 
his examples he makes it clear that the product of any two correspond
ing factors may be used. Boethius has chosen, apparently, to express 
the matter in a different way. 

3. Boethius, I. Il, p. 26, 21, has duplices (se . disponantur) : Nicomachus bad 
said dpTul''''~ QpTUX. 

4. The following passages are evidently meant to correspond: 

Boethius, I. 11, p. 25, 27- 29, 
N am et partes solvuntur et 
usque ad unitatem secJio ilia 
non pen;enit, sed ante unilatem 
inveniJur terminus, quem se
care non possis. I 

Nicomachus, I. 10, p. 22, 1(}-2I, rA(tOm 
JIoIV yap TOV (V~ rJlo~fWTD. (iv T~ p.flCOK 

p.fptt .XWY opiiTD.t, 1T.\tlO~ Sf: TOV .~ 
• ) ' -'\.! aTJIol"fTU (V T~ ( ...... TTO)'t. 

5. Boethius, I. IS, p. 32, 14: neque habet quicquam in se principalis inteUe
gentiae; Nicomachus, p. 28, 12, «al OTt 0\.1( dpXot:t~. 

6. Boethius, 1. 18, p. 37. 25, dalis enim duobus numeris inaequalibus; Nicoma
chus specified odd numbers. 

7. Boethius, 1. 30, p. 64, 13-14 ; Nicomachus, p. 63. 8- 9' Boethius in his 
table directs the reader to compare the third and fifth rows j Nicomachus, 
the odd rows, beginning with the fifth, to the third. 

I The text of Nicomachu!; has here been supplemented by Hoche, and it may be questioned 
whether it may yet be considered settled. 
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8. Boetbius, ibid., p. 64, IS if. i Nicomachus, p. 63, J[ £1'. With reference to 
the same table Nicomachus tells us to compare the second and fifth, third 
and seventh, fourth and ninth rows, etc.; Boethius, the second row to 
the fifth, seventh, ninth, etc. 

9· Boethius, 11. 48, p. 157, 13: et rursus minor t,,.minus ad medii contra minorem 
lerminum comparati diifer,ntiam triplus est i Nicomachus, p. 135, 3-4: 
&a.4>opA TW~ a.pwv 'JfpOt &a.q,opa.v TW" l,\,a.,.,.oywv. Both are working with 
the series 3, 4, 6; Boethius takes 3 : (4 - 3) = 3: I, and Nicomachus 
derives the same in a different way, (6 - 3) : (4 - 3) = 3: I. 

It is easy to see from the unimportant character of these deviations 
and from their comparative fewness in such an extended text that 
Boethius did not do violence to his model. 

Consideration of the additions made by Boethius will confirm this 
view. In this connection no mention need be made of the expansions 
already referred to, which merely weaken the book in contrast with 
the greater succinctness of NicomachusJ but do not impair its general 
accuracy. The following passages of Boethius may, however, be 
noted: 

I. I. I, p. 9: nihil mim quod infinitum est vel scienlia point coUigi ~el mmle 
comprehendi. 

2. Ibid., p. 11. The reference to the tonus does not occur in Nicomachus at 
this point (but cf. H. 29· 4). 

3. I. 12. The whole chapter, a description of the table, is apparently added 
by Boethius, but contains no new facts. 

4. I. 14, p. 31, 1- 8: an added explanation with definition of the term 'meas-
uring.' 

S. 1.23, p. 47, IS: idem autem dico 'numn-<u' gwd 'metitur.' 
6. Ibid., p. 48, 8: excepto lunario ... prlUtermiUit. An added observation. 
7. Ibid., p. 48, 24: semperque una lerminorum inlermissione si crescat adiutio, 

ordinatas le muJtiplicis numeri vices infltnire miraheris. Nicomachus did 
not formulate this generalization from the specific facts which he had 
fully enumerated. 

8. I. 25, p. 52, 7-<): et deinceps ... succrescunt. A case like the last. 
9. 11. 4, p. 8<j, 22: omnium intervallorum esse principium et n<UNra insecahile, 

quod GrlUci aJomon vacant, id est ita deminutum atque parvissimum ut 
eius pars inveniri non possu. 

10. 11.6, p. 91, 9: dUlU enim lineae reclat: spolium nlm continent. 
Il. 11. 25. p. Ill, IS (definition of parallelepipeds): q1UU sunt, quoliens super

ficies contra se sum, ct ductae in infinitum nunquam concU"ent. 
12. 11.30. Definitions of circle and square are given. 
13. 11. 33. Nicomachus shows that two successive squares plus twice the in

c1uded heteromecic numbers produces a square; Boethius in addition 
points out that two successive heteromecic numbers plus twice the in-
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eluded square gives a square, and that the squares thus produced are 
those of the odd and even numbers respectively,' 

14. 11.40, p. 137, 13: 'difference ' is defined. 
15. n. 41, p. 139, 13- 19. A note on the origin of categories. 
16. 11.45. The whole chapter, a comparison of the three major types of pro-

portion to oligarchy, aristocracy, and democracy, is an addition. 

None of these additions can be regarded as original with Boethius, 
save perhaps the last one, and none of them is of any importance, save 
the thirteenth. The fact that he was making a translation necessi
tated some of them j and some consist of the insertion of definitions 
or details that Nicomachus evidently found it not worth while to in
clude. 

The importance of the translation of Boethius lies in the fact that 
it was the chief medium through which the Roman world and the 
Middle Ages learned the principles of formal Greek arithmetic; the 
data adduced above will amply show that in general Boethius faith
fully followed his model. 

I This proposition was given by Iamblichus (p. 84. 21); see p. 129. 
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CHAPTER X 

THE SUCCESSORS OF NICOMACHUS 

EVEN in the time of Nicomachus Greek mathematics was in its 
decline; the golden age of the science had long passed. For more 
than a thousand years after Nicomachus we find few noteworthy con
tributions to the scientific theory of numbers anywhere in the world. 

One of these notable exceptions is Diophantus of Alexandria 
(c . 250 A.D.), who stands out as the greatest Greek contributor in the 
field of analysis. His A,ithmetica includes material which we treat 
under algebra, and also subjects related to the theory of numbers. 
Furthermore Diophantus wrote a treatise, On Polygonal Numbers,' in 
which he adds several important theorems relating to polygonal num
bers. The proofs are Euclidean in form and the whole work reveals 
the hand of the master mathematician. 

• 

The writers of the early Middle Ages who show the influence of 
Nicomachus were, like other writers of their day, not inclined to break 
away from the beaten path. The most prominent of these writers 
on arithmetic are Martianus Capella (fifth cen'ury after Christ), Cassi
odorus (c. 4cp-c. 580 A.D.) and Isidorus of Seville (c. 57o-636A.D.). If 
anyone of these men had mathematical ability, the fact is not revealed 
by his discussion of arithmetic. We present an epitome of the content 
of the three works in question, in parallel columns and with references 
to Nicomachus, taking as the chief exponent of the group Martianus 
Capella, whose account is the most voluminous: 

CAPELLA, BOOK VII 
(ed. Eyssenhardt) 

First comes a discussion 
of the virtues of the 
numbers 1-10 (cf. Tluo
logumena Arithmdicae). 

ISIDORUS t 

Enumeration of the four 
mathematical sciences 
(cf. Introduction, I. 3) i 
notice of ancient au
thors on mathematics 

CASSIODORUS 

1204 B--c: The priority of 
Arithmetic (I ntrodU(;
lion, I. 4- 5) 

1204 c: Discrete quantity 
(J nlroduction, I. 2. 4) 

1 T. L. Heath, Diop1uJlIIus of Alerandria, A Study in the HiS/DrY of Greelt Algebra (second edi. 
tiOll, Cambridge, 1910), pp. 247-259. I Migne, Patrol. LaJ., vol. LXXXn, pp. 154- 161. 
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SUCCESSORS OF NICOMACHUS 

CAPELLA 

P. 265, 4: Number de
fined (I n/roduction, I. 7) 

Ibid., 6: Classification,! 
a paribus par 
a paribus impar 
ab im paribus par 
ab imparibus impar 

Ibid., 9: Prime numbers 
(I ntraduction, I. n) 

Ibid., 13: Numbers 1-10 

classified 

Ibid., 25: First series of 
numbers to 9, 
second to go, 
third to <)00. 

fourth to 9,000 
P. 266, 14. The addition 

of odd numbers gives 
squares (J nt,oduction, 
n. 9· 3, etc.). 

ISIDORUS 

Chap. 3 

Chap. 5 
pariter par 
pariJer impar 
impariter par 
impariter impat' 

P. 267, I: Definition of Cbap.s 
even and odd (I ntraduc-
tion, I. 7) 

Ibid., 4: Definitions of Ibid. 
subclasses (Introduc-
tion, 1. 8 Il) 

CASSIODORUS 

1204 D 

1205 A (like Isidorus) 

139 

P. 268, 8: Another classi
fication, with definitions 
(of all numbers) : 

Ibid. 1205 B (agrees 
dorus) 

with Isi-

per se incomposili 
per se composili 
inter se incompositi 
inter se compositi 
(Introduction, I. Il H.; 
as a classification of 
odd numbers only; the 
last type omittedF 

p,imus et simplex 
secundus et compositus 
medioc,is 
(This classification is 

confined to odd num
bers.) 

I This is unlike Euclid's classification of even numbers, but agrees with Nicomachus and 
Theon; the terminology used by Capella, who gives a few Greek terms, is, however, rather that 
of Euclid, but following the other scheme of classification. Capella does not appear to under
stand either system of classification. 

! This is rather Euclidean than Nicomachean. Isidore and Cassiodorus, however, foUow 
Nicomachus. 
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CAPELLA ISIDORUS CASSIODORUS 

P. 26<), 24: Another classi
fication i perfedi, am
pliMes perfectis, imper
feaP (Introduction, J. 
14 ff., of even numbers 
only) 

Ibid. : superjlui, diminwi, 
perfecti (confined to 
even numbers) 

1206 A: superfluus, indi
gem, perjectus 

P. 210, IS: Plane and 
solid numbers (Introduc
tion, 11. 6 ff.) 

P. 271, 5 : Kinds of plane 
numbers; triangular, 
square, heteromecic (In
troduction, 11. 7, 3) 

Ibid., 26: Similar plane 
numbers! 

P. 272, 8: Relative num
ber (Introduction, I. 17. 
6 If.) 
multiplical; ('I\'"lM.AarM
a~) 

replicali (Wmro>...\a".>..&:. 
a_) 

membro membristJe an-
tecedentes (l ... t,..opux, 
lrnp.f.fXi.<; ) 

membra membristlt in
jeriores (we/r'~, 
{"u'lnp.f.pci.r; ) 

binis nominibus us; (11"0.\
hUfM,CTI,f.7f&,..opux, etc.) 

Chap. 7: disCf'eli, con
tinentes " continenles = 

linear, plane and solid; 
circular and spherical 
numbers 

Chap. 6 : first division into 
equal, unequal; the lat
ter into greater, less; 
the subspecies in agree
ment with Nicomachus 

1207 D (agrees with Isi
dorus) 

• 

1205 c-n, 1206 C - 1207 A 

(agrees with Isidorus) 

From this point on, there is no correspondence between the subjects 
treated by our three authors. Capella takes up, in order, equality 
(p. 272, 21; cl. Introduction, I. '7. 1- 5), difference (dislantia, ibid., 26; 
8,clu'I'If'a would represent the idea in Greek, and Nicomachus has no 
treatment of this subject), and the proposition that there may be the 
same difference between two tenns, but a different ratio, depending 
upon their order (ibid., 30; cl. Introduction, 11. 23. 1, although Nico
machus gives this no separate attention). He then takes up ratios 
(p. 273, 5 ff.) in much the same way as Nicomachus (Introduction, 

1 Euclid does not give these classes (except the perfect numbers alone). 
t An Euclidean topic. 
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I. 18 If.). The superparticular, it may be observed, is called mem
brorum ratio, that is, a ratio where the excess is a membrum (aliquot 
part) of the smaller number, as 9: 6, and the superpartient is called 
partium ratio, for here the excess is either one pars, or several partes 
(that is, what Nicomachus calls the' paronymous part' of every num
ber, always unity, as t of 4). Capella even enumerates the 1fVOp.ivE<, 
root ratios, using the Greek word. 

Toward the end Capella inserts certain material which does not 
occur in Nicomachus, but which is found, though not in the same 
order, in Euclid. Capella follows propositions but not the proofs as 
found in Euclid. Euclid, however, does not give any arithmetical 
illustration, but confines himself to the logical proof, employing lines 
as illustrative material, while Capella gives always the numerical 
illustration. Thus Capella states (p. '78, 17), without proof, that the 
product of an even number by an odd number is even, and of an odd 
number by an odd number is odd (p. '78, 18); Euclid gives these 
statements as propositions, IX. ,8 and IX. '9. Similar propositions 
on the addition of a series of odd nwnbers or even numbers are given 
by Capella (p. '78, '4 - '79, 3) and by Euclid in IX. ", 22, and '3; 
theorems involving subtraction of odd or even from even or odd num
bers appear in Euclid (IX. '4, '5, ,6) and in Capella (p. '79, 18-26). 
Many other similar parallels could be presented, but this detailed 
analysis is hardly necessary. 

In general, we may say that Capella presents the numerical side of 
the greater part of the propositions of the seventh book of Euclid and of 
the simpler propositions of the eighth and ninth books, but not in the 
same order as in Euclid. He adds little that is new, and apparently 
sometimes does not comprehend the text of Euclid; corruptions due 
to transcribers must be considered as a possible explanation of the 
errors in the text as it stands. In passing, it is to be noted that in his 
discussion of music Capella avoids the mathematical treatment of 
numerical ratios which is commonly found in the early works in music. 

Isidore does not give the numerical illustrations of Euclidean proposi
tions, but follows more closely passages in Nicomachus relating to the 
limited number of topics which are discussed by him. Capella opens 
with an extended and mystical discussion of the numbers from one to 
ten, while Isidore discusses the etymology of the Latin words from one 
to ten, and for some larger numbers, only touching the mystical element 
with reference to the Scriptures. Distinctly different in Isidore is 
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the reference to the infinity of numbers (numeri infiniti), showing that 
if you conceive of any number as terminating the series of numbers, 
adding one would give another larger number. This suggests Euclid's 
proof that the number of primes is infinite. 

Isidore follows closely the text of C.ssiodorus, employing frequently 
the actual phraseology of Cassiodorus. Isidore, however, enlarges oc
casionally, departing from the material of Boethius, while Cassiodorus 
does not. Isidore includes a brief discussion of arithmetical, geometri
cal and harmonical means which is not given by Cassiodorus. 

Both Isidore and Cassiodorus were ultimately dependent on Nico
machus, undoubtedly through Boethius, whom they cite; Capella 
also depended on Nicomachus, possibly through the translation of 
Apuleius, and used further material, including classifications found in 
Euclid, but through what mediation, if any, we do not know. 

Contemporary with Martianus Capella and with Proclus was the 
Greek Damninos of Larissa, whose treatise I in many points is sug
gestive of the larger work by Capella. Domninos has been cited' as an 
exponent of a movement away from Nicomachus to return to Euclid. 
Particularly noteworthy is his rejection of the theory of polygonal 
numbers, except plane and solid, possibly because this theory had been 
abused to the extent of attempting to calculate areas of polygons by 
means of the figurate numbers. His method of exposition is entirely 
similar to that of Nicomachus and Theon, not including any attempt 
at proofs. Domninos touches upon the implications of the decimal 
nature of the number system and refers to a projected elementary 
treatise on arithmetic, which, if completed, has not survived. 

Rabanus Maurus of the ninth century in his De Clericurum Institu
tione' follows textually brief portions of Isidore, but his discussion is 
much more attenuated than those of the three men just mentioned. 
Hugo of St. Victor of the twelfth century also includes a few lines on 
arithmetic (from Boethius) in his Eruditio DUiascalica' Neither 
of these men could be said to give real instruction in arithmetic. 

A treatise in Greek on arithmetic, which compares favorably in 
poverty of content with the Latin works that have been mentioned, 

1 Paul Tannery, Le Manuei d'!1u,od,u:titm AritlrmlliqlU du PhiJosophe Domninos de Luissa, 
RMlUe des P.tudes Wt(qUtS, vot 19 (19CJ6) , pp. 359-381. 1 Tannery, loco dl. 

l Migne. PaJrologia LaJina, vol. CVIl, Dt Cltrkorum InsWuJiom:, chap. xxii, De Arilhme#ca, 
0015. 399-400 . 

• Migne, PoJrologia LaJina, vot CLXXVI. Erudilio Did4swica, Liber I, chap. viii, 001. 755, 
and chap. xii, col. 756, De Arilb.dKa. 
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is that commonly ascribed to Michael Psellus (1020-1I05 A.D. ?)l 

This work, certainly of the eleventh century, presents the Nicoma
chean arithmetic again in the original tongue, but possibly through 
the mediation of the Latin translation. The discussion of the classes 
of numbers and progressions includes nothing new; the only varia
tion from the Nicomachean material appears to be the definition of 
multiplication as "taking the multiplicand as many times as there 
are units in the multiplier." 

In the eleventh century appeared also treatises on an ancient arith
metical game, rithmornachia.' The rules of the game are fundamentally 
dependent upon the Nicomachean classifications of numbers; the game 
continued to be popular for several centuries and possibly aided to 
revive for a time the arithmetic which was being supplanted as a dis
cipline by the Hindu-Arabic system of computation. 

There is abundant evidence to show that the study of the mystical 
arithmetic and of the arithmetic as taught by Boethius continued in 
the church schools for more than a thousand years after Boethius. 
True contributions to the science of numbers, however, do not appear 
to have emanated from these institutions. For such contributions at 
this time to the progress of all science, we must look rather to the 
Arabs, to whom civilization is greatly indebted for the continued ad
vance of learning during the period when Europe was in darkness. 

The Arabic writers on arithmetic, from the eighth century through 
the fifteenth, were undoubtedly more or less familiar with the general 
content of Nicomachus and more certainly with Euclid, but their 
scientific inclinations led them fortunately to stress the new Hindu 
arithmetic, an instrument essential to scientific progress in many 
lines. 

It is not at all probable, as Cantor asserts,' that the famous Arabic 
mathematician, AI-Khowarizmi (c. 825 A,D.), wrote a speculative 
arithmetic along Creek lines. No work of AI-Khowarizmi suggests 

t .\ficlwtli$ Pstlli Compendium }.{aJlranaJicum (Leyden, 164;), containing the QllaJrit'ium 
ascribed to Michael Ps.ellus and translated by Xylander ; S(:e P. Tannery, Zeitschrift fur 
JlaJMmaJik und Physik, Ilisforisch· /ilcrarische Ablhdlung, \'01. XXXVII, p. 41. 

I Wappler, Bc~rk!lng(ll :;lIr Rhylhmomachic, in Zcitschrift fur }'[cUhcm<llik IInd Phys;k, llis
t",isch·fitcrarische AblMilllng, .... 01. XXXVII , pp. 1- 17; see Smith and Eaton, Rithmomachia, 
lhe Great McdkvaJ Number Game, in American MatlumalicfJ! }.follflJy, \'0 1. XVIII, pp. 73- 80. 

, Geschichlc dcr McUhcmatik, vol. I (3d edition), pp. 715- 71 6 ; the error is due to a misinterpre
tation of a passage in Al-Khowarizmi's arithmetic. AI· Khowarumi refers to his 'aljebr w'al
muqabala,' 3.0;' another book in arithmetic' (i .e., • in alio libro arithmetico '), and Cantor bases the 
speculative arithmetic on this phrase. 
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more than casual interest in this field. Another Arab, TMbit ibn 
Qorah (826-<)01), refers to the generation of perfect numbers and of 
, amicable numbers,' a pair of numbers such that each equals the Slim 

of the factors of tbe other; he makes also direct reference to Nico
machus. Among his works is included Extracts from the Two Books 
of Nicomachus.' 

Ibn Khaldun, in his encyclopedic work, takes up briefly the discus
sion of the arithmetua, mentioning the three types of even numbers 
and thus showing acquaintance with other Greek authorities than 
Euclid. He states, however, that while some ancient Mohammedans 
did treat this subject, modern writers were inclined to reject this type 
of work as serving no practical purpose.' 

Many treatises touching mystical arithmetic are still preserved in 
Arabic, Ethiopic, and related languages, although few of these have 
as yet received the serious attention of scholars.3 

The revival of learning in Europe, particularly scientific learning, 
was stimulated by the translation into Latin of Arabic works of science. 
The schools of the Arabs in Spain were open to the Christians, and the 
translations came largely from such students, resident in Spain. Not 
only works of Arabic origin, but also works ultimately Greek or Hindu 
in origin, were translated into Latin from the Arabic. The twelfth 
century was notably the period during which the making of such trans
lations was in active progress,' while the period from the thirteenth to 
the fifteenth century witnessed the popularization of the material 
given in the translations. 

Coincident with the study of the Greek geometry and the Hindu
Arabic arithmetic and the algebra of the Arabs was a European 
revival of interest in the Greek arithmetic. Such writers as Pope Syl
vester 11 of the tenth century' and Johannes de Muris ' of the four
teenth century touched upon the Nicomachean arithmetic. The early 

1 Suter, Die MaJMmaJiker"nil Astronomm der Arabtr, pp. 35-37; the Arabic version is extant 
in the British Museum (426, ISO), 

I MacGuckin de Stane, ProU,ommes Hiskwiqms d'Jhn K/wldQun, in Notices eJ ExtraiJs des 
Ma1lwcriLs tk la Biblwthique NalionoJe, vol. 21, 1868, pp. I~Q-IJ2. 

I Personal communication of my colleague, Professor Worrell, formerly director of the 
American School of Oriental Studies in Jerusalem. 

4 See Karpinski, Robtrt of Chester's TramlaJion of the Algeo,G of Al-KIwu,arizmi, in Bibliollu:ca 
MtJJlfemajiaJ, 3d Series, vol. XI, pp. 125-131. 

'Gerbertj postea Silwsl" II PGJxu Opera Malhe1tUliica (ed. Bubnov, Berlin, 1B99), pp. 29-

35· 
I See Karpinski, The" Quadripartilum Numerorum" of John of Me1Us, in BibliolMCtJ MaiM

malicG, 3d Series, vol. XIII, pp. 99-1I04. 
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printed works on arithmetic were, of course, largely devoted to the 
new system of arithmetic, popularizing the use of the Hindu-Arabic 
numerals. However, in the compendiums of aritlunetic and in the 
encyclopedic works we find frequently extensive treatment of the 
speculative arithmetic, the Greek, as opposed to the practical compu
tations communicated by the Arabs. Thus, the Italian, Lucas de 
Burgo San Sepulchri, in his Summa de Arithmelica of 1494,' devoted 
folios 1-19 (38 pages) to the speculative arithmetic. Similarly the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Bradwardin (c. 12()O-1349), 

wrote a treatise, based on Boethius, called Arithmetica Specuiativa, 
which was printed many times' and which formed the basis of a work 
on arithmetic 3 by the Spaniard, Pedro Sanchez Ciruelo (c. 1470-

1560). , ~~---' 
Jordanus Nemorarius, head of a Teutonic monastic order (who 

perished in 1236 in a shipwreck), wrote a thoroughly Greek arithmetic 
in ten books to which Faber Stapulensis added demonstrations. In 
the 1514 edition' are included the Arilhmelica Decem Libris Demon
slrala, a work on music after Greek models, by Faber Stapulensis, also 
an epitome of the arithmetic of Boethius, and a work on the game 
rithmamachia. 

Among the encyclopedias which treated the arithmetica may be 
mentioned the popular Margharila Philosophica of Gregorius Reisch 
(who died in IS'S) and the Speculum Doclrinale of Vincent of Beauvais 
(II()O-I264). 

This list of writers on the arithmetica could be extended most 
materially. Briefly it may be said that the works which we have 
cited showing the continued use throughout Europe of the arithmetic 
of Nicomachus, as translated by Boethius, are typical of the period 
from the tenth to the sixteenth century. The extent of time and terri
tory included within the influence of Nicomachus and Boethius amply 
justifies the study of arithmetic of Nicomachus as a notable document 
in the history of learning. 

1 Copy in the University of Michigan Library. 
'See Smith, Rara Arnhmetica (Boston, 1908), vol. I, p.61. 
'Cursus Quatuor Afalhtmalicarlfm Ar/illm Librra/illm appeared in numerous editions; the 

A1cala, 1526 edition, is in the University of Michigan Library. Ciruelo ..... as the author, also, of 
a work on the Hindu-Arabic art of reckoning . 

• I am indebted to Mr. John G. White of Cleveland, Ohio, for the use of his copy of the ISI4 
edition. 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE MANUSCRIPTS AND TEXT OF THE INTRODUCTION TO 
ARITHMETIC 

IT would be gratifying indeed to print a fresh text of the Introduc
tion to Arithmetic, based upon a complete examination of the manu
scripts, and to supplement this by an adequate account of the 
manuscripts and their relationships. Unfortunately, this has proved 
impossible; the writer has not been able to devote the necessary 
time and travel to the task. Consequently Hoche's text has been 
made the basis of the translation and commentary, and the remarks 
made in this chapter on the manuscripts and text are to be regarded 
as tentative, based as they are on fragmentary information. 

The editions of the Introduction to Arithmetic have been as follows: 
1. The first edition was that of Wechel (Paris, 1538). Wechel 

probably used a single manuscript, now lost, referred to as P in the 
following pages. 

2. The second was that of Friedrich Ast (Leipzig, 1817), containing 
also the Theologumena Arithmeticae. Ast used, besides the first edi
tion, the three Munich manuscripts, p., m, and S, but failed to realize 
the relative value of his sources and relied too much upon emenda
tion. 

3. Gottfried Miiller (Particula Nuva Notitiae et Recensionis Codicum 
Manuscriptorum Qui in Bibliotheca Episcopatae Numburgo-Cizensis 
Assel'1lantur, Leipzig, 1818) brought forward the Giessen codex, C, 
and published a collation of it with Ast's edition. 

4. C. F. A. Nobbe (SPecimen Arithmeticae Nicomacheae e Duobus 
Codicibus Manuscriptis, Leipzig, 1828) issued a brief notice of the 
Niirnberg and Wolfenbiittel manuscripts, Nand r, with a text of the 
Introduction to Arithmetic, T. 1-3, and critical notes. 

5. Richard Hoche (Nicomachi Geraseni Pytkagorei Introductionis 
Arithmeticae Libri ll, Teubner, Leipzig, 1866), using for the first time 
the Gottingen and Hamburg manuscripts, G and H, and to some ex
tent all those previously mentioned, produced the edition which is 
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still standard. He had preceded this with an article in a program of the 
gymnasium at Wetzlar (1862) in which G was for the first time used. 

The manuscripts mentioned and used by Hoche are the following: 
I. G, Codex Gottingensis philol. 66, a parchment manuscript of 

the tenth century, iii + 266 leaves, lIt by 15 cm., with columns 13t 
by 10 cm. and 20 lines to the page in the text, 39 in the scholia. This 
contains the text of the Introduction, the commentary of Johannes 
Philoponus, and a scholium of Theodorus Protocensor. Corrections 
have been made throughout by a much later hand which Hoche calls 
G,. 

2. rn, Codex Monacensis 238, paper, of the fourteenth century, con
taining only the first part of the Introduction as far as the words ""po. 
TqI aA,/" I. 19. 4, p. So, 2 Hoche. 

3. P , the first edition by Wechel (Paris, 1538). This deserves to 
be reckoned among the manuscripts, since the manuscript upon which 
it was based, apparently an ancient and a good one, has disappeared. 

4. C, Codex Cizensis, paper, of the last of the fourteenth or the 
early fifteenth century, containing the Introduction, another version 
of Philoponus's commentary, and the problems printed upon pages 
148-154 of Hoche's edition. 

5. 1'-, Codex Monacensis 76, paper, of the sixteenth century, which 
Hoche thinks a copy of C. 

6. S, Codex Monacensis 482, of the thirteenth or fourteenth cen
tury. 

7. H, Codex Hamburgensis, of the sixteenth century.' 
8. N, Codex Norimbergensis, of the last of the fourteenth or the 

beginning of the fifteenth century. 
9. r , Codex Guelferbytanus, of the early sixteenth century' 

The following manuscripts in addition are known to the writer 
through photographic or photostatic reproductions of a few pages of 
each, or through collations of typical passages made by friends: 

10. A, Codex Atheniensis IllS, of the fifteenth century, in the 
National Library at Athens.' Paper; 138 pages at present, four hav
ing been lost at the beginning. It contains anonymous prolegomena 

I H. Omont, Alanrucrits Crus des ViIlts I/(HlSttJIiqutS, Hamburg, No. 48. 
10. von Heinemann, Handsd"ijlen dtr h":oglkMn Bibli6thd :r~ lVoljubii./kJ, Wolfenbouel. 

1913. 
I Cf. the catalog of the manuscripts of the National Library of Greece by J. and A. I . Sakkeliou, 

18<}2. Through the kindness of Professor F. W. Kelsey the writer has secured· photographs of the 
first 26 pages, carrying th e le".t to p. 29, 13 Hoche. 
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to the Introduction to Arithmetic, then the two books of the Introduc
tion itself, and several other treatises. 

11. B, Codex Atheniensis 1238, in the National Library at Athens.' 
136 leaves, on ordinary paper 22 by 17 cm., of about the beginning of 
the eighteenth century. This contains the text of Book I with the 
commentary ascribed to Proclus intervening between sections.' 

12. J, in the Greek Patriarchal Library at Jerusalem, number 5 
of those given by the Patriarch Nicodemus, written by the scribe 
Maxirnus in 1801.' 39 paper leaves, 39 by 23 cm., in single column, 23 
lines to a page. J is not a complete text, but a series of excerpts. 

13. V, Codex Ms. Gr. Ottoboniani Graec. Bibliothecae Vaticanae 
310. 160 leaves, grayish-brown paper about 17 by 10 cm., of the 
fifteenth century; written in a compact hand in very black ink and with 
many abbreviations, 27 or 28 lines to a page. The Introduction is 
on foil. 124-160 r.' 

14. D, Codex Vaticanus Gr. 1709, of perhaps the fifteenth century; 
fine heavy white paper 29 by 21 cm. with very wide margins, about 
26 lines to a page. There are several treatises besides the Introduction, 
which occupies foil. 203-210; the end is not extant. 

IS. E, Codex Vaticanus Gr. 196, of perhaps the fifteenth century, 
on very fine heavy paper 29.5 by 21 cm. Nicomachus occupies foil. 
1-30. 

16. F, Codex Vaticanus Gr. 186, of apparently the sixteenth cen
tury; beautifully written on both sides of thick gray paper 6i by 
4i inches; scholia accompany the text of Book I, but not Book 11. 

17. L, Linc. Coli. (c) Gr. 33, in the library of Lincoln College, Ox
ford.' 

I The writer has from the same soutte photographs as far as p. I1, S Hoche. 
I Hoche, in his edition of the scholia of Jobannes Philoponus (Leipzig, 1864), regards the corn· 

mentary of Proclus as a recension of that by Philoponus. He there makes mention of this Athe
nian manuscript, which he had not seen, and correctly infers that it contains much the 53 me corn· 
mentary as the Giessen manuscript, C. 

'See the catalog of this library by A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, Petrograd, 1891-99, vol. Ill, 
p. 181. A considerable portion of J is known to the writer through photograpbs secured by Pro
fessor Kelsey. Its superscription is: IIC TW" NlICO~Xln' rfp"u'oii 'Pw {JI{J"'W, lipc.8/o1TTTIIC-ijr. 
IIC Toii rpw.rov. At the end occurs the following notice: T~r TW' IIC T-ijr 4,H8"urrllCijr N1lCo.waxov 
rrp_u'oii. tT[JP Ikri ciJ'Tt')'pci,;'I I .. 1nl tTvr"pl.., ,ClWQI t/IflIp: ,'I I .. ,..0"" roii Ikoii 'I"'1j.1 1111\ ""pOr 
ciNflov ~OU"'"' roLl Ikoii MClfl,ww. 

t Cf. Feron and Battaglini, Codices ManuscriP4i Grato OUoboniani BiblkJlhuae VatkaKae, 
Rome, 1&)3, p. 166. Descriptions and partial collations of this and the three following manu
scripts have been furnished by the writer's colleague, Professor John G. Winter . 

• H. O. COl:~, CtUaJogus Codicum ManusCTijllorum Qui i" Collegiis AuJisque Oxonieftsilnu Hod" 
AdsenranJlU', Oxford, 1852, vol. I, Lincoln College, p. 17-18, No. XXXIII. 
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,8. 0, New College B 299, at Oxford. Fifteenth century; the 
text of Nicomachus occurs on foll. 52-60.' 

'9. eh at the Escurial, numbered T - I-Il. A folio manuscript 
of 222 leaves in several fifteenth-century hands, from the library of 
Hurtado de Mendoza. The I ntroductitm to Arithmetic occupies foll. 
206r-21or, with marginal scholia.2 

20. e" number T-II-6 of the Escurial collection, a paper folio of 
"4 leaves 30 by 20.5 cm., containing the Introduction with scholia; 
the two books are in different hands. Book I runs to fol. 97v, and 
Book II occupies foll. '03r-114V. Columns 22.5 by '5.5 cm.' 

21. e" number X-I-9 of the Escurial collection; a paper folio of 
266 leaves, 33.5 by 22.5 cm., written in one column 2, by '3.5 cm., 
'9 lines to the column, in a sixteenth-century hand. Contains the 
Introduction with Philoponus's commentary; from the collection of 
Hurtado de Mendoza. Book I on foll. 4r-48r, Book II on foll. 49r-9'V.' 

22. e" number ~-II-'5 of the Escurial collection; fourteenth cen
tury, paper, '79 leaves 28 by 2' cm., with one column of writing 21.5 
by '4.5 cm., 36 lines to the column; worm-eaten. The Introductitm 
begins with fol. ,60r and continues through '7'v.' 

23. e" number T-III -, 2 of the Escurial collection; paper quarto of 
the fourteenth century, 81 leaves 21.8 by 14.2 cm., in one column 17 
by '0.5 cm., 3' lines to a column. Book I on foll. Ir-2Ir, Book II 
on foIl. 2Ir-42r.6 

24. Ph Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 2483. This and the ten following 
manuscripts are in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris. Fourteenth 
century, 3,8 leaves, containing the In!roductitm with Philoponus's 
commentary.7 

25. p., Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 2481. A fifteenth-century quarto 
of '47 leaves, paper, with the Introduction on foll. '-52v, followed by 
Euclid.' 

1 H. O. Coxe, op. cit., vol. I, New College, p. 107. Dr. Charles Singer, of Oxford, has furnished 
a note on this manuscript. 

t E. Miller, CakJJogul des 1tI anuscrUs Grres de la Bihliothtqlll de I' ESCIlriai, Paris, 18.$8, p. IOQ. 

The descriptions of this and other Escurial manuscripts are supplemented by notes and photo.. 
graphs of specimen pages furnished by the writer's colleague, Professor Henry Arthur Sanders. 

I Miller, op. (it., pp. 125-126. 
lOp. til., p. 294. 
'0 . p. eit., p . 90. 
'op. ciJ., p. 253. 
7 Professor Sanders has also furnished descriptions of the Parisian manuscripts. H. Omont, 

l,.~ire Sommaire des Ma,umrils Gruques de la Bibliotllt\q~ NalWtwJe, vot. III, p. 267 . 
• Omont, ibid. 
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26. p" Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 2480. Paper quarto of the eight
eenth century, viii + 346 + 319 leaves, containing the Introductw.. 
with Philoponus's commentary.' 

27. p" Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 2479, thirteenth-century parch
ment (mostly sheepskin, but partly goat), 201 leaves; the Introduc
tion with marginal scholia of Soterichus.' 

2S. p" Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 2376. Paper, 251 leaves 32 by 
21.5 cm., in one column of 30 lines to a page, copied by Valeriano Al
bino in '539; Book I on foil. 57r-7Sv, Book II on foil. 7SV-IOIV. 
Figures and tables in the margin.' 

29. ps, Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 2375. Paper, 45 leaves 31.5 by 
20.5 cm., of the sixteenth century, copied by Constantine Palaeocappa; 
contains Book I, chapters 1-17. 5 with Philoponus's commentary.' 

30. p" Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 2374. Paper, of the sixteenth cen
tury, copied by Jean d'Otrante; 42 leaves, 32 by 22.S cm., in single 
column of 24 lines; Book I on foil. 1f-21V, Book II on foil. 22r-42v.' 

31. ps, Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 2373. Paper, of the fourteenth 
century, 124 leaves 25.3 by 17 cm., one column of 35 lines to the page; 
Book I on foil. 1f-17r, Book II on foil. 17r-36v.' 

32. Pg, Coislin., No. 174. Paper, fifteenth century, 44' leaves 31 
by 19.5 cm., in single column of 33 lines 20 by 11.5 cm. Book I occupies 
foil. 41f- 5S; Book II foil. 59-79v. Philoponus's commentary ac
companies the text. 7 

33. PlO, Supplement Grec, No. 450; paper, fifteenth century, IS3 
leaves 23.2 by 16.S cm., with column of 21 lines 16.5 by 15 cm. Nico
machus occupies foil. 6r-6Sv, with no commentary.' 

34. Pu, Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 2372; sheepskin parchment of 
the fifteenth century; 109 leaves 25 by IS cm., with single column 
of 27 lines IS by 11 cm.; formerly Medic.-Reg. 2657. Nicomachus, 
without commentary, appears on foil. I-53, followed by other trea
tises.9 

There will next be listed manuscripts known to the writer only 
from their descriptions in the catalogues of various libraries: 

35. At the Escurial, Number 21 of the manuscripts of Cardinal 
Sirlet is said to contain Euclid followed by the text of the Introduction 
to Arithmetic." 

1 Omont, op. tiI., vol. Ill, p. 267. 
t Ibid. 
T Omont, op. m., vol. Ill, p. 148. 
I Omont, op. dl., vol. 11, p. 248. 

Coogk 

IIbUl. 
, Ibid. 

• Omont, vol. 11, p. 248. 
I Ibid. 

I Omont, op. (it., vol. Ill, p. 264. 
.. Mill • er, op. '"., p. 324. 
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36. At the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Ancien Fonds Grec, No. 
2377, contains Nicomachus with commentary; lines and part lines 
are in red, with much commentary intervening. Book I on foll. 
rr-88v, Book II on foil. 89r-I6IV.' 

37. At Hamburg, Mathematici Graeci, in folio, IV a. A paper 
manuscript of the fourteenth century; 55 leaves 25.2 by 16.5 cm., 
bound in parchment; the Introduction on foIl. 1-53r, followed by Aris
totle's Nicomachean Ethics.' 

38. At Erlangen, a defective sixteenth-century manuscript.' 
39. At Leyden, a paper codex of the fourteenth century, 40 leaves 

in large quarto, which belonged to Meibom and later to P. Burmann 
the second.' 

40. At Moscow, a paper codex of 101 leaves, of the fourteenth cen
tury, containing the Introduction with scholia on foil. 66 ff.' 

41. Cambridge University Library, Gg. I (ii), foil. 21-22, fifteenth 
century; apparently a brief series of excerpts from Nicomachus.' 

42. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Selden Greek '9, of the fourteenth 
century; "Nicomachi Geraseni Arithmeticae libri duo imperfecti." 

43. Cambridge University Library, Kk. V, 28, foil. I-Il9V., fifteenth 
century. Foll. 1-88 contain the Introduction to Arithmetic and foll. 
89 ff. the M anuale H amwnicum. 

44. Vaticanus Graec. '99, consisting of one leaf only, fifteenth cen
tury.' 

As the writer has already indicated, the following remarks are to 
be understood as in no sense constituting a formal attempt to classify 
the manuscripts of the Introduction to Arithmetic. They are based 
on three sources of infonnation, Hoche's apparatus criticus, photo
graphic reproductions of specimen pages, and partial collations made 
by friends. The first is avowedly not exhaustive, except for the first 

1 Note fumish~ by Professor H. A. Sanders. 
t H. Omont, Manuscrils Crus dts Villes lIa1UhJlU[lUs, number 41. 
a Johann Conrad Irmscher, Hands,h,ijttn-KaJaJog der Ilg1. Un;tlenuaJs-Bibliolhei %u Erla,.gm, 

Frankfurt-a,-M. and Eriangen, r852, number 94. 
4 Geel, CaJal0l'lS LihrOTum Afa,.usu,jplorum Qui inJe ab Anno 1741 BihlioIhutu Lugdu1lD 

Bala'WU AccrssenmJ, p. 37, number 126 . 
• Chr. F. de Matthad, AccuraJa Codicum GrtUCorum Alanuscriptorum Bibliotlucorum MOl

quensium Sancl;ssiwuu Synod; No/ilia et Rtct:nsio, Leipzig, 1805, p. 147, Number CCXXIII . 
• Dr. Charles Singer, of Oxford, furnished the writer notes on numbers 41, 42, and 43. 
1 Professor John C. Winter's note. Professor Winter informs me also that entries in the Ca14-

logus Valka"w GratclU indicate that the following Vatican codices contain the JnJroduclitm 10 
Arilhmdk in whole or in part: Codd. Vat. Cr., 199, 1040, lOSt, 1411, 195, 197, 256, 1026, 1(}8; 
Book I only, Codd. Vat. Cr. 199.256; excerpts, Cod. Pal. Gr. 129. 
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three chapters of Book I, and the information derived from photo
graphs and collations has been in every instance fragmentary. From 
all three the most that might be claimed is a fairly accurate report 
of the readings of the majority of the manuscripts in the first three 
chapters of the Introd.u;tion. Obviously this is not a sufficient basis 
for conclusions of permanent value, and the following paragraphs are 
ventured only because nothing has previously been said of the charac
ter of the manuscripts which Hoche did not employ. 

It was not especially hard for Hoche, using only nine manuscripts, 
to see that GmP form one family and CI'G,SHNr another, giving the 
following stemma : 1 

Archetype 
• • • 

Family I Family 11 
• • • • • • 

P Cl' G,SHNr 

Were these the only manuscripts in existence their relationships would 
thus be represented with substantial accuracy, and indeed, even with 
added information, these groupings are in the main correct. When 
other manuscripts, however, are taken into the reckoning, it becomes 
evident that the text of Nicomachus was an exceedingly mixed one, 
and that clear-cut groupings are not so easy to make as perhaps 
Hoche thought. In particular, manuscripts exist which exhibit to 
a greater degree than SHNrG2J or even than efl, certain characteristic 
readings of the group G,mP, or in other words, the differentiation be
tween Hoche's two main families is rather a gradation than a series 
of clear-cut steps. 

To illustrate what may be said on these points, there follows a selec
tion of the thirty-seven readings in the first three chapters of the text 
which appear to the writer particularly significant. These are the 
passages on which the manuscripts seem to divide; the individual 
peculiarities of single manuscripts, misspellings, and minor changes 
in the order of words are not included. 

Page I, 10 ~'/I'"A~;' rc)(l'T1" rt~, GmPFlh 
A1I'A~ 1ra~ a T~ TU'eX, Cp.BsHNr ADELOVel_r. PI-S,HI 

Page 2, I C7'\IOTUM .. nIlT"''' TO OVOjUJ.. GmPHVP7 
UVUT~" TO ovopa., Cp. BS N r AD EFOel_r; PI-!, H, 8-11 

1 G will be used ordinarily to indicate the 6rst hand in G, unless it becomes hetts5ary to dis
tinguish more clearly. 
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Page 2, 2' ,..qv I" TM4fI yvWaW, Gm PClA- B V PT 

";'1' Iv ToVT't' 'll'c1VTWV yvWaUI, S H N r A D E F 0 eH PH. ~-4, a-Il 
4 (iI(Or~ Ita.!. n,.v Ta.Ur~ opctU', G m PC p. B A V E F el , 3-4. ps . 7, 11 

f.l/Co,./Ui rf]V TnVr"7'" o~eU'. 5 H N r D 0 e2. l> PI-2. 4-8, ~lO 

5 CTo.pta .. o~n,.GmPC,.,.BFe~P3.6-7 
uO</llo. .. :ejn.UIII, S H N r A V 0 EOeH PI-i , 4-5. 8-11 

1 KW Ta"""v 81: n,JI c:roctHav, Gm P C po B S F e2 Pa . I . 7. 'i 

Kat ulrrl]v Sf: n,v uOfjJI.aV, H N r A 0 E 0 V el, N PI-S, 4.-i, 8, 10-11 

12 .tuTTaj.«VQ, Gm P C p.B H A V EFeH PH. I1 

d..pwTa/UMl, SNfOOe2 PH,H. 8-10 

13 TUWa. (or TUVr') Av GmPFps.a 
TUv.ra. r; Av, Cp.BSHNfADEOVet_r. PI-2 . 4.r.,7-1I 

13 Ta. avAa KW ~v «aTU, GmPF (om. /Ca./. F) pe 

153 

TO. duM. Kl1l (ra.) di&a WY "«TB., S H N r A D EO V eH P 1-6,8.10.011 (,.cUt' p,) 
Ta. av.\a "w &:&a "cU WJI /CaTa., CP.BP7,9 

14 TWV op.ovvp.w<; O)I'TWY «at "aAovp.w/Uv, G I m B 5 H N D F es . r. P3 , 6 , 10 

,.wv AphvVp.t.M'O OVTWV lI:aAoVP.WWV, pCp.G~r AEOVel_2 .... PH, H . 7-8 , 11 

15 A.iy.n-cu, G.mPSNrC",BPe 
.\~TC:U (1"", G2HAOEFOVel-6 P1-~,7-l1 

19 'frq>& Ta. V~M;a. M;(1' O'W~Tu(a., add. SHAFVOeH Pl-1.H.l.1G-ll. om. 
GmPCJABNrEe.-. PI. 8-9 

20 7f(pf. (1~V, Gm PCJABS H N rOA EOe~_& Pl-2 . '-1.1-10 

'fr(PI. a:v,.a., FVel-a P'r-n 
20 a-WaifrV, GmPCp.BSHNrDEOVe'_6 Pt-2.H.I-IO 

a-W (1brot~, AFel_3 P'r.ll P8 (sup. lin.) 

Page 3. I JIo'KPo.r"f1T(<;, Gm PCp.S H N A VFel. H Plo t. U 

O'JIo'KpOr"r(<;, BrOEOe2.6 P2 . HO 
I clvt.C1orfjru, om. GmPCI'BSet.4 P •. IO, add. HNrADEFOVel . •. 5 

Pl-2. "'1.11 

3 Ta. i" lKMT't' O'W~T', GmPCI'BSHNAFVeU_5 Pl-2 . 4-t.1 (a add. 
AVe} , *-, p,) 

Ta. iv IKal7T't' O'w~'1'", rD E /!J P7, ,-11 (a add. E P1 , 11) 

I I (1n&aplywra, Gm P B A F vel .... , PI . 1-8. 11 

Ocal'lVOI'TO., C /-,S H N r D E e. 1>2. '_5. i-lO 

12 '1'a. Sf: (V YO'lO'(t, Gm P F V PI 

T'UVr(1 Sf: (V Y(VlO'U, Cl' B S H N r A 0 E eH PH. 4-1. 11)0.11 

18 I"Ta{3w.W-L, G m PC I'N A F el P7. 11 
I"Ta{J&.>..>..(L, B V 

,uT'Upp<l. S H rOE e, PI-2. &-1. 8-10 

,u'1'apP(I. I«ll. I"Ta.{3a1V(t, e5 Ast. 

19 '1'i TO bV cl(" Gm P F e'_5 P7 

'1"'1'0 bV ,"V d.(', Cp.BSHNrADEVel PH .5-t,l-l1 

Page 4, 9 ;l'iv,G (;JA /I/!) mPAVEF el , t-6P2 . •. 7_8 . 1I 

(erriv, CI'BSNrDp,.i-lo 
om. H 
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Page 4, 12 &.t:,\(lV. G rn pep' B H N D 

&.(~(A(;MY, S (Su>..<iv in marg.) AFvel P7.10-11 

8,£.\(hiv, rEe~ (~in marg.) e~ P2.6,8-8 
16 f(OOp.oi oivopov, GmPCp.BFp2.7 

Siv8pov K.OOp.O<i. SH N r A D E Ve~_& PI>, 8-11 

19 uwpo.., }(OpQ.;, GmPEFe5 P:I.7-9 
xopo.., CTWpo... Cp.B 5 H N r A D V e, PI>, 11)-11 

20 (lBWv TOVraw, G mPCp.B H AF Vp-,. 11 

TOVrwV dow)', SNfOEe5 P~,8-10 

roVrwv oVa (lOWv, e, P2 

Pages. 4 &'a.Taiiro,GmPBHFps 

&a To.~, Cp.SAEVe.-s P7, 11)-11 

St' u.Wij'i, NrDP2.1> 
&a.a~ Pg 

8 1'l"OT( f1f'W I ~1-'1J' Gm F V E H el> Pt, 6, 7-9,11 

f1l'W j 411-." 7rOT~, Cp.Be, 
om. 'IrOT(, PSNfA (add. supra lin.) DP10 

15 oro)' apTuw, GmPC,..,BP1 
oIov TlTpaywVOJl apnov. 5 H Nf AD EFVe, P2.5, 8-11 

17 p.,t(OY lAaTTov ijp.uro, G mP p.S H AE FVP2, 6, 7-8, 11)-11 

1jfUatI p.tl.{ov fAo.TTOV, BeN r D P9 . ., -1Jp.u1'lJ (/\aTTOY, e, 
19 IIp<<, GmPFe, 1>2.6,9-10, om. CI'BSHNfADEVpy-a,u 
19 l7f'tAWOVTCU, G1rnPBp1 

&a.\.#OYTl1I, ep's HN r AC:lD EFV ~ P2, ,. S-l1 

Page 6, 18 8o.oc:oVvTl., G H 
&.oc:OVVTt TO, P B S 

Oo.oc:oWr{TOl, mC,....NrADEFVP1 .... 
Oo.coiivrt TO,., e4 

Page 7, 6 nptu.oc:O'II'tl.oc:," &opi{craL, Gm 
&op{{mu, H 

u.oc:O'II'f.l.oc:W &Opt{(1'Q.l, S Nr AD EF V~ P2.H 
_pur.oc:O'II'tl, PC,.... B 

7 xP11 «IIIU, GmSNrADEVe4 P2.B-t 
&tf.tmt, PC,....BH 

8 .. ~x(JWru. "'" 7rpo8uJ.{3f.{JoJ.w6ma, GmBF 
.. po)..cx6ma. .oc:," {1f.{kuw8mfl.t e, 
7rpoAtx6ivra. .oc:," Sw.j3f./3atw8ivrfl.t S H N r 
'tfpOAf.xOivrn .oc:,"1rpoj3f.{Jau.tJivrfl.t A V E ps 
8w).,xOivrfl.t p. 

'frpo{3f.fJa1 w8ivm., C 

'JI"pOt; &a>..txOma "'" &a.j3f.{kmfJt.vra, P 
'lfpoArx.(J(VTa, D P2. , 

I I cl}'O.l\oym,., Gm P F 

ap.o>..oyw.l', Cp,BS H Nr ADEVe, P2. H 
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As far as this limited list of readings is at all significant, it shows, 
first, that the manuscripts may be roughly grouped. The most im
portant group is that composed of G, m, and P, which are nearly always 
(30 out of 37 times) associated and are clearly close relatives. G and 
m are even closer to each other than P is to either or both of them; 
they agree in 3S of the 37 cases. Other manuscripts, such as F, P" Ps, 
and Ph sometimes one, sometimes another, from time to time agree 
with GmP, but the latter combination is the one most often found to 
have the same reading. Another trio which similarly evidences re
lationship is C, p., and B. Among the rest it is not so easy to demon
strate close kinship. 

G is the oldest of the manuscripts, and one may safely agree with 
Hoche in thinking it the best representative of the primitive text, 
although it is not infallible. Though very like G, m cannot be a copy 
of it, and P, as Hoche noticed, is characterized by numerous blunders 
which may be the fault of an illiterate scribe or perhaps of Wechel or 
his typesetter. P, furthermore, shows a rather noticeable tendency 
to agree with Cp.B, possibly because of some contamination in its 
ancestry with manuscripts of that type. 

Although these two groups, GmP and Cp.B, stand out quite clearly by 
themselves, the tradition is in general a very mixed one, and it would 
be folly to attempt, on so meager information, to unravel all these 
tangled threads. The evidence seems to point to a series of revisions 
or recensions, more or less general, which has affected the later manu
scripts. The readings in pages 2. 13 (first example), 3. 12, 19, and 7. II, 

among those cited above, are examples of the changes in the text 
that found their way into nearly all but GmP. Sometimes these are 
attempts at correction, often ill-advised and superficial, like the change 
so commonly introduced into the manuscripts in page 2. 13, the first 
of the passages just cited; this is an obvious effort to supply a balance 
that the scribe thought was needed, but it really mars the sense and 
can hardly have been the original text. 

In other cases the variant is the result of the introduction into the 
text of a marginal or interlinear gloss, or even a caption. Without 
much doubt the latter mischance has occurred at page 2. 19 in many 
manuscripts outside of the groups GmP and Cp.B. Perhaps the vari
ants in pages 2. S, 13 (second example) and 7. II were originally glosses. 
Still others, and these are very characteristic of the group in which 
Hoche put SHNr, are in the nature of additions to the text, either 
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of words easily understood, as in page 2. I S, or of extra terms in a series 
of Nicomachus's examples, as in pages 3. I (second example) and 5. 15. 
Simple corruptions have come in and have been perpetuated in many 
manuscripts; see, for example, pages 4. 12 ; 7. 6, 8. It is to be observed 
that GmP generally stand aloof from these apparent tamperings with 
the text. 

There is certainly evidence in plenty that two or more readings 
were known in very many passages. It is entirely possible that a 
single manuscript or a whole series of them would retain both the 
primitive reading and the gloss, and in subsequent copyings from such 
manuscripts sometimes one and. sometimes the other reading would be 
reproduced. This may explain why the large group embracing 
SHNrADEFOLV, the Escurial manuscripts and most of the Parisian 
ones, is seldom unanimous, and sometimes one, sometimes another, 
agrees with GmP, though as a whole they are characterized by the 
presence of the sort of variants that have just been described. Con
sequently it is difficult to discern clearly defined subfamilies among 
them, and together with C,.B one may venture to designate them as 
representing the vulgate text of the I ntroductian to Arithmetic. 

It must also be observed that manuscripts were frequently compared 
with one another and variant readings noted down, which doubtless 
were taken into the text as time went on. Evidence of this is easily 
discovered. Hoche's apparatus shows clearly that the second hand 
in G introduced a number of readings from a manuscript of thevulgate 
type, and in the margin of A, referring to page 10. 13, ~ ~,.,,6Awv, is 
found the note, TOUrO E.fT' btUuv ov KE~Ta.,. H, in fact, omits the words 
referred to. Possibly comparison with other manuscripts explains the 
reading of m in page 6. 23, where it parts company with G and P and 
sides with the vulgate. The same explanation may explain the notable 
peculiarity of P already mentioned, its tendency to agree with C,.B. 

C and ,., as Hoche observed, are very much alike, but it is not prob
able that either is the direct source of the other. Of the additional 
manuscripts with which the writer is acquainted, B is to be associated 
with this pair and the three make up a subfamily characterized on the 
one hand by peculiar readings of their own - as, the addition of 
.3 AWC7T< BC, AWC7T<,. in page 8. 19, and the elaborated reading ~ 8,,,.Ac£. 
UtOV ~ -rPL1TAd.CTtOV ~ TETpa:rrAOntOV, page 10. 12 - and on the other by 
less frequently modifying the text in the manner of the vulgate and 
hence more nearly approaching the text of GmP. In illustration of the 
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latter point such passages as pages 2. 2, 5, 7, '5,3. , (first example), 18, 
4. 12, 16, 20, and 5. 15 may be noted. Yet in many cases Cp.B are 
aligned with the vulgateagainst GmP; for example,pages 1. 10 j 2. I, 13; 

3. 12; 4. 9, 19; 5. 8 and 7. 11. Sometimes these three disagree among 
themselves; B agrees with GmP somewhat more frequently than do 
the other two. 

In the following table will be found the percentages of agreement 
with G in the selected readings given above, for each of the manu
scripts: 

m 94 B 5' e. 32 PH 28 p, 18 
P 9' 

C 46 e, 3' 
S 27 p. 18 

p, 75 I" 46 e, 30 N 27 e, 18 
F 62 V 37 A 29 E 27 PlO '5 
p. 54 H 35 p. 29 p. 24 r 13 
p, 53 e, 35 p, 29 p, 23 D '3 

As far as these statistics are significant they confirm the observation 
that GmP and CI"B form well-defined subfamilies and suggest that 
F, P31 PIS, and P7 form a class intermediate between GmP and the 
vulgate. These four, however, do not by any means show the kinship 
evidenced by GmP and CI"B; in this sense they are not a family. 

The relations between the many representatives of the vulgate are 
so complicated that is is hardly possible to consider them seriously on 
the basis of the available data. Their percentages of agreement with 
G give a general idea of their interest and value for textual study. 
The likeness of some of them to one another is quite noticeable. To 
show a few of these relationships the following percentages of agree
ment among certain pairs and groups may be observed. They are 
reckoned on the data furnished by 35 of the selected readings already 
cited: 

SNrD 62 ·7 rDE 
SND 65.6 rE 
SNr 68.4 rD 
sr 71.2 

SN n 
NrD 19.8 
ND,Nr 85·5 I 

65.6 
74. I 
88·4 

(,oogk 

SH, HA, AVE, HN 
HV 
AE 
AV 
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Of the new manuscripts, J is in some respects the most interesting. 
It has not been possible to compare it with the others in the paragraphs 
above, because it does not contain the first three chapters of Book I. 
It does, however, agree v,rith P in such a remarkable manner that only 
two alternatives are open; it must be copied either from the lost source 
of P (or a manuscript of exactly the same nature), or from the printed 
first edition. While the former alternative is alluring, the writer is 
inclined to think the latter the more probahle. Its extremely late date 
and the fact that it is only a collection of excerpts are important 
points. Furthermore, P seldom differs from the other manuscripts 
importantly without J differing in the same way; in other words, 
J shares the peculiarities of P. The most notable instance is the omis
sion by both of page 24. 2-4. Again, J disagrees with P in a fair number 
of instances, "but never radically. The differences are slight omissions 
or transpositions which could easily be made in copying from the 
printed book, and variations of spelling or inflectional endings which 
might represent the efforts of a scribe, well versed in Greek, to correct 
the text of P, with its many blunders. There are in J practically no 
additilms to the text of P, and such as occur may readily be explained 
in the manner just suggested.' Altogether it is easier to believe J 
copied from, or is descended from, the printed first edition, with a 
number of arbitrary changes due to the copyist, than an almost mirac
ulously recovered representative of the manuscript text used by 
Wechel. 

A few remarks on certain readings in Hoche's printed text are in
cluded at this point, and at the end of the chapter will be found an 
apparatus criticus for the first three chapters of Book I, based on 
Hoche's, but enlarged and revised so as to report for this limited portion 
of the text upon all the manuscripts known in any way to the writer. 

P. 2, 13. - Read TCLWCL 8~ &1' £''1 'Ta ~VAct (Hoche omits 8' with 
GmP). This may be one of the cases to which Hultsch refers' where 
something has been lost in G which the others have preserved. The 
word here supplied is found in the other manuscripts and removes the 
asyndeton. 

I The only notable onc is 'nw, added by J in page IS. I1, where C alone of the other manu~ 
scripts (according to Hoche) agrees with J. This, however, is not a hard interpolation in a mathe
matical context, and the agr~ment with C may be only a coincidence, as there is little evidence 
of a special relationship between C and J. 

t In his review of Hoche's edition, NtIU JahTbikller far Plriiologie uJtd PiAAlgogik, vol. XCVII 
(1868), pp. 762-770, especially p. 763. 
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P. 5, S. - Hultsch (op . cit., p. 763) points out that the correct text 
is at 8E 1rdvrw~ '1TETTEpaup.&wv Eiutp £:rrLo j fip.ac., since the reading of 
G (ai OE at E1TUTi ,Ip.at KTA.) shows clearly that at l7TI.O'i tifLaC. is a 
gloss. 

P. 6, 17-18. - Read KaAw~ /LOt SOKoVvrL 'TOL 1rEp£. Hoche, with 
G (and H /) omits TO'; but the unanimous testimony of the other 
manuscripts makes it probable that a word has dropped out beb"een 
SOKovV'n and TrEpl, for in all the others something is inserted, and 'TOl 
seems to be best attested. Even m and P oppose G here, and it is 
easier to suppose that a word dropped out of G only, and was preserved 
in the rest, than that all the others were interpolated. 

P. 7, I. - Read JLw(T<Ka.< (CJLBNr p" 9, Nobbe), instead of Hoche's 
jLoVCTc.Kas (f.L0VUI.K(;W, P) CmSH. The two forms are easily confused, 
but JLWC7'Ka.< is the correct dialectic form and it is improbable that it 
would be restored by emendation. 

P. 9, 19 and p. 15, I. - These are similar cases, both discussed by 
Hultsch (loc. cit., p. 764). In both these passages G omits the article, 
and av8pCJYTrot; and Kat apn01ripLT'TOP, respectively, are to be read. 

P. 16, 5. - Read <t~< 1Ta.na<, which is found in G,SHA (although 
H in the margin has the other reading, l~ (1101), which does not neces
sarily occur in all the other manuscripts, for Hoche's apparatus is 
not exhaustive). l~ £v6~ can mean only 'from unity,' but Nicomachus 
regularly says a1To ftovci8o~ in this sense, as in the sentence immediately 
following. A corruption must have come into the family GmP. 

P. 19, 10. - Read t:lO'KW~ for lO'KW~. This is simply a matter of 
spelling; the adverb is to be connected with .!So< (not ;'8'0<), but 
in late Greek it is sometimes spelled 18,Kw<. In p. SS, 20 GmP them
selves use the better spelling .18,Kw< and to avoid confusion it is better 
to use that form here also. 

P. 19,8. - Omit, as a gloss, ft6vov Il-ECTOV ... 7rOAAa.1TAa.<Tta.'0ftEvOV, 
for the reasons stated by Hultsch (loc. cit., p. 763). 

P. 20, I. - Nicomachus is stating that in the class of even-times odd 
numbers no factor can have a value of the same kind (even or odd) 
with its name, and to avoid a meaningless text it is necessary to read 
T~ Ea.wou ov6fta.n with C, or to suppose that the original had a.v.rou 
(cf. the reading of S, aUro;;) , of which the unintelligible Tcii aUrcii 
ov6fLan, which appears in the others, is a corruption easily made. 

P. 20, 4. - We may accept Hultsch's arguments for the doubly 
reduplicated form wVOJLaTo1T<1To'7IJLCvOv of G (loc. cit., p. 764). 
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P. 23, 20. - av..oJV, not av..wv, is doubtless the proper reading. It 
improves the Greek, and may easily have suffered corruption in GmP. 
CSHA have ICQ.Tct T~P EG.1JTWP TcUW here, with order changed, but 
probably preserving the proper form of the pronoun. 

P. 24, 5. - Hultsch (loc. cit., p. 765) suggests that a.1TO')'Ern/CTOVTIU, 
with GP, be read here instead of a.1Toy<vrn/CToVTa" on the ground that 
Q,7roylVEU(Ja.f. should be the passive of G.1TO'YEVVclV in mathematical 
language, just as r'"Eu8w. is the passive of 'YEvpa;v in common speech. 
Nicomachus, however, is quite free to use the passive of ')'Evllav. 

P. 25, 9· - In favor of retaining Hoche's 1ToAV7TAau('a.O"!'o6s-, against 
1TOA1I7TAaCT'aCTI'OV PCSH, it can be urged that the word means' result 
of multiplication' in p. 133, 7, although Theon of Smyrna, who uses 
it frequently, seems always to employ it to designate the operation of 
multiplication itself (e.g., pp. 23, 18; 26, 5 j 27, 7, 14 j 28, 13; 29, 
18, etc., Hiller). 

P. 27,6. - Read 8';va,VTo (omitting av) with GP. This is Hultsch's 
suggestion, who calls attention to the use of the same unusual con
struction in p. 66, 22, where the manuscripts all agree (loc. cit., p. 766). 

P. 31, 5· - Hultsch (loc. <it., p. 765) would omit av with GP] and 
read lINAOI'EV with P. Hoche's text, however, should probably be 
retained, since Nicomachus's usage in such constructions, where the 
subjunctive occurs, seems uniformly to employav. Only in GP] here, 
in S in 11. 2. 2, and in SH in II. 11. 2, is the word omitted, of the in
stances collected on p. 173. 

P. 33, 19· - Read EctVTOV for EaVTwv. This is an excellent opportu
nity to restore an evidently correct text on the best authority, G,. 
The only possible meaning of what Hoche prints is "those that are 
measured by unity alone in accordance with their own quantity," 
that is, prime numbers, but this is not the correct sense. Of such 
numbers disposition has already been made; here he speaks of "those 
that are measured by one (measure) alone in accordance with its own 
quantity," that is, the squares of odd prime numbers. The comma 
after ",oCT6, 9Ta (line '9, Hoche) should be deleted. 

P. 35, 5. - JPCSH here have kept tbe better text, a. ... expaivov for 
a.1Texpaivov(T<. Cl. p. 36, 3. 

P. 35, 10. - Read 1Tpo{JATJIFfJ with PCSH for the syntactical reasons 
discussed elsewhere (p. 175). 

P. 35, 20. - We may agree with Hultsch (loc. cit., p. 766) that 
KQ.raAE[1TETa., is corrupt, Ka.Ta.- being a dittography from the numeral 
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KO.; but AElweTCU fits better than his favored suggestion, AOL1Ta. Tt£. 
P. 42, 1. - Omit Ti< ap,fJ/Lo< l(m with Hultsch (loc. cit., p. 764). 
P. 42, 2. - Hultsch's restoration of 1TPOKCJ.TTJX";8TJ from G1's 1TpOKO,· 

rriXfJ'I is worthy of adoption (loc. cit., p. 766). 
P. 44, 21. - ..; Tij~ IUOJl(To~ is unnecessary, and, as the variation in 

the manuscripts shows, is probably a gloss. 
P. 54, '7· - Read .iPiO'o" (G,CS) for aV'O'O'. The expression 

'unequal heteromeces' is meaningless, but ci.J.lWOI.~, referring to 
TrAEVpa,<, yields good sense. (I have considered the possibility that 
c:iJlLUaKl~ has here been lost from all the manuscripts. The words 
d.1I&.a'cU,,~ LfTOL would correctly characterize the 'heteromeces,' and 
would balance luciKL~ iCTor. above; it would also explain the retention 
of the senseless allLuoL in Cl' The change adopted, however, is less 
violent, and though n. '7. 6 offers similar expressions, Nicomachus 

h "') now ere uses a.V(,Ua.KL~ «VLo-OS'. 

P. 120, 6. - Perhaps 'lTO"./. should be inserted in this line; in the 
explanatory note on the passage I have stated reasons for thinking 
that the word may have fallen out. 

P . 125, 10-13. - Hoche reads t1.)l.OV 8t inrapxEt rlj0"8e rijr,; ILEO"C" 1JTOr,; 
"'fJ "' .. ~t''\, .. t''· • • . TO KaTa O"VV EO"(.JI TWV aKpCJJV tnrOO(.1TJ\(1(J"(.OV TJ O"OV TO IUO"OV ELva(. 

(" it is the peculiarity of this proportion ... that the sum of the 
mean terms is half or the mean term is equal"), which certainly is 
corrupt, for the sum of the extremes is never half the mean term. Ast, 
without using C, emended, reading 8uTAaO"l.OV TOV ILiO"ov ~ iO"ov TO~r,; 
/L<O'O", which is exactly the text of C. This gives good sense, for 
the stun of the extremes is (j double the mean term or equal to 
the mean terms" (if there are two), and it must be substantially 
what Nicomachus really said. Unfortunately v1T08(.1TAaO"(.ov ( inr08,

TrAaO'LO<, G) is attested by all the manuscripts but C, and we can 
hardly reject it. The simplest remedy is to read TOV KaT<1. uVV8EO"LV TWV 
.. • t' '\' .. .. " ., "th . h If f th aKpwv V1Too(.1TJ\aO"LOV TJ (.(TOV TO ILeO"ov Ewa(. e mean IS a 0 e 

sum of the extremes, or equal to it," interpreting' the mean' to refer 
both to the single mean in the continuous proportion and to the sum 
of the two means in the disjunct. I am not sure that this is satis
factory, and suspect that the original text was more explicit; but for the 
present this suggestion is the best that I can make. 

P. IIO, 5. - Omit TOLOVTO', which has the support only of CSH, 
and can be dispensed with. 

P. 137, 22. - apa, found in GP, is preferable to J.pa. 
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NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

A CRITICAL Mp ARA TUS COVERING CHAPTERS 1-3 OF BOOK I OF 

THE INTRODUCTION TO ARITHMETIC 

PAGE I (GmPCftBSHNrAVDEFLOet_lpl_ll)1 
Line I f(p!IO'lVov PO 

2 nv8a:yopucoio GmHVOel-2 .4 P2-~, TIv6a.yopdov NfFe,. ITt.&yoptov D, 
TIv6u:ywpwv E. om. PCp.BJLpl-1 

3 d(1o:yw~ dp&(Jf'lJT'KTj .. V PS-i, dauyruyq dpc8p.vrucij .. E, t:lauywyijr;; om. P N 

Boethius, f:ianywri Tt / / dpJ8I''JT'Dj .. Cl' or in .. rnut. G" t:lauywyr, ri]f 
dpl8fn'P"'~ rn, dp,8,...qrucij .. (luaywri S, Toil f(pclO"'7"'OU dp,8p.vrucijr;; ,10"0.
ywylj .. 'll"pWT"OV P,{3>uov lA-

4 ~ .. d .. 000 D, TWY fIr;; 1'a. ouo mHEpl, ,..p<;rrov dr;; Ta 800 F, rij .. d .. ow TO 
7fPC;WOY 1., ,l .. / / / / 800 G 
, 

5 'fI'pfMTfU'i PI 
6 "fXH«lTWJlTOi Eel_' Pl-S.I.8- Wpiaavro H, O~CW1'O e.-n}v ~u..v 

Le~ (,..,,, supra lino e,) 

7 </K>Jav ~o4>la .. el 
8 ,mvrCUy],.wvov e6 p, 
9 CTVVICt:)(IJP.m, r - ot«U om. CL 

10 & ... ~] ra .. add. Cp.BSHNfADELOVel_l PI-I , HI (Ps supra lin.)-
, . 

lW' crIC1JTOTO~ om. P2 

1 I ~ 1","-'fXX V Oqpwvpyra'i B, ~ &',...,.ovpyta .. l",'fl'fX1'i A 

PAGE 2 (GmPCI'BSHNfAVDEFOel_. PI-I.4-tl PI [11. 4-9, 13- 17]) 
Line 1 C11X7T'I'j.\as A-'lfaYT"''' om. Cp.BSNrADEFOeH PI-I .4"'.'-tI 

2 /(a:ro>"w,,,] IUTM.YJl/I&l' A - T'ov,.<tJ] ,..a:YTCW add. S H N r A 0 E F 0 el-' 

PI-2 . ' .... IHI 

3 ~lV supra lino PI 

4 .I«lipost W:OTWi om . SHNrOOe,.6 PI-t . 4-fU-IO 
5 ,..pocnryOpwuO'] frPOO'ltopcunll E, J/(GMCTO' NrDe,-~iU~ OpftlV] CT~~ 

i~CTlV S H Nr A VDEOel-4 PI-I , 4-~, 1-11 (~'l' lamblichus p. 5. 24»(1"" 
ibid. p. 10) 

6 CUT{ supra lin. PI - lliCUS'] rtUQIt' P~ - ~ov codd. - UVIIf.UTaAp,(JIOl' 

add. r(>9-lo-Oo-o,,] 00-,,", et 
7 G.Vr"111 HNrADEO Vel.l_5 Pl-t . 4-6.8. 1D-1I 

8 O~(T'O A-(ll'W post J7rWiQI''1'' add. AeH PIO-.u-"';;~] Tot~ ea 

9 d)..r/J(W.i om. el 

10 U7M'WCM'O" ItaTO>...,.,pt" Pt 
II Ta. flCQ.Ta.] Ta om. ea, 1W.T'a. Q.ltra: r, IW.T4 Ta.VTa. PIO-/(W WauVrWi ..a:J. ~ 

ou 
aVrwi e2 - &a.T'~(rYTa G 

12 ULO'TII,u",] .t~cil'("' SNrDOe, PI-I,H.&-IO 

I The manuscripts reported upon for a given page are thus noted. Page and line references 
are to Hoche's edition. 
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13 T(lW' cill Pm, TUVrU o' av Cp.BSHNrADEOVel_6 Pl-! . f.6,7-U-f.tT}J J 
HP4-~ wv] KcU (Ta: AH) d.,'&a, ~/J'SHNrADEOVel_& PI-S . 8-Il, 

KW &t&a. ,1(111 WY C,uBP7.i - '"" om. F, cf. Iamblichus p. 5 - wv] 
• 

TWI' P3 
14 .\0/.1'I'"0Y '1I:1lC7TOY N r D P9, AOurWY P7 - ;'l'wvVp.(U~-] ';P.WyVPWV m D, op.wvV~ 

Mw .wAovP,(VWy H Bp. - Kal om. pc,.,.G~r A E 0 V CI_2 . , PI- 2,4.S. 7-9, 11 

15 Katpost Tt add. OeSpl_S, 4.S-fJval. post Xiy(TIU add. G,HADEFOVel_6, 

PI-S.7-11 

16 &f,r0\l Kal iJAur.ci in marg. es - /Cat post PWf.t om. ps 
17 leT'n SJ.. m1VT~ A Ves , 4, plt-ferT'] dO', r - T~V eras. PI 
18 clpxfj~ supra lin. ps-l&01"17T'a] wOuTr77Ta e, 
19 ~v supra lino e,- d.U.ownj B. dA"7<""~ A-n,K,.4 {,.w.:a. ml O'WjA4TUCa. add. 

S H AFVO CI-3 PI-I, 4-5, 7. lD- U 
20 'll"Cpl] '11"( p,-UVr1]v] «ioTa. FVel_3P7.II-ICU{om. NrADEVe,-awv] 

aVTo(~ A F el"';! pr. 11 (-Ot~ supra lino Ps) 
, 'V ' 1I . " "'''IT' 2 I '11'00'0. tjffS' 1I"OtO'l'J7T'f.f el.' PII - fU"yf.VOl 1>1 - Ol(ljp4~UTflO' • • • tu&1 'irt:'> 

om. p. (add. supra lino manus secunda) 

PAGE 3 (GmPC,u.B S NrAVEDFele: (to line 3] e,[to line I3]e.-r;Pl-2P4 [to 
line I71 PS-H) 

Line I u,u.ucp6T.",.c,> nrDEoe2.r; ~. 6-lO' 10. Philoponus t - lUOrljfC'>] in marg. 
e3. d.l'tO'Ofljl c'> add. H N r A D E FO Vel. I. r; PH. 6-11. 11, 10. Philoponus , 

2 d ... .\w,.] cl-Ifci'yadd. D - ",cP''xovnu E 

3 UWp4Tl] fTwp.aTll rDEe1Pr. i-Il, ;;, add. AEVel.HP,.r.u-lCa(f aVr" 
CAD, &i add. et 

4,7 fTUILfJefJ'fJ/!CD-rV><; G: his corr. ex fTUp.{Je{J",Oro.; fTUILfJefJ'fJ/!CCrrwy B-wupa.
".oNifJu es 

7 rTlJpofJe/J'fJICOTUX> &:] JU~ix« /!CaI. ~w,. JU~(XOYTIIW /!CTA. 1>2. rTlJpofJefJ'fJ/!CrWO'i er; - ~ 

Oua. PBpe 
7-8 om. E, add. supra lino j om. P8, add. in marg. 
8 uwpoa:ra.. P7 
9 pCI'] KaIadd. NrDf.tP2.H-avM. d'&a.C 

10 d.1fUpci.\a.KTaApl,IO 

II cavrwl' CILSrDPt_2 . 4.7.,-oW{~] -ay supra lino el (manus secunda) 
- &o.,u.OOvra CpoS H N rD Ee6 P2 . H . !l-IO 

12 aVTwv] aVrOV uOov,. ~oVrCalY ,...-~a] Tllwa CpoBSHNrADE et , H 

PI-2. 4-8. to-u 
13 Te om. HNrAV 

14 4HJI(~w. A 

15 p.<y] G: corr . ex ,u.~ - 1«(6000)' codd. 
16 nj'i caVT'wy c/JvJO'(W'O P - cavrwl'] am-wY ,u.S e, PlO - OYTW'>] OVTfU'i el 

17 i ... l. TOO ClVrOO C poS P7 - &o.poiv-a m 

18 JUTClfJa,VU] I":TfJ.{3a.uU BV, JUTO.pPf.'i S H r D Ee4-6 PI-2 . &-8. 8-10, JUTUPfH'i /f«t~ 
JIof.ro.{Joivu e6 Ast-17'aYToiW'O G, corr. ex wuvnx'4-d..U.auop.on Apll, 
d.\.\auCTOJlof.l'Ot' S - KcU KaT&: A Pit 

19 llMTCalm S - ~v] p.<y add. CpoB SH Nr AD E V el Pt-1, s-t . 11-11 
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PAGE 4 (GmPC,..BSHNrAVDEFel [to line u]e .. _r; PI [to line 31 Ps,li,7-1I Pe 
[to line Il J) 

Line 1 oVlC]"'~ 5 Nr, o{uc in marg. r - ,),&0,"1"01' m - p1v om. Be., cW' add. Pt 
:: Sf om. P7 

, , Fp '0 SDEV ']' B '" p • D 3 eaut 8 - KCU m. PI - lCa:ra. I"Tf1. - T avra. I ntVTCl -

So""'; el 
4 ytYV0l"vovGm-Tc om. HNrDE, supra lino er; (manus secunda) 
5 OVT'~] 01' er. (corr. supra lino man. secunda) -01'] L\ryt: TIllml a Tqwo; 

'JI'flpO. flAci1"wvt add. ,.. 
7 ~"'tfp.dJa 1"WJvs B - o.f1n1 P-
S vq,' om. SA Vel , r; PIO-Il, add. supra lino er; (manus secunda) 
9 ~~v] TIp-I / /IG, om. H, iO'Tt,. Cp.BS NrD 1'9-10 - ~ li!fn7v] ~~ A pu, :... 

~ el - u~w.<;] lerr'., add. efj 
10 opr:~,<;] l~uv. H, r in marg., p,: .• -TijsJ To(<; A 1>7.11 (~in marg. pu) 
11 OYTa Sf:] se om. P7 
12 &€A.ct .. ] &(~~8clV S (SuMiv in marg.) AFVel 1>7.11)-11, OuAtM-.. rEe .. 

«(~ in marg. e .. ) e~ P2. 50 8-1, Tt: add. r, Tt: tCa1 add. PI, g - dp8~ p
Ta om. P7 - CT'IJIA-/3C!JTJK.OTwti m 

• 'r '8'r· , 13 wv TOU'VI' - KW I«l - TWV 're Il:VptWf om. p. 
14 wcp (O'T'] ~v" ovr~ "vp{~ "al OYT'WV KVp{w<; add. e. 
15 4.U..,,'\oxovp.uu A 
16 8i.vOpot' ,,6.:r~fX S H N r ADEVeN, Pr.. 8-11 -worn. Se. - O:"lP] a r P9 

..... ' , , B - ux~ I«U ICVp4Wi' 

17 'f'f om. H 
18 "a.\(~TCU] "al add. Gm 
19 O'wpck] om. p!) O'opO; A pu) X~. awpo.. C~BSHNrADVe, pUG-u, 

Boethius, O"TpaTo.. add. S PlO - KW om. eh supra lino er. 
20 800 apa. C - TO';"'WY (iawy S N r D E e~ P~. 8-10. TMWY 800 (lBWv e, P2 

21 VGp.«TT'Wy] VG'I' tOY 5 N re, Pr. 10 -l7l"u8" A pu - "al1\'"QV p.(y(90<; • • • S. I 

1\'".\~80<; om. D 
22 a7l"(tpov r-a.wwv GIP, laUTwv p.SNrEVe, Pt-IO 

PAGE 5 (GmPC}-,BSHNrAVDEFe, e~ [through line 8] PI,6,7-U) 
Line I «O't BC-yap om. C - oP"T}-,ivqsA pr..n 

2 7I"lIVa(Tat E ps -1\'"po«mwv A 

3 OpLt7 p.f.vTf'> P~. u 

4 &a TaVrTf'> C}-'SA EVe" & Pr. to-U, &' a~ NrO Ih . ~. &a alm1~ pg 
7I"POXWP(1] xwpt'i. V, 1rpoxwpt'iJl P7, 1rpox.80fK~ PlO 

..... ~ •• A G ..... ~, .. I' .... , ..... ' ..1.-.: 1\\~ 5 cu Of: aL nnO'TT]p.tU , aI. Of: t7l"1.O'1'IfUU a1'l'(!.pWv ot: ovot:1'I'on .,......Y(TO.t, Q.JVO.(1 

,... ,., t.::;\ __ _ .... ~ • , , 
1ravr~ TWJl1r(7ffpaO'p.&WV (to'LY' U'/IWJ' ot: OTL P. - '7rf.PL 1rffrtpaO'}-'IJlWY ps-
"]' ' p tlO'''' (O"T'" 

6 ~{JltT( corr. in 4xUJlI'rOJ, A, t/xUVCWTaJ. e, -Sf] om. P'2 
7 oUT( ad init.] ov V Pu, - T( add. supra lino A 
8 1rOTt om. P SNr A (supra lin.) D PlO -lfrW' rf}-'''f .".OT( C}-,Be, -l,,&'np(w] 

KcUadd. mPC}-,S, erasum in G 
9 1((18' (aUTO l,,&'TlPOY r -lO"TtJ' A ZO'TQJ. Pz -1r.\(OV H NrDF Pt. 11 
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MANUSCRIPTS AND TEXT 

ID d:II"] f.7r' p. 1>2. 11, om. B - d.q,WptUJA-fVOV] wpwp.ivov E, dq,opurp.iJlO'J' ps 
II 1'(1'] yap add. s P7.IO-1I'0aOV G 2 
12 7rYJA,LKOV] 'll"OlKcAoV PH (1r1]AiKIW in marg.) 
14 OpaT' A-avTo PDA P2 
15 orav] T(TpaywVOV add. SHNrADEFVe~ P2.r..8-U, BoethiuS-,npwO'ov 

Nr "G ' , - IW.I TO. ~ - (()(KWTW~ m 

16 'xov.;,&q C B 
17 i7fUO"V fU'i{ov u.aTTOV CB N fn Pg, ~J'"Ol.I (AaTTOV e4 -IAQ.(TO'oY H, l.UaTOV A 

18 ;JLUTU A - "al Ta G~ - &]'\ovon codd. 
19 apa om. Cf'BSH N r ADEV Pl-fi . 11 - &a.AWWT'o., Cp.G~SHNr ADEFV 

e" 1>2.~. 8-11 -11ftC71"TJJLoVU(cU p.i8o&x 

PAGE 6 (GmPCp.BSHNfAVDEFe4 pz PI> [through line 12] P7 [through lineS] 
Pa-I! P lO [through line 5] pu [through line 17]) 

Line I &(VKp,,..,;aaat D - TOV om. P7 - 'lrOcTOV Ct 

2 (two CNfADEYP2,U, a:vro{>9-To post Si em. r 
3 f.1Tf.l] ;'1r{ PS 

4 J'O"'?1l 1.1nJA-OVll A e4 pn 
5 fI'.p,~py.l cpopif AP2. 6.11-TO, at.rA] Ta om. PV,TIlVT'G BS ps, Tai'rru A 

PIO-tl - &aKp'/JooO'l}eTl HE V. &o.xp{PWUt A 

6 ow post IA-Cv add. E V - ;P',...,oW PH, ~p<,...,oW Cl 
7 1r€pu/H.pOp,n'OfI A E V ps 
8 QlITfII'Ii: B 

9 8vva:rcw dx",{1Waal PC lA- B E, b.p,Pf;xrcu. 8\W1lTOv A V ps. II - ti"p,prixrau8cu H 
10 ; UoqKa H AE Ps. II 
II-IS {wypa.#a . .. 8fwpfn. .. •.• avvfp')'WY 5 
12 {Jayo;wcu. .. Pu (corr. supra lino man. sec.) - 1rpO..] ,t .. E ps .u- 8,opt'1'i 

A, 8fWpfn. .. e, - Tot om. In, w F, TlU A, ICOi add. H, Tf PH 

14 .\6)Iov P A 

IS avV(P'Yfl:'1Y B 
16 cLU.Q om. A -"at] O!j E 

17 , " H TOD.l1TOom. -1r~om. Pt ... 
18 &UCoiivT,] TO add. PSB. Toe. rnCIA-NrADEFV P2.s-g,d. 10. Philoponus 

"a, TOY ~ - p.a8qp.aTll<a P 
19 &p6W .. om. C,.,.. in marg. e" dp8i4f a~ lIlT' .",pt V, dp8i4f nwov.. E

ot:..] Ol supra lino add. A - ~"af1Tw H - t/>pow.iy A e4 ps 
20 Ta .. C rn, Ta .. P, Tij .. cett. - OAWY] illwy rn, // / / Uw." C, OVTWl' D (om. Ti;w) 

-#""B 
22 1"] 1" GIP, Toe. E PS-ytWI"TpUtf G1CIA-HNrAe4-To''' ')'fW/UTpta .. "at 

1A-00000(a .. "at d,x81A-'f1TlJ(a .. 5 - "a( om. F 
23 "at u4>cupuca .. om. Gl P - rapiSoua .. P2 - GlA-fU H, d"I''11' B, ;1A-11' A Vet ps 

(af' supra lin. A, manus secunda) - aa4>Q. A 

PAGE 7 (C m PCp.BS H Nr A V D [to line 20] E [to line 21] F [to line Isle'P2. S-g) 
Line I "a(om. FPt-f'Ol'O'l"i:w P, p.wCTlJ(af Cp.BNrp,:.i,lA-iOO'UC'1f A-TaWa SiP 

:2 &..coWT-O fTp,n' A (Mlt supra lino man. 2) Ps- njM -yap d.&.\4t«f, om. Gl 
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'l ' 3 "Cl" ~ e" 
4 Tpf.i'i..w &",aTou H. TPW-Kt:8u.'f'OV A, P,P>..Iov add. r 
5 oVfnp CNI'ADEVe, !h. ' 
6 '1up&D'ICO'II"rt] om. H, ",,,,oru SNr ADEFV e4 Pt ..... -ml Stopll«T1U om. 

PCp.B, &c..pt{(TW A 
7 XP'1J &i pep.BH, ,1",,& post m add. ADEVp ... ,-Ovr~ om. peR 
8 Ta C t ex TO/ / / I (ToVi?) -'frpoAt:x9Mo. W {Jr/30u»8(1fTU~, wpo)..rx6Wra W 

8w.{Jr/ymJJ8f.JITU. 5 H N r, rpo)d.x6Wra KW. rfJO{3c{3cuo18l.VT'a A V E PI 
(liro '1".\"01'(01)1 wpo)..-x8Ma KW. add. man. 2 supra lino A). &aMx8ivnr. JJ., 

1rpofJf.{3«twSivr« C, 1r,m &a.\rx8bTa. KW &a{3rf3a«.z8ivro. P, ".po)u.x8Wro. 
(om. Kw,..po&Of3r{jo.u,JJw.ro,) DP:.\1 

11 n,YOm. A- clva>.oylav] op.o)r.aytav Cfl.BS H N I' ADEVe41'2 , '~J la. Pbilo
ponus c. K( - p.UJ.v om. H, rtJIIU p.W.v Kat ha.q,avijMU lA-

I2 ICaTcl TOV TpUwOY 1'ov,.OJl A - t'pOrOJl] TO rpocn111(OV ps 

13 born. D et Pt, ,- A .\C)lop.MK p.- ,,~] lXOV add. A, IXf'" add. e. PI-
Ta. 'lral'TU 5 H A E V Ps. a'/I'QVTa N I'D 

14 1'4v6&."11 N r, fUlv8ciYOl. D pg-ToVrwV anvrwl' S HN ADE V Pt, TO .,.ov,., a.".. r 
IS ~ meA - f.""Xt:!pl"TW Pt- TT,.. 4-1Aou~tav NI'DPt,8, u~ F 

17 dXA,' om. V - TClv,.a, / /I / / Ta. G l' TClVTa ya.p TO. m 
19 "II'"cl.J'1U TClVra A V Pt 
20 ToVTOV &,j SNrD Pt- T(W a~WTaTfW HAEVe~ 

2 I Tt] ap.a. S - 8;j..\cw Sf OTt .. ai V E 

22 yap] &iPs-OT']~ H-TICTU' lj SND, TUTU'';; JaLi.r-foUcacnNrO!>i

TaVTa Ta.] Ta. Tow.VTa Ih 

PAGE 8 (GmPCf'BSHNrAe(Pt.a-1I) 

Line 1 ;,u-W" TlJV 8uI .. CMaY S 
3 O'VYTpOC;WI'] C1'UYJj9wv Pt - ;fAil'] ;,u-Wve, - /Jpf.q.wv] IT, add. SN r Ae. Pt. B-1 

4 OYTWV In H, OYTWV om. A 
5 Tf.] om. Nr, f'(vCf'SAPt.&-1I 

7 - p - - p - - Nr -"pwT0" - TIoIV ••• V01p""CWY • T'f ••• VOIj' 'f ,Tit ill (av supr.- lin.) 

TCl.l~ JI077Tl"~ A, &a.5'01fTUCcfl B - TcfIJ TO e, 
10 Tg(~ p.u.{hjfl4Ul &.coWr~ NPt 

I 2 &a.,..o.~ ICtU .\oywpOOs- N r PD 

" 13 Sf om. ps - O'TpaTf17f 111&\10" G -..w add. Cp.S 
14 ~WPOlpV:U A - avy .. 7fuf.(~ P, crvylCium S N r 
16 Sf] 'i add. pg - Kal4uTpoVO},ra om. S 

17 ~wpl/ /yln.'i C, -QV SN rPs-1I- JlUvrt.\1a'i CPt 
18 tVXf.Pf.w.~ Gm, f.vXJKu..'i P (in marg., yp. WKaIJH4'i) , f.vKl:Upi.a'i ceU.

fJflT,.,&U)' 1'~ P - "~lU G2> -oVua~ SNr 

19 tT] ~ .\WaTf. add. CB, .\&uTl p., Z, (TcUpE Pi - f"l"'\.,;n-OW om. e, ( ... .\,p-
TWV supra lin.) -10Utf. &&'n'll' P 

20 dX,P"f1O'TOV P - TaVra om. p. - Ta. p.u.9-tjp.u.Tf1 TaVTa N rPt.1I 
22 ri1s: om. C 
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CHAPTER XII 

THE LANGUAGE AND STYLE OF NICOMACHUS 

AN elementary treatise on arithmetic is hardly the vehicle best 
fitted to exhibit the talents of a stylist. The requisites are the simple, 
natural excellences of clarity, accuracy, and purity of diction j rhetori
cal ornaments are out of place. Such a style is what one would ex
pect, and what, in general, one finds, in the Arithmetical Introduction. 
Nicomachus maintains throughout a tone of earnestness, which he does 
not lose in attempted I fine writing' even in those portions, like the 
first six chapters and a few others, where he is not for the moment en
gaged in actual mathematical demonstration. Even here there are 
few rhetorical figures, although these are not entirely lacking even in 
the strictly mathematical sections. The rhetorical questions 1 are 
few but effective; the similes' not far-fetched and usually of real 
value for the exposition of the subject in hand. 

That Nicomachus was no mere amateur writer can be easily seen 
when the structure of his sentences and paragraphs is taken into ac
count. Clarity is usually present, and on the whole there are few ob
scure passages. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that the author 
had a clear idea of what he wanted to say and a decided knack for 
logical exposition, so that his materials meet the eye in the order in 
which they are most easily understood. And it must also be allowed 
that he knew how to turn a good period; 3 for even in the most techni
cal sections the periodic structure is frequently found, joined, to be 
sure, to sentences more loosely put together, since the subject is not 
one that easily is adapted to the periodic form. 

Join to what has already been said the observation that Nicomachus 
throughout preserves a decided enthusiasm for his subject,' and that 
he constantly puts himself, by little touches, sometimes attractively 
naive, into a personal relation with his readers, but without the sacri-

11.4.1. 

t],14.3; 15.1; 16.1; 23.4,6; 11 . 27.1. 
I CL I. 6. I; 11. 21. 1, etc.; for a technical section, see 11. 19. I. 

• Note the zest in I. 23.4; Iq. 20. 

,6, 
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168 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

fice of dignity,' and one has a fair idea of his merits as a writer. The 
faults into which he could easily be betrayed - dryness and excessive 
pedanticism - he has thus in large measure avoided. We may not 
claim for him superlative excellence, nor assert that his book has the 
liveliness or interest of a novel or a history, for the extended considera
tion of such a subject as arithmetic is apt to suffer from moments of 
aridity; but it is just, I believe, to assert that Nicomachus, as a scientific 
writer, possessed assets which not all could claim, and that the Arith
metical Introduction on its own merits will engage the reader's interest 
to a degree that is decidedly creditable for a book of its class. 

To the student of antiquity, however, Nicomachus's language will 
be a matter of greater interest than his style. Contemporary with, 
or only a generation later than, the latest books of the New Testament, 
his writings may be expected to manifest certain of the non-classical 
peculiarities that are observed both in the New Testament, in the 
papyri, and in Greco-Roman writers generally. It is most just to 
compare Nicomachus with such writers as Lucian, for, like him, Nico
machus adopted the literary, not the contemporary spoken, style; 
that is, both are Atticists. But it must be recognized that his subject 
strongly influences Nicomachus's language. He does not, like Lucian, 
employ the dialogue, but confines himself to sober exposition, so that 
his syntax of necessity shows less variety; there is, for example, little 
occasion for oratia obliqua. Still no late writer succeeded in sup
pressing entirely the marks of Hellenistic idiom, and there are many 
traces in the Introduction, which we shall proceed to review. 

One of the surest tests of Hellenistic Greek is its tendency to use /-'>1 
instead of ov.' M>I came to be used with participles indiscriminately,' 
and in the New Testament the older usage is so far abandoned that 
ov is quite regularly found in protases with the indicative.' This 
last usage we cannot attribute to Nicomachus; he always uses /-'>1 in 
protases and in conditional relative clauses, but with participles he 

1 E.g., n. 14. 5; 28. J, 6, 
S On this in general, cf. Moulton, Proltg<HtIeM to a GrDmlKllr of New Tul6f11Un1 week (Edin

burgh. 1908), Index, s.v. NelaJiws; Burton, MO<His and Te'llSts of New Ttstam~.,.H;'td (Chicago, 
1(03), pp. 178 ft.; Gildersleeve's fundamental article in AmM'ca.,. Journal of PJtiIoloCY, I (1880); 
and E. L. Green. in Studies in HolWr of B. L. Gildersluw, pp. 471 H. 

I Burton, sec. 485: "In the New Testament participles in all relations usually t&ke,u"Jt as the 
negative." Cl. Gildenleeve, Ameriron Jourmzl of Pltilol0lY, I, 55. Examples are given by 
W. Schmid, Der Atticismus (Stuttgart, 1887), from Dio Chrysostom (vol. I, p. 100), Lucian 
(I, p. 246), Aristides (11, p. 61), etc . 

• Burton, 4tH}; Moulton, p. 171. 
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LANGUAGE AND STYLE 

sometimes follows, sometimes abandons, the syntactical standards of 
classical Greek. By far the greatest number of times when p." is 
found with the participle it is correctly used; 1 in several more it will 
probably pass muster; 2 but in a few cases it is un~oubtedly incorrect 
on classical standards. Such are 1. 3. I: brEi. TOV ?TO<TOV TO p.£v 
• • (J'" ~, , .. \\ ,.. \ I 8 opo:ral KO. Ea.VTO, fLTJOEfLlQ.V '"po') Q.J\J\O UXf<TlY {XOV KTI'!..; . 23. : 

.' r • • '0' '(:3 .1;.',' OtOlI vop.ov') . . . 0 ') 1Taua. 7J -rrpOAEX {,<Ta 1TpO 0.0"1.') • • • EUOOCtXTEt f.LTJ 
, ' 3 11 • ~, , • ,''\ \ .... 
AEL1TOTaK1'Ovp.EV'f] ; . • 22. I: at OE TatlTaLS' lITT£VaVnal Q,J\.I\a.l. rpEI.S, 

.~" ...,' \ LOL.(J)V fLl] TUEl1)(VLal ovop.aTWV, KT/\., 

Sometimes p:1 is joined in this way to a genitive absolute,as in T. 16. 4 : 
'\" " ~''\ 1Tapa1TA7JCTUJ),) 1TavraS' • • • Q.1TO')'EVVf]<TELf) • • • fL'YJOEVOf) 1TapaJ\El1To-

'18' , ,.,,', .... P.alotJ; . 23. : yevolTo yap . . . Ta TOU 1TOJ\J\a.1TJ\Q..O"tOU a1TaVTa. E'07] 

... uov f'7JOEV E1T'TTJOEVOVTO~ f'7JOE (TV)'Aaf'{3dvoV'TO~; 11. 22. 3: 
P.TJ8EVO~ 1TapaAEt1TOf'£VOU f'7JF) inr£~a,pouf'ivou; cf. also I. I!. 1. The 
use of f'1} in 1. 7. 2, fun oE apnov f'iv, a orov TE El~ oVa Tua ota'pElHjvat 
f'ovdoo~ f'iuov f''''' 1TapEf'1T'1TTOVCTTJ~, may be regarded as justified in 
view of the generalizing and characterizing nature of the clause in 
which it stands, and there are many instances where Nicomachus 
negatives a participle with f''? because it is equivalent to such a clause. 
But to sum up, there are only seven instances of the loose use of p.1} in 
the Introduction, over against about twenty-four where the participle 
is correctly used, and about eleven where ov is correctly used with 
the participle.4 With other constructions, too - the infinitive,S WUTE,6 

El and Eav 7 clauses - his usage ordinarily agrees with the classic 
standard. But I note TO f'EV 'Yap 1Tpw-rtUTOV aVr[;JP . .. (TVf'{3alV£I. 
TOV~ f'EV inrOA6yOU~ EXEtV TOV~ ci.PTlOU~, aAAov SE ovSafLw~ ovOiva 
KT),.. (1. 19. 2), where p.'1Sap.w<,vould be naturally called for; and a simi
lar instance where OUOi1TOTE, not f'7]0{1TOTE, is used with an accusative 

11.4. 2bis, 41«; 6.3; 7.2,3; 10.2,5bisi 13.1,8 bis; 16.4; 23.8,11,12; H.II.I; 
16.1; 22.3; 27.1. 

t A peculiar case in H. 6. I: Ta -yap • •• ri1r6Xo,r4 rpolTr).'1pl>lil~l1fT4' 1l(4).,r6,..,-",p ••• +JJAWP 

,,41 rpoTfX"').01''1l1dYT'''P rTfp4 'T, .. " rpo{ln.a,Tipap Ti) .. 1T"J,f ... lxo,..,-a .•• 1''; "4' "VTlt r(X/(I "al 

JA~ T4i rpln 'np6 .. rtoM' Ixol""'. The participle Ixo...,.. can doubtless be regarded as characteriz
ing. In I. 10. 2; 13. 1 (cited in preceding note), the participles are in 6ra .. clauses. 

~ Cl. L 16. 4 : -yiWl1lf dI4VTW"..,X4</JlJpd Tt JIlI dl1</Ja).i)r oGTf rapll).t!rov".d TUQ TW .. T()'ll", .. , KTA., 

a very ~imilar sentence whcre o{l appears. 
4 I. t6. 4; 19. 16; lI . 6. I bis; 22. J his; 2~t I, 6; in the genitive absolute, add I. 19. 8; H . 9· 3; 

17. 2. It may be added that adjccth-es that are equivalent to conditional relativcs are cor
rectly negatived with JA~ by Nicomachus: e.g ., I. 16.4; 11. 3. 2 bis. 

, JA~ with infinitive: H. 2.4, 14. 5, I. 8. 2,6, 11; 9. 2; 10. 3; G1/1Tt JA~ with infinitive, I. 8. 8, 
o{l with infinith'e in direct discourse, 11. 20 . 5. 

I wl1n ov with present indicative, lI. Ii. I; &"1n JA~ with infinitive, I. 8. 8. 
, These always have ~~; e.g., 11. 14· 5. 
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170 NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

and infinitive with rrop.{3 .. , •• , (I. '2. ,). There is one instance of 1"1 
in a relative clause which is apparently not generalizing or charac
terizing: ~~ov at iXE' 1} 'Yf.CJJP-ETPLlC-q fLEu6rqr;, 8 fL7J8E/Lta TWI' AO'1TWV, 
KTA. (11. 24. 3). This is a Hellenistic trait.' The construction of p.>f 
with the indicative in cautious assertions, however, is classical j it 
occurs in Introduction, I. 8. 7 and I. 9· 3.' 

To come next to the question of the use of the moods, it is most 
important to inquire whether in Nicomachus, as in Hellenistic Greek 
in general,' the optative shows signs of obsolescence. My count 
shows twenty-six examples of the potential optative (twenty-five with 
av) and twenty-four of the optative in dependent constructions.fo 
Perhaps the nature of the subject matter precludes the occurrence of 
the real optative in wishes; but there are a few additional circum
stances that betray the fact that Nicomachus, too, was beginning to 
forsake this mood. For one thing, in most cases where a protasis has 
the optative, its apodosis will show some construction other than the 
normal potential optative, either a future or a present indicative, or 
an imperative, or there may be no conclusion at all. Out of twenty
one optative protases there are only three followed by the potential 
optative in the apodosis.' It is also noteworthy that the optative 
occurs only three times in any other construction than these two, the 
potential and the optative protasis; it is found twice in final clauses 
and once after a verb of fearing. 

Among these examples of the optative there are a few that are note
werthy for their violation of ordinary classical syntax, although inall 
these cases the manuscript tradition must be taken into account, and 
at best we cannot be absolutely sure what Nicomachus wrote. One, 

1 See Gildersleeve. America" Journal of Philology, I, 54. Many examples given by Schmid, 
0/. ~. , from Pbilostratus (vol. IV, p. 92), Dio Chrysostom (I, 100), Lucian (I, 245), and others. 

I Nicomachus uses the perfect each time. Cf. Moulton, 0/1. ciI., pp. 192 f. (with citations of 
papyri). 

a Moulton, 0/1. ~., 194 if. 
'Potential optative with 4"I. I. 2; 2.5;4.2; 9.4; 11.3; 12.2; 14.2; IS.I; 19.20; 23. 

3; n·S·s; 6. 2bis; 7. 4; 12.1; 13. 1; 18.3; 21.1; 22. 2; 23.3 ; 24.6; 27. 2; 27. 7 (with 
c:n) ; 29. 1; in indirect question, 11. 27. 2; without ''', I. 23.8 (perhaps here should be added the 
optatives in protases with 16. .. or d .. . 4 .. , I . 8. 9; 12. 2; 11. t 2. 3; 24. I) . 

Optatives in dependent constructions : with fl, I. 9. 6; 10. 10 bis; 13. Q bis, 11, 13; 14.3 MS; 
n.4.3; 6.3; 12.4; 17.5,7; 23.3; n . 23.2; I.IS.Ibis. WithbClO,II.27.1; 29.1. With 
U", fl ... 4", as above. 

·Of the conditions cited in the previous note, only three, I . IS. t Ms, 11. 23. 2, have the optati\'e 
in both clauses. Moulton, 0/1. ciI., p. 1CJ6, states, "Neither in LXX nor in NT is there an ezample 
of fl with the optative answered with the optative with 4 .. , nor has one been quoted from the 
papyri." 
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LANGUAGE AND STYLE 17 1 

and perhaps two, passages contain potential optatives without av.' 
This is a phenomenon attested for Hellenistic Greek, although it was 
not unknown earlier j there are many examples in Homer and cases 
continually occur in the poets, but probably it was not felt to be a 
good prose use in classical times.' Another peculiar usage, of which 
there are four examples, is of the use of Ea.", or El . . . av with the 
optative, 11. 12. 3: lCc1v TO'~ 1TEVTa'Y~VOt~ o[ TP'YCJJVO, "'POOTI.Ooi.JlTO 

•• 
. . . 'YEJII,.,iuollcTlv, KTA. (El rp,ywv 1fpOUTf.80i.VTO S, El TptywVOt 'Tfpocr-

TtOEvrat H); I. 8. 9: El r€vO/"TO av oVrw~ j I. 12. 2: &n 8,aAVOEl"1 
f • .' .t: .. , .. , (J'. " .... 
a.1I E'~ EKEWOV~ E~ WP 0"11"'£0' '1ICEV ft1TEp 1Ca.t IJ-ETpfJ E'TJ a.v tnT aVTC&lV 

(avum. CSH); H. 24. 1: lrw 3f ".>'.Lov .. "po, .t.v (., CSH). 
It is very possible that these cases are all due to a late scribe, for 

there are no instances of such a construction in the New Testament 
and Moulton can find but one, in a Cyzicene inscription, elsewhere.' 
There are a number of instances in Homer and other classical litera
ture where Eall (a, KE) with the optative represents in indirect discourse 
an original subjunctive, but some of them have received special explana
tion and in the great majority of cases the editors have emended the 
texts,4 In general there is at present not sufficient evidence to fix 
upon this as a common prose construction of Hellenistic Greek. Per
haps one of the foregoing instances, 1. 12. 2, may be explained on the 
ground that the clause with ""..p is after all rather causal than condi
tional. Before leaving the optative, it may be remarked that, with 
his evident fondness for the potential construction, Nicomachus 
often employs it where an indicative would serve as well. 

In non-Atticizing Hellenistic Greek, consecutive clauses with Wcrr£ 
tend to show the infinitive more than the indicative, and when the 
indicative is used, the clause is usually coordinated with the main 
clause of the sentence, WCTTE meaning' and so,' 'therefore'; the true 
consecutive clause with the indicative is rare,5 Furthermore, the dis-

I ,,(I""'TO, I. 23.8. Here Ast added 4., hut the MSS, followed by Hoche, agree in omitting it. 
In I. 11. 3 (p. 27,6 Hoche), b is to he omitted i see p. too. 

~ See Smyth, Gruk G,ammaT, 1811-f822; KUhner·Gerth, I, :125 f. j Moulton, 11)8; Robertsoo, 
(damma, of 'he G,erlt Nt:UJ Tts'flnKnJ, 937"""""938. 

I Cited p. 239, third paragraph. Schmid,ofJ. lit., cites examples from Ludan (vol. I. 244), 
Aristides (lI. 59), Philostratus (one case, vol. IV, 90). 

'See the list in KUhner·Gerth (ed. 1898), n. 549.4. 
I This is illustrated by Moulton's statistics on the New Testament (p. 209; d. Burton, 235). 

He finds eighty-three examples of &xTTf; in fifty-one the infinitive is used; of the remaining thirty
two which have the indicative, only a very few (he dtes hut two clear cases) are true subordinate 
coos«utive clauses and in the others the particle means' and so,' 'therefore.' 
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tinction between the infinitive, which nonnally expresses the result 
that the action of the main verb tends to produce, and the indicative, 
expressing the actual result, seems to be more and more ignored, and 
the infinitive comes to be used where the indicative would be more 
natura1.1 

In Nicomachus the use of WCTTE conforms much more nearly to the 
classical usage than does that of the New Testament, where the in
dicative has all but disappeared from the real subordinate clause, for 
there are at least five cases where the indicative is clearly consecutive; 2 

but the infinitive is used nine times, and in most of these it would be 
difficult to insist that the result expressed is the tendency and not the 
actuality; 3 in fact, in most of them the latter interpretation is the 
natural one. This is the only mark of looseness in Nicomachus's 
usage, unless we include the fact that all the passages with the real 
subordinate indicative (save one where the quasi-future '1TpOEW'L 

occurs) employ the future tense." As noted above, WUTf, meaning 
'and so,' 'therefore,' occurs several times.5 

As one would expect of an author of his period, Nicomachus almost 
always uses the subjunctive with LV .. in final clauses. I have noted 
but two cases where the optative is found, strangely enough both after 
verbs in primary tenses, n. 27. I: WUTTEp ... ciUov £E aAAov Tporrov 
• 'AO~I • "0" , .. ~" a 1TOTEAEW" «I. OVV4VTa&. (1&. ,",POI\EX E&.lTaL ILECTOTTJTEt; • • • Ula ELKOTCLI~ Ka' 

., "" .. '\ 11 ". ETVp.CllTaTa KaAOUITO • • • OVTCcJ'i' ICTA. ; • 29. I: KVp~r; yap aVTJ'] 
... o.pp,ovLa &.V ACXOELTJ p,OVTJ 1Tapa Tar; aAAar;, Ei1TEP p,~ E1TL1TEOor; 
P,TJOt p,tq. p,OVlJ p,ECTUn]n (TtIvSEop,il"'1, aA>"a OVCTLV, iv' OWW TPtX~ Stt
aTaVOtTO, oor; cl KU{30<i, KTA. To this may be joined the instance, re
ferred to above, of an optative after a verb of fearing, I. 3. 7: wr; ~ovr; El, 
•• ~~, \.. ... \ It.! ' 6 
on EOtKar; OEO££VCU, p'7J apa aXPTJaTa TaVTa Ta p,av 'lp,aTa 1TpOUTaTTO£p,t. 

I Smyth, 2260 if., and Goodwin, Moods and Teruts, 582 if., leave no chance for the infinitive 
to express the idea normally conveyed by the indicative. But cf. Burton, 235: "Since, however, 
an actual result may always be conceh'ed of as that which the cause in qUe5tion is calculated 
or adapted to produce, the infinitive may be used wben the result is obviously actual." 

Q . 8. 12; 13.6; 19.2 (rpbt16I) ; 11.15.3; 22.3. . 
'1.8. 8, 10; 18.6; 19. 17, 19; 20.2; 22.2; 11.8.3; 29. 2. Save perhaps the first case, these 

may all be regarded as expressing real results. A good illustration of this type is I. 18. 6. 
4 See the examples cited in note 2. Gildersleeve, American JOllrnal of Phuology, VII, 173. 

remarks that the future indicative is common enough in this construction. 
'1.10. 10; 19.20; 20. I; 11.17.1,7; 21.3; 24.11 . 
• This is an inaccurate quotation of Plato, Republic, 527 D: .qlith el, it. !' ryw, 1fT, 'OIlU" 

Iif3.6T, 'Toj}r roXMnil, /A% 110.;1 4XP1'Jfl''T'' .-81f.-'To, rpo6'Tti'T'TfI.. It is noteworthy that Theon of 
Smyrna, p. 3, 8, quotes it in almost the same form as does Nicomachus : ;,1I1>s fr, hi tOl..o" klil~ 

;""1 /AT) 4xp'IJIT'To, 'T4 .-S",wt'To, rporf'Tti'T'TOIp,l. 
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These final clauses can be explained, to be sure, as presenting the 
purpose as a mere conception of the mind, without regard for its ful
filment, a notion which sometimes justifies the use of an optative 
after a primary tense in classical Greek;' but Moulton 2 has very 
acutely observed that such an employment of the optative is a sign 
of a desire to Atticize, and they are perhaps best understood in that 
light, along with the object clause in I. 3· 7. 

After all, the most significant thing about Nicomachus's use of the 
final clause is that no examples of the so-called j ecbatic ilia.' 3 - in
troducing clauses that are not purposive at all, but are used as sub
stantives where the classical Greek would employ the infinitive - are 
to be found. In this he is quite classical. But sometimes his final 
clauses seem to express an idea very close to that of result, instead of 
purpose, as this example may suffice to illustrate: oo-all TOlvVII Suo 
.. ,., ,.~ "~.l.' •• , Ill., .. 
opwv aKpWJI TP'XTJ Ol.aOTaTWV ap.'f'OTEpWII, EtTE ,00al(l.~ 1.0"£1.111 ,00a.KI.~, wa 

KVf3o~ V, KTA., n. 29. 2. It is worth noting that in one case, 11. 2. I, 

P.OJlOJl iva with the subjunctive means 'provided only that' and in
troduces a proviso. 

In clauses meaning 'as long as,' 'as far as,' there are many combi
nations: with the present indicative, p./xpI.t; o~, 12 cases i" p.'xP'~ 
.. 6 '.L' .. & .. 7 ~ 8 'th Do-WII, I case j Eo/ 00"011, I case; EWt;, I case; /LW', I case j Wl 

th b ' . ,'" 9' T .. 10 '.l.' .. • e su Junctlve, p.~p,r; all, 9 cases j p.~p'f) ov a.v, I case j E'f" O(7"OVa.V, 

I case; 11 16Jf) av, I case. 12 

This variation between the indicative and the subjunctive might 

1 See the list of optatives after primary verbs in KUhner-Gerth, 11, 383 h, .. wenn die Handlung 
des Finalsatzes, ohne Rucksicht auf ihre Verwirklichung, als bloss gedacht, als feine Vorstellung 
erscheinen soil." Goodwin, Greek },foods and Tenus, 322-23, regards the optative in final clauses 
after a primary verb as very rare and to be viewed as a mere irregularity of construction, unless the 
leading verb implies a reference to the past as well as the present; but he has only the classical 
writen in mind. 

s P. 197. CL also Robertson, P.983. The optative with tV(l after a secondary tense is not 
found in the New Testament. There are two examples of it after a primary verb (Ephcsians, 
i. J 7; 11 Thcssa/onians, ii. 25), but the text is uncertain in both places and the former can be re
garded as a volitive optative (Robertson,ltx:. tit.). 

, See Moulton, p. 206. 
tI. 9. 4; 10. i, 8,9; 16.4; 18. I; 19· 6; 23· 7; 11.8. I; 9· t; 12.6; 13.5; 20. s· 
Ill. 2. 3: ~IxPlf &'w,., 
e I. IS. 5: I<p' &'0,. fjollAf1'I1/1'If .-"pc:u:oAOIIS(,,,. 
1 11. 5. 5: lwr rpoXl>1pf;/I SIAm (ll>1r 411 ... 8IA'Os, SH) 
811. 14. 5: ~/xp' {JollAn. 
~I.S.4,Io,ll; 9.4; 10.S; 16.7; 23.7; 11.2.2; 11.r. 

10 I. 13. 3: JLixp.r oG ob rpoXI>1~i" 181)"wp.'''' 

11 I. IS. 6: '<p' &10" 4 .. fVrO'U 1''' l.-tfT8",. 
u 11. 13. 9: lflX 411 '" p.o.as ••. <p"'/lU. 
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give rise to the suspicion that Nicomachus is less rigidly bound by 
the usual canons than a classical writer would be, and to a limited 
extent this is possibly so. But if closer attention is paid to the clauses 
themselves, his usage will be seen to conform fairly well to the recog
nized standards, which demand an indicative if the action is marked 
as a fact referring to a definite present or past occasion and the sub
junctive to refer to future or indefinite present time.' It may be ob
served that every one of the examples with the indicative is of the type 
/LW' o~ {Jov).. .. 'as far as (up to the point that) you desire,' 2 and the 
period of time during which this desire lasts is, in these clauses, con
sidered definite, so that their construction is normal. But the same 
interval may be also regarded as of indefinite extent, so that in a few 
clauses of a very similar nature the subjunctive is used.3 

This inconsistency, which is easily explicable and after all very slight, 
is really the only one present; for most of the examples are of a differ
ent kind and do not introduce the notion of desire at all. 'Until (it) 
reaches the monad" may be taken as typical of them; the subjunc
tive is obviously proper. It may be remarked that /L<XP' ~<xp,,) is 
Nicomachus's favorite word of this group,' and that he uses it freely 
as a preposition in phrases like P.fxPI. 7J"a.VT6~, I'WI.t; d.1TE[pOV, in con
formity with the general Hellenistic liking for the prepositional use 
of this and similar adverbs. In one phrase, thrice repeated, /LW" 
aEt, he shows an interesting parallel to the [cur; WOTE of Revelation, 
vi. 10, which may be taken as additional evidence for Moulton's 
contention that this is not a Hebraism.' 

A few expressions also show peculiarity in the use of av, namely: 
I. 13. I, Mav P.ETpE~Tal. (I'ETP~Ta.L, C, /LUPOVP.EJIOfj, H); I. 13. 12, fall 
'lrpo.{J)..Tjo., (l<iv, <»n. H, 1Tpo{J)...,,0il, PCSH); I. 8. 7,8 lav l)(fJ (so GP, 
o.v cett.); I. 9. 2, 8 lav wp.Oil /L<po< lx",v (av, CSH). Although all 
these expressions have the support of the oldest and best manuscript 

I See Smyth, Greek Grammar, 1943, 2383. In the New Testament there are three examples 
of iUXPI (~xp" o~ in two of them) followed by the subjunctive without b. See Robertson, 
975- As a preposition it is common. 

t I. 10.8 has JlixP' o~ IXf", 'as far as you can'; cf. a1so 11. 2.3; but all thc othcn. are of the 
type indicated . 

• E.g., J. 9. 4: pJxpn A,. .. poxwpci,. 180.111; 11. 11. I: ,uxpn b .,.u 81>.11 and cf, I. 13.3; 18. 6 
as cited aoove, 

'I. 8. 4: pJ'XP'l A,. dr .,.f,,. .. ' ~l'4l1a II:ClTa""~l1, KT". 
lIt occun; in 23 of the '7 rays cited above, besides many where it is prepositional; Ixp, 

is attested by but one MS (H) twice; ''''' twice; .. pl,. oot at all, 
• l,g,odudion, I, 23,8; 11.4. 3; 12. S. Cf. Moultoo, 107 n. Nicomachus also !ISM. Ir dd, 

I. 10. 6 his, eI l'4ssim. 
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authorities, there must remain some question whether Nicomachus 
actually wrote them. But those which show a confusion of U" and 
a ... are types of a very common Hellenistic phenomenon ,I and must have 
come into the manuscript tradition very early_ It is even possible 
that Nicomachus so wrote them. But the other two cases are more 
complicated. The instance in I. 13. I is generalizing; .in I. 13. 12, par
ticular. 

The former is easy to parallel in the papyri' and the New Testament,' 
and similar clauses even admit the past tenses of the indicative with 
ci .... " It is but a single instance of the "weakening of the connexion 
between compounds of a. and the subjunctive" which Moulton dis
cusses on pp. 167 1I. The second example, if genuine, would have to 
be explained in a similar way, but though there are instances of ldv 
with the present indicative in the New Testament expressing, as Burton 
thinks,'i simple present suppositions, and many of Ea ... with the future 
indicative/ those where the past tenses are found with 'av are so feebly 
attested that such usages, conceivable though they may be, are prob
ably best regarded as confined to the more illiterate.' Nicomachus 
is much more likely to have written "po{3Io:'1lJfI, which is the reading 
of four MSS. 

The use of periphrastic forms of the verb, which is more frequent 
in late than in classical Greek, is not very conunon in Nicomachus. 
I have noted only a few instances' It may be remarked that Nico
machus is fond of employing the perfect tense in the normal way, to 
indicate an action completed but continuing in force in the present. 

There are also marks of his post-classical usages in Nicomachus's 
selection of words. Some, of course, which are purely mathematical 
terms, might well fail to appear elsewhere, even though they were 
known to earlier writers; but there are a considerable number among 
the less strictly arithmetical words which are not credited by the lexica 

I Cl. Moulton, especially pp. 42 f. 
t See Moulton, p. 168, for examples. 
I See Burton, 309 . 
• Burton, 315 . There are no instances of this common New Testament construction in 

Nicomachus . 
• Burton, 247. 
'Moulton, p . 168; Burton, 254. 
1 Moulton. p. 168. 
' I. 5. I , f"l,,/' WJ'O/I.4"pJ""I as a present; 1.14. I, d,,/. ... a,~,pov~J'O'; 11. 6. 3. '''T~' ift'lxo",,~; 

11. 6. 7, ~rl>Cu M'T6,u.fJ'O~. But it may be noted, in addition, that Nicomachus is very apt to use 
with f"lp.' such words as ",),O"'lTI"'Os, II"~TIlPIi:'TU;Os, or h,afIl"TI",6t: in the sense of a simple verb; this 
is virtual periphrasis. 
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to other writers, and still more used by Nicomachus that are found only 
in post-Aristotelian literature. As a test of this, Nicomachus's vocabu
lary may first be compared with two of the lists printed at the end of 
Thayer's lexicon of New Testament Greek, one giving New Testa
ment words found in post-classical writers generally, and the other, his 
'Biblical' list, consisting of words that do not occur until ISO B.C. 

In common with the first group Nicomachus has OP"f}CTKEla, IIfWTEPLK6~, 
1TOTa.1Tfl~ (for 1TO~O~), 7TPOK01T'T], and c:nJJI.fLOVV; with the second he has 
aVTa1ToKp'vfU8a.1., {3a.Op.6~J E1nCTVllaycuyri, E1TtCTClJpWEW, Ka.{}Efq~, KO-Tav

Tav. The lists as given by Thayer overlap, and some of the words 
last cited are to be found in both of them. 

Most of the late words introduced by Nicomachus may be classed, 
however, as new or uncommon compounds, not a few of which are 
possibly innovations of his own; many of them too are doubly or 
trebly compounded. Words assigned to Nicomachus only, or to the 
group embracing him together with the Tlteologumena Aritltmeticae 
and Iamblichus's Cammentary, include d.VTt1TapC:JVvp.o~, a double 
compound; also ci.lITt1TE7T6ve"1O'L~J ci.PTtaK;;'~, d.pT&.oouvap.o~, d.fYT'OTayrf~, 
8WTEpo8EWOa.t., 8E1I'TEpOTa:yrj~, 8(1rA.a.CT[ac,.,.~, EJL1TAEy&r,V, EvaV'n01T'a.{}E~JI, 
EVaVT&.WVVJLE~V, £vavTLwvvp-0f), £1nKopiXpwCnf), ICOpiXpWUI.t;, ILEI.'OVcUCl.t;, 

,."ovaouTT{, 1TpocruwpWcnt; and cnjp-avuI.t;. 

Other post-classical words that may be mentioned are the follow-
. ' ... " '. '" '. '" , mg: avap-<pl.I\EKTWt;, aVTl.Ol.aCTTEI\I\.EW, aVTl.Ol.aCTTOI\T}, aVTl.1TapWVV,."EI.-

uOal., a.VTl.CTVylCp{VEW, a.1Tapo./3aTOt;, a.1TapaAAaICTOt;, a.1TapEyICAtTOf), ci.1Tap-
,~ • , . ' \. i.,y EI-'1TOOI.CTTOV, a1TtUWUI.f), a1TOLKI.I\Of), a1TOKaTaaTaTtKOf), a1To,."EI.OVPl.'::JEW, 

a.PTto1TEPI.TTOt;, ci.VAta., yap-p.o£I.OWf), Sj,aYVWOTI.ICOt;, OtXOT0p-'r]ILa, Eloo-
1TOI.EI.UOaj" Elo01TOt'r]Utt;, £ILc/JaJITo.,Eu(}aj" £ILc/JaJI'TI.KOt;, Evap8p0f), £vaT£J!t-
T ' 'T ,<, , ,< , , '. ' , IJ ' '::JEW, EV011TPI.'oHV, £~ Q.1TI\WO"Lt;, £~ EI\"yp-Ot; J E1TWl.ap.EVElV, E1Tl-O"VVTI. EVat, 

£1T"UWpf.ta, f.1TUjWPWUlt;, E1TtTPOXo.,EI.V, UEPOYEVWf), UEpWVV,."Ot;, ElmE'" 
P£A'r]11TOt;, ~p.to"EVfLa, OVJL'r]Oia, lOLKWf), KaniA'Tf1iJI.t; (as a Stoic term), 
KaTaAA'r]Aia, KO-TapKTl.ICOr;, JLEYE8vVEW, JLEO"EJL/30AEiv, P-£CTI.TE{a, p-ETa-

8tw6t;, OAI.yoEfta, 0P-WVVP-E~V, 1TapaKoAovOTJJLa, 1Tapa1TOAaVEI.V, 1TPOE1Tt

UK01TE~V, 1TpOUCTWPWEW, 1TPOtnrOOEI.KWVQ.t, 1TPOV1TOICE'jq(}at, 1TpOxo.paYILa, 

ovvavaYVW(Tl.t;, 'T£XVoAayta, WEPEK1Tt11TEW, WEpEIC11TWCTI.r;, 4nAaAATJAta., 
<pLAaAA "'11.0<, XP"'ICTLP.<';<W, IJroxoyov[a. 

To these may be added a few which are cited by W. Schmid 1 as 
late formations used by the Atticists and found also in Nicomachus: 
, , 
o.vayvwup.a, , ... -aVTa<pal.pEtV, 

'0 " ' I" { ~' " p. ( I ., \·0.. . """' ' . ' . . 
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., IIJ ~ \ ... ; 
EVV1TapXEI"II, 1f'apaUE<T'I.t;, frEpl.CT'TaCnt;, 1TEpttcV/(I\EW, 1TPOUCTWPWEI.V, 1TPOEK-

nBivo.I., (TlJVVWE'l.V, .p1XTLOAOYEtV, multiples in -I.((.IV (SuTAauLCLu/, etc.) 
and word-groups written together with but a single accent, like 

, LJ' at:.::, "d" TOVTEa"'TI., KaUo., KaUE~ '/fj, WCTaVEt, an OWVEI.. 

In matters of orthography and accidence Nicomachus does not 
depart so far from the literary standard; yet there are a few instances 
worthy of noticing, e.g., the non-Attic forms -ytvf.uBo.l. and 'YWWO"KEW, 

with their compounds, are usual with him instead of the classical spell
ings, and we may mention the forms d.'JTOSELlevvEw, H . I. 2; OLLO"TaVEW 

(O'I.O"TctJlOLTO), II. 29. I j OVOfLo.r01TE1TOI:rJfLEvov, I. 9. 2,1 and 7To.pl8wKav, 

I. 3. 4. (This, however, is in a quotation of Archytas.) He uses the 
forms ?TA.lovE< (I. 10. 3) and ?TA.lova. (1. 10. 4; 20. I) instead of the 
contracted forms which were more common in Attic Greek, and varies 
between the forms ?T>".'ov and ?TAlov' The spelling <T<T usually ap
pears instead of TT} contrary to the Attic rule, but in a few words, 
notably a.PTUrEpl.'TTOc;, 8,T'Twc;, KClTOPVTTOP.EIIOII, EAarrwv, ICPEI.TTOII, and 
TaTTElII, TT is found, sometimes alternating with eTU. Among the 
words which occur more than once in the Introduction, TT is used 
exclusively only in EAa.TTWII. 

I See, however, the critical note, p. 159. 
t See W. Schmid, op. til., vol. Ill, p. 24 • .".X/o" was usual in the neuter. 
'See W. Schmid, op. til., vol. IV, p. 579. Some of the words cited above are quoted by 

Nicomacbus, and it is perfectly evident that he preferred tl'tI'. 
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BOOK I 

CHAPTER I 

The ancients, who under the leadership of Pythagoras first made I 

science systematic, defined philosophy 1 as the love of wisdom. In
deed the name itself means this, and before Pythagoras all who had 
knowledge were called 'wise' indiscriminately - a carpenter, for 
example, a cobbler, a helmsman, and in a word anyone who was versed 
in any art or handicraft. Pythagoras, however, restricting the title 
so as to apply to the knowledge and comprehension of reality, and 
calling the knowledge of the truth in this the only wisdom, naturally 
designated the desire and pursuit of this knowledge philosophy, as 
being desire for wisdom. 

He is more worthy of credence than those who have given other 2 

definitions, since he makes clear the sense of the term and the thing 
defined. This' wisdom' he defined as the knowledge, or science, of 
the truth in real things, conceiving 'science' to be a steadfast and firm 
apprehension of the underlying substance, and' real things' to be those 
which continue uniformly and the same in the universe and never de
part even briefly from their existence; these real things 2 would be 
things immaterial, by sharing in the substance of which everything 
else that exists under the same name and is so called is said to be ' this 
particular thing,' 3 and exists. 

t In his introductory statements Nicomachus does not run counter to widespread beliefs of 
ancient times. The origin of the names' philosophy," philosopher' ('I"AO(I'OtPUJ., .p,).6trOt/>Of) was 
commonly ascribed to Pythagoras; compare the citations given by Ritter and Preller, Hist. 
Phil. Grau., 3, and (Plut.) Epit., I. 3. 8 ("" Diels, Doxographi (AMC., 280-28r). As to the belief 
that Pythagoras corrccted a wrong use of the terms, compare the following parallel with Nicoma
chus's statements furnished by Ammonius (In Porphyrii Isagog~n Prootm., p. 9. 7): "Pythagoras, 
however, says, • Philosophy is the love of wisdom,' and he was the first to assail the error found 
among the ancients; for whereas they would call I wise , a man who pursued any art whatsoever 
... he shifted this epithet to God, so as to call him alone wise (God, I mean) and endowed with 
wisdom and knowledge of those things that are eternal" (0 ~""(II nllB~')'&~f wl, 4>INwof/ll~ 1nl 
4'1).!~ //'o4I!~r, rpWrof T" t'1I.,04 Tois t'o.MUOTipoU hl//'Ta, cI.,u.o.p1'~,u.o.TI. "t'na~ ,),dp IlCfil'Ol //,orpO' 
~.6,u.o.to. T~' -i7""ll'Cloii. /UTlOI'I'fl TIX"I' ••• JU8!II'TfJtH T~' rpot1fT'roplfl.~ Tfl.6TfJ~ Or1 T~~ 8f/) • .;" 

p.6I1O. "lCf'J'O~ ICfI.).,iII'8f1.l //'0#1" ,,~. 8,6. f/lfJJAI, 1I'000IfI.' -re ICfl.l T~' T"./I""Wl' ,h!!""I' rXo".~ ')'I'WtTI~). 

t See Part I, p. 92 . 
• "oa, TI: in Aristotle the technical expression for the particular thing of which being is pred

icated. The principles which Nicomachus calls Pythagorean are here expressed in Platonic and 
,8, 
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3 For bodily, material things are, to be sure, forever involved 
in continuous flow and change - in imitation of the nature and pe
culiar quality of that eternal matter and substance which has been 
from the beginning, and which was all changeable and variable 1 

throughout. The bodiless things, however, of which we conceive in 
connection with or together with matter, such as qualities, quanti· 
ties,! configurations, largeness, smallness, equality, relations, actuali
ties, dispositions, places, times, all those things, in a word, whereby 
the qualities found in each body are comprehended - all these are of 
themselves immovable and unchangeable, but accidentally they share 
in and partake of the affections of the body to which they belong. 

4 Now it is with such things that' wisdom' is particularly concerned, 
but accidentally also with things that share in them, that is, bodies. 

CHAPTER II 

J Those things, however, are immaterial, eternal, without end, and 
it is their nature to persist ever the same and unchanging, abiding by 
their own essential being, and each one of them is called real in the 
proper sense. But what are involved in birth and destruction, growth 
and diminution, all kinds of change and participation, are seen to 
vary continually, and while they are called real things, by the same 
term as the former, so far as they partake of them, they are not actually 
real by their own nature; for they do not abide for even the shortest 
moment in the same condition, but are always passing over in all 

2 sorts of changes. To quote the words of Timaeus, in Plato,3 "What 
is that which always is, and has no birth, and what is that which is 
always becoming but never is? The one is apprehended by the men-

Aristotelian terminology. Late Pythagoreans thus ascribed to their founder much that he never 
could bave said. 

1 Philoponus (scholia I,. Nie., 01. Hoche) on this passage says that Ammonius criticized 
Nicomachus for saying that matter is rpn'r~ n.1 d~~o",'r1j. "He ought to have said rPfrr":~ .u.l 
d~MU~·TI.K1j, for the changes and variations take place about it; it itself does not change nor vary; 
for if it itself changed, there would have to be still another matter wherein it would vary and 
change. And so it is itself unchanging and unvarying, but its forms vary; I mean quantitie!, 
qualities, ... " Philoponus retorts that when change and variation take place, it really is the sub
strate which we say changes; the fonns (qualities, etc.) predicated of it do not change; they pass 
away and come into being. It is to be noted that, as in the case of Plato, the question of' primary' 
and' secondary' matter can be raised in connection with Nicomachus's doctrines; see p. 93. 

t See Part I, p. 94. 
a Timaeu.s. 27 D. Nicomachus closely follows the original, with only minor variations. His 

quotations of Plato are not usually so exact; d. I. 3· 5. 7. 
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tal processes, with reasoning, and is ever the same; the other can be 
guessed at by opinion in company with unreasoning sense, a thing 
which becomes and passes away, but never really is." 

Therefore, if we crave for the goal that is worthy and fitting for man, 3 
namely, happiness of life I - and this is accomplished by philosophy 
alone and by nothing else, and philosophy, as I said, means for us de
sire for wisdom, and wisdom the science of the truth in things, and of 
things some are properly so called, others merely share the name
it is reasonable and most necessary to distinguish and systematize 
the accidental qualities of things. 

Things, then, both those properly so called and those that simply 4 
have the name, are some of them unified and continuous, for example, 
an animal, the universe, a tree, and the like, which are properly and 
peculiarly called 'magnitudes'; 2 others are discontinuous, in a side
by-side arrangement, and, as it were, in heaps, which are called' multi
tudes,' a flock, for instance, a people, a heap, a chorus, and the like. 

Wisdom, then, must be considered to be the knowledge of these 5 
two forms. Since, however, all multitude and magnitude 3 are by 
their own nature of necessity infinite - for multitude starts from a 
definite root and never ceases increasing; and magnitude, when 
division beginning with a limited whole is carried on, cannot bring 
the dividing process to an end, but proceeds therefore to infinity
and since sciences" are always sciences of limited things, and never 
of infinites, it is accordingly evident that a science dealing either with 

1 The word used by Nicomachus, riI~tll, is once employed by Aristotle in the Ethica Nicomtl
cw, L 8. 10Q8 b 20 ff.: VIJrnf.~f' ~~ T4i >..,s..,lojIlI'cd TO fe. N~ 11'111 TO & 1'p4TTlI~ TO~ ,Malpo""" VXf~O'" 
-y~ fllt",tll TIf f(p.,...al cal fli1'pa~llI. The' happy life,' in a certain definite sense, is the goal 
that is becoming a man, according to Aristotle. See ibid., 1. 10.1101 a 14 fr., 1.6. 1097 b 25-

10Q8 a 20. 
t On this and the following definitions, and their parallels in Aristotle, set: p. 112 and notes. 
J That is, multitude and magnitude per se and unqualified. This point is noted by Proclus, 

In Prim. Eucl. Dem. Lib. Comm., p. 6, IS Fried!.: & Tt "y~ dpUllJ.3r 0...-3 ~oN6IU dp~«.loIl"J'or 

41'a....,.TO~ rX" Ti)~ at'l~'JlI'I~, dfi ~j cl >"w8flr 1'f1'1fH'VT41, 11'111 ;, TW~ IU'YffJ{;J, 6.alptVIJ 1.1" 4nipCl' 

X"'PI', T~ ~l- ~,a'pcW~ulI 1'«1'1"11 ~pUTT"', Clli KaT' I"p-yda, 1'f1'Ipq.VTa, T~ ~pi4 TOU ~OIJ. In 
the Theologunw:na ArithmdklU, p. J Ast, also there is reference to this matter in the same termi
nology: ,. And it [se. the monad] is evidently beginning, middle, and end of all, since it bounds the 
infinite division of the continuous in the direction of the smaller than itself, and in the direction of 
the greater it cuts off a similar increase in the discrete, and this not by our decree, but by that 
divine nature." This passage is probably Nicomachean. Hero of Alexandria (Definition 119, 
in Hultsch's Heronis Alt:landrini Geometrkorum et Sltreometricorum ReliquWe, Berlin, 1864, p. 33) 
speaks of magnitude as "that which is increased and divided to infinity" (p¥yffJ6t idn TO 

al'l~,.o~fJ'O' lcell n~I16J.UJ'O~ ~Ir 4"'f'PO~) • 
• The matter included in the rest of this section is touched on by Proclus, op. eit., p. 36. 3 

Fried!.: i1'IVK01'fj, 6' o.e. TO '"'1>"11.:0' .(0.1 1'ocrb ot'ln ".ryffJor a ... >..,;;, O,,"f 1'>"i1fJot dXX~ TO KafJ 
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magnitude, per se, or with multitude, per se, could never be formulated, 
for each of them is limitless in itself, multitude in the direction of the 
more, and magnitude in the direction of the less. A science, however, 
would arise to deal with something separated from each of them, with 
quantity, set off from multitude, and size, set off from magnitude. 

CHAPTER III 

I Again, to start afresh, since of quantity one kind is viewed by it
self, having no relation to anything else, as 'even,' 'odd,' 'perfect,' 
and the like, and the other is relative to something else and is conceived 
of together with its relationship to another thing, like' double,' , greater,' 
'smaller,' 'half,' 'one and one-half times,' 'one and one-third times,' 
and so forth, it is clear that two scientific methods will lay hold of 
and deal with the whole investigation 1 of quantity; arithmetic, ab
solute quantity, and music, relative quantity.! 

2 And once more, inasmuch as part of 'size' is in a state of rest and 
stability, and another part in motion and revolution, two other sciences 
in the same way will accurately treat of 'size,' geometry the part that 
abides and is at rest, astronomy that which moves and revolves. 

3 Without the aid of these, then, it is not possible to deal accurately 
with the forms of being nor to discover the truth in things, knowledge 
of which is wisdom, and evidently not even to philosophize properly, 
for H just as painting contributes to the menial arts toward correctness 
of theory, so in truth lines, numbers, harmonic intervals, and the 
revolutions of circles bear aid to the learning of the doctrines of wis-

IKdTfpor wplflpiror' TOWO "tAP ~).o6rtll" Twr ardp",r Tlh h'flT.q~r .I:~TIU'Ofi', wr 0(,,, I~I' T~' 
.1:",(1' t.l:Q.npol' all"flPC",I' "tl'lMfI rfp')."'fkil'. This he states with regard to Pythagorean mathe
matics, and in view of the agreement of terminology to be seen here and in the passage cited in 
the preceding note, it is probable that he used the work of Nicomachus as his authority. 

1 Nicoma.chus thus subdivides the subject matter and assigns the special fields of the four 
mathematical sciences : I, treating number (Tc!I rOflol') (I ) as such, absolutely ("",9' t"'1IT6), Arith
metic; and (2) relative number (r,oil, 4).).0), Music; 11, treating quantity (-rc!l "''1).h:o,) (I) at 
rest, Geometry; (2) in motion, Astronomy (fI~~lpllr.q) . Proclus, op. cit., Prol., p. 35 . 21 ft, Friedl., 
gives the same division of the field of the mathematical sciences, using the same terms, in his re
port of the Pythagorean mathematics, probably drawing upon this work. It is to be noted that 
Nicomachus does not in fact adhere strictly to his classification, for he treats in this work of rel
ative number, which falls in the domain of Music, and in the discussion of linear, plane and solid 
numbers he comes close to Geometry. The classification of Thron of Smyma (cf. Part 1, p. 113, 
n. 4) includes Music (Le., the mathematical consideration of harmony) under Arithmetic and 
avoids this inconsistency. 

2 To illustrate what is meant by relative things Aristotle uses the example of double and hall 
(Met., IV. 15. 1020 b 26). 
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dom," says the Pythagorean Androcydes.' Likewise Archytas of 4 

Tarentllm,2 at the beginning of his treatise On Harmony, says the same 
thing, in about these words: "It seems to me that they do well to 
study mathematics, and it is not at all strange that they have correct 
knowledge about each thing, what it is. For if they knew rightly the 
nature of the whole, they were also likely to see well what is the nature 
of the parts. About geometry, indeed, and arithmetic and astronomy, 
they have handed down to us a clear understanding, and not least also 
about music. For these seem to be sister sciences; for they deal 
with sister subjects, the first two forms of being." 

Plato, too, at the end of the thirteenth book of the Laws,' to which 5 

I H~ is m~ntioned as a writer On Symbols (npllTllpp6).w,,) in the Thecl. ANt}'., p. 40 Ast. 
I The passage here quoted is found also, at greater length, in Porphyry, In Ploiem. Harm" 

p. 236 ; a few words of the same passage appear in Iamblichus, In NicomacJti ArithmeticatK 
InJrodudUmcm Liher, p. 9. 1 Pistelli; d. Dieis, Die Fragmenk tier Vorsokraliktr, vol. P, pp. 330 
H., and Blass, in MllangtS Graur, pp. 574 fr. On Archytas, and the problem of the title of this 
work, see pp. 20 H. 

I The Epino",u, from which Nicomachus here quotes 991 D H., is now recogniud as not genu. 
inely Platonic. Nicomachus doubtless cited the passage from memory, for he does not give it 
exactly; but he can hardly have distorted it as Hoche would make him. Tbe portion of Hoche's 
text that seems to demand correction is tpcn"l~O'rrll' r a, 11 ).ryo~." dp8~, ,t Tit t:is b {J)./r~, 

r4'Ta . .-.ed.V1!C. This reading introduces a future indicative with b, a construction not else
where found in Nicomachus, and one which a writer of his class would not be likely to use, although 
it occurs in late Greek. Certainly he would not thrust such a palpable modernism into a quo
tation of Plato. Hoche perhaps has not reported the manuscripts correctly on this passage; his 
apparatus sometimes is faulty (see Huitsch, in Neru JahrbiJcha fur Philologit: ul'lll PiJdalOli/e, 
vol. XCVII, 1868, pp. 762 ft.). I bave not had access to the manuscripts, but I note that C. F. A. 
Nobbe (Specimen ArilhmeliclU Nieomachuu , Leipzig, 1828, p. 19), who used the NUrnburg and 
WolfenbUttel manuscripts (N and r ), omits tl here, and that Hoche does not report the fact. 
Now this word d is the cause of all the difficulty with the text. It did not occur in the original, 
but it could easily have been inserted by a scribe who misunderstood the preceding b. The 
familiarity of the phrase fr TU would be another motive; dp8w, Tit, on the other hand, is unusual. 
The introduction of d , also, might bring in .-..ed.O'f' for ~"..ed"1l'. ] therefore read tpIlMSO'fT'" 

fj 41', " AI-yO~t:II, dp8wt TU t:1r t, {JAhrW' r41'T" ~"v6d"1l'. The change of tbe last word is supported 
by Nobbe's manuscripts, but is not so necessary as the omission of t:l. 

The original passage reads: "Every geometrical figure, system of numbers, composition of har
monyand the regularity in the revolution of the stars must appear to onc, who properly learns, 
to be one in principle in all cases; and it ",i.ll so appear, if, as we say, one learns correctly, looking 
to one thing. For it will appear to them on consideration that there naturally exists one bond of 
all these things; and if anyone will pursue these matters in another way, he must call to his aid 
Fortune, a. .. we say. For without these sciences there will never arise a fortunate being in the 
cities; but this is the mode, this the nurture, these the lessons, whether hard or easy; this way 
must one proceed, and to neglect them is impious before the gods. . .. And the man that has 
apprehended all this in this way, this man I call most truly .... i.se, and so I also maintain both 
in jest and in earnest" (ra .. ~,4"(pa.~,- dpIBJl.lJIj Tt: O'(,VTT/~" ",Ill a.pJI.IJ,I,u O'lxITAO"" 'rClO''''' Tiff 

Tf TWV UTPWV 'rfpUpOpa, TiJ, dJI.IJAo"(I,,, oD"." .. ~t", a.rdl'Twv dl'Cl~"vi7"" ~,j Tii JrIlT! Tp6rov 

~o.vBd.",,.,.,, d",~"~O'fTo.I ~/, 'v, " ).I-yOj.lO, opBw, TU fir Iv fJX/rw .. j.I4,Bd"11· tit:O'JAO' "(oip 1t'ftpllICWr 

r4l'Tw, TOv,.Wi' fr, 4",~'U'~O'fT"C olc"",ollj.l/volf· ft fj 4AA~' r"" T"i/T" j.lt:T"XflpuiTa.£ n" r(,XT/i' 

af' IC"Afi'", Gxr1t'fp Jrlll AryOj.lt:i'. 0'; "IlJ.p '"11 "If TOv,.W' j.lf)roTI TIf I, rdAfO'IV fliJl"l~wi' "(I"'ITIII 4'''''''', 
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some give the title Tlte Pltilosoplter, because he investigates and de
fines in it what sort of man the real philosopher should be, in the 
course of his summary of what had previously been fully set forth and 
established, adds: "Every diagram, system of numbers, every scheme 
of harmony, and every law of the movement of the stars, ought to 
appear one to him who studies rightly; and what we say will prop
erly appear if one studies all things looking to one principle, for there 
will be seen to be one bond for all these things, and if anyone attempts 
philosophy in any other way he must call on Fortune to assist him. 
For there is never a path without these; this is the way, these the 
studies, be they hard or easy j by this course must one go, and not 
neglect it. The one who has attained all these things in the way I 
describe, him I for my part call wisest, and this I maintain through 

6 thick and thin." For it is clear that these studies are like ladders 
and bridges that carry our minds from things apprehended by sense 
and opinion to those comprehended by the mind and understanding, 
and from those material, physical things, our foster-brethren known to 
us from childhood, to the things with which we are unacquainted, 
foreign to our senses, but in their immateriality and eternity more 
akin to our souls, and above all to the reason 1 which is in our souls. 

7 And likewise in Plato's Republic, when the interlocutor of Socrates 
appears to bring certain plausible reasons to bear upon the mathemati
cal sciences, to show that they are useful to human life, arithmetic 
for reckoning, distributions, contributions, exchanges, and partner
ships, geometry for sieges, the founding of cities and sanctuaries, and 
the partition of land, music for festivals, entertainment, and the 
worship of the gods, and the doctrine of the spheres, or astronomy, 
for farming, navigation and other undertakings, revealing beforehand 
the proper procedure and suitable season, Socrates, reproaching hinr, 
says: U You amuse me, because you seem to fear that these are use
less studies that I recommend; but that is very difficult, nay, impos
sible. For the eye of the soul, blinded and buried by other pursuits, 
is rekindled and aroused again by these and these alone, and it is 

d>">'" o~or 3 'l'"pmror, au,...., -I) 'I'",oocPtI, 'l'"ain-a '1'"4. ~'tipa.'I'"a, 1('!'"If "a)..",4. Itn ;t/,51a, 'l'"aVrlJ rO~lI'I'"lor' 
d.",,)..ijO'"al iU OD fhl"'I'"b lIT'I'"' 6,wJI . . . ,.b &~ tilprarn ,.aGTa oVrwr t{).~a, 'l'"oVror )..l-yw rir 
d).."BiIT'I'"a"a ITotjlw-ra'l'"OJl, b I(al &"O'"XvpCto~, raitwJl lI:al O'roIl5dtw,'pG . • . ) . 

Theon of Smyrna quotes the first part of this passage, p. 84, 7 H. Hiller, and the last part, 
p. 2, 16 fI. 

1 A reference to the row as the highest part of the soul in accordance with the ancient view that 
the soul is made up of parts. 
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better that this be saved than thousands of bodily eyes, for by it 
alone is the truth of the universe beheld." 1 

CHAPTER IV 

Which then of these four methods 2 must we first learn? Evi- I 

dently, the one which naturally exists before them all, is superior 
and takes the place of origin and root and, as it were, of mother to 
the others. And this is arithmetic,3 not solely because we said that 2 

it existed before all the others in the mind of the creating God like 
some universal and exemplary plan, relying upon which as a design 
and archetypal example the creator of the universe sets in order his 
material creations and makes them attain to their proper ends; but 
also because it is naturally prior in birth, inasmuch as it abolishes 
other sciences with itself,' but is not abolished together with them. 

I The original passage (RrplIblic, 527 D fr.) reads: '" You amuse me,' said I, 'because you are 
like one who fears the crowd lest you seem to enjoin useless studies. It is, however, not at all a 
trifling matter, but a difficult one to believe that in these studies some instrument of ~\'ery man's 
soul is cleansed and r~kindled, which was being destroyed and blinded by his other pursuits, a 
thing more worthy to save than countless eyes : for by it alone is truth beheld.'" (~05VI e-r,~ .. 
If i'yw, 6T1 ro~ru 05,",,,S'TC 1'OVf ro).).olll, 10'1) 05o.oriit 4Xp1tIT1'a. ,ua.8;,I.l41'1I rpo".Tcl.T'TflI'. 1'3 t rUTI. 0(, 
rdl'II q,.gii).ol' d)')"a. xa.A.frb rc".nO".a., 6T1 I~ 'TOVTOU 'TO" ,I.l49;,I.l4""" b :a.I1'ToII 6p'ya.II61' n 1}'lIx,;r 
i .... a.8Alpf'Ta.! 'Tt' .ora.l cba.iwrllpt'iTa.c dro).)"tlIo't'J'OI' .. a.1 1'IIIPXOIlIo't'JOOI' inrll 1'WI' /1U ...... 1""T..,05U1,cui'Twl' • 

.. ,.iTTOl' 01' I1~N' Io'lIp!Wl' OIo'IA4TWI" p1I~ ")'Ap 1Iv"C;; d),,;~Ul clpcinl). Theon of Smyrna (p. 3. 8 £I. 
Hiller) quotes this passage. 

t This group of studies, music, arithm~tic , geometry, and astronomy, make up the 'quadri
vium,' or, as Boethius, who apparently first used the term, calJed it, 'quadruvium.' 'Trivium/ 
to designate the study of grammar, rhetoric, and dialtttic, may also go back to his time. See 
Cow, op. cit., p. 71, note. 

a Plato also said that arithmetic should be first I~arned and that it is the basis of all other arts. 
Rip., 522 c: olOl' 1'0'"0 1'3 1<00""sl', ¥ ... &I1a.I "'poITXPWl"TfU .,./XNI"" .ca.l Illdl'OllI' .. a.I/",,"'T';Io'4', " 
11111 ... a.1"7'1 Iv ... pc:n-ou ,hod,,),.c.., ,ua...e.tw,... ...0i'0l'; rIP'I. 'T64>40)",ol' TOVTO, ". 6' I")'w, 'T6 '" 'Tt' 1Ia.1 
Ta. 6VG lIa.l Ta. TpllI 05l1t")'C'Y~w.,.Kf'I'. Xi,,),'" 61 IIVT3 II' KfIPII).a.~ dpo.8,dJI' 'Tt' .. Ill )"o")'CI1,dJI'. ~ OVX 
ov,.w ... ,pl TOVTWI' rXII, WI ... 411« 1'iXI'''I 1" .. «llrl<1T;/o'''I dN,),lIdif'l'a.I «tiT"I' /o'l'roxor ,,),1,),1'(119«1 i It 
is interesting to observe parallels to many of the topics of this chapter in Caxton's Mi"ou, of 
tJu World (PublicaJions of IJu Early En,lish Ten Sodtly. extra series, vol. ex, pp. 36-37): "The 
fourth scyence is called arsmetrique. This scienc~ cometh after rethoryque, ande is sett~ in the 
myddle of the vii sciences. And v';thout her may none of the vii sciences parfyghtly ne wtel and 
entierly be knowen. \Vherfor it is expedyent that it be wed knowen and conned; f10r alle the 
sciences take of it their substaunce in suche wise that without her they may not be. And for this 
reson was she sdte in the myddle of the vii sciences, and there holdeth her nombre; flor fro her 
procede alle maners of nombres, and in al1e thynges renne, come and goo. And no thyng is without 
nombre. But fewe perceyue how this may be, but y! he haue be maistre of th~ vii artes so longe 
that he can truly save th~ troughe." 

t Cr. below n. n. 3. Nicomachus of cour.;e r~fers mer~ly to abolishment in thought. Arith
metic, since it treats of numbers and numerical relations fundamental to the other sciences. is 
logical1y prior to them, and if it did not exist they could not ~xist. Nicomachus uses both ffptr 
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For example, 'animal' is naturally antecedent to 'man,' for abolish 
'animal' and 'man' is abolished j but if 'man' be abolished, it no 
longer follows that 'animal' is abolished at the same time. And 
again, 'man' is antecedent to 'schoolteacher' j for if 'man' does not 
exist, neither does 'schoolteacher,' but if 'schoolteacher' is nonex
istent, it is still possible for' man' to be. Thus since it has the prop
erty of abolishing the other ideas with itself, it is likewise the older. 

3 Conversely, that is called younger and posterior which implies 
the other thing with itself,' but is not implied by it, like' musician,' 
for this always implies 'man.' Again, take 'horse'; 'animal' is 
always implied along with' horse,' but not the reverse; for if ' animal' 
exists, it is not necessary that 'horse' should exist, nor if 'man' 
exists, must' musician' also be implied. 

4 So it is with the foregoing sciences; if geometry exists, arithmetic 
must also needs be implied, for it is with the help of this latter that we 
can speak of triangle, quadrilateral, octahedron, icosahedron, double, 
eightfold, or one and one-half times, or anything else of the sort which 
is used as a term by geometry, and such things cannot be conceived 
of without the numbers that are implied with e!lch one. For how can 
'triple' exist, or be spoken of, unless the number 3 exists beforehand, or 
'eightfold' without 8? But on the contrary 3, 4, and the rest might be 

5 without the figures existing to which they give names. Hence arith
metic abolishes geometry along with itself, but is not abolished by 
it, and while it is implied by geometry, it does not itself imply geometry. 

CHAPTER V 

I And once more is this true in the case of music j not only because 
the absolute is prior to the relative, as 'great' to 'greater' and 'rich' 

"rfrl~'rfPOf and frponpof in this pacsege with the meaning f prior.' Aristotle uses the term frponpof 

and his logic forms the basis for Nicomachus's present argument. For instance, in Met., 1019 a I ft., 
after discussing several forms of frp/TrrpG and wnp., he has the following: 'rl pi. 6i) OUT'" 

)..i'yrrlU frplrrfpA KAi wnpA, 'r4 6~ KAnk t/JW'I. «Ai OlocrCA., &lA 1,6IXfT'AI frWIII 4_ 4).).w" I .. i ... 
614,..11 I .. C_. J''If' i 6U1.1pi~" IV'q'ro llXcl'r/c/,. He also uses the verb ~v"u .. lpt'icr8AI (' abolish ') 
as does Nicornachus: e.g., M eI., 10$9 b 39: '6 6~ III'II'A_lpt'i'rAI 'roi, l/"'III'I 'T4 '(6", 'T4 ll.." 'rAi, 

dpXAi, 'oln Ji4)..).,o,. ¥xi) lap 'rb crvI'&J'IIIPOU', Cf. also Iamblichus b. Nicom., p. 10, 2 Pistelli. 
1 This form of argument also is Aristotelian, e.g., Top., VI. 6. 11: hrl.;lPCI lap IK6.III''r." 'Tw, 

6,.tp.opWIJ 'Tb ollCfio'lho" "A8drfp 'rb frff&. "d 'Tb 6Crov, 'Tb No. ITlllIftr,t;lptl. Logically exhausted 
it stands in Top., H. 4. 111 a 25 ff. thus: o~"rap d.tJltllCA«1tJ6n 'r~ 'Y1J'flltrdpXfl ".!'rC;;f!i1fl vd'1Xf"· 

&rA ,U 'r';; frafl irrrdpXfI dJ'll'YlCAio. ICA! 'r';; "1""'. &rA "rap 'rC;; l/"fI OVX v.-dPXfI, oH~ 'TC;; fr6'1· 6,.. 

U 'T';; .rllll ",t] IirdPXfI, 01'1" ci.ra.llCAj"g .. 'Tcfi 'Y1J'f1 ",I, i,.rd.pXfI •• 
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to 'richer' and 'man' to 'father,' but also because the musical har
monies, diatessaron, diapente, and diapason, are named for numbers; 
similarly all of their harmonic ratios are arithmetical ones, for the 
diatessaron is the ratio of 4: 3, the diapente that of 3: 2, and the 
diapason the double ratio; and the most perfect, the di-diapason, 
is the quadruple ratio. 

More evidently still astronomy attains through arithmetic the in- 2 

vestigations that pertain to it, not alone because it is later than geom
etry I in origin - for motion naturally comes after rest - nor because 
the motions of the stars have a perfectly melodious harmony,' but also 
because risings, settings, progressions, retrogressions, increases, and 
all sorts of phases are governed by numerical cycles and quantities. 

So then we have rightly undertaken first the systematic treatment 3 
of this, as the science naturally prior, more honorable, and more ven
erable, and, as it were, mother and nurse of the rest; and here we will 
take our start for the sake of clearness. 

CHAPTER VI 

All that has by nature with systematic method been arranged in I 

the universe 3 seems both in part and as a whole to have been deter
mined and ordered in accordance with number, by the forethought 
and the mind of him that created all things; for the pattern was fixed, 
like a preliminary sketch, by the domination of number preexistent' 
in the mind of the world-creating God, number conceptual only and 
immaterial in every way, but at the same time the true and the eternal 
essence, so that with reference to it, as to an artistic plan, should be 
created all these things, time, motion, the heavens, the stars, all sorts 
of revolu tions. 

It must needs be, then, that scientific number, being set over such 2 

things as these, should be harmoniously constituted, in accordance 
with itself; not by any other but by itself. Everything that is har- 3 

I Plato in Rtp., 528 A -B points out that it is a mistake to study bodies (.,..,.tpt4) in motion be
fore studying them per se (av.,.c) lCa8' aVr&). 

'The music of the spheres. Boethius, I. I, paraphrases: qUM armonicis modulatio1lihus PlWtus 
ipse ccltbratur astrorllm. 

'This chapter, with 1. 4.2, gives the fullest information we have about Nicomachus's theories 
of cosmogony. S« Part I, p. 107. 

4 This is the eternal number, to be distinguished from the' scientific number' mentioned in the 
next section. Cf. Part T, p. 98. 
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NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

moniously constituted is knit together out of opposites 1 and, of course, 
out of real things; for neither can non-existent things be set in har
mony, nor can things that exist, but are like one another, nor yet 
things that are different, but have no relation one to another. It re
mains, accordingly, that those things out of which a harmony is made 
are both real, different, and things with some relation to one another. 

4 Of such things, therefore, scientific number consists; for the most 
fundamental species in it are two, ~mbracing the essence of quantity,2 
different from one another and not of a wholly different genus, odd and 
even, and they are reciprocally 3 woven into harmony wi.th each other, 
inseparably and uniformly, by a wonderful and divine Nature, as 
straightway we shall see. 

, 

CHAPTER VII 

I Number" is limited multitude or a combination of units or a Bow !i 

of quantity made up of units j and the first division of number is even 
and odd. 

2 The even • is that which can be divided into two equal parts without 
a unit intervening in the middle; 7 and the odd is that which cannot 
be divided into two equal parts because of the aforesaid intervention 
of a unit. 

3 Now this is the definition after the ordinary conception; by the 
Pythagorean doctrine, however, the even number is that which ad
mits of division into the greatest and the smallest parts at the same 
operation, greatest in size and smallest in quantity, in accordance 

1 Note that the definition of bannony quoted from Philolaus in n. 19. 1 implies as much, and 
compare Part I, pp. 100, 120, on the general subject of harmony in the numerical system. 

1 That is, they are elementary, for they are formed by the two elements of number, the monad 
and dyad respectively,and embody by reason of this origin 'sameness' and 'othemess,' the funda
mental cosmic forces. Cf. Part I, p. 99 . 

• Cf. Theon of Smyrna, p. 23. 3 HiIler: f< And the even and the odd numbers alternate, being 
observed in alternate places" (ira.).).a.f r ricrb d).)."Jf).o" or n 4prlOI elll ot rlplrrot rllp' , ... 
"wpo6JUI'OI). 

t Cl. Part I, p. 114, on these definitions. 
5 The translation • flow' for x61J1l is that adopted by Heath (Eudid, n. 280), whose note on defi. 

nitions of number may be consulted. Xll,wl elsewhere in Nicomachus is used to mean • series' (see 
the Glossary), but probably the metaphorical idea is present even in those cases. 

'Theon of Smyma, p. 21, 21 Hiller: nl 4prun id" ricrl" col ir,a,xo,l'fPOI Tit,. rir (cr. 3 .. lptcr,,, 
••• rfp!crcrol U 01 rir "'&dCl 3uupoii,l'fJ'CI', KT).. Euclid defines thus: "An even number is one 
that is halved" (4PTlo, d",flp.or icrTl~ 6 ~Ixll 31C11pC16,1'fl'Or), EiemcHb, VII, Dd. 6. 

7 See Part I, p. 122 with note I. 
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with the natural contrariety I of these two genera; and the odd is 
that which does not allow this to be done to it, but is divided into 
two unequal parts. 

In still another way, by the ancient definition, the even is that which 4 

can be divided 2 alike into two equal and two unequal parts, except 
that the dyad,' which is its elementary form, admits but one division, 
that into equal parts; and in any division whatsoever it brings to 
light only one species of number, however it may be divided, inde
pendent of the other. The odd' is a number which in any division 
whatsoever, which necessarily is a division into unequal parts, shows 
both the two species of number together, never without intermixture 
one with another, but always in one another's company. 

By the definition in terms of each other, the odd is that which 5 
differs by a unit from the even in either direction, that is, toward the 
greater or the less, and the even is that which differs by a unit in 
either direction from the odd, that is, is greater by a unit or less by a 
unit. 

I That is, halves are the greatest possible parts of a term in magnitude; and there is a smaller 
number of them than of any other fractional part. Thus greater magnitude of fa.ctof5 is associ· 
ated with a smaller number of them; this is the' natural contrariety' of magnitude and quantity. 
CL Boethius, I. 4, for a discussion of this notion, and IambJichus, p. 12, 3 fI. Pistclli. This 
principle may be illustrated by what was called the "lambdoid diagram" (see Part I, p. 127) 
from its likeness to the Greek lambda, A. This diagram sets forth in the form of the letter 
lambda, converging at unity, tbe series of natural numbef5 and the series of fractions, tbus: 

I , 
3 i 

4 
s 1 

and so on. It will be noted that the corresponding integers and fractions show the' natural con· 
trariety' referred to. The diagram occurs in Iamblichus's commentary (po 14, 3 ff. Pistelli) fol
lowing on the discussion of these definitions, and it is referred to in TIrrol. A,iJh., p. 3 (bottom) 
Ast. 

, When an even number is divided into two parts. whether equal or unequa1, these parts are 
always either both odd or both even (' only one species of number,' as Nicomachus says). Iambli
(hus, p. u, 14 ff. Pistelli. See Heath, lIistory, vol. I, p. 70. 

t Iamblichus (po 13,7 fI. Pistelli) notes that the monad is distinguished from all the odd num
bef5 by not even admitting division into unequal parts, and the dyad from the even numbers by 
admitting division into equal parts only. Theon does not notice this property of the dyad, but 
discusses at some length the question whether the monad is odd or e\'en (p. 21, 24 fT. HilIer). 
On Nicomachus's doctrine, that the monad and dyad are both elements of number and not them
selves numbers but its' beginnings,' compare Part I, pp. 116 £I. 

t If an odd number is divided into two parts these will always be unequal and onc odd, the 
other e"'en (' the two species of nwnber '), 
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CHAPTER VIII 

I Every number is at once half the sum of the two on either side of 
itself,' and similarly half the sum of those next but one in either direc
tion, and of those next beyond them, and so on as far as it is possible 

:2 to go. .Unity alone, because it do~ not have two numbers on either 
side of it, is half merely of the adjoining number; hence unity is the 
natural starting point of all number. 

3 By subdivision of the even,' there are the even-times even, the 
odd-times even, and the even-times odd. The even-times even and 
the even-times odd are opposite to one another, like extremes, and 
the odd-times even is common to them both like a mean term. 

4 Now the even-times even 3 is a number which is itself capable of 
being divided into two equal parts, in accordance with the proper
ties of its genus,' and with each of its parts similarly capable of divi
sion, and again in the same way each of their parts divisible into two 
equals until the division of the successive subdivisions reaches the 

5 naturally indivisible unit. Take for example 64; one half of this is 
32, and of this r6, and of this the half is 8, and of this 4, and of this 2, 
and then finally unity is half of the latter, and this is naturally in
divisible and will not admit of a half. 

6 It is a property of the even-times even that, whatever part of it 
be taken, it is always even-times even in designation, and at the same 
time, by the quantity of the units in it, even-times even in value; 

1 Thus S is half the sum of 4 + 6, 3 + 7, 2 + 8, etc. For a typically Pythagorean application 
of this principle cf. Theol. ANI"., p. 28 r. Ast. 

I Euclid, among the definitions of Dem., VII, defines the even-times even, even-times odd, 
odd-times even and odd-times odd (the latter is "one which is measured by an odd number an 
odd num~r of times "). Nicomachus confines himself to a tripartite division of the even only; 
Euclid's classification applies to all numbers. The' odd·times odd' of Euclid is not found in 
Nicomachus's InJrodlUiio" at all, and in defining the three classes given by both Nicomachus and 
Euclid the fonner uses somewhat different formulas, which are consistently praised by Iamblichu8 
in his commentary. (See the notes on I. 8. 7, abl)\'e p. 127, and Nesselmann, p. 192.) Theon 
(p. 25,5 ff. Hiller) gives the same classification as Nicoma.chus here, and like him refers to even 
numbers alone. His definitions are compared to those of Nicoma.chus in the following notes. It 
may be noted that' odd-times odd' occurs in Theon as another name for the prime number 
(p. 23, 14 Hiller). See Heath, HiskJry, voL I, pp. 70 ff .• on the classification of numbers. 

I Thron of Smyrna, p. 25, 7 ff. HilIer, gives the definition of the even-times even substantially 
as follows: It is a number that has three characteristics: (1) It is produced by the multiplication 
of two even numbers; (2) all its parts are even, down to unity; (3) none of its parts has its desig
nation in terms of an odd number. Euclid's definition is: "The even-times even number is that 
which is measured by an even number an even number of times" (dpTId.lnt /lpriO' dpt8~, 

IITTIP 0 inrb dpr(ou dpI8~& /JETPOV/Ul'Of UTcI. /lpTiOP dPl8,1Ai1,, ), EJemmts, VII, Dej. 8. 
I ' Its genus' is the even; cf. I. 7. 2. So too Philoponus notes (ed. Hoche, p. 15) . 
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and that neither of these 1 two things will ever share in the other class. 
Doubtless it is because of this that it is called even-times even, be- 7 
cause it is itself even and always has its parts,' and the parts of its 
parts down to unity, even both in name and in value; in other words, 
every part that it has is even-times even in name and even-times even 
in value.3 

I The specific things meant by 'neither of these' (IK4Tfpo' TOM-W') are the 'name' (fI"l'HlT"lopl.'t 

p. 15. 17 Hoche, or better s"'~ implied in oi,PTuh:1f dPT'~""~'" ibid.) and the' value' (41l""p.l1 
implied in p. 15, 18, dpT"f.X" 4pTIOaU,CI.#'O") of any part of the even-times even number. 
These "never share in another variety"; i.e., another variety of number, or of even numben, 
than the even-limes even. They are called halves, fourths, eighths, etc. (even-times even names), 
and their values are always 2, 4, 8, 16, etc. (even-times even numbers), On the use of IVI'IIp.l1 
and dp-rlolhim/o'01 here, cf, on I. 8. 7. 

t Philoponus writes the follo .... ing scholium upon this: "Here then Euclid is convicted of mak· 
ing a poor definition of the even-times even number in his Seventh Book; for he says that an even
times even number is one that is measured by an even number an even number of times (6 wil 
4,oTCOII dpl8~O lIoupovjUl1Or «Imk 4plor dpl8,JJr). For by this definition the merely even numbers 
also that are not even-times even, .... ill be found to be even-times even; e.g., 14 is not e\'eo
times even, for it is not subdivided to the monad; but according to Euclid it will be found to 
be even-times even; for, look you, it is measured by 4, an even number, an even number of 
times, 6; for 4 X 6 = 24. So his was a bad definition." 

I Cf. the note on I. 8. 6 for the meaning of this statement. The word translated' value' is 
aVJ1l,lllt, which as a mathematical term usually means 'square' or 'square root,' but in non-tech
nical Greek may bear the meaning assigned (e.g., Thuc., VI, 46, 3). The word is again similarly 
employed in section 10 of this chapter and in I. 9. 2; 10. 5; besides which the phrase dpnci«Ir 
dploatJJ1l~' seems to ha"'e the corresponding sense of "even-times even in value" (I. 8. 6). 
This interpretation has the support of Boethius, while Philoponus understands the passage differ
ently. Boethius, I. 9, says, Sed ideo mihi Pidetl/r hie numerus pari/er par lJOCatfU, quod rius omnts 
/Jar/cs et nomine et quanti/ate pares pari/" intltnianlur. 'Quantity,' howe\'er, does not represent 
atlJ'UlIou as well as 'value,' since it is strictly a case of number rather than of quantity. T. L. Heath 
understands "tJr"-",, in the sense propoMXi, and commenting on this passage of Nicomachus (Eudid, 
Il, 282) says: "He says •.. that any part, i.e., any submultiple, of an even-times even number is 
called by an even-times even designation, while it also has an even-times even value ... when ex

pressed as SO many actual units. That is, the ..!..th part of 1" (where m is less than n) is called after 

" the even-times even number 2"', while its actual value (a6J1l-",') in units is 2"-"', which is also an 
even-times even number." 

On the other hand Philoponu5 (schol. 56 on r. 8. 6, p. 15 Hoche) says: "Since he does not employ 
the ordinary language of the usage of most people, I think it reasonable first to impart the mean
ing of the various terms and then to interpret the whole sense of what is said here. Now he calls 
OVlC~" the numbers from which the parts of nny number take their names, e.g., the half from 
1, etc. . .. Now he says that all the parts of the eyen-times even are themsekes even-times even 
in name (4,o1'I4I('U dPTI~~tI~) , and the OVlCjUU, from which their names ore taken, ore even
times even powered (dpnlb" dpTlo"tJ."~I). For example, the even-times even number 16 has 
as its se<:ond part 8, 4 as its fourth, 2 as its eighth; each of these parts is even-times even ...• 
So reasonably the parts are called even-times even in name beeause they take their names from 
even-times even numbers. . " And the 'powers,' from which the parts are names, are even-times 
even powered (dpI4K<f dpiOOtJJ'II~I ) . . •. Similarly the expression' and in the number of their 
monads dpub" dp.o"tJJ'II,m~'; for -l of 16, named from 4, has the number of monads of 4, from 
which it is named, dpndll'lI dp"o"~",,~~. So the expression 'in the number of monads in it' is to 
be taken either as applying to the designation of the fraction (v.6PIOI') or as applying to the part 
Vdpot) itself" (but he immediately states that he prefers the former explanation). What Philo-
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8 There is a method of producing the even-times even, so that none 
will escape, but all successively 1 fall under it, if you do as follows: 

9 As you proceed from unity, as from a root, by the double ratio to 
infinity, as many terms as there are will all be even-times even, and it 
is impossible to find others besides these; for instance, I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 
32,64,128,256, SI2 .... 

10 Now each of the numbers set forth was produced by the double 
ratio, beginning with unity, and is in every respect even-times even, 
and every part 2 that it may be found to have is always named from 

ponus understands by 4rui,nf cipTIOiJ~,",Co, may be ~n from his statement in this same scho
lium: "And 16 would be dpT .. hn cLpnoihlNpor if from it there should be named some part of an 
even-times even number." 

It is Quite tempting to consider 6ul'rI~t the quotient of a faclor when the latter is divided into 
the number under consideration, but the rendering adopted seems to fit the context better, .,.-hile 
on the other hand Philoponus himself virtually confesses that his interpretation of ~~"}l" does not 
hold in I. 9. 2 (To kJke a single example, tlte number r8, etc.), when he says, "If he meant Ihi",~r 
to be the number from which the part gets its name, and the half gets its name from 2, how 
is it that he says here that the half is odd in ~~"',,"r? We must therefore read with hyperbaton. 
i.e., 'the half, 9. evenly named in ~1i"'.I"-f (that is, from 2, for the half is the second part), is odd in 
its number, 9.''' That is, in the text, .,.0 pJ" iI~1I .ipncu:Wt w.aJUl4,ul'Or tiripxrt 6' "'fpl4~b .,.j 
~II"'/M" he proposes to connect .,.ii 1111"'"", with ';'1'O~~,uI'O'" a hyperbaton too violent to be 
probable. In I. 9. 2 1I~ .. ~r seems certainly to mean' value,' and it is hardly possible that it 
would be used in different senses in such similar contexts. A further question suggested by this 
passage is whether Nicomachus would class the monad as an even number, as. strictly speaking, 
is implied here. In the Tluol. Aritll., p. 3 Ast, we find the statement that the monad "embraces 
all things in potentiality," and among the specific statements following it is said that" itis even 
and odd and even· times odd." The monad was called Male·Female, and this designation is 
perhaps connected with the notion that it is both even a.nd odd. See Part I and on section 13 
below. 

I Reading ltiil (found in scveml MSS) for Hoche's I~ IPIn. 
S Boethius, I. 9: Illud aukm non minjma ~aJiolU dignu". est, quod eiw o",nis pors ab IUI4 

porle quacumqne, quae irUra ipsum "umer .. ", est, denomirJaJur kJlIIamque summam qlMJrUitaJis 
incJudit qlwla pars est alter numerus pariter paris illius, qvi eum contind, quarUitaJis. IJaque fit, 
uI ribi paries ipsae respc1tdeanJ, ut quota pars una est, kJrUam /uJbeaJ aitera qU{lnlilaJem, et quo'a pars 
iskJ est, talJlam i,. priore summa ,.reesse sit multiludinis imreNiri. This correspondence of factors 
is thus graphically shown in one of the MSS : 

1 2 • 8 16 32 64 128 

and with a.n odd number of terms : 

1 2 
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some one of the numbers before it in the series,l and the sum of units 
in this part is the same as one of the numbers before it, by a system 
of mutual correspondence, indeed, and interchange. If there is an 
even number of terms of the double ratio (rom unity, not one mean 
term can be found, but always two, from which the correspondence 
and interchange of factors and values, values and factors, will pro
ceed in order, going first to the two on either side of the means, then to 
the next on either side, until it comes to the extreme terms, so that 
the whole will correspond in value to unity and unity to the whole. For 
example, if we set down 128 as the largest term, the number of terms 
will be even, for there are eight in all up to this number; and they 
will not have one mean term, for this is impossible with an even number, 
but of necessity two, 8 and 16. These will correspond to each other as 
factors; for of the whole, 128, 16 is one eighth and conversely 8 is 
one sixteenth. Thence proceeding in either direction, we find that 
32 is one fourth, and 4 one thirty-second, and again 64 is one half, 
and 2 one sixty-fourth, and finally at the extremes unity is one one
hundred-twenty-eighth, and conversely 128 is the whole, to correspond 
with unity. 

If, however, the series consists of an odd number of terms, seven XI 

for example, and we deal with 64, there will be of necessity one mean 
term in accordance with the nature of the odd; 2 the mean term will 
correspond to itself because it has no partner; and those on either side 
of it in turn will correspond to one another until this correspondence 
ends in the extremes. Unity, for example, will be one sixty-fourth, 
and 64 the whole, corresponding to unity; 32 is one half, and 2 one 
thirty-second; 16 is one fourth, and 4 one sixteenth; and 8 the eighth 
part, with nothing else to correspond to it. 

lt is the property of all these terms when they are added together I2 

successively to be equal to the next in the series, lacking one unit, so 

l .. apWl'1,IjJ.U ••• l,of TWJI 100000~f lIu\'-oii. 1000000f in this passage means' up to,' as, e.g., also in 
I. 16.3, and reference is made to the series of even·times even numbers given above. 1f any 
number of this ~ries be selected (e.g., 64), its factors will all be numbers that have occurred in the 
series before 64; each factor contains as many units as one of these numbers (e.g., the fourth part 
contains 16 units), receives a name, as a factor, from one of them (e.g., 16 is called /our,h from 
4) and reciprocally gives a name to another factor (e.g., 16 gives the name sixlunJh to 4), J[cm" 
.. ..." .. fplcrT..,." J[III d.,IoIOI,B1\JI. It will fadlitate the understanding of this and the following sections 
to note that when Nicomachus selects for his demonstration any specific even· times even number 
he considers it as the end of a series; e.g., 64 must be thought of as the series I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 
32, 64. 

I That is, in accordance with the definition of' odd.' A unit always' intervenes' to prevent the 
division of the odd number into halves; see I. 7. 2. 
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that of necessity their summation in any way whatsoever will he an 
odd number,' for that which fails by a unit of being equal to an even 

13 number is odd. This observation will be of use to us very shortly 
in the construction of perfect numbers.' But to take an example, 
the terms from unity preceding 256 in the series, when added together, 
are within I of equaling 256, and all the terms before 128, the term 
inunediately preceding, are similarly equal to 128 save for one unit; 
and to the next terms the sums of those . below them are similarly 
related. Thus unity itself' is within one. unit of equaling the next 
term, which is 2, and these two together fail by I of equaling the next, 
and the three together are within I of the next in order, and you will 
find that this goes on without interruption to infinity. . . . 

14 This too it is very needful to recall: If the number of terms of the 
even-times even series dealt with is even, the product of the extremes 
will always be equal to the product of the means; if there is an odd 
number of terms, the product of the extremes will be equal to the square 
of the mean. For, in the case of an even number of terms, I times 128 

is equal to 8 times 16 and further to 2 times 64 and again to 4 times 32, 
and this is so in every case i and with an odd number of terms, I 

times 64 equals 2 times 32, and this equals 4 times 16, and this again 
equals 8 times 8, the mean term alone multiplied by itself. 

CHAPTER IX 

I The even-times odd" number is one which is by its genus itself even, 
but is specifically5 opposed to the aforesaid even-times even. It is a 
number of which, though it admits of the division into two equal 

I Substituting in the formula S = rl - /J I the sum of n terms of this series is :ll - 1. The 
, - 1 I 

(n + 1)5t tenn is 21, and 21 - J is one less, as Nicomachus says. 
1 See chapter 16. 
'Here treated as a member of the even-times even series. Cl. on I. 8. 7. 
'Theon of Smyrna, p. 25. 19 ff. Hiller, thus defines: "The even-times odd numbers are 

measured by the dyad and some odd number; upon division into equal halves, they always have 
odd halves" (4fYT,orlpuTtI0' al dIT'. 01 tl1r~ 311430f "Ai "'~pU1ITOri oirT,_ori, JU'TPO()~IIO" OtTUon i" 
1rA",~' rfplflll4 pJ,." 'XOIll1I 1'4 ~p.l(ffA "41'0 T+J. fir (114 auupell/P). Euclid (Elemellls, VII, Def. 9) 
has "An even-times odd number is one that is measured by an even number an odd number of 
times" (clpTl4f1'U at rflpiITIfOr lIfT" 0 li-d clp"'lou "pi'jllJri JU'TpoU~lIOf fl'A"'a. rtpilflfO. "pi'~,) . 

• Read d'l/C~r, with Codd. Cizensis, Monacensis 48~ and Hamburgensis, instead of l'",Wt 
(Hoche, following G) . The word is evidently to be contrasted with ,..tti "(11It1 and both are logical 
terms. 
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balves, after the fashion of the genus common to it and tbe even-times 
even, the halves are not immediately divisible into two equals, for 
example, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, and the like j for after these have been 
divided their halves are found to be indivisible. 

It is tbe property of the even-times odd that wbatever factor it 2 

may be discovered to bave is opposite in name to its value,' and that .. . 
the quantity of every part is opposite in value to its name, and tbat 
the numerical value of its part never by any means is of the same genus 
as its name.' To take a single example, tbe number IB, its half, with 
an even name, is 9, odd in value; its third part, again, with an odd 
designation, is 6, even in value; conversely, the sixth part is 3 and the 
ninth part 2; and in other numhers the same peculiarity will be found. 

It is possibly for this reason that it received such a name, that 3 
is, because, although it is even, its halves are at once odd. 

This number is produced from the series beginning with unity, with 4 

a difference of 2, namely, the odd numbers, set forth in proper order 
as far as you like and tben multiplied by 2. The numbers produced 
would be, in order, these : 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26,30, and so OD, as far 
as you care to proceed. The greater terms always differ by 4 from the 
next smaller ones, the reason for which is tbat their original basic 
fonns,' tbe odd numbers, exceed one another by 2 and were multiplied 
by 2 to make this series, and 2 times 2 makes 4. 

Accordingly, in the natural series of numbers tbe even-times odd 5 

1 For a:(/J.'"~t in the sense of • numerical value' (i.e., here, odd or even), d. I. S. 7 and the note, 
as well as Boethius, I. 10: Accidit DuUm his quod om",:s parIes wnlrarudeMmi1kllas itaJMnJ, quam 
sunt quartlitDUs ipsarum partium quae deMmjllanlur. NU/Ut: "nquam fori POlest Id qU4elibd pars 
hI/ius numeri ~usdem gcnt:fI~s denDminolicnum qllDniilatentque susciPiaJ. 

I It seems necessary to take the dative (-re; .. . 6J'lS.I"In) with 6~tr7j, and in that CUe the read
ing of C (iClVTOii) is to be preferred to the ClIiTe; of G, read by Hoche. Nicomacbus is pointing out 
that in this class of numbers no even factor can have an even name. Hoche's text would be trans
lated "by virtue of the same name," which is not clear. 

J y,Wj.401Ifs : This term is frequently used in arithmetic with reference to the odd numbers 
which are added together to make the series of square numbers, because when graphically repre
sented they may be successively affixed to the 
previous figure in the characteristic form of 
the gnomon (see the Figure). Nicomachus, 
however, also employs the term with refer
!':nce to any set or series of numbers that may 
be successively added to form a second set or 
series. Thus the gnomons of the he:tagonal 
numbers are the terms from the natural series 
from 1 with a common difierence of 4. (See n. 11. I ff. and n. 13.6.) We also find the word 
used in this wider sense by Theon of Smyma (e.g., p. 37,11 Hiller) and by Hero of Alexandria (Def. 
59, p. 21 Hull!.cb). For a discussion of the origin and use of the term see Cantor, op. cit., vol. I, 
pp. 161 H. 
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numbers will be found fifth 1 from one another, exceeding one another 
by a difference of 4, passing over three terms, and produced by the 
multiplication of the odd numbers by 2. 

6 They are said to be opposite in properties 2 to the even-times even, 
because of these tbe greatest extreme term alone is divisible, while of 
these former the smallest only proved to be indivisible; and in par
ticular because in the former case the reciprocal arrangement of parts 3 

from extremes to mean term or terms makes the product of the former 
equal to the square or product of the latter; but in this case by the 
same correspondence and comparison the mean term is one half the 
sum of the extremes,4 or if there should be two means, their sum equals 
that of the two extremes. 

CHAPTER X 

1 The odd-times even number is the one which displays the third 
form of the even, belonging in common to both the previously men
tioned species like a single mean between two extremes, for in one 
respect it resembles the even-times even, and in another the even
times odd, and that property wherein it varies from the one it shares 
with the other, and by that property which it shares with the one it 
differs from the other. 

2 The odd-times even number 6 is an even number which can be 

1 That is, in the Greek manner counting in both the term from which one starts and the last. 
So tbe Olympic games, which we would say came every fourtb year, were to the Greeks a • filth
year festival.' 

I E.g., 10 can be divided into two parts (5, 5), but neither is divisible by 2; while in the even
times even series eacb number can be divided, and its parts divided, down to tbe 'least part,' 
I. 'The greater extreme,' speaking of the even-times odd, would be the even-times odd number 
itself under consideration. 

I Cf. I. 8. 10, wbere the reciprocal relation of the factors of the even-times even numbers was 
treated. Each factor of such a number is itself a term. in the even-times even series, of which I 

and the given number are regarded as the extremes (dKpbr\7TU). For the relation between the 
product of the extremes and the square of the mean (or the product of two means), cl. I. 8. 14. 

(Thus in the even-times odd series 

6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 

the mean term (14) is i the sum of the extremes (6 + 22 ... 28); and in the series 

6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 

the sum of the means (14 + 18 - 32) equals the sum of the extremes (6 + 26 - 32). 
I Theon of Smyma, p. 26, 5 HilIer, defines the odd-times even as a number produced by the 

multiplication of an odd by an even number, which has even halves when it is divided by 2, but 
on further division has some parts odd, others even (,rfP«l'crdK" 5l 4p-r,ol tl~,v. wv 0 roXXcurXa.
(""I1~1 IK ht"iv wl'T"'""JIOih· rt"p'I1(1"ou Kal dp-rlou -ybt"Tcu, Kill roXXllrXIID"IIID"81VTU dr tl1l1 ,uv 4p-rw. 
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divided into two equal parts, whose parts also can so be divided, and 
sometimes even the parts of its parts, but it cannot carry the division 
of its parts as far as unity. Such numbers are 24, 28, 40 j for each of 
these has its own half and indeed the half of its half, and sometimes 
one is found among them that will allow the halving to be carried 
even farther among its parts. There is none, however, that will 
have its parts divisible into halves as far as the naturally indivisible 
unit. 

Now in admitting more than one division, the odd-times even is 3 
like the even-times even and unlike the even-times odd; but in that 
its subdivision never ends with unity, it is like the even-times odd and 
unlike the even-times even. 

It alone has at once the proper qualities of each of the former two,' 4 
and then again properties which belong to neither of them; for of 
them one had only the highest term divisible, and the other only the 
smallest indivisible, but this neither j for it is observed to have more 
divisions than one in the greater term, and more than one indivisible 
in the lesser. 

Furthermore, there are in it certain parts whose names are not 5 
opposed to their values nor of the opposite genus,' after the fashion of 
the even-times even i and there are also always other parts of a name 
opposite and contrary in kind to their values, after the fashion of the 
even-times odd. For example, in 24, there are parts not opposed in 
name to their values, the fourth part, 6, the half, 12, the sixth, 4, and 
the twelfth, 2; but the third part, 8, the eighth, 3, and the twenty
fourth, I, are opposed; and so it is with the rest. 

This number is produced by a somewhat complicated method, 6 
and shows, after a fashion, even in its manner of production, that it 
is a mixture of both other kinds. For whereas the even-times even is 
made from even numbers, the doubles from unity to infinity, and the 
even-times odd from the odd numbers from 3, progressing to infinity, 
this must be woven together out of both classes, as being common to 

pip", ~IXOl &OllpoiiI'TOlI, KOll"i\ ~~ l"a, .. Xdour ~IOllpllTtlf 4 ~II 4Pl"'4 pip",. 4 ~i f(tP11T1T4 'XOUITU'). 

Euclid's definition (E1tmmJs, VII, DrJ. 10) is: "The odd-times even number is one that is meas
ured by an odd number an even number of times" ( .. tpllTlI"ciKIf d.pl"lo, IIT~" i\ Vr~ .. rpllTlToii d.p18j.lOU 
JU1"povl"lIOr 11"41"4 4Pl"1011 ciple~oIh). 

I Cf. 1. 9. 6. It is to be observed that Nicomacbus in speaking of these numbers conceives of 
them serially; e.g., to him the even-times even number 16 carries with it the series I. 2, 4, 8, 16; 
and so of the others; as 3, 6 (even-times odd), 3. 6, Il, 24 (odd-times even) . 

t Cr. I. 8. 7 j 9. 2. • Of the opposite genus' refers to even and odd. The name is • contrary to 
its value' if, e.g., the denominator of the fraction is odd and its value, or amount, even. 
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7 both. Let us then set forth the odd numbers from 3 by themselves 
in due order in one series: 

3, S, 7, 9, Il, 13, IS, 17, 19, ... 

and the even-times even, beginning with 4, again one after another in 
a second series after their own order: 

4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, ... 

8 as far as you please. Now multiply by the first number of either 
series - it makes no difference which - from the beginning and in 
order all those in the .remaining series and .note down the resulting 
numbers; then again multiply by the second number of the same series 
the sa~e numbers once more, as far as you can, and write down the 
results; then with the third number again multiply the same terms 
anew, and however far you go you will get nothing but the odd-times 
even numbers. 

9 For the sake of illustration let us use the first term of the series of 
odd numbers and multiply by it all the terms in the second series in 
order, thus: 3 X 4, 3 X 8, 3 X 16, 3 X 32, and so on to infinity. 
The results will be 12, 24,48,96, which we must note down in one line. 
Then taking a new start do the same thing with the second number, 
5 X 4, 5 X 8, 5 X 16, 5 X 32. The results will be 20, 40, 80, 160. 
Then do the same thing once more with 7, the third number, 7 X 4, 
7 X 8, 7 X 16, 7 >< 32. The results are 28, 56, 112, 224; and in 
the same way as far as you care to go, you will get sintilar results. 

Odd numbers 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 

Even-times even 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 

16 24 48 96 192 384 768 
-5 20 40 80 160 320 640 1280 
.", . 

28 56 112 224 448 896 1792 
Odd-tintes !l even 

~ 36 72 144 288 576 II5 2 230 4 numbers ~ 
44 88 176 352 70 4 1408 2816 

Length 

10 Now when you arrange the products of multiplication by each term 
in its proper line, making the lines parallel, in marvelous fashion there 
will appear along the breadth of the table the peculiar property of the 
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even-times odd, that the mean term is always half the sum of the ex
tremes, if there should be one mean, and the sum of the means equals 
the sum of the extremes if two. But along the length of the tahle 
the property of the even-times even will appear; for the product of the 
extremes is equal to the square of the mean, should there be one mean 
term, or their product, should there be two. Thus this one species 
has the peculiar properties of them hoth, because it is a natural mix
ture of them both. 

CHAPTER XI 

Again, while the odd is distinguished over against the even in classi- I 

fication and has nothing in common with it, since the latter is divis
ible into equal halves and the former is not thus divisible, neverthe
less there are found three species of the odd, I differing from one another, 
of which the first is called the prime and incomposite,' that which is 

1 There is great disagreement among the ancient authorities upon this classification. In the 
first place, Nicomachus confines these species to odd numbers, thus securing a threefold classifica
tion to balance that of the even numbers (see above). He is followed in this by Iamblichus 
(p. 26, 18), but Euclid (EJem., VII, Deft , 11 - 14) and Theon (p. 23,6 £I. Hiller) make it a classifica
tion of both tbe even and the odd. Nicomachus then divides into (a) prime and incomposite; 
(b ) secondary and composite; (c) that which is absolutely composite hut relatively prime. Nessel· 
mann, op. cit., p. 194, points out that the latter two classes are not mutually exclusive, for 
b includes c. The dilliculty is overcome by lamblichus, who thus classifies: (a) the absolutely 
prime, ..... hich is a priori relatively prime as well; (b ) the absolutely secondary, which includes as 
sub-classes the relath'ely prime and relatively secondary; the two sub-clas5e!l are dependent upon 
the association of terms in specific instances. Euclid (loc. cil. ) gives definitions of primes, rela
tive primes, composite, and relati .... ely composite numbers. This nud not of course imply a strict 
classification along these lines. ThCQn, however, seems to understand it as such, and to establish 
his classification after this model, making his definitions agree with those of Euclid: (a) abso
lutely prime; (b) relatively prime; (c) absolutely composite; (d) relatively composite. The 
last class does not correspond to any set up by Nicomachus ; it consists of numbers like Band 9 
taken in connection with 6. Cr. T. L. Heath on Euclid, loco ,it., for an extended discussion; also 
his llistmy, vol. I , pp. 72 fI. 

t Euclid defines a prime number as 'one measured by unity alone' (& ,w:J1'Ii", 1'6"l1 !'fTpotl!'fJ'OS), 
Elem., VII, Dcf. 11. The number 2 satisfies his definition and is also called prime by Aristotle 
(Top., VIII. 2. 157 a 39). But in Nicomachus prime numbcrsare a class of odd numbers, not of 
numhcr in general. Sec Heath on the matter, El/did, 11, 284-85 . Theon of Smyrna (p. 23, 9 
Hiller) defines the 'absolutely prime and incomposite' number as one 'measured by no number but 
by unity alone' (01. V1'~ P'I"fWlS !Ul' dp,8/UJv, V1'O !JD"'IS ,,~ I'OI'Ii00l IKTPOtl!'fI1OI ). He states 
that these numbers were sometimes called' linear' and 'rectilinear ' C"tp"l'l"leoi, fV8ujIofTP'KOi) 

'because lengths and lines are viewed. in one dimension,' and that they are also called' odd-times 
odd' (lI""fP«T.,.d.KIf rfp,.,..,.ol) . Thcon leaves it vague whether he regards the dyad as prime; for 
after stating that the even numbers are not prime because they are measured by other numbers 
than unity alone, he says that the dyad is an exception and is therefore called' odd-like' (KcU ol 

).olrol 4pT'0, l(o;T4 T4 o;lff4 wb T1l'<o1l' !'f,tl>"Wl' T11' I'OI'd."os d.p,8I'wl' Ko;To;jIofrpovl'To;, r1l.i). Tijt 

1!ud"Of' To;,""!!, 7dp 1'6"!1 .,.u!4JI{l."lCfl' ~1f"fP leo;i hlou TW/I 1f"fP''''''';;''', TO WO l'O.d.oot !'fTpti.,.80;, ""'/10", 
4 .. "E "'dp (l', fj" o,~ Ko;I1I"fp,.,..,.on"~' frp'ITliU T","~ Toi, rfP'''''''o,s "u"oJl8I1io;). 
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opposed to it the secondary and composite, and that which is midway 
between both of these and is viewed as a mean among extremes, namely, 
the variety which, in itself, is secondary and composite, but relatively 
is prime and incomposite. 

2 Now the first species, the prime and incomposite, is found when
ever an odd number admits of no other factor save the one with the 
number itself as denominator,1 which is always unity j for example, 
3, 5, 7, II, 13, 17,19,23,29,31. None of these nwnbers will by any 
chance be found to have a fractional part with a denominator different 
from the number itself, but only the one with this as denominator, and 
this part will be unity in each case; for 3 has only a third part, which 
has the same denominator as the number and is of course unity, 5 a 
fifth, 7 a seventh, and II only an eleventh part, and in all of them 
these parts are unity. 

3 It has received this name because it can be measured only by the 
number which is first and common to all, unity, and by no other; 
moreover, because it is produced by no other number combined with 
itself save unity alone; for 5 is 5 X I, and 7 is 7 X I, and the others 
in accordance with their own quantity. To be sure, when they are 
combined with ·themselves, other numbers might be produced, origi
nating from them as from a fountain and a root, wherefore they are 
called 'prime,' because they exist beforehand as the beginnings of 
the others. For every origin 2 is elementary and incomposite, into 
which everything is resolved and out of which everything is made, but 
the origin itself cannot be resolved into anything or constituted out of 
anything. 

CHAPTER XII 

I The secondary, composite. number 3 is an odd number, indeed, be
cause it is distinguished as a member of this same class, but it has no 

1 As i in the case of 3. 
I dpx~. Cf. the discussion of element (VTOIXfio,), IT. I. 

I Nicomachus does not admit even numbers into the class of composites, doubtless because he 
has already exhausted their classification. Theon of Smyma, however, makes the composite a 
division of number in general and gives even numbers among his examples. As noted above, he 
distinguishes the 'absolute composite' numbers that can be measured by some smaller numbers 
and 'relative composites,' those which are measured by some measure, but are prime to each other, 
as 8, 6, 9, with the measures ;2 and 3. In this connection 1 is not considered a common measure, 
for, as he states, it is not itself a number but the beginning of number. Euclid, Elements, VII, 
Def. 14, defines a composite number as' one measured by some number' (vll...8trot dp18~. 411"'" 0 
i.p18~ TU" JAETpov,uJlOS). 
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elementary quality, for it gets its origin by the combination of some
thing else. For this reason it is characteristic of the secondary number 
to have, in addition to the fractional part with the number itself as 
denominator, yet another part or parts with different denominators, 
the former always, as in all cases, unity, the latter never unity, 
but always either that number or those numbers by the combination 
of which it was produced. For example, 9, IS, 21, 25, 27, 33, 35, 39 j 
each one of these is measured by unity J as other numbers are, l and like 
them has a fractional part with the same denominator as the number 
itself, by the nature of the class common to them all; but by exception 
and more peculiarly they also employ a part, or parts, with a different 
denominator; 9, in addition to the ninth part, has a third part besides; 
IS a third and a fifth besides a fifteenth; 21 a seventh and a third 
besides a twenty-first, and 25, in addition to the twenty-fifth, which has 
as a denominator 25 itself, also a fifth, with a different denominator. 

It is called secondary, then, because it can employ yet another meas- 2 

u[e along with unity, and because it is not elementary, but is produced 
by some other number combined with itself or with something else; 
in the case of 9, 3; in the case of IS, 5 or, by Zeus, 3; and those fol
lowing in the same fashion. And it is called composite for this, or 
some such, reason: that it may be resolved into those numbers out 
of which it was made, since it can also be measured by them. For 
nothing that can be broken down is incomposite, but by all means 
composite. 

CHAPTER XIII 

Now while these two species of the odd are opposed to each other a I 

third one 2 is conceived of between them, deriving, as it were, its 
specific form from them both, namely the number which is in itself 
secondary and composite, but relatively to another number is prime 
and incomposite. This exists when a number, in addition to the com
mon measure, unity, is measured by some other number and is there
fore able to admit of a fractional part, or parts, with denominator other 
than the number itself, as well as the one with itself as denominator. 

1 That is, the primes. 
I Theon of Smyma (p. 24, 8 ff.) has this class, which he calls' prime to one another and not 

absolutely prime,' and he points out that 8, 9, and 10 are prime to the' absolute primes.' Euclid 
defines relatively prime numbers as • those that are measured only by unity as the common meas.
ure' ('II"p~O' 'II""of dM.~).Ollf dp,fJl">t fll"" 01 I">..da, ~II"D JWrPO~~J1OI KOI~ pi"'P<f/), Elemt'1llS, VII, 
Def. 13· 
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When this is compared with another number of similar properties, it 
is found that it cannot be measured by a measure common to the 
other, nor does it have a fractional part with the same denominator 
as those in the other. As an illustration, let 9 be compared with 25. 
Each in itself is secondary and composite, but relatively to each 
other they have only unity as a common measure, and no factors in 
them have the same denominator, for the third part in the former 
does not exist in the latter nor is the fifth part in the latter found in 
the former. 

2 The production of these numbers is called by Eratosthenes the 
'sieve,' because we take the odd numbers mingled together and indis
criminate and out of them by this method of production separate, as 
by a kind of instrument or sieve, the prime and incomposite by them
selves, and the secondary and composite by themselves, and find the 
mixed class by themselves. 

3 The method of the' sieve' is as follows. I set forth all the odd num
bers in order, beginning with 3, in as long a serie~ as possible, and 
then starting with the first I observe what ones it can measure, and I 
:find that it can measure the terms two places apart, as far as we care 
to proceed. And I find that it measures not as it chances and at 
random, but that it will measure the first one, that is, the one two 
places removed, by the quantity of the one that stands first in the series, 
that is, by its own quantity, for it measures it 3 times; ancj the one 
two places from this by the quantity of the second in order, for this it 
will measure 5 times; and again the one two places further on by the 
quantity of the third in order, or 7 times, and the one two places still 
farther on by the quantity of the fourth in order, or 9 times, and so ad 
infinitum in the same way. 

4 Then taking a fresh start I come to the second number and observe 
what it can measure, and find that it measures all the terms four 
places apart, the first by the quantity of the first in order, or 3 times; 
the second by that of the second, or 5 times; the third by that of the 
third, or 7 times; and in this order ad infinitum. 

5 Again, as before, the third term 7, taking over the measuring func
tion, will measure terms six places apart, and the first by the quantity 
of 3, the first of the series, the second by that of 5, for this is the second 
number, and the third by that of 7, for this has the third position in 
the series. 

6 And analogously throughout, this process will go on without in-
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terruption, so that the numbers 1 will succeed to the measuring func
tion in accordance with their fixed position in the series; the interval 
separating terms measured is determined by the orderly progress of 
the even numbers from 2 to infinity, or by the doubling of the position 
in the series occupied by the measuring term, and the number of times 
a term is measured is fixed by the orderly advance of the odd numbers 
in series from 3. 

Now if you mark the numbers with certain signs, you will find that 7 
the terms which succeed one another in the measuring function neither 
measure all the same number - and sometimes not even two will 
measure the same one - nor do absolutely all of the numbers set 
forth submit themselves to a measure, but some entirely avoid being 
measured by any number whatsoever, some are measured by one only, 
and some by t\l,fQ or even more. Now these that are not measured at 8 
all, but avoid it, are primes and incomposites, sifted out as it were by 
a sieve j those measured by only one measure in accordance with its 
own quantity 2 will have but one fractional part with denominator 
different from the number itself, in addition to the part with the same 
denominator; and those which are measured by one measure only, 
but in accordance with the quantity of some other number than the 
measure and not its own, or are measured by two measures at the 
same time, will have several fractional parts 3 with other denominators 
besides the one with the same as the number itself; these will be sec
ondary and composite. 

The third division,4 the onc common to both the former, which is 9 
in itself secondary and composite but primary and incomposite in 
relation to another, will consist of the numbers produced when some 
prime and incomposite number measures them in accordance with its 

I It is generally a!'O~umed (as by Heath, lIistory, vol. I, p. 100) that in the' sie\'e of 
Eratosthenes· only the odd prime numbers take on succe~si\"ely the measuring function, and 
indeed this is all that is ne<:CSAAry. for, e.g .• Q is a multiple of 3 and all its multiples are 
likewise multiples of 3, The text, however, seems to imply that all the odd m:mbers should 
be used, although perhaps Xicomachus did not intend that be should be so strictly 
interprcted. 

t Rcading fa.VT()V (in~tead of ~a.IITW,,) with Cl. The numbers rcferred to are thc squares of 
odd prime numbcrs. 9, e.g., has ninths, of cour~e, and as it is measured by J, it will alro have 
thirds, the denomination of which is derived from J. 

I Thus, if a, b, m are odd numbers grcatcr than unity, and m = ab, m is measured by a in the 

quantity of b, and vicc \·crsa, and m will have the factors m and m named respcetively from band a. 
, b 

, Nicomachus evidently contemplates admitting into this division only the squares of prime 
odd numbers, though numbers like 15 (J X 5) and 77 (7 X Il ), when compared, would satisfy his 
requirements C<lually well . 
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own quantity, if one thus produced be compared to another of similar 
origin. For example, if 9, which was produced by 3 measuring by its 
own quantity, for it is 3 times 3, be compared with 2 S, which was 
produced from 5 measuring by its own quantity, for it is 5 times 5, 
these numbers have no common measure except unity. 

10 We shall now investigate how we may have a method 1 of dis
cerning whether numbers are prime and incomposite, or secondary 
and composite, relatively to each other, since of the former unity is 
the common measure, but of the latter some other number also besides 
unity; and what this number is. 

l[ Suppose there be given us two odd numbers and some one sets the 
problem and directs us to determine whether they are prime and in
composite relatively to each other or secondary and composite, and 
if they are secondary and composite what number is their common 
measure. We must compare the given numbers and subtract the 
smaller from the larger as many times as possible; then after this sub
traction subtract in turn from the other, as many times as possible; 
for this changing about and subtraction from one and the other in 
turn will necessarily end either in unity or in some one and the same 

12 number, which will necessarily be odd. Now when the subtractions 
terminate in unity they show that the numbers are prime and incom
posite relatively to each other; and when they end in some other 
number, odd in quantity and twice produced,' then say that they are 
secondary and composite relatively to each other, and that their com
mon measure is that very number which twice appears. 

For example, if the given numbers were 23 and 45, subtract 23 from 
45, and 22 will be the remainder; subtracting this from 23, the re
mainder is I, subtracting this from 22 as many times as possible you 
will end with unity. Hence they are prime and incomposite to one 
another, and unity, which is the remainder, is their common measure. 

13 But if one should propose other numbers, 21 and 49, I subtract the 
smaller from the larger and 28 is the remainder. Then again I sub-

I This mode of determining common factors is found in Euclid (VII. I; X.::) and is commonly 
tenned the Eudidean method of finding the greatest common divisor of numbers. 

I Reference to the second example following will show that the tenn 'produced twice' (4,~ 
pov~JoO.) by this process is the final subtrahend, which is equal to the final remainder. Boethius, 

• T. 18, is somewhat more explicit in describing the operation: Dalis eni". dllobus numn'is iruuqlUJi;" 

bIll, all/tn't! de maw,.e minor,,,. oportebil, d qui ,didu! iu"", si maiew (St, afl/",' e% (0 '"'SUS ".;110-

rem, si Pero minor l"eNt, eum (% rdiquo m4Wre ddraMre atque hoc eo usque faciendum, quoad unilas 
ultima vium rtJradk)fcis impeduu, aul a/iquis numerus, i",par necessario, si uI~ "UMif; imIMes 
jlro/JOtuJmur; std tum, qvi rtii"lluitur, "umerum sibi ilsi f1ikbis aequalem. 
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tract the same 2 I from this, for it can be done, and the remainder is 
7. This I subtract in turn from 2 I and 14 remains; from which I 
subtract 7 again, for it is possible, and 7 will remain. But it is not 
possible to subtract 7 from 7; hence the termination of the process 
with a repeated 7 has been brought about, and you may declare the 
original numbers 2 I and 49 secondary and composite relatively to 
each other, and 7 their common measure in addition to the universal 
unit. 

CHAPTER XIV 

To make again a fresh start, of the simple even numbers, some are I 

superabundant, some deficient, like extremes set over against each 
other, and some are intermediary between them and are called perfect. 
Those which are said to be opposites to one another, the superabun- , 
dant and deficient, are distinguished from one another in the relation 
of inequality 1 in the directions of the greater and the less; for apart 
from these no other form of inequality could be conceived, nor could 
evil,2 disease, disproportion, unseemliness, nor any such thing, save in 
terms of excess or deficiency. For in the realm of the greater 3 there 
arise excesses, overreaching, and superabundance, and in the less 
need, deficiency I privation, and lack; but in that which lies between 
the greater and the less, namely, the equal, are virtues, wealth, modera
tion, propriety. beauty, and the like, to which the aforesaid form of 
number, the perfect, is most akin. 

Now the superabundant number" is one which has, over and above 3 
the factors which belong to it and fall to its share, others in addition, 
just as if an animal should be created with too many parts or limbs, 

1 Nicomachus refers here to the general relation of inequality which is opposed to equality 
(1. 17 . 2) as one of the primary divisions of relative number. Technically equality and inequality 
are ITXitTflt, 'relations,' the term applied here to inequality as it is to equality in I. 17.4; sub
classes of the unequal, first the greater and the less (cf. I. 17. 6) and then the specific ratios (Cll 
6"<(1, dpdl~'P'I/CtI,1 ITXitTflt, I. 23. 4) are also called' relations.' For the notion crxicrn and the 
kindred term >"ho" 'ratio,' cL on n. 21. 2. 

1 According to Aristotle \'irtue is the mean, and vice is excess or deficiency. Cr. El". Nic.. 
H. 6. 1106 b 33 , Ka.i 614 aih" o~" Tl1S id~ I("da.' iT Vr(p{30>..'IJ /Ca.l i) A>"fUYU, Tilr l! 4P"'7jf i) IUcrln"'7f. 

These are just the \'arieties that ~icomachus assigns to inequality. 
I Cf. Arist., EJh. Nic., as quoted in the pr~eding note and 1106 b 24: iT 6' dprrl} rfpl 'lr49" 

Ka.! rpd.£fu II1Tlr, I., oh i] id" VrfP#o>"~ ci~PT.tWTIU Ka.1 ;, 1'>">"ft!fIS 1!fi)'fTa.IJ. T~ 61. ,ucro .. Ira.IIlfi'T"I 

KtI,l KtI,TOp8or;Ta.I· Ta.iiTtI, 6' 4~~w T7jr dpt'T7ji. IUl1lrrT/f TU 4ptl, I.ITTb i] dPfT~, crTOX,""TI/C~ ')'f O~tI, 

TOr; ,..I110U. 

t Vr(PTf>"l}f dpl'p.hr. Theon of Smyrna, pp. 45, to fI., 46. 4. includes this class, but calb them 
VrtPTI>"ftol. 

• 
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with ten tongues, as the poet says,! and ten mouths, or with nine lips, 
or three rows of teeth, or a hundred hands, or too many fingers on one 
hand. Similarly if, when all the factors in a number are examined and 
added together in one sum, it proves upon investigation that the num
ber's own factors exceed the number itself, this is called a superabun
dant number, for it oversteps the symmetry which exists between the 
perfect and its own parts. Such are 12, 24, and certain others, for 12 

has a half, 6, a third, 4, a fourth, 3, a sixth, 2, and a twelfth, r, which 
added together make r6, which is more than the original 12; its 

4 parts, therefore, are greater than the whole itself. And 24 has a half, 
a third, fourth, sixth, eighth, twelfth, and twenty-fourth, which are 
12, 8, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1. Added together they make 36, which, compared 
to the original number, 24, is found to be greater than it, although 
made up solely of its factors. Hence in this case also the parts are 
in excess of the whole.' 

CHAPTER XV 

I The deficient number 3 is one which has qualities the opposite of 
those pointed out, and whose factors added together are less in com
parison than the number itself. It is as if some aninral should fall 
short of the natural number of linrbs or parts, or as if a man should 
have but one eye, as in the poem, cc And one round orb was fixed in 
his brow";" or as though one should be one-handed, or have fewer 
than five fingers on one hand, or lack a tongue, or some such member. 
Such a one would be called deficient and so to speak maimed, after 
the peculiar fashion of the number whose factors are less than itself, 
such as 8 or '4. For 8 has the factors half, fourth, and eighth, which 
are 4, 2, and r, and added together they make 7, and less than the 
original number. The parts, therefore, fall short of making up the 

2 whole. Again, 14 has a half, a seventh, a fourteenth, 7, 2, and I, 

respectively; and all together they make 10, less than the original 
number. So this number also is deficient in its parts, with respect 
to making up the whole out of them. 

1 The reference is to Homer's description of Scylla, Odyssey. XII. 8s ff. 
I See also L. E. Dickson, Hiskwy of the Theory of Numbers. Washington. 1909, vol. I, chapter I. 
, Cr. Theon, p. 46, 9 fI. 
t The Cyclops. Cl. Hcsiod, Theogony, I45. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

\Vhile these two varieties are opposed after the manner of extremes, I 

the so-called perfect number 1 appears as a mean, which is discovered 
to be in the realm of equality, and neither makes its parts greater 
than itself, added together, nor shows itself greater than its parts, 
but is always equal to its own parts. For the equal is always conceived 
of as in the mid-ground between greater and less, and is, as it were, 
moderation between excess and deficiency, and that \vhich is in tune, 
between pitches too high and too low. 

Now when a number, comparing with itself the sum and combina- 2 

tion of all the factors whose presence it will admit, neither exceeds 
them in multitude nor is exceeded by them, then such a number is 
properly said to be perfect, as onc which is equal to its own parts. 
Such numbers arc 6 and 28; for 6 has the factors half, third, and 
sixth, 3, 2, and 1, respectively, and these added together make 6 and 
are equal to the original number, and neither more nor less. Twenty
eight has the factors half, fourth, seventh, fourteenth, and twenty
eighth, which are 14, 7, 4, 2 and I; these added together make 28, 
and so neither are the parts greater than the whole nor the whole 
greater than the parts, but their comparison is in equality, which is 
the peculiar quality of the perfect number. 

It comes about that even as fair and excellent things are few 3 
and easily enumerated, while ugly and evil ones are widespread, so 
also the superabundant and deficient numbers are found in great 
multitude and irregularly placed - for the method of their dis
covery is irregular - but the perfect numbers are easily enumer
ated and arranged with suitable order j for only one is found among 
the units, 6, only one other among the tens, 28, and a third in the 
rank of the hundreds, 4<)6 alone, and a fourth within the limits of 
the thousands, that is, below ten thousand, 8,128.' And it is their 

I Euclid's definition, Eiem., VII. 22, is: "A pet(tet number is one that is equal to its own parts." 
Similarly Theon of Smyma defines it, p. 45, 10. See Heath, Ilistory, vol. I, p. 74. 

1 Subsequent investigation has determined seven more perl~t numbers. T. L. Heath, His-
tory, vol. I, pp. 74-75, and L. E. Dickson, op. cU., vo!. T, chapter I. 

I. 2 ( 21 - I ) - 6. VII. 2" (21t - I). 

11. 21 (11 - t) = 28. VIII. 210 (2P - I). 
Ill. 24 (J' - I) "" 4Q6. IX. llll (l" - I), with 37 digits. 
IV. 2' (2' - I) ,.. S,uS. X. 2" (la. - I). 
V. 212 (lU - I ) EO 33,550,336. XI. 21.2' (2 111 - I). 

VI. 211 (217 - I ) = 8,568,910,416. 
Theon, in his notice of the perfect numbers, mentions only 6 and l8. 
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accompanying characteristic 1 to end alternately in 6 or 8, and always 
to be even. 

4 There is a method of producing them,' neat and unfailing, which 
neither passes by any of the perfect numbers nor fails to differentiate 
any of those that are not such, which is carried out in the following 
way. 

You must set forth the even-times even numbers from unity, ad
vancing in order in one line, as far as you please: I, 2,4,8, 16,32,64, 
128, 256, 5 I 2, 1,024, 2,048, 4,096. . .. Then you must add them to
gether, one at a time, and each time you make a sununation observe 
the result to see what it is. If you find that it is a prime, incomposite 
number, multiply it by the quantity of the last !lumber added, and 
the result will always be a perfect number. If, however, the result is 
secondary and composite, do not multiply, but add the next and ob
serve again what the resulting number is j if it is secondary and com
posite, again pass it by and do not multiply; but add the next; but 
if it is prime and incomposite, multiply it by the last term added, and 
the result will be a perfect number; and so on to infinity. In similar 
fashion you will produce all the perfect numbers in succession, over
looking none. 

For example, to I I add 2, and observe the sum, and find that it is 
3, a prime and incomposite number in accordance with our previous 
demonstrations; for it has no factor with denominator different from 
the number itself,' but only that with denominator agreeing. There
fore I multiply it by the last number to be taken into the sum, that is, 
2; I get 6, and this I declare to be the first perfect number in actuality,' 
and to have those parts which are beheld in the numbers of which it 
is composed. For it will have unity' as the factor with denominator 
the same as itself, that is, its sixth part; and 3 as the half, which is 
seen in 2, and conversely 2 as its third part. 

S Twenty-eight likewise is produced by the same method when another 
number, 4, is added to the previous ones. For the sum of the three, I, 

I Cf. Boethiu5, t. 20: El se1'lt~ hi nlH1uri duobus paribus terminal'llur, 6 et 8, et semiel' tUlenuJJi", 
in MS n"","os summaru", fim: prC1f1ttliem. See p. 52. 

t Euclid (IX. 36) and Theon of Smyma (P.45, 140'. Hiller) report this method of discovering 
perfect numbers. I That is, i. 

4' Actual' (11'f/(1"Ytl,,) is here specified because in sect. 8 Nicomachus designates 1 as a potential 
(6vodlU') perfect number. On his use of Aristotelian terminology. as here, see p. 35 . 

• Boethius, t. 20, speaking of this matter says of 6: habd unam quidlm a se dtnominalam par
tNII, id est, slxtam, 3 ,,"0 mtdicJatem secundum duaiifattnl, aJ f)Cro 2 secundum coaan;alumem, id est, 
slCundum lemarium, qIW1Iiam coaccrtlGJi J multiplicaJi sum. 
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2, and 4, is 7, and is found to be prime and incomposite, for it admits 
only the factor with denominator like itself, the seventh part. There
fore I multiply it by the quantity of the term last taken into the sum
mation, and my result is 28, equal to its own parts, and having its 
factors derived from the numbers already adduced, a half correspond
ing to 2; a fourth, to 7; a seventh, to 4; a fourteenth to offset the 
half; and a twenty-eighth, in accordance with its own nomenclature, 
which is I in all numbers. 

When these have been discovered, 6 among the units and 28 in the 6 

tens, you must do the same to fashion the next. Again add the next 7 
number, 8, and the sum is 15. Observing this, I find that we no longer 
have a prime and incomposite number, but in addition to the factor 
with denominator like the number itself,' it has also a fifth and a 
third, with unlike denominators. Hence I do not multiply it by 8, 
but add the next number, 16, and 31 results. As this is a prime, in
composite number, of necessity it will be multiplied, in accordance 
with the general rule of the process, by the last number added, 16, and 
the result is 496, in the hundreds; and then comes 8,128 in the thou
sands, and so on,2 as far as it is convenient for one to follow. 

Now unity is potentially a perfect number, but not actually; for 8 

taking it from the series as the very first I observe what sort it is, 
according to the rule, .and find it prime and incomposite; for it is 
so in very truth,' not by participation like the rest, but it is the primary 

, ~. 
t Thomas Taylor (Tlmwctic Arithmetic, p. 33) gives the following table, showing how the per

fect numbers may be formed by Nicomachus's method: 

E"1'II1y etttn numb"!: 
I, 2,4,8, 16,32,64,128, 256,512, 1,024. 2,048,4,0C}6; 

Odd numb,,! prodllud by oddin, the abOtJ(: 
• 6 ' , , , '8'· 1,3,7, 15,31, 3, 127, 255,1,023,2,047,4,095, ,191 • 

Pajed numb"!: 
1,6, 28, 496, 8,128. 

The odd numbers which are not prime, and hence cannot be used to make perfect numbers, are 
marked with an accent . 

• This statement is to be understood in the light of Nicomachus's essentially Pythagorean view 
of arithmetic, and with it should be compared H. 17. 2 and incidental remarks elsewhere, e.g., 
11. 17.4,5; 18. I, 4 (end); 20.2; I. 1 (end), etc. In n. 17. 2 it is stated that' sameness' is found 
fundamentally in the monad, and most of the other passages cited bring out the principle that the 
odd numbers and the squares participate in 'sameness' indirectly, through the monad. the monad 
being that which' determines the specific form' of the odd numbers (flaorolfi~), and the latter 
in turn acting as the bases h~w,lolO",') of the squares. Likewise 'othemess' inheres fundamen
tally in the dyad. and is hence con\,eyed secondarily. as it were, into the even numbers and the 
heteromecic numbers. A similar construction may be placed on the passage at hand; the only 
difference is that 'primeness,' instead of 'sameness,' is in question. The monad is per se prime. 
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9 number of all, and alone incomposite. f multiply it, therefore, by 
the last term taken into the summation, that is, by itself, and my re-

10 suIt is ,; for I times I equals 1. Thus unity is perfect potentially; 
for it is potentially equal to its own parts, the others actually. 

CHAPTER XVII 

I Now that we have given a preliminary systematic account of ab
solute quantity we come in turn to relative quantity.l 

2 Of relative quantity, then, the highest generic divisions are two, 
equality and inequality; for everything viewed in comparison with 
another thing is either equal or unequal, and there is no third thing 
besides these. 

3 Now the equal is seen, when of the things compared one neither 
exceeds nor falls short in comparison with the other, for example, 100 

compared with 100, 10 with 10, 2 with 2, a mina with a mina, a talent 
with a talent, a cubit with a cubit, and the like, either in bulk, length, 

4 weight, or any kind of quantity. And as a peculiar characteristic, 
also, this relation' is of itself not to be divided or separated, as being 
most elementary, for it admits of no difference. For there is no such 
thing as this kind of equality and that kind, but the equal exists in 

5 one and the same manner. And that which corresponds to an equal 
thing, to be sure, does not have a different name from it, but the same; 

and other prime numbers are secondarily or by participation prime, for they are combinations 
of the monad (cf. I. 11. 3), though of no other numbers. The monad on the other hand can be 
broken up into no smaller components and is therefore elementary, It is further to be noted 
that the word for' prime' ("-PWTOI) is slightly ambiguous, and e\'en in this specialized use of the 
word there must be a suggestion of the original sense, 'first.' The monad is obviously' first ' in 
a higher degree than any prime number. 

1 According to I. 3, I, this subject belongs to music rather than to arithmetic, Cf. p. II4. 
t That is, a thing of one class can never be said to be equal to a thing of a different class. 

Nicomachus does not state this principle in its broadest form, namely, that it is impossible to 
establish any ratio between objects of entirely different c1asc;es., The latter is the fonn in which 
Theon of Smyrna, p. 73, 16 ft, puts the matter, following, as he says, Adrastus. (See above, p. 41.) 
Nicomachus, however, demonstrates elaborately in I. 23. 6 ff. and H. I and 2 the proposition 
that the relation of equality is the element of all ratio, so that, if the connecting link be supplied 
for him, it may be said that he implies that only homogeneous things may have a ratio. Theon's 
statement is as follows: "The ratio of analogy between two homogeneous terms is their definite 
relation (,..011\ CTX./'I"II) to one another; e.g., double or triple. For as to the relation between un
like things, Adrastus says that it cannot be known; e.g., a cubit and a mina, a doenix and a 
ioly/e, • white' and' sweet' or 'warm,' these things cannot be brought together and compared. 
But homogeneous things may be, e.g., lengths with lengths, surfaces with surfaces, solids with 
solids, weights with weights, ..• and whatever things are of the same genus or spedes and 
therefore have some mutual relation." 
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like 'friend,' 'neighbor,' 'comrade,' so also 'equal' j for it is equal to 
an equal. 

The unequal, on the other hand, is split up by subdivisions, and one 6 
part of it is the greater, the other the less, which have opposite names 
and are antithetical to one another in their quantity and relation. 
For the greater is greater than some other thing, and the less again is 
less than another thing in comparison, and their names are not the 
same, but they each have different ones, for example, 'father' and 'son,' 
'striker' and 'struck,' 'teacher' and 'pupil,' and the like. 

Moreover, of the greater, separated by a second subdivision into 7 
five species,' one kind is the multiple, another the superparticular, 
another the superpartient, another the multiple superparticular, and 
another the multiple superpartient. And of its opposite, the less, 8 
there arise similarly by subdivision five species, opposed to the fore
going five varieties of the greater, the submultiple, subsuperparticular, 
subsuperpartient, submultiple-superparticular, and submultiple-super
partient j for as whole answers to whole, smaller to greater, so also 
the varieties correspond, each to each, in the aforesaid order, with 
the prefix sub-. 

I The terms here used are adapttd from Boethius's translations and are employed in Thomas 
Taylor's Tht~clic Arithmtljc. The present classification was no doubt the ordinary scientific 
one. Th~n (pp. 74. '0 fr.; 76, 1 fr.), howe .. 'er, gives two different classifications, of which the 
latter is like that of Nicomachus, except that Theon adds the unnecessary class 01 op~/-npol. 

In p. 74, 20 fI. be divides ratios first into greater, less, and equal, and then the greater into mul· 
tiples, superparticulars and' those of neither class' (oD~/npol), the less into submultiples, su~ 
superparticulars and' tho!'.e of neither class.' It may be noted that in this context OD~hff1O' is 
properly used, and it might cover ratios of all the classes mentioned by Nicomachus other than 
those which Theon specifically includes. He proceeds (p. 74, 23 ff. ) to enumerate the members 
of these classes which are also 'concords,' fFl.1l4"'''[(u, in music, citing as oM/npol the ratios 9: 8 
(i.e., the' tone ') and 256: 243 (i.e., the' timma '), which, he says, are the' beginnings' of concord 
and are therefore neither themselves concords nor yet outside of concord. Next (p. 75. 17) he 
g~s on to say that there are, bowe\'er, certain other ratios spoken of in ariJhmetk, with which he 
will deal in due time; besides the ones given, 'also superpartients, multiple superpartients and 
still others.' These he enumerates, as has been said, in his final statement (p. 76, I fI.) which 
agrees with Nicomachus save for the inclusion of the oMfrrpol; he takes pains to tell us that 
this is 'the arithmetical t,adilion' (lI'ctTl\ .,t,,. dpli1p'tT11I't,,. .. ctpd~OfFI") and is the classification of 
Adrastus. It would seem fair to conclude, then, that the former classification is the musical 
tradition, and was not taken from Adrastus. Perhaps he has carried over from the' musical'list 
the O{,UrfPOI j it is not suitable in the second list, as Hiller notes (see his critical note) . He uses 
this class to cover' the ratio of number to number' (a direct reference to Timotus, 36 B) in p. So. 
7, i.e., the 'limma,' as before. Compare with Nicomachus's list also Johannes Pediasimus, 
Geomtlria, in N~ Jah,b. f. PhiJ. 14 . Paul., vol. XCII, pp. 366 tI. (L 43 b of the Munich MS 
there cited). 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

1 Once more, then; the multiple 1 is the species of the greater first 
and most original by nature, as straightway we shall see, and it is a 
number which, when it is observed in comparison with another, contains 
the whole of that number more than once. For example, compared 
with unity, all the successive numbers beginning with 2 generate in 
their proper order the regular forms of the multiple; for 2, in the first 
place, is and is called the double, 3 triple, 4 quadruple, and so on; 
for 'more than once' means twice, or three times, and SO on in suc
cession as far as you like. 

2 Answering to this is the submultiple, which is itself primary in the 
smaller division of inequality. It is the number which, when it is 
compared with a larger, is able to measure it completely more than 
once, and 'more than once' starts with twice and goes on to infinity. 

3 If then it measures the larger number that is being compared twice 
only, it is properly called the subdouble,' as I is of 2; if thrice, sub
triple, as I of 3; if four times, subquadruple, as I of 4, and so on in 

• succeSSIOn. 
4 While each of these, the multiple and the submultiple, is generically 

infinite, the varieties by subdivision and the species also are observed 
naturally to make an infinite series .. For the double, beginning with 
2, goes on through all the even numbers, as we select alternate numbers 
out of the natural series; and these will be called doubles in compari
son with the even and odd numbers successively placed beginning 

5 with unity. All the numbers 3 from the beginning two places apart, 
and third in order, are triples, for example, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, IS, 21, 24. 
It is their property to be alternately odd and even, and they themselves 
in the regular series from unity are triples of all the numbers in suc
cession as far as one wishes to go on with the process. 

6 The quadruples are those in the fourth places, three apart, for 
instance, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28,32, and so on. These are the quad
ruples of the regular series of numbers from unity going on as far as 

I Tbeon's definition (p. 76, 8 Hiller) is: "It is the multiple ratio when the gleater term con
tains the smaller more than once, i.e., when the greater term is exactly measured hy the smaller 
with no remainder." Euclid (VII, Del 5) has:" A gleater number le multiple of the less when it 
is measured by the less" ('J"OXX" ... ~lor ~~ 0 ~If'w' TOO IM.TTOJOOr free, IrCln~p"n' WO TOG AU-
0"0"") ; the same definition as Euclid's is given by Hero of Alexandria, DcfiniliotJ I:n, ed. Hultsch. 

r Nicomachus more often uses the terms half, third, etc., for these fractions. 
', . ~ I . That is, from the natural series. 
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one finds it convenient to follow. It belongs to them all to be even; 
for one needs only to take the alternate terms out of the even numbers 
already selected. Thus necessarily it is true that the even numbers, 
with no further designation,' are all doubles, the alternate ones quad
ruples, those two places apart sextuples, and those three places apart 
octuples, and this series will go on, on this same analogy, indefinitely. 

The quintuples will be seen to be those four places apart, placed 7 
fifth from one another,' and themselves the quintuples of the suc
cessive numbers beginning with unity. Alternately they are odd and 
even, like the triples. 

CHAPTER XIX 

The superparticular,' the second species of the greater both naturally I 

and in order, is a number that contains within itself the whole of the 
number compared with it, and some one factor of it besides. 

If this factor is a half, the greater of the terms compared is caUed 2 

specifically' sesquialter, and the smaller subsesquialter; if it is a 
third, sesquitertian and subsesquitertian; and as you go on through
out it will always thus agree, so that these species also will progress to 
infinity, even though they are species of an unlimited genus. 

For it comes about that the first species, the sesquialter ratio, has as 
its consequents 5 the even numbers in succession from 2, and no other at 
all, and as antecedents the triples in succession from 3, and no other. 
These must be joined together regularly, first to first, second to second, 3 

third to third - 3: 2,6: 4, 9: 6, 12 : 8 - and the analogous numbers to 
the ones corresponding to them in position. 

I Toi, 4:r).w.- oip.,tou : that is, numbers nol otherwise characterized than as even (as opposed, 
e .g., "to the o.ltnKaltly «cum", even numbers, or to even-times even numbers). 

1 The reference is now to the' natural series ' I, ' . J. 4. etc., of which the author was speaking 
in sections .. and S before be digressed in section 6 to point out how the even multiples art: placed 
in the series of even numben . 

• Theon's definition (p. 76, :n H.) is : "It is the 5uperparticular ratio, when the greater term 
contains the less once and some one part of the less, i.e., wben the difference between the greater 
and the leg is such as to be a factor of the less." 

t "oMircu. . .. tl&urw. : It is to be noted that this is a technical expression of logic. The genus 
in this case is the ' superparticular,' and the' sesquialter ' is the species. The superparticular was 

itself treated above (I. '7. 7) as a species of the genus ' greater inequality.' Bocthius bere,and 
generally, misses the technical force of 'Y,,,,,,w. and ,ta,,,w. in Nicomachus. and simply omits 
them in bis translation. 

I Tbe words translated' antecedent' and' consequent' (rp6)'O')'Of. ':'r&).O"yof) mean respectively 
the larger and the smaller terms in a ratio between unequal quantities. BoethiuII. I. 24. adopts the 
lnnsl'tions duas and ,omUu (VOGa aukm nwiores tlUMUDS duceJ, 17Ii1WWeJ comiks). 

• 

-
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4 If we care to investigate the second species of the superparticular, 
the sesquitertian (for the fraction naturally following after the half 
is the third), we shall have this definition of it - a number which 
contains the whole of the number compared, and a third of it in addi
tion to the whole. We may have examples of it, in the proper order, 
in the successive quadruples beginning with 4 joined to the triples from 
3, each tenn with the one in the corresponding position in the series, 

5 for example, 4: 3, 8: 6, 12: 9, and so on to infinity. It is plain that 
that which corresponds to the sesquitertian but is called, with the 
prefix sub-, subsesquitertian, is the number, the whole of which is 
contained and a third part in addition, for example, 3: 4, 6: 8, 9: 12, 

and the similar pairs of numbers in the same position in the series. 
6 And we must observe the never-failing corollary of all this, that 

the first forms in each series, the so-called root numbers,l are next to 
one another in the natural series j the next after the root-forms show 
an interval of only one number; the third two; the fourth three; 

7 the fifth four; and so on, as far as you like. Furthermore, that the 
fraction after which each of the superparticulars' is named is seen in 
the lesser of the root numbers, never in the greater. 

8 That by nature and by no disposition of ours the multiple is a more 
elementary and an older form than the superparticular we shall shortly 
learn, through a somewhat intricate process. And here, for a simple 

"1 1 fru6pbff: properly' stock' but here translated' root.' "ru9,u'lj. is the technical designation fOf 

that onc in a series of equal ratios which is expressed in the lowest terms; in the words of Theon of 
Smyma, p. So, IS 8'.: "Of all the ratios grouped in one species (e.g., double 5eSquialter, etc.) 
those that are expressed in the smallest numbers and numbers prime to one another are called 
primary among those bearing the same ratio and roots (T",9p.iWf) of those of the same species." 
'l'"1I9~1f' is so used by Plato in the famous passage on the marriage number (Rep., 546 B-C). Apol
lonius of Pergae used the term Tu6~1f' in a somewhat similar way, to designate the units which 
serve as the 'stock' in numbers consisting of those units multiplied hy 10 or its powers; thus 5 is 
the Tlle~~, of 50, 500, 5,000, etc. See Cantor, op. eit., vol. I, p. 347. Another use of the word 
r",el'~' is described hy Heath, Rislery, vol. 1, p. 116. In the present case, if the sesquialters are 
derived from the double and the triple series, 

1 4 6 8 to, etc., 
3 6 9 t2 15, etc., 

as described above, the 'root sesquialter' is the ratio 3 : l, the 'second from the root numbers' is the 
ratio 6: 4, etc. Boethius, I. 15, observes that the number of the 'intervening numbers,' of which 
Nicomachus is here speaking, is always one less than the number designating the order of the 
ratio in the series. E.g., in the third ratio of the series above, 9: 6, there are two intervening num
bers between 9 and 6 (8 and 7). 

! The number giving the name to each variety of superparticuiar (e.g., in the case of the ses
quitert;an. one and one third, hrl .,. P'''' 0 I) is to be observed always in the first instance of that ratio, 
that is, in the' root numbers' explained in the preceding note; and more specifically this number 
is always the smaller of the two in each' root ratio,' e.g., 2 in 3 : 2 (wbence sesquiallcr, ;, 1" 6NOf). 
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demonstration, we must prepare in regular and parallel lines the mul-
tiples speciJied above, according to their varieties, first the double 
in one line, then in a second the triple, then the quadruple in a third, 
and so on as far as the tenfold multiples, so that we may detect their 
order and variety, their regulated progress, and which of them is 
naturally prior, and indeed other corollaries delightful in their exact-
ness. Let the diagram be as foHows : 9 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 4 6 8 10 12 I4 16 18 20 

3 6 9 12 IS 18 21 24 27 30 
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 

5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 

7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 

9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 lOO 

Let there be set fortb in the first row the natural series from unity, 10 

and then in order those species of the multiple which we were bidden 
to insert. 

Now then in comparison with the first rows heginning with unity, II 
if wc read both across and up and down in the form of the letter 
gamma,' the next rows both ways, themselves in the form of a gamma, 
beginning with 4, are multiples according to the first form of the multi
ple, for they are doubles. The first differs by unity from the first, the 
second from the second by 2, the third from the third by 3, the next by 
4, those foHowing by 5, and you will find that this foHows throughout. 

The third rows in both directions from 9, their common origin, will be 
the triples of the terms in that same first row according to the second 
form of the multiple; the cross-lines like the letter chi,' ending in the 

1 The top row and the left-hand column of the table, which ~'e are directtd to use, m~ting at 
t in a right angle, prt'SCnt the form of the Gr«:k capital letter gamma, r . With the terms in these 
serit! we compare those of row 2 and column 2, which meet in the term 4 and make the same figure, 
a r ; but these ~nd rows are regarded, not as ending with • . but as continuing to the terms 2 

in the first TOW and the first column, as Nicomachus's immediately follo wing observation shows 
and as Boethius (I. 21) interpreted him. The first term of the first series, I, is surpassed by the 
tint term of the second, 2, by I, and SOlOn; cf. section 6 above. 

2 Row 3 and column J, which we now compare ..... ith row 1 and column I, meet at the term 9 
at right angles and run beyond Q to J in both the first row and the first column. They therefore 
present the appearance of the Greek capital letter chi (X), the two lines of which in inscriptional 
forms often make right angles. 
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u term 3 in either direction, are to be taken into consideration. The 
difference, for these numbers, will progress after the series of the even 
numbers, being 2 for the first, 4 for the next, 6 for the third; and this 
difference nature has of her own accord I interpolated for us between 
these rows that are being examined, as is evident in the diagram. 

13 The fourth row, whose common origin in both directions is 16, and 
whose cross-lines 2 cnd with the terms 4, exhibits the third species of 
multiple, the quadruple, when it is compared with that same first 
row according to corresponding positions, first term with first, second 
with second, third with third, and so on. Again, the differences of 
these numbers are 3,6, then 9, then 12, and the quantities that progress 
by steps of 3. These numbers are detected 3 in the structure of the 
diagram in places just above the quadruples, and in the subsequent 
forms of the multiple the analogy will hold throughout. 

'4 In comparison with the second line reading either way, which begins 
with the common origin 4 and runs over in cross-lines to the term 2 

in each row, the lines which are next in order beneath display the first 
species of the superparticular, that is, the sesquialter, between terms 
occupying corresponding places. Thus by divine nature,' not by our 
convention or agreement, the superparticulars are of later origin than 
the multiples. For illustration, 3 is the sesquialter of 2, 6 of 4, 9 of 
6, 12 of 8, IS of 10, and throughout thus. They have as a difference' 
the successive numbers from unity, like those before them. 

15 The sesquitertians, the second species of superparticular, proceed 
with a regular, even advance from 4: 3, 8: 6, 12: 9, 16: 12, and so 

16 on; having also a regular increase • of their differences. And in the 
other multiple and superparticular relations you will see that the re
sults are in harmony and not by any means inconsistent as you go on 
to infinity. 

I The point i$ again that it is natun, and not we ourselves,that is responsible for this regularity. 
Cl. section 8 above aDd the note on section 14. 

• Xl .... ~; That is, as before (!!lee on section t I), lines in the form of the letter chi. 16 is their 
common origin, as their meeting point, but tbey run beyond it in a.L\ four directions. 

• These successive differences, that is, are nothing but the series of triples and therefore of 
course appear in the line above the quadruples in the table. 

4 Nicomachus here contrasts fJltlTU , 'nature,' and ..6,uot, 'la,,' or 'convention,' a common topic 
of philosophy since the sophistic period . Ct. Bumet, Greek PItiloSD~"y, Pal" I, TJwks 'q PIQI(I 
(London, 1914), pp. 105 ff. See p. 120. 

I That is, 3 - :z "" I; 6 - 4 - 2; 9 - 6 - 3 ; etc. The differences in order are the natural 
series, which was the case with the differences in the series of doubles (d. section I1). 

• In the series of sesquitertian ratios, I: 3, 8 : 6, 12: 9. 16: 12, etc., the differences are, as before, 
r, 2, 3, 4, etc., so that 'equaJ,' (ero., as applied here, mean,' regular .. i.e., ' regularly increasing.' 
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The following feature of the diagram, moreover, is of no less exact- I7 

ness. The terms at the corners are units; the onc at the beginning 
a simple unit, that at the end the unit of the third course, I and the 
other two units of the second course appearing twice; so that the 
product (of the first two) is equal to the square (of the last). Further- 18 

morc, in reading either way there is an even progress from unity to 
the tens, and again on the opposite sides two other progressions from 
10 to 100. 

The terms on the diagonal from 1 to 100 are all square numbers, 19 

the products of equals by equals, and those flanking them on either 
side are all heteromecic, unequal, and the products of sides of which 
one is greater' than the other by unity; and so the sum 3 of two suc
cessive squares and h\ice the heteromecic numbers between them is 
always a square, and conversely a square is always produced from the 
two heteromecic numbers on the sides and twice the square between 
them. 

An ambitious person might find many other pleasing things dis- 20 

played in this diagram, upon which it is not now the time to dwell, 

1 Ast, Theol. A,ith., pp. 254-55. has in his note on this passage: "Unitates sunt tres, prima I, 
secunda 10, tertia 100 ... I~ ~I~qx,p"a'n in distractione. h.e., oppositione vel decussatione." As 
Iamblichus explains (111 N;com. , p. 88, 14 ff. Pistelli), < monads of the second and third courses' 
(po"4r i5e'I'rfpwi5ollJ4il'l1, f'p""i5ouJJI",,) are Pythagorean terms for 10 and 100. This designation 
depends on their belief that the first decade epitomizes all number, and the {ollo\\;ng numbers 
simply repeat, in a sense, the first 10. So in the Thcol. Arith. (p. 59 Ast) we are informed that 
they called 10 Pan " because no number is naturally greater, but if any is so conceived it somehow 
circles about to it again in repetition; for the hundred is 10 decads, the thousand is 10 hundreds, 
and each of the others will come, taking the return path either to it or to one of the numbers up 
to it." This notion is of necessity linked with the doctrine that 10 is the perfect number, and as 
the author (probably Nicomachus himself) says just before the words quoted, 10 exists as the 
epitome of all numbers in itself in order to offset and control unlimited multitude, to act as "a 
measure for the whole and as it were a gnomon and a straight edge" in the hands of the creating 
deity. The units then form the first course, the tens the second, the hundreds the third, and so on, 
circling around 10 and its powers as the turning points of a race-course. Cf. also Nesselmann, 
Geschichu dtr Algebra,!. Th., p. 139 (Berlin, 1841). The' product of the 6rst two,' then, is I X 
100 _ 100, and the' square of the other' is 10" or 100. 

1 Hoche here (p. 54, 17 of the text) reads &"''''0'. It is hard to see what &"""0' InpoJjI, .. " 
would be. It is better to read ,b£.rou with Cl and two other MSS referring to lrMllpais (or 
perhaps cbl6d.lus has dropped out of the text; d. ... .,.d.CIS 4~I",ol would be easily explicable and 
would balance l.,.d./Ct, Cn'). To illustrate the meaning of the passage it may be observed that 
the numbers' flaniUng' 4 are 2 and 6, which are respectively t X 2 and 1 X 3; 9 is Banked hy 6, 
and Il (1 X 3.3 X 4) , In general mt is flanked by (m - I)m and (m + l )m': On heteromecic 
numbers, see II. 17. 

J Thus 6 is the heteromecic number between 4 and 9 and 4 + 9 + (2 X 6) = 25 ,.. 51. The 
general formula for this proposition would be "" + (m + 1)2 + 2 m(", + 1) _ (2 m + 1)'. 
Again,6and Ilflenk9; now6 + 12 + (2 X9) - 36""@,or,ingeneral,(m-l)"'+(",+I)m 
+ 2 nr = 4 ",1. 
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for we have not yet gained recognition of them from our Introduction, 
and so we must turn to the next subject. For after these two generic 
relations of the multiple and the superparticular and the other two, 
opposite to them, with the prefix sub-, the submultiple and the sub
superparticular, there are in the greater division of inequality the 
superpartient, and in the less its opposite, the subsuperpartient. 

CHAPTER XX 

I It is the superpartient 1 relation when a number contains within 
itself the whole of the number compared and in addition more than 
one part of it; and' more than one' starts with 2 and goes on to all 
the numbers in succession .. ;rhus the root-form of the superpartient 
is naturally the one which has in addition to the whole two parts of 
the number compared, and as a species 2 will be called superbipar
tient; after this the one with three parts besides the whole will be 
called supertripartient as a species; then comes the superquadripar
tient, the superquintipartient, and so forth. 

2 The parts have their root and origin with the third, for it is impossible 
in this case to begin with the half. For if we assume that any num
ber contains two halves of the compared number, besides the whole 
of it, we shall inadvertently be setting up a multiple instead of a super
partient, because each whole, plus two halves of it, added together 
makes double the original number. Thus it is most necessary to start 
with two thirds, then two fifths, two sevenths, and after these two 
ninths, following the advance of the odd numbers; for two quarters, 
for example, again are a half, two sixths a third, and thus again super
particulars will be produced instead of superpartients, which is not 
the problem laid before us nor in accord with the systematic construc
tion of our science. 

3 After the superpartient the subsuperpartient immediately 3 is pro
duced, whenever a number is completely contained in the one com
pared with it, and in addition several parts of it, :2, 3, 4, or 5, and 
so on. 

I Defined by Tbeon of Smyma, p. 78. 6 ff. Hiller. 
1 See on 1. 19. 2 (p. 215). 
'That is to say, given a superpartient the existence of a subsuperpartient naturally follows. 

For if 9 is a 8uperpartient of 7, being If of it, then 7 is contained in 9 If times and is a sub· 
superpartient of 9. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

The regular arrangement and orderly production of both species 1 I 

are discovered when we set forth the successive even and odd numbers, 
beginning with 3, and compare with them simple series of odd numbers 
only,2 from 5 in succession, first to first - that is,S to 3, - second to 
second - that is, 7 to 4, - third to third - that is, 9 to 5, - fourth 
to fourth - that is, I I to 6, - and so on in the same order as far as 
you like. In this way the forms of the superpartient and the sub
superpartient, in due order, will be disclosed through the root-forms 
of each species, the superbipartient first, then the supertripartient, 
superquadripartient, and superquintipartient, and further in succession 
in similar manner; for after the root-forms of each species the ones 
which follow them will be produced by doubling, or tripling, both the 
terms, and in general by multiplying after the regular forms of the 
multiple. 

TABLE OF THE SUPERPARTIENTS 

Root-forms 5 3 7 4 9 5 II 6 13 7 

10 6 14 8 18 ID 22 12 26 14 
• 

IS 9 21 12 27 IS 33 18 39 21 
20 12 28 16 36 20 44 24 52 28 
25 IS 35 20 45 25 55 30 65 35 
30 r8 . 42 24 54 30 66 36 78 42 

35 21 49 28 63 35 77 42 91 49 
40 24 56 32 72 40 88 48 104 56 
45 27 63 36 81 45 99 54 "7 63 

It must be observed that from the two parts in addition to the 2 

whole which are contained in the greater term, we are to understand 
(third,J3 in the case of three parts, I fourth," with four parts, I fifth,' 

I The superpartient and subsuperpartient. 
II(A8a.poVI •• • W"fp'I1r10tJl ~rotlf. Here 1(1184p61 means 'pure' in the sense of 'with no ad

mixture from another class of terms,' as in L 22. 3. 4; 11. 27· 4 . 
• That is, when a superpartient contains, besides the lesser number, two parts or the lesser 

number, it is understood that those parts are thirds, etc. Cr. Boethius, I. 28: Hoc quoque toidcn
dum cs,, quonidm, (IIm d'lae pa,~s ex minore pillS in maiorilms suni, tertii sem~' oocabulum sub
audjt~, ut slIpcrbiparticns .... dicaJllf superbipartkns tcrlias . . .. 

4 These terms represent the ratios, respectively, of If, It, It. I; to I. 

Coogk 0."" .• 1 from 
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with five, 'sixth,' and so on, so that the order of nomenclature is some
thing like this: superbipartient, supertripartient, superquadripartient, 
then superquintipartient, and similarly with the rest. 

3 Now the simple, uncompounded relations of relative quantity are 
these which have been enumerated. Those which are compounded of 
them and as it were woven out of two into one are the following, of 
which the antecedents 1 are the multiple superparticular and multiple 
superpartient, and the consequents the ones that immediately arise 
in connection with each of the former, named with the prefix sub- j 

together with the multiple superparticular the submultiple super
particular, and with the multiple superpartient the submultiple super
partient. In the subdivision' of the genera the species of the one will 
correspond to those of the other, these also having names with the pre
fix sub-. 

CHAPTER XXII 

I Now the multiple superparticular is a relation 3 in which the greater 
of the compared terms contains within itself the lesser term more than 
once and in addition some one part of it, whatever this may be. 

, As a compound, such a number is doubly diversified after the pecul
iarities of nomenclature of its components on either side; for inas
much as the multiple superparticular is composed of the multiple and 
superparticular generically, it will have in its subdivisions according 
to species a sort of diversification and change of names proper both 
to the first part of the name and to the second. For instance, in the 
first part, that is, the multiple, it will have double, triple, quadruple, 
quintuple, and so forth, and in the second part, generically from the 
superparticular, its specific fonns in due order, the sesquialter, ses
quitertian, sesquiquartan, sesquiquintan, and so on, so that the com
bination will proceed in somewhat this order: 

Double sesquialter, double sesquitertian, double sesquiquartan, 
double sesquiquintan, double sesquisextan, and analogously. 

Beginning once more: triple sesquialter, triple sesquitertian, triple 
sesquiquartan, triple sesquiquintan. 

I See 1. 19. 2 and the note, on the terms' antecedent' and' consequent.' 
1 That is, just as submultiple superpartient corresponds to multiple superpartient, so submu1tiple 

superbipartient (a subclass) answen to multiple superbipartient, etc. 
'Theon of Smyrna, p. 78, 23 ft. Hiller, defines this ratio. 
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Again: quadruple sesquialter, quadruple sesquitertian, quadruple 
sesquiquartan, quadruple sesquiquintan. 

Again: quintuple sesquialter, quintuple sesquitertian, quintuple 
sesquiquartan, quintuple sesquiquintan, and the forms analogous to 
these ad infinitum. Whatever number of times the greater contains 
the whole of the smaller, by this quantity the fust part of the ratio 
of the terms joined together in the multiple superparticular is named; 
and whatever may be the factor, in addition to the whole several times 
contained, that is, in the greater term, from this is named the second 
kind of ratio of which the multiple superparticular is compounded. 

Examples of it are these: 5 is the double sesquialter 1 of 2; 7 the 3 
double sesquitertian of 3; 9 the double sesquiquartan of 4; lIthe 
double sesquiquintan of 5. You will furthermore always produce them 
in regular order, in this fashion, by comparing with the successive even 
and odd numbers from 2 the odd numbers, exclusively, from 5, first 
with first, second with second, third with third, and the others each 
with the onc in the same position in the series. The successive terms 
beginning with 5 and differing by 5 will be without exception double 
sesquialters of all the successive even numbers from 2 on, when teons 
in the same position in the series are compared; and beginning with 
3, if all those with a difference of 3 be set forth, as 3, 6, 9, 12, IS, 18, 21, 
and in another series there be set forth those that differ by 7, to in
finity, as 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, and the greater be compared with the 
smaller, first to first, second to second, third to third, fourth to fourth, 
and so on, the second species will appear, the double sesquitertian, 
disposed in its proper order. 

Then again, to take a fresh start, if the simple series of quadruples 4 
be set forth, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28,32, and then there be placed beside 
it in another series the successive numbers beginning with 9, and in
creasing by 9, as 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54, we shall have revealed once 
more the multiple superparticular in a specific form, that is, the 
double sesquiquartan in its proper order; and anyone who desires 
can contrive this to an unlimited extent. 

The second kind begins with the triple sesquialter, such as 7 : 2, '4: 4, 5 
and in general the numbers that advance by steps of 7 compared with 
the even numbers in order from 2. Then once more, 10: 3 is the first 6 
triple sesquitertian, 20: 6 the second, and, in a word, the multiples 
of la in succession, compared with the successive triples. This indeed 

1 Because it contains 1 twice, plus I; i.e., is ll- X 2. 
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we can observe with greater exactitude and clearness in the table 
studied above, for in comparison with the first row the succeeding 
rows in order,' compared as whole rows, display the forms of the mul
tiple in regular order up to infinity when they are all compared in 
each case to the same first row; and when each row is compared to 
all those above it, in succession, the second row being taken as our 
starting point, all the forms of the superparticular are produced in 
their proper order; and if we start with the third row,' all of those 
beginning with the fifth that are odd in the series when they are com
pared with this same third row, and those following it, will show all 
the forms of the superpartient in proper order. In the case of the mul
tiple superparticular, the comparisons will have a natural order of their 
own if we start with the second row and compare the terms from the 
fifth, first to first, second to second, third to third, and so on, and then 
the terms of the seventh row to the third, those of the ninth to the 
fourth, and follow the corresponding order as far as we are able to go. 

7 It is plain that here too the smaller terms have names corresponding 
to the larger ones, with the prefix sub-, according to the nomenclature 
given them all. 

CHAPTER XXIII 

I The multiple superpartient' is the remaining relation of number. 
This, and the relation called by a corresponding name with the prefix 
sub-, exist when a number contains the whole of the number compared 
more than once (that is, twice, thrice, or any number of times) and 
certain parts of it, more than one, either two, three, or four, and so on, 

2 besides. These parts' are not halves, for the reasons mentioned above, 
but either thirds, fourths, or fifths, and so on. 

3 From what has already been said it is not hard to conceive of the 
• 

1 Referring to the table in chapter 19. the successive rows of which are multiples of the first 
(since this is simply the multiplication table). 

1 That is, the comparisons are to be 5th row with the Jd, 7th with the 4th, 9th with the 5th. 
etc. Hence we will have: 

5 10 IS 11 b" 
- - - - - = etc. - - super lpartient· 
3 6 9 I' • 

7 14:n If . . - = - = - = etc. = - su .... rtnpartlcnt· 4 8 12 I' r- , 

9 18 27 It d . . 
- = - - - - etc. = - survorqua npartient etc. 
S 10 IS I' .. ~ , 

* Theon's definition is found p. 19, 15 ft. Hiller. 
4 See 20. 2 above. 
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varieties of this relation, for they are differentiated in the same way 
as, and consistently with, those that precede, double superbipartient, 
double supertripartient, double superquadripartient, and so on. For 
example, 8 is the double superbipartient of J, 16 of 6, and in general 
the numbers beginning with 8 and differing by 8 are double super
bipartients of those beginning with J and differing by J, when those 
in corresponding places in the series are compared, and in the case of 
the other varieties one could ascertain their proper sequence by fol
lowing out what has already been said. In this case, too, we must 
conceive that the nomenclature of the number compared goes along 
and suffers corresponding changes, with the addition of the prefix sub-. 

Thus we come to the end of our speculation upon the ten arithmetical 4 

relations for a first Introduction. There is, however, a method I 

very exact and necessary for all discussion of the nature of the 
universe which very clearly and indisputably presents to us the 
fact that that which is fair and limited, and which subjects itself 
to knowledge,2 is naturally prior to the unlimited, incomprehensible, 
and ugly, and furthermore that the parts and varieties of the infinite 

1 The principle about to be stated is that of the 'three rules' (Cantor, op. dJ., vol. I, p. 431; 

Nesselmann, op. tit., p. (98 ), by follo\\ing which, starting from three equal terms, other sets of 
three in different ratios may he derived, and by the reversal of which any proportion in three terms 
mar be reduced to the original equality. The present purpose is to show that equality is more 
elementary than any form of inequality as measured by ratios (cl. n. 1. I ) , and it foll ows for 
Kicomachus as a Pythagorean that what is true of numbers is also true of the universe, and that 
'equality' and 'sameness' are therefore elements and principles. The proposition was undoubt· 
edly not original with Nicomachus, for its history can be tracl'<i back several centuries. In Theon 
of Smyrna (p. 107. 24 Hiller) it is given on the authority of Adrastus, a Peripatetic, whose date 
is stated in the Pauly-Wissowa encyclop:edia to be the middle of the second century A.D. 

E. Hiller (Rhd'l. MIIS., .... 01. x...XVI, pp. 581 fr. ) has sho\\'D that the book of Adrastus which Theon 
is probably quoting is his commentary on Plato's Timaeus. It is further probable from the con· 
text of Theon that Eratosthenes (ca. 276-194 s.c.) knew the 'three rules.' He is there cited in 
these words: " So we sball take three magnitudes and the proportion residing in them and change 
the terms, and we sha.ll show that all ma.thematics is made up of the proportion of quantities and 
that their source and element are the principle of the proportion " (> .. afjilrrn a~ Tp(a JA.rtl8" KtJ.! 

TlI~ I~ TOVTOIt dJftJ.Xo")'ttJ. .. KI~O~" TOVI IJPOI.II Kal afl~pf" /Jr • .,..,h-Ta "TA I .. TO" ~tJ.8~1'41T'" i! 
dN)"O')'(af .,..oo"w" Tt""''' ITV)'KfITal 1I"tJ.! tITTI" aVrw" dpxll 1I"tJ.i. tl'TOIXfio" iJ Tijf dN)"o")'la' 'l'lItru) , 
Another citation of Eratosthenes (Theon, p. 82, 22 a. ) informs us that the 'principle (ot>lItru) of the 
proportion' is ratio, which should be taken into consideration in connection with the l\tatements 
above. Theon immediately adds, after the passage first cited , 'Dut Etatosthenes says t.bat he 
will omit the demonstrations' (TAJ ai dnllli!m 0 id .. 'EPtJ.TOO"8il'1/f 1>7J(f! .,..aPtJ."'A~I+n.) , and 
proceeds to give the 'three rules' as stated by Adrastus. Eratosthenes's reference to 'three mag
nitudes' and 'changing the terms,' however, seems, especially in view of the context of Theon, 
to apply to nothing else than the 'three rules,' and it must be inferred from his own statement that 
be would 'omit the demonstratio~s,' that the latter were familiar to him. E. Hiller (Philologus, 
\"0 1. XXX, pp. 60 fi.) has shown that this quotation of Eratosthenes is probably taken from hi! 
llXtJ.T ..... ,lI"llf, and that this, like the book of Adrastus, was a commentary on the Timacus. 

I CL I. 2. S. 
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and unlimited are given shape and boundaries by the former, and 
through it attain to their fitting order and sequence, and like objects 
brought beneath some seal I or measure all gain a share of likeness to 
it and similarity of name when they fall under its influence. For thus 
it is reasonable that the rational part of the soul will be the agent which 
puts in order the irrational part, and passion and appetite, which 
find their places in the two forms of inequality, will be regulated by 
the reasoning faculty as though by a kind of equality and sameness. 

5 And from this equalizing process there will properly result for us the 
so-called ethical virtues,2 sobriety, courage, gentleness, self-control, 
fortitude, and the like. 

6 Let us then consider the nature of the principle that pertains to 
these universal matters. It is capable of proving that all the complex 
species of inequality and the varieties of these species are produced 
out of equality, first and alone, as from a mother and root. 

7 Let there be given us equal numbers in three terms, first, units, 
then two's in another group of three, then three's, next four's, five's, 
and so on as far as you like. For them, as the setting forth of these 
terms has come about by a divine, and not human, contrivance, nay, 
by Nature herself, multiples will first be produced, and among these 
the double will lead the way, the triple after the double, the quadruple 
next, and then the quintuple, and, following the order we have pre
viously recognized, ad infinitum; second, the superparticular, ~nd 
here again the first form, the sesquialter, will lead, and the next after 
it, the sesquitertian, will follow, and after them the next in order, 
the sesquiquartan, the sesquiquintan, the sesquisextan, and so on ad 
infinitum; third, the superpartient, which once more the superbipar
tient will lead, the supertripartient will follow immediately upon it, 

1 Whatever is absolutely indeterminate can never remain the same or even retain the same 
name even for an instant; for then it would be determined. Objects of this sort are to be looked 
for among the material things mentioned in I. 1.3. When they are impressed with form, they are 
no longer indeterminate but determined thereby; they remain like themselves and like their pat
tern, the ideal form, from one moment to the next, and can be called by the same name from time 
to time ('partake of likeness and similarity of name') . As Nicomachus points out above (l. t.:I 
- 2. 1) it is only by virtue of the form with which they are impressed and not of themselves that 
such things have any existence and appellation; both their being and their name are those of the 
forms and not their own. 

t Aristotle gives sobriety ((fIA~POrU"1) as the mean in matters concerning pleasure and pain with 
licentiousness (Ih:o>,,~(f~) as the excess and no extreme to match it on the side of deficiency (ElII. 
Nic. , 1107 b 4 ff.). Courage (1l.liptlQ) he caUs the mean between fear and recklessness, #{JOf 
and Sd.p"." (ibid., II07 a 33) . Gentleness (rpaoT'1f; the extremes OP"l'c>"Or'1f . Mn'1(fl~) ; see 
ibid., lIoB a 4 H.; self<ontrol and patience (l1'.lrpliTn~, _PT~pla.) are discussed together, ibid., 
1145 b 8 if. 
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and then will come the superquadripartient, the superquintipartient,t 
and according to the foregoing as far as one may proceed. 

Now you must have certain rules, like invariable and inviolable 8 
natural laws, following which the whole aforesaid advance and progress 
from equality may go on without failure. These are the directions: 2 

Make the first equal to the first, the second equal to the sum of the 
first and second, and the third to the sum of the first, twice the second, 
and the third. For if you fashion according to these rules you would 
get first all the forms of the multiple in order out of the three given 
terms of the equality, as it were, sprouting and growing without your 
paying any heed or offering any aid. From equality you will first' 
get the double; from the double the triple, from the triple succes
sively the quadruple, and from this the quintuple in due order, and so 
on. From these same multiples in their regular order, reversed, there 9 
are immediately produced by a sort of natural necessity through the 
agency of the same three rules the superparticulars, and these not as 
it chances and irregularly but in their proper sequence; for from the 
first," the double, reversed, comes the first, the sesquialter, and from 
the second, the triple, the second in this class, the sesquitertian; then 
the sesquiquartan from the quadruple, and in general each one from 
the one of similar name. And with a fresh start, if the superparticulars 10 

are set forth in the order of their production, but with terms reversed, 
the superpartients, which naturally follow them, are brought to light, 

I ,ud fVev, 1'6 Iff'fttI'To,lMpir (p. 66, 14 Hoche) is omitted by Cooex G. 
! As stated by Theon of Smyma, p. l07. 24 tr., Adrastus thus formulatM. the rule: "Given 

three terms in any proportion, if three others be taken formed from thl'SC, the tirst equal to the 
first, the second equal to the sum of the first and sc<ond, and the third the sum of the first, twice 
the !'oecond and the third , those thus taken will again be proportional." Algebraically this method 
obtains (rom a, ar, ar2 the series, a, 0(1 + r), a(1 + r)l. All of the remaining results of this 
chapter are included in this formula. The examples given by Theon start with thne equal 
tenns, as here. 

I The results thus produced will be: 
, , , equality , , 4 doubles , 3 9 triples , 4 ,6 quadruples , 5 '5 quintuples, etc. 

Theon gives like results. 
t Theon includes this process in his discussion; its results are as follows: 

4 2 I, doubles re\·er.>ed, giving 4 6 9, sesquialters 
9 3 t, triples reversed, giving 9 IJ 16, sesquitertians 

16 4 I, quadruples reversM, giving 16 20 2S, sesquiquartans 
2S S I, quintuples reversed, giving 2S 30 36, sesquiquintans, etc. 
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the superbipartient from the sesquialter,' the supertripartient from 
the sesquitertian, the superquadripartient from the sesquiquartan, and 

II so on ad infinitum. If, however, the superparticulars' are set forth 
with terms not in reverse but in direct order, there are produced 
through the three rules the multiple superparticulars, the double 
sesquialter out of the first, the sesquialter; the double sesquitertian 
from the second, the sesquitertian, the double sesquiquartan from the 

12 third, the sesquiquartan, and so on. From those produced by the 
reversal of the superparticular, that is, the superpartients, and from 
those produced without such reversal, the multiple superparticulars, 
there are once more produced, in the same way and by the same rules, 
both when the terms are in direct or reverse order, the numbers that 
show the remaining numerical relations. 

13 The following must suffice as illustrations of all that has been said 
hitherto, the production of these numbers and their sequence, and the 

14 use of direct and of reverse order. From the relation and proportion 
in terms of the sesquialter, reversed so as to begin with the largest 
term, there arises a relation in superpartient ratios, the superbipar
tient; and from it in direct order, beginning with the smallest term, 
a multiple superparticular relation, the double sesquialter. For ex
ample, from 9, 6, 4, we get either 9, 15, 25 or 4, 10, 25. From the 
relation in tenns of sesquitertians, beginning with the greatest term, 
is derived a superpartient, the supertripartient; beginning with the 
smallest term, a double sesquitertian. For example, from 16, 12, 9 
comes either 16, 28, 49 or 9,21,49. And from the relation in tenns of 
sesquiquartans, when it is arranged to begin with the largest term, is 
derived a superpartient, the superquadripartient; when it starts with 
the smallest term, a multiple superparticular, the double sesquiquin
tan; for instance, from 25, 20, 16 comes either 25, 45, 81 or 16, 36, 81. 

IS In the case of all these relations that are thus differentiated,' and 
1 Theon reports this matter as well. The results: 

Reversed superparticulars : 
9 6 4 (sesquialter) 

16 12 9 (sesquitertian) 
25 20 16 (sesquiquartan) 

t This gives the following results; 

Resulting superpartienu: 
9 15 25 (supelbipartient) 

16 28 49 (supertripartient) 
25 45 81 (superquadripartient), etc. 

Superparticulars; Multiple superparticulars: 
4 6 9 (sesquialter) 4 10 25 (double sesquialter) 
9 I2 16 (sesquitertian) 9 21 49 (double sesquitertian) 

16 20 2S (5e!iquiquartan) 16 36 81 (double sesquiquartan). 
I \\'hat Nicomachus meant by r«.:rwJo ... TI~Jo a,«tfuxlkwwJo. 'the contrasted ratios,' is shown 

by Iamblichus's commentary, which here has n~Jo r)..II..:r.:rop.iJowJo .:rXi.:rtwJo. They are the pairs of 
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of the one from which both of the differentiated ones are derived, 
the last term is always the same and a square; the first term becomes 
the smallest, and invariably the extremes are squares. 

Moreover the multiple superpartients and superpartients of other 16 

kinds are made to appear in yet another way out of the superpartients; 
for example, from the superbipartient relation arranged so as to be
gin with the smallest term comes the double superbipartient, but, 
arranged so as to start with the greatest, the superpartient ratio of 
8: 5. Thus from 9, IS, 25 comes either 9, 24,64 or 25, 40, 64. From 
the supertripartient, beginning with the smallest term, we have the 
double supertripartient, and, beginning with the largest, the ratio of 
II : 7. Thus, from 16, 28, 49 comes either 16,44, 121 or 49, 77, 121. 

Again, from the superquintipartient, as, for example, 25, 45, 81, be- 17 
ginning with the lesser term we derive the double superquintipartient 
in the terms 25,70,196, but beginning with the greater a superpartient 
again, the ratio of 14: 9, in the terms 81, 126, 196. And you will 
find the results analogous and in agreement with the foregoing in all 
successive cases to infinity.l 

ratios that may be derived from any given ratio by the application of the rules under discussion 
to the given ratio taken in direct and reversed order in turn, and it is because of the latter circum_ 
stance that they are called 'contrasted' (so Ast, Theol. Arilh., p. 268, disilmcJi.f et i,"" se opposi
lis, uno 1Iimjrum recta, aJkrll contre1'sa). In further illustration of the meaning the ratios men
tioned by the author may be examined; 
Orjginnl ralios : 

Direc.f ortkr, 4 6 9 9 " 16 ,6 '0 25 ; 
Rna'se order, 9 6 4 16 " 9 'S '0 ,6 . , 
Derived forms, 9 'S 'S ,6 ,8 49 'S 4S 8, . , 

4 '0 'S 9 " 49 ,6 36 8, 
Now whenever theM: derivative ratios are produced, (I) the last term, a square, is the same in each 
('5,49,81 in the scheme above); (,) the first term in the 61'5t derivative is the larger square of 
the original ratio, but in the second it is the smaller ('it changes from the larger to the smaller') ; 
(J) all the extreme terms are squares. 

I Certain of the MSS (See the critical note, p. 70, r 5 Hoche) here add : .. Moreover in all the 
given series the extremes are always squares; and the mean terms are derived from their sides 
multiplied together; and the first term of the generating ratio becomes the smaller term of the 
ratio generated. And in both the ratios generated the last and greater square is the same." 
This material was used by Ast to reconstruct the tut of section IS , which would then read much 
like the addition to the text just translated. In comparing the ratios given in the preceding note 
it may be observed that in 4, 6, 9. for example, the mean, 6, is 2 X 3 (the product of the sides of 
the squares 4 and 9) and the same is true of the rest. Then again the first tenn of 9.6.4 is the 
smallest of the series 9. IS, 25 derived from it, while the lint term of 4.6.9 is the smallest of the 
derivative series 4, 10. 2S. and so with the rest. 

I 
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CHAPTER I 

I An element is said to be, and is, the smallest thing which enters into 
the composition of an object and the least thing into which it can be 
analyzed. Letters, for example, are called the elements of literate 
speech, for out of them all articulate speech is composed and into them 
finally it is resolved. Sounds are the elements of all melody; for they 
are the beginning of its composition and into them it is resolved. 
The so-called four elements of the universe in general are simple 
bodies, fire, water, air, and earth j 1 for out of them in the first instance 
we account for the constitution of the universe, and into them finally 
we conceive of it as being resolved. 

We wish also to prove that equality is the elementary principle' 
of relative number; for of absolute number, number per se, unity 
and the dyad 3 are the most primitive elements, the least things out 
of which it is constructed, even to infinity, by which it has its growth, 

2 and with which its analysis into smaller terms comes to an end. We 
have, however, demonstrated that in the realm of inequality advance 
and increase have their origin in equality and go on to absolutely all 
the relations with a certain regularity through the operation of the 
three rules.' It remains, then, in order to make it an element in very 
truth, to prove that analyses also finally come to an end in equality. 
Let this then be considered our procedure. 

CHAPTER 11 

I Suppose then you are given three terms, in any relation whatsoever 
and in any ratio, whether multiple, superparticular, superpartient, or 
a compound of these, multiple superparticular or multiple superpar-

1 The ordinary list of elements for practically all Greek philosophy. These four were distin~ 
guished as primitive bodies in immemorial antiquity, but the morc scientific idea of them as ele
ments seems to have originated with Empedodes. On the matter see Burnet's summary, wed 
Philosophy, PaT' I, TluJles to PlaJo, p. 26. 

'See on T. 23.4. • er. Part T, pp. 99 ff. 'That is, those given in I. 13. 8. 
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tient, provided only that the mean term is seen to be in the same ratio 
to the lesser as the greater to the mean, and vice versa. Subtract 
always from the mean the lesser term, whether it be first or last in 
order, and set down the lesser term itself as the first term of your new 
series; then put as your second term what remains from the second 
after the subtraction; then after having subtracted the sum of the 
new first term and twice the new second term from the remaining num
ber - that is, the greater of the numbecs originally given you - make 
the remainder your third term, and the resulting numbers will be in 
some other ratio, naturally more primitive.1 And if again in the same 2 

way you subtract the remainder from these same terms,' it will be 
found that your three terms have passed back into three othecs more 
primitive, and you will find that this always takes place as a conse
quence, until they are reduced to equality, whence by every necessity 
it appeacs evident that equality is the elementary principle of relative 
quantity. 

There follows upon this speculation a most elegant principle, ex- 3 
tremely useful in its application to the Platonic psychogony 3 and 
the problem of all harmonic intervals; for in the Platonic passage we 
are frequently bidden, for the sake of the argument, to set up series 
of intervals of two, three, four, five, or an infinite number of sesquialter 
ratios, or two sesquitertians, sesquiquartans, sesquioctaves, or super
particulars of any kind whatsoever, and in each case three, four, or 
five of them, or as many as may be directed. It is reasonable that 4 

we should do this not in an unscientific, unintelligent fashion, it may 
be even blunderingly, but artistically, surely, and quickly, by the 
following procedure. 

CHAPTER m 
Every multiple will stand at the head' of as many superparticular 1 

ratios corresponding in name with itself as it itself chances to be re
moved from unity,!' and no more nor less under any circumstances. 

I This is because the process is the reverse of the former. Theon of Smyma, p. 110, 19 fI., 
gives this rule, taking it from Adrastus. 

1 For e:\ample, take 8, J2, 128 (quadruple series). The first term of the new series will be 8; 
the second will be J2 - 8 = 24; the third will be 128 - [(2 X 24) + 8l, or 72. This gives a 
triple series. Then !'oimilarly from 8, 24, 72 will be derived 8. 16, 32, the double series, and from 
the latter S, 8, 8, a series of equal terms. J See Plato, Tim4tus , 35 A ff. 

, -irr>j(l'fTIl' : That is, with reference to the table in section 4; 'will head a column.' 
• That i!'o, in the list of doubk"S (sec the table), 
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, The doubles, then, will produce 1 sesquialters, the first one, the 
second two, the third three, the fourth four, the fifth five, the sixth 
six, and neither more nor less, but by every necessity when the super· 
particulars that are generated attain the proper number, that is, when 
their number agrees with the multiples that have generated them, at 
that point by a divine device, as it were, there is found the number 
which terminates them all because it naturally is not divisible by 
that factor whereby the progression of the superparticular ratios 
went OD. 

From the triples all the sesquitertians will proceed, likewise equal 
in number to the number of the generating terms, and coming to an 
end, after the independence of their advance is lost, in numbers not 
divisible by 3. Similarly the sesquiquartans come from the quad
ruples, reaching a culmination after their independent progression in 
a number that is not divisible by 4. 

3 As an example, since doubles generate sesquialters corresponding 
to them in number,2 the first row of multiples 3 will be J, 2, 4, 8, 16, 
32, 64· Now since 2 is the first after unity, this will be the origin of 
one sesquialter only, 3, which number is not divisible by 2, so that 
another sesquialter might arise out of it. The first double, therefore, 
is productive of but one sesquialter, and the second, 4, of two. For 
it produces its own sesquialter, 6, and that of 6, 9, but there is none 
for 9 because it has no half. Eight, which is the third double, is father 
to three sesquialters j one its own, 12; the second, 18, the sesquialter 
of 12; and third, 27, that of 18 j there is no fourth one, however, be
cause of the general rule, for 27 is not divisible by 2. Sixteen, the 
fourth double, will stand at the head of four sesquialters, 24, 36, 54, 
and finally 81, so that they may of necessity be equal in number to 
what generated tbem; for 8, by its nature is not divisible by 2. And 
this, as you go on, you will find holds true in similar fashion to 
infinity. 

4 For the sake of illustration let there be set down the table of the 
doubles, thus: . 

1 .~~o,,~,: In the same sense that the even numbers 'produced' sesquialters by the process 
of I. 19. 2; but each double is here regarded as the source or producer not only of its own sesqui
alter, but al50 that of this sesquialter itself, and so on, as far as the ratio can be carried on in 
integen. 

1 The number of the multiple is of coune that of its order in the series of doubles, or triples, 
etc. 

I That is, doubles, the simplest subclass. 
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The double ratio in the breadth of the table 

I 2 4 8 16 32 64 
3 6 12 24 48 96 

The triple ratio along 
the hypotenuse 

9 18 36 72 144 The sesquialter ra-
27 54 

8, 
108 
162 
243 

CHAPTER IV 

216 tio in the depth 

324 of the table 
486 
729 

We must make a similar table in illustration of the triple: 

The triple ratio in the breadth 

I 3 9 27 8, 243 729 
4 12 36 108 324 97 2 

The quadruple 16 48 144 43 2 1296 The • sesqUlter-
ratio the 64 576 '728 • ratio • on '92 tlan ID 

hypotenuse 256 768 230 4 the depth 
1024 30 72 

40 96 

I 

In the foregoing table we sball observe that in the same way the 
first triple, 3, stands at the head of but one sesquitertian ratio, 4, its own 
sesquitertian, which immediately shuts off the development of another 
like it; for 4 is not divisible by 3, and hence will not have a sesquiter
tian. The second triple is 9, and hence will begin a series of only two 
sesquitertian ratios, 12, its own, and 16, that of 1:2 j but 16 cuts off 
further progress, for it is not divisible by 3 and hence will not have a 
sesquitertian. Next in order is the triple 27, three times removed 2 

from I, for the triples progress thus: 1,3,9,27. Therefore this number 
will stand at the head of three sesquitertian ratios and no more. The 
first is its own, 36; the second the sesquitertian of 36, 48; the third 
that of the last, 64, and this no longer has a third part and therefore 
will not admit of a sesquitertian. The fourth leads a series of four ses
quitertians and the fifth, of course, five. 

Such, then, is the illustration; and for the other multiples let the 3 
manner of your tables be the same. Observe that likewise here, as 
we found to be true in our previous discussion, Nature shows us that 
the doubles are more nearly original than the triples, the triples than 
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the quadruples, these latter than the quintuples, and so on throughout. 
For the highest rows of figures, across the breadth of the tables, if 
they are doubles, will have doubles lying parallel to them, and the 
numbers lying diagonally, on the hypotenuse, will be of the next 
succeeding variety, greater by I, that is, triples, seen also in a series of 
parallel lines. If, however, there are triples across the breadth, the 
diagonals will by all means be quadruples; if the former are quadruples, 
then the latter are quintuples, and so forth. 

CHAPTER V 

I It remains, after we have explained what other ratios are produced 
by combination of ratios, to pass on to the succeeding topics of the 
Introduction. 

• Now the first two ratios of the superparticular, combined, produce 
the first ratio of the multiple, namely, the double; for every double 
is a combination of sesquialter and sesquitertian, and every sesquialter 
and sesquitertian I combined will invariably produce a double. 

For example,! since 3 is the sesquialter of 2, and 4 the sesquitertian 
of 3, 4 will be the double of 2, and is a combination of sesquialter and 
sesquitertian. Again, as 6 is the double of 3, we shall find between 
them some number 3 that will of necessity preserve the sesquitertian 
ratio to the one and the sesquialter to the other; and indeed 4, lying 
between 6 and 3, gives the sesquitertian ratio to 3 and the sesquialter 
to 6. 

3 It was rightly said, then, that the double, when resolved, is resolved 
into the sesquialter and the sesquitertian, and that when sesquialter 
and sesquitertian are combined there arises the double, and that the 
first two forms of the superparticular combined make the first form of 
the multiple. 

I That is, when the last term of the first is the same as the first term of the second ratio; for 

given the general formula for the sesquialter, a + a. then the sesquitertian of the second term, , 
11 + a + a + ~ = :2 a, is the double of the first term; or, more simply,~ . . ! = 2, 

:2 3 6 :2 3 
I Some of the MSS diagrammatically illustrate thus: 

2 3 • 
sesquialter 

double 

I That is, given (l and l a, in double ratio, f X a - t X :3 Cl. 
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But again, to take another start, this first form of the multiple which 4 

has thus been produced, together with the first form of the superpar
ticular,1 will produce the next form of the same class, that is, the second 
multiple, the triple; for from every multiple and sesquialter combined 
a triple of necessity arises. For example,' as the double of 6 is 12, and 
the sesquialter of this is 18, then immediately 18 is the triple of 6; 
and to take another method, if I do not care to make 12 the mean term, 
but rather 9, the sesquialter of 6, the same result will come about, 
without deviation and harmoniously; for while 18 is the double of 
9 it will preserve the triple ratio to 6. Hence from the sesquialter and 
the double, the first forms of the superparticular and the multiple, 
there arises by combination the second form of the multiple, the triple, 
and into them it is always resolved. For look you; 6, which is the 5 
triple of 2, will have a mean term 3, which will exhibit two ratios, the 
sesquialter with regard to 2, and the double ratio of 6 to itself. 

But if this triple ratio,' likewise, the second form of the multiple, is 

1 The sesquialter. 
J Diagrams given in the MSS: 

6 12 
double 

triple 

9 
sesquialter 

triple 

• Diagram from the MSS: 

3 
triple 

quadruple 

5 
quintuple 

18 
8e'JQ.uialter These principles may also be 

demonstrated in general terms; 

double 

9 

quadruple 

16 

quintuple 

25 

sextuple 

18 
orm; m+7; 2(m+;)- 3'", 

or, arithmetically, J . l ,.. 3. , , 

12 (or, J. 4. Il) 
5eaquitertian 

20 (or, 4. s. 20) 
sesquiquartan 

30 (or, 5.6, lO) 
Itrl!quiquintan 

Algebraic statements of tbe matter above: 

(a) m,Jm;(3m+J3m)- .. ffJ, 
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combined with the sesquitertian, which is the second form of the super
particular, there would be produced from them the next fonn of the 
multiple, namely, the quadruple, and this also will of necessity be re
solved into them after the same fashion as the cases previously set 
forth; and the quadruple, taking into combination the sesquiquartan, 
will make the quintuple, and, once more, the latter with the sesqui
quintan will make the sextuple, and so on to the end. Thus the multi
ples in regular order from the beginning with the superparticulars in 
regular order from the beginning will be found to produce the next 
larger multiples. For the double with the sesquialter makes the triple, 
the triple with the sesquitertian the quadruple, the quadruple with 
the sesquiquartan the quintuple, and as far as you wish to proceed no 
contrary result will appear. 

CHAPTER VI 

1 Up to this point then we have sufficiently discussed relative number, 
by a process of selection measuring out what is easily comprehended 
and appropriate to the nature of the matters thus far introduced. 
Whatever remains to be said on this topic will be filled in after we have 
put it aside and have first discussed certain subjects which involve 
a more serviceable inquiry, having to do with the properties of 

:: absolute nwnber, not relative. For mathematical speculations 1 are 
always to be interlocked and to be explained one by means of another .. 
The subjects which we must first survey and observe are concerned with 
linear, plane, and solid numbers, cubical and spherical, equilateral 
and scalene, 'bricks,' 'beams,' 'wedges,' and the like, the tradition 
concerning which, to be sure, since they are more closely related to! 
magnitude, is properly given in the Geometrical I ntroductWn.' Yet 

. +m.( +3",) Of,"'. m 3' Jm --:3" -4 m. 

(b) m; 4"'; (4m+\"')-5"" 
. +m.( +4",) Of, m. m '4' 4 m '"4 ... 5 m. 

(c) m;sm;(sm+ S
s
"')=6m, 

Of, m; m + ~; (5 m + Ss"') = 6 m. 

1 Boethius, II. -4: AmaI (!nim quodammodo moJheseos spuuJaJio altuM probaJicmm ,aJion~ 
. . 'Cf constJlUJ. . p. 79 . 
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the germs of these ideas are taken over into arithmetic, as the science I 

which is the mother of geometry and more elementary than it. For . 
we recall that a short time ago we saw that arithmetic abolishes the 
other sciences with itself,' but is not abolished by them, and conversely 
is of necessity implied by them but does not itself imply them. 

First, however, we must recognize that each letter by which we in- 2 

dicate a number, such as iota, the sign for 10, kappa for 20, and omega 
for Boo, designates that number by man's convention and agreement, 
not by nature. On the other hand, the natural, unartificial, and there- \ 
fore simplest indication of numbers would be the setting forth one 
beside the other of the units contained in each. For example, the 
writing of one unit by means of one alpha will be the sign for I; two 
units side by side, that is, a series of two alphas, will be the sign for 
2; when three are put in a line it will be the character for 3, four in a 
line for 4, five for 5, and so on. For by means of such a notation and 
indication alone could the schematic arrangement of the plane and 
solid numbers mentioned be made clear and evident, thus: 

The number I, a 
The number 2, a a 
The number 3, a a 0. 

The number 4, a a 0. 0. 

The number S, a a. a. a. a. 

and further in similar fashion. 
Unity, then, occupying the place and character of a point, will be 3 

the beginning of intervals and of numbers, but not itself an interval 
or a nurnber,2 just as the point is the beginning of a line, or an interval, 
but is not itself line or interval.' Indeed, when a point is added to a 
point, it makes no increase, for when an non-dimensional thing is added 
to another non-dimensional thing, it "'''ill not thereby have dimension; 
just as if one should examine the sum of nothing added to nothing, 

1 Cl. T. 4. 2-5. I See p. II6. 
I With this passage should be compared Theon of Smyma, p. 81, 6 fr., where 'interval' ("14i

G'T1I'-') is defmed: '''Inlerval' and 'ratio' ().,ryor) are different; for 'interval' is that which is be
tween homogeneous unequal terms, 'ratio' merely the relation of homogeneous terms to onc an
other. Wherefore there is in the case of equal terms no interval between, but there is one and the 
same ratio, that of equality; whereas in the case of unequals. there is one and the same interval 
from each to each, but a different and opposite ratio of each to each. For example, there is one 
and the same interval from 2 to I and from I to 2, but a different ratio; 2 : I is a double ratio and 
I : 2 is one half." He then quotes Eratosthenes on the subject. This will explain what is said 
below as to intervals in connection with the relation of equality. 
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which makes nothing. We saw 1 a similar thing also in the case of 
equality among the relatives; for a proportion is preserved - as the 
first is to the second, so the second is to the third - but no interval 
is generated in the relation of the extremes to each other, as there is 
in all the other relations with the exception of equality. In exactly 
the same way 2 unity alone out of all number, when it multiplies itself, 
produces nothing greater than itself. 

Unity, therefore, is non-dimensional and elementary, and dimension 
first is found and seen in 2, then in 3, then in 4, and in succession in 
the following numbers; for' dimension' is that which is conceived of 
as between two limits. 

The first dimension is called' line,' for' line' is that which is extended 
in one direction. Two dimensions are called 'surface,' for a 'surface' 
is that which is extended in two directions. Three djmensions are 
called 'solid,' for a 'solid' is that which is extended in three directions, 
and it is by no means possible to conceive 3 of a solid which has more 
than three dimensions, depth, breadth, and length. By these are de
fined the six directions which are said to exist in connection with every 
body and by which motions in space are distinguished, forward, back
ward,' up, down, right and left; for of necessity two directions opposite 
to each other follow upon each dimension, up and down upon one, for
ward and backward upon the second, and right and left upon the third. 

I The reference is the series of equal numbers employed in I. 13. 7 If. In the series I, I, I; 

2, 2, 2, etc., the ratio is the same between any pair of terms; the extremes have the same ratio 
as the means; that is, they are all equal, so there is no interval between the extremes. 

t The Neo-Pytbagoreans commonly used this fact to substantiate their identification of the 
monad with God. Like God the monad is immutable and eternal (e.g., Chalcidius, Com",. in 
Tim., c. 39: sola inconcl4sso jure est alque il1 statu suo pers~eral; semper eade", ... immwabilis, 
et sil1gularitas semper). The name monad they derived from 'remain' (,wo..d.r, piwu,) because 
the monad 'remains' the same under these conditions (cL T1Jecl. Arilh., p. 3 Ast; Iamblichus In 
Nic ., p. 11, 24 f.; Theon, p. 19, 1)· See also 11.17· 4 below. 

I Philo Judaeus, De Deca/olo, 7, also states that there can be only three dimensions (rX,{ovr 

~4p Tp'''. a'GI''',d'''flf oll.t I-y/.,."",o) . 
'The six categories of relative position (and motion) also were frequently cited in Neo-Py

thagorean arguments; the topic was, moreover, invested with greater significance from the fact 
that Plato employed it, in close connection with the varieties of motion, in Timaeus, 43 B. Add
ing rotation, Plato mentions seven varieties of motion, ibid., 34 A (cf. 40 A- B), and 10 (not all 
spatial however) in Laws, B94 c. The Neo-Pythagoreans regarded it significant of the peculiar 
virtues of 6, therefore, that there should be six 'so-<:alled spatial positions' (Theol. Anth., p. 36 
Ast, ell Af")'cS~"1 "'''',IlGTt.ta.1 np'D',d"'flf; cf. also Philo, ug. Alle,., I. 2; (Plut.) Eflit., Ill. 
15,10 = Do%og. Graec., 380, 24 i M . Capella, VII, 136, who adds that the seventh, circular mo
tion, is eternal). Many of them similarly used the group of seven motions in praise of the num
ber 7 (e.g., Anatolius, ap. Theol. Ari/h., p. 42 Ast; Lydus, De Mem., 11, 11; Philo, De Mw. Op., 
41, and ug. Alltg., I. 4; Macrobius, Comm. i,. So",,. . Sdp., I. 6. 81). Nicomacbus, then, is 
using a topic very frequently employed. 
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The statement, also, as it happens, can be made conversely thus: 5 
If a thing is solid, it has by all means three dimensions, length, depth 
and breadth; and conversely, if it has the three dimensions, it is al
ways a solid, and nothing else. 

That which has but two dimensions, therefore, will not be a solid, 6 

but a surface, for the latter admits of but two dimensions. Here too 
it is possible similarly to reverse the statement; directly stated, a 
surface is that which has two dimensions, and conversely, that which 
has two dimensions is always a surface. 

The surface, then, is exceeded by the solid by one dimension, and the 7 
line is exceeded by the surface by one, for the line is that which is 
extended I in but one direction and has only one dimension, and it 
falls short of the solid by two dimensions. The point falls short of 
the latter by one dimension, and hence it has already been stated that 
it is non-dimensional, since it falls short of the solid by three dimen
sions, of the surface by two, and of the line by one. 

CHAPTER VII 

The point, then, is the beginning of dimension, but not itself a I 

dimension, and likewise the beginning of a line, but not itself a line; 
the line is the beginning of surface, but not surface; and the begin
ning of the two-dimensional, but not itself extended in two directions. 
Naturally, too, surface is the beginning' of body, but not itself body, 2 

and likewise the beginning of the three-dimensional, but not itself 
extended in three directions. 

Exactly the same in numbers, unity is the beginning of all number 3 " 
that advances unit by unit in one direction; linear number is the be
ginning of plane number, which spreads out like a plane in one more 
dimension j and plane number is the beginning of solid number, 
which possesses a depth 3 in the third dimension, besides the original 
ones. To illustrate and classify, linear numbers are all those which 
begin with 2 and advance by the addition of I in one and the same 

I f'~ a,IW'I'ClT'OJ' is translat~ 'that which is extended '; llui~",,,,,,,, is here translated by 'di
mension,' though in a general sense it might be rendered 'extension.' a,der'!""crlf is used as a 
synonym (or !lilt.,.,,,,,,,,. 

I These statements are paralleled in Photius's report of a Lifl of PylMIOfIH (Codtz 249. 
p. 249 a, 19 Dekk.) . 

• Cf. Plato, Timaeus, S3 c: T6 oJl Toii .rW,l4GTOf doJor '1'41' KIIoI Pd."'f tXfl. 
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dimension; and plane numbers are those 1 that begin with 3 as their 
most elementary root and proceed through the next succeeding num
bers. They receive their names also in the same order; for there are 
first the triangles, then the squares, the pentagons after these, then 
the hexagons, the heptagons, and so on indefinitely, and, as we said, 
they are named after the successive numbers beginning with 3. 

4 The triangle, therefore, is found to be the most original and elemen
tary form of the plane number. This we can see from the fact that, 
among plane figures,' graphically represented, if lines are drawn from 
the angles to the centers each rectilinear figure will by all means be 
resolved into as many triangles as it has sides; but the triangle itself, 
if treated like the rest, will not change into anything else but itself. 

1 Nicomachus, here and in the following chapters, adopts the broadest view of what consti
tutes the class of plane numbers. Not all the ancients agreed witb bim; Euclid. in Ekmellir, 
VII, De!. 17. defines the plane number as we should, as that which is produced when two numbers 
multiply each other, the multiplier and multiplicand being its sides (,snp II~ ,,,:.0 dp18~1 .. oXX,,-
.. Xa.crL4ITcr.,.Tfr oiX).,P.OVf rOIw,,1 TI"", & 'Yt"s,1oI00~ Irlrtllof JtAXriTclI, rXfupa.1 IIj cr.!!Tou ol roU""XCW'I

",,)'TU 4)..).~AoIIf d",8I1DO. and Theon of Smyma twice defines them similarly {p. 31 , 9 Hiller, 
&r01 k& 1160 dpl8l'w, roUca r).llVllito)'TlIU; p. 36. 5. ol (liX'" .. oU.a. .. )._,«t6~_ hrlrellol) . Tb. . 
Martin clearly explains the difference between this application of the term and its more com
prehensive use by Nicomachus: "En diet, les nombres rectangles et carres expriment la 
mesure des surfaces, et les nombres parallelipipldes rectangles et cubiques expriment la mesure 
des solides. Au contraire, les nombres triangles, pentagones, hexagones, etc., de m~me que lea 
nombres tHraedres, pentaedres, hexa.b:lres, etc., n'expriment rien qu'une disposition imaginaire 
des unites dans l'espace" (ChapUru IX' d XX, du Livre Second de 1'],JI,oduction ArilhmltiqU4 
de Nicomaque de Gtrase, Rome, I8S8, p . ,). 

In spite of his definition, Thron of Smyrna lists triangular and other polygonal numbers, like 
Nicomachus, and consequently must have known and shared to a certain extent Nicomachus's 
conception of them, whether or not he was aware of any inconsistency; and that this conception 
was somewhat generally current is shown by its appearance in the works of Philo Judaeus (see 
p . . 32)' Further, it may be noted that this notion of the polygonals is found in Diophantus 
when (De Polygonis NIlmn1.s, vot. I, p. 450, 3 Tannery) he remarks that " each of the numbers 
beginning with the triad and increasing by unity is a polygonal number in the fint degue from the 
monad, and has as many angles as the number of units in it, and its side is the next number after 
the monad, 2" (hcurT"f T~J' cb'~ Tilf TpId!", d.p'eJl>~' "v~~"'"" po"!' "'''>'VyColMlr iITTI rp;"'"" d.·KO 
Tilt po,d!"r, 1C,,1 tXft ')'W,l"f r"O'''IfT''! &ro" i"""//f T~ r>..ij80r 1"~" h aVT~ po..toJCoI"· r>.nlpd. 1"f ctVT"G 
IITrt .. ~ I~ilr Tilr ,l'Qv4oJos d.p'flpiJr, 6 (f). From Nicomachus's point of vie ..... , evidently, the same 
number could be called linear, plane, or solid, according to the assumed arrangement of its 
component monads. 

2 Nicomachus here agrees with Plato, Timaeus, 53 c ff., in declaring the triangle to be the 
fundamental form of the plane surface. Plato in the passage cited uses the principle further 
to explain the forms of the minutest particles of the four elements. He agrees with Nicomachus 
in stating that all plane surfaces may be reduced to triangles (Timaeu.'J, 53 c, f, ~j 6p8~ l"11r bn
.. ioJou fjdO'fllX IIC l"p,,),rJ,,,",, ITU..IITT'In) , but with reference to the subdivision of the triangle 
itself, he points out that each may be reduced by dropping a perpendicular from the apex (in. 
stead of drawing lines to the center, according to Nicomachus) 10 two elementary forms, the 
right· angled scalene or the rigbt·angled isosceles. Cf. also T~ologumena Arithnwticae, p. 18, 
Ast, and H. 12. S below. 
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Hence the triangle is elementary among these figures; for everything 
else is resolved into it , but it into nothing else. From it the others 
likewise would be constituted, but it from no other. It is therefore 
the element of the others, and has itself no element. Likewise, as 5 
the argument proceeds in the realm of numerical forms, it will confirm 
this statement. 

CHAPTER VIII 

Now a triangular number is one which, when it is analyzed into [ 
units, shapes into triangular form the equilateral placement of its 
parts in a plane. 3, 6, 10, IS, 21, 28, and so on, are examples of it; 
for their regular formations, expressed graphically, will be at once 
triangular and equilateral. As you advance you will find that such 
a numerical series as far as you like takes the triangular form, if you 
put as the most elementary form the one that arises from unity, so 
that unity may appear to be potentially a triangle,' and 3 the first 
actually. 

Their sides will increase by the successive numbers, for the side of • 
the one potentially first is unity; that of the one actually first , that 
is, 3, is 2; that of 6, which is actually second, 3; that of the third, 4 ; 
the fourth, 5; the fifth, 6; and so on. 

The triangular number is produced 2 from the natural series of num- 3 
ber set forth in a line, and by the continued addition of successive 
tenns, one by one, from the beginning j for by the successive combi
nations and additions of another term to the sum, the triangular num
bers in regular order are completed. For example, from this natural 
series, I, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, Il, 12, 13, 14, IS, I take the first term 
and have the triangular number which is potentially first, I, £; then 
adding the next term I get the triangle actually first, for 2 plus I equals 
3. In its graphic representation it is thus made up: Two units, 
side by side, are set beneath one unit, and the number three is made 

1 This is again the distinction between potential and actual, and according also to Theon, 
p. 33 , 5. the monad is the first potentially triangular number. On what potentiality might be 
concei\,ed to mean in this case, d . Boethius, 11 . 8 : Nom si CllrfClorum mal" tsl ,.umerIWu", (s(: . 
""itas), qukquid ill his quae ab ea na.scunlur "umeriJ i~ilu, 1UUJJe eJt tU ipJa IWturaIi quadam 
pole.state ctmtilJl!aJ . 

'Theon of Smyrna, p. 32,22 fr., notes this mdhod of generating triangular numbers. Cf. also 
Johanne! P~iasimus, Geomtt,ia, in Ne~ Jah,b . f. Phil. u. Patd ., vol. XCII, 1865 , pp. 366 ff. 
(f. 40 a of the Munich MS there cited). 
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a triangle: 1.\ Then when next after these the following number, 
£!::. 

3, is added, simplified into units, and joined to the former, it gives 6, 
the second triangle in actuality, and furthermore, it graphically repre-

sents this number: .. G. .. Again, the number that naturally follows, 
••• 

4, added in and set down below the former, reduced to units, gives 
the one in order next after the aforesaid, 10, and takes a triangular 

• 
form: •• 5, after this, then 6, then 7, and all the numbers in 

• • • 
Cl IS a. a. 

order, are added, so that regularly the sides of each triangle will consist 
of as many Dumbers 1 as have been added from the natural series to 
produce it: 

• 
• • • 

• • • • •• • • • •• a a. a. .. 

• • • .. .. a .. Cl Cl ...... 

.. a III .. .... "a. c .. Go a .... 
•• a.a.a. Aa.a. •• a .. a « a. " .. 

SrnE 5 SrnE 6 SIDE 1 

CHAPTER IX 

I The square is the next number' after this, which shows us no longer 
3, like the former, but 4, angles in its graphic representation, but is 
none the less equilateral. Take, for example, 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 
64, 81, 100 j for the representations of these numbers are equilateral, 
square figures, as here shown; and it will be similar as far as you wish 
to go: 

I 

r.;-] 
~ 

4 

• •• 
• •• 
• •• 

9 

" • a « 
a. CL Cl. Go .. 

a.«aCla 
G.1IG.a 

411&"11 
41laQ. 

G. a. a. a. 
a Cl. Cl Cl 0. 

Cl G.a.a a. 

16 25 

2 It is true of these numbers, as it was also of the preceding, that the 
advance in their sides progresses with the natural series. The side 

I Theon of Smyrna, p. 37. 13 11., states that the units in the sides will equal the last number 
addod. 

'This number is treated by Theon or Smyrna (pp. 26, 14; 28,3; 34. I i 39.10), who repeals 
himself several times. 
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of the square potentially first, 1, is 1; that of 4, the first in actuality, 
2; that of 9, actually the second, 3; that of 16, the next, actually 
the third, 4; that of the fourth, 5; of the fifth, 6, and so on in general 3 
with all that follow. 

This numher also is produced 1 if the natural series is extended 
in. a line, increasing by It and , no longer the successive numbers 
are added to the numbers in order, as was shown before, but rather 
all those in alternate places, that is, the odd numhers. For the first, 
1, is potentially the first square; the second, 1 plus 3, is the first in 
actuality; the third, 1 plus 3 plus 5, is the second in actuality; the 
fourth, 1 plus 3 plus 5 plus 7, is the third in actuality; the next is 
produced by adding 9 to the former numbers, the next by the addi
tion of I I, and so on. 

In these cases, also, it is a fact that the side of each consists of as 4 

many units as there are numhers taken into the slim to produce it.' 

CHAPTER X 

The pentagonal number is one which likewise upon its resolution I 

into units and depiction as a plane figure assumes the form of an equi
lateral pentagon. I, 5, 12, 22, 35, 51, 70, and analogous numbers are 
examples. Each side of the first actual pentagon, 5, is 2, for 1 is the 2 

side of the pentagon potentially first, ,; 3 is the side of 12, the second 
of those listed; 4, that of the next, 22; 5, that of the next in order, 35, 
and 6 of the succeeding one, SI, and so on. In general the side con
tains as many units as are the numbers that have been added to
gether to produce the pentagon, chosen out of the natural arithmetical 
series set forth in a row. For in a like and similar manner, there are 
added together to produce the pentagonal numbers 3 the terms hegin
ning with I to any extent whatever that are two places apart, that is, 
those that have a difference of 3. 

1 Cf. Theon of Smyrna, U. cc. He adds the obvious generation of squares by multiplying num
bers by themselves (implied by Nicomachus, n. t8. 3) , and adds that the squares are alternately 
odd and even (p. 34, 3)' The method of Nicomachus was known to the old Pythagoreans; cf. 
Aristotle, Phyt., Ill. 4. and Cantor, op. cif., vol. I, p. 160. 

2 So in the first square, I, the side is 1 and only one term is taken to produce it. In the sec· 
ond, 4, the side is 1 and two terms are taken to produce it (I + 3) ' Generallr, the algebraic sum 

f • , 01,3, 5 ... tontermS lsn. 
, Cf. Theon of Sm},ma, pp. 34. If and 39, 14, on the derivation of pentagonals. 

Coogk 0.", ••• 1 from 
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Unity is the first pentagon,' potentially, and is thus depicted: 

a 

5, made up of I plus 4, is the second, similarly represented: 

a 

a a 

12, the third, is made up out of the two former numbers with 7 added 
to them, so that it may have 3 as a side, as three numbers have been 
added to make it. Similarly the preceding pentagon,S, was the com
bination of two numbers and had 2 as its side. The graphic represen
tation of 12 is this: 

a a 

a a 

a 

a 

The other pentagonal numbers will be produced by adding together 
one after another in due order the terms after 7 that have the difference 
3, as, for example, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, and so on. The pentagons 
will be 22, 35, S', 70, 92, Iq, and so forth. 

1 The figures given are those found in MS G. The regular pentagonal arrangement is given 
by M. Martin (01. dl.) in a way to show the numbers added in each instance. He takes these 
from roitions of Theon and Iamblichus. but cf. Hoche, p. 87, critical Dotes. On the other band 
the statements of 11. 12. 2 seem to ravor the schemes given by G. 

Sid" (I) (2) (3) (4) 

Number added: 

o 4 

1 

• 

(,oogk 

5 

7 

12 
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CHAPTER XI 

The hexagonal, heptagonal, and succeeding numbers will be set I 

forth in their series by following the same process, if from the natural 
series of number there be set forth series with their differences increas
ing by 1. For as the triangular number was produced by admitting 
into the summation the terms that differ by I and do not pass over 
any in the series; as the square was made by adding the terms that 
differ by • and are one place apart, and the pentagon similarly by add
ing terms with a difference of 3 and two places apart (and we have 
demonstrated these, by setting forth examples both of them and of 
the polygonal numbers made from them), so likewise the hexagons 
will have as their root-numbers I those which differ by 4 and are three 
places apart in the series, which added together in succession will 
produce 2 the hexagons. For example, I, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, and so on; 
so that the hexagonal numbers produced will be I, 6, IS, .8, 45, 66, 
and so on, as far as one wishes to go. 

The heptagonals, which follow these, have as their root-numbers 2 

terms differing by 5 and four places apart in the series, like I, 6, 11, 

16,21, .6,31,36, and so on. The heptagons that thus arise are I, 7, 18, 
34, 55, 8[, 1I2, 148, and so forth. 

I That is, gnomons j the term being used in the broader sense. 5« on I. 9 .•• and cf. n. 9· 3. 
1 MS G gives the following diagram of the hexagonal number 15 : 

• 

Cl. ______ .0.. ________ Cl. 

• • • 

Cl _________ _G-------- a. 

• 
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3 The octagonals I increase after the same fashion, with a difference 
of 6 in their root-numbers and corresponding variation in their total 
constitution. 

4 In order that, as you survey all cases, you may have a rule generally 
applicable,' note that the root-numbers of any polygonal differ by 2 

less than the number of the angles shown by the name of the polyg
onal - that is, by I in the triangle, 2 in the square, 3 in the pentagon, 
4 in the hexagon,s in the heptagon, and so on, with similar increase. 

CHAPTER XII 

I Concerning the nature of plane polygonals this is sufficient for a 
first Introduction. That, however, the doctrine of these numbers is 
to the highest degree in accord with their geometrical representation, 
and not out of harmony with it, would be evident, not only from 
the graphic representation in each case, but also from the following: 

1 The following illustrations are from the same MS: 

DerifHllion of ~ptagona1s.-

7 18 34 55 . .. .. .. . 
1,2,3.4,5,6,7.8,9,10,11,12, Ijl 14, 15. 16, 17, 18, 19. 20, :n 

• 

• • 

• Cf. also Theon, pp. 34. 6 and p. 40, II if. The principle here stated by Nicomachus had already 
been given by Hypsicles (ca. ISo B,C.), whose theorem is cited by Diophantus (De Polytt:nlis Nu
muis. Prop. IV) as follows: "If as many numbers as you please be set out at equal interval 
from I, and the interval is I, their sum is a triangular number; if the interval is 2, a SQuare; if 
3, a pentagonal; and generally the number of angles is greater by 2 than the interval." Dio
phantus gives this as a theorem of 'Hypsicles I .. ~P"' , ' which may mean either that it occurred 
'in a definition' which be made somewhere in his writings, or that it was in a book called ~Opot. 
Cf. Ne%elmann, op. cit., p . 466; Cow, op. ciJ., p. 87. 

(,oogk 0.>911 .1 If '"' 
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Every square figure I diagonally divided is resolved into two triangles 
and every square number is resolved into two consecutive triangular 
numbers, and hence is made up of two successive triangular numbers. 
For example, 1,3,6,10,15,21, 28,36,45,55, and so on, are triangular 
numbers and I, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49,64, 81, 100, squares. If you add 2 

any two consecutive triangles that you please, you will always make a 
square, and hence, whatever square you resolve, you will be able to 
make two triangles of it. 

Again, any triangle 2 joined to any square figure makes a pentagon, 
for example, the triangle I joined with the square 4 makes the penta
gon 5; the next triangle, 3 of course, with 9, the next square, makes 
the pentagon 12; the next, 6, with the next square, 16, gives the next 
pentagon, 22; 10 and 2S give 3S j and 50 on. 

Similarly,' if the triangles are added to the pentagons, following 3 
1 MS G gives the follo-wing figure as an illustration. The principle may be proved from the 

formulas of arithmetic progression, 

S = "' (a + I), 1 = a + {,. - I)d. , 
Two successive triangular numbers, formed ac· 

carding to definition by the summation of nand 

n + I terms respectively, will therefore be ,.t + " , 
and lit + 3 n + 2, and their sum is "l + 2" + J, which is (N + 1)1, a perfect square. , 

The Neo-Pythagoreans employed an interesting development of this principle to display the 
relative characters of the monad and the dyad (cf. Thtol . A,ith., p. 9 Ast, and Iamblichus In Nie ., 
p . 75. 20 fI.). The matter is stated in the Theol. A,itJ,., I . c., as follows: The monad is the cause 
of squares not only because the odd numbers successively arranged about it give squares, but also 
"because each side, as the turning point (se. of a double race course) from the monad as starting 
point to the monad as finish line has as the sum of its going forth and of its return its own square" 
(aAA' 6n Kill b::o.V"T"f/ .. ).n'p4, tw .. fp Ka~""T ~p a .. o Vcr .. "'"lTYYOJ ,IoUIvd..50f d, .5. vVVcrll .. ,IoUI..o.611, .. d.).". ,lx, 
"Tijr .. po6doll ul l .. a..o.JoII "T-I) .. crli..tifcr,,, ~' laln'"ij. IlliTb "TO" '1npo.-ywJIO'). That is, to take the 
side 5, when the successive numbers up to 5 are set out as one side of the race-track, 5 is made 
the turning point and the other side is made up of the descending numbers to I, e.g., 

1 2 3 4 

5 
I 2 3 4 

the sum of the whole series is 25. or 5'. The series 1 ••• 5, of course, is one triangular number. 
and the descending series 4 . . . I the immediately preceding one. From its resemblance to 
the double race course of the Greek games this proposition was apparently recognized under 
the name 'diaulos' (cf. Iamblichus, p. 15, 25). Its further application to the heteromecic num
bers is not pertinent to the present subject. 

t This may be seen by comparing the figure of the pentagon as shown in the diagrams ac
companying Chapter X j and it is an argument in lavor of representing them as does h--lS G. 

1 This proposition and the preceding are special cases of the theorem that the polygonal 
number of , sides with side 11, plus the triangular number with side n - 1, makes the polyg-

onal number with, + I sides and side 11. Algebraically" + 1 (2 + n4) + n (n + I) :m 

n + I :: 2 
"-I..! [, +. [d + I)]. , 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
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the ",me order, they will produce the hexagonals in due order, and 
again the same triangles with the latter will make the heptagonals in 
order, the octagonals after the heptagonals, and so on to infinity. 

4 To remind us, let us set forth rows of the polygonals, written in 
parallel lines, as follows: The first row, triangles, the next squares, 
after them pentagonals, then hexagonals, then heptagonals, then if 
one wishes the succeeding polygonals. 

Triangles I 3 6 10 IS 2I 28 36 45 55 
Squares I 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 
Pentagonals I 5 12 22 35 SI 70 92 II7 145 
Hexagonals I 6 IS 28 45 66 91 120 153 190 
Heptagonals I 7 18 34 55 81 II2 148 189 235 

You can also set forth the succeeding polygonals in similar parallel 
lines. 

S In general, you will find that the squares are the sum of the triangles 
above those that occupy the same place in the series, plus the numbers 
of that same class in the next place back; 1 for example, 4 equals 3 
plus I, 9 equals 6 plus 3, 16 equals 10 plus 6, 25 equals IS plus 10,36 
equals 2 I plus IS, and so on. 

The pentagons are the sum of the squares above them in the same 
place in the series, plus the elementary triangles that are one place 
further back in the series; for example, 5 equals 4 plus I, 12 equals 
9 plus 3,22 equals 16 plus 6, 35 equals 25 plus 10, and so on. 

6 Again, the hexagonals are similarly the sums of the pentagons above 
them in the same place in the series plus the triangles one place back; 
for instance, 6 equals 5 plus I, IS equals 12 plus 3, 28 equals 22 plus 6, 
45 equals 35 plus 10, and as far as you like. 

7 The same applies to the heptagonals, for 7 is the sum of 6 and I, 

18 equals IS plus 3, 34 equals 28 plus 6, and so on. Thus each polyg
onal number is the sum of the polygonal in the same place in the series 
with one less angle, plus the triangle, in the highest row, one place 
back in the series. 

S Naturally, then, the triangle is the element of the polygon 2 both in 
figures and in numbers, and we say this because in the table, reading 

I That is, in the column next to the left. 
t Cf. 11. 7. 4. Theol. A Nth., p. 8 Ast, states that the triangle is the element of both magnitudes 

and numbers and is made by the congress of the monad and the dyad. 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
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either up and down 1 or across, the successive numbers in the rows 
are discovered to have as differences the triangles in regular order. 

CHAPTER XIII 

From this it is easy to see what the solid number is and how its I 

series advances with equal sides; for the number which, in addition 
to the two dimensions contemplated in graphic representation in a 
plane, length, and breadth, has a third dimension, which some call 
depth, others thickness, and some height, that number would be a 
solid number, extended in three directions and having length, depth, 
and breadth. 

This first makes its appearance in the so-called pyramids. These, 
are produced from rather wide bases narrowing to a sharp apex, first 
after the triangular form 2 from a triangular base, second after the 
form of the square from a square base, and succeeding these after the 
pentagonal form from a pentagonal base, then similarly from the 
hexagon, heptagon, octagon, and so on indefinitely. 

Exactly so among the geometrical solid figures; if one imagines three 3 
lines from the three angles of an equilateral triangle, equal in length 
to the sides of the triangle, converging in the dimension height to one 
and the same point, a pyramid would be produced, bounded by four 
triangles, equilateral and equal one to the other, one the original tri
angle, and the other three bounded by the aforesaid three lines. And 4 

again, if one conceives of four lines starting from a square, equal in 
length to the sides of the square, each to each, and again converging 
in the dimension height to one and the same point, a pyramid would 
be completed with a square base and diminishing in square form, 
bounded by four equilateral triangles and one square, the original 

1 Ast, Tluol. Arith., p. 288, declares that lud .. ~,hor (the reading of the Paris MS for Hoche'!! 
lI'«lll'QTa r>..cf.Tor, p. 99. 5) is an interpolation, but Hoche retains the words on the authority of 
Philoponus. The triangular numben; arc the differences in the table taken 'in depth' (KilT! 
(J490r); for in reading down the second column the common difference is I, that of the third 
column is 3, of the fourth 6, and so on, the differences agreeing in turn with each of the triangular 
numbers. Thi;; observation is omitted by Boethius, who devotes lI. 19 to showing that the 
triangular numbers furnish the differences taken across the breadth. When the numbers of the 
table are compared with those of the same column but in the row next above, and the comparisons 
are carried across the whole table. the differences are found to be the triangular numbers. 
Algebraically the corresponding equation is the same as that given in the note above to 11. 12. 3. 

, That is, successive sections paraUel to the base are triangular. On pyramids, cf. Theon, 
p. 42, 3 fI. 
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5 one. And starting from a pentagon,' hexagon, heptagon, and how
ever far you care to go, lines equal in number to the angles, erected 
in the same fashion from the angles and converging to one and the 
same point, will complete a pyramid named from its pentagonal, 
hexagonal, or heptagonal base, or similarly. 

6 So likewise among numbers, each linear number increases from unity, 
as from a point, as for example, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and successive numbers 
to infinity; and from these same numbers, which are linear and ex
tended in one direction, combined in no random manner, the polyg
onal and plane numbers are fashioned - the triangles by the combi
nation of root-numbers' immediately adjacent, the square by adding 

7 every other term, the pentagons every third term, and so on. In 
exactly the same way, if the plane polygonal numbers are piled one 
upon the other and as it were built up, the pyramids that are akin to 
each of them are produced, the triangular pyramid from the triangles, 
the square pyramid from the squares, the pentagonal from the penta
gons, the hexagonal from the hexagons, and so on throughout. 

8 The pyramids with a triangular base, then, in their proper order, 
are these: I, 4, 10, 20,35, 56, 84, and so on; and their origin is the 
piling up of the triangular numbers one upon the other, first I, then I, 

3, then I, 3, 6, then 10 in addition to these, and next IS together 
with the foregoing, then 2I besides these, next 28, and so on to infinity. 

9 It is clear that the greatest number is conceived of as being lowest, 

1 The following diagrams arc: from Codex G: 
Pyramids on square, triangular and pentagonal bans: 

• • 

« • 

Pyramids numerically reprcsented: 

• 
• •• 

First Pyramid 

• 
• 

• • 
• • • 
• • • 

Second Pyramid 

• 
• • • 

• • • 
• • • 

Third Pyramid 

They are built up in layers as it were (cf. sections 7. 9 infra), like piles of shot or spberes of 
any kind, and the layers are the triangular numbers in order. If all were put in triangular 
form, it would be clearer. 

t That is, gnomons j see OD I. 9. 4- In this case the gnomons are the natural series. 
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for it is discovered to be the base; the next succeeding one is on top 
of it, and the next on top of that; until unity appears at the apex 
and, so to speak, tapers off the completed pyramid into a point. 

CHAPTER XIV 

The next pyramids in order are those with a square base which rise I 

in this shape to one and the same point. These are formed in the same 
way as the triangular pyramids of which we have just spoken. For 
if I extend in series the square numbers in order beginning with unity, 
thus, I, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 8r, 100, and again set the successive 
terms, as in a pile, one upon the other in the dimension height, when I 
put, on top of 4, the first actual pyramid with square base, 5 is pro- 2 

duced, for here again unity is potentially the first. Once more, I 
put this same pyramid entire, composed of 5 units, just as it is, upon 
the square 9, and there is made up for me the pyramid '4, with square 
base and side 3 - for the former pyramid had the side 2, and the one 
potentially fi,st , as a side. For here too each side of any pyramid 
whatsoever must consist of as many units as there are polygonal 
numbers piled together to create it. 

Again, I place 1 the whole pyramid '4, with the square 9 as its base, 3 
upon the square ,6 and I have 30, the third actual pyramid of those 
that have a square base, and by the same order and procedure from a 
pentagonal, hexagonal, or heptagonal base, and even going on farther, 
we shall produce pyramids by piling upon one another the correspond
ing polygonal numbers, starting with unity as the smallest and going 
on to infinity in each case. 

1 The square pyramids might be represented thus: 

• • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 

• •• • •• 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 

a. Cl Cl a. 
• • • • 
a. Cl Cl a. 
a. Cl Cl Cl 

These layers are to be piled one above the other in space, and thus the edges will contain as 
many units as ther! are layers, or, in other words, as many as the numbers of square numbers 
taken in addition. 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
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4 From this too it becomes evident that triangles are the most elemen
tary; for absolutely all of the pyramids that are exhibited and shown, 
with the various polygonal bases, are bounded by triangles up to the 
apex. 

5 But lest we be heedless of truncated, bi-truncated, and tri-truncated 
pyramids, the names of which we are sure to encounter in scientific 
writings, you may know that if a pyramid with any sort of polygon as 
its base, triangle, square, pentagon, or any of the succeeding polygons 
of the kind, when it increases by this process of piling up does not taper 
off into unity, it is called simply truncated when it is left without the 
natural apex that belongs to all pyramids; for it does not terminate in 
the potential polygon, unity, as in some one point, but in another 
polygon, and an actual one, and unity is not its apex, but its upper 
boundary becomes a plane figure with the same number of angles as 
the base. If, however, in addition to the failure to terminate in unity 
it does not even terminate in the polygon next to unity and the first in 
actuality, such a pyramid is called bi-truncated, and if, still further, it 
does not have the second actual polygon at its upper limit, but only 
the one next beneath, it will be called tri-truncated, yes, even four 
times truncated, if it does not have the next one as its limit, or five 
times truncated at the next step, and so on as far as you care to carry 
the nomenclature. 

CHAPTER XV 

I While the origin, advance, increase, and nature of the equilateral 
solid numbers of pyramidal appearance is the foregoing, with its seed 
and root in the polygonal numbers and the piling up of them in their 
regular order, there is another series of solid numbers of a different 
kind, consisting of the so-called cubes, 'beams,' 'bricks,' 'wedges,' 
spheres and parallelepipedons, which has the order of its progress 
somewhat as follows: 

2 The foregoing squares I, 4, 9, 16, 25,36,49,64, and so on, which are 
extended in two directions and in their graphic representation in a 
plane have only length and breadth, will take on yet a third dimension 
and be solids and extended in three directions if each is multiplied by 
its own side; 4, which is 2 times 2, is again multiplied by 2, to make 8; 
9, which is 3 times 3, is again increased by 3 in another dimension and 
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gives 27; 16, which is 4 times 4, is multiplied by its own side, 4, and 
64 results; and so on with the succeeding squares throughout. 

Here, too, the sides will be composed of as many units as were in 3 
the sides of the squares from which they arose, in each case; the sides 
of 8 will be 2, like those of 4; those of 27, 3, like those of 9; those of 
64,4, like those of 16; and so on, so that likewise the side of unity, the 
potential cube, will be 1, which is the side of the potential square, 1. 

In general, each square is a single plane, and has four angles and 
four sides, while each several cube, having increased out of some one 
square multiplied by its own side, will have always six plane surfaces, 
each equal to the original square, and twelve edges, each equal to and 
containing exactly the same number of units as each side of the original 
square, and eight solid angles, each of which is bounded by three edges 
like in each case to the sides of the original square. 

CHAPTER XVI 

Now since the cube is a solid figure ,,~th equal sides in all dimensions, I 

in length, depth, and breadth, and is equally extended in all the six 
so-called directions,' it follows that there is opposed to it that which has 
its dimensions in no case equal to one another, but its depth unequal 
to its breadth and its length unequal to either of these, for example 2 

times 3 times 4, or 2 times 4 times 8, or 3 times 5 times 12, or a figure 
which follows some other scheme of inequality. 

Such solid figures,' in which the dimensions are everywhere unequal, 
one to another, are called scalene in general. Some, however, using 
other names, call them 'wedges,' for carpenters', house-builders' and 
blacksmiths' wedges and those used in other crafts, having unequal 
sides in every direction, are fashioned so as to penetrate; they begin 
with a sharp end and continually broaden out unequally in all the di
mensions. Some also call them spltekiskoi, 'wasps,' because wasps' 
bodies also are very like them, compressed in the middle and showing 
the resemblance mentioned. From this also the sphekoma,' 'point of 
the helmet,' must derive its name, for where it is compressed it imitates 
the waist of the wasp. Others call the same numbers 'altars,' using 

1 Cf. 11. 6. 4 and the note. 
S Cf. Theon's brief ae<:ount of the solid numbers, p. 41, 8 ff. He has only the name 'little 

altars' (cf. below) for scalene numbers. 
, The point of the helmet where the plume was affixed. 
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their own metaphor, for the altars of ancient style, particularly the 
Ionic, do not have the breadth equal to the depth, nor either of these 
equal to the length, nor the base equal to the top, but are of varied 
dimensions everywhere. 

3 Now whereas the two kinds of numbers, cube and scalene, are ex-
tremes, the one equally extended in every dimension, the other un
equally, the so-called parallelepipedons are solid numbers like means 
between them. The plane surfaces of these are heteromecic numbers; 
just as in the case of the cubes the faces were squares, as has been 
shown. 

CHAPTER XVII 

I Again, then, to take a fresh start, a number is called heteromecic' 
if its representation, when graphically described in a plane, is quadrilat
eral and quadrangular, to be sure, but the sides are not equal one to an
other, nor is the length equal to the breadth, but they differ by 1. 

Examples are 2, 6, 12, 20, 30, 42, and so on, for if one represents them 
graphically he will always construct them thus: 1 times 2 equals 2, 

2 times 3 equals 6, 3 times 4 equals 12, and the succeeding ones simi
larly, 4 times 5, 5 times 6, 6 times 7, 7 times 8, and thus indefinitely, 
provided only that one side is greater than the other by 1 and by no 
other number. If, however, the sides differ otherwise than by I, for 
instance, by 2, 3, 4 or succeeding numbers, as in 2 times 4, 3 times 6, 
4 times 8, or however else they may differ, then no longer will such a 
number be properly called a heteromecic, but an oblong number. For 
the ancients of the school of Pythagoras and his successors saw 'the 
other' 3 and 'othemess' primarily in 2, and 'the same' and 'sameness' 

I See the following chapter . 
• There is no good English equivalent for "fPOI'~""'f. Boethius calls this number aJWIl 

jJarte lonrior. To this class belong numbers of the type n(n + 1). The definition is repeated 
in 11. 18 . .2; cf. Theon, p. 26,21 fI. 

S 'The other,' 'difference,' 'the same,' and 'sameness' are Platonic terms, rather than early 
Pythagorean, They could have been included as opposites in the lists of such (the (l'VO'TOIX LclI), 

such as that preserved by Aristotle in Met" I. s; but they do not occur there. On the other 
hand we are informed by Simplicius (Phys., 181, 7 D), quoting Eudorus, that the Pythagorean! 
made the dpx~ primarily 'the one' (ro I,, ), secondarily 'the one' and its opposite, under which 
were classified respectively 'elegant things' (do-n'ja) and 'trivial things' (~av"a). This second 
dpx~, Eudorus further says, was called the 'indefinite dyad' (d6p'(I'TOf 3v,h). This latter again 
is a Platonic term. 'The same' and 'the other' (Ta~6", edTfPDI') may be seen in a Platonic 
context in the famous account of the making of the world-soul, Timaeus, 3S A fJ. (See on n. 18. 4), 
and are generally considered to be Pythagorean at least in ultimate origin. Plato, however, was 
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in I, as the two beginnings of all things, and these two 1 are found to 
differ from each other only by 1. Thus 'the other' is fundamentally 
'other' by I, and by no other number J and for this reason customarily 
'other' 2 is used, among those who speak correctly, of two things and 
not of more than two. 

?\'{oreover, it was shown that all odd number is given its specific 2 

form 3 by unity, and all even number by 2. Hence we shall naturally 
say that the odd partakes of the nature of 'the same,' and the even of 
that of 'the other'; for indeed there are produced by the successive 
additions of each of these - naturally, and not by our decree - by the 
addition of the odd numbers from I to infinity the class of the squares, 
and by the addition of the evens from 2 to infinity, that of the hetero
meeic numbers.' 

There is, accordingly, every reason to think that the square once 3 
more shares in the nature of the same; for its sides display the same 
ratio, alike, unchanging and firmly fixed in equality, to themselves; 
while the heteromecic number partakes of the nature of the other; for 
just as I is differentiated from 2, differing by I alone, thus also the 

undoubtedly the onc who contributed most to the yogue of these particular terms. Nicoma
chus's present statements, then, may reasonably be regarded as in accord with later Pythago
reanism which was strongly influenced by Plato. Cr. also Theophrastus, AId., 33, p. 322, 

14 Dr. Theon of Smyrna describes the heteromecic numbers in a manner that agrees in the main 
with Nicomachus. He brieAy defines them (p. 26, 21 ) 3.5 "those ... ;itb onc side greater than the 
other by a unit," and notes t ..... o methods of producing them in series, Ca) by adding together in 
succession the terms in the series of eyen numbers, and (b) by multiplying together successive 
pairs of terms in the natural series. Both methods are mentioned by Nicomachus (sections I, 2). 

1 CL the picturesque personification of Theon (p. '7, t ): "For the beginning of numbers, 
the monad, which is odd, seeking 'otherness,' made the dyad heteromecic by its own doubling" 
(~ -ya.p apx;, T~" dp,8J.l~J', TOIITlrfTtJ' ;, jJ.OJ'dr, rfp'TT~ oD.ra. T;'I' fTfpOT.,r1l hnii/1& T~J' IIl1dlla. 

Inpop.fJ,,'f/"'';; IIVT1jf lI,r),.a./1,a./1J.l';; Irol'f/rff). 
t A somewhat similar distinction in terms was adopted by the arithmologists (see p. 117. n. 4) as 

a topic in praise of the number 3 (See Theol. Arith., p. 14 Ast; Lydus, Ik A/ensibus, IV. 64 
WUnschj Anatolius, p. 31, 8 ft. Heiberg; Chalcidius, In Timat:um, c. XXXVIII; Theon of 
Smyma, p. 100, 13 ft. HilIer). The purport of these passages is that of 3 we can fir5t use the 
term 'all,' for of one thing or two things ..... e say 'one' or 'both.' The Thcologumena Arithme
ticae adds that, in expressions like 'thrice ten thousand,' 3 is used as a symbol of plurality. The 
notion that 3 ..... as called' all' as the first possessor of beginning, middle, and end is coupled with 
the statement above in some of the sources cited. These passages have a bearing on the present 
utterance of Nicomachus so far as they illustrate the Pythagorean idea that 'otherness,' repre
sented by 2 , and 'plurality' are not identical. Duality and 'othemess,' first seen in and typified 
by 2, are elementary i plurality is derived. 

I Doethius. 2. 2i. givcs the following explanation why the odd is founded (perfid is his expres
sion) on unity and the even on the dyad : ,Yam CUillSCUnqlU tmdielas unu! est, ille impar esl; 
willS lItrO duo, hie paruak re.cepta in gemina lWl110 disillngil"r. CL I. 7. 2. 

'This method of deri .... ing the heteromedc series is given below in n. 18. 2 and 20. 3. and by 
Theon (p. 27.8 tT., 31, 14 fr. ). 
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NICOMACHUS OF GERASA 

sides of every heteromecic number differ from one another, one differ
ing from the other by 1 alone. 

To illustrate, if 1 have set out before me the successive numbers in 
series beginning with 1, and select and arrange by themselves the odd 
numbers in the line and the even by themselves in another, there are 
obtained these two series : 

1,3, 5, 7,9, Il, 13, IS, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27 
2,4,6,8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 

4 Now, then, the beginning of the odd series is unity, which is of the same 
class as the series and possesses the nature of 'the same,' and so whether 
it multiplies itself in two dimensions or in three 1 it is not made different, 
nor yet does it make any other number depart from what it was origi
nally,' but keeps it just as it was. Such a property it is impossible to 

5 find in any other number. Of the other series the beginning is 2, which 
is similar in kind to this series and imitates 'otherness'; for whether 
it multiplies itself or another number, it causes a change,' for ex
ample, 2 times 2, 2 times 3. 

6 But in cases like 8 times 8 times 2, or 8 times 8 times 3, such solid 
forms are called 'bricks," the product of a number by itself and then 
by a smallernumber ; if, however, a greater height is joined to the square, 
as in 3 times 3 times 7, 3 times 3 times 8, or 3 times 3 times 9, or how
ever many times the square be taken, provided only it be a greater 
number of times than the square itself, then the number is a 'beam,' 
the product of a number by itself and then by a larger number. The 

I /r,.-Ia"" ~ tT~fpcwt: • as a surface or as a solid.' 
I Th&t is, when it multiplies any other number. Boethius, 11. 28, says of unity: .•. iN 

Ia"-'"", eiusdem ne.:: mutabiJis subst41t1iae est, ut, cum Pd se ipsa mulliplicafHJl'iJ M in planitluUne w:l 
i,. profunditale, "d si aU"m quemlibd ,.umer"m f1er se ipsa multiplied, a pions quanlita#s forma 
fIOtI discrepd. Cf. H. 6. 3. 

a "VTCUfl': literally 'a standing out of' (se. its former state or, as here, number), hence, 
'change.' Cf. Aristotle, De Anima, .. 06 b 13, ""CS /Cl""," ;"V1'CUfit 111'1" TOO ""'011".1"11 i 
IUlI'fin,. When 2 is the multiplier, the result is always different from the multiplicand; for 
Nicornachus's number system, consisting of positive integers only, 2Z is a1ways different from x. 

f Such a definition as thill suits well certain kinds of Roman bricks which were square in thei.r 
broadest aspect and relatively thin. The Romans introduced baked brick into Greek lands, and 
Nicomachus would doubtless be acquainted with this variety. Theon, p. ,,1, 8 ff., gives the 
same name and definition. Theon also similarly names and defines 'beams' and cubes, but 
for the 'wedges' he has only the name 'little altars' (d. Il, 16. 2) of the several that Nicomachus 
uses. Hero of Alexandria (Definition 113. in Hultsch, Heronis Alt.:randrini Geomdrit:orum t.J 

Sttrt.bmetricorum Reliqu~, p. 3d defines 'bricks' as solids with the length less than the breadth 
and depth, the two latter being sometimes equal (on the 'bricks,' d. also Theon, p. 113, 5); and 
the 'beam' (ibid., Definition 112) he defines as a. solid baving a length greaCer than the breadth 
or thickness, the two latter being sometimes equal. 
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'wedges,' to be sure, were the products of three unequal numbers, and 
cubes of three equal ones. 

Among the cubes, some of them, in addition to being the product of 7 
three equal numbers, have the further property of ending at every 
multiplication in the same number as that from which they began; these 
are called spherical, and also recurrent.' Such indeed are those with 
sides 5 or 6; for however many times I increase each one of these, it 
will by all means end each time in the same figure, the derivative of 
6 in 6 and that of 5 in 5. For example, the product of 5 times 5 will 
end in 5, and so will 5 times this product and if necessary, 5 
times this again, and to infinity no other concluding term will be 
found except 5. From 6, too, in the same fashion 6 and no other will 
be the concluding term; and so 1 likewise is potentially spherical 
and recurrent, for as is reasonable it has the same property as the 
spheres and circles. For each one of them, circling and turning around, 
ends where it begins. And so these numbers aforesaid are the only 
ones of the products of equal factors to return to the same starting 
point from which they began, in the course of all their increases. If 
they increase in the manner of planes, in two dimensions, they are 
called circular, like 1, 25, and 36, derived from 1 times I, 5 times 5, 
and 6 times 6; but if they have three dimensions, or are multiplied 
still further than this, they are called spherical solid numbers, for 
example I, 125,216, or, again, 1,625, 1,296. 

CHAPTER XVIII 

Regarding the solid numbers this is for the present sufficient. The I 

physical philosophers, however, and those that take their start with 
mathematics, call 'the same' and 'the other' the principles of the uni
verse, and it has been shown that 'the same' inheres in unity and the 
odd numbers, to which unity gives specific form, and to an even greater 
degree in the squares, made by the continued addition of odd numbers, 
because in their sides they share in equality; while 'the other' inheres in 
2 and the whole even series, which is given specific form by 2, and partic-

1 &"D,,"'_"''I'IKO( : So Theon of Smyrna, p. 38, t 6 ft . Hi11~r, citing 5 and 6 as examples. Lydus 
also (De M,ruibw, IV. 76 WUnscb) calls 5 a fl4>o.ip" for the same reason. This property of 5 is 
mentioned also by Anatolius, p. JJ. 2 ft. Heiberg; and by Capella, De Nl4ptiis Phi/ . et },fere., 
VII, 735 (who calls it a,O€alastalicus). Anatolius remarks on the similar property of 6; cf. 
"", TJ.<ol . fi,"." p. 35 Ast. In fact these propositioDs were regular topics of ... rithmology. 
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ularlyin the heteromecic numbers, which are made by the continued addi
tion of the even numbers, because of the share of the original inequality 1 

and 'otherness' which they have in the difference between their sides. 
Therefore it is most necessary further to demonstrate how in these two, 
as in origins and seeds, there are potentially existent all the peculiar 
properties of number, of its forms and subdivisions, of all its relations, 
of polygonals, and the like. 

2 First, however, we must make the distinction whereby the oblong 
(promecic) number' differs from the heteromecic. The heteromecic 
is, as was stated above,' the product of a number multiplied by another 
larger than the first by 1, for example, 6, which is 2 times 3, or 12, which 
is 3 times 4. But the oblong is similarly the product of two differing 
numbers, differing, however, not by 1 but by some larger number, as 
2 times 4, 3 times 6, 4 times 8, and similar numbers, which in a way 
exceed in length and overstep the difference of I. 

3 Therefore, since squares are produced from the multiplication of 
numbers by their own length, and have their length the same as their 
breadth, properly speaking they would be called 'idiomecic' or 'tau
tomecic ';" for example, 2 times 2, 3 times 3, 4 times 4, and the rest. 
And if this is true, they will admit in every way of sameness and equal
ity, and for this reason are limited and come to an end; for 'the equal' 
and 'the same' are so in onc definite way. But since the heteromecic 
numbers are produced by the multiplication of a number by not its 
own, but another number's length, they are therefore called 'hetero
meeic,' and admit of infinity and boundlessness. 

4 In this way, then, all numbers and the objects in the universe which 
have been created with reference to them are divided and classified and 
are seen to be opposite one to another, and well do the ancients at the 
very beginning of their account of Nature make the first subdivision 

I That is, a unit, for it was shown in H. 17. 2 that 'the other is fundamentally other 
by the unit/ and the difference between the sides 01 a heteromecic number is by definition 
a unit. 

'1rPOII.1IIC7fJ: Theon of Smyrna, p. 27, 23 fr., gives a similar definition of this class of numbers, 
though he calls them ft'uptln."xlrypf1.J.4IJ.OI d.p,8~, but in p. 30, 8 ff , he defines ",po.l'~l{m as the 
products of two unequal terms, which differ by 1,2, or any other number, thus including the 
heteromedc among the oblong numbers. Theon gives the following classification of oblongs in 
connection with the definition just dted: (a ) the heteromecic numbers are oblongs in a sense; 
(b) number.; that by one factoring are heteromedc, by another oblong, as 12, which is either 
3 X 4 or ~ X 6; (c) numbers that are oblong by all possible factorings, e.g., 40, whicb is ~ X ~O, 
4Xfo,orsX8. 

S Cf. n. 17. I. 
4 l6wp.'Ij.l(t''' ••. .1(111 T'ClvTOp.'ljll"fn, as opposed to IrfPQJ''Ij/Cf1S or rpop.,jA'f1J. 
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in their cosmogony on this principle. Thus Plato 1 mentions the dis
tinction between the natures of 'the same' and 'the other,' and again, 
that between the essence which is indivisible and always the same and 
the one which is divided; and Philolaus' says that existent things 
must all be either limitless or limited, or limited and limitless at the 
same time, by which it is generally agreed that he means that the uni
verse is made up out of limited and limitless things at the same time, 
obviously after the image of number, for all number is composed of 
unity and the dyad, even and odd, and these in truth display equality 
and inequality, sameness and otherness, the bounded and the bound
less, the defined and the undefined. 

CHAPTER XIX 

That we may be clearly persuaded of what is being said, namely, I 

that things are made up of warring and opposite elements 3 and have 

t CL Plato, Tim<Jeus. 35 A (Archer-Hind's translation): .. From the undivided and ever change
less substance and that which becomes divided in material bodies, of both these he mingled in 
the third place the form of Essence, in the midst between the Same and the Other; and this he 
composed on such wise between the undivided and that which is in material bodies divided; 
and taking them, three in number, he blended them into one ronn, forcing the nature of the 
Other, hard as it was to mingle, into union with the Same," etc. 

'Philolaus, the Pythagorean, was a native of Croton or of Tarentum. Ritter and Preller 
(llist . Pllii. Cr. ) give 440 B.C. as his jlor/lit. This fragment ( I b Chaignet, 3 Mullach) is found 
in much fuller form in Stobaeus, Eel. Pllys., I. 2I. 7 (yol. I, p. 187, Wachsmuth-Hense) . 

J It is a question whether Nicomachus here has in mind strictly Pythagorean ideas of the origin 
and constitution of the universe, or the Platonic account in the TitrnUw, which is in fact strongly 
Pythagorean in tone. Elsewhere he refers to the TitrnUus (I. 2. I; 11. 2.3; 18.4; 24. 6) and 
emphasizes the fact that he hopes to make his work useful for the interpretation of Plato (11. 
24. 11) and of the ancient texts read in the schools, among which the Tirrnuus was certainly in
cluded (11. 2I. 1; 28. I). There is so much in common between Plato and the Pythagoreans 
that probably Nicomachus would think of both in making this statement. For the Pythagorean 
doctrine that chaotic matter was ordered on harmonic principles cf. Philolaus, in Stobaeus, 
op. cit., p. I&) (fr. 4 Chaignet, 3 Mullach): "HI,,, nl cipxal inriipxol' OVX cI}W"1I oH' cll'clq,IIAo' 
'''l1'a', 1f~'I/ d~vraTol' i}r KG aVrair 1(0"1''l/9Tj1MI', ai I'~ a.pp.o,la I .. ryirrro CflT""W' TpO..lf I-yi,uo. 

Plato gives a clearer picture of the' warring and opposite' constituents of the universe (Ni
comachu5 does not call them CfTo'Xfia, 'elements ') in Tirrnuus, 30 A; fjOI/),.,8fh 'Yap cl 8fbr 4")'a84 

,d, .. oiJ'Ta, f/,>),avpor ~i p,,~il' dl'Cl' KaTcI. ~VI'Q~" oiIT", ~~ .. iil' &10' i}, OpCITbr .. aP'l'),afj.JJI' ovX .q"v
Xla, 4")'0' cl)')'cI. K'I'OVlMro, .. ).,,~).wr KO.I dToiKTwr, fir Toie'" aencl 1f'Ya")'u iK T;jf dTa£I,u .••• 

That this rd!" is a harmony, and furthermore that it is a sort of mathematical harmony, 
Plato makes clear by showing that it is secured by the interweaving of the world-soul into the 
whole e:ttent of the universe (J6 1:) and that the world-soul is constituted on harmonic principles 
(J4 C H.). We may further compare 53 B: an 8' i .. fXf'fHiTO KOI1',l-'fj,,8IU Tb .. ii" .. Vp "PWTO' Kal uawp 

Kat 'Y;j~ Irat 4ipa., tx", JAil' tXOJ'Ta aifTw' 4TTa, "al'Td .. a"C ")'f ~.", ~,alr(l~,a i:xT .. fp dd, 'XUI' ' .. a" 
6Tar d .. ~ n~' 8dr, ov,.w II~ TlTrf "ff/,>IIKlTra raVTa ftPWTO' ~1fC"X,,~ICfO;TO f ca fl1' I T ( Ked dp" ~o is. 

The idea of a chaos of warring elements (jngUla pugttabant taJidis, umt:lIIia riccis, Ovid, Md., 
I. 19) is a commonplace in ancient literature after Hesiod. (Cf. Classical Philolo,y, VIII, p. 40S 

with note 4). Ct with this passage I. 6. J. 
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in all likelihood taken on harmony - and harmony 1 always arises 
from opposites; for harmony is the unification of the diverse and the 
reconciliation of the contrary-minded -let us set forth in two paral
lel lines no longer, as just previously, the even numhers from 2 by 
themselves and the odd numbers from I, but the numhers that are pro
duced from these by adding them successively together, the squares 
from the odd numbers, and the heteromedc from the even. For if we 
give careful attention to their setting forth, we shall admire their mu
tual friendship and their cooperation to produce and perfect the re
maining forms, to the end that we may with probability conceive that 
also in the nature of the universe from some such source as this a 
similar thing was brought about by universal providence.' 

2 Let the two series then he as follows: That of the squares, from 
unity, 1,4, 9, 16, 25,36,49,64, 81, lOO, 121, 144, 169, 196, 225, and 
that of the heteromedc numhers, beginning with 2 and proceeding thus, 
2,6, 12, 20, 30, 42, 56, 72, 90, lIO, 132, 156, 182, 210, 240. 

3 In the first place, then, the first square is the fundamental multiple' 
of the first heteromedc number; the second, compared to the second, 
is its sesquialter; the third, sesquitertian of the third; the fourth, ses
quiquartan of the fourth; then sesquiquintan, sesquisextan, and so 
on similarly ad infinitum. Their differences,' too, will increase ac
cording to the successive numbers from I; the difference of the first 
terms is I, of the second 2, of the third 3, and so on. Next, if first the 
second term of the squares he compared with the first heteromedc num
her, the third with the second, the fourth with the third, and the rest 
similarly, they will keep unchanged the same ratios as before, but their 
differences will hegin to progress no longer from I, but from 2, remain
ing the same as before, and according to the advance observed in the 
former comparison, the first to the first will be the first, or root-form, 
multiple, the second to the second the second sesquialter from the root-

I Cf. the remainder of the fragment of Philolaus quoted in the preceding note: ,.4 ,uP ~, 

o~jClO .l(cU oJ'~UM. 4p~.ttl.t D~j. hrr5io,.,.o, 1'4. ,U d.~ICr. I'Jlaj o,ll6!t>u).,a I'"ai ltTOM,xf) drd.,),xlI 

.,., T01IIW9 a.PluH.l'l III'V)'Ku,,"riv8a.4 III l'o.:lI.oY'Ti I, /C1w~ Ktl.TlXflfT841. The words are also quoted 
by Theon of Smyrna, p. 12, 10, and Ast on the passage cites further Iamblichus, b. NUI1M., 
p . 73. 1 Pistelli, and Asclepius. In Nkom. 

J ft'pOJI'OI4, 'forethought,' may be also translated 'providence' and has reference to teleology. 
Even before Plato's time the teleological idea was in the air, hut it was Plato who tint made it 
an t!oSential part of the theory of the constitution of the universe. This is another indication 
that Nicomachus is decidedly a Platonbing Pythagorean. 

J That is, the double (2 - 2 X I). For the use of the term ..... 6}l~ ... d. on I. 19.6. 
'That is, comparing homologous terms of the two series. The difference between I and 2 

is I; between", and 6, 2; between 9 and J 2, 3; and so on. 
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form, the third to the third the third sesquitertian from the root-form, 
and the succeeding terms will go on in similar fashion. 

Furthermore, the squares 1 among themselves will have only the odd 4 
numbers as differences, the heteromecic, even numbers. And if we 
put' the first heteromecic number as a mean term between the first two 
squares, the second between the next two, the third between the two 
following, and the fourth between the two next succeeding, therein will 
be seen still more regularly the numerical relations 3 in groups of three 
terms. For as 4 is to 2, SO is 2 to I ; and as 9 is sesquialter to 6, so is 6 to 
4; and as 16 to 12, SO is 12 to 9, and so on, with both numbers and ratios 
regularly advancing. As the greater is to the mean, so will the mean 
be to the lesser, and not in the same ratio, but always a different one, 
by an increase. In all the groupings, too, the product of the extremes 
is equal to the square of the mean; and the extremes, plus twice the 
mean, by exchange will always give a square' What is neatest of all, 
from the addition of both' there comes about the production of the 
triangles in due order, showing that the nature of these is more ancient' 

I SqUdres.' t ... 9 16 25 36 49. etc. 
3 5 7 9 II 13, etc.; odd differences. 

Hewomuk.' 2 6 '0 30 42 56, etc. 
4 6 8 14. etc.; even difference5. 

I Cf. Theon, p . 28, 16 If. Hiller . 
• That is, m', rn(m + I ), and ('" + 1)1 always constitute the terms of a geometrical pro

portion. Theon notes this (c. 16), adding that the successive heteromecic numbers do not make 
& proportion with the included square j i.e., ",(m - I), ",t, and m (m+ 1) are not proportional. 

• The ratios formed as directed and the additional properties of the series may be seen in this 
table: 

RaJibs Sum of extremes Plus 2 X mM" term Sum 
1:2-2 : 4 5 + 4 - 9 
4:6-6:9 13 + " - '5 
9:12 -12:16 25 + '4 - 49 

16:10""20:25 41 + 40 = 81 

Generally, in the ratio m2
: m(m + I) - m(m + I): (m + I)', the sum of the extremes plus 

t ..... ice the mean .... ill be 4 mt + 4 m + I, which is a perfect square. 
i This may best be seen by setting the squares and beteromccic numbers alternately and 

combining them in pairs thus: 

1 :I 4 6 9 12 16 20 25 30 

3 6 10 IS 2I 28 36 45 55 - triangular numbers. 
5 This is significant to Nicomachus because he believed that the 'same' and the 'other' were 

the ultimate elements, and that they resided par excellence in the squares and the heteromecic 
numbers respectively (Cf. 11. 17.3; 18. I). Now that into which all plane figures are ultimately 
analyzed is the triangle (11. 7. 4; d . 12. 8); as Nicomachus himself shows; and it is to be re
membered that in the Timaeus the triangle is made the ultimate basis of the corpuscles of the 
elements, a theory which he doubtless has in mind . Therefore the present proposition confirms 
his position in holding 'sameness' and 'otherness' to be the most elementary things, prior even 
to the elementary triangle. An interesting confirmation of the interpretation above is found in 
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than the origin of all things, thus : 1 plus 2, 2 plus 4, 4 plus 6, 6 plus 9, 
9 plus 12, 12 plus 16, 16 plus 20, and by this process the triangles, which 
give rise to the polygons, come forth in order. 

CHAPTER XX 

I Still further, every square plus its own side becomes heteromecic, or 
by Zeus, if its side is subtracted from it. Thus, 'the other' is conceived 
of as being both greater and smaller than 'the same,' since it is produced, 
both by addition and by subtraction, in the same way that the two 
kinds of inequality' also, the greater and the less, have their origin from 

2 the application of addition or subtraction to equality. This also is 
sufficient evidence that the two forms partake of sameness and other
ness, of otherness in an indefinite fashion, but of sameness definitely, 
I and 2 generically,' but the odd of sameness after the manner of a 
subordinate species because it belongs to the same class as I, and the 
even of otherness because it is homogeneous with 2. 

3 There is also a still clearer reason why the square, since it is the prod
uct of the addition of odd numbers, is akin to sameness, and the 
heteromecic numbers to otherness because it is made up by adding even 
numbers; for as though they were friends of one another, these two 
forms share in their two rows the same differences when they do not 
have the same ratios, and conversely the same ratios when they do not 
have the same differences. For the difference 3 between 4 and 2 in the 
Theol. Arith" 8 Ast (on the dyad) in a context certainly Nicomachean : "Wherefore the first 
congress of these (se. the monad and the dyad) first perfected defined multitude, the element 
of things, which would be a triangle both of magnitudes and of numbers somatic and bodiless; 
for as the rennet coagulates the running milk by its active and effective property, so the unifying 
force of the monad approaching the dyad, which is the Source of facile movement and of disso
lution, gave a bound and a form that is a number to the triad; for this is the beginning of ac
tuality in number as that is defined by the combination of monads." In the present text 'their 
nature' refers to the squares and heteromecic numbers and' the origin of all things' to the tri
angle, as the elementary figure. 

1 Cr. 1. 17. 6. The results obtained by adding to or subtracting their sides from the square 
numbers are as follows: 

4+2 - 6 - 2X3 
9+3- I2 -3X4 

I6+4=20=4X5 
2S+S - 30 - 5X6 

or 
ml + m = (m + I)m 

1 See p. 101 for comment in this pa.ssage. 

4-2"" 211:11X2 
9-3- 6-2X3 

16 - 4 .., 12 ... 3 X 4 
25 - 5 = 20 "" 4 X 5 

or 
ml - m = (m - l)m 

'The examples in the text show sameness of difference coupled with difference of ratio. For 
the converse, compare 4, 6, and 6, 9 . The ratio is sesquialter in both cases, but the difference 

• vanes. 
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double ratio is found between 6 and 4 as a superparticular; and again 
the difference between 9 and 6, as a sesquialter, is found between 12 

and 9 as a sesquitertian, and so on. What is the same in quality 1 is 
different in quantity, and just the opposite, what is the same in quan
tity is different in quality. Again, it is clear that in all their relations' 4 

the same difference between two terms will necessarily be called frac
tions with names that differ by I, and be the half of one and the third 
of the other, or the third of one and the quarter of the other, or the 
fourth of one and the fifth of the other, and so on. 

But what will most of all confirm the fact that the odd, and never 5 
the even, is preeminently the cause of sameness, is to be demonstrated 
in every series beginning with I following some ratio, for example, 
the double ratio, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, or the triple, 
1,3,9, 27, 8r, 243, 729, 2,187, and as far as you like. You will :find 3 

that of necessity all the terms in the odd places in the series are squares, 
and no others by any device whatsoever, and that no square is to be 
found in an even place. 

But all the products of a number multiplied twice into itself, that is, 
the cubes, which are extended in three dimensions and seen to share 
in sameness to an even greater extent, are the product of the odd num
bers, not the even,4i I, 8, 27, 64, 125, and 216, and those that go on 
analogously, in a simple, unvaried progression as well. For when the 
successive odd numbers are set forth indefinitely beginning with I, 

observe this: The first one makes the potential cube; the next two, 

I This is substantially a repetition of the previous statement. In the terminology of Nicoma
chus two pairs of numbers have a relation (crxicrlf) Qualitatively (..-ouSn1'n) alike if they exhibit 
the same ratio ; numerically ("-0G"6TlTn), if they have the same arithmetical difference. This 
terminology appears again in the discussion of tbe proportions; cf. 23, 4 below. 

~ Ifxilf€ll: That is. the comparisons of the pairs of terms from the two series; see on 21. 2 

below for a further discussion of the meaning of IfXilflf 'relation.' For illustration of the mean
ing, we may take pairs of homologous terms from the two seriC'S, as t, 2; 4, 6; 9, t 2; 16, 20; 
etc., and their differencC'S I, 2, 3, 4, etc. I is the whole of I and the half of 2; 2 is the half of 
4 and the third of 6; 3 is the third part of 9 and the fourth of 12, etc. Or, compare 4, 2 with 
4,6; 9, 6 with 9,12; etc. 

J Philo, De Mlmdi Opifido,36 , points out further propertiC'S of the table of doubles : "If one 
doubles he will find that the third from unity (Le., counting both ends in the Greek fashion) is a 
square, the fourth a cube, and the seventh, arising from both the third and the fourth, a cube 
and square together." Similarly Theon, p. 34, 16 ff ., points out that the terms in every other 
place (he does not spedfically say 'odd ' ) of the series of multiples are squares, those in every 
third place cubes, and those in every fifth place both cubes and squares. He adds furthermore 
that squares are always divisible by 3 and 4, either as they stand or when I is subtracted, that 
those divisible by 3 when I is subtracted are always divisible by 4 if they are even, and vice versa, 
etc. 

, See Part I, p. 133. 
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added together, the second; the next three, the third; the four next 
following, the fourth; the succeeding five, the fifth; the next six, the 
sixth; and so on. 

CHAPTER XXI 

I After this it would be the proper time to incorporate the nature of 
proportions, a thing most essential for speculation about the nature of 
the universe and for the propositions of music, astronomy, and geome
try, and not least for the study of the works of the ancients; and thus 
to bring the Introduction to Arithmetic to the end that is at once suitable 
and fitting. 

2 A proportion,' then, is in the proper sense, the combination of two 
or more ratios, but by the more general definition the combination of 

1 .l, Ta, 1" Wl' ,..ClXa.,,'" O'"V"U'CI"1~(": Boethius, n . 40: ad tlelerum lutionum iNltliigtJtIia".. 
t Two Greek words, clNAvylCl and ,..,lflYr'lf. the former of which is used here, may be trans-

lated 'proportion,' and Nicomachus points out that an Iba).cryEIS is, strictly speaking, a combina· ".
tion of ratios (like 1, 2,4; i.e., in his classification only the 'geometrical proportions,' ",('rIII,.., • 

.,.pura,l draM-ylcu. or ,IM,.oT'lrrn). Properly then an arithmetical progreWon of three or four 
terms (e.g., It 2, 3. or I, 2, 3,.) should not be called an .b«).o"(ICl, but in practice it is so called. 
It was formerly thought until Ncsselmann cleared up the matter (GeschicltJe der Algebra, p. :1I0, 

note) that ,ba).vyCa. meant, properly, &. proportion of four terms (Le., a disjunct proportion; 
see section 6), and ~"Iw"'J a continued proportion (of three terms; cf. section 5)' Arguing 
from the statements of Iamblichus (pp. 100, 15 fr. and 104, 19 ff. Pistelli; the latter passage runs 
" ai anrrl".. 1""6,,-.,,f " 'Y'fJI~TPIICf, ICl,lplfllf il'll>.o-rla tcllC)..,,-rl'''' a,6,,-, Ab-yo, Tb, II-"b, ot &po' 
T'/KlxolHn,. cl" .,.b, ,,-"b Myo, 6""..,.WTU) and Nicomachus himself (see 11. 24. I), Nes.sel· 
mann states that originally il'll).O"')'lll was applied only to geometrical proportions and JIoI"O"r'lf 

to the other two, the harmonic and the arithmetic, but that in later usage the distinction of terms 
vanished. It is certain that Nicomachus uses them indiscriminately of all three types. But the 
present passage makes the matter perfectly clear if the proper stress is laid on the words ).6-yof 

and "xl(m_ Nicomachus here definitely states that a proportion (d.,.).o.-yl,,) is properly or 
strictly (&lIpC",,) the combination or two or more ,atios ().b-y",,), but in a mot'e ,mural seltse (al. 
""'po') a combination of ,datitmS ("xl",,,,,). Now MYOf is the term which properly means 
ratio, the measurement of one number in terms of another. and it is not used by Nicomacbus 
with reference to the relations between numbers in any other sense (he does, to be sure, use ),byot 
with other meanings, but not with reference to the relations between numbers; see the Glossary). 

Nicomachus is undoubtedly woefully lacking in precision when he defines ).6"(or (section 3), 
but in his usage he is consistent. "xl"" on the other hand means simply ,JQJjon and can refer 
to any kind of relation, including A6'Y1n proper and mere numerical excess or deficiency as well; 
it is therefore a more general term and sometimes, hut not always. synonymous with >..ryeu. 
Here, however, Nicomachus uses it in the general sense, SO that it includes the relation of tJ:cetd· 
ing and being exceeded. He admits, then, that il'll).o.-yLa is used of arithmetic and harmonic 
progressions as well as of the true proportions, the geometric. It may be noticed that in dis
cussing arithmetic proportions Nicomachus does not use the term ).6"(01 to describe their mutual 
relation; in fact be says that they are not in the same ).6-yos (11. 23. I: ha., _ • _ p.f, Jl.lwo, 
).Oyor & a.,"~f I" .,.oir 3po" "'pOf i).A~>.o1.lf 'Yl"'fT"a.t) . In 11. 22. 3 (I, 'Yap .,.6 Toii .id.oO i(J'9p.oG 
~1I"lKU id p.oJd.60f Id/"" .• . "J.i'Tlu & Ta'"'Ir p./J"lf A6"(or, where Ta..n-'1f - Ti7r i/K8p.",.,-it) 
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two or more relations, even if they are not brought under the same 
ratio, but rather a difference, or something else. 

Now a ratio 1 is the relation of two terms to one another, and the 3 
combination of such is a proportion, so that three is the smallest num
ber of terms of which the latter is composed, although it can be a series 
of more, subject to the same ratio or the same difference. For ex
ample, I : 2 is one ratio, where there are two terms; but 2 : 4 is another 
similar ratio; hence I, 2, 4 is a proportion, for it is a combination of 
ratios, or of three terms which are observed to be in the same ratio to 
one another. The same thing may be observed also in greater numbers 4 

and longer series of terms; for let a fourth term, 8, be joined to the 
former after 4, again in a sinaiIar relation, the double, and then 16 after 
8 and so on. 

Now if the same term, one and unchanging, is compared to those on 5 

Myo, does not mean 'ratio,' but 'scheme,' 'plan,' or, practically, 'de6nition.' In 1. s. I he 
speaks of dp~"I .. ol }..6-yOl. meaning the intervals of harmony, but only to point out that these 
are really ratios in the strict sense . 

A good illustration of the proper use of the words >'6yor and rTxlrT" is found in Theon, p. 22, 19 
Hiller: cui!6,iUI'OI Si Toll, >.6-yOIlf Tijr frpOf 4}..X.q:\oVf rTx.lrT~wt iuh'WI' ,£UIOe"'I" ("as they increase 
they diminish the ratios of their relation to onc another " ), He is speaking of the fact that in 
the natural series of numbers the ratios between the terms decrease as you ascend in the series, 
e.g., :l; I > 3: l > 4: 3, etc. )..VyOI is the ratio; trXltrlf means the general relation existing 
between pairs of terms, that is, the simple pairing amI comparing of the terms. It is further 
to be noted with regard to the terminology of proportions that, according to Iamblichus (p. 99. 
:lS ff. ) , o:bClM,,(ICl properly refers to the continued proportion (that in three terms), as opposed to 
.,.3 d...i).o"(o,., which means rather a geometrical progres~on and is the more proper term to apply 
to the disjunct proportion (in four terms). Needless to say, the distinction is not observed by 
Nicomachus. 

1 In view of what has been said in the preceding note this definition is a poor one, for it merely 
asserts that a ratio ()"6"(os) is a relation ("'x/.:,",s) . Nicomachus is either guilty of carelessness, 
or, as is \'ery probable, the word roui has fallen out before ".x/".n, leaving no trace in the M$5. 
The addition of this onc word would make the definition fairly satisfactory , although it would 
still lack the precision of Euclid's, or Theon's. In mathematical language rou~ trxltr" 'a rela
tion of some kind,' 'a qualitath'c relation,' means onc that can be described as 'of some kind,' 
that is, double, triple, sesquialter, or the like, in other words, a ratio proper, and it would be con
trasted with ro"'~ trx/".", fa relation of a certain amount,' which would mean a relation where a 
mere arithmetical difference between the terms is in question. Euclid uses this terminology 
in his definitions of ratio and proportion in Book V, init. : "Ratio is the qualitative relation with 
reference to size between two homologous magnitudes. Proportion is the likeness of ratios" 
()..Vyos I".rl alio p.r"yffJo;,,. o,uo"(e"o;,,. 1] KIIon~ · .... 'l)"u:br'lrd. rOlQ; "'x/".". d,.a.)..o"(lCl 5' ~(fT'I,. 1] ro;,,. 

)..Vy",,, O,uo'Or'lI) ; d. also Hero of Alexandria, Drfinitkm 127, ed. Hultscb, p. 36, As Nesselmann 
(Gcu h. d. Alg., 212) showed, the inclusion of O,uo"(f),o;,,,, r'l)..'1I'61o"",4 and 3,uoj(~r'll brings out points 
overlooked by Nicomachus, but even more important is rOId.. On the necessity of terms in a 
ratio being homogeneous, see on 1. 17. 4; Nicomachus neglects this matter. Theon's definitions 
of ratio and proportion are more like Euclid's, but that of proportion is either poorly stated or 
wrongly transmitted: "Ratio is the qualitative relation in analogy (II'Clr' dvciM"(O,.) existing 
between two terms of the same genus" (p. 73, I6) j "Proportion is the qualitative relation of 
ratios to one another" (p. 74, l:l), 
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either side of it, to the greater as consequent 1 and to the lesser as ante
cedent, such a proportion is called continued; for example, I, 2,4 is a 
continued proportion as regards quality,' for 4: 2 equals 2: I, and con
versely r: :2 equals :2 : 4. In quantity, I, 2, 3, for example, is a contin
ued proportion,3 for as 3 exceeds :2, so :2 exceeds I, and conversely, as I 
is less than 2, by so much 2 is less than 3. 

6 If, however, one term answers to the lesser term, and becomes its 
antecedent and a greater term, and another, not the same, takes the 
place of consequent and lesser term with reference to the greater, such 
a mean and such a proportion is called no longer continued, but dis
junct j for example, as regards quality, I, :2, 4, 8, for :2 : I equals 8 : 4, 
and conversely I : 2 equals 4 : 8, and again I : 4 equals 2 : 8 or 4 : I equals 
8::2 j and in quantity, I, 2,3,4, for as I is exceeded by 2, by so much 3 is 
exceeded by 4, or as 4 exceeds 3, so 2 exceeds I, and by interchange, as 
3 exceeds I, so 4 exceeds :2, or as I is exceeded by 3, by so much :2 is 
exceeded by 4. 

CHAPTER XXII 

I The first three proportions,' then, which are acknowledged by all 
the ancients, Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle, are the arithmetic, 
geometric, and harmonic; and there are three others subcontrary to 

IOn the meaning of 'antecedent' and 'consequent,' see the note on I. 19. 2. 
'On the meaning of 'quality' referring to ratios, compare on H . 20.3. With reference to 

proportions, as here, the meaning is consistent with the former usage. A proportion as regards 
quality (1((['T4 ra,,~'T'1'T01, 1((['T4 'T1I '11"016", 'll"oibr'l'TI) is a series of terms exhibiting similar ratios, 
and a proportion in quantity ('((['T4 'll"OiT67'17'"01, 1((['Ta. 'T& 'l"0IT6" 'll"0iT67'17'"1) is an arithmetical pro
gression, with a common difference. Cf. also H. 22. 2; 23· 4 below. 

, (fU"ll'id"l: Theon, p. 82, 10, uses the term crUWX1\f and all1P'Iid,." for' disjunct' (in Nicoma
chus, IhfttV"YI'I"'1. sect. 6). 

4 Iamblichus adds concerning the history of the proportions (p. 100, 19): "But of old there 
were but three means in the days of Pythagoras and the mathematicians of his time, the arith
metic, the geometric, and the third in order, which was once called the subcontrary, but had its 
name forthwith changed to hannonic by the schools of Archytas and Hippasus, because it seemed 
to embrace the ratios that govern the harmonized and tuneful. And it was formerly called sub
contrary heeause its character was somehow subcontrary to the arithmetic. . •. After this name 
had been changed, those who came later, Eudoxus and his school, invented three more means, 
and called the fourth properly subcontrary because its properties were subcontrary to the har
monic _ . • and the other two they named simply from their order, fifth and sixth. The ancients 
and their successors thought that this number, i.e., six, of means could be set up; but the modems 
have found four more in addition, devising their formation from the terms and the intervals." 
Cf. also p. tI3, 16 tf. He adds (p. II6, I if.) that the first six were in use from Plato's time to 
Eratosthenes, and that the other four were devised by Myonides and Euphranor, both Pythago
reans, who lived later. Apparently Moderatus of Gades, as well as Nicomacbus, employed all 
ten forms (see Proclus, In Tim., H. 18. 29 ff. Diehl). 
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them, which do not have names of their own, but are called in more 
general terms the fourth, fifth, and sixth forms of mean; after which 
the moderns discover four others as well, making up the number ten,l 
which, according to the Pythagorean view, is the most perfect possible. 
It was in accordance with this number indeed that not long ago the ten 
relations 2 were observed to take their proper number, the so-called ten 
categories,3 the divisions and forms of the extremities of our hands and 
feet, and countless other things which we shall notice in the proper 
place.' 

Now, however, we must treat from the beginning, first, that fann of 2 

proportion which by quantity' reconciles and binds together the com
parison of the terms, which is a quantitative equality as regards the 
difference of the several terms to one another. This would be the 
arithmetic proportion, for it was previously reported that quantity is 
its peculiar belonging. What, then, is the reason that we shall treat 3 
of this first, and not another? Is it not clear that Nature shows it 
forth before the rest? For in the natural series of simple numbers, 
beginning with I, with no term passed over or omitted, the definition 
of this proportion e alone is preserved; moreover, in our previous 
statements,' we demonstrated that the Arithmetical [nlroduetion itself 
is antecedent to all the others, because it abolishes them together with 
itself, but is not abolished together with them, and because it is im
plied by them, but does not imply them. Thus it is natural that the 
mean which shares the name of arithmetic will not unreasonably take 

1 The sacredness of the number 10 was a ravorite theme of the Pythagoreans. 10 symbolized 
for them the universe, and by the (tlraktys (I + 2 + J + 4 = 10) their most sacred oath was 
taken. I t is the all-inclusive nature which they discovered in the decad that gained it its peculiar 
reverence from them, and Nicomachus here cites evidence of the type accepted by the Pythag
orean school to substantiate that property of the decad. It is well to note that in two other 
Nicomachean sources similar statements are found. Photius's report of the TluologllmtlkJ 
A,ithmct;c<1c represents the decad as the universe because there arc 10 fmgers, 10 toes, 10 cale· 
gories and 10 parts of speech, and because it comprehends all solid and plane fIgUres, all kinds of 
number and of numerical relations; and there is a close parallel passage in Ast's Tluol. Arilh., 
p. 59. Another instance of the reverence paid to the decad and its supposed universal character 
among numbers was seen in I. IQ. 17 (CL the note). On the Pythagorean decad in general, cf. 
Philolaus, in Stobaeus, &1., I (Wachsmuth-Hense, vo!. I, p. 16) j Aristotle, Mu., I. 5- Q86 a, 8. 

2 The reference is to I. 17. 7-8 and the following discussion. 
S The Aristotelian categories; cL Part I, p. 95, notes I and 2. Boethius, n. 42, says that 

Archytas the Pythagorean first distinguished the categories, liltt qllifmsd<1m sit ambiguum, and 
that Plato followed his distinction. There seems to have been a book on the categories (fa1sely) 
attributed to Archytas. See Part I, ibid. 

, This seems to be a reference to the work called Tluologumtna Arithmeticae. 
'''QT4 TO .-ocr-Ol': Cf. the notes on n. 20. 3; :n.5. 
I cl TQVT'IlS .u6"'1' >'6701; d. on n. :21. 2. ' Cf. 1.4. :I ff'. and the note. 
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precedence of the means which are named for the other sciences, the 
geometric and harmonic; for it is plain that all the more will it take 
precedence over the subcontraries,' over which the first three hold the 

4 leadership. As the first and original, therefore, since it is most de
serving of the honor, let the arithmetic proportion have its discus
sion at our hands before the others. 

CHAPTER XXIII 

I It is an arithmetic proportion,2 then, whenever three or more terms 
are set forth in succession, or are so conceived, and the same quantita
tive difference is found to exist between the successive numbers, but 
not the same ratio among the terms, one to another. For example, I, 

2,3,4, 5,6,7,8,9,10, I1, 12, 13 j for in this natural series of numbers, 
examined consecutively and without any omissions, every term what
soever is discovered to be placed between two and to preserve the arith
metic proportion to them. For its differences as compared with those 
ranged on either side of it are equal; the same ratio, however, is not 
preserved among them. 

2 And we understand that in such a series there comes about both a 
continued and a disjunct proportion; for if the same middle term an
swers to those on either side as both antecedent and consequent, it 
would be a continued proportion, but if there is another mean along 
with it, a disjunct proportion comes about. 

3 Now if we separate out of this series any three consecutive terms 
whatsoever, after the form of the continued proportion, Of four or more 
terms after the disjunct form, and consider them, the difference of them 
all would be I, but their ratios would be different throughout. If, 
however, again we select three or more terms, not adjacent, but sepa
rated, separated nevertheless by a constant interval, if one term was 
omitted in setting down each term, the difference in every case will be 
2; and once more with three terms it will be a continued proportion; 
with more, disjunct. If two terms are omitted, the difference will 
always be 3 in all of them, continued or disjunct; if three, 4; if four, 
s; and so on. 

4 Such a proportion,' therefore, partakes in equal quantity in its 

1 That is, the 'fourth, fifth and sixth' forms. Cr. section 1 . The tirst three are the 'leaders' 
of the subcontraries because the latter are based on them. 

2 Cl. the definition in Theon, p. 113, 18 fr . ~ Cf.onll.20.3; :n.5; 22.2. 
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differences, but of unequal quality; for this reason it is arithmetic. 
If on the contrary it partook of similar quality, but not quantity, it 
would be geometric instead of arithmetic. 

A tbing is peculiar 1 to this proportion that does not belong to any 5 
other, namely, the mean is either half of, or equal to, the sum of the 
extremes, whether the proportion be viewed as continuous or disjunct 
or by alternation; for either the mean term with itself, or the mean 
terms with one another, are equal to the sum of the extremes. 

It has still another peculiarity; what ratio each term has to itself,' 6 
this the differences have to the differences; that is, they are equal. 

Again, the thing which is most exact, and which has escaped the 
notice of the majority,' the product of the extremes when compared to 
the square of the mean is found to be smaller than it by the product of 
the differences, whether they be I, 2,3,4, or any number whatever. 

In the fourth place,' a thing which all previous writers also have 
noted, the ratios between the smaller terms are larger, as compared to 
those between the greater terms. It will be shown that in the har
monic proportion, on the contrary, the ratios between the greater 
terms are greater than those between the smaller; for this reason 
the harmonic proportion is subcontrary to the arithmetic, and the 

I The translation here follows the reading of Ast {-7'& KilT'" t1vviJelTlr :ri;i" 4/Cpw. 4J'TXUU)r '1'00 

p/t1otJ ~ ((fOl' ni, ~ll1'atf tlJ>UI). Stated in algebraic fonn, and letting a > b > c > d, the proposi
tions in this section are: 

I. (r) a - b - , - d, or (2) a - b ,. b - c (typical/orms of IM proKression). 
,hul H. (I) a + d - b + c, or (2) a + c - 2 b. 
But if I is given, it is evident that the following also are true: 

Ill. a - c = b - d (byaJlernaJion), 

,hen IV. a+d - b+c. 
The proposition is noticed by Theon, loco cit., and by Nicomachus himself in his Handhook of 
Music (c. 8, p. 251, 13 Von Jan). 

t Boethius, IT. 43 : N amque om"is lermi,,11S sibi twzuaJis tst tl dil!m:nliae differtnliis SlInt cuquales. 
'Boethius, Il. 43, says that this was discovered by Nicomachus. In general this proposition 

may be stated: If a - b = b - c, b2 - GC ., (0 - b) (b - cl - (a - b)2 = {b - c.)1. Nicoma
chus in his Handbook of .\[usic (c. 8. p. 251, IS, Von Jan) again mentions this property of tbe 
proportion. 

'Thus in the series I, J, 3, comparing the ratio of the lesser terms (I, 2) and that of the greater 
(2,3), 

2:1>3: 2 • 

But in a similar comparison of the terms of the harmonic progression 3. 4. 6. 

4:3<6:4. 
In a geometric progression, as t, 2,4, 

2;1=4: 2• 

as Nicomachus proceeds to say. Nicomachus states that this fact had been noted by all previous 
writers. The statement is borne out by the fact that it occurs as early as Archytas (fragment 2, 

Diels, DU Fragme"te del' Vorsokratiker, 1', p. 334, in Porphyry, I" Plot Harm., p. 267). For its 
enunciation by Archytas, see p. 21, where he is quoted . 

• 
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> geometric is midway between them, as it were, between extremes, 
for this proportion has the ratios between the greater terms and those 
between the smaller equal, and we have seen that the equal is in the 
middle ground between the greater and the less. So much, then, about 
the arithmetic proportion. 

CHAPTER XXIV 

I The next proportion 1 after this one, the geometric, is the only one 
in the strict sense of the word to be called a proportion, because its 
terms are seen to be in the same ratio. It exists whenever, of three or 
more terms, as the greatest is to the next greatest, so the latter is to the 
one following, and if there are more terms, as this again is to the one 
following it, but they do not, however, differ from one another by the 
same quantity, but rather by the same quality of ratio, the opposite 
of what was seen to be the case with the arithmetic proportion. 

2 For an example, set forth the numbers beginning with I that advance 
by the double ratio, I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and so on, or by the triple 
ratio, 1,3,9, 27,81, 243, and so on, or by the quadruple, or in some 
similar way. In each one of these series three adjacent terms, or four, 
or any number whatever that may be taken, will give the geometric 
proportion to one another; as the first is to the next smaller, so is that 
to the next smaller, and again that to the next smaller, and so on as far 
as you care to go, and also by alternation. For instance, 2, 4, 8; the 
ratio which 8 bears to 4, that 4 bears to 2, and conversely; they do not, 
however, have the same quantitative difference. Again, 2, 4, 8, 16; 
for not only does 16 have the same ratio to 8 as before, though not the 
same difference, but also by alternation it preserves a similar relation 
- as 16 is to 4, so 8 is to 2, and conversely, as 2 is to 8, so 4 is to 16; 
and disjunctly, as 2 is to 4, so 8 is to 16; and conversely and in dis
junct form, as 16 is to 8 so 4 is to 2; for it has the double ratio. 

3 The geometric proportion has a peculiar property shared by none 
of the rest, that the differences of the terms' are in the same ratio to 

I Cba:M')'ta:: Cf. Theon, pp. 107. 5 and 114, I ft., on this proportion. Euclid defines numbers 
in proportion as fo11o .... '5: .. Numbers are in proportion when the first is the same multiple of the 
second as the third of the fourth, or the same part of it, or the same parts" (d~,,8~1 dNM,,),Ol' 
fi" .. "Tctl' 0 rpWro, TOO 8fllTlpoII 11:41 0 TptTO' TOO TfTliprOIl i",h" i roXXctrM"Ior ~ T~ ct'"~ idPOI 
." Ta 4ioTa 1'1pY/ ,z"I'), EJem<:,us, VII. Def. 21. 

t Thus in the series I, 2, 4. 8, 16, the ratio is double and the ratio between the successive dif
ferences (I, 2.4,8) is also double. 
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each other as the terms to those adjacent to them, the greater to the 
less, and vice versa. Still another property is that the greater terms 
have as a difference, with respect to the lesser, the lesser terms them
selves, and similarly difference differs from difference, by the smaller 
difference itself, if the terms are set forth in the double ratio; I in the 
triple ratio both terms and differences will have as a difference twice 
the next smaller, in the quadruple ratio thrice, in the quintuple four 
times, and so on. 

Geometric proportions come about not only among the multiples, 4 

but also among all the superparticular, superpartient, and mixed forms, 
and the peculiar property of this proportion in all cases is preserved, 
that in the continued proportions the product of the extremes is equal 
to the square of the mean, but in disjunct proportions, or those with a 
greater number of terms,2 even if they are not continued, but wi.th an 
even number of terms, that the product of the extremes equals that of 
the means. 

As an illustration of the fact that in all the relations, all kinds of mul- 5 
tiples, superparticuiars, superpartients, and mixed ratios the peculiar 
property of this proportion is preserved, let that suffice 3 and be suffi
cient for us wherein we fashioned, beginning with equality, by the 
three rules all the kinds of inequality out of one another, when they 
were in both direct and reverse order; for each act of fashioning and 
each series set forth is a geometric proportion with all the aforesaid 
properties as well as a fourth, namely, that they keep the same ratio' 
in both the greater and the smaller terms. Moreover, if we set forth 
the series shared by both heteromecic and square numbers, one by one, 

1 Doubles 1:2 4 8 16 32 64 128 
Differences 1:2 4 8 16 32 64 
Differences of differences I :2 4 8 16 32 

In general, 2,,+1 - 2" = 2" 

Triples I 3 9 27 81 243 729 
Differences 2 6 18 54 162 486 

Differences of differences 4 12 36 108 324 
In general, 3,,+1 - J" - 3"(3 - I) = 2 X 3" 

Quadruples I 4 16 64 256 1,024 4,096 
Differences 3 12 48 191 168 3,072 
Differences of differences 9 36 144 576 2,304 

In general, 4"H - 4" = 4"(4 - I) "" 3 X 4" 
I Thus in the series 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 

2 X 64 = 4 X 32 - 8 X 16 (= 128). 
I Cf. 1. 2J . 7 ff . 
• That is, in the series of doubles (1, 2,4,8,16,32, etc.) the ratio between 32 and 16 is the 

same as that between 2 and I. 
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containing the terms in both series, and then selecting the terms by 
groups of three beginning with I, examine them, in each case setting 
down the last of the former group as the starting point of the next, 
we shall find that from the multiple relation - that is, the double -
all the kinds of superparticulars 1 appear one after the other, the sesqui
alter, sesquitertian, sesquiquartan, and so on. 

6 It would be most seasonable, now that we have reached this point, 
to mention a corollary that is of use to us for a certain Platonic theo
rem: 2 for plane numbers are bound together always by a single mean, 
solids by two, in the form of a proportion. For with two consecutive 

1 The series of squares and beterom!!Cic numbers is 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 16, 20, 25. etc. Taking them 
in groups of three as directed the following ratios appear : 

I, 2, 4 
4, 6, 9 
9,12, 16 
16, 20, 25 

(double) 
(!leSQuialter) 
(sesquitertian) 
(sesquiquartan) 

t The reference is to TimGtus, 32 A- B, and Nicomachus endeavors to elucidate a real difficulty 
in the Platonic text. In stating the case as he does at first briefly and summarily ("planes are 
always joined by one mean, solid numbers by two"), he doubtless quotes from memory, for he 
does not report Plato precisely. Plato does not say that planes can have but one mean, but that 
one suffices (d all,. hrlrdol' ••• la" 'Y1"tHffSII' TO TOii rll"O, ffW~, ~fJ. IUfflrr", &1' I~~p.m Tcl T~ 
I/ofS' IIlIl'Tl1' ~1I~~i,. 1(41 II1I1T~'" ,.ii,. al - t1n~Ofla'1 "tap ,,6-1-0,. rpoff'1I(O ([1_,. Ta !SI tTT([~~ ,u.. 
,u,. OU/rOTf!, !SUo III cid JUffOT7fTff (1I1'''PpbTTOIIVIJ' ••• ). But Nicomachus, going on to restrict 
the application of these two principles to coruecutive squares and consuuiiw: cubes would seem to 
be trying to impose upon the Platonic passage an interpretation which would stand mathematical 
scrutiny. 

The words used by Plato, 1.,lr,30 .. and ffnpfoJ', are capable of a very broad interpretation 
and difficulties would then arise. For example, a plane number could be any number of the form 
ab, and supposing 11, b, c, and d to be prime integers, it would be impossible to find one rational 

mean between the plane numbers lib and cd, for v' abed would be irrational. However, it would 
always be possible to find a single mean between two successive squares, for if the squares are 
111 and (11 + 1)1, lI {a + I) will be a geometrical mean between them. Furthermore, Nicomachus's 
statement about the cubes helps to dismiss a real difficulty in the second part of the Platonic 
theorem, for there are certain solid numbers that can be put into a geometrical proportion with but 
one mean (e.g., Archer-Hind, od /oc., cites 8, which is 2', and 512, which is 8', and the proportion 
8: 64 - 64: 512). But if by solid numbers Plato meant conseaJtive cubes, as Nicomachus says. 
then it will be found that no single rational geometrical mean can be inserted between two such. 

For if the cubes are'" and (a + 1)', the geometrical mean would be a(a + I )"'a{a + 1) and 
would be irrational. 

At the hands of modem commentators the Platonic passage has been subjected to somewhat 
similar restriction. Archer-Hind in his note follows Martin for the most part, and declares bis 
belief that Plato meant Irl"fllol' and t1TfpdJ' in the strictest possible sense, the fonner a number 
of two factors only, the latter of three, all the factors being prime integers, and that in the case 
of the solid numbers he restricts himself to cubes. Then it would be possible always to find one 
geometrical mean between two squares (as at: ab "'" ab: 112), though in other pla.ne numbers two 
means might be possible; and the possibility of two cubes with but onc rational geometrical mean 
will be excluded, for if x is the mean between a' and Ii', it will have the irrational value obv' ab, 
a and b being prime integers. 
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squares I only one mean term is discovered which preserves the geo
metric proportion, as antecedent to the smaller and consequent to 
the greater term, and never more than one. Hence we conceive of two 
intervals 2 between the mean term and each extreme, in the relation of 
similar ratios. Again, with two consecutive cubes 3 only two middle 7 

terms in proper ratio are found, in accordance with the geometric 
proportion, never more j hence there are three intervals, onc, that be
tween the mean terms compared to one another, and two between the 
extremes and the means on either side. Thus the solid forms are called 8 
three-dimensional and the plane ones two-dimensional ; for example, 
I and 4 are planes, and 2 a middle term in proportion, or again 4 and 9, 
two squares, and their middle term 6, held by the greater and holding 
the lesser term in the same ratio' as that in which one difference holds 
the other. The reason ' for this is that the sides of the two squares, one 9 
belonging peculiarly to each, both together produced this very number 
6. In cubes, however, for example 8 and '7, no longer one but two 
mean terms are found, I' and 18, which put themselves and the terms 

I Cf. Euclid, ElemenJs, VIII, 11 : "Th~re is one mean term in proportion between two square 
numi>crs, and the square h3S to the square double the ratio of side to side " (IlUo TrTpa-yofJIIW. 

d.PI'Jj;'. fIr JdITGf dl'd).q-yO .. i~'rlll dpI9~r, «A/ ~ 'rup4-rwlIOr f1'pOt 'rib 'rnp4-rwlIO' "'fI' >'CltTlo IIA ).b-yo • 
• XII ~ .. tP ;, r>.n,pc\ f1'pOJ 'ri)ll f1'MVp4,). Theon of Smyma does not include this proposition, nor 
the following one, concerning cubes,; this is strange, since be is professedly offering belps to the 
study of Plato . . 

, /lIA(I'T~,&<GTa : The Greek word may also be translated' intervals.' On the meaning of the 
word in tbis connection, cf. on n. 6. 3. These differences will bear to each other the ratio of the 
terms (cf. sect . 3 above). 

, Cl. Euclid, EJefMniJ, VIII, 12 : uThere are two mean terms in proportion between two 
cubes, and cube has to cube thrice tbe ratio of side to side" {/l6o «(,/lw, dplBl'w, /160 I'l~cx drtdAay6, 
d~", dpl91U11, «Cll 6 «(,{JOJ f1'pOJ Th ""{Jo, Tp'fI'Mtf1to'G >.b-yo, 1;.:" t-"tp ?, f1').ttlpc\ f1'pOJ 'ri)ll f1'>'(I.Ip,h) . 

'In general a proportion between successive squares would be 01 : 0(0 + I ) _ 0 (0 + I) : 
(a + 1 )1. The I1ltio of the sides would be 0 : 0 + I. The differences on either side would be 
at + a - at _ a, and at + 2 0; + 1 - a' - a ""' a + J. So the diHerences have the same ratio 
as the terms themselves. In tbis kind of proportion tbe only 'intervals' are those between the 
first and middle terms and between the middle and last terms, whereas in any proportion with 
cubes as extremes, as a' : m'" ft : 11', there are three, between 01 and m, m and ft, and ft and bI. 
It is to be remarked that the same word, allin1)~, can be translated ' interval ' and 'dimension' in 
speaking of geometric squares or cubes. To Pythagoreans such a coincidence would mean much. 

'If for example tbe cube! are a' and 11' , the proportion ma}' be of the form 0;1 : a'b _ a'b: ab! 
- ab' :bI; the constant ratio is a:b, and the differences will be a' - a'b, a'b - a02, and 
ab' - 02. But (01 - a'b)(abI - 11') = (atb - abl )!. The differences therefore may be put in 
continued proportion 

'''';':-:..E:''~b a'b - ob' a ~ = • whkh reduces to - . 
a'b - air air - 11' b 

That is, the ratio between the differences is the same as that between the terms. In the case 
of cubes of prime numbers there would be eight further possible forms of the proportion, all of 
which obey this Jaw, as may be readily tested. If, however, the original numbers were not prime, 
the number of forms increases with the number of factors. 

c., 
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in the same ratio as that which the differences bear to one another; 
and the reason of this is that the two mean tenns are the products of the 
sides of the cubes commingled, 2 times 2 times 3 and 3 times 3 times 2. 

10 In general, then, if a square takes a square, that is, multiplies it, it 
always makes a square j but if a square multiplies a heteromecic number, 
or vice versa, it never makes a square; and if cube multiplies cube, a 
cube will always result, but if a heteromecic number multiplies a cube, 
or vice versa, never is the result a cube. In precisely the same way if an 
even number multiplies an even number, the product is always even 
and if odd multiplies odd always odd; but if odd multiplies even or 

11 even odd, the result will always be even and never odd.' These mat
ters will receive their proper elucidation in the commentary on Plato,2 
,,;th reference to the passage on the so-called marriage number in the 
Republic introduced in the person of the Muses. So then let us pass 
over to the third proportion, the so-called hannonic, and analyze it. 

CHAPTER XXV 

I The proportion that is placed in the third order is one called the 
harmonic,3 which exists whenever among three terms the mean on 
examination is observed to be neither in the same ratio to the extremes, 
antecedent of one and consequent of the other, as in the geometric 
proportion, nor with equal intervals, but an inequality of ratios, as in the 

I The propositions stated here are: 

(I) mln' is always a square j 
(z) m1n(n + t) is never a squarej 
(J) """. is always a cube; 
(4) ",,"(" + I) is never a cube; 
(5) :I m X :I " is always even; 
(6) (2 m ± 1)(2" ± I) is always oddj 
(7) 2 m(2 " ± I) is always even. 

tThe formula for the 'marriage number' occurs in the Republk, 546 A ff. The meaning of 
the passage is still disputed . Nicomachus may perhaps refer to some work of his in which he 
commented on the Republic. 

·Iamblichus Cp. 100,19 ff.) names this among the three kinds of proportion known to Pythag· 
oras and his school, by whom it was called VrI!Jl'Ctn-1Q because it was considered to be subcon
trary to the arithmetic; the name,however, was changed to ap~""o~, harmonic, by the schools 
of Arcbytas and Hippasus, because they found in it the harmonic ratios. Iamblichus adds 
(po loB, 3 ff.) that the fundamental forms ( ... u8~~I) of this proportion are 2, 3, 6 and 3, 4, 6, the 
multiples or superparticulars of which terms J:rive other examples of it. On account of this limi
tation the name 'fixed,' 'established' (~(T'T"KIli«) was given to the harmonic proportion by some. 
It will be noted that Nicomachus uses the examples mentioned, although he does not speak of 
such a limitation. 
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arithmetic, but on the contrary, as the greatest term is to the small
est, so the difference between greatest and mean terms is to the differ
ence between mean and smallest term.l For example, take 3, 4, 6, or 
2, 3, 6. For 6 exceeds 4 by one third of itself, since 2 is one third of 6, 
and 3 falls short of 4 by one third of itself, for I is one third of 3. In 
the first example, the extremes are in double ratio and their differences 
with the mean term are again in the same double ratio to one another; 
but in the second they are each in the triple ratio. 

It has a peculiar property, opposite, as we have said,' to that of the 2 

arithmetic proportion; for in the latter 3 the ratios were greater 
among the smaller terms, and smaller among the greater terms. Here, 
however, on the contrary, those among the greater terms are greater 
and those among the smaller terms smaller, so that in the geometric pro
portion, like a mean between them, there may be observed the equality 
of ratios on either side, a midground between greater and smaller. 

Furthermore, in the arithmetic proportion" the mean term is seen 3 
to be greater and smaller than those on either side by the same fraction 
of itself, but by different fractions of the terms that flank it; in the har
monic, however, it is the opposite, for the middle term is greater and 
less than the terms on either side by different fractions of itself, but 
always the same fraction of those terms at its sides, a half of them or 
a third; but the geometric,' as if in the midground between them, 

1 The general formula then is a : c = a - b: b - c. For Tbeon's discussion see p. 114. J4 if., 
Hiller. 

! Cr. H. 23. 6. Iamblichus (p. ITO, 18 ff.) says that this was the opinion of the Pythagorean!! 
but that some considered the harmonic proportion contrary to both the arithmetic and geometric. 
He then argues elaborately for the view expressed in the text, that it is subcontrary to the arith
metic only. 

I Compare the ratios of the terms in the harmonic series 3, 4, 6 and the arithmetic series3, 4, 5: 

t - Jt (less) t = It (greater) 
t = Ii (greater) l - Il (less) 

4 The following examples will illustrate Nicomachus's meaning. 

ARrnnu;TIC HARMoNIC GEOMEtRIC 

Series • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3, 4, 5 3, 4, 6 4, 6, 9 
Differences • • • • • • • • • • • " , " ' 'd 
Which are the following fractions of the mean • • H H 
And the following fractions of the extremes 1 1 it H 

In each case there are two differences. These are (a) in the arithmetic, the same fraction of the 
middle term but different fractions of the extremes; (b ) in the harmonic, different fractions of 
the mean, but the same fraction of the extremes; (c) in the geometric, different fractions of both 
mean and extremes. 

'\\lbat is meant by the elliptic statement of the text, "the geometric . . . neither in the 
mean alone, nor in the extremes alone, but in both mean and extreme," may be seen from the 
example in the preceding note. The middle term does not differ from both e.ztremes by the same 
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shows this property neither in the mean term exclusively nor in the 
extremes, but in both mean and extreme. 

4 Once more, the harmonic proportion has as a peculiar property the 
fact that when the extremes are added together 1 and multiplied by 
the mean, it makes twice the product of themselves multiplied by one 
another. 

S The harmonic proportion was so called because the arithmetic 
proportion was distinguished by quantity, showing an equality in this 
respect with the intervals from one term to another, and the geometric 
by quality, giving similar qualitative relations between one term and 
another, but this fonn, with reference to relativity, appears now in 
one form, now in another, neither in its terms exclusively nor in its 
differences exclusively, but partly in the terms and partly in the differ
ences; for as the greatest term is to the smallest, so also is the differ
ence between the greatest and the next greatest, or middle, term to the 
difference between the least term and the middie term, and vice versa. 

CHAPTER XXVI 

I In the classification of Being previously set forth we recognized the 
relative 2 as a thing peculiar to harmonic theory; but the musical ratios 
of the harmonic intervals are also rather to be found in this proportion. 
The most elementary is the diatessaron, in the sesquitertian ratio, 
4 : 3, which is the ratio of term to term 3 in the example in the double 
ratio, or of difference to difference in that which follows, the triple, for 
these differences are of 6 to 2 or again of 6 to 3. Immediately following 
is the diapente, which is the sesquialter, 3 : 2 or again, 6 : 4, the ratio of 

part of itself nor by the same part of the extremKj but from the first term by the same frac
tion of itself as the fraction of the last term by which it differs from the last term; and COD

versely, sameness and difference of the fraction involved in comparing the tertrlS do not lie, in 
this type of proportion, exclusively in the relations to the middle term, or in those of the middle 
term to the extremes. 

I Thus in 2, J. 6, (2 + 6) X 3 - 24 and :2 X :2 X 6. 

In general '! = a - b. whence b = 2 ac and b(a + c) = 2 ac. 
e b-e a+e 

t See I. 3. I. 
• The examples referred to are the harmonic proportions cited in 11. 25. 1. The proportion 

in double ratio is 3, 4, 6, and that in triple ratio is 2,3,6. The first two terms are in sesquiter. 
tian ratio in the former (4: 3) and the differences of 6 to 2 and of 3 respectively (4. 3) give the 
same ratio in the latter. 
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term to term.' Then the combination' of both of these, sesquialter 
and sesquitertian, the diapason, which comes next, is in the double 
ratio, 6 : 3 in both of the examples, the ratio of term to term.' The fol
lowing interval, that of the diapason and diapente together,' which 
preserves the triple ratio of the two of them together, since it is the com
bination of double and sesquialter, is as 6: " the ratio of term to term 
in the example in the triple ratio, and likewise of difference to differ
ence in the same, and in the proportion with double ratio it is the ratio 
of the greatest term to the difference between that term and the mean 
term, or of the difference between the extremes to the difference be
tween the smaller terms. The last and greatest interval, the so-called 
di-diapason, as it were twice the douhle, which is in the quadruple 
ratio,' is as the middle term in the proportion in the double ratio to the 
difference between the lesser terms, or as the difference between the 
extremes, in the example in the triple ratio, to the difference between 
the lesser terms. 

Some, however, agreeing with Philolaus, believe that the proportion 2 

is called harmonic because it attends upon all geometric harmony, and 
they say that 'geometric harmony' is the cube because it is harmo
nized in all three dimensions, being the product of a number thrice 
multiplied together. For in every cube' this proportion is mirrored; 
there are in every cube I' sides, 8 angles and 6 faces; hence 8, the mean 
between 6 and 12, is according to harmonic proportion, for as the 
extremes are to each other, so is the difference between greatest and 

I That is, the sesquialter ratio may be derived from the terms of the two harmonic proportion! 
cited without calling in differences. 6: .. comes from the double ratio; 3 : 2, from the triple. 

f Ct. 11 . S. 2. 

I In both series (2, 3. 6 and 3. 4, 6) the diapason OCCUI'1 among the terms (3: 6) . 
• This, a triple ratio, is seen in the triple harmonic series 2, 3, 6 (a ) in the terms 6 and 2; (b) in 

the differences (6 - J - 3 and J - 2 - t ); and in the double series 3. 4. 6 (a) in the ratio of 
6 to (6 - 4). i.e., 2, and (b) in the ratio between the difference of 6 and 3 and that between .. 
and J. On the triple ratio as the combination of the double and the sesquialter, cf. n. S· 4. 
The harmonic series t. 3. 6 is of the type that Nicomachus used in illustration in 11. S. as may 
be seen from the foUowing arrangement: 

2 3 
Se.qn;alteJo DolIbl. 

6 

(Di&_le) (Di&p .... ) 
Tri'p1e 

(DiapuoD and »iapent. together) 

'In the double series 3, 4, 6, it is the ratio of 4 to (4 - J - ) I; in the triple, 2, 3, 6, it is the 
ratio of (6 - 2 -) 4 to (3 - 2 =-) 1. 

• Nicomachus shows fIrst that this series, 6, 8, 12, conforms lo all the tests of the harmonic 
proportion just statw., and then that all the ratios of the harmonic intervals are to be found 
aalOng its terms and differences. 
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middle term to that between the middle and smallest terms, and, again, 
the middle term is greater than the smallest by one fraction of itself 
and by another is less than the greater term, but is greater and smaller 
by one and the same fraction of the extremes. And again, the sum of 
the extremes multiplied by the mean makes double the product of the 
extremes multiplied together. The diatessaron is found in the ratio 
8 : 6, which is sesquitertian, the diapente in 12 : 8, which is sesquialter ; 
the diapason, the combination of these two, in 12 : 6, the double ratio; 
the diapason and diapente combined, which is triple, in the ratio of the 
difference of the extremes to that of the smaller terms, and the di
diapason is the ratio of the middle term to the difference between 
itself and the lesser term. Most properly, then, has it been called 
hannonic. 

CHAPTER XXVII 

I Just as in the division of the musical canon,' when a single string is 
stretched or one length of a pipe is used, with immovable ends, and the 
mid-point shifts in the pipe by means of the finger-holes, in the string 
by means of the bridge, and as in one way after another the aforesaid 
proportions, arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic, can be produced, 
so that the fact becomes apparent that they are logically' and very 
properly named, since they are brought about through changing and 
shifting the middle term in different ways, so too it is both reasonable 
and possible to insert the mean term that fits each of the three pro
portions between two arithmetic terms, which stay fixed and do not 
change, whether they are both even or odd. In the arithmetic pro
portion this mean term is one that exceeds and is exceeded by an equal 
amount; in the geometric proportion it is differentiated from the 

• 

1 The .I.IOlIO"ldf IfIll'Wl' was a measuring rod corresponding to, and placed by the side of, the 
monochord, on which by means of a movable bridge experiments were made to determine the 
musical intervals precisely, by the use of mathematics instead of by ear. The procedure in such 
experiments may be gathered from Boethius, l"st. Mw., IV. 5: Sit chorda inknsa AB. Huit; 
aequa sit ,tClIla, qf~ propositis partitionibus diflidatur. ut ea regulll c/wrdlU apposita eaedem din
siones i" ttel,,,j lcmgitudine signe,ullr gUllS IlnUQ signavaamus in regula . Nos vero nunc ihJ diflidi
mw qzuJSl ipsam cJwrdam et non regulam partidmllr. He then describes the actual division. 
Apparently similar experiments could be made on one pipe of the flute. The word used by 
Nicomachus for 'bridge,' Vra:",),W"')'Wf, is properly referred to a movable. as opposed to a fixed, 
bridge C~"'1'df) ; Ast in his note on the present passage cites a scholium on Ptolemy, Harm., I. 8: 
~1'ch 'If ~~ d.1'opi"l, n-a:1'W"')'M'U 6-d.1'6p.tJ'Of· 1C:a:Ta:X~TlIC:W' ~t lC:a:l ."41'4, :\i-ytTa:c Vra:')'II)'M. 
The expression """,-or lC:a:ra:To~i is the title of a work of Euclid. 

2 That is. they are properly called ~tT6-n,rn ('means') because the mean term, Jlinr 4pof, 
determines their character. 

• 
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extremes by the same ratio, and in the harmonic it is greater and 
smaller than the extremes by the same fraction of those same extremes. 

Let there be given then, first, two even terms, between which we 2 

must find how the three means would be inserted, and what they are. 
Let them be ID and 40. 

First, then, I fit to them the arithmetic mean. It is 25, and the at- 3 

tendant properties of the arithmetic proportion are all preserved; for 
as each term is to itself, so also is difference to difference; they are in 
equality, therefore. And as much as the greater exceeds the means 
by so much the latter exceeds the lesser term; the sum of the extremes 1 

is twice the mean; the ratio of the lesser terms' is greater than that of 
the greater; the product of the extremes' is less than the square of the 
mean by the amount of the square of the differences; and the middle 
term' is greater and less than the extremes by the same fraction of it
self, but by different fractions regarded as parts of the extremes. 

If, however, I insert 20 as a mean between the given even terms, the 4 

properties of the geometrical proportion come into view and those of 
the arithmetic are done away with. For as the greater term is to the 
middle term, so is the middle term to the lesser; the product of the 
extremes is equal to the square of the mean; the differences are ob
served to be in the same ratio to one another as that of the terms;' 
neither in the extremes 6 alone nor in the middle term alone does there 
reside the sameness of the fraction concerned in the relative excess and 
deficiency of the terms, but in the middle term and one of the extremes 
by turns; and both between greater and smaller terms there is the 

• same ratio. 
But if I select ,6 as the mean, again the properties of the two former 5 

proportions disappear and those of the harmonic are seen to remain 

t 40 + 10 - :: X 25. 

'!!>JI. 
~ 151 - (10 X 40) ... :l15 - IS'. 
I As the numerical difference is constant, it follows that the mean is both exceeded and exceeds 

by the same fractio n of itself (i.e., H or 4). But 15 compared with the e:\tremes is I of 10 and 
I of 40 . 

• The differences in the series 10, 20,40 are 10 and 20. Both terms and differences are in the 
double ratio. 

6 The reference is to the peculiarity of the geometrical proportion noted in 11. 25 . 3. In this 
case the difference between 10 and 20 is the whole of 10 and half of 20; that between 20 and 40 

is the whole of 20 and haH of 40. If both the differences are viewed in relation either to the mean 
or to the respective extremes, the fraction is not constant; but if one difference be regarded as 
a fraction of the mean, while the other is regarded as a fraction of the extreme, there will be "iden
tity of the fraction of excess and defect." 

(,oogk Ot>9tr .1 If '"' 
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fixed, with respect to the two even terms. For as the greatest tenn 1 

is to the least, so is the difference of the greater terms to that of the 
lesser; by what fractions, seen as fractions of the greater term, the 
mean is smaller than the greater term, by these the same mean term is 
greater than the smallest term when they are looked upon as fractions 
of the smallest term; the ratio between tbe greater terms is greater, 
and that of the smaller terms, smaller, a thing which is not true of any 
other proportion; and the sum of tbe extremes multiplied by the mean 
is double the product of the extremes. 

6 If, bowever, the two terms that are given are not even but odd, like 
5, 45, the same number, 25, will make the arithmetic proportion; 
and the reason for this is that the terms on either side overpass it and 
fail to come up to it by an equal number, keeping the same quantitative 
difference with respect to it. 'S substituted makes the geometric 
proportion, as it is the triple and subtriple of each respectively; and 
if 9 takes over the function of mean term it gives the harmonic; for by 
those parts of the smaller term by which it exceeds, namely, four fifths 
of the smaller, it is also less than the greater, if they be regarded as 
parts of the greater term, for this too is four fifths, and if you try all the 
previously mentioned properties of the harmonic ratio you will find 
that they will fit. 

7 And let this be your method whereby you might scientifically fashion 
the mean terms that are illustrated in the three proportions. For the 
two terms given you, whether odd or even, you will find the arithmetic ' 
mean by adding the extremes and putting down half of them as the 
mean, or if you divide by 2 the excess of the greater over the smaller, 
and add this to the smaller, you will have the mean. As for the geo
metric mean, if you find the square root of the product' of the ex
tremes, you will produce it, or, observing the ratio' of the terms to one 

1 In the series 10, 16, 40 

(a) ~ _ 40 - 16 _ 24. 
10 16 - 10 6 

(6) The difference between 40 and 16, 24. is f of 40, and the difference between 16 and 10, 
6,isloflo. 

(,) »> tt· 
(d) (40 + IQ) X 16 - 2 X (40 X 10) ,. Soo. 

t In general terms, the arithmetic mean between a and b is a + b • or, if a < b, it is a + b - a. , , 
J In general terms the geometric mean is v;b. 
I Nicomachus is stating the following proposition put into general terms: given a and ar, ar , 

. . . 'th th d·' '" Will form a geometnc proportlon Wl em an a: - "" - : Br. 

(,oogk 
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another, divide this by 2 and make the mean, for example, the double, 
in the case of a quadruple ratio. For the harmonic mean,' you must 
multiply the difference of the extremes by the lesser term and divide 
the product by the sum of the extremes, then add the quotient to the 
lesser term, and the result will be the harmonic mean. 

CHAPTER XXVIII 

So much, then, concerning the three proportions celebrated by the I 

ancients, which we have discussed the more clearly and at length for 
just this reason, that they are to be met with frequently and in various 
forms in the writings of those authors.' The succeeding forms,' how
ever, we must only epitomize, since they do not occur frequently in 
the ancient writings, but are included merely for the sake of our own 

proportion! of the type cited in Nicomacbus's example, those where the ratio is the quadruple. 

For if 11 : ~ - ~ : or, then air - or and <4 r - r _ 0 . Only two values of , satisfy this con-
" . 

dilion, 4 and 0, of which the latter need not be taken into consideration when dealing with the 
number system of Nicomachus. Nicomachus should have dirKted that the square root of r be 
taken , nOl its half ; then, provided that, wece a periec:t square, he could set up the proportion, 

a : a..f; - a v,: ar. The number 4 is the only one of which the haJf and the square root are 
identical (among the positive integers). 

I Given Cl and , (if a > c), the harmonic mean is {a - e)e + c. This is equal to 2 at , which 
a+e a+e 

was given above as the general formula for the harmonic mean (see on 11. 2S. 4) and would be 
a simpler one to follow. 

t That is, in the sections of the works of ancient authors read and interpreted in the schools 
(d •• ..,.':'(I",114 Ta) . 

I Theen of Smyma also enumerated other proportions in addition to the fi rst and principal 
three. In addition he says (p. 106, 13) there are the 'subcontra ry' (se. to the harmonic; cf. 
p . 11 S, S fr .) , fifth and sixth, and then six more, !.ubcontraries to the first six . This second set 
of six, however, he leaves without explanation or illustration. For the sake of the conspectus, 
the general formulae for the proportions as the two authors give them may be set do~o'D . letting 
a>o >c ineach : 

J. Arithmetic 

2. Geometric 

3. Harmonic 

4. Subconlrary to harmonic 

s. Firth form 

6. Sixth form 

NICOYACRUS 

a-O -o - c (11. '3· 5) 
a b 

(lI. 24) - = -
b , 
a a - b 

(1I. '5) - -, b - , 
a b-, (11 . 28 . 3) - ~ , a - b 
b b -, 

(II. 28. 4) .. -, a - b 
a b- c (11. ,8. 51 .. = 
b • - b 

TREON 

4 -0 -0 -e 
a b .. - -
b , 
a .. -a-b , b - , , a-b -a b -, , 
. = a - b 
b b- , 
b a - b 
- -a b - , 

In the last three forms Tbeon consistently reverses the formulae of Nicomachus. 

(p. 113, 18). 

(p. 114. I ). 

Cp. 114, 14) . 

(p. li S, S)· 

(p. u S. 12) . 

(p. US. 20). 
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acquaintance with them and, so to speak, for the completeness of our 
2 reckoning. They are set forth by us in an order based on their opposi

tion to the three archetypes already described, since they are fashioned 
out of them and have the same order. 

3 The fourth, and the one called subcontrary,' because it is opposite 
to, and has opposite properties to, the harmonic proportion, exists 
when, in three terms, as the greatest is to the smallest, so the difference 
of the smaller terms is to that of the greater, for example 3, 5, 6. For 
the terms compared are seen to be in the double ratio, and it is plain 
wherein it is opposite to the harmonic proportion; for whereas they 
both have the same extreme terms, and in double ratio, in the former 
the difference of the greater terms as compared to that of the lesser 
preserved the same ratio as that of the extremes, but in this proportion 
just the reverse, the difference of the smaller compared with that of 
the greater. You must know that its peculiar property is this. The 
product of the greater' and the mean terms is twice the product of the 
mean and the smaller; for 6 times 5 is twice 5 times 3. 

4 The two proportions, fifth and sixth, were both fashioned after the 
geometrical, and they differ from each other thus. 

The fifth form exists,' whenever, among three terms, as the middle 
term is to the lesser, so their difference is to the difference between the 
greater and the mean, as in 2, 4, 5, for 4 is the middle term, the double 
of 2, the lesser, and 2 is the double of I - the difference of the smallest 
terms as compared with that of the largest. That which makes it con
trary to the geometric proportion is that in the former,' as the middle 
term is to the lesser, so the excess of the greater over the mean is to the 
excess of the mean over the lesser term, whereas in this proportion, on 
the contrary, it is the difference of the lesser compared to that of the 

Thh ' .. a4-b Th dd· · ·Ihl 
1 e armODlC proportion 15 - - . e one now un er ISCUSSlOD 15 0 t e orm, 

, b -, 

a = b - c. In the example given the 'elements compared' are the extremes and diB'erenccs 
, a-b 
respectively. 

t The statement isnot correct; it should be that the product of the gleater by the middle equal, 

the product of the middle by the less multiplied by the ratio. For if ~ = 6 - C where Cl >6 >c, 
C a-b 

let r be the ratio. Then 6er will equal be X ~, or ab. Or the mean multiplied by the sum of the , 
extremes equals the sum of the squares of the extremes, 6(a + c) - a' + c', 

'Tha·;r b th .. 6 6-c t 1S, a > > c. e proportlon IS - = . 
c a-6 

4 That is, 6 .. a - 6 (derived from ~ = b); d. II. 24. 
c 6-c 6 c 

(,oogk 0.",,, .1 If '"' 
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greater. Nevertheless it is peculiar to this proportion 1 that the product 
of the greatest by the middle term is double that of the greatest by the 
smallest , for 5 times 4 is twice 5 times 2 . 

The sixth form' comes about when, in a group of three terms, as the 5 
greatest is to the mean, so the excess of the mean over the lesser is to 
the excess of the greater over the mean, for example 1, 4, 6, for both 
are in the sesquialter ratio. There is in this case also a reasonable 
cause for its opposition to the geometrical ; for here, too, the likeness 
of the ratios reverses, as in the fifth form. 

These are the six proportions commonly spoken of among previous 6 
writers, the three prototypes' having lasted from the times of Pythag
oras down to Aristotle and Plato, and the three others, opposites of 
the former, coming into use among the commentators and sectarians 
who succeeded these men. But certain men have devised in addition, 
by shifting the terms and differences of the former , four more which 
do not much appear in the writings of the ancients, but have been 
sparingly touched upon as an over-nice detail. These, however, we 
must run over in the following fashion, lest we seem ignorant. 

The first of them,' and the seventh in the list of them all, exists when, 7 
as the greatest term is to the least, so their difference is to the difference 
of the lesser terms, as 6, 8, 9, for on comparison the ratio of each is seen 
to be the sesquialter. 

1 Tbis statement again should be corrected in the same way as the former one. It can be 

stated that if ~ _ b - l, whcll! a > b > c, and r is the constant ratio , ab _ O€r. For, - ~ and 
c a - b c 

QC X ~ - ab. Nicomachus's proposition applies only to cases where , - ~ . , 
I General fonn, if Q > b > (, °b- = b - c. This giv~ fromlhe seriH, 1, 4,6,6 _ " - I , the 

a-b .. 6 - 4 

constant ratIO mg _. sesqUla ter. rom 1 e geometnc proportion - - - IS env - or 'be' l . \ F h . o ab o d · e<t b ( " ) 
2 b e e b 

_ a - b (See note on section 4). Here the ratio of differences is inverted . (er. Euclid, £lcm., 
b- , 

V" Dcf. 16 : GNO'TpotI)fj >.6-rov IIfTI )..ihh, nu "OV,JIIOV .-,,01 Ti). VrfpDXIl., g iIr,plXfI Ta hoa\~I'O. 
TOU ~n,J/tfw. That is , as Heath puts it, conversion is taking instead of the ratio of a to b 
the ratio of a to a-b. This is evidently not the sort of conversion here intended .) 

I Boethius, 11 . S2, says: tI hae quidem sm" SfJ: muiietotes , quorum Ires usqut: a PylMIOTa ad 
Ploto~m A,islDtclcmquc monstTunt. Posl vero qlli illseculi surd 1uu tres alias, tk qui/nu sul"s 
d,ssCf'uimus, suis commmla,iis addidCf'unl. See note on H. 22. 1. 

'The general form is ~ - : - " if a > b > c. In the given series 6, 8, 9, we have , -, 

., 
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8 The eighth proportion,' which is the second of this group, comes 
about when, as the greatest is to the least term, so the difference of the 
extremes is to the difference of the greater terms, as 6, 7, 9; for this 
also has sesquialters for the two ratios. 

9 The ninth' in the complete list, and third in the number of those sub
sequently invented, exists when there are three terms and whatever 
ratio the mean bears to the least, that also the difference of the ex
tremes has in comparison with that of the smallest terms, as 4, 6, 7. 

10 The tenth,' in the full list, which concludes them all, and the fourth 
in the series presented by the modems, is seen when, among three terms, 
as the mean is to the lesser, so the difference of the extremes is to the 
difference of the greater terms, as 3, 5, 8, for it is the superbipartient 
ratio in each pair. 

Il To sum up, then, let the terms of the ten proportions be set forth· 
in one illustration, for the sake of easy comprehension: 

First: I, 2, 3 
Second: I, 2, 4 
Third: 3, 4, 6 
Fourth: 3, 5, 6 
Fifth: 2, 4, 5 

Sixth: 1,4,6 
Seventh: 6, 8, 9 
Eighth: 6, 7,9 
Ninth: 4 6 7 , , 
Tenth: 3, 5, 8 

CHAPTER XXIX 

1 It remains' for me to discuss briefly the most perfect proportion, 
that which is three-dimensional and embraces them all, and which is 
most useful for all progress in music and in the theory of the nature of 
the universe. This alone would properly and truly be called harmony' 

1 The general form, if a > b > c. is 11 _ 11 - c, and in the given series 6, 7.9. we have 
(; a - b 

9 9- 6 3 
.. = - ' 

6 9 - 7 3 

b 4-t: d 
I The general fonn, if a > b > c, is - -= • an in the given series 4. 6, 7. wc 

c b-c 
have 6 _ 7 - 4 _ ~. 

4 6 - 4 2 
'Tba··' b b a-t: d· h· . 85 8-3 5 t 15, u a > > c. - - • an In t e gJ.ven senes 3. 5. • _ _ .. _. 

ca-b 38-53 
• It is to be noticed that all the proportions can be formed from numbers in the fint decade. 
• Iamblichus calls this proportion '-(.I(J'tll:~, and says of it (p. 118 , 23 Pistelli): fVpIl,IUI \1' IIPT'" 

tPtu1,,, fbeu BQ,Bu}.w..tw,., 11'111 4,4 nu6cl.'Y6pou rplfrrou fLr ~E).,).II_f o.9tj, ("they say it was a dis
covery of the Babylonians. and that it was by Pythagoras first intrexiuced among the Greeks "J. 

• Cl. H. 26. 2. 
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rather than the others, since it is not a plane, nor bound together by only 
one mean term, but with two, so as thus to be extended in three dimen
sions,1 just as a while ago it was explained that the cube is harmony. 

When, therefore, there are two extreme terms, both of three dimen- 2 

sions, either numbers multiplied thrice by themselves so as to be a cube, 
or numbers multiplied twice by themselves and once by another num
ber so as to be either 'beams' or 'bricks,' or the products of three un
equal numbers, so as to be scalene, and between them there are found 
two other terms which preserve the same ratios to the extremes alter
nately and together,' in such a manner that, while one of them pre
serves the harmonic proportion, the other completes the arithmetic, 
it is necessary that in such a disposition of the four the geometric 
proportion appear,3 on examination, commingled with both mean terms 
- as the greatest is' to the third removed from it, so is the second from 

tOr, 4 three intervals'; for the sense, cf. n. 24. 6. 
I Ast thus comments on the words translated (ba:)..)..4l, ciJrap.Q): .. b'.),,>'4~ est permutato s. 

invcrso ordme, et dN~ promiscue s. inter se; d.1'Cl~ medii termini 8 et 9 (referring to the ex· 
ample 6, 8, 9. 12] ad extremos 6 et 12' ita se habent, ut aequalem inter se servenl proportionem; 
8 enim ad 6 sesquitertiam babet rationem, ut 12 ad 9; inveno autem ordine I2 ad 8 ita se habet, 
ut 9 ad 6; utriuSQue enim ratio est sesquialtera." Asl apparently means 'alternately' or 'by 
alternation' by 'permutato sive inverso ordine' (- iJoa.)..Mtfl , as his illustration shows. I ... ).).cif 

is 50 used in 11. 21. 6, but in the same section cbCl~Q" is used in precisely the same way, both mean
ing 'by alternation.' So we must assume either that the terms an: here used as synonyms, as in 
H. H. 6, or that 1"IIUdf means 'alternately' and d._~E something else, 'directly,' perhaps, as 
Ast would imply. It is quite certain that #",X).df means alternately. Cf. T. L. Heath on Eu
clid, V. Def. 12: "The word IN).).cif is of course a common tenn which has no exclusive reference 
to mathematics. But this same use of it with reference to proportions already occurs in Aristotle, 
Anal. Pos,., 1.5. 74a 18,1I:a.l 1'6 d..d>.o"YO" 41', 1"11).).4£, 'and that a proportion (is true) alternately, 
or 4ltemal'fdo.' Used with X6-yot as here, the adverb I ... XXdE has the sense of an adjective, 
'alternate'; we have already had it similarly used of 'alternate angles' (Ill 1_).X4E 'Y"'''lcu) in 
the theory of parallels." It is also clear that 'rOVt ","oVs ).O-yOIlf refers to geometric propor
tion, not to the hannonic and arithmetic referred to after Gwn, for ).6-yo, is not used of the rela
tion existing between the terms in arithmetic proportion. I have translated d ... ~f 'together' 
but with IIOJne diffidence, talcing the sense to be approximately that given by Ast. 

a Such a proportion is of the fonn a, 2 ab , a + b, b. These will form a geometric propor-
a + b 2 

lion, for the product of the extremes equals that of the means. Nicomachus further specifies that 
both 0 &Dd b an: to be of the general fonns m', mtn or lmn. In giving his example he considers 
unity a factor. Boethlus, n. 54, thus describes this proportion: HfUC auhm huiumwrU il'Jvenittu" 
si duobw kNninis comlitulis, qlli ipsi lribw crtM'int interrullis, lo",iludi~ latiludiM d /Jr0fundi
I6tt, duo hui,umodj termini medii fllU1nJ cons#luli tt ip1i ,,.ibus inkrtoaUis 1Wta,j, qui 1!J ob aequo
libw per IUqllaltS atquaJilt, sint prodllCli vel ab inaequaJibw od inaequaJia fUqluJiter, vel ob in
IUquaiibw ad tuquaiia tuqUaiikr vel qlwlibel alw modo, alqut ita, CUM O'flWl'JKOM /JroportionuN 
Clu,odiont. alio lawun mode comparati facian, arilhwulkam 1rUditlakm, hisgut geOmdrica medktas, 
qU4t inter uI,.OSqlll f)tI'SIUU', dtuse non possi, . 

• The Greek fashion of counting, that is, reckoning in both ends, is used in the specification 
of these tenns. 'By alternation' here is 11A").ky~'1" 'in interlocking or interwoven fashion'; 
practical1y equivalent to 1t .... X)'dE. 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
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it to the fourth; for such a situation makes the product of the means 
equal to the product of the extremes. And again, if the greatest term 
be shown to differ from the one next beneath it by the amount whereby 
this latter differs from the least term, such an array becomes an arith
metic proportion and the sum of the extremes is twice the mean. 
But if the third term from the greatest exceeds and is exceeded by the 
same fraction of the extremes, it is harmonic and the product of the 
mean by the slim of the extremes is double the product of the ex
tremes. 

3 Let this be an example of this proportion, 6, 8, 9, 12. 6 is a scalene 
number, derived from I times 2 times 3, and 12 comes from the succes
sive multiplication of 2 times 2 times 3; of the mean terms the lesser 
is from I times 2 times 4, and the greater from I times 3 times 3. The 
extremes are both solid and three-dimensional, and the means are of 
the same class. According to the geometric proportion, as 12 is to 
8, so 9 is to 6; according to tbe arithmetic, as 12 exceeds 9, by so 
much does 9 exceed 6; and by the harmonic, by the fraction by which 
8 exceeds 6,' viewed as a fraction of 6, 8 is also exceeded by 12, viewed 
as a fraction of 12. 

4 Moreover 8 : 6 or 12 : 9 is the diatessaron, in sesquitertian ratio; 9: 6 
or 12 : 8 is the diapente in the sesquialter; 12: 6 is the diapason in the 
double. Finally, 9: 8 is the interval of a tone, in the superoctave 
ratio, which is the common measure of all the ratios in music, since it 
is also the more familiar, because it is likewise the difference' between 
the first and most elementary intervals. 

5 And let this be sufficient concerning the phenomena and properties 
of number, for a first Introduction. 

I 8 exceeds 6 by 2, or by. of 6; 12 exceeds 8 by 4. or by i of I::; 50 6, 8, 12 is a harmonic series. 
t Boethius has the following explanation: "tide notu", ~s', quod inJer dicJlessaron d dial'enJe 

cOIUOMnliarum Wnw diJletemUJ est, sicut illkr sesquiUrtiam u sesqui4lln'am proportUmem sold 
est epogdbus differenlia (1I. 54). 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
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1. EXTENSIONS OF A THEOREM OF 
NICOMACHUS 

LONG before the time of Nicomachus the fact that the sum of the 
first n odd numbers gives n' was known. The theorem of Nicomachus 
states 1 that if you take the nth sequence of n odd numbers, calling the 
first 1, the second 3, 5, the third 7, 9, II, and so on, you obtain n3

• 

In considering this theorem it seemed to me that there should be 
analogous theorems for the fifth and seventh powers, and possibly for 
higher prime powers. The theorem for the fifth powers may be given 
as follows: 

In the series of odd numbers, the first gives I'; omit the next one, 
and the following 4 give 2'; omit the following 3, and the next 9 give 
3'; omit 6, and the following 16 give 4'; omit 10, and the following 

25 give 5'; in general, omit n(n + ,) terms or a number equal to the 
2 

nth triangular number and take the (n + I)' following to obtain 
(n + 1)'. 
I 5, 7,9, II 19,21,···35 

[31 4 terms ['3, 'S, 171 9 terms [37,39, ". 471 
49, SI, ... 79 101, 103, 105, ... 149 

16 terms [81,83, ". 991 25 terms 
Each group of upper numbers consists of n2 terms and the sum is nE.; 

each gxoup of lower numbers consists of n(n + I) terms. 
2 

The general proof consists of the summation of the n' terms of the 
given arithmetical series and follows without difficulty. 

For the seventh powers the corresponding theorem is as follows: 
In the series of odd numbers, the first one gives 17; omit the next 3 

and the following 8 give 27; omit the next IS and the following 27 give 
37 ; omit 42 tenns, take 64 and obtain 4'; omit <)0 terms, take 125 
terms and obtain 57; omit 165 terms, take 216 terms and obtain 67; 
... in general, omit a number of terms given by the product of the 
nth triangular number, multiplied by the (n + I)" odd number which 

1 2.20.5. For the translation see page 263 or this volume. 

'So 
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is 2 n + I, and the following sequence of (n + I)' terms will give 
(n + I)'. 

The algebraic proof is again by summation of an arithmetical series 
and follows without difficulty. 

Both of these theorems and that of Nicomachus are special cases 
of the following more inclusive theorem: 

In the series of odd numbers the sequence of n' terms, following 
upon the sequence of ten - I)n' terms which begin with I, has as 
sum n''''. For k = I this gives the theorem of Nicomachus and for 
1<"= 2 and 3 the theorems stated above. 

My colleague, Mr. Norman Anning, further extends this general
ization in the two following tables which give such sums to arrive at 
even as well as odd powers of k. 

In the series of odd numbers, if we omit the first p, then the sum of 
the next q is n20+'; the possible values of p and q are exhibited in the 
following table: 

p 
ten' - I)n' 
ten' - I)n'-' 
ten' - I)nH 

q 
n' 

p 
• • • 

Hn2>-' - I)n' 
t(n"-' - I)n' 

q 
• • 

n' 
n' 

Similarly for even powers of n, if we omit the first p, then the sum of 
the next q terms is nU, values of p and q being given by the following 
table: 

p q p q 
ten' - I)nH n .... ' Hn"-' - I)n' n' 
ten' - I)nH n>-' • • • • • 

• • • • • And, of course, 
o 

kth powers can be so exhibited in E(!) different ways; 

n' 

whereE(!) 

denotes the number of integers less than ~. 
2 

My former colleague, Mr. E. B. Escott, generalized my theorem as 
follows: In the series of odd numbers if the first t n' (n'-"-I) terms 
be omitted, the sum of the next n' terms is nl. This gives my the
orem for 1 = 2 k + I, and Mr. Anning's results for other values of I. 

These theorems are Greek in their nature and would have delighted 
the heart of Nicomachus. 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
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ly., (I) £arry "" , ' . 
1\1)O'(JI ayuJI = 
Boethius. 

an operation, l. 10. 2. 

disiunclio progredtlur, 

(2) draw lines, 11 . 7. 4- Boethius,pro
dflUrl!, duure. 

ly.yIJ,proadtlre, 11.14. 3. So DiophantWl, 
Art/It., 6. 20. 

"'a.'PCTOi. incapabk "f heing divided (often 
= incapable oj beilt/[ halved), I. 17· 4-
9 . 6, 11. I. Boethius, I. 13. ne seeay; 
(jueat; J. 21, indiviso.; I. 11, flu,,,, secan 
non possis. "'""'TOt, indiscriminate, not assorted, I. 
13. 2. 

"vS, i.TOt, not /tavingexiensiolf, non-diwun
sional, n. 6. 3. 7. Boethius, 11. 4, si,u 
inli!yvalli dem(1tsione; ilJid., ;1Iiervallo 
carert:, sine in/enlal/o esse. 

"'+p4.,/aillo dislingll;sn as "iff"tnt (in 
methods of selection), with ace., I. 16. 4. • "x- lot, incapah/i! of being cut in two 
or halved, I. 9. I. Boethius, indivisi/"lis 
et iltucabi/is, J. 10. 

4.6"'.TOt, imjJtun"ole, pauim. 
Upo~r..., a .rullt in addition, I. 14· J. 
kMovl'_, follow (Jut, observe principles, 

I. :23 . 3. So Diophantus, Arillt.,6. 4· IS· 
''(0),0''''-. onter, sequence, I. 18. I, 23.2,9. 
'KO),O"'O', (I) following', ,uxt in order, I . 

i9· 5, 13; 11 . 5. 1,6. 3. 8. 3, 11. 2, 12. 2. 
(2) of a principle, Iwldiltg Irue, COII~ 

sisltnl, I. 19. 11; 11,2 . 2; hence d. lOT,,, 
= il follows; 11 . 16. I. Boethius, 11. :25, 
oporttl. 

(3) ((1rrujJondinK, I. 21. I. 

"'0).ri'1fS, (I) simllarly,lI . I I. I. 
(2) with dat. = ill accorda1lCe willr, 

according' 1o, I. 23. 7; II. 26.:2. 
Moo-.... , 1101 gtnlerned by rule or melhod, 

I. 16. 3. Boethiu!l, a nuluuerlo finegene~ 
ralM, I. 20. 

M,." (I) masc., extreme lerm of any .In-its, 
I. 23. 15 (so Euclid, Diophantus); neut., 
I. 8. 11, 9. 6 (esp. erlremes of propor~ 
lions, 11. 24· 4> etc.) . Syn., dM:pcWtl1"~ 

'0' 

(Opoi), dJcpO-r17S"' Boethius, e~/remiJas, 
e~1rem'u terminus, enremlls. 

(2) edge of a wedge, 11. 16. 2. 
o:Lc:pcWtl1"CK (se. Opoi), txirmu In-m, I. 

8. 10, etc. 
6.cp6TTJ1, erlrmu. extreme In-m of a .In-its, 

I. 8. 3, 10, 9· 6, 10. I, 16. I; 11. 16. 3, 
etc. (Nicomachus prefers Q.Kpoi, aKpcw 
for the extremes in proportion in 11. 
21 If.). Boethius enrelllJl.S, etc., su",~ 
milas. 

4U..\">"O"X0,; .... nt, (ollli"uous, I. :2. 4. Boe
thius, (ontinua el .ruIS parlibus lun(la. 

lA.oyot, (I) unreason inK, of part of the soul, 
I. 2J. 4. So tU.6yCllf, wil/totJl renson, 11. 
22. 3. 

(2) /tavinc HO r-atio (with = .".~ with 
acc.), I. 6. 3. Euclid uses ~ in the 
sense of i,.".alional. 

1.). .... alplta, the sign for I, 11. 6. 2. 

....,1"'0.0., illdivisible (Platonic), 11. 18. 4 . 
'-f,I .... XOl, nol sharing ;'J, I. 7. 4-
~IUJ, exe/tallce j Ka1"' dfl.Of./3-,jv, by er· 

(lrallce, I. 8. 10, 9. 6. Boethius, invicem. 
""""" r-edtJu, referring to the reven;al of 

an operation, 11. :2. 2. Boethius, redu(o. 
Cf.am~o~," 

.. ...... i_, (11/ off, fJredude the continuance 
of an operation, 11. 4. I. Cf. d1rOft"AUW. 

,.u.rp., be analogolls to, (o"",upo"d 10, 

I. :22. 2; 11. J4· 3. 
'WiMy(&, (I) analogy, ((Jf'rtsjJolllJence. I. 

13. 6-
(2) a /JrojJorlio" (so Euclid, Diophan

tus, Archimedes i Boethius, proporliD, 
projJorlio"alilas, ,nldielas) i properly, 
ColHbi"atioll of ratios, 11. :21. 3. i.e., in
cluding only the I geometric proportion,' 
11 . 24 . I; but in practice extended to 
include 'arithmetic' and' harmonic' pro
portions, as II. :2:2. I. Syn., ,....,aor'l' (cf. 
U . :21 . 6). Kinds of proportion, H. n. I. 

(3) loosely used in sense of relation, 
ralio ; ~ i .. ";JUo.VOf.f O'](iatf KGl d., 1. 23. 
14; H. 6. 3, :2. I. 
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•• "" ....... ctwres!JotuJi"K. J. 2J. 17; TO &., 
correspotulnue, I. 19. I]; n~ut. as adV., 
ill shni/ar manner, I. 18. 6. 

iN)..."., a ""eaRinK down i,II" (O"'I)(",'IIls, 
analysis, II. I. 2. Boethius, so/vi, resolvi. 

.. ..u. ... , /weak duum into COlltPO'UtdS, resolve, 
I. If. 3; 11. I. I, S. 4-5. v. &a.\:w.. 
Boethius, so/V"', resolver,. 

' ..... '1. altulta/ely (i.e., in proportions if 
a:6=c:d, then a:c=6:d), n. 21. 6, 
24· 2. But see note on 11. 2<). 2. 
Boethius, jMrmulalim, I I, 40, Jurmi:dilll, 
per""ixJe. 

•• , .. l.~., (I) vi" versa, I. 1,9. 19; n. 2. I. 
(z) of proportions, 6y inversion, in

versely (d. Euclid, V. 13. defined; so 
Archimedes), U. 21. 6. Boethius, con
versim, 11. 40. SYR., d.mcM'~. 

'_."Urr_,/aslrion, makt. thrive, 11.28.2. 
._.cIitt .... ~ pass., lit reduced by reversing 

a process, 11. 2. 2. Cf. d.vciyw. 
•• .,f+-, (I) reverse lite order of II1'1fU 

(opp., &p8Wt TtfJiJl'tl" lC~jfltJ!), J. 23· 9; n. 
24· 5· 

(l) inverl a ratio, n. 28. 5. See note 
ad loc. for Euclid's usage. 

(3) inverl a proposiJifm (syn., d,..,.,
trTpC~), n. 6. S. .... , iPO.~. reversal of order, I. 23. 13. 
Euclid, conversion of a ratio. 

"u ,,'.'0., in inverted order, I. 23. 10; of 
proportions, inversely (Le., if a: 0 = c: d, 
then o:a =d:cj syn., dvalrllMv), 11. 
24. l. 

.. " .. ..,., arouse, I. 3. 7; erect litus, 11. 13· 5. 
Boethius, stlrgere. 

"""''''ICIOI, incapaok of receiving (e.g., 
division by a given measure), II. 3. 2 . 

........ cri., correspond /0 as equals, I. 17· 5 
(cf. Boethius, fjlllU et" quantiJas compara
tur); as reciprocals, e.g., superparticu
Iars to subsuperparticulars, etc., I. 19· 5, 
21. 3. 

'""rilC~I, adv ", an unequal tm1ll0er of tillles; 
in the phrases &. a .. l.O'cx cl. (numbers that 
are the product of three unequal factors, 
as mny), and (O'"aKlS" 'uO!. d. (the products 
of two equal factors by a different one, as 
",2n). n. 17.6, 29.2. Cr. Boethius. er 
aeqllalibus (inaeq .) aequaliter (intZeq.) 
per aequolia (inaeq.) producti. '_lit. unequal, 1. 19· 11), etc. Diophantus. 

'ft 2 .2',., i1lefjMalify. I. 14. 2, 23. 6. Boe 
thius, intZeqllaiiJas. Its two forms, J. 
14.2; the dyad, -r~ d.., 11. 18. I. 

'N 25,'&1, h erected from a we, as pyra
mids. 11. 14. I. Boethius, Jwojidscor • 

.. , 2 .... 1(p( ...... , correspond ID, used of cor
responding factors, as 8 and l in 16 
(8 = j and 2 = n, I. 8. la, 11. Bee
thius, resjNJllderl. 

....... n.c"'~., correspo1ltUflCe, l. 8. 11. 

.." .+.'f2r\1, sublraction in lurn, used of 
the continued subtractiOM to find the 
common divisor, I. 13. 11. Cf. Boethius, 
vidssi1ll ista s~/rlU/io, I, 18; reciftr0ca 
deminulio, ibid. 

... , 1+11"'., sllb/racl in lurn (d. dllT!1cfHu"
pf:<J'&'i), I. 13, 11-12. 

.."at.,'t., eramine in co"'paruon wiJlt, 
compare, I. 13. I, 14· 3. Boethius, com
parat,. . • . ad se invicem. 1. 16. ,"',,& ,0:..\., dislinguuh fro"" tu C(l1l
IrtZry, with dat., I. 9· I, 17. 8, 18. 2. 
Boethius, oIJponere. 

"",,,. 2 al..,.. correspontUlfce, ~d of paired 
factors of numbers (cf. d...-ra.'IrOyil'Op.cu.), 
I. 8.11, J6. S. 

""'tltTOl, (lpposite, I. 17.6, 8, 19. 20; IJ.6. 
4; compared, I. 20. 2. 

'"''', •• , correspondingly, I. 19. 18 . 
"",w~jI." h opposed, !JI Ihe opposite of, 

with dat., I. 11. I, 13. I, 16. 1; 11. 16. I, 

etc. Boethius. conlra se posili. Dio
phantus uses the word of corr~ponding 
factors (v. &l"1"a1roICp{J'Opat). 

....,.U..I""_. ItZke in substilution (cf. d...,.,
".{9-q,.,..,,), 11. 27. 5. 

,,..,, ... .,,.""', '0 ...... , k H41N4d from recipro
ctZlly, I. 8. 10. 

'rnl [ 0' ....... MvinC corresponding. bN/ 
opjxJsiJe, name (as double vs. s~quialter), 
11. 3. I. Boethius, similis. 

.rn .... ~I, reciprocal opposilion or cor
respondence of paired factors (v. d....,.a-
7rOlCpil'Opm.). I. 8. 10 (see Dote ad /Qc.), 
9. 6. Used also with reference to the 
operation of finding the common divisor 
in sense of Shifting, exclulIlge, I. 13. 11. 

'rncM'p'+., inverl; d. "'0 .. AOyo.., slate lite 
converse, 11. 6. 6. 

'..,.:.crTPO+"l, l~ d.., conversely, I. 9. 2. Euclid, 
(onversto. 

..rn.,.pO .... cOlfversely, I. 16. 4. 
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6,""a.crvylCp'_. compare 0'11" against, I. 13. 
tt,20. I . 

a.YnT[tlJI", mbslitute for, 11. 27. 6 (cf. 
clvnMp,8C:LI"W) , 

G.rroYO .... t .. , give a corrufomding, /Jul oppo
sile 1lt1llU, I. 22. 7, 2)- I. 

"YTOl'O~lo., corresponding opposite nomen
ciature, 1. 23· 3. 

4.l'T.YlIJdw. have a correspondi"g opjJosite 
"am,:, I. 17. 6. 

a.VV'Ir\IpPG,T-S:, without skipping. without omit
tillg terms in a series, H. 23. J. 

,_, (I) abmu, one of the varieties of rela
tive position CV. 7r£PWTUC"' .. ), 11. 6. 4-

(2) lOp line of a table or diagram, II. 

3· 3· 
&".e.", anew, again, 1. 10. 8, etc. 
a.yttn1.T., !tighesl in the classification of 

genera and spe<:ies, I. '7. 2 ; lopmost line 
of a table, 11. 4 . 3. 

6._r4.,... above, "ef0re in the course of the 
treatise. 11. 26. I. 

,~, mICe, lake" once as a factor, I. 8. 14. 
etc. Diophantus. 

6.'II'op4UCU(T". unchanging (.\.Oyos), 11. 17· 3, 
19· 3 (~p<K), 11. 21. S· Neut. as adv., 
'WilhOlII fall, Wil/lOut devialioll, H. 5· 4; 
also Cbrapo..u.MTw'I, I. 23· 3· 

A .... ,..riSI6TOt, wilJwut hindrance, of a 
regularly proceeding operation, I. 13. 6. 

''''''pot, limdless, infinde, I. 2. 5, 18.4. 19. I. 
IJ-f.)(JJt'l d.'II'(lPOV, ('ft' Ci'll'npov, ad infinitum, 
1. 2. 5, 8. 9, 10. C}, 13· 3, etc. Diophan
tus, Euclid. 

cI. ... >.ov.. simple; hence, clear and easy, I. 
19· 8; 11.6.2,20. 5; i"composite, as ele
ments, 11. I. 1 ; not complicated, ","e, 
wzlkout tlte restrictioNS of classification 
and tkfimtiOlt, U. 22. 3 (d. ajH9"w,,), I. 
21. 3, the simple superparticular vs. the 
multiple superparticular, etc. Euclid ; 
Boethius, simpler. 

.... )..." simply, in a 'Wt1f'd, I. 22. 5; n. I. 1,3, 
etc.; frequently qualifying nouns, signify
ing that they are to be taken absolutely, 
without such limitation as that of genus 
by a difference; e.g., I. 14- 1 (Q1I'~~ 

dpTW', the merely even as opposed to 
clp-T~t'" up-Twc.), I. 2 . 5 (Q. ~(.y(fJo.o, mag
nil"fk per se, absolute); cf. l. 18.6; 11. 
14· 5, 16. 2. 

'..0, lJeginltin.( 'Witlt, 11. 19. 2, etc. (so 

Diophantus); (lMU cl., to De removed 
from, n. 3. I; of cubes, co,tstrflcled on 
a given side, 11. 17. 7 (so Diophantus); 
TO d,1'I"o, tire square (Jf (so Diophantus), 
I. 8.14, 19· 17; 11. 23.6.24. 4.27 . 3, 4, 
etc. So used by Archimedes of geomet
rical squ.:l.res. 

&'-IIa-'-, remit, I. 23· 5; of addition, 
I. 16. 5. 

&'II'O'PlI1''''', product by an operation, I. 10. 8, 
16.4, 18. I, etc. 

&.1I'oSttKl'vl'-~. dUlIlmstrate, prove, II. I. I -2, 
17· 2, 18. 1,22. 3. Diophantus ; Euclid, 
a.'/fo&:~t'" . 

G.wo&tlolCnlC6or, capable of proving. I. 23. 6. 
&.....oS£S..I'-~, give lIS a result, prodflce, I l. 5. 2, 

8.3, 11. 2; to s}ww a ratio, 11. 5. 2; of a 
square showing four angles, 11. 9 . 1. 

'iiOhnlC6t:, productive of, with gen ., 11. 
5. I If. 

'WOICAfl' I AnlC6t, recurrent numbers, 11 . 17. 
7. Boethius, cyclici vel sph"ici; Euclid, 
v. rr~'Pu(&.;;. 

&''II'O''MIM, lock off, preclude I"e conlinuance 
of an operation. If. 4. l. 

&'_ICOMo., complete, H. 13· 5. 
'W'OICfI'"t"'~, all.SWer 10, be compared witlt, 

have a ratio toward terms in a propor
tion, 11. 21. 5. Boethius, se cOlllmuni
care. 

'woA .... jU.l'w, actJllire, reach a certain quan
tity, said of an ascending series, 11. 3. 2. 

&._M, .... , leave after subtraction, I. 13. 12. 

A. c~",..,., end, of the end of a process (freq. 
with (l", p.ova&), I. 10. 3, etc. 

'_ .... 100"''1., tajJer off, said of pyramids, 
11. 13· 9. 

&.140 i i .. ~or, inlerval, the number of terms 
regularly omitted in choosing from a 
series, 11, 11. I . 

&.&010..0" .... compkted thin.(, I. 4. 2 j lite re
sult of an operation, I. 19. 16 . 

'''OTIAl.t, complete, make, I. 6. I, 13· 9; 11. 
1 I. I, etc. ; give as the result of addition, 
I. 16. I, 2, 4; n. 14. 3. etc.; give ~ 
the result of multiplication, I. 10 . 8, 90 
n. I ; 11. '5 . 2, etc. 

'&orl ... _, tale (cut) away from a series for 
separate consideration, II. 23· 3. 24· 5· 

.'I'-"T~IC6t:, (I) numerical, havill.( to do 
witlt numbers, arithmetic, 1. 23· 4 (UXi
O'(l~) ; 5 . • (.\OyOf.). 
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(2) ..) dpt8p.rrruni, tne science of "umoe"., 
arithmetic, I. J. I, 4, 7; H. 6. I, etc.. 
Boethius, ari/Ju"e/ita. 

(3) d. d.YIlAoyta, ,u.CZ-rTf''J}'il arilhmtlk 
pojHJrlioll (i .e., progression) of the type 
a -" = c - d, n. 23. I (defined) . Called 
also nllmerical (l) I(Q.,-Q; TO 'll'"OCTOY n,v rwl' 
oPWy uVyK.ptUU' OU{(I,oVaa, 11. 22. 2; cf. :ZI . 

5-6, '3· 4)· 
• Itwt, (I) a "u",fur (Diophantus), I. 7. I 

(defined), 8. I, etc. 
(2) collecth'ely, of series of numbers, 

esp. the natural series (freq. ;, (Vro.ItT(K 

dpJ'Jpa.), 1. 18. S. etc. Used of other 
series (e.g., the multiples of 9), I. 22.4· 
Boethius, numerus. 

IIp,a.6t-, fit, agree with a principle, I. 22. 6; 
be suitable, 1I . 21. I; pass., be filled ter 
gdlur, conslituted, 1. 6. 2-3; 11.26. 2. 

dp,a.o .. '-, Itar"IImy, 11. 19. I (defined); of 
the spheres, I. S. 2. Usually, musical 
harmony, 1. 3. S; n. :%6. I. Used as 
name for the cube, '(f.f»fUTPua, .I., J I. 26. 
2, 29. I ; of the I most perfect' propor
tion, 11 . 29. 1. 

cIp,.o,,~It6t, Ita,.monicintervals, I. 3. 3 ; 11.2. 
3; of ratios, I. S. I; of a theory, 11. 26. 
I; of the title of a book of Archytas 
(dp/-WvU(~ [A~] ),1. 3· 4. et. clva.\.oyta 
or ,"O'o~. tlu Ita,.monic /wbjJortion, 11. 
22. I, 23. 6. 

4.pruUt~s, adv. , an even numlur of ttitus. 
See QpTl.O<;, d.pTw8Uvap.tX', clPTUUVlIp.O<;. 

IlpnMIit, in an n.'en fashion; d.. wvopaa
~(vo)', wit" an even name, I. 9. 2. Dpp. -""(pwO'W~ . 

l.por~oytt1., even by genuS', I. 8. 10. 
'Fr~Dltv""IU', even in value or amount j dp-

TulKli &.., even-tillUs even in value, I. 
8. 6. 

clvr~n'lp" UI, even timu odd, I. 9. I (de
fined) i a !'Ipecies of the even, I. 8. 3, 
I. 9. SI 10. I, etc. Boethius, pa,.,te,. 
impar. 

1.pT~" , even, I. 7· 2- 4 (defined). Varieties, 
J 'w '.1. ' 
apTIQ.''''~ apTWV, 1f'f.pIO'uapTw)', "'1'TI01f'f.pIT-

TO)', I. 8. 3, 9· 3, 10. 2, IJ. I, etc. a."..\.W~ 
d.., tlte even as suck, distinguished from 
its species. I. 14. I. dpTkU'~ a .• tlu rum 
times evm number of the type 2", I. 8 . 4 
(defined), etc . Boethius, par j parite,. 
par = d.pTutKI~ a.; Euclid. 

Ai I~OT&yfJ., witlt an evelt numlMr of terms, 
11. 24 . 4 . 

6pxiyovow, of primitive origin, I. 19. 8; n . 
6. I, 

4pXrrv-., adj ., original, a,.dutypal, I. 4- 2; 
11. 28.2 . 

4pX"", (I) ~ginning. startinc point, passim; 
it d.p~ as adj ., original. I . 9. 4 (of gi'llu, 
numbers, I. 13. 13); origin of lines, esp . 
of rows ina diagram, as I. 19. 13, 17. 

(2) source. origin of things in general, 
I. 11.3; 11. 17· 1.19· 4· Boethius,prin
cipilllll, caput. initium. 

a,X'''"' origituZl,jwimitive, I. 17· 4; 11. I. I, 
7· J, 19· 4· 

4.pX"~&fJ .. original, primal, I. 7· 4; 11.6. J. 
lpX., act., begr". be tlu first term in a series, 

11. 17· s; mid., with &.".0, take beginning, 
start from, I. 8. 10, 11. 3, 18. 2, etc. clpXc).. 
p.&o<;, with gen ., is frequent adverbially. 

, lpol'O",ta.. astronomy, I. 3. 7· v. U""P'K~. 
42 "'''1'Ot:, incomposite, not composed of fac

tors (of prime numbers, v. ""pWTOO;:), I. 
11. I If., 21. J, 12. 2. Euclid. 

.... +Mo"" •• unfading, of a process, I. 16.4. 
Wxw lOt, ltuapabk of separatwn. differeN· 

tia/ion, used of a (TXiu,~, I. 17· 4. 
l"l'u1'Ot:, disarranged, not in due or natural 

order, nol subject to regularIty, I. It), 3. 
Opp. WrIlIO"Q'i. clTcllO"Wi, I. zJ . 9. 

1"'''1101, ,,01 capable of being divided, I. 10. 
4. 9· I-

l"l'9t'"o indhlisibk, witMut factors, of the 
monad, I. 8. 4-5, 10. 2, etc. 

-'El., pass., be increased, 11. 13· 6, IS · 4. 
etc.; be multiplied, 11. IS · 2,17· 7. Used 
by Diophantus of numbers increasing 
from unity to infinity. 

.. ~ iltcrease, I. 2. I; augment, I. 19. 
IS; increase, by multiplication, 11 . 17.7. 

't .. 'fMcrlot:, subtraction, n. 20. I (Diophan
IUS); an operation of subtraction, I. 13. 
12; 11. Z. 1,20. I . 

..... tpl..subtrad. l. 13. 11,12.13 ; 11. 2. I 

(so Diophantus, Archimedes). Boethius, 
allferre, detraJure, denure. 

'-+"'" i 111'1-, set aside, set dO'Wn terms, 11. 2. 3 i 
mid., differ from in attributes. I. 10. 3. 

!kIjoW •• stage, degree, rank, da.rs, I. 16. 3. 
pi'os, depth, a dimension, 11. 13. I ; hence, 

referring to a table, the direction lip and 
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dovm the columns, I. 19· 11; 11 . 3· 4. 4- I. 

Boethius, alli/udo, cra.Jsiludo, pr(Jfu,,~ 

di/as; Euclid. 
JI'.r~'t base, 11. 13.2, 14. I fr., 16. 2. Dio

phaotus, of triangles ; Boethius, basis; 
Euclid. 

!lA', i ,_, gr()'UJ; hence, be pr"duud, I. 
23 . 8. 

II-... t.-.". lillk allar, the name of a kind of 
solid called also UfjJT(IIlC"CO/i. Ujl(aA'1~' 
aq,'1l(lUI(Of;, go v. Boethius, lJomiscus, 
arula. 

11-..,0" same as {1wp.iUlCfIIIi' (j . v. 

'FI'I'on"" after flu /()rm of Gamma (r), 
i.e., at right angles. 1. 19. It. 

yIn .. ~ origin, protiuctio1f, or mode of pro
due/ion, I. 8. 8, 12. I, 13. 2, etc 

'Yf"\IC6t, perlai"i"c /0 a gUIUS, gelleric, I. 
17· :1 (&a(p«O'li), 19- 20 (UXfcllf). yew-
1(w...aT'0i, 1Itosllyptt al of a class, I. 14·2. 

l""'''''' 41 gntera, generically, I. 18.4. n. 
:2 ; 11 . 20. 2 . Opp. inro{1t.{J1Jr<DTwr;. 

'1'"'"'-, product, ,"ake, create, J. 10. 6, 22. 

3. etc. 
'Y'."jari9, productive, 11. 3· 3. '9- 4· 
,......, gurus, in the Aristotelian sen~, I. CJ, 

I, and passim. See (!Sot. 
,,1.,.TPta, ctamtlry, I. 3· 2, 4. 5, S· 2, etc. 

Boethius, gtomtlria. 
"".'fIATp~rit.geomtlrical. y. d.vnAoy~ p.t.(T0-

TTfi,CtollltJric propqrliOlJ, type a: b = ~: d, 
11. 22 . I, etc. (so Diophantus). y. aaa.
'fWY'i, i"lroductory IrtaJist 011 gtomtlry. 
11. 6. I. Boethius, gtomtlriau. 

"'l"""" he gmerated or prodllud by a 
pro«ss or principle, J. 9· 5; of multipli
cation, tJ. 18. 2. So &\: yt:vO}UVO\: = 
1fI1llliplied by 2 , n. IS. 2. The participles 
are u.~d of the products of multiplication, 
I. 10. 8; 11 . 27. 5, 7 (cf. Diophantus, 
p. 170, J6T), or sums in addition, J. 16. 4 
(d. Diophantus, p. 322, 7) in masc. and 
neut . 

.. ~ .... '" 'I, "tal, niu, tra~/, of rules, princi
ples, J. 19. 6, 8. 

'Y"'fW''', the .f7tomon of the sun diaJ; the 
carpenter's square. Used by Nicomachus 
of the numbers of a series which added 
together produce successively numbers of 
a certain type, H. 11. I (v. note ad loc.); 
esp. the odd number.l, I. 9· 4 ( ..... note 

ad kK.). Boethius, radir el f""dn
fIU"llIm. 

""1'1'''' a Itller, used arbitrarily as a nu
merical sign, 11. 6, 3. B~thius, com
pendium, signum Immtri, twlula • 

........ ,,"'. a I",t, 11. 6 . 2 (defined, ibid., 4). 
Boethius, lillea; Euclid . 

..po.l'I'~"Ot:, ptrlain'-',c 10 lillts; of numbers, 
linear, 11. 7. 3 (defined), 6. 1 (Boethius, 
linearts Illlmen); of figures, gtomelric as 
opposed to numerical (d.p'6f''7T"'''~)' 11. 
7· 4· Euclid. 

... .. ,cr., anglt, n. 9· I; '5·4· Diophantus. 
O'T(P(cl. y., solid ancle, 1 I. IS. 4· 

IttlCnJ&l. slt,,'U.I, display as ha\'ing, J. IS. I, 

19. 13; 11 . 14· 4 ; dem(JIlslrale, prbVt, JI. 
9 . 3, 16. 3, 29· 2. Diophantus. 

~"a .. ~~ Itn/old, I. 19- 8, 22. 6, etc. 
&tIC'" lite m cad, IIu !lumber Itn (8Ua.TOII: 

dp4.8p.6f, 11. 22. I) . Plur., lite fm's, i.e., 

10 99, I. 16·3· 
&t!mdl, capable of ad",iJling an (";"''''1'011:, 

11 . 4. 2 . 

&t\l'TiFgU. , lie of Iltt second course (v. 1'p40-

8(",) , I. 19· 17· 
"iT.pot, second; hence, stctmdary (oPP' to 

prime), I. 11. I fT. Euclid; Boethius, 
stCundus tI composiflls. 

"'""FDI_yfJl, Qrranzed ill IIu steOlld place 
in a series, I. 13· 5· 

" ......... ", diapason, interval with ratio 
2: l,oclavt, II.26. 1. Boethius,dia;ason. 

, .... 0 .... " It&a "a\ ". w4""'" diapaso1l a"d 
diapmlt loetllttr, interval with ratio 3: I, 
11 . 26. I . Boethius, (srinul) dia/Ulrlt tl 
diapason. 

s... """'"' diapellle, interval with ratio 3: 2, 

11 . 26. I. Boethius, diapenle . 
". "" ..... &p.,., dialtssaro", the harmonic in

ten'al 4: 3, U . 26. I. B~thius, dfalts
saron. 

Wn'I'I'., taDle, diajfrQm, I. 19· 9. NlF'.-, "'Qlu a lablt, It. 4. I. ".""not, placerl 0" lI,t diago"al, I. 19- 19. 
&a.y"'''';""", diagonally, by a diagonal, 11. 
12. I. 

&.-atlv,-"""" ""yokt; hence, separale and 
oppose, I. 23· IS· 8tf:Croyf""'1 d.MlAoyio., 
disjuIlc/ proporlion, having four terms 
(Dpp. CTVI"TJI'I""'), II . 21. 6. Boethius, 
disiuncla i Euclid. 

• 

• , 
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s~tv£~s.. disiu1l€tion, of proportions, n. 
24· 4· 

s..alfMcr~s, separatioll or divisit)ll jllto parts. 
Diophantus. A class or division made 
by di'lIli/illg, I. 17. 2. 

Suu.fMTOt, capable of division. I. 9- 6, 11. I. 

Boethius, divisi{lIIelll reciptrt j sectiOllt 
solvi. 

S~Q,~p4., dillidt a geonielrical figure, 11. 12. I. 
Diophantus; Archtmedes; Boethius, di, 
videre. • 

S~c..p(_, pass .• with 7rpo.., be distillJ:1lislud 
from,1. 11. I j 6e separated or sifted out, 
I. 13. 8. 

S~u.d ..... leave as an interval between; used 
in locating terms in a series, I. 13· 3· 
v. 1rUpC1A.f.i1f'w, lnrf.p/3aiJlw. 

61.ClU6.TT., vllry from, n. 17· 3· 
S~a.>..V!'6t, separable, capable of resolutioll, I-

12. 2. 

S~M-U., resolve, I. 12. 2; 11. §. 3. Dio
phantus, solve a problem. 

S~G.fU-, hold true, IJ. 27· S· 
S~&.c nr~s, dimension (= &0:0, '1p.a), 11. 6. 

5-6. Euclid. 
61.- .a.TOS, extended. havillC dimension, 11. 

6. 4. Boethius, distentlu; Euclid. 
&cacrri>..>..., distt1Jguish. make a distinction, 

11. 18. 2. Diophantus. 
"'C ".fIoG, (I) interval, 11. 6. 3, end (de

fined). Interval between IIu1IUrical terms 
(= difference), 11. 6. 3 (p. 84, 19 fr.); 
11. 21. 3 (difference in arithmetic pro
gression). Usually = dimulSion (exten, 
sl"on), 11. 13. I, IS. l, etc. The three 
dimensions are enumerated in If. 6. 4· 

(2) the harmonic intervals, n. 2. 3. 
Euclid i Boethius. interval/tlm. 

" ..... t •• preserve a ratio through a series of 
tenns, 11. 23. 1.24- 2. 

"-a.TrJpI-, preserve a constant difference. 
n. 27. 6 . 

.... 1*, (I) differ in attributes, I. 10. J (cf. 
d.4>«rn1IU); in quantity, I. 9· 4; 11. 17. 1. 

Diophantus . 
(2) be greater titan, I. 19. 11. Hoe

thius, transctndtre j sllperare, etc. 
"+pO, dillerenu (arithmetical),1. 19. 12 

(Diophantus); variation, I. 23. 6. Boe
thius, differentia, discrepanlia. 

6(s. ... ~, give as the terms of a problem, 11. 
2. I. DiophantWl~ 

s...XfJS, net consecutive, separaled terms in a 
series, n. 23· 3. -

&icrTG. ... , pass .• be e~1t1ldtd. TP'x.!I 0.. be 
erlended in three dJilltllswns, be a solid, 
II. 29. J. 

Su:6).ovpos, doubly Irtlflcated. of pyramidal 
numbers, 11. 14.5. Boethius, his curtus. 

s~ ... ). __ , __ ~., tumbling, I. 13.6. 
S~1I')' __ ui.t_, doublt, I. 21. I. Diophantus. 
S~ ... u.crl.Ot, double, tlu relation (11)((0"''') of 

doubles, I. 3. I, etc. Diophaotus; Boe
thius, dllplus. 

S~ ... >"cw'-", double (= &'II">.4a~), 1. 8. to, 
etc. Diophantus. 

S\t SUl "',..,,. di-diapason, harmonic inter
val with the ratio 4: I, 11 . 26. I. Boethius, 
bis diapason. 

S~+Opl-, pass., be twice produced by an op
eration, I. 13. 12, 13. 

S~¥P"J'"s, separation, opposition, I. 19· 17· 
"Xli, adv., in t'WO pariS, I. 8. 4. etc. Dio

phantus. 
S~x6.t., divide into two parts, I. 7· 4, 8. 4, 

9· I. 

61.x--.w" divisioll illto two pariS. J. 10. 2. 

S'xft, adv., into two parts, I. 11 . I; in two 
directions or dimtnsions, 11. 6. 4. 

S~xoc ,a. ..... , stand apart, be opposed, 11. 18.4. 
61.XCTOI''1f1oG, a division into two parts, I. 7. 

4· Diopbantus, &XOToflla· 
Sod" a beam. Applied to numbers of the 

type alb where b>a. 11.6. 1,15.1,17. 
6 (defined), 29- 2. Boethius, tignulum, 
ti«is, asser. 

S"", tlu dyad, lite number two, I. 7· 4, 
13. 6; 11. 19· 3. etc. 

Sva.crfio6s, pairing by hvo's, 11. 19· 3· 
ShAt"'> (1) value, amount, J. 8. 7, 10, 10. 

5, 9- 2. Boethius, quantitas. 
(2) 8wQ.jJAt., potentially (opp. Jw.pyt~), 

I. 16. 8; n. 8. 2, 3, 9· 2, 3. etc. 
Also KaTQ o~""'v, in same sense, I. 16. 

10. Boethius, virtute aJque potentia, vi 
Slla, potestale. 

bS..6.t, the number twelve, I. 19. 13. 

ijISo,..&.s, tlu nu,,,btr seven, I. 13,13, 22.3,5. 
Iyy's, fUrl, esp. of tenns next in a series, 

I. 9. 4, 19· 6, etc. 
Iyl(ut"l4. ruitk in, inh"t in, of regular 

order inherent in a series, I. IJ. 6j IN 
given to, of names given, I. 22. 7. 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 I< '"' 
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'~II.6t, specific, /Je/onginc to or pertaining 
to a species (d&x). Opp.,ycvtKOi. Hence 
.r:l&K'i] axiO',~, specific relation, a species 
ofrdalion (equiv. to (r~) contained in 
a yivO';, I. 21. 3. 22. 2 (f. v,..o&aifKcn~); 
Ta. «iouui = .'&" species, 1. 22. 2. So 
(. 1I'OAMUrAaUlUf'lp.OptoV = multiple super. 
particular of a specific kind, I. 22. 4. 
Ad .... cl&l(~ (opp., y()ll.oc:~), in the man
,ur of a sjuciu, as a sjuciu, as opposed 
to genus, l. 19. 8, 20. I. 

dSo'll'Oal_, creale a speciu by furnishing its 
peculiar allrioule, 11. 17. 2, 18. I. Boe
thius, jJtrjictre. 

dSnro'"'tcr\l, crtation as a species, 11. 18. I. 
.tso., kind, speciu, both in the Aristotelian 

sense (opp., y&OS-). I. 18. 4. 19· 2; n. 4-
3. 5.4. etc., and generally, to mean va
riety, kind. Boethius, jars, specus. 

• ltc:~, at ranMm, I. 13· 3· 
,t.:ocr"SPOl', leosa/redran, I. 4. 4. 
fit, one, passim. 
derA., • .,,,,, introduction, introductory trUttue, 

I. 23· 4; 11. 12. I, 22. 3, 29. S; referring 
tothe IntrMuctio Aritnmetica, l. 19.20; 
11. 5. I, 21. J; to the Introduction to 
Geometry, n. 6. J. _Aft.,.. .. ·, in either direction on a diagram 
or table, I. 19. 11 • 

• KAftptte~, on either side of a proportion, 1I 
25· 2-3· 

• KATOrrG.s, plur., the hundrui's (100-999; 
cf. Sc/{a~), I. 16. 3, 7. 19. I!L 

IdterlS, a series of terms, I. 8. 11, 23· 7, 
etc.; also of the terms in a series, I. 8. 
10. Boethius, disposdiQ. 

IKKH~CU, be set /orth as ttnns in a problem 
or operation, l. 13. 7, 19· 10, 23. 8; 1I. 
10. l, 17.3. etc. (so Diophantus). Also, 
lu jJlaced, l(I(ated, I. 19· 13, 22. 3. 

IKCM'_~'I. a cnange (cf. U[rrr7JIU), 1I. 17· S. 
lKT(8"1"'" set forth terms in series, I. 10. 7, 

etc. Diophantus; Boethius, dujhJn"e. 
D..a.TTO"G.ltl'l, a less number of timu (v. 

iO"a"l~), 11. 17. 6. 
lAa.m" .. , i,1 the way 0/ hin;; less; &.a.~'

pnv t., to bt smaller, U. 11, 4. 
iAa.TTOojUU,/all s/l(Irt of, be less than, I. '5. 

I; 11. 6. 7, 21, S· 
IAG.TT.", small", l. 9. 4, etc. Diophantus. 
u..Athr., be tkjicitnt,/all short in 'luantdy, 

1. 15· I; n. 17· 3. 

IAAu+~'I, tkjiciuuy, 11. 27. 4. 
.unr"''I, tkjicitnt, as applied to a number 

the sum of whose factors is less than its 
own qu.lntity, I. 14· J i IS. I; 16.3. Boe
thius, deminutus. 

','IMU., insert a mean term, n. 27· 4. Cr. 
ivapfi.O{QJ. 

l~ ... ,pWX., contain, I. 19· S· 
1~ ... Aiy6'1'" in interlnckinc fashion; of pro

portions, alternando, U. 29. 2. 
1"+'",,., ma!.:e clear, l. I. I; display tQ 

view as having, 1. 7.4. 10. I; ll . 22. 3. 
.+acn.t, demonstration, 1. 19,8. 
l"a.AAIij:, alternating. one after tlu ut"", 

I. 6. 4; by illtercltange, referring to 
proportions; i.e., if a: b = (: d, then 
a:(=6:d (cf. dvuJAlt), n. 21.6. l. 
1r'1Xt:tV, tQ lIIa!.:e as a result in addition, 
n. 19. 4· Boethius, ptrlllutatim . 

l..a.l"ftOSv..a.t'Ot, of ojJjIostft 1lalue, e.g., to its 
name, as when the fourth part of a num
ber is odd in amount, I. 9. 2. 

'..a.rruio~G.'" be opposed, he contradictory, I. 
19. 16. 

'..a.t'T~o.d4c., have qualities opposite to (with 
dat.), I. 9. 6, 10. S. 

'..a...",_""..,l_, have an oppositt namt (v. 
lJo'lll"Ttwvvfi.OO», I. 10. S. Boethius, con
trariam denominationem mmere. 

..... ..",.vv!lO'l, wit" ojJjHwte name, e.g., to 
its amount (cf. ;vavrw8tM:z.p.o~), I. 9. 2, 

bG.Pfl6t_, /it in, insert a mean term, I I. 27 . 

3· Cc. lfi.{JaMQJ. 
M'I, tlu number mite, I. 19. 11. 

'"S4Xo~G.~, admit factors, I. 16.2. 
&u~.., be cOlltained in, of factors in a whole, 

I. 10. S. 2T. 2 . 

b4pyucr., adllality, I. J. 3 i esp. 11'q)'Y(u,., 
actually, ;" actllailly, I. 16. 4,8 j 11.8.2, 
etc. (opp., 8vvUp.(L); also 1(0.1" (vip'Y(l.a.JI, 
I. 16. 10. noethius, actu vd opere. 

'''' •• p4t11, p.1.ss., be bendd ;'1, conceived 0/ in, 
hence implied, I. 16. 4. See note ad loc. 

'nooftll, imagine, conceive, U. 13.3. 
n.onSit'l. so as to be tlllitary, I. 6. 4. 
ft.OtII, make unitary j .qJlQJp.oo, IInitary, J. 

2. 4. 
b",G.TT., illSerl means, 11. 27. J. Cf. "Q.1"Tw. 

• ..."ss, within, esp. in sense of up to, in Ihe 
series terminated by, I. 8. 10, 13, 16.3. 

'YVW"G.pX., be in, (ontaintd in, of parts, 1. 
22. 2. 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
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"'.,..Nt, ;'eraermal numbers, 11. 7· 3. 11. I, 
n. 3. Boethius, eracvnus. ".u."nw, pass. part., ,hancinc, varying, 
differ,,,,, II. 16. :Z; ~~yp.(yflJll;, in. a 
peeN/iar way. I. 12. I i ;n di.ff",nI ways, 
IJ. 20·4. 

__ ... ~4.cn..., sextuple, I. 18.6. 
-., ... u., "duct a number to units, II. 8. 3. 
__ "')._~I, si",plification, reduction, 11. 10. I. 

"'" flu ntlmkr six, lurad, I. 16. J. 
iEtri.t_, txamine, consider, I. 19. 1:Z i 11. 23. 

I, 25. J. 

"', Enl, examination, tesl, I. 9· 6; II. 4· 3; 
arrangement, n. 29. 2. 

_fas, in order, in succession, 1. 10. 8. Boe
thius, na/llra/iltr C01uliluli. 

IE~I, stale, conditio". 11. 6. I. 
'l"" "I .... , foret oul, dltlnct (with gen.), U. 

17. 4; mid., change, tkpart from. I. 
I. 2 . 

.... "'I'fO", iIUrta.u, 11. I. 2, 15. I. 

ht£-VP" •• , drvist in addition, n. 28. 6. 
i1nl'Y~' placed at an angle or corner, I. 

19· 17· 
m&utT.iCOs, capable 0/ admitting (v. in

&lx0iUU), H. 4· I. 
lhn.&.ixot'CM, De (ap@u of, e.g., division, ad

",11 0/ a factor, I. 9. I, 11. 2; 11. 4. I. 

ihr"'OP'+--~I, cull1lillalion, termitIQ.l num6tr 
ofa series, 11.3.2. 

intwpiJI, a sllperpartient number; TO i., 
tlu suJurpartient, a ratio or relation, I. 
17· 7, etc. Boethius, sllJHrpartiens. 

Varieties: 

hn.S'TfM·OI, If. I. 23· 14 ; synonymous 
are &.ul7rtTptTOi, J. 23.16, i7rt&"l.f:p";", 

I. 20. I. Boethius, superbiterlill..r. 
f'ln.TP\ftT"1 I .... , 1 I, I. 2 [ . 2; synony

mous are Tp«Tl1ftT£.mpTOi, ibid., i".I

TptfUPr]s, l. 20. I. Boethius, slIper
tri'luartus. 

ftnTITp&1nI",,'ll"Tot, Ij, l. 21. 2; synony
mous are TlTptfU(l.Ul7rt".lP.7rTO<>, ibid., 
i.".tTf:'rpo.p.lp~", J. 20. I. Boethius, 
su per'llladriquintus. 

ftnft.e'KTot, 11, I. 21. 2. 

Tp\cn,..C ... "". 10" If, l. 23. [6. 
.. 'tTpCUU.c:rI"j!mo~ I •• l. 23. 16. 
_""""uc:r4lft1'Cl.TOt, ll, I. 23. 17. 

ftnjWp\o" tll~ superparticular, a ratio or 
relation, and variety of inequality, I. 17. 
7; defined, l. 19. I. 

Varieties : 
.fJ,wS).LOt, l. 19. 2, or i.'1~' l. 22. 

2, ses'luialler (I j). Boethius, us
yualler, IIemioliu.s. 

f .. 'Tpt.TOt. I. 19. 2, sesquitertian (It). 
Boethius, resyuitertius. 

wui, q ros. I. 23. 14, sesquiquartan 
(I D. Boethius, sesfjuifjllarllls. 

M .... I'.'ol., I. 22. 2,sesquiquintan (11). 
Boethius, sesquiquilf.lu.s. 

",k'OI. I. 23. 7, sesquisextan (11)
Boethius, sUfjuisextus. 

....,.SUI., n. 2. 3, sesquioctave (Il). 
Boethius, usquioclavus. 

"" •• &al, plane (usually neut.); applied to 
numbers (dp49p.."wc.oJl i., n. 7, S), plane 
number; defined, n. 7. 3; 6. I; gro
metrical planes ('YPO;'~UI(OJl I.), II I 7· S ; 
plane sur/ace, 11. 1 S. 4; face 0/ a solid, 
i"id. Boethius, plivltu nu","orum ftp
rae. 

Varieties: Tp{yWYOf, TlETpU'YWYOf, ",".:1. 
./:, ., 11 'YfllYOf, l~a.'YfllJIOS', ',",a.'YfllYOf, ·7· 3-4· 

bU'kO.!_, observe (ill connection with se
lecting terms (rom series, to con(onn to 
certain requirements), I. 13. 3, etc. 

h wc ,~t'''1. SCIence, knowledge, I. I. 2, etc. 
f,n.cr"lIlOnko., scienlijic; I. djx8p.iK. '"6 

"umber d~a/t witn IJy science, I. 6. I, 4 i 
i. p.i8o&x. scienlific melfwd. 

ftncrT't_, check off. I. 13· 7. 
i1Nnn'Ttt"1""~, add 10 a previous sum, I. 16. 7; 

11. 12. 2. 
ftn .... P'(&, summaJi(m, cumulative addition, 

11. IS. I. 

ftn.c:r.,.. ... , add the terms 0/ a series 10-

gelller, 11. 8. 3 (d. 7r,XXUTfllpM). Bee
thius, adgregare. 

III ~~'P'W'~" Ine addition of a term to a pre
'lIiOllS sum. in 17rwfllp«1.a, I. 16. 4. 

....~TUh1t"., add, 11. 14. 3. 
l,..~+' .. ua., a surfau, superficies, tltaJ wltuA 

IIas two dime,uion.r, H. 6. 4, 7. 1-2. 
Boethius, sup~rfici~s. 

h 'Al."", }uplagonal number, n. 7. 3, 
11. I, 12.3. Boethius,ejJlaconllS. 

Itn'"', the neplad, 'lie nllmber seven, l. 16. 5 . 
Icrx-Tot, lasl, 1. 16. 4. 23. 15 i ,~llimale. 

n. I. I. 

mpo'ftYl., be of a differenl genus, J. 10. 5. 
fTfpo"f'frIJ', of a differenl genus or kind, I. 

6.4t 23 . 16; n. IS. I. 

Coogk 0.>9" .1 If '"' 
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ft-tpo ... ofJlnJI. /uleromecic, a number of the 
type 1ft (Ill + I), I. 19. 19; n. 17· I 
(defined), 18.2, 16·3. 20. I, 24· S· 
Boethius, parte allera /ongrOr, Iongllate
rlls. 

IT.pol", ollter, passim; TO i., 'oIlurness,' 
jJrit"ij/e of differmet and variation, II. 

S " .... LaI 
17. 2, I .1 j TO 7rpo<> .Tt-pO" 'Ir~ 'XOV, In 
which has some rela#on /0 another, tne 
,-dative, U. 6. I. 

ft..pO,"", difference, • of/urntss,' 'he princijJle 
ofdifferenu (v. ;T'~), n. 17. I, 18. I. 
Boethius, alttrzJas. 

""1*"1'-", having 11 different ntl11t.t, Ireler
onymous, applied to factors not named 
from the number factored itself, as S, 
which is a third of I S, as opposed to I, 
which is the fipeentlt (and is called 
mapwyv~), I. 11. 2, 12. I. Boethius, 
pars alieni 'Vocatmli. 

ml"'''''tlfll, Mve a different name, I. 17· S. 
IH."", straigltt lint (se. )'po.f'p.~), n. 6. 2, 

7· 4, 13.3· Boethius, lintareclt St01U. 

,vtiIypafLjUtt, rectilinear, 1 I. 7. 4. So Archim
edes. 

,"64., procud well, 1. l3. 8. 
Pp.cr~'l, dirctn/er)" lilt/hod (1/ dis((J'lltry, I. 

J6. 3. 
n.,lcrll:", find, discuver, passim; pass., be 

It/und to exist, I. 16. 3. 
• G-rcr..TO'l, orderly, in natural or relf1llar 

ord~r, I. '3.6, 18. 5, etc. 
• .;,,-cat'., due, proper or natural order, 11. 

I. 2. Boethius, ordinabilis compositio . 
• "PI"t., fit, tut to see if requirements fit, 

11. 27. 6 . 
... ("'~ in order, I. 10. 7; w i., and so on, 

ibid., etc. 
I+o&o'l, principle, mtfhod, I. 10.6; 11. lOo s. 

4Jy ....... lead~r, head, in the sense of heading 
a li!lt, 11. 4. 2; in sense of source as op
posed to derivation. 11. 22. 3. 

irfIot'A'. be first, lead. I. 23· 7; be head 0/ a 
series (and its starting point), 11. 3. I; 
be prior to, 11. 22. 3. 

"t'Wru., half. I. 8. S. 
"t'tcr."'t'a.. half. I. 9· 3· 
1it"G"'V'l, adj., half, I. 8. I; neut., substan

th'ely, I. 10. 2, etc. Boethius, met/ietas, 
ucunda pars. 

~j I.", smaller term of ratio, I. 19.7. 

Ncr~'I. position, 11. 8. I. 

.... pi., behold, 'lI1nu, I. 13· I. 16.4. 17.2,3. 
etc. Hoethius. considerare. 

".fWlt'o.,principle, I. 23· 6; 11. 6. I-

I&IC"', properly, peculiarly, I. 9. I (but see 
note ad Ioc.). 

1&0t'II'"I'. with O'Wn Imf/h, proper length, 
epithet of squares, n. 18.3. 

C5~ot. O'WIJ, proper, passim; '&q., apart, in 
one plaa, separately, I. 13.2, etc. 

l&,lij'ls,jJecllliarfJuality. I. IS. I. 
l&'-t'A, pecllliarfJualily, l. 10. 10. Boethius, 

proprielas. 
lcrG.II:'s, an efJllal number of limes; w. rO'"~, 

the same number taken the same number 
of times. i.e., of the type at, a square, 
I. 19. 19; 1. rO'~ 1., a number taken 
thrice as a factor, a cube, 11. 17.6. Cf. 
also &",O'QK(<;. 

lcrGp.')lOS, equal in number 10 (with dat.) 
n. 3. 2. 

lcro~",", hav;I'g-an equal number of angles, 
n. 14· 5. 

troi •• 2 j ATOI, having lhe dimensions efJllal, 
of cubes, 11. 16. I. 

Eri1l"M\lPas, having- the sides e(Jual. n. 8. I; 
of numbers, 11. 6. J. Opp. O'KaATJV~' 

Lros. (I) efJual, passim. often equiv. to the 
sign =; TO t, e(Juolily, I. 17· 3. 

(2) regular, I. 19· IS, 18 . 
Boethius, aefJua/is, a4fJll11s. 

trIi'"1S. efJllalil)" a CTXi(1(<;, l. 17. 2. Boe
thius, oe(Jllalilas. 

lII:a.larh. pllre; hence, of one kind only, ex
clusively, I. 22. 3; 11·27· 4· 

II:A't("'" in sllccession, in order, II. 10. 3. 
ICAlo).'II:'~, gtlleral, I. 16. 7; of the monad 

as the unh'ersal measure. I. 13· 13. 
ICA" •• , rod; p.oVCT(K~ /C., Ihe measuring rod 

laid beside the monochord in experiments 
in harmony. JI. 27. I. 

II:A ... " according 10, by; in, al; ICQ.fI i(l\lT"G, 
a6solule, I. 11. I, 13· I, 17. I. 

II:A ..... y,a.+II, represenlalion of numbers in a 
figure, 11. 9· I. 

ICA.....Athr .. , pass., be left in subtraction, I. 
13· 13· 

ICA ... a.Ally •• end in (with «1<;, referring to the 
last digit of a number), I. 16.3; 11. 17.7; 
cf. T('\(V'I"aw. Also used of the termina
tioDofaprocess, I. 13. 11, 12. 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 I< '"' 
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lC.ftA1IE~', /ermi1UlJion of an operation, I. 
13· 13· 

•• Ta..,.u, (ome 10 the end of an operation, 
I. 8. 4. 

IUl' U thd., bqi",,'-,,/{, initialinK, 11 . 17· S. 
IC"~X., be IIu beginning of, give rise 1o, 

1L3·3,4·1. 
lell'" 2 1,'+_, rtlurn, of cyclic numbers end

ing in the same digit, II. 17. 7. 
•• TOoTO ... .,., division, esp. the division of the 

monochord (cf. /(Qvwv). It. 27. t. 

• ,,..., below, one of the 1rf.pwTQq(l~, I I. 6. 4t 

13· 9· 
ICftp.&" be pload, occupy a position in a 

series (defined by such expressions as 
7ro.p' Wa, wcp lm ~l(aTf.~f.II, mp 800), 
J. 8. I, 13· 3; n. 9. 4t etc. 

IlI .. fjH" ",olion, spatial motion (1(<<1'0. TWOS') 

of six varieties, 11. 6. 4. 
ICOr.ris, common, passim. 
KO,..,_"_, tu in community with, sltart, I. 11. 

I , 8. 6, 10. I-

1C4).01<fUl, tr1t1uatet/; of pyramidal numbers 
(terminating in the polygonal number of 
the series homogeneous to its base next 
to unity in that series), 11. 14· 5. Boe
thius, curttls. 

"oM"'. aptr of a pyramt"d, 11 . 13. 2; more 
generally, lop, 11. 16. 2. Boethius, verlex, 
cacumen. 

"OpW ..... ~I, lermination I;' an apex, 11. 14. 

s· 
K6cr,,~l'Ol', sin.le of Eratosthenes, his method 

of discovering prime numbers, I. 13. oz fr. 
Boethius, cribrum. 

~,have factors, l. 12. I, IS. I. 

JCVtk"Os, cubic numbers, 11. 6. I; cubic 
sides, I I. 24. 9· 

"'Pot • • ube, geometrical, 11. 29. I; numer
ical, n. IS. I, 17.6 (defined). Boethius, 
cybus. 

ItVtCMI(6., cyclic number, one the square of 
which ends in the same digit as the orig
inal number,II.17. 7. Boethius,cyclicus. 

"'M.ot. circle, geometrical, I I. 17. 7; used of 
celestial orbits, L 3· 3· 

)'81"'''., take, employ in an operation, I. 
16. 4, etc.; reach, come to, of a series 
reaching a certain point, II. 3. oz. 

),d .... , pass., be lefl, in subtraction, I. 13. r:z 
(Archimedes). So TO AwrofUVO'-, AW~-

6,,,, relfUJi'It/er, 11. 2. I, etc. v. II:UTa

>..t{rw. Boethius, quod rtlilU/uitur. 
),oy't0Jl4lo, conceive, tinagine, 11. 13· 4. 
)#yot, (I) acCOllnJ, narrative, 11. 7· S; tkfi

ni/ion, slalelllenJ, proposition, 11. 6. S, 6; 
50, sc!ume, plan of the world, I. 6. I ; cf. 
I. 23 . 7; and p..",.~ AOyo" 11f"f)(OtXTl1v, 
I. 4. J. 

(2) ratio, I. 8. 10, etc. (Archimedes, 
etc.); 11 . 2I. 2, 3 (defined); p.tJwucoC. A." 
II. 26. I, 29· 4 ; dpf'OvUC~ A., musical in
terval, I. S. I • 

Boethius, projJorlio. 
),0,...0., remaining. ollur, I. 13. 11; furllter, 

mort, II. 4 . I; tlte rmlaintkr in sub
traction, I. 13. u. 

Ucnt, ruolllliOll, division, I. 10. 2. 

),w., resolve, U. 12. 1, etc. Cf. d.io'O.Av.:.., 
&a.\6cu. 

twMillA'T&, ",at/mnatics, 1I. 6. I. 

tWfCl.l.great, large; TO p1:ya.,grealness, I. S. I. 
.,.lye,", malJ1litudt, I. I. 3, 2 . 40 5. 
1"11,,""., ",akt grealer, I. 21. I; of multi

plication, 11. IS. oz. 
"ftoEo!, method, process, I. 13. oz. 
I'uto""'~t, a greater number of limes, H. 

6 
., ~ , 

17. • V. '(TIlII:'~, UVlUII.II:'~. 

I'uovpq., pass. , bt diminished, taper, of 
pyramids, 11 . 13· 2, 14· 5. 

jlJ_, with cl II.VTQ.;, remain lIlt ,rattU, I. 23. 
IS; lv T'i av,.~ i.e., qllanlily, 11. -27. I. 

p.tP't., divide into ;arls, I. 7. 2, 10. 2; 

11 . 18. 4. 
I''POI, pari, I. 8. 40 7, 9· 2, n. I, 14· 3, 

I S. I fr. Boethius, pars, particula. 
",0"11' J'oM., titttrpose a difference between 

two terms, I. 19. 12. 

I"IIcr.n~ interposition in lite middle, I. 7. 2 • 

.... CI"Ot, middlt, passim ; d..o. poiuQ", belwun, 
I. 13. I, etc.; TO po., mid&e term of a 
series, I. 8. 14. etc. 

)'tenS"", (1) mean, middle term of a series 
(general use), I. 8. 10; "ridtUe. middk 
sjJaa, 11. 23. 6; middle of a monochord. 
11.27. I ; 1I1iddk Itr1ll of a proportion, ibid. 

(2) a projJqrlion (= dva...\oyw., q.v .• in 
Nicomachus's usage); arithmetic, 11. 29· 
I; geometric, 11. 24· I, 3, 4; harmonic, 
11.25. I. 

Boethius, mtditlas. 
"'1'8'11'_. Co ()'lIer 10, change 10,1. 23· IS . 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
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... ~I!ft., mde to ,Aallgt, iralLfl)(JSe, 11 . 
l7. I . .,.,... .. .,..b .. ,.., lain'. posltrWr ill orltr", J. 
S· 2, 11} 14. 

,lrlL5(6.fUo, sltare (TWV awwv Scacl»pGw), It. 
20. 3. 

tw"'xt"OI, middle ground, I. 11. I ; I~ I i 
11. :ZS . 3. etc . 

, .. ,al. .... IS'_. lake a sltare in the measuring 
function, I. 13. 7; cf. 11. 27. 6-

.... T-.(', IJelween, 11. 6. 3, etc. 

.... T ..... '. '., , flange. II. 7· 4· 

.. niL i rr~ •• Shift"tK", ,luzll,cing, 11. 27. t. 

jWTOx4i. participation, J. 16. 8. 
... ,.,-., ""4111". I. 13. I (the number of 

times the measure measures is expressed 
by InlTcl with ace., cf. ibid., 3); so TO 
p.np<';v, lire wuastlring fU,,,/iOIf, I. 1). 6. 

Absolutely, tUt tU IIItaSWTe, e.g., I. 13· 9. 
a Dumber is produced IWTa. ",I' lavnN 
"'OO"Or'1"G • • . f'f:Tp~aVT~ TLl'O'O. I by 
something acting as measure in accord
ance with its own amount ' (i.e .• multiply
ing itself by itself). Pass., 6, lIuasured 
by, hence. /rave flu measure as a laclor, 
I. 11 . 3, 13· 1 (Archiml!:dl!:s); Jl-nprJlfi,lIClL 

KOt~ JI-(TP~ '/I'~ TU'a., be oommensurabll!:, 
I. IJ. J. Doethiu5, mdiri, numerare. 

~fKot, IItotkralt, I. 16. I. 
~poY, measure, 1. 12. 2, 2J. 4; Ilu func. 

lion of lIuasure, I. IJ . §; KOCvOII po., COIII· 
HWII divisor, I. IJ. 10. Boethiu5, com· 

• mUll's IIUlfsura. 
,flit .. , kngtlt, 1. 17. J; dimension of a plane 

(with '/I'AaTo~). 11. 15 . 2; of a solid, 11. 
6. 4 . In a diagram, lite lOIlC way, !tori· 
;onlally, 1. 10. 10. lloethius,IOIIKilzll(Q. 

~'I";_, "urke 1<"'1:, Itngilte". I. IC). 20 ; 111111· 

liPly, 1. 9- 4, 19· 19 ; 11 . 29· 3. Boethius, 
lIlulJiplicare. 

.. Cl"" , ?romiscuous, lIIinr/inr(adv . as adj .), 
11 . 24 · 9. 

.,.typa, compound, I. 10. 10 . 

,Cy"tI4o ,,,inKle, NU logtlher, U. §. 4· 
.1'''t~6t, mired. sharing qualities of more 

than one variety. I. 13. 2; compound, as 
multiple 5u~rparticulars, 11. 24· 4· 

.... ltpOt, TO po., Ilu luur or leasl lerm of a 
proportion. 11. 27· 4; also fUKpCrrtpo<O = 
lesur lerm, 1. 1J . 16. 

~"". (lne, monad. unity, passim. SO &,..'\V 
poo"af, Ont, I. 19. 17; p.. &\lTf~lJP.m" 

c., 

Itn; IAe first (or unil) of IIu len's, re· 
garded as a course, ibid.; JI-. TpwboVPOm" 
one Allndred, .'6id. See note ad Ioc. 

Plur., units, passim; also. tlu numbers 
I-(}, I. 16. J . 

p.ovaSc.cTTt, adv ., in ,,,,ils, 11. 8. 3. 
....pt.O'. flUlor, aliquol /Jarl. 1. J I. 2, 13. J j 

part of the units in a number, 11 . 8. I. 
~"P"" plur., tlu ten thousands (/0,000-

99,9<)9), I. 16. 3. 

c.yw .. the ordoad, «tad, tAe numoer eight, 
I. 16. J . 

fy.OI, blllk, I. 17· 3; ,.wll O'q.71/((;,II, Dody, 11 • 
16. 2. 

ole.tot, OWIf, proper, !Hwnri"K properly 1o, 

I. 22 . J; 11 . 22 . I, etc. 
otau..... mde frieNdly. rlcMa1e, in the 

sense of bringing into mathematical agree-
ment and equality, 11 . 22 . 2 . 

Li ''-l ...... oclagulfal numbtr, 11 . 11 . 3, 12. J. 
LI' .... , octaludrolf. I. 4· 4 . 
i , ... ~ eigltt/old, I. 4. 4. 18. 6. 
IAo •• wAole, passim ; "'0 o.\ov, Ihe wAnle of a 

number dea1t with, 1. 8. 10; plur., all 
l!tiltrs, the universe, 11. 17. I . 

w.,., a wllD/t,'. 2. §. 

"""'"'" ofllu sallU reHUs witA (with dat.), 
11. 20. 2 . 

Ota-ol'~ wil" tlu same HumOer of mlcles, 
11 . 12. 7. 

6tao~, like, 1. 6. 3, 10. I, etc.; hence, con· 
sistent, nol becomi"g ""like, I. 2. I: 11 . 
17. 3 ; ot orOW( = and so on, I. 9. I. 

~'I""'''' after a similar sclume or 
Jif'Ure, 11 . 14· I. 

", ... 6'"11, /ilultus, si",,1arily, I. 23. 4; 11 . 
16. 2, 28 . § . 

o.'o.,a 'pd .... ilf simrlnr fasAion, 11 , 6. 6, 
10. 2 . 

'tIM •• , make like; pass., be like, I. 10. J . 
't1C1_ylJS, oa;upying a ,orrupoHdin;: place 

in a series, I. 19. 3; op.O'I'tI:yWt. J. 19· 13 . 
'v-.... ". •• , have lite same "ame, of factors. J. 

'3 ' J. 
.. .,.cA, posussion of tlu same name, esp. 

of sensible thingSy named after ideal 
things, I. 2. 4- 2J . 4. 

"" ..... ,. u. "ailing Ilu saln' name or tUllomi· 
nalion. homonymous, of factors. (e.g .. 3, 
one third of 9> and 4 as the third of 12), 

J. 13. I; of the arithmetic proportion, 

-
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compared with the science of arithmetic, 
11. 22. 3. Boethius, fU(jllivoca pars. 

'"..-, nallU, I. I. J, etc. i duipallbn of 
ra.ctors (may be odd or even), I. 8. 7. 
9. :1; of polygonal numbers (contains 
numerical element, 11. 11. 4. 

'''1'''., nallU, giw a duignoJimr. 10, I. 8. 7, 
etc. i the special name exp~sed by an 
adv., dp1"CalC~ d., I. 9. 2, or adv. phrase, 
porTa. nj'i V'II"O .".p08falW'O 0., I. ::U. 3. 

' •• p·rC .. "ome"dQ/ure, system of nanus, I. 
11. 2 • 

• > .......... " •• , pass., he rla,,"ti, I. 9. 2. 

,£", slrarp, jJoinUd, n. 13.2, 16.:1; Iu"gll. 
pile/red tones,!. 16. l-

a. k., 6adnvtJrd, one of the types of motion, 
11. 6. 4. Boethius, re/ro. 

il" 101, w/uztt'lln' in Dumber or order, 11. 
3· I. 

.,......,., direct"e# of order, I. 23· IJ. 
Op,e" in direct order, not reversed, I. 23. 

lIilI.6.6. 
"'tilt, tkfine, slale a definition, I. I. 1, :1; cf. 

11.6. 4 ; limit,give a definite /wm, I. 23. 4; 
res/rici, in sense of setting forth as tenns 
to be dealt with in a problem, I. 13. If. 

Ipot, (I) OOllnd, lintil, 11 . 6. 3; hence, 
realm, Dollntir, J. 16. 3. 

(2) definilion, I. 19· 4t 7· 3,5. Freq., 
lerlll, ]. 8. 10, 23. 7; 11. 21. 3, 23· 6, etc. 

Boethius, tkjillilio.lerlllinus. 
OcrILu., as lIIany limes tU, I. 13. 12. 
Ocra.lucroho, "()We'Ver many limes, I. 23. I. 
068d., neut., nolning, i.e., 8ero, 11. 6. 3. 

«!IfK. properly, 11. 17· 7. 
_l'T.X~. in every direction, in eadJ dimen

sion. 11. 16.2. 
""YT&X6'~, in every dimenntm, 11. 15.3. 
..... ,,08~. everywhere. on every side of a 

solid, II. 14.2. 
_pA. freq. exupl for, lacking. as ,..apa 
~a&., lacking one. I. 8. I.Z. etc.; com
pared wilh. in relalion 10 (to express a 
ratio, = 'l'r~), 11. 25. I. 

.. rp.pAU., divide (orig., 10 compare wiIJr), 
II. 27. 7. Boethius, commillere iuxla. 

'rOflaflo).4J. comparison, I. 17· 3; division 
(cf. """"p.w.w). Il. 27· 7· 

... api5uyI''' example, evidence, proof, 11. 
24. 5; display, exampk (diagram), 11. 
28 . 11; the cosmic plan, I. 6. I (4.2). 

« pdd"hfl' with "P~, slunu a ratio to, 11. 

S· S· 
« f U., .... a placing or selling fqrllt side oy 

silk; i., 'fm('t'Swu, of discrete objects, vs. 
continuous, I. 2.4 (d. CTCllpCW). 

7 ' vb.'II-', ",cIIPY an (u(jPining fJosilion in 
series, 1. 8. 2, 19· 19. 

up.aAovth, carry oul a process, I. 18. 5 ; 
follow. 6e corolkzry, I. 8.6. 

...,..o).o""ua&. a conseglUnce or corollary, 
J. 19. 8; 11. 24. 6 i concomitanl properly, 
11. 27· J. 

7 p.>. .... PA.., employ, I. 16. 4; lake Mler 

from another a function. I. 13· 5. 
7 pwt ... pass by in selecting terms, 11. 

2J. 3 i applied, in act., to the terms them
selves as a way of designating those used 
in a series i ToW 800 pJaous 7IUpOA[{

...wraf, J. I). J = ftlery lAird ler",. 
Boethius, Jradenre. 

r ,n .. ~~ .. an omission, 11. 23· 3. 
~'tTO ....... vary, differ, 11. 17. 3. 
..'vIlU.v..-... t .. SO .. , paraUdepijJedon, 11. IS. 

J, 16. 3. Boethius, pa,.allelepipedus. 
7 f u.,,~¥-ot:, parallel, of lines, I. 10. 10; of 

terms, de., I I. 4. 3; side oy side. con
seculive, of terms in series, n. 6. :1, 23. J. 

.ern "'t., sland by lIre silk of in a table, 
I. 19. 19· 

.1 pllvf4-, pass .• increase along willt, JI. 8. :1. 

....,.VW~ .. conlinued increase, I I. 11. 4. 
7 p'1CT~I'~, sel forllt in a paralILI sen"es, 

I. 22 . 4. 
7 ' p'I'..nrl., inlervelle, 1.7.2. Boethius. 

inlercet/ere. 
« p ...... 'JIIII, sltow forllt in the course of an 

operation, 1. 19· 14. 
.. afbotw~, be concomilanl, of qualities, I. 

16.J. 19.6; 11.6·4; carr)'ou/aprocess, 
I. 22. 6. 

7 "PO"""., designale from or willt refer
ence 1o, J. 22. 2. 

""""'YVI'(Q.,. duigllolion With reference 10, 
I. 16. 5. 

w r 6""' .... H. named from; ha11ing ,Iu same 
name as, or a deri7laln'e name, I. 19· 7; 
esp., of factors, Ihal 'ltJ11l'c1t lakes ils de· 
nominalor from Ihe fjNanlily of Ihe fac
lured number. as one third of J. 1. 11. 2, 

Cf ' , " etc. . (Io'(1vrlWl'UJUX', (T(PIIJVVpqt; • 

.... all. every. Esp, in phrases &4 1mvr~, 
iJof.XP' 'll"Uvr<x, '"rougltouJ; i:lri 'll'"aYTow, in 

(,oogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
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• ' X-, IUlVe IZ glUJiily, I. IS. I; n. 17· 7. 
Boethius, tucidn-e. 

"Xot, (}"elusI (= fJo.~), a dimension of 
solids (not of surfaces), 11. 13. r. 

_ ....... 'lIn .. ., fHlIlagtmal, 11. 10 . •• ......... 'V.".,""". /orma/;oll in/o fHtllagrmaJ 
sMpe, 11. 13. 2. 

_m.,.liOOI, pen/agonal num/Hr, 11. 7· 3, 
10. I (defined), etc. Boethius, full. 
lagrmlls. 

_"",adl.ovflL i, five (;""1 Irllll£aied, of pyra. 
mids, IJ. 14. S. Cf, ICMOVpof, 8ucG.\ov~. 

__ ... u.-"'W, fivefold, 1. 18. 7· BoethiuSt 
vuinlllplHs. 

_,,",11'~~ 'Ae v";"IIljle rtltzlibn, 11. 

S· S· 
.4 ... , jive; d. &4 .Wf'(. _prrJ_. intr., CO"" 10 all end, tu limited, 

11. 18. 3; trans .~ deftlU, limil, I. 2).4· 
_,u,I_, pa"., 6, elided, of operatiollS, I. I). 

12- 13 i come 10 all end, ltr",inale (with 
«If; of a series), I. 19. 13. 

•• ~ .... "t, /x)lIlfd. /imil, limiling surface, of the 
upper surface of a truncated pyramid, II. 
14. S· • 

"""''Y''+-, pus., 6t 6ountkd, 11. I) . 3. 
"'p,4X., (I) em!wace. ,onlain. 11. 24. S. 

(2) pass., be IHJllnded, ,0"lained, u~d of 
solid~ bounded by surfaces, 11. 13. 3, 
14. 4· 

Boethius, co"linere . 
.... fkltVlC).M!M", move about in a circuJor m(l

lio", 11. 11. 1 . .... jtUi.", .. ot, Ilu odd-limes even "umlnr, I. 
10.1 (defined). Boethius,impar'l'er par. 

.... F"' •. blmorl t!m", areed (with gen.), 
H. 21. 6-

.... ,.... ... 6t. odd; I. 1. 1 fr. (defined). Hoe
thius, ,-",par. 

•• ,........-yitt, i" an odd place, in a ~rie5, 
I. 22. 6. 

... ,to, 7"~ rllalive jJolIl'ioll , U. 6. 4. 16. I. 
The si. varieties 'frpoow, rJfriuw, &JIW, 
11:&:1'111, &~&&, d.pW'Tt:pQ, 11. 6. 4; these are 
opposite by pairs (drr;8t:T~) and one 
pair is attached to each dime~sion (ibid.). 
Boethius, molus j \'arieties, a"le, rtlro, 
si"islra, dexlera, sursum, deorsum. 

.."A'II:OI, Iww greal j TO 1r., quanlity. as opp. 
to number, I. 2. S (defined), 11. 6. I. 

c., 

W¥~d I i", 1rIIlPilude, n.e, I. 1· 3. Boe
thius, I. 4. spolium . 

• U ... ~s, fashio"ing, &re4ltim, 11. 24- S. v . 

1rNl.arrWo 
.U ....... , fas"",,,, referring to the creation of 

numerical forms by rule, J. 2J. 8; 11. 24· S. 
.UTOs, !weadlll, a dimension of a solid, 11. 

6.4; of a surface, with ~II:~, H. IS. 2; 
iD a diagram, the breadth across the page 
is JUtl'a. 'fr., n. J. 4, 4. I, but up and down 
(v. p.~1(0s") in J. 10. 10; q~/itnt, 11. 27. 
7. Boethius, Willldo. 

...>.ari_, ~roade", IUquire 1r>..&:1'~, n. 1· 3-
Boethius, e.rimdere. 

.Mo..u:~. (; c!'II"C{), more limes 11uJ" 01''', 
1. 18 . I, 22 . " 23. I, etc . 

• M.,., side of a plane figure, n. 1 S. 4; of a 
number, a fa,tor, I. JCJ. 19; ,dgl of a 
solid, n. IS . 4. Boethius,l4Itu. 

... 1~"', HfIlUilude, I. 2. '" S, 16. 2,7. I. 

.1,tplth, •• , completely, wiJ"olll remainder, 
of measuring, J. 18. :I. 

.1~"tt, !wkll; Cl kind of solid numlJtr, the 
product of the square of a number by a 
smaller term (e.g., a'b if a > b). 11.6. I, 
17.6 (defined). Boethius, l4Itr,ulus. 

_&.4., mulliply by or into (f'fr' with ace.), 
It . 27. 1; mn/u, givt as a result of addi· 
tion, H. 6. 3 (cf. 12.2). 

_~'I"'""IlO" ,apa"Ie of making, produ,tt've of 
(with gen.), t1. S· S. 

_~IC~(a., variety, I. 19. 8, 22.2. 
__ P.A.ojolA., "ave varidiu, I. 22. 2. 

__ 0.", ,omplicaled, 1. 10. 6; various, I. 
23. 6. 

"'0,"", of w"al sort; oro 1r. = w-oun-~, q.v.; 
applied to proportions, H. 21. 6, 23.4 . 

hid I i,a, fJtlalily, esp. as applied to the 
relations of number, i.e., ratios; 50 that 
a proportion 1(0.1'4 1r. is one composed of 
true ratios vs. proportions JUtl'o. 1rorruf'lrra 

(arithmetic proportions, where the rela
tion concerned is arithmetic difference), 
11 . 21. S, 24 . t , 2S · S. Boethius, qualiJas • 

n~U'll~', a plural nUlIIlHr of times (opp. 
Ara.f).1. 22 . 2. 

.DU ... 1_~'t., multiply, I. 8. 14. etc. 
(Archimedes); by = dat., as I. 10. 8. 
16. 4 (so Archimedes); multiplied by 
itself = act. with reflexive rather than 
pass., 11 . 6. 3. Boethius, mulliplicart, 
dllurt (tur) . 

• 
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h~\o.",~~""pla" tilt ",ultifJ/~ ,mperpar. 
tittU. a uxf.a,~ or ratio, and a species of 
inequality, I. 17· 7, 23· 16. 
I ts varieties as mentioned by Nico

machus are: 
"'II'A{wL4"",6~,,..p4Jt (21: I) dou61t super

bipartiml. Boethius, duplex super· 
biparlielll. 

& ... Aa.rw'IR&(T~TOI, another {ann of the 
p~ceding word. 

&.. ... A.IIWL4""'''"~,.,.. (21: J), doubk 
superqtlinlijJarlimt. 

6t. ... AIIWWW1.flTP"I'.pij. (2t: I), double 
slIperqlladnpartiml. Boethius, d/~

pier sufJerqttadriparliens. 
S .... ACWW ..... TlITpA .... ,..WTOI, another form 

of the preceding word. 
s.. .. AGcn,,,uP'l"frlI, (:Zf: I), doublt StI

jJtrlripartitnl. Boethius., dupux 111-

jJtr/riparliens. 
6L'II'A ... w'lRTpLn' "iTa., another form of 

the preceding word. 
Boethius, IIltlllifJltr sulurparliens. 

_Ua. ... Aa.CI"L.""~P'"' the 1II1111iple super· 
/Jar/fm/ar, a u}('tn~, and a form of in
equality. 1. 17.7,22; 23· 14· 
The varieties mentioned by Nicomachus 

are as follows (v. l. 22. 2, 23· 14); 
5~"'~IU"U~~d~~ot (21: I), double ses

quialltr. 
5~'If~ __ 1.4+1111.~, another form of the 

preceding word. 
~'If~ __ I.4'1f'TP~TOI (2i: I), double sesq,ti

lerliall. 
5~ ... )..a.cn .... ~n,."f 101 (21: I), double ses

q"iquar/an. 
~'III'~_I.4 ... l'lll'III." lot (21: I), double ses

quiq"inla}l. 
TP~"'~_I.4+TJJU#VI (31: I), Iriple sU(l'li

alttr. 
Tp' ... ~ __ I.4 ... lTp'TOt (31: I), Iriple sesfJui

lerliml. 
TP',..~CW\. .... ~mo.p,ol (31: I), triple us

q!liquar/all. 
"'P''If~_~I''''''''''''1rTot (Ji: I), Iripk ses

quiqllill/all. 
ftTpa. .... )..QCr"~I4rl!II.~qovs (41: I), quadruple 

sesqllialler. 
'l"tTpa.W).._I.4'111'{Tp'TOI (41: I), quadruple 

usq,tilerliall. 
"Tpo.W).._U"'~ftnI.pT" (41: I), qllad

ruple suquiquartan. 

"'TP-'lf~_W'lri_fl.iOI (41:1), fjuad
rupk suquiquiHlan. 

_""'If~o.cru+'ll" a ... (si: I), quintuple 
suquialler • 

.... " .... A.a.crt.Hr(Tp'TOI (51: I), fjuilfluple 
sesquilertian. 

_,.,.. ... ~ClG'W1I'\"Tap". (S~: I), quin
tuple suquiquarlan. 

_rr.'If~_w"'("fl.iOl (si: I), quin
tujJle sesquiquinlan. 

Boethius, multiplex superparlicularis. 
uAJ ..... U.cn.OI, tne multiple. a (1'X«Tt~, and a 

form of inequality, I. 17. 7. IS. 1 (de
fined); neut., freq. as name of the rela
tion. 
The varieties mentioned by Nicomachus 

are as follows (v. I. 18. I, 19.5, etc.): 
5~ ... MW~ (2: I), double. 
Tp' ... U.cnOl (3: I), triple. 
T'TpMf~ (4: I), quadruple. 
_rr .... ).6.a-t.OI (5: I), quintuple. 
lEo. ... ~6.Inot (6: I), se~/tlple. 
iltruUcnot (8: I), oclulk. 
s..xo.",UGW, (10: I), decupk. 
Boethius, multi pIer (mllltiplicila.r). 

_Uy.-.,/Jolygonalnlllllber, 11. 12. I, etc. 
The following varieties are mentioned by 

Nicomachus : 
.,.ply""", triangular. 
".,.,a.y""", square. 
_""Y""" penlagonal. 
~y .. l''', hexagonal. 
J. i 'y_,,", neptag()nal . 
..,.o.y"",, ()(ta.~()nal. 

_~,",,~_~a.t_,same as JTO.U..a'lf.\aa~Wt q.v., 
Il.IS·4· 

woA,""~ __ la.cr~,, a multiplkati()n (operation), 
H. 17· 7. 

...oA,",,~Q.O"~Q.O",,". mulltplicaJioll, pr()duct (If 
1Il11ltiplicatioll. I. 10. la. 

_~,""~o..n,,. lIlult,ple (another form of the 
word 'lI"o.Uc.urMUt.CK'), 11. 4. 3. 24· 5, etc. 

_~ii" much, ,na1l.Y. Comp., TO 'lI">"f.Oll, lite 
greater (opp. TO l>..aTTOII), a a"X((1"~ and 
species of the (1'X((1"~ of inequality (= TO 
p..l(ov, the more usual term), I. 14.2. 

wou",", IltJW many limes; TO 'No((. = tu 
"umber ()/Iimes, I. 13.6. 

1I'OUdt:, (1/ s()me am()unt; TO .. wov, num6er 
(equi\'. to 'lI"OUOT~), t. 17. I, 2, etc.; TO .... , 
as limited multitude, I. 2. 5. Its classifi
cation, absolute and relative, I. 3. I, etc. ; 
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with reference to proportions • • KdT(l TO 

'71'"00'01' = 1C4T'G. 11'00'0'",0. (Vo 11'00"0',,'», 
JI . 21. 6. 

*22 0'"'l't n"",6tr, numerical quantify (vs. 
1n7AUI:6r~, (juonlily), I. 11 . 3. The same 
as TO 1I'00'"Ov. q. v. ; with reference to pro
portions, ~a-aAoyia. f(QT"Q; w. is a 'numerical' 
proportion, i.e., one distingui!>hed by 
rquality of numerical differences, arith
metic proportion (opp. dlo'lL\.oyi4, KaTa. 
'll'OI<1TfJTQ ; cf. 1r()(';r~), IJ. 21. 5, 24· 1. 

Boethius. quanl#as. 
"fM,PVTlpot,oItkr, more pimilive in oriIJr", 

of mathematical forms, I. 19. 8. 
• pochoiIUcWIl4, tkmonslraJe previously, 1. 

16, 4. 
.. pa .. _'(6. ... ~, auip prnJious/y, n. 22. 2. 

'll'po!'-'_,go on, proceed to infinity, 1. 19- 16. 
"'poP')..\., pass., lu givtn, of terms in a 

problem, I. 13. Il . ""'''cn., progression, J. 19. 8, 18, 21. 2. 
etc.; in the sense of a proglusiog series 
(of the odd numbers), I. 20. :2 ; d. H. 9. 2. 

.papLIWt., act., with personal subject, carry 
forward, ut f"'"tla a uries, 1. 16. 4; 
pan., Iu carried forward, progress, gv 
(111,11 . 7· 3, 1 r. I . 

wpoyt." .. pot, mqre qriC;IIa1, I. 18. I i cf. 
7rpccr{Jvnpex. Logically prWrJ I. 4- 2, 

S· I, 3, etc . 
... ,,'f'O,,", antutor; that from which a thing 

is derived; hence the square is .... of the 
cube,n . 15· 4· 

.pll.tau.",", pass., Iu duignaJui, given as 
tenns of a problem, 11. 27 . 7· 

.., .. ,","'J~, extend i,. seriu prrvious/y, 11. 
12. 6. 

vp I '1 .,40".1, tome hfqre, ,allk 6eft'lre, 11 . 22 . 
3 ; pus. part., already IIUtflit11Ud, I. 16. 5. 

• p ••• .." .. prefix (the prefix suo, i1ro-), I. 
17. 8, etc. 

., h~ er' DII, c(l1f1i"ue, I. 18. 2,40 20. I, 

etc . 
• "u,u, De ut hflJre, as a thing to be 

done, I. 20. 2; h given, as terms in a 
problem, 11. 27. 2. 

WPOlCowIj. ,,,crease, tJl'fWUnt of {lIcrease in a 
series. J . 19. 13; progresswn witla ;11· 
creast, of a series, t . 13. 6. 

wpodWTIf, intrans., increau, De increased, Il. 
3. 2, etc.; &v.7l &0.0 i 4p.acrc., be squared, 
11. 17· 7. Boethius, jmucedere. 

... pOl.oyot, tlte antuetkllt, the greater term 
in a ratio between unequal tenns, J. 19. 2. 
llOdhius, dux. 

wpo,,4j.,..., oIJlonc, a number that is the 
product of unequal factors differing by 
more than unity, prollluic, 11 . 17. I. 18.2 ; 
product, 11. 27 · 7. Boethius, a1lIe!()1lgi()r, 
pr()"uces, anlenore parle /ongior. 

WpD'II'l<W'TIf, intrans., go f()rward, be e.11mdeti, 
11. 18. 2. 

1fpocnS.w i If, )Oill, add, 11. 21 . 4 . 
... pocryllt'O ...... ~, hop/un IfJ, be applied to, of a 

process applied to a number, 11. 20. I; 
be jo;,ud 10. 11. 17. 6 . 

wpoG".wurlfplvw, add inlo Iht su",malion of 
a series. I. 16. 5 . 

WF n,.t.~. cOllllJine wilH, of combining 
geometrical figures. 11 . 12. 2. 

"Fh '11.,14, name, desigwali()n, 1. 9- 3, 8.6, 
22. 7. 

vph'.,~ .. addilio", 11. 7.3,20. I, etc. 
"PIOICTUJ&&', acquire in adJlillon, 11. 7· 3. 
.po.r~.,!"_, laie, empll'Y as a term i"lo an 

{/jltralJon, 1. 16. 4 ; lake with, I I. 5- 5 ; of 
addition, 1(1 /rave somelltinJr added. II. 
20. J (so Archimedes); reunJe, acquire 
another dimension, H. 13. I, IS. 2. 

wpo: "'AlIC_,/oi" with, add, 11. 12. 3. 
... pocrrlfplvlf, add ;n tlu Stlmma/i()n ()f a 

series, 11. 8. 3. v. 'w,crwpcVw. 
W'Far:ll'.W'~', an addition in the summation 

of a series, 11 . M. 3. 
"'F" i.'~ rule for pr«edure, I. 16. 7, 

23. 8. .,h i''''~ add, of the operation of addi· 
tioll (so Archimedes). 11. 27. 7, 12. 2, 
3; c(lliWi"e in multiplication, I. 12. 2. 

w"nt,f()rward, one of the six varieties of 
motion, I I. 6. 4; opp. IJrtcrw. 

..,oTIU-, pr(ljJose a problem, I. 13. 11 . 
WpoT'",,", sel otj(We. give terms in a prob

lem,1. 13. 13 ; pass., De given (terms). I. 
13. 1 1. 

",pl;dlltl~J&&'. h prtrup/Joud, preerisl as a 
basis, I. 4. 4. 11. 3; 11 . 18. I. 

'poX"p •• , $(1 (In, cOHtintu. of a proces.. ... 1.8. 
13; with personal subject, 1. 10. 90 etc. 
Boethius, sese SIIpercredi. 

wpoX,,......~,, advanu, progrusitm in series. 
I. 13. 6. 

... p. ,0"Prij',firsl-horn (Le., of an elementary, 
primary nature) i of thetriangie, 11 . 12. S. 

• 
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"PI; la., prime, a kind of the odd, t. 11. :I: 

(defined). Boethius, jJ,..i",us et iltCom
po.rtJus • 

..."e,..nec:6., fimdamenlal, belonging 10 tlte 
simplest form (v. 'If''tl8p.~Y), n. 2. 2 . 

".tJ8~(),'K.W'i, fu"dam~"lally. in simplest 
form, 11. 17. I. 

"""l'iJ., slock, /Imtiammlal foym; the 
simplest form ora numerical relation (e,g. 
Ihe double in simplest form is seen in 
2: I), 1. 19. ~ 7,21. I; II. "9' J. 

'IrVp&fIo[e, pyramid. jJyro'1I,iial number, Il. 
13. :2 If. Geometrical pyramId, 11. '3. 
l. Boethius, pyramidll.!. 

WWpGI"us-Ij.,pyroll11dal number. II. IS. I. 

ptt ... root; as source, that on which other 
things are based, I. 4. I (of arithmetic), 
etc.; slarting POiltl, I. 20. :2 (the fraction 
i is p. of the superpartient), 2. S, roo/ of 
multitude. Boethius, radix. 

..",..'0., poiltt, 11.6. 3. 13.3 if.; a mark 
used to check off terms, 1. 13. 7; an ar
bitrary sip for a number, IJ. 6. l. Boe
thius, punclum. 

r"J1&t"'., nole dmvn, I. 10.8, 9; represenl by 
an arbl1rary sipt, 11 . 6. 2. 

.",I&t'-, .. desip,alio", repreunlalion, 11. 
6. l. 

_u'Irit. $Caune, having- une(jual sides j a 
kind of solid number, 11. 6. I, 16. l. 
Opp. icro".Af:Vpoi. Cf. pwp.UrI(O'i, (1'~'1-
1({(T1(0'i, o+'1"{UI(O'i. Boethius, sca/enos 
gratia/us . 

.. K0..-4., observe, I. 13· 4. v. t7f'WI(07f'tw. 

...... p.,.ca., sud j hence, origin, with the impli
cation of the potential existence of the 
completed thing, as in a seed, 11. IS. I. 
I 8. I . 

...... wa.nK .... like a seed j originally, /u"da. 
menially, 11. 17. L 

rTW, •• resl, I. 3. l . 

""'P"", solid j applied to numbers, solid 
"umbers, the products of three factors, 
JI. 6. 1, 7.3. TO (T., solid body, 11. 6.4. 
(1'Tf:PIWi, like a solid, Le .. in three dimen· 
sions, 11. 17. 4. Boethius, solidus (soli
ddos) . 

.,.tXM, row, li"e in a table, I. 10. 7. Series 
o/Ierms j ~lKTU(Or; cr., lite nalllral uries, 
11. 8.3. 

CM'O'Xttor, eumenl, H. 1 (defined); of the 

universe, ibid. j used of equality, the ele
ment of relative number, H. l. 2 ; also 
of the triangle. Boethius, elemmlum. 

.iCH.Xtlll&'JI, elemenlary, 1.11.3; applied to 
a triangle. U. 7.4. 8. 1, 14· 4; the dia
pente. n. 26. I; cf. also 11. 29· 4. 

""'xYJ60 ... i" series,;lI a row, II. 8. 3, etc. 
..".,..,.riJI, 0/ tlu same genus with, H. lOo 3. 

• • V.Op.crff-lffJi. 

.. "y,," .... ', be composed of (tl(), I. l2. l; U. 
IS. 4, etc. 

cnrya+M,.6., add 10plJur, I. S. 13; with 
Ui TO «&6, log-dlur, 14- 4. 15· 1. 16.2. 

.-vya+Ma.'*fI4t sum, in addition, I. 16. 5. 
cnrya+a..l:.aCn, 'I, sum, in addition, I. S. IZ . 
• ...,lCpb,., compare, I. ZI. I, etc. Boethius, 

com/Jarare, apiare. 
riYKpt.cr"', co_paruo" of numbers, I. 15. I, 

22. 6, etc. 
crvt-Vv""l", join logellter numbers to fonn 

ratios, I. 19· 3 . 
_tvyCa., a pairinc, a pair, 11. 19.4; used 

of the ratios. 11 . 2S. 10, II}- 4. 
ritvyor, a lerm paired willt atUJl/ter in 

some relation (e.g., corresponding factors, 
as 16 and 8, of uS, are a"li{vyu), I. 8. 11. 

lI'W.),e.'fM,.., lake;1I cOlljllnClttm wit", 11. 
5.2; Itelp. I. ZJ. 8 . 

riU'I+'s, a combining, combinaltim, 11. Z I. 2. "",.1_. Itappen, come 10 lirltl, remit, 
1. 10. 10; be a facl, I. 16.3; impers., iJ 
is all allribule 0/, cltaraclerislic 0/ (with 
dal.), I. 9. z, 10. 10, etc. 

'"'I'I""'P'-, a;:ree"unl in measure Wltll 
(7f'pcK), I. 14· 3 . 

rifIfYTpoI, agreeing in measure willl, 11. 3. 2. 
-t'¥Cyw,", combine tenns to make a pro

portion, 11. 21. 3. 
ri"' ...... all loge/her, as an expression for 

'sum,' l. 15. z. 
IMIf..npa.crfl4t term;nnl;on. Oolllfd, of surface 

of truncated pyramid, 11. 140 5; last digit 
of a number. 11. 17· 7. 

crv.,.",M" •• imKllve in the composition or 
something, I. 21. 3. Z2.2. 

.-vp."';\'1p' •• fill 011110 a cerlain (jua1llity, I. 
15. 2; n. 22 . I. 

cn/f",MtfN""~I, a jilli"g oul 10 e(jua"~y wil", 
J. IS . I. 

tnII'",poK6ftT., illcrease /('gel/ur wiJ/t, e.g. 
the differences of a series increase as the 
terms incn:ase, I. 19- 12. 

• 
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.1O",t ... "., give consistent ruu/ts, of opera
tions. I. 10. 9. 

V\ItIt+-"'''' concord, in harmony, n. 26. I. 

Boethius, symplwllia. 
......... YOI, agruing, in agreement, I. 19. 16; 

11. 5. 4. Tau. = O1Jp.~UI"w.II. 26. J. 

lnI"'l., jJroduu, give as a result. in addi
tion, 1. 14. 4; brmc logetlter, combine, in 
addition, J. 16. 2. 

..""cdpo(t-, with ~~. 0., add, J. 16. 2. 
crv"I'.6TlpoS, in plur., /Jot/, together (= the 

sum of two terms), 1. 8. 13; similarly, 
TO (T ., I. 16.4. So Archimedes. 

_"',,".,/oin logd/uT ; uvYTJp.,."i.,." .i..M.uy"', 
cOIl/inlled proportion, 11.21. 5--6 (\', 8ca
'uryyvp.t). Boethius, (011Ii"1I0. 

..""lil., 6ina logdlt", (onnect, n. 22. 2; by 
proportional mean terms, 11. 29. J. -Et""-, examine loCe/lter, compart, J. 
19- 11 • 

crv""xUIllot slIcussiolt ; l" 0'. JA.'I],n"".tv, multiply 
in SIIcctssiOll, 11. 29· J. 

'"''''x.'''" tlert, /oIIOflJing, of terms in series, 
1. 8. 13; 1'r{j a. dp4.(J~ by ,.egularly P,.o-
cressi,,/{ 1wlnkr, 11. 8. 2. avv'X~, in 
. mccessi01t, without omission, H. 23. I. 
Boethius, conti"ms. 

crv"x,_, joi" by mean terms to make a pro
portion, 1 I. 24. 6. 

............. addition; rc:rex fl(o,1'a a .• equal by 
atidzJion to (i.e •• their sum equals) some
thing else, I. 10. 10; sum, in addition, H. 
29.2, 8.3. 27.3; TO fl(o,Ta. a., sum, 11. 
23. 5; combination, I. 22. 2; n. 5· I, 

21.3, Boethius. comjNJsllio. 
ri ... TOS, composite, composed of factors 

(opp. 1rpWTOIi, prime), I. 11. I ff.; com
posed of (lfl( or &'/1"0), I. 21. 3; 11 . 2. 1; 

1'0 a., sum. 11. 27· 7· 
ri.-,.,,&, conventiOll , as opposed to natural 

ordinance, I. 19. 14 ; 11.6. 2. 
rww 1 'I"', pass., be combined by addition, 

11. 11. 2; with b:, be composed of. I. 11. 

3; II. S. 3, 4, dc. ; mid., arise, be formed, 
1.23 . 14; II. 14. 2. 

v Un'_, converge, of the edges of the pyra
mid, JI. 13.3 . Boethius, inclina,.i. 

,",l'TIMt., make, complet" P,.oduce. 11. 20. I, 

27. I; TO <T'\IVT~!UVOV, P,.oduct, I. 8.14. 
vvrr~"" combine by simple association, 11. 

5. 2,3.4. 5 i add,!. 8. J. 15 . I ; 11.6. 3, 
26. 2, 27. 7 (so Archimedes); fake as a 

factor, in passh'e, with numeral adverb, 
't' _ _ • lI" I 

j.Wyo,oo<; 1rU'To,kl'i cnJ1ITt:l1fW'1'1'i 0 f, . 11 . 3. 
Doethius, redigere ilt Ulmlll, ac/den, 
. 
lllngn-e . 

crVl'Tp.~ .. thne IUCdlur, tIre SllIII of three 
terms, I. 8. 13. 

crwv+a.tl'_, weave together; hence, {ollsti
tute «(If = (k). 1. 10. 6. Cf. Vq,OIi. 
~to 1 '1"', arise along will! (said of a 

thing of which the existence is implied in 
another),1. 20.3, 21. 3. 

.,."..""'tAA-, have the same name, a,I{Yu in 
name. I. 17· 5. 

crvcrcrwp.v_, add a series t(lgethe,., make a 
summatitnt. n. 10. 2. 

o G, i Ul"~ {'(llIJjJc1SlItim, that of which a thing 
is made up, It. I. I; composi/iolt, con
struc/ion in a technical manner, accord
ing to rule, I. 8. 13, 3· 5; 11. 8. 3. 10. 2, 
14. 2. 

rio i 'I~ a system, systematic a,.rangeI1lUlt, 
I. 3. 5 ( = Plato, EjJin., 991 D); a combi
nation of things making up another thing, 
I. 7. I, 8. 10; 11. 5. 2 , 26. I; hen~, a 
combination by addllion, Slim, 1I. 11. 3 • 
U. 5, 7 j a (ombina/ton (If factors mu/Ii
plid together, H. 24· 9. 

.... 'pea., a splure, IL 17· 7. Boethius, 
spllera • 

"~P'k". spherical numbers, 11.6. I, 17. 7 
(defined). a~, astroHo"IY, 1. J. ~. 
Boethius, sphericlls. 

"."fI(WIC", a llltle wasp, applied to a kind 
of solid number (same as 0'"a.A~, '1.v., 
or a."na"OIi), n. 16. 2. 

.. +41 •• a wedg~. II. 16. 2. 

"."l'w..kOl, a liltle wedge, a variety of solid 
number (= c:r1«lA17"~' '1.v., or a.1JfI(Ur
fl(OIi), 11. 16. 2, 17. 6 (defined). Bee
thius, cllnells~ (Jlneolus, sjluniscos. 

"+4IE, a wasp, n. 16. 2. 

rxlcrl.t, (I) a non-mathematical term. state, 
condition. AalJllllde, 11. 22. I (p. 1:13. I H). 

(2) mathematical term, ,.elai£o". In 
the most general sense. any relation be
tween two terms. including equality (11. 
6. 3) and inequality (I. 14. 2); hence, a 
relation of excess or dejicimcy, measured 
by an arithmetical difference, but often 
applied to relations which are strictly 
.\Oyo&, ,.a/ws, 1. 17. 4. 6, 19. 16. 21. 3; 
11.6. 3, 19. 4, 21. 3, 4, etc. Especially 
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of the ten ratios of relative number, 11. 
22. I (p. 122.20 »), 24. S; I. 23· 4. Boe
thius, Ilabil"do. 

crxiljloCL, form, figure, It. 7. 4; of a geoM 

metrical figure as opposed to arithmetical, 
II. 12. I, 2; UT~P(OV CT., s{./id figure, 11. 
13· 3. 16.2. 

VX"lI'G.Tq .. , rtprtsenl by a fiJ,'7Irt, U. 8. 3. 
VX~IIUiTUl'"tuSt, figuratioll, 11. 9. I. 
crx'1I'Cl.TOYP" ..... represmt by a .fi£urt; act., 

intrans., admit (Jf grapJric representation, 
n. 8. I; pass ., 11. 10. 2. Boethius, de
scriber-t. 

O"X'1tulTO'Yl*+t", representation by a figure, 
of numbers, 11.6. 2, 10.2; l'lr{7I'(~ a' I 

plallt figuration, 11. 13. I. 

crxll-, divitU (non-mathematical), I. 17. 6. 
Boethius, secare, 

lI'"_t_, jJreurl.lt, Iwld true a ratio, H. 5. 2; 
of a principle, II. 22. 3, 24· S· 

cr.,..., body, as opp. to surface and line, 
Il. 7. 2. 

cr.pttcr., mmmaJitJn of a series, I. 16. 4, etc. 
A htaping liP of one thing with another; 
Ta. I(QTa. a., discrete tltings, I. 2. 4 (cf. 
7n1p<i8(a,o;) • 

r_pc_, add 10 a mmmation of a snies, 11. 

8. 3. 
r*P"l66., by summation. or CllInulative addi

lion, 11. I I. J. 

TOl"" order, proper ord", passim; Tat", in 
due order, I. 10.9; place, proper place in 
order, I. 13. S. 

"", ,tt, pass., place, give a position in series, 
I. 13.4; ;'1S"t a mean to make a pro
portion, n. 27. 2; arrange, I. 10. 10; U. 
17. 3; regulate, I. 13. 6. 

'!'Cl"', OIL"',"", 0/ tlte same length, Itavillg Doth 
dimensions lite same (epithet of squares, 
similar to '&of'~l(qo;, Ij.v.), 11. IS. 3· 

"a.W6", lhe same (prindple of sameness; = 
, ."..) 11 TUtlTOTqo;; opp. fTf:pO'f~, TO frfpov, • 

17. I, 18. 3. Boethius, eadem natura . 
" .. ",,6'"1t. sameness (= r«lrr-o,.), JI. 17. I; 

identily, 11. 27. 4. 
"o...ws, per/ut, of numbers equal in amount 

to the sum of their factors, I. 14. I, 16. I; 
of perfection of the monad, I. 16. 10; the 
decad, n. 22. I; the dj-diapason, I. S. I. 

Boethius, perfectus. 
,").d"'·\I, completion, 11. 13. 9. 

nMvd_, end, terminale, I. 8. 11 ; of pyra
mids terminating in a vertex. II. 14·· S; 
of numbers ending in same digit, 11. 17. 
7. Cf. /(QTa.A~~. 

...u..vrlJ,lerminatiOlI, of the digit ending a 
nwnber, 11. 17.7. 

-rAo" tltd of a table, I. 19. 17. 
nIL"., diVIde, esp. &x'j 1'., bisect, n. 27. 7. 
ricr_PIS, fOllr. Cf. &.a. rfuaOpWJf. 

""P"ytt"U:H, square; T'. WAcvp«. square 
roof, n. 27. 7. 

""pa.y'"w>s, four-angled, Ijlladrang7llar, 11. 
17. J. 

""p"y.ywtuSl, formation like a sljuare, 11. 
9· I. 

""""".'101, s'luare number, I. 19. 19; 11. 9 
(defined); r. axijfU1 (geometrical), sljllore 
jigure, IJ. 12. I. Boethius, quadratus. 

"1"pcuc6Mvpot, four-limes truncated (v. 1(0. 
Aovpoo;, 8ue0A0vpcx), 11. 14. S. 

,.. ... p" ... ).a.ra.6, '11, the fOllrfold relalion, II. 
l· l· 

"...,. ... Mvpos, four-sided, quadrilateral, 11. 
17. I. 

,"""1, lite number fOllr, r. 9. 4, 10·7. 
..."" ...... assume,!. 19. 8, 8. 10; II. 17. 2; 

make, as result of an operation, I. 20. :1 i 
set down, as a tenn, 11. 2. I, 24· s . 

... L'lJW'th nurse, epithet of arithmetic, I. S· 3. 

...... il..-, division, the operation, 1. 10. 4. 

......11'6<t, capable of 6tinC divided, I. 10. 4. 
'1'0"'''', a dividinc, I. 7· 4, la. 3; division, 

classification, I. 7. I. Boethius, divisio. 
,"",Iat"' tone, a musical interval with the 

ratio 9: 8, n. 29. 4. Boethius,lonus. 
"'p'."'oo ,661fal, I"irty~second, I. 8. 10 . 
..,Ulil, lite triad, IIu "umber Iltrtt, I. 10. 6, 

13. 3, etc. 
"p'Y-""., arrance in triongular form, 11. 

8. I, 3. 
"PLyewut6s, In'angular (pyramid), 11. 14. I. 
"'P'Y-YW 1,61, formation like a triangle, 11. 

8. I. 

,.,..yttncrTC, in Iriangular fan", n. 8. 3. 
T"y_.-ow, triangular number, 11. 8. I. Boe

thius, In'anguiaris, Iriangulus. 
"fIL1C6Mupos, triply Iruncated (v. l(6.\aupoo;, 

8ucMO'\1poo;), n. 14- S. Boetbius,ltrcur'us. 
"pwU_, 6e o/Ihe Ihird couru (cf. &vrc

pot,(fIl), I. 19. 17. 
TPL",)'cun.G.t-, multiply by 'ltrtt, I. 21. 1. 

"fIL ... ).a.rL6 i'll, 'he I"rtt/old re/QJion, 11. S. S. 
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""'X~. in '"r" (1i",~1Uio," or dinctw,u 
(with &OcrTCl.TOt), IJ. 6.., 

.. 'ne, Cqrr~spq"" Iq, Aaw a ,.,WiII" 10, 
or terms in proportions, 11. 21. 6, 23.2:; 
in pass., tu ,,,,Plied, I. 21. 2. 

m_, HU, slIlKrmJrary proportion, II. 22. 

I, etc. Boethius, op/H'n',us, etmJranilS. 
m_ •• od, 'I', 'lie slale or r,Jatiq" of hi"l' 

su!xqll(rary, II. 28. S. 
.... -"'-'-t. slIk(lIUrary r,laiio", n. 28. 2. 

~,.., remove tenns from a series, 11. 
2:1. 3 . 

•••• ~ •• n.,.."1t sJl6mjNrjxzrli,trJ, reciprocal ra
tio of the superpartient, I. 17. 8. Hoe
thillS, nI!m~Jn'pa"I;t1U. 

'."·1'+",11, S,,6SlIjJerfHtr1iclllar, reciprocal 
n.tio of the su~rticuLar. J. 17.8, 19. 
20. Boethius, nl6slI/Hrparticu/Qns. 

,-"""",,..., SV6SlSfjuil'rtiall (3 : .), a sub
superpanicu1ar, reciprocal of the YVJui
tertian, I. 19. 2. Boc:thius, ru6sufJlluer
tillS. 

.... "..,,,., lass (If)", used in locating terms 
in a series, e.g., J. 13. 3, TOY 8w pocaO'llf 
mpPoi"CWTtJ., "the term occurring after 
the omission of two numbers between"; 
grJ hyond, acted, t. 14. J; JI. IS. 2 i 
hence, 6e greater, Jl. 27. 6-

..... pll!!U..,.j e%cud, I. 16. 1,2 i W(p{Jo.llOv
.,.~, with excess, n. 17. 6. 

","PCH''' lW, PQ$s /Jy a /Joint, lie ,un/inlled 
Deyond, I. 19- 14. 

w-,lxw, excud, I. '7. J. So Archimedes. 
....... "1'.' , 6e I«aled 6tytmd iD the Dot 

place in a series, 11 . 12. S. 
..... pox4t.txcess. 11. 27. 4t 7. So Archimedes. 
..... pn>.."., supera/Jundant, a number the 

sum of the factors of which is g,eater 
than its OWD amouDt, J. 14. I, J. Hoe
thius, sujHrjfuous. 

lotrtptlfMt, excted, 6e grtaler IlIan, I. 9· 4 i 
n. 27· J. 

W4, /Jy, of multiplication by, I. S. I4t etc. 
TO wo, tht product, I. S. 14. 19. 17 i 11. 

27 · J, 4· 
as a prefix, su6, I. 19- 20. 

"'''''_, cOllie underntallr in the order of 
rows in a table. I. 19. 14; 6e less I},an, 
11. 27. 6; ;"'O{3({3'1"tYrfIK, in subordinale 
man,,", as of a species to a genus, 11. 
~. 2. 

h"'~YJl'" illlUlralitm, tru",fo, I. S. IJ, etc. 
hol.I:..II", slww, exltt"lliJ, 1. 22. 6. 
""a.~., illlutraJi'o1l, ]I. J . 4· 
... ,I,.', ...... su!xliv;s;on, I. 11. I, S. J. 
h ,IIT~ su6t:kn16lt, i.e., Iralf, a crxlCT(S 

(species of wowo.\.A.a".\G.aux), J. 10. la, 
IS. J (defined) = 'i~; but the latter 
usually refers to the tenn qua fractiOD or 
part, v.O&'II"AaatOS to it in its relation to 
the greater Dumber. Boethius,mbduplus. 
~ lire constqutnt, /.ustr lerm of a 

ratio, I. 19. 2. v. 'II"~. Boethius, 
comes. 

... ".,. ...... " a divino" ;/fto /Jarls, I. S. 4. 

..... ,. iW, fall under, 6t sII6iecllo (a meas· 
ure, ,urptt), J. IJ. 7; (a process) 8. 8. 

, •••• U ... >.-....",..,., su6muUi/Jle S1Iper
/Jarlun/, a CT)(fcnS, reciprocal of the ~. 
M"MaIft'~ (q.v .), I. 17. 8. ~ 
thius, sII6muilipltr suJer/Jarlie1f.S. 

...... >...,· .. Ae _U.",..,..II, su6mJlllipu JJljJer

jNJrliOlI4" a CT)(lCT'S, reciprocal of the 
'W"Oo\M"AuaU.'r!6p~ (g.v.), J. 17. 8. 
Boethius, Ju611l1l1lipur slI/JtrjJarlicul4rt~ . 

h ••• >...\ .... ~ IIu su/JlllullijJu, a CT)(lCT'S, 

reciprocal of the wo.U.awAGaux (q.v. ), 
J. (7. S, IS. 2 (usually applied to number.J 
that measure a larger number with especial 
reference to their ratio to the latter; 
p.Qpuw, p1po'i are applied to them qua 
facton, parts). Boethius, su6l1lultiplex. 

h.,'n-., !JrinE untkr a ratio, 11. 21. 2. 

"."'-, Ju6ltnd an angle, 11 . 4· J. 
hOilTp&1rAwIoOI, the su6quadrujJu (ratio 

I : 4), recijJr(Kal of tlrt quadruplt, I. 18. 
J . Boethius, su6quadruplus . 

h..-ltt!Jllco SH/JPOSt, I. 20. 2; /Jliut 6elbw, U . 
8. 3. 

ta"-jk"u.\Ot, I},e suiJlrijJlt (ratio I : J), rt
cijJr(Kal of tlu IrijJle, I. 18. J; 11. 27 . 6. 
Boethius, su6l,"plus. 

V+tI;u.6A&OI, lite su6Juqut"aUer (ratio ( : It or 
2 : 3). redprotal 0/1111 stsquiailer,l. 19-
2 . Boethius. su6us'lualler. 

"+trnat'lco mid ., arise from, I. 10. 6. 
'+ott a wt6. hence, slrue/ure, disposition of 

a table, I. 19. IJ; q,va'I(O" V. TaU dpt9,...m;, 
natural arrallgellltnl of ntlm6tr, the nat
ural series, I. 9· S. 

'+01. },t;glrt, a dimension of solids only 
(same as {3ri9tx), 11. IJ. J. 

c., 
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~..u¥w.., 1Ifutllal omt'VOlmet, applied to 
numbers, n. 19. I-

~~¥-ot:, mu/wIly benevolent, 11. 20. 3. 
+unds nalural, esp. natural series of 

number (~~, UT{XOfi, 1/(9(1T'~, X'¥a), 
I. 19. 10; II. 8. 3. etc . 

.... , produu, guurale, H. 3. 2; pass. 6e 
produced, 11. S· 4· 

X·flo"T'IJ" charader, symbol in . notation, 11. 
6. 2. 

XUlCrtuS .. (ross·/ints which make the form of 
the letter chi, I. 19. JJ, 14. In the old 

(orm of the letter the lines cross in the 
manner of our sign for plus. 

XroAul., " thousand; pluT., lite ,IIousands 
(1000 !f999), I. 16. 3· 

xP'.,......, use, employ, I. Jl. l; p..(pf.!Tt )(jJO.
a9cu, }unlt factors, I. 12. l-

X' .... (I) IJjIouring.}fuw; of number, I. 7. 
I . (as a definition of' number '). 

(2) a stries; lIre "a/ural series (~1XT'-

1(0)' X·), I. 18. 4. 19· 6, etc. (dp..op.."rUf.OV 
X.), 11. 10. 2. 

X~ place in a series, JI. 20. S; tran~ 
(erred to the number indicating the place 
a term occupies in a series, I. 13. 6. 

• 
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Ill. A SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY 

This Bibliography is in no sense complete. In the case of modem works its 
chief purpose is to enable the reader to find quickly titles of work for which op. 
eit. has been used frequently. 

GREEK AND LATIN TEXTS 

Aristoteles. Many of his works have been quoted and many editions used. 
BoethiuB, De I nslitutioru: A rithmeJica,- De I nstituJicme M usica. Edidit Godofre· 

dus Friedlein, 1867. 
CUliodorus, De Arilimutico, Chapter IV in De Artibus QC Disciplinis Liberalium 

LiUerarum. Migne, Patrologia LaJina, vol. LXX, cols. 1204- 1208. 

Euclides, Opera Omnia. Ediderunt I. L. Heiberg et H. Menge. Leipzig, 1883-
1889. 

Bero AlezandriDus, Geometricorum et Sttreomdricorum Reliquiae. Edidit Frideri
eus Hultsch. Berlin, 1864. 

lambUehul, In Nicomachi A,ithmelicam Introductionem Liher. Edidit Her
menegildus Pistelli. Leipzig, 1&J4. 

Jo.nnes Lydus, De Mensibus. Edidit Ricardus Wuensch. Leipzig, 1898. 
Nic:omac:hus, Introductionis Arithmelucu Libri 11. Recensuit Ricardus Hoche. 

Leipzig, 1866. 
Philo ludaeus (Alezandrinus), Opera QIUU Supersunt. Recognovit Leopoldus 

Cohn. Berlin, 1896-1915 . 
.Plato, Dialogi. Ex Recognitione Caroli Friderici Hermanni. Leipzig, 1854-

1870. 
Plutarch, M oralia. Recognovit Gregorius N. Bernardakis. Leipzig, 1908-1916. 
--Theologumul4 Arithmetucu. Edidit Fridericus Astius. Leipzig, 1817. 
Theon SmYlnaeus, Expositio Rerum M aJhemaJicarum ad Legendum PlaJonem 

Utilium. Recensuit Eduardus Hiller. Leipzig, 1878. 

MODERN WORKS 

Bumet, John, Greek Philosophy, Part I, Thales to PloJo. London, 1920. 
Cantor, Moritz, Vorlesungen Uher Geschichle der M oJhematik, vol. I (third edition). 

Leipzig, IC)07. 

Chaicnet, Antelme ~ouard, Pythagore et la Philosophie Pythagoricienne. 2 vol
umes. Paris, 1873 . 

• 
Deatte, Armand, Etudes sur la LiUCrature Pythagoricienne, in Bibliotheque de 

• • 
l'Ecole des Ilautes Eludes, Fasc. 217. Paris, 1915. 

Diels, Herm.nn, Die Pragmente det' Vorsokratiker. Berlin. (The latest editions 
have been consulted.) 
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EiHnlohr, Aupat, Ein malitematisches Handbuch dn alien Aegypter. Leipzig, 
IB9J. 

Heath, T. L., The Thi,llen Books of Euclid's FJemenJs. 3 volumes. Cambridge, 
1908• 

-- (Sir Thomal), A History of Creek MathemaJics. 2 volumes. Oxford, I921. 
Keuelmlft", G. H. F., Geschichk dn Algebra, val. I. Berlin, 1842. (Only one 

volume was published.) 
Peet, T. Eric, TM RninJ Mathematical Papyrus. London, 1923. 
Von Jan, Iul, M wici Scriptores Graeci. Leipzig, 1895. 
Zeller, Eduard, ~ Philosophie dn G,iechen. Leipzig. (The latest editions 

have been consulted.) 
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INDEX 

A 
Abacus, 6. 
Academy, mathematical interest in, 25-26. 
Adrastus, '7.36, ,,1 D. , .p n., :n2 n., 213 D., 

:U$ n., 227 n., 231 n. 
Ahm~ manual, 6, 9. n, 12, IJ, 14· 
Akhmim papyrus, 1. 10. 

Alexander Polyhistor, 75. 
Ale:u.ndria, as mathematical eenter, 29. 75; 

possible COD.DectiOD of Nicom.cbus with, 
'4- 76. 

Al·Khowarizmi, ."3. 
Alphabetic numeral system, 68; conventional, 

DOt natural, according to NicomlCbus, 237. 
• Altan,' '53, 
Altmen t 37 D., 8C) D,. 91 n. 
bin Nicomacbus. 174-17$. 
Anatolius. 2$ D., 84. 90. 10$ n., 238 D., 255 D. 

Androcydes, 33. 34, 35. 18S· 
AIming, 290. 
Antecedents and consequents, 215. 266. 
AI«4kul4ticus, '57 n. 
ApoUonius of Tyana, 8C); Lift. of, ascribed to 

Nicomachus, 81. 
Apuleius of Madauta, translator of Nkoma-

chus, ,I, 124. 
Arabic arithmeticians, .43-144. 
Archer·Hind, 272 n. 
Archimedes, 63. 70. 
Archytas, as a mathematidan, 2~23. 269 n., 

27.; cited by Nicomachus. 35. 185 ; 0" 
IM [JectJd, 90 i reputed author of Coktoria, 
267 n. 

Aristaeon, JJ. 
Aristotle, 6 n., SS n., 74 n., 90 n., 101 n., 

J02 n., III n., 181 n., 183 n., 184 n., 226 n., 
240 n., 254 n., 256 n., 266 n., 283 n.; infl.u
~ce of,on Creek aritbmetic, 26 ; on Nicom
achus, 35, 95, 113, 118, 210; on 'same' 
and 'onc,' t Ot i on magnitude and multi
tude, 112; definition of number, 114; on 
logical priority, 267 n.; 'abolishment' and 
implication, 188 n., 267; virtue a mean, 
207 n. 

Aristoxenus, 79 n ., 114 n. 

Arithmetic, Greek, nature of, 3-4; develop
ment of, before Nicomachus, 16-45; con
tent of, 46-(1S; work on, wrongly attributed 
to Nicomacbus, So. 

Arithmetic progrtsSion (or proportion) in 
Creek arithmetic, 60; defined and described • 
267- 270; sa Proportion . 

Arithmology, 4, 9; history of, 90 92; of 
Nicomachus.I02-107. 

A,ks, 16 ; aTilhmdicat, unknown authors of, 
29-31,32,36. 

Asclcpius of Tralles, scholia of, on Nicomacbus, 
125, 260 n. 

Ast, Fr., 82. 146, 229 n., 249 n., 269 n., 28s n. 
Astrology, Eastern origin of, 10 . 
Astronomy, Creek, !oOulces of, 10 j 1baJcs' 

sr:rvice to, .7; wOlk on, by Nicomachus, 

8" 
Attic system of numerical notation, 67. 
Augustine, 119 D. 

B 

Babytonian influence on astrology and astron
omy, 10; tables of squares and cubes, 15 j 
'musical proportion,' 284 D. 

Baillet, 7 D. 

Bllumker. 93 n. 
'""m •• '56 t.,. ' . .pga, • •• ' • 

Bcrthclot, 9 D . 

Bocthius, 113, 125; lk Ins'uuJi~ Arit .... 
me'ita, 132- IJ9; notes pp. 180-286, passiM. 

Borghont, 37 n., Se) n., 91 n. 
Bradwardin, Thomas, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, A,j/hmdita S/HcWaliN of, 145. 
Bret§chncidcr, 15 D. 
'Bricks, ' 256,£ 'S. ., ,7 . ~ 

Brun§cbvig, 18 D. 
Bumd, John, 5 D., IS, 17 n., 18 n., 26 n., 

2t8 n., 2JO D. 

Burton, E. D., 168 D., 171 D., IH n. 
Buthcrus, 33. 

c 
Cantor, M., 29 n., 71 n., 75 n., 

197 n., 216 n., 225 n., 240 n. 

c., 

132, 133, 143 , 
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Capella, Martianus, 91; arithmetical doc
trines of, 91 n ., IOS n., 138- 142, 238 n., 
257 n. 

Cassiodorus, 71 n., 78 n., 124; arithmetic of, 
138- 14 2 . 

Categories, 95, 267. 
Caxton, Mj"ollr of the World, cited, 187. 
Chaignct, 33 n. , 75 n., 88 n., 8Q n ., 104 n. 
Chalcidius, 91 n., 238 n ., 255 n. 
Circuelo, 145. 
Circular numbers, 257. 
Clemens Alexandrinus, 91 n., 104 n. 
Composite numbers, 202- 203 . 
Congruence, first appearance of, in history of 

mathematics, 58. 
Continuous and discrete, Ill, 183. 
Cope, 16 n. 
Cosmogony of Nicomachus, 107- 110. 
Coxe, 125 n. 
Critical apparatus of Introduction, I. 1-3, 163-

,66. 
Cubes, possess' sameness,' 119; in Iamblichus, 

J30; production of, 57- 58, 252- 253; prop
erties of, 257, 263, 274 j theorem of Nicoma
chus concerning, 289; extensioD and gcner
aliratioD of the theorem, 2~290. 

Cumont, 5 D., 10 D., 15 n. 

D 
Decad, sacredneM and perfectiOD of, lOO, 219, 

367 n. 
Deficient numbers, 52, 208. 
Delatte, Armand, 1)0, 91 D. 

Democritus, 15. 
'Diaulos' tbeorem, 128- 139, 247. 
Dickson, 120 n ., 208 n., 209 h., 243 h . 

Diels, 17n., 19n., 21 D., 22n., 26n., 27D., 
95 n ., 1I4 n., 181 n ., 185 n., 26<} n. 

Dimensions, 238. 
Diodorus Siculus, 10 D. 
Diogenes Laertius, 3, 17 n., 27 n., 88 n., 8Q n. 
Diophantus, 70, 138, 246 D., 51, 240 D. 
Division, Egyptian method of, 6. 
Domnmos of Larissa, aritbmetician, 142. 

Dupuis, 36 n. 
Dyad, an element, 99, 1I5-Il9, 330; ideD

tified with 'otbemess,' lOO, 211, 255, 257. 

E 
Eaton, J43 D. 
Egypt, methods of computation used in, 4, 

6-15. 
Egyptian festivals, work on, by Nicomachus, 

So. 
Eisenlobr, 6 D., U. 

Elements, doctrine of, in Nicomachus, 93; 
defined, 230. 

Epinomis, cited, 185. 
'rl'"7PG, 68. 
Equality as the element of ratio, 41, 53, "5-

226, 230. 
Eratosthcnes, 237 n. j Pla/oniCIIs oC, in Gleek 

arithmetic, 27, 41 n. j influence of, on Theon. 
36,41; 'sieve' of, SI, 204-206; the 'three 
rules' in, 35, 225 n., 266 n. 

Escott, 290. 
Escurial, manuscripts of Nicomachus at, 125. 

149· 
Eubulides, 33. 
Euclid, 4, 21 n., 38 D., 46-65, passim, 114 n., 

138 n., 139, 140 n., 191 n., 192 n ., 193 n., 
196 n., IQ8 n., 199 n., 201 n., 202 n., 203 n., 
~06 n., 209 n., 210 n., 214 n., 240 n., 265 n., 
l70 n., 273 D., 283 n.; SuJio Catwnis, 21; 
influence of, on Greek arithmetic, 28 i on 
Nicomachus, 34; deflnition of number by, 

II4· 
Eudemus, 17 D. 

Eudorus, 250 n. 
Eudoxus, 25, 26,30, 114, ,66 n. 
Euphranor, 20 n., 30, ,66 n. 
Eusebius, 78 n. 
Eutodus, 3, 68, u6 n. 
Evans, 67 D . 

Even numbers, classificatioD of, 49, 192; 
defined, 1<P-19I; and odd, theorems relat
ing to sums, products, etc., of, 49, 274; 
partakes of 'otherness,' 255, 257· 

Even-times even numbers, 192- 196. 
Even-times odd numbers, 1C}6-198. 

F 

Faber Stapulensis, arithmetician, 145. 
Favonius, 91 D. 
Figurate numbers (plane and solid), ancient 

conceptions of, 55; Nicomachus's doctrine 
of, 120-132, 33g-240. 

Forms, doctrine of, in Nicomacbus, 93-Q6. 
Fractions, treatment of, in Egyptian arith

metic, 7; Greek and medieval treatment of, 
7-8; unit, ibid ... in Greek notation, 69-70. 

Friedlein, 125 n., 182 n . 

Gematria, 6<}. 
Geminus,3· 

G 

Geometric proportiOD (ptogicssion) , in Greek 
arithmetic, 61, 63, Jg6; defined and de
scribed, 270-373. 
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Ceometrica1 computations in ancient Egypt, 14. 

'Geometrical harmony,' 20, 277- 278. 
GeoMetrical IntroductioR, sce IntroductioN 10 

Ctowutry. 
Gcrasa, home of Nicomachus, 72-73. 
Gerbert, 144. 

Gerhatdt, 70 n. 
Gilderslecvc, 168 n., 172 n. 
Gnomons, 56, 197, 245 n., 250 n. 
God, doctrine of, in Nicomachus, 95-97. 
'Golden chain,' 77. 
Cow, 16 n" 29n., 1130., 2460. 
Graux, 125 n. 
Greate!t common dh'isor, SI, 206-201. 
Greek numerals, 66-70. 
Green, E. L. t 168 n. 

H 

Harmonic proportion in Greek arithmetic, 62; 
denntd and described, 274-276; reasons 
for the name, 276-218. 

Harmony in the world, I~IIO; in numbers. 
111,259· 

Heath, T . L.t.n., 50., 7D.,9D., Jan., I1 n., 
11 n., 18 n., 23 n" 28n., 29 D., 36n., son., 
66 n ., (J7 D., 71 n., 114 n., 128 n., 131 n., 
138 n., 190 n., 191 n., 192 n., 193 D., 201 n., 
205 n., 209 n., 1I6 n., 283 n., 285 n. 

Heiberg, 3 n., 90 n. 
Heptagonal numbers, 2.45. 
Herades, 86. 
Hermes, 86. 
Herodian, 67. 
Herodotus, 6 n. 
Hero of Alexandria, 70, 183 n., 197 n., 256 n., 

214 n., 265 n. 
Hesiod , 115 n., 208 n., 259 n. 
Heteromecic numbers, 57, 128, 219. 254, 2S8; 

and squares, ,60, '74; partake of 'other
ness,' '55-'57. 

Hend the basis of soul, 97, 1Q9-I10. 
Hexagonal numbers, '45. 
Hierocles. 91 n. 
Hiller, E., '7 n., 225 n. 
bo in Nicomachus, 172- 173. 
Hipparchu!, 10. 
Hippasu!, 33. 
Hoche, Richard, editor of Nicomachus, 71 n., 

79 n., 125, 135 n., 146, IS', 158-161. 
Homer, 208 n. 
Hort, 7' n. 
Hugo of St. Victor, arithmetic of, 14'. 
Hu1tsch, F., 3 n., 19, 70 n., 158-161, 183 n., 

185 n., 256 n., 265 n. 
Hypsides, 29, '46 D. 

I 

Jamblichu!, 14, 16, 18 n., 20 n., 41 n. , 79 n., 
So, 86, 1040., 119n., 176, 1850., 188n., 
191 n., '01 n., 238 n. , 244 n., 247 n., 260 n., 
266 n., 274 n., 215 n., 284 n., 266 n.; criti
cism of Euclid by, 49, 127; compiler of 
Theologu~n(J ArithmeJKCK, 82; Commen
tary on tM lnlrotiudion to Arithmetic, 126-
132, 137 n. 

Ibn Khaldun, 144. 
'Interval' and 'ratio,' 237. 
lntroductu,n to AN'thTMti(, by Nicomachu!. 

purpose of, 16; relation of, to Platonic 
study, 28; comparison of, with Theon, 
37-45; manuscripts and text of, 146-166; 
editions of, 146. 

InJrodUl:tu,n to Geomttry, by Nicomachus, 
79, 124, '36. 

Isidore of Seville, 78 n., 124; arithmetic of, 
138-142 • 

Isocrates, 16 n. 

Jebb, 16 n. 
J 

J erusalem, manuscript of Nicomachus at, 
148, 158. 

Johannes de Muri! , arithmetician, 144. 
Jones, R. M ., 8Q n. 
Jordanus Nemorarius, arithmetician, 145. 

K 
Kaibel, 80 n. 
Karpinski, 7 n., 8 n., 14 n., 70 n., 144 D. 
Karsten, 81 D. 
Kleinias, 33. 

L 

'Lambdoid figure,' 86. 127, 191. 
Language and style of Nicomachus, 167-177. 
'Law' ('conven tion') aDd 'nature,' 120, '18, 

237 · 
Leonard of Piu. 8, 14. 
Line. defined, 238-'39. 
Linear numbers, 122, 239. 
Logistic, Greek, nature of, 3-4. 
Lucas de Durgo San Sepukhri, S"",ma de 

An·,hmdi.ca 0(, 145-
Lucian, 76, 77. 
Lydu!, Johannes Laurentiu5, 80, 90 D., 91 n., 

104 n., 105 n., 106 D., 238 D. t 255 D" 257 n. 

M 

MacGuckin de Slane, 144 n. 
Macrobius, 238 D. 
Magnitude aorl multitude, tl2, 183. 
ManJl4l of Harmony, by Nicomachus, 76. 

c., 
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Manuscript!. of Nicomachus, 1.6-159; at Es-
curial, 125. 149. 

Marinus, 77 n. 
Martianus Capella. see CapeJla. 
Martin, Th. H., 27 n., 240 n., 244 D. 
Mathematics, Greek, sources of, 3-15. 
Matter, doctrines about, in Nicomachus. 

92"""'94. 18:. 
~, use of, in Nicomachus, 168-170. 
Means, insertion of. between two tenns, in 

Nicomachus and Theen, 64, 278-281; be· 
tween plane and solid numbers, 25, 272-
273· 

~XP', etc., in Nicomachus, 173· 
Megillu5, 33. 
Membrorum rtUio, 141. 

'-pof and ~~. distinguished, 53. 
Mieli, 18 n. 
Milhaud, 5 n. 
Minoan numeral system, 66-67. 
Moderatus of Gades, 30n., 33-3-4. 37; cited, 

103. 118 n., 266 n. 
'Monad,' and 'one,' 22, 37; philosophic doc

trines of, in Nicomachus. Q6; with dyad, 
as element, 99, I1S-II9. 230; identified 
with 'sameness,' lOO, 211, 255-257; 'of 
the second (third, etc.) course,' 120, J 29. 

219; see Unity. 
MoultOD, 168 D., 170n., 171 D., 173 n" 174 D., 

175 n. 
MtUl~r, 146. 
Multiples and submultiples, 214-215. 
Mu1tipl~ superparticuJar ratios, 222-224. 
Multipl~ superparti~nt ratios, defined and 

described, 224-225. 
Multiplication, Egyptian m~thod of, 6; with 

Greek num~rals, 68 j tabl~, 217. 
Music, lost work of Nicomachus on, 79. 
Musical intervals, 276; canon, 278 j propor

tion (so called), 284-286. 
Myonides, 18 n., 30, 266 n. 

N 

Neo-Pythagoreans, 74-75, 88--92; writings of, 
relating to arithmetic, 32-33. 

Nesselmann, 71 n., 80 n., 127 n., 128 n., 132 n., 
192 n., 201 n., 219 n., 225 n., 146 n., 264 n., 
265 n. 

Nicomachus, Rule of, 60, 61 j estimate of, as 
a mathematician, 65; life of, 71- 78; works, 
79'"""87 j philosophy of, 88-110; ethical 
fragment of, 92; philosophy of number, 
111- 123; transJators and commentators of, 
124- 137; manuscripts and text of, 146-166 j 
language and style of, 167-177. 

Nobbe, C. F. A., editor of Nicomachean mate
rial, 146, 185 n. 

Notation, Grttk arithmetical, 66-70 i coo
v~ntional and natural, according to Nicom
achus, 237. 

Number, classi6cation of, by Tbeon, 38; 
~lemmts of, 48; definitioDs of, 48, "4-115, 
1(}O; &5 fonns, in Nicomachus' philosophy, 
97-«)9 i divin~ and 'scientific,' in Nicoma
chus, 9B 99, 115; theory of, in Nicomachu5, 
111-123; harmony in, 120-121; non
ma.thematical qualities of, in Nicom·chus, 
122-123. 

Num~ral5 (Greek), 66-70. 

o 
Oblong numbers, 39; see Promecic. 
O'Create, 6J D. 
Odd numbers, c1 u si6catioD of, 50, 

defined, 191 i partake of 'sameness,' 
257, 263. 

Odd-times ~veD numbers, 1<}8--20I. 
Omant, 147 n., 149 n., 150 D. 
Optative, in Nicomachus, 170-171. 
Orthography of Nicomachus, 177. 
"Tf clauses in Nicomachus, 171-172. 

p 

Pap,dopou1os-Keram~u5. 148 D. 
Papyrus, Michig,n, No. 621, 7. 
Parall~lrpipedons, 254. 

201 . • 

Paris, m,nuscripts of Nicomacbus in, 149-

150 • 

Prutiu". ralw, 141. 
Pauly-Wwowa, 72 D. 

Pediasimus, 124 D., 213 n., 241 B. 
Peet, 6 D. 

Pentagonal Dumbers, 243-24-4. 
Perfect numbers, 41,52, 2OQ-H2. 
P~riphrastic verb-forms in Nicomacbus, 175. 
I Phi.1it~' problems, 4. 9. 
Philip of Opus, 26. 
Philo Judaeus, 75, 90 n., 105 D., 238 D., 240 D., 

263 n.; arithmetical data cited by, 31-32; 
likeness to Nicomachus, 96. 

Philolaus. 1I9 n., 259 n., 267 n.; as a mathe
matician, 1')-20; iDfl.u~nc~ of, on Nicoma
ChU5, 35; cited by ThC(lD and Nicomachus. 
37; On Nature, 90· 

Philoponus, Johannes, 147.150, 182 D., 192 D., 
193 n., 194 n., 249 D., scholia of, upon Nicoma
chus, 72, 125. 

Philosophy, gen~ral, of Nicomachu5, 88-IlO; 
of numbers, of Nicomachu5, 111-113 i mean
ing of the word, 181. 
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Photius, 82-87. 100 D., 102 n., 103 n., 104 n., 
IOS n., 106 n., 110, 239 n. 

Plane and solid numbers, see Figurate numbers; 
insertion of mean terms between, 272-273 . 

Plato, :60 n" :66 n., 28J n. ; CIttJ,mides. 
5Cholium on, concerning logistic, 3-4; on 
Egyptian computation, 8; as a mathemati
cian, 23-25; commentaries OD, in history of 
Creek arithmetic, 27; influence 0(, on 
Nicomachus, 36; citations of, by Nicoma
cbus and Theon, 37. 41, 44; rational and 
irrational diameters in, 60; Laws, 8; Ti
fft(UU.$, 41 n., 92"""'93. 95. 97, 100, 109. 18" 
231 n., 238 n" 239 n., 240 n., 254 n., :61 n., 
272 n. j world-soul, 109, 231 n.; Epinowm, 
cited and ascribed to, 185- 186; Rttu/Hk 
cited, 44 n., 60, 172 n., 186, 187, 189 n., 216 n. 

Pleuric and diametric numbers, <41, 58 60, 
86, 130. 

Plotinus, 119 n. 
Plutarch. Se) n ., IC14 n ., J05 D. 
Point, defined, 239. 
Polygonal numbers, in Theon, 40; Greek 

doctrines of, 55; theorem on derivation of, 
56, 246. 

Porphyry, 22 D., 33 n., 78, 79 n., 103 D., 185 D., 
26<) D. 

Posidoniu! , 27; and arithmology, 91-
Politions, or direction!, !ix distingui!hed, 238. 
Prime numbers, 202; and relativr:ly primr:, 

in Euclid, 51; relatively, 203-204; dig.. 

covr:ry of, by the 'sieve,' 204- 206. 
Proclus, 3. 28 n., 34 n., 60, 77, 142, 183 n., 

Is.. n., 266 n. 
Prllkrtmf.m4 to lite I nlroduclilm to ArilIImdic, 

anonymous, 126. 
Prom«.ic (oblong) numbers, 39, 254, 258. 
Proportion, so-called 'musical,' 25. 65, 284-

286; discovery of forms of, 30; treatment 
of, by Theon, 41 - .43, 62; by lamblichus. 
130-131 ; in Gruk (UiI~tica. 60-65; 
definitiOl'l of, 264-265; continued and 
disjunct , 60, 266 j kinds of, 266, 281, 283; 
arithlMtic, 61. 26 7- 270; geometric, 62, 
270-272 ; harmonic, 62, 274- 278; fourth, 
fifth , and wth types, 64, 281 - 283; scvr:nth 
to tenth lypt:S, 64, 283- 28.$. 

Prorus, 33. 
Psellus, Michad, 15, 143. 
Ptolemy, Claudius, 10, 71, 278 n. 
Pyramidal numbers, 249-251; truncated, 

bi·truncated, etc .• 252. 
Pythagoras. 181, 254, 266, 283, 214; mathe· 

matical discoveries of. 18 j Life of, by 
Nicomachus, 79. 

Pythagoreans, early, arithmetic among, 19; 
conception of figurate numbers, 55; theory 
of pleuric and diametric numbers ascribed 
to, 60. 

Pythmens, 216, 260. 

Q 

Quod,iDiu"" IIJ, 18.$, 187. 
'Quality,' of ratios, 263, 266. 

R 

Rabanus Maurns, arithmetic of, 142. 
Ratios, Theon's account of, 41; kinds of, 213; 

combinations of, 234- 236; defined, 265; 
Jee Interval. 

Recurrent numbers, 57. 257. 
Re,uk NicoMlUlli, 60, 6 1. 
Reisch, Gregorius. arithmetician, 145. 
Reuther, 80 n. 
Relative number, subdivisions of, 52. U2. 

Rh-bdu, Nicow. 8, 70. 
RiIII"""uaellio. 14J. 
Robbins. 91 D., 95 n. 
Roberuon, .71 n., 173 n., 174 D. 

'Rule of Nicom.cbus, ' 60 n . 

5 
'Sameness' and 'otherness,' W-102; identi

fied. with monad and dyad , 100, 118, 254-
255, '157-'158 ; hence impressed on other 
clu· ~s of numbers, 257-258. 

Sanders, 6Q n. 
Scalene numbers. 25J- 254 . 
Schack.-Schackenburg, 14 n. 
Schmekel, 37 n., 8Q n. 
Schmid, 'V., I68n., 171 n., 176, I77D. 
Sciences, classification of mathematical, IIJ. 

' ... 
Secondary (composite) numbers, 202-203 . 
Series, arithmetical and geometrical, in Baby-

Ion and Egypt, 12- 13. 
Se.xtus Empiricus, IIJ n. 
'Side and diagonal' numbers, 60. 
• Sieve' of Eratosthenes for discovering prime 

numbers, etc., 51 , 204- 206. 
SimpUcius, J3 n., 119 n., 254 n. 
Smith, D. E., 70 n., 143 n., 145 n. 
Solid, defined, 2J8- 239. 
Solid numbers, in Theon. 40-41; in lambli

chus, 130 ; Greek doc trines of, 57 . 
Soterichus, scholia. of, on Nicomachus, us. 

I SO. 

Soul, Nicomachean doctrines of, 97. 109; of 
the world, 110. 

~rfp~(I.~j~1Jt ).0)'01 , II'rfp~(I.~I_O, ).6)'01 , Q6. 

I 

I 

, 
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Speusippus, 19, 26,88,90. 
Sphf!rical numbers, 57. 251. 
Squares, theorems concerning, in Theon, 

39-40; in Iamblicbus, u8-129; in Kicom
achus, 262-263, 274; divisibility of, 58; 
possess 'sameness,' 119. 255. 257, 262; 
graphically represented, 242- 243; resolu
tion of, into triangles, 56, 247; and hetero
medc numbers, 57. 260-262. 

Stobaeus, 33 n., 34 n ., 104 n., 114 n., 115 n., 
259 n. 

Stoic influence on Nicomachu5, 95"""'96. 
Superabundant numbers, 52, 207-208. 
Superparticular, series of, derivation of, from 

multiples, 54. 231-234; defined and de
scribed, 21 5- 220. 

Superpartient ratios, defined and described, 
220; derivation of, 221. 

Surface, 238-239. 
Suter, 125 n., 144 n. 
Syivester Il, Pope, arithmetic of, 144. 

T 

Tannery, P., 3 n., 16, 21 n., 22, 70 n., r04 n., 
126, 142 n., 143 n., 240 n. 

Taylor, Tb., 211 n., 213 D. 

ToI:Xl'G.l, 16. 
Ten, sacred, 267 n. 
Text of the [nlrodudiMJ 10 Arithmdic, sug-

gested changes in, 158-161. 
TelraktY1. 105, 267 n. 
Thlbit ibn Qorah, 125. 144. 
Tbales, defines number, 12, 114; in history of 

rnatbema.tics, 17. 
Theodorus Protocensor, scholium of, on 

Nicomachus, us, 147. 
T/Ieologu1IU1Ia ArithmelicM, wOlk of Nico

machus, 82; anonymous, 82; relation - of 
anonymous, to Nicomacbus, 84- 87; cited, 
38 n., 42 n., 80 n., 90 n., 92 n., 93 n., 
90-123, passim, 132 D., 191 n., 194 n., 
219 n., 229 n., 238 n:, 240 n., 247 n., 
248 n., 249 n., 255 n., 257 D., 262 n., 267 n. 

Theon of Smyma, 18 n., 20 n., 90 n., 106 n., 
113 n., 127 n., 128 n., 172 n., 184- 286, 
notes passim; purpose of his book (aid 
in Platonic study), 28; influenced by Mod-

eratus, 34; his life and book, 36-45, 46-65. 
passim .. on unity, 48; date of, 71-72; 
classification of mathematical sciences by. 
comparison with work of Nicomachus, 113. 

Theophrastus, 27, 255 n. 
Thrasyllus, 36, 42, 71 . 
• Three rules,' 41, 53, 225-229; reversed, 

230-234. 
Thymaridas, 127, 131. 
Touraeff, 14 n. 
Triad, first actual number, 117. 
Triangle the elementary form, 240-241, 248. 
Triangular numbers, 39, 56, 129, 240-N2; 

derivation of polygonals from, as elements, 
56, 247-249. 

Truncated, bi-truncated. etc., pyramids, 252. 

U 
Unity, odd or even, 48; compared to the 

geometrical point, 237; properties of, 238 j 
beginning of number, 239; sa Monad. 

v 
Varro, 90 n., 104 n. 
Vatican, manuscripts of Nicomachus at, 157. 
Vincent of Beauvais, Speculum DocfrinaJe of, 

J45· 
Von Heinemann, 147 n. 
Von Jan, 71 n., 72 n., 76 n., 79 D., 80 n., 81 n. 

Wappier, 143 n. 
'Wasps,' 253. 
Wechel, 146, 147. 

w 

• Wedges,' 253-, 1 ~G., :' '-. ~ 
Westcott, 72 n. 
Words, post-classical, in Nicomacbus, 175-177. 
Worrell, 144 n. 

x 
Xenocrates, 26, 88. 

Z 

Zeller, 26 n., 33 D., 71 n., 74 n., 75, 81, 82 n., 
88 n., 8g n., 93 n., 104 n. 

Zero not part of tbe Nicomachean number 
system, 48, 120. 

Zeuthen, 59 n., 82 D. 
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AnnmoNAL LEKYTHOI WITH OUTLINE DRAWING IN GLAZE 
VARNISH ON A WHITE GROUND. By Arthur Fairbanks. 
With 4' plates. pp. x + 275. Bound in cloth. $3.50 net. 

VOL. VIII. THE OLD TESTAMENT MANUSCRIPTS IN THE FREER 
COLLECTION. By Henry A. Sanders, University of Michigan. 
With 9 plates showing pages of the Manuscripts in facsimile. 
pp. viii + 357. Bound in cloth. $3.50 net. 

Parts Sold Separately in Paper Covers: 

Part I. THE WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT OF DEUTERONOIlY AND JOSHUA. 
With 3 folding plates. Pp. vi + 104. $1.25 net. 

Part 11. 'I HE WASIDNGTON MANUSCRIPT OF THE PSALMS. With 1 single 
plate and 5 folding plates. Pp. viii + 105-357. $2.00 net. 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Publishers 64-66 Fifth Avenue New York 

Coogk Or",,, .1 If '"' 
UNN£RSlTY Of MICHIGAN 



University of Michigan Studies - Continued 

VOL. IX. Tm: NEW TESTAMENT MANuSCRIJ>rS IN THE: FREER 
COLLECIION. By Henry A. Sanders, University of Michigan. 
With 8 plates showing pages of the Manuscripts in facsimile. 
pp. x + 323. Bound in cloth. $3.50 net. 

Parts Sold Separately in Paper Covers: 

Part L THE WASmNGTON MANUSCRIPT or THE FoUR GoSPELS. With 
5 plates. pp. vii + 247. $2.00 net. 

Part n. THE WASmNGTON MANUSCRIPT OF tHE EPISTLES OF PAUL. 
With 3 plates. Pp. vii, 249-315. $1.25 net. 

VOL. X. TB EO COPrIC MANUSCRIPfS IN THE FREER COLLECtiON. 
By William H. Worret!, Hartford Seminary Foundation. With 
12 plates. pp. xxvi + 396. Bound in cloth. $4.75 net. 

Parts Sold Separately in Paper Covers: 

Part L THE COPTIC PSALTER. The Coptic text in the Sabidic Dialect, 
with an Introduction, and with 6 plates showing pages of the Manu
script and Fragments in Facsimile. Pp. xxvi + I12. $2.00 net. 

Part 11. A HOMILY ON THE ARCHANGEL GABRIEL BY CELESTINUS, 
ARCHBISHOP OF ROME, AND A HOMILY ON THE VIRGIN BY T'HE
OPffiLUS, ARCHBISHOP OF ALEXANDRIA, FROM MANUSCRIPT FRAG
KENTS IN THE FREER COLLECTION AND THE BRITISH MUSEUM:, The 
Coptic Text, with an Introduction and Translation, and with 6 plates 
showing pages of the Manuscripts in facsimile. Pp. 113-396. $2.50 
net. 

VOL. XI. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE. (Parts 
I and II ready.) 

PART I. ROBERT OF CHESTER'S LATIN TRANSLATION OF THE ALGEBRA 
OF AL-KHOWAllIZMI. With an Introduction, Critical Notes, and an 
English Version. By Louis C. Karpinski, University of Michigan. 
With 4 plates showing pages of manuscripts in facsimile, and 25 dia
grams in the text. Pp. vii + 164. Paper covers. $2.00 net. 

Part H. 'I'm: PRODROHUS OF NICOLAUS STENO's LATIN DISSERTA'" 
TION ON A SoLID BODY ENCLOSED BY PROCESS OF NAIURE WIIHIN 
A SoLID. Translated into English by John G. \Vinter, University of 
Michi~n, with a Foreword by William H. Hobbs. With 1 plates. 
pp. vii + 16g- 283' Paper covers. $1.30 net. 

Part In. VESUVIUS IN ANTIQUITY. Passages of Ancient Authors, with 
a Translation and Elucidations. By Francis W. Kelsey. lliustrated. 
(In pep.raJion.) 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Publishers 64 66 Fifth Avenue New York 
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VOL. XII. STUDIES IN EAST CHRISTIAN AND ROMAN ART. By 
Charles R. Morey, Prineeton University, and Waiter Dennison. 
With 67 plates (10 calored) and 91 illustrations in the text. pp. 
xiii + 175. Bound in cloth. $4.75 net. 

Parts Sold Separately: 

Part I. EAST ClmrSTIAN PAINTINGS IN IRE FREER COLLECTION. 
By Charles R. Marey. With 13 plates (10 colored) and 34 illustrations 
in the text. Pp. xiii + 86. Bound in cloth. $2.50 net. 

Part 11. A GOLD TREASURE OF THE LATE RoILAN' PERIOD nOJ( 
EGYPT. By Walter Dennison. With 54 plates and 57 illustrations 
in the text. Pp. &]-I7S. Bound in cloth. $2.50 net. 

VOL. XIII. DOCUMENTS FROM TlIE CAIRO GENIZAH IN TB E 
FREER COLLECUON. Text, with Translation and an Introduc-
tion by Richard Gotthei!, Columbia University. (In press.) 

VOL. XIV. Two STUDIES IN LATER ROMAN AND BYZANTINE AnIfiN
ISTRATION. By Arthur E. R. Boak and Iames E. Dunlap, Univer
sity of Michigan. Pp. x + 324. Bound in cloth. iho25 net. 

Parts Sold Separately in Paper Covers: 

Part I. '1 HE MASTER OF IHE OFFICES m THE LATER R01lAN AND BYZAN
TINE EMPlllES. By Arthur E. R. Boak. Pp. x + 160. Paper covers. 
SI.OO net. 

Part 11. THE OFFICE OF tHE GRAND CIJAl(BERLAIN IN IRE LATER 
ROMAN AND BYZANTINE EMPIRES. By James E. Dunlap. Pp. 161-

324. $1.00 net. 

VOL. XV. GREEK TH:l:MES IN MODERN MUSICAL SETTINGS. By 
Albert A. Stanley, University of Michigan. With 10 plates. 
pp. xxii + 385. Bound in cloth, $4.00 net. 

Parts Sold Separately in Paper Covers: 

Part I. INCIDENTAL MUSIC TO PERCY MACKAYE's DRAKA OF SAPPHO 
AND PHAON. Pp. 1-68. $.1)0 net. 

Part II. MUSIC TO THE ALCESTIS OF EUlUPIDES WITH ENGUSH TEXT. 
pp. 71-120. $.80 net. 

Part Ill. MUSIC TO THE IPmGENIA AMONG IRE TAURIANS BY EURIPI

DES, WITH GREEK TEXT. Pp. 123- 11)0. $.75 net. 

Part IV. Two FRAGMENTS OF ANCIENT GREEK MUSIC. pp. 217-225. 
$.30 net. 

Part V. MUSIC TO CANTICA OF 1HE MENAECBllI OF Pr.AUIUS. pp. 
22g--263· $.50 net. 

Part VI. ATTIS: A SYMPHONIC POE... Pp. 265-383' S,.OO net. 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Publishers 64-66 Fifth Avenue New York 
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VOL. XVI. NICOMACHUS OF GERASA: INTRODUCTION TO ARITH
METIC. Translated into English by Martin Luther D'Ooge, with 
Studies in Greek Arithmetic by Frank Egleston Robbins and 
Louis C. Karpinski. Pp. vii + 318. Bound in cloth, $3.50 net. 

VOLS. XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX. ROYAL CORRESPONDENCE OF THE 
ASSYRIAN EMPIRE. Translated into English, with a translitera
tion of the Text and a Commentary. By Leroy Waterman, 
University of Michigan. (In press.) 

VOL. XXI. THE MINOR PROPHETS IN THE FREER COLLECTION AND 
THE BERLIN FRAGMENT OF GENESIS. By Henry A. Sanders, 
University of Michigan, and Carl Schmidt, University of Berlin. 
With plates. (In press.) 

VOL. XXII. A PAPYRUS CODEX OF THE SHEPHERD OF HERMAS. By 
Campbell Bonner, University of Michigan. (In press.) 

FACSIMILES OF MANUSCRIPTS 
Size, 40.5 X 35 cm. 

FACSIMILE OF THE WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT OF DEUTERONOMY 
AND JOSHUA IN THE FREER COLLECTION. With an Introduc
tion by Henry A. Sanders. Pp. x; 201 heliotype plates. The 
University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1910. 
Limited ~dition, distributed only to Libraries, und~r c~rtain conditions. A list of Libraries 

containing this Facsimile is printed in Universuy of Mi€hig4n Studies, HUm{lnislic Serks, Vol-
ume VIII. pp. 351-353. . 

Size, 34 X 26 cm. 

FACSIMILE OF THE WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT OF THE FOUR GOSPELS 
IN THE FREER COLLECTION. With an Introduction by Henry A. 
Sanders. Pp. x; 372 heliotype plates and 2 colored plates. 
The University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1912. 
Limited edition, distributed only to Libraries. under certain conditions. A list of Libraries 

containing this Facsimile is printed in U"itJt:rsity of A/ichigtm StruJies , Humanistic Series, Volume 
IX, pp. 317-320. 

Size, 30.5 X 40.6 cm. 

FACSIMILE OF THE WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT OF THE MINOR PROPH
ETS IN THE FREER COLLECTION AND THE BERLIN FRAGMENT 

OF GENESIS, with an Introduction by Henry A. Sanders. With 
130 plates. (In press.) 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Publishers 64-66 Fifth Avenue New York 

c., 

• 
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SCIENTIFIC SERIES 
Size, 28 X 18,5 cm. 4D

, Bound in cloth 
VOL. I. THE: CIRCULATION AND SLEEP. By John F. Shepard, Uni

versity of Michigan. pp. ix + 83, with an Atlas of 63 plates, 
bound separately. Text and Atlas, $2.50 net. 

VOL. 11. STUDIES ON DIVERGENT SERIES AND SUlIMABILlTY. By 
WaIter B. Ford, University of Michigan. pp. xi + '94· $2.50' 

Size, 23.5 X I5.S cm. 
VOL. Ill. THE: GEOLOGY OF THE NETHERLANDS EAST INDlEs. By 

H. A. Brouwer. With 18 plates and 17 text figures. pp. xii + 
160. $3.00. 

VOL. IV. THE GLACIAL ANTICYCLONES: THE: POLES OF THE 
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION. By William Herbert Hobbs. 
With 3 plates and 53 figures. (In press.) 

University of Michigan Publications 
HUMANISTIC PAPERS 

Geura1 Bditor: BUGKn s. lIIeCDTlfBT. 

Size, 22.7 X 15 .2 cm. go, Bound in cloth 
THE: LIFE AND WORKS OF GEORGE SYLVESTER MORRIs: A CHAP

TER IN THE H,STORY OF AMERICAN THOUGHT IN THE NINE
TEENTH CENTURY. By Robert M. Wenley, University of Michi
gan. Pp. xv + 332. $1.50 net. 

LATIN AND GREEK IN AMERICAN EDUCATION, WITH SYMPOSIA ON 

THE VALUE OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES. Edited by Francis W. 
Kelsey. pp. x + 396. $1.50. (0.<1 of print; new editwn in 
preparation. ) 
THE PRESENT POSITION OF LATIN AND GREEK, THE VALUE OF LATIN AND 

GREEK AS EDUCATIONAL INSTRUMENTS, THE NATURE OF CULTURE 

STUDIES. 

SYKPOSIA ON THE VALUE OF HUMANISTIC, PARTICULARLY CLASSICAL, 

STUDIES AS A PREPARATION FOR THE STUDY OF MEDICINE, ENGINEER

ING, LAW AND THEOLOGY. 

A SYJlPOSIUlI ON THE VALUE OF HUMANISTIC, PARTICULARLY CLASSICAL, 
STUDIES AS A TRAINING FOR MEN OF AFFAIRS. 

A SYllPOSIUH ON THE CLASSICS AND THE NEW EDUCATION. 

A SYMPOSIUM ON THE DOCTRINE OF FORMAL DISCIPLINE IN THE LIGHT 
OF CONTEMPORARY PSYCHOLOGY. 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Publishers 

Coogk 

6.4~ Fifth Avenue 

Or",,, .1 If '"' 
UNN£RSlTY Of MICHIGAN 

New York 
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Size , 18 X 12 cm. 
THE MENAECHMI OF PLAUTUS. The Latin Text, with a 

lation by Joseph H. Drake, University of ?Iichigan. 
+ 129. $.60 net. 

Trans
Pp. xi 

This edition of the' Menaechmi wa .... prepared, with stage directions. 3 S a libretto for the 
presentation of the play at the University of Michip;:m in 1Sq:>. It was rcvi5Cd and republi5hed 
In 1916. 

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
VOL. I. STUDIES IN SHAKESPEARE, MILTON AND DONNE. By Mem

bers of the English Department of the University of Michigan. 
Pp. viii + 232. Cloth. $2.50. 

VOL. H. ELIZABETHAN PROVERB LORE IN LYLY'S 'EUPHUES' AND L" 
PEtTIE'S' PETITE PALACE,' WITH PARALLELS FROM SHAKESPEARE. 
By Morris P. Tilley. (In press. ) 

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
The 6J'l'it thrtt "'olumes of this seri~ were puhli~hed 3!1 It Historical Studies " under the 

direction of the Departmtnt of History. Yolumes IV and \" were published without numbers. 

VOL. I. A HISTORY OF THE PRESIDENT'S CARlNET. By Mary Louise 
Hinsdale. Pp. ix + 355. Cloth. $2.00. 

VOL. H. ENGLISH RULE IN GASCONY, 1l99- 12S9, WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE TOWNS. By Frank Burr Marsh. Pp. 
xi + 178. Cloth. SuS. 

VOL. HI. THE COLOR LINE I" OHIO; A HISTORY OF RACE PREJl·
DICE IN A TYPICAL NORTHERN STATE. By Frank Uriah Quillan. 
Pp. xvi + 178. Cloth. SI.So. 

VOL. IV. THE SENATE AND TREATIES, 1789- 1817. THE DEVELOP
MENT OF THE TREATy-MAKING FUNCTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES 
SENATE DURING THEIR FORMATIVE PERIOD. By Ralston Hayden, 
University of Michigan. Pp. xvi + 237. Cloth. $1.50 net. 

VOL. V. WILLLAM PLUMER'S MEMORANDUM OF PROCEEDINGS IN THE 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 1803- 1807. Edited by Everett Somer
ville Brown, University of Michigan. Pp. xi + 673. Cloth. 
$3.50 . 

VOL. VI. THE GRAIN SUPPLY OF ENGLAND DURING THE NAPOLEONIC 
PERIOD. By W. F. Galpin, University of Oklahoma. Pp. xi + 
305. Cloth. $3.00. 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Publishers 64-66 Fifth Avenue New York 

c., 



University of Michigan Publications Continued 

CONTRIBUfIONS FROM THE MUSEUM OF GEOLOGY 
VOL. I. THE STRATlGRAPHY AND FAUNA OF THE HACKBERRY STAGE 

OF THE UPPER DEVONIAN. By Carroll Lane Fenton and Mildred 
Adams Fenton. With 45 plates, 9 text figures and one map. 
Pp. xi + 260. Cloth. $2.75. • 

All communications relative to the Numbers of Volume II should be addr~ to the 
Librarian, General Library, University of Michigan. 

VOL. H. No. 1. A Possible Explanation of Fenestration in the 
Primitive Reptilian Skull, with Notes on the Temporal Region 
of the Genus Dimetrodon, by E. C. Case. pp. 1-12, with five 
illustrations. $0.30. 

No. 2. Occurrence of the Collingwood Formation in Michigan, by 
R. Ruedemann and G. M. Ehlers. Pp. 13- 18. $0. I 5. 

No. 3. Silurian Cephalopods of Northern Michigan, by Aug. F. 
Foerste. Pp. 19""86, with 17 plates. $1.00. 

No. 4. A Specimen of Stylemys nebrascensis Leidy, with the Skull 
Preserved, by E. C. Case. Pages 87-<)1, with 7 text figures. 
Price, $0.20. 

No. 5. Note on a New Species of the Eocene Crocodilian AUo· 
gnathosuchus A. wartheni, by E. C. Case. Pages 93-<)7, with I 
plate and I text figure. Price, $0.20. 

No. 6. Two New Crinoids from the Devonian of Michigan, by 
G. M. Ehlers. Pages 99- I04, with I plate. Price, $0.20. 

PAPERS OF THE MICHIGAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, 
ARTS AND LETI'ERS 

(containing Papers submitted at Annual Meetings) 
BdJCOrl: BUGENE S. McCAllTKEY AlfD PETER. OltTBLBBRG 

Size, 24.2 X 16.5 cm. go. Bound in cloth 
VOL. I (1921). With 38 plates and 5 maps. pp. xi + 424. $2.00 

net. 

VOL. H (1922). With II plates. Pp. xi + 226. $2.00 net. Bound 
in paper, $1.50 net. 

VOL. HI (1923). With 26 plates, IS text figures and three maps. Pp. 
xii + 473. $3.00 net. Bound in paper, $2.25 net. 

VOL. IV (1924), PART I. With 27 plates, 22 text figures and 3 maps. 
Pp. xii + 631. $3.00 net. Bound in paper, $2.25 net. 

VOL. IV ('924), PART 11. A KEY TO THE SNAKES OF THE UNITED 
STATES, CANADA AND LOWER CALIFORNIA. By Frank N. Blan
chard. With 78 text figures. Pp. xiii + 65. Cloth. $I.75. 

VOL. V (1925). Pp. xii + 479. With 27 plates, 26 text figures and 
I map. $3.00 net. Bound in paper, $2.25 net. 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Publishers 64--66 Fifth Avenue New York 
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HELLENIC HISTORY 
By GEORGE WILLIS BOTSFORD 

A survey of Greek life from its primitive ~ginnjngs to the year 30 H.C., .... i.th an account of the 
political, social, C!ronomic, artistic, intellectual, and religious development. Tbe book is abun
dantly illustrated. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
"'~. 

I. Country and People 
11. The :Mmoan Age 

Ill. The Middle Age: Transition from 
l\1inoan to Hellenic Life 

IV. Economic Growth and Colonial Ex-
• panSlon 

V. Evolution of the City-State, Am
phictyonies, and Leagues 

VI. Crete. LllCedaemon, and the Pdo
ponnesian League 

VII. Athens : From Monarchy to Democ
racy 

VIII. Intellectual Awakening : (I ) Social 
and Literary Progress 

IX. Intellectual Awakening: (11 ) Re
ligious, l\Iorai,and Scientific Prog
n", 

X. Conquest of the Asiatic Greeks by 
the Lydians and the Persians 

XI. The War with Persia and Carthage 
XlI. The Age of the War Heroes: 

(I) Political and Economic 
XIII. The Age of the War Heroes: 

(11) Society and Culture 
XIV. TheAgeofPericles: (I ) Imperialism 
XV. The Age of Pericles: (1I) The Athe

nian Democracy 

~. 

XVI. The Age of Pericles: (Ill) S0-
ciety and Public Works 

XVII. The Age of Pl!ricles : (IV) Thought, 
Culture, and Character 

XVIII. The PeJoponnesian War to the 
Beginning of the Sicilian Ex
pedition 

XIX. The Sicilian E:tpedition and the 
Last Years of the War 

XX. A Cultural Revolution 
XXI. The Lacedaemonian Empire and 

the Ascendancy of Thebes 
XXII. Sicily and Magna Graccia 

XXIII. The Rise of Macedon to JJ7 
XXIV. Economy and Society 
XXV. Social Aspects of the State 

XXVI. Art and Intelligence in the Fourth 
Century 

XXVII. Alexander's Empjre and the Hel
lenistic Kingdoms 

XXVIII. The Organiz.ation and Adminis-
tration of the Hellenistic 
States 

XXIX. Hellenistic Culture: (I) City 
Construction and Art 

XXX. Hellenistic Culture: (11) Philos.
ophy, Science, and Literature 

Price $4.00 

A HISTORY OF ROME TO 565 A.D. 
By ARrnuR E. R. BOAK, Professor of Ancient History in the University 

of Michigan 
A well-proportioned and accurately written history of Rome from the beginning of civilization 

in Italy to 565 A.D. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
INTRODUCTIO~ 

The Sources for the Study of Early Roman History 
PART I 

The Forerunners of Rome in Italy 
PART II 

The Early Monarchy and the Republic, from Prehistoric Times to 27 B.C. 
PART III 

The Prlncipate of Early Empire: '7 B.C.-.8S A.D. 
PART IV 

The Autocracy or Late Empire: .85-56S A.D. 
Jlpilogue Chronolo&ical Table Bibliographical Note Index 

Price $3.25 
On we where .... r bookl are .old 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Publishers 6.4,--66 Fifth Avenue New York 
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HANDBOOKS OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTIQUrrIES 

EDITED BY PERCY GARDNER AND FRANCIS W. KELSEY 

THE PRINCIPLES OF GREEK ART 
By PERCY GARDNER, Lilt. D., Lincoln and MertoD Professor of Classical 

Archaeology in the University of Oxford. 

Makes clear the artistic and psychological principles underlying Greek art, 
especially sculpture, which is treated as a characteristic manifestation of the 
Greek spirit, a development parallel to that of Greek literature and religion. 
While there are many handbooks of Greek archaeology, this volume holds a 
unique place. 

New Edition. Illustrated. Cloth $3.25 

HANDBOOK OF GREEK SCULPTURE 
By ERNEST A. GARDNER, M.A., Professor of Archaeology in University 

College, London. 

A comprehensive outline of our present knowledge of Greek sculpture, dis
tinguishing the different schools and periods, and showing the development of 
each. This volume, fully illustrated, fills an important gap and is widely used 
as a text-book. 

l/IustraJed. Cloth $4-25 

ATHENS AND ITS MONUMENTS 
By CHARLES HEALD WELLER, of the University of Iowa. 

This book embodies the results of many years of study and of direct observation 
during different periods of residence in Athens. It presents in concise and 
readable form a description of the ancient city in the light of the most recent 
investigations. Profusely illustrated with Half-tones and Line Engravings. 

lllustraJed. Cloth $4.00 

ROMAN FESTIVALS 
By W. WARDE FOWLER, M.A., Fellow and Sub-Rector of Lincoln College, 

Oxford. 

This book covers in a concise form almost all phases of the public wor
ship of the Roman state, as well as certain ceremonies which, strictly speak
ing, lay outside that public worship. It will be found very useful to students of 
Roman literature and history as well as to students of anthropology and the 
history of religion. 

Cloth $'.50 
On sale wherever books are sold 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Publishers 64-66 Fifth Avenue New York 
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